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Exec Continental: In the Forefront of
the Revolution
Led by charismatic Jim
Sadlier, the Continental army is
forging a solid path through the
front lines of home and
business software.

The Robots Come Home
Personal robots are here. They
don 't do much yet, but don't
blink.
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Fly Me to the Moon
All that vague stuff about what
you can do with modems is
straightforward and simple
when it comes to making travel
plans. Here 's how.
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House and Computer

The proof of the pudding lay in
the Apple. Even the
bureaucrats sat up and took
notice when the computer
showed that Palo Alto,
California, was losing its trees.

The home of tomorrow is
available today-almost.
Computers are active in
models of future living, and the
software is available now.
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Did you know that before Ronald Reagan
got into politics he was an actor? Of course you
did. But did you also know that before that he
worked as a counter person at Burger Palace?
Probably not, since he didn't. But you can just
imagine his job resume: "President, United
States of America, 1981-present; Governor of
California, 1967-1975; order taker at Burger
Palare in Dixon, Illinois, 1927-1930." Okay,
maybe not.
It works the same way in the microcomput
er industry. Before a lot of people in this biz got
where they are today, they held numerous other
interesting jobs. What do you think they did
back in the early seventies? It probably had lit
tle to do with Apples, since the word apple in
those days meant pie and sauce, not PIE and
SOS. Which brings us to this month's contest.
On page 4, you'll see a whole bunch of pic
tures of a whole bunch of people who make up
the Apple world. On page 6 you'll see a list of
various positions they used to hold. Can you
match the occupation with the person? Could
you do it for $100 worth of Apple accessories?
Good! Roll your tongue back into your mouth
and let's get started.
There are two ways to win.
The First Way. The first way is to match
the person with the occupation. Just number
your paper from one to twenty and write the
corresponding person's name next to each num
ber. Next, find the occupation you think each
person used to hold, and write down the letter
that precedes it next to that person's name. If
you'd like to do this with a word processor or a
typewriter so we can read your entry, the more
power to you.
Whoever matches correctly the most peo
ple with their former occupations will become
the So/talk Personnel Administrator of the
month and will be entitled to a $100 shopping
spree in the computer store of his or her choice.
On us.
Most of the answers can be found in those
Sofia/ks you put on the top shelf many months
ago (we don't write the Exec series for nuth
in'!). Others can be found by a process of elimi
nation (someone as young as Lord British
couldn't have been a former Vietnam com
ma nding officer, for example). So get out the
mags and get to it.
If you choose this way to win, print the
words W'hat th ey were on the front of your en
velope and on your entry form. This way, you

won't end up being scored in the wrong cate
gory.
The Second Way. This way is more fun; it's
for people who don't have the resources for the
first way to win. Some people just look like they
might have held a certain job. Can't you just
picture Ken Williams as a country bar bouncer?
Dave Gordon as a used car salesman? How
about Bill Budge as a young Chachi (as in Joan
ie Loves . .. )?
Just number your paper from one to twen
ty with each person's name by the number as
before. Then, next to each name, put down a
letter corresponding to the occupations you
think they look like they might have held. If you
don't know, then guess; if you can't guess; then
make one up.
Entries in this category will be scored
against the answer key made up by a consensus
of the contest staff. Answers are purely subjec
tive; no debating will be allowed.
The winner of this category will win the cus
tomary $ IOO in advertisers' merchandise that we
usually give away in these alternative contests.
If you choose this way to win, print the
words What they should have been on your en
velope and on your entry form.
It ought to be fun, and it will be. So send in
your entry with the information below post
marked by September 15, 1983. You must write
either What they were or What they should .~ave
been on your entry so that we know which cate
gory to judge you in.
Send your entries to Sofia/k Job Hunt, Box
60, North Hollywood, CA 91603, postmarked
by September 15, 1983.
My name:
My occupation:----------
My address:~~--------My city, state, and zip: _______ _

My phone number:_'_ _ __ _ __ __
My choice of prizes if I win: _ __ __

My dealer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ALL NEW GAMES FROM PENGUIN!
M i n i t Man™byGreg Malone
When the first wave of robots hit the bridge you were having lunch. By the time
you climbed into your chopper and reached the gorge, the damage was done! The
bridge was shattered. That was about the time the radio started squawking about
Incoming missiles.
Your silos are empty, awaiting three Interceptor missiles that had just been
prepared for launching. Unfortunately, they are loaded on trains on the other side
of the gorge, unable to get across the damaged bridge. Your job is to repair the
damage and set the launch computer.
Simultaneously, the enemy' s robots have penetrated the building complex in an
attempt to sabotage the computer. If you don't stop them, saving the bridge
would be pointless.
Available on Apple disk.

MINIT MAN
by0t9g lll.J~

Q n IY $19 •95

T h.e
S p y S t r i k e s Back™
(or How to Not Be Seen) by Robert Hardy and Mark Pelczarski
The spy Is back! Once again wit and stealth are the tools of
his trade as he attempts to thwart an international terrorist's
threat to blackmall the world community. Can you aid him In his
efforts to evade the patrolling electronic guards, while searching
the myriad rooms of a five-story castle, rounding up the clues
needed to locate Dr. X's nuclear laboratory?
Colorful graphics, great sound, and real·tlme action make this
new g_ame maddeningly addictive!
Avaliable on Apple disk,
Atari 32K disk and 24K ca.ssette.

Q I $

TM

PEN S AJ E

n Y 19•95 ;
-~-

·~··

The Thinking Game

by John Besnard

The Thinking Game

A thinking game of evasion, Pensate Is an original in Jhe board game genre.
The object Is to get to the top of an 8x8 grid while avoiding ail other playing
pieces. The computer has 10 types of pieces each of which moves In a pattern
relative to the player's move. The higher the round, the more pieces on the board.
Pensate features both one· and two-player modes and players can plot one to
four moves ahead. There Is a practice option ;n addition to tournament play. If
Yo,.u lose, you can watch an Instant replay or even play t~e same game over.
Available on Apple disk.

__

.,
PENSATE.

Only $19.95

AND OUR BEST SELLERS AT $19.95 TOO!
SPY'S
I

rlf,Yo .."

~t ~ "-f•

830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134

For information - call (312) 232·1984
Dealer orders only - call (800) 323·0116

Atari le a tradem11rk of Atari, Inc. Apple Is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Penguins are prone to bllssful waddllng.
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The Celebrities and Their Current Occupations

I. Ted Gillam. The joystick guy whose com
pany, TG Products, made Castle Wolfenstein
and Choplifter a breeze.
2. Ed Zaron, Muse. President, Muse, and
author of Super-Text.
3. Ellen Lapham . Cofounder, Syntauri Cor
poration .
4 . Jean Richardson . Director in charge of all
those ads yo u see for Apple Computer.
5. Marc Blank . lnfocom 's Zorkmeister, vice
president of product development, and all
around swell guy.
6 . Terry Bradley. Cofo under and secretary
treasurer of Sirius Software.
7. Jerry Jewell. Other cofounder of Sirius

and company president.
8. Tom Snyder. Spinnaker Software au
thor, Snooper Troops trooper, and searcher of
the most amazing thing.
9. Nathan Schulhof. Kingpin of Silicon Val
ley Systems.
10. Mike Markkula. Former president of
Apple Computer.
11. Mark Pelczarski. Chief bossman of Pen
guin Software, coauthor of Graphics Magician,
lousy miniature golfer.
12. Roger Wagner. President of Southwest·
ern Data Systems, writer of lots of software,
and an even worse miniature golfer.
13. Stan Goldberg. Honcho for Micro Lab

and inspiration for this contest.
14. Fred Sirotek. Sir-tech prexy, father of a
few, dad to many.
15. Dave Gordon. Top of the heap at Data
most. Was never a used car salesman.
16. Sherwin Steffin. Chairman of the board
and truant officer at Edu-Ware.
17. Doug Carlston . Prez and founder of
Broderbund, philosopher behind the Galactic
Saga, loving brother.
18. Gary Carlston. In charge of product de
velopment at Broderbund, loving brother.
19. Cathy Carlston. Marketing fist for Bro
derbund, loving sister.
20. John Scully. Apple's newest president.

~SO~JAL~
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Their Former Occupations

REAL
ESTATE
EZ-1 NVEST II
Replace human intuition? No ...
"Soften" the computational
drudgery required for thorough
investment decision-making? Yes
Available on disk for th e Apple II , II+, lie,
and Ill in emulation , Requires 3.3 DOS ,
48K, & Applesoft

+ Easy to Use
Menu driven; stand alone; complete,
easy to follow manual ; extensive
error traps.

+ Current &·
Comprehensive

A . Medical student.
B. Biology teacher.
C. Math and computer-science teacher at
high school.junior college, and university levels.
D. Operations researcher for savings-and·
loan associations.
E. University Swedish instructor, women's
basketball coach .
F . Certified public accountant.
G. General construction manager, manu
facturer of souvenir spoons.
H. President in charge of presidency at
PepsiCo.
I. Lawyer.

J. Rock musician under Capitol Records.
K. Junior high school English teacher.
L. Merchandise buyer for Lord and Taylor.
M . Behavioral scientist.
N. Gannent district mogul.
0. University of Michigan disc jockey, jazi
drummer.
P. Marine insurance salesman.
Q. Amateur pilot, Regis McKenna public
relations person who handled Apple's account.
R . Housewife.
S. United States Air Force lieutenant
colonel.
T. Retired.
JI

AHOT DAY IN
SAN JOSE

Most recent tax laws & money rates
used to compute IRR, ROI , ROE ,
FMRR, depreciation/ACRS,
recapture, capital gains.
Assumptions easily changed to
undercover possible pitfalls.

+ Presentation Quality
Printouts
Personalized ; automatic paging; up
to 10 yrs. on profitability & cash
flow .

+ + + Price Performance
Software
Let us prove the best doesn 't have
to be the most expensive. 10 day
return policy.

Introductory Price $119
Phone inquires welcome

(312) 259-6301
VISA•MA STERCAR D• CHEC K• COD ACC EPTE D

And he re to present the award for Oscar predictions is Jean Mattson , owner of Computerland , Gillette,
Wyom ing. That's Oracle winner David Miles accepting the award for himself.

660 Stanford Lane
Buffalo Grove , Illinois 60090

Quality Software
Comfortable Prices
Dea ler Inqu ir ie s Invit ed
111. Res. add tax
APPLE is a regi stered tr ademark
o f Apple Compu ter, In c.

One thousand two hundred twenty points.
That's all Jeremy Stamer (Glen Rock, PA)
scored on his Maypole contest entry, and that's
a ll it took to win.
·
Stamer's entry consisted of six chains four
teen link s long, earning ten points per link (6 X
14 X IO = 840 points). Nineteen of the eighty
four links were Apple-related , giving him a
bonus of twenty points each (19 X 20 = 380),
for a total o f 1,220 points.
With his maypole po ints in hand, Stamer
will be marching down to his store to pick up a
Kraft joystick and Strategic Simulations's Cos

mic Balance.
Stamer's entry was not the longest, nor was
it the one with the most Apple references. But it
was the one with the best combination of the
two.
Hot Fun in the Summertime. The winner of
the fifth part of the Oracle contest was decided
on July 4 . That part, you might recall, required
contestants to predict the high temperature in
San Jose on Independence Day.
San Jose isn't exactly known for its cool
temperatures, but it's not exactly Palm Springs,
either. The safest thing to do would have been
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Any home finance package w ill ba lance your
checkbook. But to become the #1 best-seller
you've got to be something special .
The Home Accountant"' is.
It's the only one that prints a net worth
statement and a personal finance statement.
So you know exactly where you stand
financially every day of the year. It will even
print your checks, automatically.
Not only that,The Home Accountant"' lets you
label every transaction. Just imagine sitting
down to do your taxes and having every
penny you've spent and earned neatly listed
by category-and available at the touch of a
button . It's an incredible time-saver.
You can also create bar, line and trend
analysis graphs for every category- in color.
It's great for realistic budgeting.
Sound amazing? Wait, there's more .
Let's say you write a check to pay your
Visa.The Home Accountant"' automatically
debits your checking account and credits
your Visa account.
And it does this with every one of t he two
hundred* budget categories : credit cards,
checking accounts, money markets, cash, rent
checks, insurance payments-you customize
your own financial package.
Check out The Home Accountant"' soon.
You'll find it does a lot more than simply
manage your money.
4•
It manages your money~

..

*The Home Accountant"' is available for the
Apple 11 / IB/v\ Personal Computer/ Atari 400 /
800 Computers I Osborne /TRS 80 Model Ill I
Commodore VIC 64.The actual budget
capacities will vary with each computer.
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to pick a temperature not too low and not too
high, and that's what most people did.
According to the National Weather Ser
vice, San Joseans held their annual weenie
roasts, picnics, and potato sack races in a siz
zling ninety degrees Fahrenheit. According to
the random number generator, David Cook
(Decatur, IL) was selected from a field of just a
handful who predicted that temperature.
"I had pretty much given up hope of win
ning anything," said Cook, whose other predic
tions included Sally Field as Best Actress and
Leadfoot as the Kentucky Derby winner.
Cook won't care what the weather is like
when he goes trotting down to Main Street
Computer in Decatur to pick up Infocom's
Zork II and Sir-tech's Legacy of Llylgamyn.
The race for the Apple Ile goes on. The
leaders are mostly the same, but there has been
some jockeying for position coming down the
final stretch . Michael Wolgelenter (Palo Alto,
CA) moved up from third to first this month
with forty-five points; June's winner, David
Miles (Gillette, WY), held on to his second
place spot with forty-four; Edward Radan
ovich (Bellevue, NE) ·dropped from first to
third with forty; Carl Webb (Vista, CA) kept a
grip on fourth with thirty-four points; and a
newcomer, Geraldine Bass (Williamsburg, VA),
joined the top live this month with twenty-seven
points.
Report back here next month when June's
final-exam scores come in . Class dismissed.
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For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides es
sential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes .

.._.,f---_,,.__

130
Volts
RMS

SYSTEM SAVER _ _ /
APPLE II

I

T

For Cooling
As soon as you add 80 columns or
more memory to your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's adva nced periphe ral
cards generate more heat. In addi
tion, the cards block any natural arr
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself.

For Operating Efficiency ·
SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets . As shown
in th e dia gram , th e SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted
power switch
controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II,
monitor and printer. ...,.illilli6.::.m=-
Ava!lable in 220/240 Volt 50 Hz

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways : 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts de level. 2) High fre
quency noise is smoothed out be
fore reaching the Apple II. A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a mmimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB .

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor
rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
on You'll never use the Apple power
switch again I

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct
by phone or mail.
For phone or mail ord ers include $2 .50 for
handling. New York State residents a dd sales
tax . VISA a nd MASTERCARD acce pted
Deale r m'qumes invited .

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required
Color matched
to Apple II.

Kensmgton Microware Ltd .
919 Third Avenue, New York NY 10022
(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KE N UR

WAI

@ LISTED
PATENT PENDING

KENSINGTON
I~ MICROWARE

•APPLE•

"THE PROFESSIONAL" SERIES
The most valued
Communication Software
ever published for the
Apple II* Computer.

Whether you 're a businessperson accessing the latest
data from Wall Street , a student researching an elec
tronic library or a home user exchanging electronic
mail , "The Professional " series will instantly make you
a part of the exciting world of electronic communi
cation.
Imagine being able to log into communication services
putting the latest financial, national and international
news at your fingertips. You 'll be able to research sta
tistics , bank by computer, confirm airline reservations,
call local computerized " Bulletin Boards" and even dial
into restaurant guides recommending the best dining
around the country.

To help expand your exciting world of communications,
" The Professional " series includes valuable offers
to:

• BRS/AFTER DARK
• CompuServe
·Delphi
• Newsnet

You had the insight to buy a computer-use it to the
fullest! Treat yourself to this new and exciting world
with 'The Professional" series:

ASCII Express DOS3.3 $129.95 • P-Term ApplePasca/1.1 $129.95 • Z-Term AppleCPIM $149.95
(supports all modems and baud rates to 96DD)

(supports most modems and baud rates to 24DD)

(supports most modems and baud rates to 24DD)

Plus $3 .00 shipping • CA residents add 6% sales tax
For more mformat1on ca/l·or wnte :

s outtiUJesteRn Cata s1w1sterns™
THE LEADERS IN INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
10761 Woodside Avenue, Suite E, Santee, CA 92071, 619-562-3221
·Also Apple II

1 an d lie compatible
1s a service marl' of Source Telccorn puling Corporatron
BRS AF1 ER DARK 1s a lrademark ol BRS
Dr~l ptu 1s <..1 tra<J8rn arl- of General V1deo te1 Corpora tion

n" SOURCE

Compuserve is a trad emark of CompuServe Incorporated, an H&R Block Co
Newsnet is a trademark of Newsnet Incorporated
Apple. Appl e 11, Apple II + and Apple lie are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Fastalk is a quick guide to popular, specialized,
new, and classic software. When you need a particu
lar kind of program or just want to see what's new,
Fastalk is the place to look for fast a nswers.
If a program has been reviewed in Softa/k, it car
ries the issue date of the review in italics at the end of
its listing, and the capsule description given reflects
the published review.
A new software entry, which must be of profes
sional quality to be included, is design ated by a check
mark preceding its na me. A new entry loses its check
mark after its fir st appearance and drops out of
Fastalk after one to three appearances (depending on
genre) if it fails to gain popularity.
A bullet preceding a title indicates a program that
Softalk has designated as a classic, based on its ability
to stand up over time, its significance for its time
(breaking new gro und or introducing a new genre), or
its archetypal qualities.
Other entries in Fastalk are there either by virtue
of current activity (the programs are selling at least as
much as the least-selling entry on any.of the bestseller
charts) or because they are representative of the best
of programs for a special interest or need (such as
card games or non-Basic-specific language terminal
programs).
Softalk may arbitrarily omit any package from
Fastalk, whether or not it meets the foregoing
criteria.

Adventure
Adventuresome story games in which players must dedu ce
commands, make maps, and solve logical puzzles.

• Adventure. Crowther, Woods. The original text
adventure, created on mainframe, contributed to by
many over a long time. Very logical within fantasy
framework , excellent puzzles, maps; complex, convo
luted, and great. Several publishers: Microsoft, 10700
Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $28.95. Apple,
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $35. Fron
tier Computing, Box 402, (,66 N. Main St., Logan, UT
84321. $10.
Critical Mass. Blauschild. Rungistanian author's next
adventure; more colorful graphics, sophisticated and
challenging puzzles. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 7183.
• Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief action
skill game hidden in plot. As a futuristic part man, part
robot, you're lost in a strange forest, desperately
needing food and power. At its release, in its realism
and use of true plot, Cyborg represented one of the
most significant advances in adventuring since the
original Adventure. Sentient, Box 4929, Aspen, CO
81612. $32.95 . 11181 .
1be Dark Crystal. Williams. Hi-res adaptation of
fantasy movie. New puzzles challenge even those
who've seen the movie. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $39.95. 4183.
Deadline. Blank, Lebling. Episode one in a series of
murder mysteries by the authors of Zork. Includes
inspector's casebook, lab report. Text. Infocom, 55
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA02138. $49.95. 8182.
v' Death in the Caribbean. Hess. The professor died
trying to find buried treasure on the deserted island,
and now the quest is yours. Beware of his mischievous
ghost. Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland
Park, IL fi0035. $35.
FB:ape from Rungistan. Blauschild. Graphics adven
ture with some animated real-time puzzles. Espionage
theme. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $29.95. 8182.

• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Williams.
Whodunit in a Victorian mansion. First adventure with
pictures. Two-word parser with logical comprehension.
Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $24.95.
• Hi-Res Adventure #2: The WUanl and the Prin
ces.s. Williams. The king has offered half his kingdom
to the one who will bring back the kidnapped princess.
Cross mountains, deserts; battle the wizard to claim
your reward. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $32.95. 11180.
Mask of the Sun. A unique animated graphic quest
with full though sometimes frustrating parsing. Moving
from room to room involves seeing scenery along the
way go by-a graphics breakthrough with nice puzzles.
Ultrasoft, 12503 Bell-Red Rd., #'1JXJ, Bellevue, WA
98005. $39.95.11182.
• Prisoner 2. Mullich. Totally relandscaped but loyal
version of original game: full-rolor hi-res graphics
added, puzzles reworded , obstacles expanded. Sophisti
cated and difficult exercise in intimidation with ele
ments of satire. Escape from an island requires player
to solve logical puzzles, overcome obstacles, and an
swer riddles. Excellent computer fare; nothing else like
it. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $32.95.
The Prisoner, 3181; Prisoner 2, /0182.
The Quest. Snell, Toler, Rea. As the king's newest
advisor, you must accompany a champion on a
dragon-slaying mission. Champion, parser accept ad
vice in full and multiple sentences . Penguin, 830 4th
Ave., Geneva, IL (J()l34. $19.95.
• S.A.G.A. Series. Adams. Scott Adams's prototyp
ical adventures-12 in all-spruced up with 100-mlor

1(:-

graphics and Votrax vocats. Fun, not always logical,
very story-oriented series. Each adventure has its own
theme and often exotic locale. They map small but
score big on imagination. Adventure International,
Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95 each.
Serpent's Star. Anson, Clark, Franks, Onnsby. Mac
Steele searches the Himalayas for a legendary sapphire
in Mask of the Sun sequel. Traps are less obvious.
Delightful glimpse of a faraway mystical land. Ultra
soft, 12503 Bell-Red Rd ., #'1JXJ, Bellevue, WA 98005.
$39.95. 4183.
Shenvood Forest. Holle, Johnson . Dating game in
legendary times. In premier Softoon adventure featur
ing neat UltraRes graphics. Robin Hood woos Maid
Marian all the way to the honeymoon. Go for it.
Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich,
IL fi0047. $34.95. 3183.
Starcross. Science-fiction prose adventure that comes
wrapped in a flying saucer. Set in the year 2186, main
puzzle is to discover raison d'etre of miniworld aster
oid . Likable, engaging. Infocom , 55 Wheeler St.,
Cambridge, MA 02138. $39.95. II 182.
Suspended. Berlyn. Well-plotted adventure demands
control of six independent robots who can act simulta
neously. Intelligent, challenging exercise in logic. A
milestone. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. $49.95. 4183.
• Swonlthrust Series. Set of adventures, seven so far,
that integrate fantasy role playing. Create one charac
ter, make friends in each new adventure, battle mon
sters, and achieve goals together. Good stories, fun to
map. Vocabulary no mystery, but puzzles are. Single
character goes through all. CE Software, 801 73rd St.,
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It can if you add VIS IBridge/REPORT~ from Solutions, Inc.
$79 + $4 shipping & handling for TRS-80® I, ll/12116, ID Apple® ll +, m, or IBM PC™
802 229 0368. 97 College St., Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. MASTERCARD OR VISA/Dealer ,
inquiries welcomed. Also: VIS\ Bridge/SORT™, $89; VIS \Bridge/DJ™, $295.
All VIS / Bndge products are trademarks ot Solutions . Inc. V1siCa1c•• 1s a trademark of V1s1Corp TRS·BO• 1s a trademark of Tandy Corp
IBM PC ' " is a trademark of IBM Corp Apple"' is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc

This year, thousands of kids will be
searching for the most amazing thing.
At Spinnaker, we don't believe in the
"kill or be killed" concept behind most
computer games. In fact we believe
computer games should be instruc
tive. Not destructive. Butjust as
importantly, they should be fun.
Thats why IN SEARCH OF THE MOST
AMAZING THING'"is designed to let your
kids negotiate with aliens instead of destroy
ing them. Because given the opportunity,
kids enjoy using their minds.
It's Amazingly Fun.
The Most Amazing Thing is out there
somewhere. Finding it won't be easy.
But relax, your kids will have the
help of their old uncle Smoke Bailey.
He'll give them a B-liner (sort of a
cross between a hot air balloon
and a dune buggy) to use on their
journey. They'll have to learn how to
fly the B-liner and navigate it through
storms and fog. But before they do
anything, your kids will have to talk to Old
Smoke. He'll tell them about the Mire People
and the strange language that they speak. He'll
also tell them to avoid the dangerous Mire
Crabs and how to get fuel for the B-liner.
Your kids will visit the Metallican Auction
where they'll trade with the aliens for valuable
chips. Your kids will then use these chips to buy
things they'll need for their trip. And your kids
will learn how to fly over the planet using their
jet pack.
The Most Amazing Thing
holds great powers, but it will
take great skill, persistence
and imagination to find it.
It's Amazingly Educational.
IN SEARCH OF THE MOST
AMAZING THING is written by
Tom Snyder, educator and
author of the best-selling
Snooper Troops'"Detective
Series.
And like all Spinnaker games, IN
SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZING THING has real
educational value. For instance, your kids will
sharpen their ability to estimate distances and

quantities. And since they'll be navi
gating their B-liner, they'll become aware
of distance, direction and time. They'll also
develop a knack for economic and monetary
principles through trading with the aliens.
And they'll solve problems through trial
and error.
They'll learn all of these things, plus they'll
learn that nothing is impossible if you put your
mind to it.
A Novel Approach to Computer Games.
Besides offering your children all of the above,
IN SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZING THING gives
them an opportunity to develop their reading
skills. Because included with the game 1s Jim
Morrow's new novel The Adventures of Smoke
~ailey. *So your children will have hours of fun
reading the book or playing the game. And
they'll be learning at the same time.
Parental Discretion Advised.
If you're a parent who would rather see your
kids reason with aliens than destroy them,
you've got plenty of reasons to
ask your local software retailer
for IN SEARCH OF THE MOST

S'PIYIYAKER

We make learning fun.

Apple, IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Compu te r, Inc, Inte rnationa l Business Machines Corp and Atari, Inc. respectively CommodOre 6 4 is a trademark of Commoao1e Electronics L1m 1ted

© 1983 Spinnaker 5 oftware Corp All ri ghts rese rve d
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Sundex
FOR PAYING BILLS • .•

Because it lets you try Sundex's
Personal Payables™ program,
designed to take over tedious bill
paying chores.

Personal Payables!M
• writes checks-standard or
continuous form
• alerts you to payments coming
due
• stores amounts payable for
regular payments
• keeps continuous, accurate
balance
• handles up to 10 checking
accounts
And We've Taken the Fear Out of
Trying ... our easy-English manual
and on-screen instructions make it
easy for anyone in the family to
do it.
Start now to write off writing checks!
To Try It-send $19.95 for
full use of program (limited to
writing 8 checks). When you're
ready to buy it, call us toll free for
the access code and we'll bill you
for the balance ($80.00). To Buy It
NOW-send $99.95 and never
write another check

rc]y"';~i-:.-:.;;;;7ake~'dv-:,;a-;:- 1
of your TRIAL OFFEA-$19.95
D I'm convinced, send me your
Personal Payables™
Program-$99.95
OIBM 128K OIBM 64K
O COMPAQ O Osborne
O Apple II
O TI Professional
O Apple lie
Payment: D Check D VISA O MasterCord
Colo. residents add 3% sales tax

Specify:

Card# _ _ _ _ _Exp. Date _ __
Slgnoture _ _ _ _ _ -

_

_

-----

Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - 
City

Sta te

Zip - - - 

Mall to: Sundex Softwor& Corp.
~~---~ DaptSA082
3000 Paarl St.
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone orders : 1-800-835-3243
In Colorado ca ll: 1-303-440-3600

aSundexJ

----------------

Des Moines, IA 50312. Number I prerequisite for rest.
Each adventure, $29.95. 8182.
Transylvania. Antiochia. Some of best graphics ever in
a hi-res adventure. Excellent puzzles and logic-no
unfair tricks. Enjoyable. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Ge
neva, IL (J()J34. $34.95. 6181.
Witness. Galley. It's 1938, a society woman is dead, the
killer is loose and may strike again. You have 12 hours
to figure out whodunit before someone else takes the
deep six. It may be you. lnfocom, 55 Wheeler St.,
Cambridge, MA 02138. $49. 95. 7183.
• Zork I, U, Ill. Text lives! Three masterpieces of
logic and grand adventure to revel in. Hard, logical
puzzles with erudite parser that understands complete
compound sentences and questions, has amazing vo
cabulary. I and II use standard scoring, standard goals;
III has unique point system, and benevolence pays.
lnfocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138 .
$39.95. Zork 1, 6181; Zork JJ, 3182; Zork lll, 9182.

Business
Accounting Plus 0 and De. 11 version is integrated
package; general ledger, accounts receivable and pay
able, and inventory-purchasing modules. Menu-driven;
prompting. lle version is stripped and rebuilt to take
advantage of available functions. Software Dimen
sions, 6371 Auburn Blvd., Citrus Heights, CA 95610.
11, $1,250; lle, $995.
Apple 0 Business Graphics. Converts numerical data
into charts and graphs. Features mathematical and
statistical functions. Requires 64K. Apple, 20525 Mari
ani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.
BPI Accounting System. Popular six-module business
package; programs also available separately. Includes
General Ledger (a bestseller), accounts receivable, ac
counts payable, payroll, inventory control, and job
costing. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $395 each; job costing, $595.
v Bulk Mailer. Marinello. Hard disk mailer handles
32,CXX> names, retrieves a name by account number in
two seconds. Floppy disk handles 1,200 names per
disk. Includes zip-<:Ode inventory, duplicate entry killer.
A technical and functional advance. Satori Software,
5507 N. Woodlawn, Seattle, WA 98103. Floppy disk,
$125; hard disk, $350. 6183.
Otex Training for VisiCalc. Brandt. Selkontained
Apple-assisted training program and reference guide
for the #I electronic spreadsheet. User-selectable infor
mation. Cdex, 5050 El Camino Rd., Los Altos, CA
94022. $49.95. 3183.
v The Data Bank. Gamer, Flowers. Database man
agement system for nonprograrnmers. Generates mail
lists; client and letter files; checkbook, student, and
patient records; and recipes. FlowerSoft, 564 Tara,
Manteca, CA 95336. $170.
DB Master. Comprehensive database-management sys
tem with password protection, extensive report creation
options. I ,CXXl characters per record. Stoneware, 50
Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $229. 10181.
DB Master Utility Pak #I and Utility Pak #2. Compat
ible with version Ill. Translates DB files to Apple text,
restructures existing files, replicates and merges, and
recovers crashed files. Pak #2 includes label printer,
global editor, file merge, reblocker, and forms printer.
Stoneware, 50 Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901.
$99 each.
·
General Manager. User-<lefinable database-manage
ment system; can use one to four disk drives or hard
disk. Change screen and field formats without reenter
ing data. Current version supports Ile and 80-colurnn
card at no extra cost. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $229.95. Hard-disk
version, $374. 95.
The Incredible Jack. Word processor, database, and
spreadsheet, plus mailing label print and sort. Gives
80-colurnn u/lc display automatically on the lie, with
64K, 80-colurnn card on the 11 Plus. Business Solu
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tions, (,() E. Main St., Kings Park, NY 11754. $179.
InfoStar. Hajicek, Collier, Rubinstein. Database man
agement for nonprograrnmers. Maintains updates,
generates simple or customized reports . MicroPro, 33
San Pablo Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.
v Invoice File. Zornes. Template for DB Master
generates reports sorted by invoice number, customer
number, customer name, and product description.
Includes instructions for creating customized reports;
requires minimal knowledge of DB Master. Phoenix,
64 Lake Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL cm47. $89.95.
v Legal Billing. Marinello. Complete billing system
for lawyers prints customized statements, aging re
ports. Includes trust accounts, user-<lesignated codes,
automatic interest adder. For up to 200 clients and
4,CXX> transactions. Satori Software, 5507 N. Wood
lawn, Seattle, WA 98103. $350.
List Handler. Keary, Elekman. List-lover's delight.
Prints lists, labels, and letters. Handles 3,CXX> records
per disk and eight disk drives. Takes requests. Silicon
Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, #4, Belmont,
CA 94002. $89.95. 2183.
v Magicak:. Graves. Electronic spreadsheet with au
tomatic page formatting and support of additional
memory boards up to 512K. Compatible with VlSiCalc
and Magic Window ll. Art.sci, 5547 Satsuma Ave.,
North Hollywood, CA 9J(J()I. $149.95.
Multiplan. Easy-to-learn electronic work sheet using
plain-English commands. Powerful modeling and pres
entation capabilities. For use in analysis, forecasting,
technical engineering, and the home. Versions 1.04 and
up use 80 columns and extended memory on the lie.
Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004.
$275.
PFS:File. Page, Roberts. User controls data in totally
unstructured database. Up to 32 pages (screens) of
information in each record. lie version has 80 columns,
u/lc. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $125. 10180.
PFS:Graph. Orin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces with
files created with PFS:File and VLSiCalc. Produces bar,
line, and pie charts merging data from several sources.
80 columns and increased graphics support in lie
version. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr.,
Mountain View, CA 94043. $125. 5182.
PFS:Report. Page. Powerful report generator designed
for use with PFS:File. Sorts, calculates, totals, formats,
and prints presentation-quality columnar reports. Soft
ware Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,
CA 94043. $125. 6181.
Quick File De. Easy-to-use personal database filing
system. Fifteen fields; files as long as disk allows . Ile,
two disk drives. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cuper
tino, CA 95014. $100.
Risk Simulator. Estimates probability distributions re
lated to risk situations, such as automobile mainte
nance expenses or employer funding of health benefits.
Actuarial Microcomputer Software, 3915 Valley a.,
WlllSton-Salem, NC 27106. $185.
v SOM: Screen Data Manager. Gooding. Database
manager featuring custom-screen-entry formatting and
report generation. Twenty-One databases (mail, in
voice, libraries, inventory) with 10 reports each. The
Software Mill, 19 Grist Mill Rd., Acton, MA 01720.
Two disks, $49.
State of the Art General Ledger and Budget Forecast
ing Module. The ledger does 12-period accounting,
two-digit subaccounts; handles 1,1p to 470 accounts;
enters I00 transactions before updating to permanent
files. Budget module extends account number to nine
digits; custom designs reports; does previous-year com
parisons. State of the Art, 3183A Airway Ave., Costa
Mesa, CA 92626. $495, budget module, $395.
VersaFonn. Business-forms generator for invoicing,
mailing lists, sales analysis, inventory. Hard-disk-<:am
patible. Applied Software Technology, 14125 Capri
Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030. $389. 6182.
• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic work
sheet for any problem involving numbers, rows, and

Give your child the thinking tools
that stand in a class by themselves:
programs for your home from
Computer-Advanced Ideas.

For The Fun Of It
As professional educators and
programmers we've been proving
for over a decade that motivated
learners do best. Featuring full-color
graphics, our animated learning
games are fun. They talk like a
friend, play like a teammate and
teach like a tutor. And they stimulate
eager young minds.

Partners In Learning
CAI programs come with a library of
knowledge for your child to explore.
But that's just the beginning. They
also feature a unique authoring
system that lets you create lessons
on any subject, tailoring the
program to your child's needs. No
knowledge of computers is required.
Our programs make sense to people
- from 4 to 94 - and grow right
along with your child.

A Success In Schools
Over 1800 school districts have
chosen CAI programs to teach
essential vocabulary and logic skills
in a full range of topics. Our products
get recognition -because they work.

Head Start
Your child's future begins with
opportunities you create at home.
Choosing resources that are
stimulating, challenging and fun can
be one of the best decisions you
make. Ask your computer retailer
for a demonstration of CAI
programs and see for yourself how
enjoyable a good education can be.

Computer
Advanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (415) 526-9100
For the Apple II/ lie
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columns. No prograrruning necessary. VisiCorp, 2895
z.anker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250. 10180.
VisiFile. Creative Computer, Jameson, Herman. Data
base-management information system for organization
and retrieval of information, allowing sort and modifi
cation of records. VisiCorp, 2895 z.anker Rd., San
Jose, CA 95134. $250.
VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule planner.
VisiCorp, 2895 z.anker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.
VisiTrend/VisiPlot. Kapor. Combines VisiPlot graph
ics with time-series manipulation, trend forecasting,
and descriptive statistics. VisiCorp, 2895 z.anker Rd.,
San Jose, CA 95134. $259.95. 7181 .

released version has hi-res, sound effects, a few more
magic items, but still the classic game. Quality Soft
ware, 6660 Reseda Blvd., #105 , Reseda, CA 91335.
$29.95. 2183.
Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wizardry,
requiring thirteenth-level characters from the original.
Individual quests on each of six dungeon levels. Great.
Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $34.95.

7182.
Legacy of Uylgamyn. Greenberg, Woodhead. Third
scenario in classic Wizardry series. To save Llylgamyn,
descendants of the adventurers of other Wizardry
scenarios (requires Overlord) must wrest a mystical orb
from the dragon L'kbreth. New full-screen dungeon,
Lisalike information screens. Sir-tech, 6 Main St.,
Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $39.95. 7183.
Missing Ring. Romine. Find wizard's missing ring
Apple Link. Jaffe, Pierce. Creates intelligent terminal alone or with the help of up to four independent
at receiving end with no additional software. Only characters. Task becomes more complex as number of
modem software known that can transmit Screen
players increases. Datamost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave.,
Writer text files . Also transmits random-acoess text Chatsworth, CA91311. $29.95. 7183.
files. Computer Applications, 13300 S.W. 108 Street • Od~y: The Compleat Apventure. Gardy. Fanta
sy adventure far beyond one place and one setting.
Circle, Miami, FL 33186. $59.95.
ASCD Exp~: 1be Prof~onal. Robbins, Blue. Castles, catacombs, an ocean voyage, and the orb of
Greatly improved version of original modem software power. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201,
package features automatic redial, individual macro Renton, WA98055. $30. 10180.
files, and conversion of Integer, Applesoft, or binary • Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest series,
programs into text files. Works with a plethora of winner 1981 Academy of Adventure Gaming Arts and
hardware. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Design "Computer Game of the Year" award.
Epyx/Automated Simulations, I 043 Kiel a., Sunny
Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $}29.95. 12182.
vale, CA 94086. $39.95.
Data Capture 4.0. Copyable, modifiable smart termi
nal program; compatible with Apple III and most • Ultima. British. Hi-res color adventure, progressing
lower-aise adapters. Southeastern Software, 6414 Der from Middle Ages to beyond the space age. A master
piece. California Pacific, 1623 5th St., Davis, CA
byshire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126. $65.
Dow Jones Connector. Guide to the use of the 95616. $39.95. 6181.
company's News/ Retrieval Service and Blue Chip Ultima U. British. Faster play in a bigger universe with
membership, too. Dow Jones Software, Box 300, a time-travel option. Typically British look and feel.
Events are much more interdependent; larger realm of
Princeton, NJ 08540. $95.
Hayes Tenninal Program. Standalone disk designed fantasy with more transactions available. Sierra On
for the Micromodem II lets CP/M, DOS 3.3, and Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.
Pascal disks create, list, delete, send, and receive files. $59.95.
Opens acoess to nonkeyboard ASCII characters and • Wilderness Campaign. Gardy. First fantasy game
prints incoming data as it's displayed. Hayes Micro to leave the dungeon for the great outdoors; first in
computer Products, 5835 Peachtree Corners East, hi-res; first to bargain with merchants; and more.
Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA
Norcross, GA 30092. $99.
P-Tenn: The Prof~onal. Supports all Pascal-com 98055. $17.50.
patible interfaces, asynchronous serial cards, Apple
• Wuanlry. Greenberg, Woodhead. Ultimate role
compatible moderns, and baud rates up to 2400. playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi-res. Generate 20
Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee, characters, six at a time on expeditions. Gripping game;
superbly reproduced. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdens
CA92071. $129.95.
TennExec. O'Neil. Turns Apple with modem into an burg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8181.
intelligent terminal workstation. Features unattended
long file capture, 300 or 1200 baud operation, back
scrolling, edited file capture of past terminal sessions
from scrolling buffer, full-screen editor, macros, execs
for most moderns. Exec Software, 201 Waltham St., Alpha Plot. Kersey, Cassidy. Hi-res graphics and text
utility with optional xdraw cursor and proportional
Lexington, MA02173. $79.95.
Transend l, 2, 3. Intelligent-terminal software with spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
multiple hardware compatibility. Advanced, easy to 92103. $39.50.
use. l sends text only; menu-Oriven, limited editor. 2 The Complete Graphics System. Pelcr.arski. A wealth
sends text and files like VisiCalc, verifies transmission . of graphics tools at a reasonable price. Make 2-D
3 does both and handles electronic mail with automatic drawings with game paddles, add text in destructive,
nondestructive, or reverse modes; create 3-D figures
redial, clock calendar, and password protection. Up
grade: difference in price between two packages plus and shape tables. Manual features complete outline of
$20 service fee. SSM, 2190 Paragon Dr., San Jose, CA command structure. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva,
IL 60134. $69.95; Apple Graphics Tablet version,
95131.$89,$149,$275. 9/ 82.
Z.Tenn: 1be ProfeS5ional. More than an update. $119.95. 7181 .
Compatible with a great variety of moderns, interface Fontrix. Boker, Houston. Character generator creates
cards, and screen modes. Simple file transfer with unlimited number of typefaces, uses them to write on a
integrity. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., screen extended 16 times. Extremely significant devel
opment in graphics. Data Transfonns, 616 Washington
Santee, CA 92071. $149.95.
St., #106, Denver, CO 80203. $75. 7183.
The Graphics Magician. Jochurnson, Lubar, Pelczar
ski. Outstanding animation package consisting of pic
R o/e-play mg game.1 mvolving d wrac/ers rhar develop rhrough ture editor and shape-table extender. Comes with utility
expl·rience in adventuresome stories, and whose actions program to transfer binary files. Penguin, 830 4th
player.\ de tt: rmine via set conunands.
Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $59.95; Apple Graphics
• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original dun
Tablet version, $69.95. 5182.
geon game for the Apple, created in 1978. Newly 1,PS U. Superb hi-res-graphics drawing system with
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light pen. Draw freehand or use circles and lines to
create geometric shapes. Fill routine with colors and
patterns; fun animation demo; programmable Pentrak
driver. Gibson, 23192-D Verdugo Dr., Laguna Hills,
CA 92653. $349. 10182.
v Scientific Plotter, Version U. Warme. Plots lab
results as line graphs. Choose data format, length and
position of axes, error bars; labels anywhere in four
orientations. Has standalone utility for creation of
slides and transparencies that allows printing of labels
on any hi-res picture. Includes five demos, manual.
Interactive Microware, Box 771, State College, PA
16801. $25.
Zoom Grafix. Holle. Graphics-printing utility allows
display of picture on-screen prior to print; prints out
selected portion at any size. Phoenix, 64 Lake Zurich
Dr., Lake Zurich. ILID»7. $39.95. 2182.

Home
The Accountant. Forman. Simple-to-use double-entry

finance system features seven integrated files and a set
of automatic transactions. A sleeper just beginning to
get wider distribution. Decision Support, 1438 Iron
wood Dr., McLean, VA22101. $129.95. l/82.
Bowling Data System. Data Dynamics. Two-disk
record-keeping and report-preparation program for
infinite number of leagues, up to 40 teams. Weekly
recap, season average, more. Rainbow Computing,
9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge, CA 91324. $149.95.
• ~ord Magic. Crossword puzzle maker.
Choose subject, words, and clues; program automati
cally connects words. Play on-screen or make printout.
L&S Computerware, 1589 Fraser Dr., Sunnyvale, CA
94087. $49.95.
Dow Jones Market Analyzer (fonnerly RTR Market
Analyzer). Automatically collects, stores, and updates
historical and daily market quotes. Provides technical
analysis in addition to plotting 18 different types of
charts. Dow Jones Software, Box 300, Princeton, NJ
08540. $350.
v Firistein MemoryTrainer. Rubin, Samet. Inter
active tutorial with color graphics and gamelike prac
tice sessions teaches methods for remembering names,
faces, phone numbers, dates, and lists. Set your own
pace; store personal memory techniques. Three disks,
user guide included. Einstein, 11340 W. Olympic Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90064. $89.95.
Family Roots. Professional genealogy database with
unlimited-records capability. Unprotected; works with
80-colurnn and u/lc. Extensive documentation.
Quinsept, Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173. $185.
v Golf League Statistics. McQuinn. Manages, dis
plays, and prints golf league statistics for up to 50
players and 20 teams. Tracks more than I00 statistics
for each player in league. Disk Depot, 731 W. Colo
rado Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80905. $139.95.
Golf Statistician. Haberle. Helps golfers lower their
scores by examining their strengths and weaknesses.
GolfSoft, 10333 Balsam Ln., Eden Prairie, MN 55344.
$34.95.
Hi-Res Versatile Calculator. Tackabeny. Transfonns
computer into scientific calculator that perfonns func
tions in four bases and converts between them. Fea
tures ASCII code display and four stack registers.
Tackabeny Software, Box 2857, Ormond Beach, FL
32074. $59.95.
Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough, powerful
home finance program. Monitors five checking ac
counts against a common budget, plus credit cards and
cash; one-step record or transfer of funds. Continental,
11223 S. Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $74.95.

4182.
Know Your Apple, Apple Ile. Visually oriented com
puter tutorials with manuals. Cover disks, drives, and
peripherals. Models of clarity. Muse, 347 N. Charles
St., Baltimore, MD 21201. Know Your Apple, $34.95;
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TECHNOLOGY MEETS
REAL ESTATE

Th e

REAL ESTA TE

CONSULTANT'"
•
Three Years In Development
(New - Version 2.0)
Now Available For Public Use On:
IBM PC 1.1, 64K, 2 Disk Drives
Apple II & Apple Ile, 48K, 2 Dr., 80 Col.
IRS BO's, 48K,.2 Disk Drives
(CP/M & CBM Coming Soon)

•

The Complete Real Estate Analysis And
Financial Analysis Software Package
For Everyone From Students To
Professional Investment Counselors

•

Amazingly Simple Operation ...
Input as per provided questionnaire
and screen prompts.
Full user control of disk files,
printer and screen ...
8 year operations and tax shelter reports.
8 year resale projections.

•

Compare These Features:
• Totally Menu Driven
• Full Screen Input Editor
•Amortization Schedules.- Monthly
• Depreciation Schedules-ACRS
• VIR's, Balloons and Interest Only
• Up To 8 Mortgages With Wraps
• Syndications, Partnerships, Individuals
• Personal Property Depreciation
• ROR 's, ROI's and IRR's
• Save 60 Files Per Diskette!
• Presentation Quality Printouts

•

The REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS NOT - spreadsheet templates
IS NOT - pieced together modules

•

Th e REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS - A Powerful, Menu Driven,
User Friendly Software System!

•

at only $275.00
demo disk available for $10.00

•

Phone orders accepted: (805) 682-8927
CONSULTANT SYSTEMS INC.
3704 State St., Suite 311
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

CS*
i

Know Your Apple lie, $24.95. Know Your Apple,
3183.
Micro Cookbook. Recipe-management system allows
entry and modification; selection of recipes by com
mon ingredients, name, or classification. Calorie and
nutrition guide. Virtual Combinatics, Box 755, Rock
port, MDOI966. $40. 6183.
Money Street. Payne. Does accounting, collects data,
and balances an unlimited number of checkbooks. JOO
user-defined categories, 13 reports. Computer Tax
Service, Box 4845, Incline Village, NV89450. $99.95.
v NFL Scoreboard. Football pointspread prediction
system gives probable scores, team performance sum
mary, divisional standings, and season play-off predic
tions. Can be used season after season. Micro Data,
741 Surrey Dr., Streamwood, IL (J()103. $49.95.
Personal Fmance Manager. Gold, Software Dimen
sions. Handles 200 entries a month from 14 separate
accounts. Search-sort-enter routine. Apple, 20525 Mar
iani Ave. , Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. I /181.
Power of Words. Funk. Ten interactive word games by
the author of the Reader's Digest's "It Pays To Enrich
Your Word Power." Humor, graphics, auditory clues
demonstrate words and reinforce memory. Funk
Vocab-Ware, 4825 Province Line Rd., Princeton, NJ
08540. Two disks, $49.95. 7183.
lbink.Tank. Idea processor program allows you to see
ideas in outline form. Outline can be collapsed to see
the big picture or expanded to reveal hidden details.
Living Video Text, 450 San Antonio Rd., #56, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. $150.

4th Ave., Geneva, IL(J()I34. $19.95. 4183.
Mountain. Schroeder. Run, crawl, walk, and
leap through mountain maze fraught with rolling
rocks, geysers, and chasms; defuse nuclear devices.
Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #210, Renton, WA
98055. $34.95. /0182.
• ~ue. Sullivan. Aliens come at you from four
directions on a grid laid out like city blocks. Strategy
and intense concentration required . Superb, smooth
animation of a dozen pieces simultaneously. One of the
great ones. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95. I 182.
~
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Home-Arcade
I
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Fast-action skill games: may include elements of fantasy.

A.E. Horai. Blast away like mad in 3-D. Time the
release and detonation of missiles and repel the next
wave. Innovative graphics, new firing technique, and
fugues to boot. Broderbund, i938 4th St., San Rafael,
CA 94901. $29.95. 2183.
• Alien Rain . Suzuki. Monsters in this classic seem to
take it personally when you gun down one of their own
kind. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $29.95. 9181 .
• Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of
crawling apples and butterflies by running up and
down connecting ladders, digging traps, then covering
critters before they devour you . Extremely addictive,
excellent hi-res play. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 9181 .
The Arcade Machine. Jochumson, Carlston. Step-by
step arcade-game designer-shapes, scoring, sound,
and titles. Begin with variations on five games included,
then on to your own. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $59.95. 11182.
Aztec. Stephenson. Graphic fantasy arcade with ani
mation throughout. Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 9131 I. $39.95. /183.
Beagle Bag. Kersey. Twenty games and miscellany,
written in Basic and unprotected. Great humor, good
two-player games. Manual is worth the price of
admission. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,
CA 92103. $29.50. /183.
Bolo. Micro version of sci-Ii fantasy. Huge maze
where you don't eat anything. Drive around in tank
and destroy enemy bases as you're ·dogged by intel
ligent assassin tanks. Much depth, many months' fun .
Top class. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201,
Renton, WA 98055. $34.85. 2183.
• Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper to rescue 64
hostages, avoiding interceptor jets, homing mines, and
tanks. Challenging, realistic, and playful. Stunning
graphics. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $34.95. 7182.
Crime Wave. Your beat: the city. Bank robbers strike;
can you catch them? Metropolitan chase-'em-up on
city streets or at the scene of the crime. Penguin, 830

I

Pr into uts by Bened ict Drda

• Epoch. Miller. Superbly styliz.ed animation en
hances this filmic shoot-'em-up. Tremendous sense of
being in space; neat classical music and dramatic
time-warp sequences. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95 . 10181.
Frogger. Lubeck. Doesn't resemble the coin-op game
of the same name, but not a bad little game in its own
way. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarse
gold, CA 93614. $34.95. 12182.
• Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and
dodging invaders and saving kidnapped inhabitants.
Outstanding hi-res graphics, challenging refueling se
quence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $39.95. 8181 .
Hard Hat Mack. Abbott, Alexander. Poor Mack. He
must avoid vandals, inspectors, falling rivets, and
hungry cement mixers to complete his building. Elec
tronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403.
$35. 7183.
v 11.ighme. Calabrese. Hard-hat Barnaby needS a
keen eye for balance as he uses a springboard to stack
oddly shaped blocks and build his skyscraper. Includes
a nontitning, nonscoring learning mode. Micro Lab,
2310Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL60035. $30.

5183.
Jump Jet. Benton. Twenty tons of thrust separate you
from torpedoes, submarines, and kamikaze planes.
Vanquish all to recapture your island. Avant-Garde
Creations, Box 30I(J(), Eugene, OR 97403. $29.95.
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Lode Runner. Smith. One hundred fifty unique levels Ion). Smith. Ten standard decathlon events. Hi-res ani
in super run-climb-dig-jump game-<>r design your mated athletes, muscle-stirring music; you provide the
own puzzles, scenes, and setups-in quest to retrieve sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA
stolen gold from the Bungeling Empire. Use tightropes, 98004. $29.95. 6181 .
trapdoors, and ladders to your advantage. Broder
Miner 2049er. Livesay, Hogue. Run, jump, climb, and
bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95.
slide through the mines, reinforcing the groundwork
Mating Zone. Luhrs. Harmless aliens bounce and along the way. Elevators, cannons, chutes, and ladders
breed, raining destruction. Strive for space-invading help; mutants don't. Hot stuff, best of the genre.
zero-population growth. Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park,
IL(i0035. $39.95. 1183.
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95.
Maze Oaz.e O>nstruction Set. Hammond. Play their Pentapus. Sagan. A giant purple octopus threatens the
mazes or construct your own. Two can enter the same universe. Destroy it on adult or child's level. Turning
maze. DTI Data Trek, 121 West E St., Encinitas, CA Point Software, I IA Main St., Watertown, MA 02172.
92024. $39.95.
$29.95. 7183.
• Meteoroiffi (Asteroiffi) in Space. Wallace. Make Pie Man. Berns, Kosaka. I Love Lucy classic scene
little asteroids out of big ones, plus occasional hostile with the pies and conveyor belt, immortalized in hi-res.
alien ships. Hyperspace, autobrake, autofire. Quality Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $19.95.
Software, 66f:J) Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. 10182.
Pinball O>nstruction Set. Budge. Design and play your
$19.95.
e Microsoft Decathlon (formerly Olympic Decath
own computer games on-screen, with zero pro

er prompts at all levels of command entry, the
ch Modem II makes data communications from your
e Il* or II plus* easy on even a bare bones computer.
d the keyboard dialing makes communication at 110 or
300 bps simple.
Compatible with other smart modems and Bell 103-type
equipment the Modem II is crystal controlled. needs no serial
interface card provides auto-dial and auto-answer and has a
built-in speaker to monitor call progress.That means accuracy!
For more information on the Modem II or the Multi-MOdem II ™
(a 1200/300 bps full duplex modem for your Apple II),
call or wrtte,
'
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gramming. A miracle of rare device. Superior.
BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611.
$39.95. 2183.
Plasmania. Lubar. Shoot your way past antibodies and
bacteria as you take a fantastic voyage through the
veins of a critically ill patient. Sirius, I0364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95.
• Pool 1.5. Hoffman, St. Germain, Morock. Makes
most shots you could on a real pool table, with the
advantages of instant replay and slow motion. Four
different games. IDSI, Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM
88004. $34.95. 6181.
• Raster Blaster. Budge. Frrst realistic pinball game.
So/talk readers' Most Popular Program of 1981.
BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611.
$29.95. 5181.
Repton. Thompson, Kaluzniacki. The ne plus ultra of
planet-defending, in the Defender style, plus. Top
flight all the way. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. I183.
Sammy Lightfoot. Schwader. Sammy must dodge a
variety of obstacles as he tries out for the circus. He
evidently used to be a miner. Sierra On-Line, Sierra
On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95.
Sea Dragon. Anderson. Talking tunnel endurance test
in which a variety of underwater nasties try to keep
player from freeing the little sea serpent. Adventure
International, Box 3435 Longwood, FL 32750. $34.95.

1183.
Seafox. A good sub-versus-convoy home arcader.
Variety of vessels, bouncing torpedoes, refueling dol
phins, and intelligent depth charges. Broderbund, 1938
4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901 . $29.95. I I182.
Serpentine. Hypnotic snake-chase maze game. Oean
action, thrills, hairy escapes. Recommended. Broder
bund, 1938 4th Ave., San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95.

10182.

MULTI-TECH
Multi-Te ch Systems, Inc.
82 - Second Avenue SE
New Brig hton, MN 55112
(612) 631 / 3550

• Sneakers. Turmell. Many-layered shooting game;
one of the best. Stomping sneakers and other creatures
requires varying techniques. Fun. Sirius, 10364 Rock
ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 9181.
Spectre. Flanagan, Miller. Marooned on a deserted
space station, you must conquer confusing mazes to
outrun the invading Questors. Datamost, 8943 Full
bright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 6183.
Spy's Demise. l.eldin, Hardy. Be the first on your
block to run a .maze of pile-<lriving elevators. Fast,
frustrating fun . Complete puzzle after all nine levels.
Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $29.95.

11182.

*Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Star Diaz.er. Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five levels,
minutely exact animation, and style to burn. A joy.
Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901.
$31.95. 4182.
• Super lnvader. Hata. Progenitor of home arcades.
Still good hi-res, still a challenge. So/talk readers' Most
Popular Program of 1978-80. Astar International,
through California Pacific, 1615 5th St., Davis, CA
95616, and Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave.,
Morris Plains, NJ 07960. $19.95.
Super Taxman 2. Fitzgerald. Pac up your troubles!
Bigger, more complex version of the most perfect
extant rendition of a certain arcade game. H.A.L.
Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., #23, Riverside, CA
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92505. $25. 1183.
Thimderbombs. Becklund. You'll need two sets of
eyes, hands, and reflexes to survive this one. Your
cloudship is under bilateral attack, and it's just you and
your bilateral lightning torpedoes. Penguin, 830 4th
Ave., Geneva, IL(i()J34. $19.95.
Vindicator. Huey. Mutants, vultures, hatchlingc;, and
other lovelies try to steal eggc; in Robotronlike game.
Cute dragons. H.A.L. Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., #23 ,
Riverside, CA 92505. $25.
• Wayout. Exciting 3-D maze that moves in perspec
tive as you play. Map displayed at all times. Lots of
angles and cleptangles. Separate version for Ile. Exqui
site motion animation is a breakthrough. Sirius, 10364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95.

10182.

v Zaxxon. Garcia. Legendary 3-D scrolling air raid
brought to the Apple with little sacrifice in playability.
Datasoft, 16606 Schoenborn St., Sepulveda, CA
91348. $39.95.

Home Education
Algebra 14. Sets of learning Wlits progressing from
algebraic rules to definitions to graphing and inequali
ties. Individualized teaching styles to fit everyone's
needs. Good for adults wanting to overcome math
anxiety as well as for schoolkids. Edu-Ware, Box
22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $39.95 each.
Apple Logo. Papen. Custom version (by its inventor)
of turtle graphics language. First-rate educational tool.
Great kid-friendly documentation. Apple, 20525 Mari
ani Ave. , Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.
Arcademic Skill Builders in language Arts. Victor.
Eight programs and audio cassette help students and
adults overcome spelling difficulties while teaching
them a method of approaching difficult words. Pro
gram Design, 11 ldar a ., Greenwich, CT 06830.
$26.95.
v Aritlunetic Skills. Helps children establish a strong
foundation in basic math skills, computer literacy.
Covers counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. Pass-fail ratios can be parent-defined.
Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $49.95.
C.Omputer SAT. Prepares college-bound student for
admittance test. Diagnoses strengths, weaknesses; cre
ates study plan, exercises. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1250 6th Ave., San Diego, CA 92101. $79.95.
Delta Drawing. Kids can make colorful drawings by
using single-key commands. No special talent needed;
this one develops programs that create complex graph
ics. Spirmaker, 215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.

$59.95.11182.
F.arly Games for Yowig Oilldren. Paulson. Basic
training in numbers, letters, Apple keyboard for chil
dren ages two to seven with no adult supervision. Has a
neat little drawing program. Counterpoint Software,
Shelard Plaz.a N ., #140, Minneapolis, MN 55426.

$29.95.11182.
F.arly Games Music. Paulson. Illustrates music with
fun and theory. Children compose music and set to
graphics or learn note reading and piano keyboard.
Counterpoint Software, Shelard Plaz.a N., #140, Min
neapolis, MN 55426. $29.95.
Fnlle's Quiz. CTW. Four games, four subjects, one
disk. Image recognition, counting skills, creativity, and
Muppet expertise are introduced with lots of positive
feedback. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $50. 2183.
Facemaker. DesignWare. Exercises kids' creativity and
introduces prograrnlike command sequencing as kids
create faces and link them together in animated pat
terns. Spirmaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.
$34.95.
Fact or Opinion. Savitsky, Savitsky. Helps students
identify difference between fact and opinion in adver
tising and situations encountered daily. Could help next
time the kids beg for E.T. toothpaste or chocolate
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greasy-whiz.zies. Learning Well, 200 S. Service Rd.,
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577. $49.95.
FoUowing Directions. Savitsky, Savitsky. Teaches read
ing comprehension and the sequential following of
directions. Two to six players. Learning Well, 200 S.
Service Rd., Roslyn Heights, NY 11577. $49.95 .
Fractions. Hi-res addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of fractions. With learning manager
system. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301.
$49.
Ga.rile Show. Guess mystery words from clues given by
"celebrity" partners-no threat to Liz Montgomery.
Fifteen subjects cover vocabulary, history, algebra, and
more. Add topics. Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442A
Walnut St., #34IM, Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.
Gertrude's Secrets. Gertrude the Goose teaches four-to
nine-year-olds shape and color relationships. Solve
logic puzzles, create forms. The Learning Co., 4370
Alpine Rd., Portola Valley, CA 94025. $49.95. 2183.
Hey Diddle Diddle. Disharoon. Three reading and
vocabulary games that strengthen reasoning ability.
Ages 3 to IO. Spirmaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge, MA
02142. $29.95.
v In Search of the Most Amazing Thing. Snyder.
Peaceable adventure lets kids negotiate with aliens
instead of blasting them. Package includes a novel.
Ages IO to adult. Spirmaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge,
MA 02142. $44.95. 7183.
Instant Zoo. CTW. Identify animals, test perception
and reaction, match and decode words. Word editor
lets you create your own word lists. Apple, 20525
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.
Kindercomp. Learning exercises for ages three through
eight. Spinnaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.
$29.95.
Lltin Hangman. Protelsch. Three games test your
knowledge of Latin. Famous sayingc;, English-Latin,
Latin-English translations. George Earl, 1302 S. Gen
eral McMullen, San Antonio, TX 78237. Two-sided
disk, $29.95.

Learning about Numbers. Oark, Cornelius. Three
games teach children basic math skills, counting, and
how to tell time. Includes special feature for prereaders.
C&C Software, 5713 Kentford Circle, Wichita, KS
67220. $40.
Learning with Leeper. Anderton. Four preschool
games teach eye-hand coordination, shape matching ,
and counting. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95 .
• Master'fype. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a
game; simple and ingenious. Ile version teaches new
keyboard. Lightning, Box II725 , Palo Alto, CA
94306. $39.95. 4181 .
•
v Micro Math Magic. Courseware series instructs
students in basic math, decimals, rounding, fractions,
making change, geometry, and word problems. Rein
forces immediately, gives score and time taken to solve
problem. Deegan Learning Materials, Box 245, Man
kato, MN 5(i()OI. $32.95, disk; set of 12, $395.40.
Mix and Match. CTW. Create mixed-up Muppets and
teach the Apple about animals. Logic and word-guess
ing games. Add your own word lists. Apple, 20525
Mariani Ave. , Cupertino, CA 95014. $50. 2183.
Multiploy. Coletta. From answer base, blast menacing
arithmetic problems out of the sky. Ranks and scores
kept for tracking progress. Reston Publishing, II480
Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA 22090. $19.95.
• The New Step by Step. Software and audio tape
team up to teach Basic programming painlessly.
Graphics, animation, sound effects, and workbook.
Superior. Program Design, II IdarO., Greenwich, CT
06830. $79.95. 7182.
v On Becoming a Hero. Nidorf. Nonjudgmental
program for teenagers helps them evaluate their value
system, decide what kind of person they are and what
kind of person they want to be. Psychological
Psoftware, 4757 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar, CA 92014.
$29.50.
v Plato High School SkiUs. Helps high-school-level
students master reading, English, math, social studies.

universal--
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A Dramatic Breakthrough In "Personal Instrumentation"
For All Apple* Users, Offering Low Cost & Ease of Use.
•MEASURE 1. Voltage 2. Current 3 . Resistance 4. Capacitance 5 . Temperature.
Each channel can be configured to measure any one of these five values ..
•I to 4 CHANNELS of input may be viewed and/ or recorded to disk simultan eously with option al
expansion to suit your needs .
•MENU DRIVEN for ease of operation .
•AUTO RANGE/AUTO POLARITY simplifies use to unburd en the user .
•GRAPHIC, NUMERIC & AUDIBLE output with upper/ lower limit presets
•INTERFACE to clock card for time controlled readings (Sec . Min , Hour, Day ) .
•GRAPH MODE gives oscilloscope display of parameters vs . time .
• FAST RESPONSE TIME & HIGH ACCURACY
•USES SINGLE 1/0 SLOT software supplied on unprotected di sk .
•ISOLATED INPUT STAGE allows different ial readings to 1500 volts common mode . .
USEFUL FOR:
ELECTROMCS REPAIR & CONSTRUCTION (Replaces Digital Multimeter)
DATA LOGGING (Eliminates Need For Ch art Recorders & Oscillograph s)
PRODUCTION TESTING (Parts Sorting , Component Screening, GO-NO GO )
BURN-IN TRACKING (Activate Alarm If Compon ent Fails)
PROTOTYPING • HOBBY

•APPLE

is. ..i wqr~ r e red 1r.:Klemark of APPLE COMPUTER INC
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and science. Can assist students preparing for the
G.E. D. exams . Control Data, Box 261127, San Diego,
CA 92126. Each lesson, $45.
Police Artist. Levin. Pick the culprit out of a lineup or
rebuild the culprit's face from memory. lbree games
can create a million faces. Ages seven to adult. Sir-tech,
6 Main St. , Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $34.95. 6183.
PSAT Word Attack Skills. Priven. Teaches vocabu
lary and techniques for deciphering unfamiliar words in
pressurized testing situation. Edu-Ware, Box 22222,
Agoura, CA 91301. $49.
Rhymes and Riddle;. Cross. Four games to teach
reading and spelling to elementary schoolchildren . Fill
in the blanks with the necessary phrase. Spinnaker, 215
1st St. , Cambridge, MA 02142. $29.95.
Rocky's Boots. Rascally racoon helps children build
logical thinking and computer understanding. Con
struct machines of logical gates in convolutions of
thickening complexity. Music and sound effects add to
fun . The Learning Co. , 4370 Alpine Rd., Portola
Valley, CA 94025. $49.95. 2183.
SAT English I. Designed to help high school students
prepare for college entrance exam. Covers verbal half
of test; learn by mistakes. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie
Valley Rd ., Highland Park, IL 60035. $30. I I 181.
Snooper Troops. Snyder. Ongoing hi-res mystery series
in form of educational games. Highly structured;
excellent fourth-through-eighth-grade educational tool.
Fun for adults too. Spinn;iker, 215 !st St. , Cambridge,
MA 02142. $44.95 each. 9182.
Speed Reading. Coad. Self-teaching program accom
modates 20 readers; tests, records their progress. Can
use your own reading material. BPI Systems, 3423
Guadalupe, Austin, TX 78705. $195.
Spelling Bee Games. Hi-res games strengthen eye-hand
coordination, memory, motor skills. Word lists include
shapes, animals, more. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agou
ra, CA 91301. $29.95. 5183.
Spelling Builder. Victor. Unique set of eight programs
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and audio cassette teaches students and adults reasons
behind spelling; overcomes spelling difficulties. Ideal
for those who have mastered basic spelling but have
trouble with tricky words . Superior. Program Design,
11 Idar 0., Greenwich, CT 06830. $26.95.
Spotlight. CTW. Simple geometry for preteens.
Garnes involve number estimation and angles of reflec
tion. Good and fun. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.
Step by Step Two. Introduces graduates of The New
Step by Step to intermediate Basic programming.
Teaches peek and poke, hexadecimal numbers, concat
enations, and more. Program Design, 11 Idar 0.,
Greenwich, CT06830. $89.95. 7183.
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Stickybear. Hefter, Worthington, Rice. Animated early
education programs. In Stickybear ABC, moving pic
tures with sound represent letters. In Sticky bear Num
bers, groups of moving objects teach numbers and
simple arithmetic. Ages three through six. In Stickybear
Bop, ducks, planets, and balloons bop across screen in
three shooting galleries. For all ages. Xerox Educa
tion/Weekly Reader, 245 Long Hill Rd. , Middletown,
CT06457. $39.95 each. 5183.
Story Machine. Helps develop positive attitude toward
writing and ability to write correctly. Words come to
life when sentence is acted out on-screen. Kids five to
nine love to type " The tree ran down the street" and
see it do so. Spinnaker, 215 1st St. , Cambridge, MA
02142. $34.95.
Tic Tac Show. Teaches facts and concepts about the
world in general. Solo or double play; add topics.
Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St., Berke
ley, CA 94709. $39.95.
TroU's Tale. Lowe, MacChesney. Kids must find the
treasures taken by the terrible troll and restore them to
the dwarf king. Third-grade reading level. A delight.
Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $29.95. 5183.
Type Attack. Hauser. Learn to type while defending
the planet Lexicon from invaders. Ile version teaches
Ile keyboard. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr. , Sacra
mento, CA 95827. $39.95.
Typing Tutor. Ainsworth, Baker. Four levels of profi
ciency; individualized drills created with time-response
monitoring. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy. , Bellevue,
WA 98004. $24.95.

Strategy
Thinking . planning. p!ow ng games, f rom war games to
backgammon to cards.
AirSirn-1 . Machine language flight simulator with six
landing fields and optional instrument flying mode.
Mind Systems, Box 506, Northampton, MA 01061.
$40.
Casino. Five hi-res games, Vegas style: blackjack,
baccarat, keno, poker, and roulette. Datamost, 8943
Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $39.95.
• Castle Wolfe!Nein. Warner. First game to fuse
successfully strategy, home-arcade, fantasy. Escape
from Nazi stronghold with secret plans. Room layout
changes with each new game. Enemy speaks (in
German). Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201. $29.95. 10181.
Caves of Olympus. Noone, Noone. Your planet is
overrun and the only escape is through a subterranean
chamber of horrors. Outwit the robotic overseer, avoid
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death traps to get to the other side. Howard W. Sams,
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. $39.95.
6183.
• Computer Ambush. Williger. Gutty soldier-to-sol
dier street fighting in World War II Franee. Latest
version is 40 times faster than the original, which was
one of best games ever created for Apple, except for
slowness. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., A
200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95.
• Computer Baseball. Merrow, Avery. Simulates
individual player abilities from the teams of 13 famous
World Series. Enter and play teams of your own
creation. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlm Rd., A
200, Mountain View, CA 94043 . $39.95. 9181.
Cosmic Balance. Murray.Design your own ships and
create your own space fleet. Tactical space game that's
fast and easy to play. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin
Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 11182.
Delta Squadron. Louie. To destroy Cetusites' main
power source, direct fighter planes down a long,
narrow tunnel in this space-war simulation. Nine
scenarios. Nexa, Box 26468, San Francisco, CA 94126.
$39.95. 7183.
Fighter Command. Merrow, Avery. Rewrite or relive
famous aerial Battle of Britain as either the British or
German commander. Play entire campaign or choose
from three shorter scenarios. Strategic Simulations, 883
Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043.
$59.95. 7183.
• Flight Simulator. Artwick. Uses aerodynamic equa
tions, airfoil characteristics for realistic takeoff, flight,
and landing. Two years on Top Thirty. SubLogic, 713
Edgebrook Dr. , Champaign, IL61820. $33.50.
,,,. Galaxy Space War 1. Tarkany. Space-war simula
tion with two modes. Total knowledge reveals all about
opponent's fleet, sensor knowledge gives only informa
tion detected by ship's probes. Galaxy, Box 22072, San
Diego, CA 92122. $39.95.
Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. Hi-res
hand can be arranged. Knocking allowed. Computer
plays pretty well. Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 6182.
Hi-Res Computer Golf 2. A masterpiece; requires
judgment, strategy, and visual acuity. One of the few
computer sports simulations that require dexterity.
Avant-Garde, Box 301©, Eugene, OR 97403 . $34.95.
6183.
Knights of the Desert. Kroegel, Landrey, Walker.
Re-creation of Rommel's World War II drive into
North Africa. Struggle to take the Suez as Rommel or
to push him back as the British commander. Solitaire
play possible. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,
A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95.
• Microgammon n. Program for play, practice,
improvement of backgammon skills. Pretty good com
petition. Softape, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North Holly
wood, CA 91©1. $19.95 . 2181 .
,,,. North Atlantic '86. Grigsby. The Soviet Union has
seiz.ed Europe. NATO has retreated to Iceland.
Desperate land-sea-air strategy for one or two players.
Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $59.95.
Pensate. Besnard. Chess-type thinking game with new
tactics. Computer's many pieces move in relation to
player's piece; each of IO types of computer piece has
unique rules. Makes full use of computer capabilities.
Intriguing, progressive-and addictive. Penguin, 830
4th Ave., Geneva, IL©l34. $19.95. 7183.
Planetma.ster. Cuba. Complex ecological simulation
requires player to select six alien endangered species for
nurturing. Watchfulness and planning required to
protect your animals in an unpredictable environment.
Magnetic Harvest, Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061.
$24.95.
Program X, The Ultimate Puzzle. Gips. The program
captured on an alien spacecraft has already stumped
NASA and the CIA. Now you are called in to decipher
it. National Software, Box 686, Dover, MA 02030.
$29.

e S.A.M.

is th e Software Automatic
Mouth, a speech synthesizer for Appl e
and Atari computers made by Don't Ask.
S.A.M. uses your computer to simulate
th e sounds of human speech. You use
S.A.M. to make your programs talk.
S.A.M. does it all in software. It's a pro
gram-the only one of its kind.This means
that S.A.M. has the power of a hardware
speech device without the high price.
S.A.M. expands the power of your
machine. Adding speech is like adding
graph ics - suddenly you can do things
you never considered before. UseS.A.M .
to write practi cal things ~ learning tools for
young children, business software with
spoken instructions, programs that tell
stories or read aloud. Write creative new
games with c haracters that converse or
opponents that crack jokes. S.A.M. is
great fun to use, because it's a new play
ground for your ingenuity.
S.A.M . is for anyone who can write a
program, from the newest BASIC beginner
to the machine language master. It's so
easy to use S .A.M. to make a program
talk, there's almost nothing to it
S.A.M. is capable of endless variety.

e

e

e

e
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You can con trol S.A.M .'s 1riflect1on,
c hange the pitch of S.A.M.' s voice and
the speed of S.A.M.'s speech. Use pho
netic input to get perfect pro nunciation; or
use RECITER, the excellent English text
to-speech converter on the S.A.M. disk,
for highly reliable results with ordinary
English input
With the new KNOBS feature you can
create a variety of different voices for
S.A.M. - not just higher or lower voices,
but ones that sound like different people
speaking . You design S.A.M.' s vocal
personal 1ties.
Get your Apple or Atari a Software Auto·
matic Mouth, and discover the excite
ment of computer speec h.

D®n'T ASIC '"'
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
2265 Westwood BL, Ste. B-150, Los Ang eles.
CA 90064. Pho ne (213) 477-451 4

Dealer inqui ries invited.
SAM . disk comes with:
SAM ., Rec iter, and 4
demonstration programs.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hear S.A.M. at your favorite dealer. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Or order direct from Don't Ask. Add $2.00 shippi ng to your check or money order; Californ ia res idents add
6% sales tax (6.5% in LA County).
SA M . for Appl e I I-series computers includes 8-b it dig ital-to-analog converter and audio amplifier
on a card . Requires 48 K, disk. (SA M uses 9K; RECITER 6K. SA M. can be loaded into a 16K
RA M. card.) You wi ll need a speaker. Suggested retail $124.95. Look for summer sale prices
now through September 15, 1983.
S.A.M. for Apple is now accessible from Pascal as well as
BASIC and machine language.
- - - - - - - - - - S.AM. programmed by Mark Barton. - - - - - - - - - 
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC . ATARI is a trademark of ATARI INC.
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"Once use of the joystick and concept of matching is understood (in Learning
with Leeper), a pre-reader con use these programs with little or no intervention.
The joy of discovery learning in "Screen Pointing" and the solid counting, shape
and letter recognition skills developed in other programs make this one of the
very best pre-reading programs on the market today."
-

Bud Hagen, Editor, "Closing -the Gap," an educational journal.

". . . A positive learning environment, one that young

computer users will flourish in."
-

Softalk magazine, February 1983

"/ learned a lot and it was fun."
-

Rori, age 6

"These programs ore great for my students ... their
reading skills ore being improved ... and they don't
need keyboard skills to make the programs work."
-

Amy English, 3rd grade teacher

"At lost I con buy games for my kids that really teach something."
-

D

Marilyn Vartabedian, parent

Children don't hold back. If they like something,
you'll know it. If they don't· well , you'll know
that, too. When it comes to children 's education,
parents and teachers are just as honest ·
it's love or loathe, no in between.
That's why Hi-Res Learning™ games
by Sierra On-Line, an assortment of
challenging workouts in basic skills ,
are earning high marks from children,
parents and teachers alike.
111

Leaming with Leeper
A CES Showcase selection
At Sierra On-Line, we think basic skills and fun deserve equal billing. Learning with Leeper,™
four games for preschool children that teach reading ,
writing and math readiness, reflects that belief.

· Bop-A-Bet,™
a maze game that
teaches alphabetical
sequence, prepares
children to use
dictionaries , libraries and
encyclopedias.
TM

TM

•

· Dragon's Keep and Troll's Tale : Two enchanting
adventure games with controlled vocabularies that
emphasize reading comprehension and map skills.
Dragon's Keep.TM
a journey into
dragon territory
to rescue animals,
can be played wit out s pervision
by any youngster who can read at
second grade level.
Troll's Tale,™ is a
search through a
fantasy land for
hidden treasures.
Third grade level.

Children love us for the fun and the challenge; parents and
teachers love us for the head start children receive.
Ask for Hi-Res Learning™ games
at your local computer store.
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Pro Poker. Allen. Hi-res eight-handed poker tutorial
between just you and your Apple in kibitz mode. Plays
300 hands per hour; California poker club rules.
Quality Software, 66(X) Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda,
CA 91335. $39.95.
RDF 1985. Keating. Soviet forces seize Saudi Arabia
and the United States must respond in second game of
" When Supefl)Owers Collide" series. One or two
players. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd ., A-200,
Mountain View, CA 94043. $34.95 . 7183.
Rendezvous. Huntress. Space-shuttle simulation in
3-D, created by a senior scientist at JPL. Orbit Earth,
match orbit, and dock with space station. Authentic,
demanding. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA
91301. $39.95. 7182.
• RobotWar. Warner. Strategy game with battling
robots is great teaching device for programming. Muse,
347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, !\ID 21201. $39.95.
• Sargon U. Spracklen, Spracklen. Computer chess
game with seven levels of play. Hayden, 50 Essex St.,
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. $34.95.

Utility
Apple-Ollin. Hardware diagnostic tests for all RAM
and ROM, plug-in cards, cp registers, disks; nine video
test patterns. XPS, 323 York Rd., Carlisle, PA 17013.
$49.95 .
Apple Mechanic. Kersey. Multiple disk utility with
shape editor, custom typefonts, byte rewriter, and
tricks to facilitate music, text, and hi-res generation.
Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA $29.50.

9182.
Apple Pascal. Structured operating system featuring
enhancements of color graphics, sound generation, and
Apple's 1/0 features . Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $495.

Audex. Collection of utilities to create, edit, and play
back sounds, in Basic and assembly language. Sirius,
10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.
$29.95 .
Bag of Tricks. Worth, Lechner. Four utility programs
for dumping and examining raw tracks, sector editing,
reformatting tracks, and repairing damaged catalogs.
Indispensable. Quality Software, 66(X) Reseda Blvd.,
#105, Reseda, CA 91335 . $39.95.
Bug Byter. Screen-oriented mnemonic debugging tool
with resident assembler and disassembler. Displays
contents of accumulator, X and Y registers. Computer
Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St., #431 , Berkeley,
CA 94709. $47.50. 3183.
v David-DOS. Weston. High-speed utility adds !OK
additional memory to Apple, supports ROM card.
Includes variable-speed scrolling, single-keystroke cata
log, and catalog abort. Copyable. David Data, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., #212C, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
$39.95.
,,.. Diversi-DOS. Basham. Well-documented, copyable
program speeds up disk access, buffers keyboard input.
Can be placed on RAM card; sets up RAM card as
print buffer. DSR, 5848 Crampton a ., Rockford, IL
61111. $25. 5183.
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The

Complete
Investment

Analysis Package,
Technical

A~~~i~u_d:~t~~

charting • Dynom1co lly chongeoble

time sca les • Do ily. week ly. ond month ly
charts • Moving overages • Trend lines • Price/
volume • Volume indicators • Osc illators • Custom
formulas • Compare issues o r ind icators • Search tor and
select desired chart formations • Up to five years of doi ly dota
per file • Automatic doto capture from two dotoboses

Portfolio Management - Advance warn ing of pos1t1ons about to go
long • Reparts to screen or printer • Estimates out commissions tor net
unrealized go1n/loss • Tox accounting

Telecommunications -

MARKET ANALYST...
Available from selected
dea~rs or from Anidata.
Includes WCS Password
and sample stock database.

Access news market commen torv ond quotes • Holds
20-30 pages o f dia log for o ff -line review o nd print ing

Apple 11/11+/lle ...5395
IBM PC ...$495
Apple is a registered t.m.
of Apple Computer, Inc.
Dealer Inquires invited

l=ln IDl=ITl=I
ANIDATA. INC.
318 South Black Horse Pi ke
Blackwood, NJ 08012
(609) 228-3034
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DOS Boss. Kersey, Cassidy. Utility to change DOS
commands; customize catalog. Good ideas and witty
presentation. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
Diego, CA 92103. $24. 10181.
DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utility package; Apple II .
assembler-«litor system and Applesoft toolkit. Edit,
assemble machine language programs; write, edit Basic
programs. Simplifies graphics, includes character gen
erator. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $75. 10181.
Double Take. Simonsen. Multiple-utility features two
way scrolling for catalogs, hex/ASCII dumps. Im
proved list format. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
Diego, CA 92103. $34.95.
Finstein Compiler. Goodrow, Einstein. Translates Ap
plesoft programs into machine language for run-time
up to 20 times faster. Supports all graphics modes,
defined functions, and DOS commands. Einstein,
11340 W . Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064.
$129. 5183.
EPF IV. Strand. Combines data-management system,
Basic editor, and DOS 3.3 System Master. Features
automatic insertion of frequently used subroutines,
overlay control to ll1l!Ximize program space. Sierra
On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA
93614. $79.95 .
Flex Text. Simonsen. Adds graphics to text and vice
versa; prints variable-width text with no hardware.
Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.
$29.50.
,,.. Frame-Up. Weishaar. High-speed display utility
generates professional presentations of graphics, text
frames. Text screen editor lets you create text slides,
add type live during shows. Optional preprogrammed
display for unattended shows. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra
VISta, San Diego, CA 92103. $29.50.
• Global Program line Editor. Enhanced version of
of Program Line Editor with programmable cursor
and listing control. Edit line by line or by range of lines
and search for strings. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside
Dr., #201, Renton. WA98055. $60.12182.
Merlin. Does assembly language programming with a
dozen editing commands and 28 pseudo-ops. South
western Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee, CA
92071. $64.95. 1183.
ORCA/M. Westerfield. Object relocatable code as
sembler for micros. Macro language features; linker
produces executable binary files . Coresident screen
editor and system disk sector editor. Hayden, 50 Essex
St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. Introductory, $99.95.

5183.

v The Pascal Toolkit. Bringhurst. Character genera
tor and image creator with DOS-to-Pascal conversion
of text and pictures. Includes Boolean function key
press. Wize Buys, Box 1588, Orem; UT 84057. $24.95.
ProntoDOS. Weishaar, High-speed disk utility cuts
about two-thirds of the time off bload and save
functions. Compatible with all DOS commands; frees
up to 15 extra sectors per disk . Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra
Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $29.50.
Sphinx. Software giving single-pass encryption beyond
10 to the 400th power. Crane Hill, Box 273, Gonzalez,
FL 32560. $37.50.
e Super Disk Copy
Hartley. Easy-to-use menu
driven software utility; correct file sizes, undelete, free
DOS tracks, more. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr., W.
Bloomfield, MI 48003. $30.10181 .
Utility Qty. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on one disk.
Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.
$29.50.

m.

Word Processing
Apple Wriler U and De. Includes WPL (word process
ing language). Additional functions menu; continuing
features and functions menu; continuous readout of
characters and length. lie has shift, shift-lock, and tab,

Ultrasoft adventures are the ticket!
Travel to exciting, exotic lands from the
comfort of your easychairl TI-IE MASK OF
TI-IE SUN and TI-IE SERPENT'S STAR both
have a unique mix of daring deeds,
awesome treasures, and hairbreadth
escapes. Fill 30 days with adventure ...
from U1trasoft, of course!
Praise winning animation and sound
effects
" ... major breakthroughs in adventure
graphics" - Softalk. Magazine

r----
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Puzzles, twists, and traps
Softalk said " . . . let nothing escape you;
count nothing irrelevant". They found
the puzzles " ... absolutely delightful".
Game clues from the authors
themselves!
If you need a hint, just give us a call.
(206) 451-8104

For vacation information, fill out the ticket
below.

-----------------------------,
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Bellevue. Wa. 98005
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PLEASE SEND ME MY FREE BROCHURE
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Requires a 48K Apple II or Ile and DOS 3.3. Apple II and Ile are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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EPSON

DAISY . ..

with the SUPER-MX CARD
for the APPLE 11 or APPLE I le.
The standard of printing excellence is the
daisy-wheel printer. The SUPER-MX
card provides the Epson printers with just
about the same quality print as the daisy
wheels! And these fonts can be accessed
by al I software, even copy-protected
diskettes.

SUPER-MX Roman font is
the standard.
Epsons can now print Elite
with the SUPER-MX card.
Other optional font styles are available
in addition to the standard Roman font
that just plug into the extra sockets
provided. They come in pairs so you can
add a total of four extra fonts. Orator
Large comes with ·Letter Gothic. Script
comes with Olde English.

LETTER GOTHIC ls
modern looking.
ORATOR is easy to read

and good for speeches.
SCR1PT o.ddb
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rarnal and elegant.

BETTER THAN GRAPPLER!
The Super-MX card has all the Apple
Hi-Res graphic dump commands that
the Grap pier card has including: double
dumps (both pages side by side), dump
from page 1 or 2, double size, empha
sized, rotated, strip chart recorder mode,
and text screen dump.
The two expansion sockets allow
EPROM expansion to 12K to insure you
that the SUPER-MX card will remain the
most intelligent interface around .
MX-100 needs Graftrax-Plus. MX-80
needs Graftrax or Graftrax-Plus. FX-80
works as is . 90 day warranty.
SUPER-MX card with cable .... $175.00
Orator and Letter Gothic Fonts .. $30.00
Script and Olde English ....... . . $30.00
Got an excellent review in Peelings II
magazine so call or write today! C.O.D.s
accepted . California residents add6%%
sales tax. Add $3 shipping to all orders
except pre-paid . U.S. dollars only.

Spies Laboratories
(pronounced "speez")
P.O . Box 336
Lawndale, CA 90260
(213) 644-0056
Apple II is a TM of Appl e Computer. Inc.
Gratt rax is a TM of Epson Am erica, Inc.
Gra ppler is a TM of O ran ge Mic ro, Inc .

four-arrow cursor control, and delete key; data files
compatible with II. Apple, 2.0525 Mariani Ave., Cuper
tino, CA 95014. II, $150; Ile, $195.
Apple Writer D Preboot. Annstrong, Borgorsen. Al
lows you to run Apple Writer II in 80-column format
with the Videoterm 80-column card. Videx, 897 N.W.
Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330. $19.
Bank Street Writer. Kusmiak, Bank Street College of
Education. Designed for use by whole family. Univer
sal search and replace, word wrap are standard. U/lc
without hardware. On-disk tutorial. Takes advantage
of memory, keyboard on Ile, if you have one. Brcxler
bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $69.95.
2183.
Fonnat-D, Enhanced Version. Hardwick, Beckmann.
Word processor supports all popular 80-column cards,
stores up to 50 pages of text on one disk. Includes
single-keystroke editor, mailing list database; displays
text on-screen exactly as it will print out. Compatible
with hard disk drives. Kensington Microware, 919 3rd
Ave., New York, NY 10022. $150.
Magic Window D. 40, 70 (in hi-res), or 80 colunms in
this expanded version. Compatible with Pascal ro.
column. With user-tailored, fast menu; underlining;
global search and replace. Ile version uses all 64K,
more if you have it. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North
Hollywocxl, CA 91601. $149.95.
PIE Writer. Business processor allows 9,999 pages.
Word deletion, auto indent, spooling, and type-ahead
buffer. Hayden, 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ
(]7662. $149.95.
ScreenWriter D. Kidwell, Schmoyer. No extra hard
ware for u/lc, 70-column display, printer spooling.
Edits Basic, text, and binary files; complete search and
replace. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $129.95. 1183.
• Seffiible Speller. Spell-checking program sports list
able 85,00'.) words, extensible up to 110,00'.) words.
Recognizes contractions, gives word counts, word
incidence, number of unique words. Oear documenta
tion and simplicity of operation. Works with many
word processors' files . Best of breed. Sensible, 6619
Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. $125. 1182.
Super-Text Prof~onal (40/ 80). Automatic 80-col
umn, u/lc on equipped Ile; with appropriate equip
ment on II Plus. On-screen formatting and help
reference guides. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore,
MD 212.01. $99.
Word Handler D. Elekman. Simple program with
straightforward documentation. Allows folded paper
printout for two-sided printing. 80-column with the Ile.
Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, #4,
Belmont, CA 94002. $199. ll/82.
WordStar. Screen-0riented, integrated word processing
system in CP/M. Z-80. MicroPro, 33 San Pablo Ave.,
San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.

Apple III
Access ID. Communications program for timesharing
and standalone tasks; gives access to remote informa
tion services, minis, and mainframes. Apple, 2.0525
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.
Apple Busines.s Basic. High-level structured program
ming language. Apple, 2.0525 Mariani Ave., Cuper
tino, CA 95014. $125.
Apple ID Business Graphics. BPS. General-purpose
graphics program draws line graphs, bar graphs in
three formats, overlays, and pie charts in 16 colors.
Continuous or discrete data; curve-fitting capabilities.
Apple, 2.0525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$175 .

Apple m Pascal. Program preparer with editor, com
piler, disassembler, linker, filer, system library. Fea
tures cursor control, text mcxleling, formatting. Apple,
2.0525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $250.
Apple Writer ID. Lutus. Uses WPL (word processing
language) to automate text manipulation and docu
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ment creation. Adjusts print format during printing;
translates from typewriter shorthand to English or
other language and back again. Apple, 20525 Mariani
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $225.
Catalyst. Allows boot from hard disk; transfers all
programs to Profile. Quark Engineering, 1433 Wil
liams, #1102, Denver, CO 80218. $149.
Hardisk Accounting Series, 2.0. General ledger, ac
counts receivable, and accounts payable handle 32,776
customers or accounts; inventory features five methods
of evaluation. Also payroll, management analysis, and
mailing labels. Great Plains, 123 N. 15th St., Fargo,
ND 58102. $395 to $595 per mcxlule.
Inkwell. Wunderlich. Word processor prints docu
ments as they appear on-screen, simulates typewriter or
creates form letters from mailing list. Horizontal scroll
ing allows text up to 155 characters wide. Foxware
Prcxlucts, 2506 W. Midwest Dr., Taylorsville, UT
84118. $185.
Mail Llst Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits, and
prints mailing list files. Apple, 2.0525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.
Micro/Tenninal. Gives acoess to any in-house or
remote database; set up and log only once. Built-in
editor or edit off-line. Microcom, 1400-A Providence
Hwy., Norwocxl, MA02062. $99.95.
PFS:File. Page. Form-0riented information-manage
ment system stores and retrieves up to 32,00'.) entries.
Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043. $175.
PFS:Graph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces with
PFS databases and VisiCalc files. Prcxluces bar, line,
and pie charts, merging data from several sources.
Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043. $175.
PFS:Report. Page. Generates reports; sorts, calculates,
and manipulates data filed with PFS:File. Software
Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA
94043. $125.
Quick File ID. Personal index card or filing system.
Fifteen fields; file as long as disk allows; can be put on
Profile. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $100.
State of the Art General Ledger and Business Modules.
Standalone interfaceable mcxlules for 12 accounting
periods. General Ledger can handle 470 accounts, 100
transactions before updating files. Mcxlules for budget
and financial reporting, accounts receivable/ payable,
and inventory control. State of the Art, 3183A Airway
Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. General Ledger, $595;
mcxlules, $495.
ThinkTank. Idea processor program allows you to see
ideas in outline form. Outline can be collapsed to see
the big picture or expanded to reveal hidden details.
Living Video Text, 450 San Antonio Rd., #56, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. $15.0.
Ven;aFonn. Landau. State-Of-the art business-forms
processor. Does invoicing, purchasing orders, mailing
lists, client billing. Powerful, complex, worth getting to
know. Hard-disk-compatible. Applied Software Tech
nology, 14128 Capri Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030. $495 .
8182.
VISiCalc Advanced Version. For corporatewide mcxlel
ing applications; develop sophisticated templates to be
filled in by novice users. On-screen help, IRR and
calendar functions, macro facility, variable column
widths, locked cell values, and hidden cell contents.
VisiCorp, 2895 l.anker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $400.
VisiCalc m. Software Arts, Bricklin, Frankston. Just
like it sounds; expanded memory, u/lc, 80 columns.
Four-way cursor movement. VisiCorp, 2895 l.anker
Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250.
VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT scheduler. VisiCorp,
2895 l.anker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.
Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor uses expanded
memory. Printout can be viewed on-screen prior to
printing; multiple copies printed of selected pages.
Quark Engineering, 1433 Williams #1102, Denver, CO
80218. $295. 12182.
JI

Making pinball games
. use~ to ·be hard work.
Now it's fun.
it.
Build

Shape ~bstades 1n your
. game using the vide<'> tocils.

Play it.
!W-~~-"'11'\1

build. You don't have to wait until ies
.rtpJaylng your game at any_s~ge of

With Bill Budge's Pinball
Construction Set you
can easily build video
pinball games of your
own design. USing the
set of video tools
provided, put pumpers, flippers, and other pinball
pieces wherever you like. You can execute all your
ideas easily and instantly-Pinball Construction
Set has a user-interface which until recently has
been available only in expensive systems like
Apple's LISA®. When you wse Pinball construction
Set, you'll feel like you're building with your own
hands.

-- -

USe the magnifier fbr f!i15V
editing,

When you've built
the game to end all games,
save it on a disk.Give it to your friends or join the
ranks of those who are actually selling games
they made using Pinball construction Set. one
thing's for sure-you're in for countless hours
Of fu(l building with Pinball Construction Set by
BiH Budge. Avallable for the Apple II® at your ·
, local software retailer. suggested retail
price: $39.95, · '.
·
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A flawless future is in sight with 3M diskettes.
When it comes to keeping track of precious data, predictable
means reliable. Being able to count on every diskette, every time.
At 3M , reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the
computer media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled
in. We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line,
from computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.
3M diskettes are made at 3M . That way, we have complete control
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for
the 3M d1stnbutor nearest you . In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London , Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes.
3M hears you ...

3NI
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Open Discussion gives you the chance to air your views
and concerns, to seek answers to questions, to offer so
lutions or helpful suggestions. and to develop a rapport
with other readers. It's what you make it, so share your
thoughts, typed or printed, and double-spa ced (please),
in Softalk's Open Discussion, Box 60. North Holly
wood, CA 91603. To ensure the inclusion of as many
contributions as possible, letters may be condensed and
edited.

Game Time
It's about time! Finally, after what seems like a
six-month rest, a group of good Apple games
appears. Incidentally, why is it that all the new
software seems to come out around the Christ
mas holidays, when you can least afford to buy
anything new for yourself?
On to one minor gripe-why do software
companies so often start to advertise a new
piece of software so far in advance of when it is
actually ready? They could save the poor stores
and mail-order houses a lot of unnecessary
questioning about release dates if they would
wait until a month or even a few weeks before
release. Or they could follow the style of
Broderbund, which apparently finishes pro
grams first and advertises later.
Nqw to sing my praises of three new games:
The Mating Zone, from Datamost; Hard Hat
Mack, from Electronic Arts; and Zaxxon, from
Datasoft. All are excellent, with good graphics
and good play . Best of all, my husband and I
would like to extend our profound thanks to
Zaxxon and to Datasoft for restoring our faith
in our Apple. We were so disappointed with the
graphics of Frogger that we were almost afraid
to buy Zaxxon, fearing an equal desecration of
a fine arcade game. The Apple version of
Zaxxon is outstanding.
Marianne Highsmith Range, Chicago, IL
Nominations
To respond to Leroy Stone's challenge in the
June issue to identify companies that give good
support after the sale, I'd like to nominate two
of my personal favorites: Videx Corporation
and Gold Disk Software. Videx has always
handled my technical requests promptly and
professionally. Gold Disk has never let me
down, as other catalog mail-order houses have.
The people at Gold Disk give me honest and re
liable service and go out of their way to get spe
cial information such as technical data on the
Japanese import disk drive I purchased from
them last spring.
Ken Fleer, Newark, DE
Get the Picture?
I read a lot of negative comments about the
perils of purchasing mail-order computer equip
ment. I would like to share a positive experi
ence I had recently. I bought an Amdek Video
300 monitor from a mail-order house in Cali
fornia . I live in Louisiana, so I was worried
about what would happen if I didn't get what I
wanted, or if I had any problems with defective
merchandise. The advertisement touted a one
year warranty from Amdek.
I prepaid and soon received the merchan
dise. A short time after hooking the monitor up
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to my Apple II Plus, I noticed that the picture
would not remain steady. Every now and then it
would jerk slightly. This got to be distracting
after a while, so I wrote to Amdek about the
problem. The company sent back a return au
thorization for repair. When the set was re
turned to me, the problem still persisted. I wrote
Amdek again. I soon received a reply from the
folks at Amdek saying that they were sorry I
was experiencing difficulty with the monitor
and that they were shipping me a brand-new
monitor in exchange for the defective one. Sev
eral days later UPS picked up my old monitor,
and the next day the new one arrived. I really
appreciate this kind of service. The next time I
plan to buy a new peripheral, I know where I'm
going to look first-the Amdek catalog.
Kermit A. Gaar, Jr., Shreveport, LA
Tightly Knit Support
I have been using The General Manager from
Sierra On-Line for about one year. Originally, I
was running the earlier version and was having
very good success with it. The new version is
even quicker and easier to use.
I am a manufacturers' representative for sev
eral yarn textile mills. I am not only able to keep
up with the customers' shipments, but also with
the commissions due and the yams used during
the year, by customer and by yarn size.
Recently I had the opportunity to test the
sanity of the customer service reps at Sierra On
line . I was unable to access my data and was
in the position of having to go back to recover
several days of entries that had not been backed
up because of a glitch in the mechanical system
of my Apple II Plus. On contacting Sierra On
line, I discovered I had an unusual problem
that had not happened before. The company
very quickly directed me to Brillig Systems, the
authors of the program. In a two-day period,
Brillig not only diagnosed my problem but had
saved my data an d put it back in a usable condi
tion . That is a good testimonial for a company
that is concerned with the customer and the
general business of its customers. Thanks to a
supplier who cares.
Kenneth W. Winston, Jr., Charlotte, NC
Sci-Fi It's Not
I purchased a Micro-Sci A2 disk drive through
Call-A.P.P.L.E. twelve months ago to use with
my II Plus. The drive plugged in and ran with
out problem using DOS, Apple Pascal, and the
MicroSoft CP/ M card. It ran without problem
until last week, that is. Twelve days ago it made
a grinding noise and stopped. I opened the
drive, looked in (a small screw was loose),
closed the drive, and shipped it back to Micro
Sci.
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Today a dri ve arrived-new, not my re
paired drive ! Total cost: no charge! Will I
recommend Micro-Sci? Yep; fantastic com
pany, terrific response, and an excellent prod
uct. (No charge, can you believe it?)
Mark M. Huth, New Orleans, LA
White Like Us
They call it the US Festival, Wozniak and his
associates. To them the term "us" apparently
means "white people," since not one of the
twenty-five acts that performed at Devo re, Cali
fornia, in May could, by any stretch of the
imagination , be called black. (Not even the
English Beat, sorry.)
Yes, I know the organizers say they ap
proached and were turned down by Prince and
Michael Jackson. But even if that is true, does
that excuse really close the case on the matter?
Do they really mean to imply that Prince and
Michae!J ackson are the only black artists in this
country popular enough or worthy enough to
play at their multimillion-dollar-losing concert
venture?
In defense against insinuations of racial pre-

We Help Bring
Your Family Together
6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices
User Fields
Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits
Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use
And Much, Much More
Send for brochure and sample printouts.
Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes
of programs for your Apple ll • or IBM PC ~•
Other genealogy software also available.
Price: $185 plus $3.50 Postage

Vasa, Mastercard Accepted
Mt_
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• TM Apple l.om purer. Inc
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QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 862-0404

·

.Color hard copy outpu t can be
-produced on HFfSti-obe, Sweet P

Black and white hard copy out ut
can be produced on IBM/Epso~
MX/FX-se 1e~ (with Graftrax),Ap~
Dot Matrix Printers, and other
1

stati;ti~~ Sn~p~hdt;?d";"
Graphics output includes line
- charts, side-by-side and stacked
bar charts, and pie charts. IBM PC
version includes a high/low/close/
volume securities chart. The Apple
version includes a combined bar/ line
chart function and has a semi-log
scaling C?Ption.

Accelerate your trend forecasting-in- - - - 1 - - - - 
electronic spreadsheets with a revolutionarily
simple visual statisti~s system:
Graph 'n' Cale

The Missing Link. ' Until now, VisiCalc, Desktop Plan,
Multiplan, and · other DIF-accessed ' electronic spread
sheets have lacked two crucial functions: forecasting
statistics and user-fluid 'analytical' graphics.
In other words, n'ieaningful pictures that are derived
from fact and time-proven analytical methods.
Now, with Graph ' n' Cale, you can transform wild-guess
"what if' scenarios into statistically derived "what's
probable " models. That's a breakthrough, whether you
presently have a spreadsheet program or not.
Never has statistical power been so fluid, easy to apply
and intelligently focused.
·
" A TRULY ELEGANT SYSTEM". Independent reviewers
rave about Graph 'n' Cale, its balance of power and ease
of use.
·
By taking complex formulae and reducing them to .a
single keystroke, now even 'hunt and peck' business
executives can perform: multiple ·!inear --, regressions,
exponential smoothing, time series and seasonality
factoring, advanced mathemati cal functions, and even
user-supplied BASIC subroutines, all conveniently
tucked away in an easy access menu.
Specifically designed to share data files with DIF
accessed spreadsheets such as VisiCalc and 1-2-3, Graph
'n' Cale lets you extract rows and columns o(numbers,
statistically manipulate them, improve their accuracy,
and pass them back to your other spreadsheets.
Goal-Seeking Graphics. Unlike any other spreadsheet
or graphics packages today-integrated or stand alone
Graph 'n' Cale lets you think in a visual domain! How?
By streamlining the drawing routines, adding 'best
guess' statistical defaul ts and a quick escape command
structure. This means that graphs are easy to draw, redraw
and draw again ... in seconds.
Human beings naturally process pictures thousands
of times faster than words and numbers.

With Graph 'n' Cale, you now have the aBility to visually
process normally tough numerical values such as trends,
seasonal fluctuations , and rates of growth. Independent
research' suggests this visual approach can increase
decision .analysis product!t ity 20 fold!
"EERIIY- ACCURATE". !fhaes .what. expenen eedN isiGal
and 1-2-3 users have said about Graph 'n' Oak.
"Graph 'n' Cale doesn't replace your electronic spread
sheets, it just makes them more accurate and saves hours
and hours of work building probability forecasts," says
another software magazine.
Come ' see _..for ~yourself, the "Polaroid" eqYivalent
the stati_stical graphics systems at your nearest computer
store.
Color and monochromatic video display versions are
available for the IBM PC and Apple systems,, respectively.

=

DESKTOP

COM~U I/I

SOFTWARE
INC.

I
I

I
I

Name
Firmffitle
Address
City/ State/ Zip

-----------

I

Phone
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judice, US organizers have explained that soul
and funk acts would not fit in with their pro
gram of new wave, heavy metal, and pop music.
Hasn't rock 'n' rail's heaviest influence by far
always been American rhythm and blues?
Wouldn't David Lee Roth and Tom Petty, and
all the others, readily attest to that? And what of
the more recent influence of reggae on rock?
Can anyone in his right mind describe much of
the music that The Clash and David Bowie are
playing these days as anything but funk? Give
us a break, Woz!
Next year, if there is another US Festival,
I'd like to hear the music of some of the many
excellent black artists, and not just lame
excuses.
Elizabeth Goldsmith, Los Angeles, CA
A Matter of Interpretation
Sofia/k's interpretation of software sales statis
tics (May and June Bestsellers) seems to have
overlooked the obvious. Computers are rarely
purchased for the exclusive use of one individ
ual. Current popularity of the term "personal"
computer is somewhat misleading A com
puter, unlike a toothbrush, is better when
shared.
The simultaneous popularity of word proc
essors and typing instruction programs is easily
explained. Perhaps mom and dad know how to
type, but the kids are just learning. Even an ex
perienced typist might want to become accus
tomed to the feel of the keyboard without the
added complication of learning how to use a
word processor at the same time .
This brings me to the comments that ap
peared on lagging game sales. We surely don't
need more fuel for the copy-protection bonfire.
The suggestion that software piracy accounts
for a drop in sales of game programs is not
helpful. It borders on irresponsibility-unless
you have evidence that's a lot stronger than
sales statistics. Many small computers are pur
chased by businesses. Whereas Typing Tutor
might be purchased, Choplifter would not be. I
write a lot of short programs myself. In case
anyone hasn't noticed, microcomputers are fan
tastic programmable calculators. Game ven
dors would like to believe there is an un
quenchable desire for their programs that must
be satisfied by any means, fair or foul. It would
be more constructive to realize that some com
puter owners just don't want games:
J.M. Rowe, Torrance, CA-- ·- 
One of Softalk's most interesting features is the
comments portion of Bestsellers. However,
you've really been off base with the remarks
about the apparent contradiction between high
sales figures for both word processors and typ
ing tutors.
Contrary to what you have suggested, the
individual most in need of a word processing
program is the one who types poorly or not at
all. Without the editing and variable-formatting
abilities of a good program, trying to produce
finished letters, documents, and reports is an ex
tremely frustrating chore for someone like my
self who, at best, uses four or five fingers on the
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keyboard. At the same time, many of us "fum
ble fingers" recognize the desirability of in
creasing our touch-typing skills, hence the high
sales of the typing tutor programs.
My conclusion is that the similar high sales
figures for both word processing programs and
typing instruction programs is normal and
should be expected.
L.H. Axtell, vice president of sales,
The Floppy House, San Diego, CA
Thoroughly Dressed Down
While ours is an equestrian publication, we are
very much into the use of microcomputers. One
of our editors is an Apple man, and he reads
Sofialk. Recently he brought to my attention
your June issue because of the article on how
the Chauncey farm uses micros. I was a little
surprised to read on the contents page that "the
Chauncey farm in Arizona breeds Thorough
bred Arabian horses .. .." Sorry, but whoever
wrote this made a big mistake. There ain't such
an animal as "thoroughbred" Arabian. Only a
purebred exists. Thoroughbreds are a breed of
horse, originating in England, and they are the
ones that run at most of the racetracks in the
world, such as the Kentucky Derby. The Ara
bians that have pure Arabian blood are pure
bred Arabians.
Ivan I. Bezugloff, Jr., editor/ publisher,
Dressage & CT magazine, Cleveland, OH
Back and Forth and Back Again
We at Transtar were very pleased to see the re
view of our Transtar 130 in the May issue of
Sofialk. We pride ourselves on producing de
pendable, quality peripherals. The review cer
tainly got that point across . I would like to clear
up a couple of points made in the review that
may not have been clear at the time you were
examining the 130.
First, the Transtar I30 is capable of bidirec
tional printing (notice that it prints bidirec
tionally on the self test) if the software being
used supports that feature. Second, there is a bi
directional tractor available as an option for the
Transtar 130 ($149 retail) that enhances forms
handling and makes the printer that much more
flexible. Finally, the retail price of $895 quoted
in the review is correct for the parallel version of
the 130. However, we now have a serial (stan
dard RS-232) version on the market that retails
for $950. It has, in addition to the features
found on the parallel unit, a built-in 2K buffer.
Joh~ .~huitemaker, Transtar, Bellevue, WA

The phrase "if the software being used sup
ports that feature" is telling. Many printers print
bidirectionally whether or not the software tells
them to. The Transtar, being Diablo-compatible,
does bidirectional printing, but not automat
ically. Half the point is conceded.
Thanks for the short review of the Transtar I 30
printer in the May Marketalk Reviews. I have
had this printer for two months and use it with
the Ile and WordStar. It is a solid, excellent
printer-a real value for the dollar.
What graphics can the machine do? I would
love to have graphics capability with it. Yet, the
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preliminary versio n of the printer manual (1 / 83)
that ca me with the machine makes no mention
of graphics.
Jerry Nachiso n, Washington, DC

You can pni11 graphics on the TransTar I 30
printer using Zoom Grafix or Printographer
conj/gured fo r a Diablo printer.
Homely Substitution
I have been using GraForth since last Septem
ber a nd have found the "Animated Apple" arti
cles very helpful. The GraForth manual is ex
cellent , but the Softalk articles have thrown
much-needed light on the subject .
I was totally bewildered by the 3-D image
d ata sets until the January article . I am writing
because of a bug I have found that concerns the
image d ata sets-at least I think it is a bug. I am
writing a program that moves two balls through
a maze using moves entered from the key
board. A text window asks for di stances in the
X a nd Y directions, and the ball moves along
the resulta nt path , one pixel per loop.
The draw command, according to the man
ual a nd the article, begins by erasing the image
on the invisible graphic screen, using data from
the undraw image data set, a nd then draws a
new image, using data from the draw image
data set. Then the screen is flipped to display the
new im age. In my program, on the first draw
command in the loop, the old image was not
being undrawn. This left a residual image on
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some information that other Apple III owners
might find of interest.
I highly recommend a new publication de
voted exclusively to the III called On Three ·
(Box 3825, Ventura, CA 93006). The magazine
has technical tips and tutorials on Business Ba
sic and Pascal.
A lot of Apple III owners have had trouble
with color monitors in the emulation mode
(color is not supported and everything comes
out in black and white). The solution is to have
the cables to the color video port set up to ac
cept composite NTSC color video (via pin 12)
rather than the RGB signal. The NTSC video is
compatible with all standard color monitors
(non-RGB) and also works well with a video re
corder, allowing direct video recording in color
of anything that comes over the Apple III
screen in both emulation and Apple III native
modes.
With the above video connection, most
Apple II games can be viewed in color in the
emulation mode. There is still the problem of the
III accepting game-paddle inputs, as the Apple
III paddles are physically wired differently than
the A pple IL This can be corrected by a soft
ware correction available from TG Products in
Texas, the same folks that make those great
game joysticks. This program , called Modifier
for the Apple III, actually makes a change to the
emulation disk so that the emulation mode will
The manufacturer responds:
read the joysticks in the same manner as the
Mr. Carswell is absolutely right. The home Apple II. Any games that use the standard
command does zero the fl ag bytes in the two Apple II game-paddle reads will run correctly in
data sets, preventing the previous 3-D object emulation mode . Beware, however, of software
from being undrawn. However, this was put companies that use nonstandard joystick reads.
I have found that the Megabyter disk con
into GraForth on purpose to prevent the oppo
troller card from Sorrento Valley Associates
si te problem when no text window is set.
Co nsider a 3-D-graphics program where works very well with Shugart 800/ 850 eight
there is no text window. Executing home would inch disk drives. This arrangement provides 2.4
megabytes of on-line line storage that can be
erase the entire screen, including any 3-D ob
jects. If home didn't zero the flag bytes, then the used in either Apple II emulation mode or
next draw command would try to erase where Apple III native mode. Another big plus is that
the 3-D objects used to be, possibly destroying the eight-inch drives are formatted in standard
IBM format, which allows data to be trans
new graphics and blowing yet another "rasp
ferred between the Apple Ill and an IBM main
berry."
Zeroing the flag bytes is good, unless a text frame (in my case, the IBM System 34). I prefer
window is set and the 3-D objects are outside of this arrangement to the Apple Profile because
it. In this case, there's a sneaky solution: You it's cheaper, easier to back up, and provides
ca n clear the text window by substituting a call data transportability.
Now someone out there may be able to help
27972 for home. The call hops into the middle
me. I use the Apple Graphics Tablet exten
of the clear-and-home code in GraForth, by
sively in my work and it works very well in
passing the routine that zeros the flag bytes .
emulation mode. Does anyone know how to
Thanks for pointing out the problem.
take advantage of the Apple Ill's enhanced
Phil Thompson, lnsoft, Portland, OR
graphics in native mode with the Tablet? This
should be accomplished via a driver and some
Until the SOS Is Served
I have been an Apple owner since 1977 (my modifications to the Tablet software.
One last quick comment concerning Taylor
Apple II had serial number 6795), and I re
cently traded my Apple II for an Apple III. The Pohlma n's Third Bas ic column in So/talk. I
Apple III is an extremely versatile machine, in have enjoyed the series so far and I am learning
that everything is software- based and, as a a great deal by following the examples pre
res ult , modifiable. Unfortunately Apple has sented. However, the February article on the
been slow in releasing information on its SOS Drawimage editor left me in the dark. I spent a
operating system, which has resulted in very couple of hours typing the code-only to find it
little software being published for the Apple Ill . . had several errors and no documentation as to
Hopefully, this will be rectified in the near how to run the program. The series has con
future with the publication of the long-awaited tinued using the Drawimage editor as a basis for
SOS Operating Manual. In the meantime I have additional programs, but I am still stuck with

one screen at the starting point that winked on
and off, blowing a visual "raspberry" at a poor,
bewildered, frustrated, would-be programmer.
I was able to solve the problem by issuing an
"X object off draw" command. This had to be
done twice to correct the situation. It solved the
problem but did not explain why the problem
existed. After reading the January article, I
began to examine the data sets with peeks and
eventually discovered that the home command
was causing the trouble. The home command
puts a zero in the flag byte of the interim and
undraw data sets.
When a draw command is given, the old
image on the screen that is not displayed is
erased before the new image is drawn if, and
only if, there is a positive number in the flag
byte of the undraw da ta set. There also has to
be a positive number in the flag byte of the in
terim data set.
The best way to deal with this problem is to
avoid using home when using 3-D graphics. If
the text window is small, a few carriage returns
can scroll it clear. If home must be used, then
the object to be drawn following it must be ref
erenced twice with a draw command to restore
the flag bytes to normal. I hope this will help
someone to avoid the frustration I had with this
problem.
William D . Carswell, Ramona, CA
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a n editor that I don't fully know how to op
erate. Line 2605 , for example, has a goto to
sta tement 2700; however, there is no line 2700.
Please publish a corrected listing and instruc
tions as to its use.
Eric Moeller, Libby, MT

Taylor Pohlman responds:
Tha nks for the comments, a nd for po inting out
the error in the Drawimage editor that ap
peared in the February installment of The Third
Basic. To correct the problem, cha nge the fol
lo wing lines in the program:
2605
2640

GOSUB 3000 : IF fin THEN 2640
RETURN

T aylor Pohlm a n, M o untain View, CA

The Printing of SoftGraph
The only thing that bothered me a bout D avid
Durkee's SoftGraph disk was the lack of a print
er routine. In the pa rting pa ragraphs in his a rti
cle, Durkee said he was not including a printer
routine because of the numerous differences be
tween printers. I ha ve written to say tha t there is
a definite need to tell novices such as myself
how to do it.
My Apple has a Silentype printer ho o ked to
it, and the book for the printer generally says
what a uthor Durkee said-no problem . Well, I
tried my darnedest to get the pie chart to print
out, but never co uld . The problem is th at the
program was designed to display th e graph ;
·then, when you touch any key, it goes to a menu
that allows you to see the cha rt agai n, or go .to
the main menu, or reset pa rameters. Weli; I
didn 't want any of tha t. I wa nted to interrupt
the prog ram with a control-C (like the Silentype
manual said to do), initia lize the printer, a nd
give a control-Q to produce a printed copy.
Pl ease print some wise wo rds fo r the igno
ra nt but erythusiasti c fo lk s like me, showing us
how to embed a printer routine in programs so
we can have control o f o ur machinery. Thanks.
Michael P. Jaquish, Tullaho ma, TN

David Durkee

respond~:
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from within a program. (Anybody know why?) hi-res dum p progra m. Load DM P Exerciver
A no ther solutio n is to put all th e necessa ry PT2, delete line 45630, and type in the fo llow
commands into a text file so they can be executed ing three lines:
by the computer as if they we re typed at the
45625 INPUT " NAM E OF FILE?
key board. Here's a short program to create th at
(C)A TALOG ";Fl$
tex t fil e:
45630 IF Fl$ ="C" TH EN PR INT
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

D$= CHR $(4 )
PRINT D$;"0PEN DUMP"
PRINT D$;"WRITE DUMP"
PRIN T " PR#1 "
PRINT " POKE - 12525 ,64"
PRINT " POKE - 12529, 128"
PRINT " PO KE - 12524, 0"
PRINT " MONICO "
PRINT CHR $( 17)
PRINT " NOMONICO"
PRINT " PR#O"
PR INT D$; " CLOSE DUM P"

Running this program creates th e text fil e
Dump . With this file o n your SofiGraph d is k,
yo u can quit th e program at any time, then type
exec Dump to send the last picture d isp layed to
the printer. Remember, this solution works o nly
with the Silentype.
The solution, if yo u own another graphics
printer, is to buy either hardware or software
tha t will do th e jo b. The hardware op tio n is an
interface card that has th e necessary firm ware
fo r printing graphics, such as the Pk aso fro m
Interactive Structures or the G ra pp ler fro m
O range Micro. If you have one of these cards, its
m a nual should ex pla in how to print graphi cs.
Just fo llow the instructi ons fo r printing out hi
res page two.
Those who do n' t a lready have such a ca rd
will find the software optio n a less expensive so
lution to th e problem. T here a re a few good
programs on the market for printing graphics.
M ost of th em wo rk on ma ny different printers;
a lso, there a re diffe rent ve rsio ns availa ble for a
selectio n of printers. T hree such programs a re
image Printer fro m Sensible Soft ware, Zoom
Grafix fro m Ph oenix Soft ware, and Printogra
pher from Southwestern D ata Systems. T his is a
less expensive alternative to purchasing a spe
cia l interface card, a nd these programs are gen
e ra lly easier to use.
Ano ther piece of software that will do the
tri ck is Fonm>• from Data Tra nsform s. Tho ugh
a little more ex pensive th an the other programs
mentio ned , it has the capability of adding dif
ferent types of text to a picture (in upper a nd
lower case-much better tha n SofiGraph's a l
pha numeric shape ta ble). It also allows you to
print a picture as pa rt of a larger hi-res co n
structio n, including text and graphics from
o ther so urces. Check o ut the more detailed
descriptio n in Sofia/k's July '83 Ma rketa lk Re
views.
David Durkee, Burba nk, CA

D espite what the Silentype ma nual may say,
yo u don 't need to use co ntrol-C to get o ut of the
program to print graphics. As Michael Ja quish
point s out, this meth od won't keep the picture
displayed on th e screen in S ofiGraph a nyway.
The easier way of doing things is to quit the pro
gram fr om the m ain menu . The last chart you
created will still be in memory, even th o ugh it
isn't being displayed.
At this point yo u co uld enter the P R #l from
the keyboard to activate the Silentype. You
would still have to type in po kes to set the
screen to page two, the hi-res page used by S oft On the demonstrati o n disk included with the
Graph (poke -1 2525,64); print unidirecti onally new A ppl e dot-matrix printer is a progra m,
(pok e -12529.128), which results in a much bet
DM P £yerciser, which is simila r to Graphtrix, a
ter picture quality on the Silentype; and print in program ma ny of us have used with our II
inverse (pok e -12524,0), which turns the white Pluses a nd Epson printers. However, DM P
lines of the screen to black lines o n paper. Then Exerc1:ver will dump o nly o ne hi-res picture to
yo u can type control-Q . It's not very efficient to the Apple printer: the hi-res picture included on
type in th ese pokes eve ry time yo u want to print · the disk. By deleting o ne line a nd adding three
a picture, but they do n't seem to work correctl y lines you can make DM P Exerciser a versatile

45635

C HR$( 13) + CHR$(4);" CAT ALOG,D2"
:GOTO 45625
PRI NT D$;"BLOAD "; F1$;
", A$2 000, D2"

Now save the progra m. Deleted line 45630 in
the original loads the A pple printer log. (Do n't
delete the file because one of the other programs
uses it to display the logo o n-screen.) L ine 45625
gets th e na me of the picture (file) yo u want to
dum p to the printe r, and line 45635 loads it o n
to hi-res page one. Line 45630 allows you to cat
alog the disk first to check the name of the file. If
you have only one drive, delete the .D2 from lines
45630 and 45635. Now, when yo u run the DM P
Ewrciser progra m, yo u will choose number 5
Print Text or Graph ics o n menu I, choose num
ber 6- Print H i-Res Grap hics Image on menu
2, and choose the appropriate size a nd mode
(in verse/ normal) o n menu 3. T hen, when
p ro mpted. ent er th e picture file name (switch
disks now o n a o ne-drive system) a nd watch the
pict ure being " d rawn" on the printer. DM P Ex
erciser a llows yo u to do a number of things with
the A pple dot-matrix printer. W ith th ese
cha nges, it will also allow yo u to dump hi-res
images of yo ur choice to th e printer.
George Tylut ki, La Plume, PA
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Straightforward Clues
An item recently appeared in Open Discµssion
suggesting a rather tortuous way to insert the
escape character in Apple Writer II text files.
Most printers recognize this character (hex I B)
and examine the successive characters to select
a new mode of operation.
Unfortunately, nowhere does the manual
describe how to enter the escape character. In
the April Open Discussion, another reader sug
gested editing a provided glossary file that al
ready contains escape characters (displayed on
the screen as a flashing [ ). It turns out that there
is a much more straightforward method.
The clue is on page 52 of the manual, in the
discussion of footnote entry procedures. It im
plies that the escape character can be entered
somehow by using the control-V function,
which allows entry of control characters. When
control-V is pressed, any control characters
typed will be entered into the text instead of ex
ecuting their assigned functions. This mode is
deactivated by pressing control-V again.
One might think that pressing control-V fol
lowed by escape would therefore do the trick.
It's not quite that simple because, even in con
trol-V mode, pressing the escape key changes
the cursor to a flashing /\ to allow upper-case
entry. Happily, it turns out that pressing escape
a second time does, in fact, produce the flash
ing [ that signifies the escape character. The se
quence control-V escape escape control-Vis the
answer. (The second control-V terminates the
control character entry mode.)

~
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Now I'll follow this answer with another
question: Does anyone know how to enter a
control-V into the text? I don't really have a use
for it; it seems so untidy to be able to enter all
other control characters and not this one.
Gordon B. Alley, San Antonio, TX
I'm writing this letter using Apple Writer II on
my Apple Ile (without an eighty-column
board). However, I am using the shift key for
upper and lower case instead of the escape key.
I have done this by replying yes when asked ifl
have upper and lower case, turning on all caps
via control-K, and releasing the caps-lock key.
From that point on, I can use the shift key for
upper case and get lower case otherwise. Was
this planned or is it just a lucky break?
I still have one problem. How do I get un
derlined words on my Epson MX-80 printer
using Apple Writer II?
T.A. Reif, Houston, TX
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study and assistance. By dint of much effort, I
finally was able to get the necessary informa
tion, which I gladly pass along.
For an RS-232C serial interface, the dip- .
switch settings on the ltoh are as follows:

Switch one: 2,6,7 ,8-closed
Switch two: 6,7-closed
Switch twenty-one : 4-closed
Switch twenty-two: 2,3 -closed
Switch twenty-three: 1,5-closed
Switch twenty-four: 1,3,5,8-closed
All other switches should be open

You would never guess these settings from read
ing the Itoh manual. I obtained them from the
technical services hot line, operated by Leading
Edge, C. Itoh' s distributor in the United States
(800-343-6833).
I had an additional problem getting the
printer's escape commands to operate from in
side my word processing program, Apple Writer
Prowriter Pros and Cons
I pass along the following for the benefit of II. Doing this involves the command control-V ,
others who may have purchased a C. Itoh Pro but the exact sequence is a bit tricky. Underlin
writer 85IOA dot-matrix printer for use with an ing, for instance, is done (according to the man
Apple II Plus. This printer is compatible with ual) by using escape-X. The actual sequence of
the Apple dot-matrix printer, and I had sup commands is control-V escape escape control-V
posed that its marriage with the Apple would go capital X. (The shift-capital modification does
smoothly. Unfortunately for me, the dealer was not affect this sequence.)
discontinuing the line and showed no interest in
The second escape will bring up on-screen a
helping me once the printer had crossed his flashing left square bracket, which indicates that
counter. The Itoh manual is poorly organized the following character is controlled by the es
and difficult to follow without considerable cape command, a fact not mentioned in the Itoh
manual.
To go back to nonunderlining, use escape-Y
in the same way. It is possible to replace these
commands with single-stroke glossary com
mands in Apple Writer II. Apple Writer's own
underline command (backslash) will not work.
You will simply get alternate letters and under
lined spaces.
The same escape sequence is used to call up
the different character pitches, line spacing, and
so forth; it is, not surprisingly, the same proce
dure used in the Apple dot-matrix printer.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the people at The Computer Tree in End
well, New York, for giving generously of their
time to help me with this problem, and espe
cially for showing me the above escape se
quence, even though they did not sell the Itoh to
me and do not even carry it.
Stuart 0. Landry, Jr., Endwell, NY

Two-Step Polka Dot Dot Dot
I am writing concerning the two letters from
Charles Miller (April and June Open Discus
sion) in which he describes his methods of ac
cessing the printer escape commands for the Ep
son MX-80 from Apple Writer II. I tried all the
various procedures but nothing happened, just
the plain old dot dot dot matrix. In my last des
perate attempt, 1 rebooted the Apple Writer II
without the Videx eighty-column preboot and
used forty columns. Bingo! There was my letter
in emphasized type. Double strike worked like a
charm too. Thanks, Chuck!
Charles Patalive, Washington, DC

KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS .. .
THE SECOND SCENARIO

THE LEGENDARY FANTASY
ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION
. . . In " Proving Grounds of the Mad ··
Overlord" you begin a challenging and
totally absorbing journey through a 10
level, 3-dimensional maze. Create, then
command, a hearty band of up to six
adventurers who all must cooperate to
explore a deep and mysterious maze in
search of loot and glory.
The mages cast spells; thieves plot
to steal treasure; and warriers battle
the monstrous fiends of the under
world . In Wizardry ®, no one remains
unchanged; each member of the party
grows in age, ex perience and , you
hope, wisdom .
The puzzles, passageways and per
sonalities in " Proving Grounds" have
already fascinated and astounded the
computer world and created a dedi
cated following of players . Find out
why-place yourself under the
spell of Wizardry ®.

The characters w i th w hom y ou
fought through to the 10th level in
"Proving Grounds" must now call upon
every ounce of resourcefulness to save
the City of Llylgam yn. In fact , they
must have reached the 13th level of
power merely to survive '
The same high resolution, 3-dimen
sional visual effects that thrilled y ou in
the first scenario are here- and more.
"Knight of Diamonds," so eagerl y antic
ipated by Wizardry players everyw here.
surpasses highest ex pectations for
story, act ion and comple xity.
If successful , y ou will return the
enchanted staff of Gnilda to Ll y lgam y n
and become the Knight of Diamonds,
but formidable adversaries block you
at every turn. To begin your quest ,
simply place yourself under the spell
of Wizardry®.

for the Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Apple Ile

The Cat system lets you slip something
into your Apple II no other modem offers
a complete range of speeds from 110, 300 and
202 half,duplex-to full duplex 212.
Either way, you have state,ofthe,art LSI
technology. And it means you can start right
off with the most advanced system available.
Or you can trim your investment, yet always
have the option to move up at any step with
absolutely no compromises in quality.
Com.. Ware T M software is part
of the package.
Five minutes after you've booted up the
Novation Com, Ware you'll have a good

notion of what it's like to work with the best,
most accurate, most convenient personal com,
munication system designed for your Apple.
It makes all of the moves you need to work
with another computer, swap programs, access
data, whatever.
And it's simple to operate. Just follow the
menu. No programming, no fussing.
It's all there .
New-telephone directory.
Our engineers have done it again. They've
expanded our Com,Ware. Now included:
a time,saving directory of 26 telephone num,
bers with terminal configurations all selected
and stored for auto dialing. Handy.
'And some nice extras. Print,out during
communication, a non,destructive memory
mode, a changeable "welcome" message for
automatic answer. There's more.
If you have an Apple,Cat II and our earlier
C om, Ware (4.4 or earlier), you should really
have the new one (5.0). As always, it's free.

It's the

modem/communication system
you grow into, not out 0£

Just send us your old diskette and we'll send
you the new one.
It can make all the moves you want.
Start with 110, 300, 202 half-dupl ex. Or- add 212
full duplex and move data four times fa ster with accurate,
block by block verification . I Automatically send and receive
anytime -including the middle of the night when line
charges are lowest. I Use 80 or 40 column format. I Set fo r
local or remote echo. And more.

Another reason to move right now.
We've added something extra to help you
grow a communication system.
Packed in with every
Apple-Cat II is a list
of options. You get
your choice of
anyone-and
save as much
as $40.
They're at your dealer.
No waiting. Your dealer
has them on his shelf.

He also has the literature that gives you
all the answers to all your questions.
See him now.
More features than any other modem.
• Full ra nge of communication baud rates-up to 1200 (Bell
System JOO, 20 2 or 212 series compatible) •Full or half
duplex operati on· Complete Com-Ware system on a single
diskette. Also , wide assor tm ent of excellent software ava il
abl e from other sources • All automatic functions - auto dial
{pulse or Touch Tone), redial, auto answer and disconnect
• It's a telephon e with speaker monitor - switch between data
and vo ice. For regul ar use , it's a handy intelligent phone
with auto-di al• Touch Tone receiver• Built-in BSR X-10 Con
troll er• Remote control for external cassette tape recorder
·Works with other Apple parallel or seri al printer interface
cards · Constant status displ ay on scree n • Binary or text
modes • Single card install ation fo r Apple Cat II and
an additional card for the 212 upgrade • FCC certified
built-in phone line interface (PLI) Module
· New full Dupl ex 212 option.

Ill~
•
ion
20409 Prairie Street
I t -~
I,:;.·=======::.&·
=-=::1Chatsworth, CA 91311

~ova

Easy installation.
In less than 10 minutes,
you're talking to the world.

N ovation, Inc.

(800)423-5419 ·In California: (213)996-5060
App le is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. BSR is a trademark of BSR Corp
CAT is a trademark of Novat1on , Inc., wh ich does not manufacture Apple computers
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Crossing the Micro Line
I am attempting to interface Apple Writer II
with an Okidata Microline 92 printer and am
experiencing considerable trouble. I have also
tried to interface Muse's Super-Text 40/ 80 with
similar problems.
The main difficulty seems to be that I can't
find a way of embedding ASCII character
strings or control commands in the text. The
printer won't respond. I am using an Apple II
Plus with a Videx 16K expansion board. I find
that I must initialize with control-V control-I
80N control-V to get a printout past forty
columns.
If the initialization command suffix is a
capital N, I get 17 cpi print, whereas if it's a
lower-case n, I get the IO cpi text. If I attempt to
bury the control-I 80N in the text, I then can't
return to 10 cpi with a control-V control-I 80n
control-V. Neither of these commands seem to
relate to the Okidata Microline 92 instruc
tion book.
In the Apple Writer II program the com
mand for continuous underscore is the back
slash, one to start and another to stop. If I at
tempt to use this command _t_h_i_s _i_s
__ w_h_a_t _1 -g-e-t.1 also do not seem to
be able to make the super or subscript func
tions work.
My frustration is compounded by the fact
that a couple of my clients have Microline print
ers and it would be nice to be able to use theirs
while visiting them, making my Apple some-

QUALITY SOFTWARE
AT

INCREDIBLE PRICES
Call or Write TODAY

Sof-tecH
P.O. Box 366
Sycamore, IL 60178
(815) 895-9155

Software available for:
-Apple
-Atari 400/800
-IBM
-Commodore
- Texas Instruments
Ou1ck and Efficient Service
Full Line of Merchandise
MaJor Credit Cards Accepted
-And Best Of Alf
You D ea l With Peopl e
Who Care'''

what portable. Any assistance with these prob
lems would be greatly appreciated.
Evans Ha rrell, Marietta, GA
Show Me the Entry Way
I understand how to embed control characters
within an Apple Writer text file. My problem is
not knowing what keyboard entries will create
the printer commands needed for my Okidata.
For example, to print wider characters, I need
to specify CHR$(31). How can I do this? What
keyboard entry will create the value of
CHR$(3 I)? Is this even possible?
Connie Kouba, Eden Prairie, MN
Print Data Okay
I have replaced my Okidata printer ribbon with
both an Underwood standard typewriter rib
bon and a KO Rec type #1 typewriter ribbon.
The latter was bought at Woolworth's for two
dollars. I'd be interested in hearing about the
experiences (or any programming tips) of other
users who've used the Apple II Plus with the
Okidata printer #82A.
Joseph Buonincontri, Maplewood, NJ
Panasonic Printer Panic
This is an open plea for help . I own an Apple II
Plus without an eighty-column card and a
Panasonic KX-Pl090 printer without an intel
ligible manual. The first word processor I man
aged to get my hands on was Apple Writer II,
and I use it constantly. However, I have been
unable to use the Apple Writer II subscript and
superscript routines with my printer. Does any
one else know how to do this? By the way,
my thanks go to Charles Miller and Tim An
derson for their suggestions in the June Open
Discussion, as I have been able to make some
simple text alterations using their methods.
I must add that the contrast between the
Apple Writer II manual's clear and concise writ
ing and the hopeless mess offered by Panasonic
tends to make one sit and curse the printer for
hours.
Another question: Does anyone out there
know how to dump graphics with the Pana
sonic printer?
Pete Higgins, Fairfield, CT
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on-screen as it is being written to disk . You can
then use the text version in Apple Writer II (and,
I think, Ile) by just changing the commands
embedded in the file (the two programs' com- .
mands are not compatible).
Owen H. Richelieu III, San Marino, CA
Add PIE Writer to the list of word processing
programs that don't need separate terminal pro
grams for transmitting their files ("Apple on the
Phone," June 1983 Softalk) . PIE Wn"ter can be
used to control a modem of any type. Instruc
tions and examples are included in its manual
for the transmitting and receiving of files. It is
not necessary to have PIE Writer at the other
end of the telecommunications line.
Coordinators of PeaceNet, San Francisco's
disarmament electronic bulletin board, say they
use PIE Writer's telecommunications capabil
ities almost as much as they use its word proc
essing functions . They ship already written
messages directly out of PIE Writer onto their
various bulletin boards around the Bay Area.
On another subject, in answer to Adam
Taub's plea for Centronics 739 articles and pro
grams, the 739 is one of the many printers for
which PIE Writer will automatically configure
itself.
Ron Lichty, programmer, Softwest,
Sunnyvale, CA

Clearing-house of PIE
If you are an Apple PIE or PIE Wn"ter word
processor user with an Apple II or Ile, then you
will be interested in a new user group now form
ing called Apple PIE Writers. As the name in
dicates, we plan to support all Apple versions of
PIE. This support will include tips, tricks, modi
fications, help, and just about anything to en
hance your use of the already outstanding PIE
word processor.
If you have made some modifications to
PIE, let us know; maybe others would be inter
ested. If you have questions, ask the group;
somebody will have the answer. This is your
user group; we are just the clearing-house.
Depending on the response we receive, a
newsletter will be published whenever we have
sufficient material to warrant one. Right now
membership is free, so if you are a PIE user,
send us your name, Source or CompuServe ID
Commanding Solutions
This letter is in response to Mark Wolfson's (if applicable), and your mailing address. Tell us
letter in the June Open Discussion. He was hav which version of PIE you use-Apple PIE or
ing trouble converting his binary Apple PIE files PIE Writer, forty or eighty column (specify
to text files compatible with Apple Writer II (or your board)-and whether you are using an
Apple II or Ile.
Ile). The solution is simple.
Send the information to Apple PIE Writers,
Using Apple PIE from the COMMAND?
level , load your binary file into memory just as Box 589, Hawthorne, CA 90250; (Source:
if you were going to reedit the file. Then, sim CLl312, CompuServe: 74405,764).
ply use Apple PIE's capability to write a stan Monty Lee and Mike Weasner,
Hawthorne, CA
dard Apple text file. The command is a right ar
row issued again from the COMMAND?
prompt , followed immediately by a new file See How Pascal Runs on a Ile
name. For example, if you loaded a binary PIE As a Pascal user who entered the Apple fold via
file named File, you would save it as a text file a lie, I was surprised to find that I am doing
the impossible according to Douglas Peterson
(use a different name) by simply typing >
FILE.TEXT. If, from the COMMAND? (June Open Discussion) . First, there is no prob
prompt, you issue a MON I,C,O, you can use lem using Pascal l. I with the Apple Ile with a
the right arrow and you'll see your file appear two-drive system; just use the procedures out
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lined for a two-disk startup discussed in the
Apple-supplied manuals. However, one-drive
operation is not possible using the published
procedure, for the reason mentioned by Peter
son: the new Ile reset feature.
However, the following procedure will allow
a user to use Pascal I. I on the Apple I le with a
single disk drive:
I. Boot up with APPLE3:
2. X APPLE3:FORMATTER in order to
create a blank disk.
3. Boot up with APPLE! :
4. Create a new APPLEO: disk onto your
blank disk using the filer transfer command.
5. Again using the filer transfer command,
transfer APPLE3:SYSTEM.APPLE to
APPLEO:SYSTEM .APPLE. You now have
two APPLEO: disks, one with SYS
TEM.APPLE and one without.
The bootup procedure is first to boot up
with your APPLEO: disk containing SYS
TEM.APPLE and then remove it. Replace it
with the original APPLEO: (without SYS
TEM.APPLE), then use the initialize com
mand. This performs the necessary warm boot
otherwise prevented by the new reset feature.
You can now run the Apple Pascal I. I system
using one disk drive. For those who are inter
ested, this procedure came to me from Apple
Canada after a number of angry phone calls
and at least some sweating by an Apple senior
programmer. Before I called, they claimed
never to have been aware of the problem.
Donald Schopflocher, Sherwood Park, Alberta,
Canada
Montezuma Would Be Proud
David Rabson inquired in Open Discussion
about C compilers for the Apple II Plus work
ing under Apple DOS. There Is, in fact, a fine,
newly updated Apple II C compiler available
from Manx Software Systems of Shrewsberry,
New Jersey. It's just one of the many C com
pilers that the company offers as part of its
highly regarded Aztec C series. The Aztec com
pilers are full C compilers, with double-preci
sion, floating point, a transcendental function li
brary, and other powerful system features. They
are, in my opinion, a bargain. The people at
Manx are also uncommonly helpful, as a tele
phone call to them will quickly show.
Allen Wasserman, Corvallis, OR

No Trouble at All
In answer to Larry Freeland's question in the
June Open Discussion of dBase II on the Ap
ple Ill, I have successfully installed dBase
II using the SoftCard Ill with very little trouble.
The steps are as follows:
I. Boot from the CP/ M System Master in
drive A:.
2. Create a CP/ M system disk on drive B:
with the command COPY B:/F / S (this formats
and copies the system boot tracks).
3. PIP on to the new disk the files
Driver.SOS and PIP.COM:
PIP B:= A:DRIVER.SOS [OV]
PIP B:= PIP.COM [OV]
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4. Take the new disk and put it in drive A:,
then press control-C to warm-boot.
5. Put the dBase disk supplied by Ashton
Tate in the B: drive.
6. Transfer the files with the command PlP
A:=B:*.* /OV/(this transfers all the files to Ap
ple Ill CP/ M files).
7. Repeat the same steps for the ZIP disk .
You may have to delete the Driver.SOS file
temporarily to make enough room.
8. Boot the dBase disk that was just created
and run Install. A listing of the entries I used to
adjust the installation procedure is available
by contacting me through Open Discussion.
Arnold Bailey, Carmel, NY
Taking the CUE
As a teacher, I am very sens!l1ve to Judith
Juskowich's plea (June Open Discussion) for a
resource for public domain educational soft
ware. Computer Using Educators (CUE), a
group centered in (but not confined to) the San
Jose, California, area, runs an educational "soft
swap" that compiles and disseminates educa
tional software. I have used many softswap pro
grams with my class of learning-disabled stu
dents, but most programs are appropriate for
gifted students. Softswap programs are avail
able through mail order for a nominal fee.
For a catalog and an order form , send $1 to
Ann Lathrop, Softswap Chairperson, Micro
computer Center, SMERC Library, San Mateo
County Office of Education, 333 Main Street,
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Redwood City, CA 94063. Incidentally, CUE
membership is very inexpensive, and the group
publishes a bimonthly newsletter for educators.
Steven Spencer, Morgan Hill, CA
Textbook Basics
I teach several computer-oriented classes, in
cluding a course in Basic and an introduction to
data processing, as a part-time instructor at
California State University, Fullerton. I have
personally found the Self-Teaching 'Guides
(STG) from John Wiley and Sons to be excel
lent. Their Basic for Home Computers is written
for Microsoft Basic, which is very similar to
Applesoft Basic. The series also includes offer
ings that cover such topics as 6502 assembly
language and the handling of data files on the
Apple (the latter comes with a disk).
I have also found Introduction to Computers
and Data Processing, by Shelly and Cashman,
to be valuable. It's published by Anaheim Pub
lishing of Fullerton , California. A picture book
with excellent graphics and easy-to-under
stand text, it's ideal for a beginning course. Stu
dents will certainly find it useful.
Cliff Perkins, Huntington Beach, CA
Traveling Consultant
David Austin wrote in the June Open Discus
sion that he couldn't find accounting software
for his wife's travel agency. As part owner and
manager of a travel agency, I encountered the
same problem when I tried to automate my

The easiest way yet
to master the
\-\0"" \0
Apple lie:
USE'!O\lR
APPLE \\e~
\N '\O EJ\S'!

More than 60 hands-on
exercises right away with
full color videocassette
one-on-one tutoring.
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Imagine . . . in less than four hours, you or those you
work with, can be totally comfortable with that new
Apple lie ... formatting and copying disks, starting-up
DOS, doing all the things that have taken others days,
even weeks, to learn from manuals.
And in the comfort of your home, business or school. No time consuming classes to attend, no
large seminars ... just simple, high quality, one-on-one instruction.
The same instruction that school systems and large corporations are discovering is the easiest
way yet for people to quickly use that new computer productively.
Ask your local computer or video dealer, or call right now, 1-800 -428 -7777 for Mastercard or
Visa orders (in Calif. call 415 -332 -5828 collect).
Versions available for the IBM PC, Apple II+, Apple Ill.
Send $69.50 + $3 .50 for shipping and handling to:
Kennen Publishing Dept. PX5
150 Shoreline Hwy., Bldg . E
Mill Valley, CA 94941
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Please specify Beta II or VHS, Visa or Mastercard number
and expiration date. Calif. residents add 6 % sales ta x.
The word Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM PC is a registered trademark
of International Business Machines Corp.
Dealer Inquiries welcome
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WHERE IS IT?
Wherever it is, we w ant it. Mayhe, just ma ybe, we' re
searching f< >r you r program, hut we 'll never find it
un lc~ s yo u call u ~.
It ha.-. to he good , though. Because we 're the
S<>ftware CuiId'", an organization devoted to finding
the ve ry h e~ t microcompute r progr:uns for p:tck:tging
and di~trihution under the Softsmith'" lahel. Hundreds
or title~ have already hce n licensed to the Softsmith
library. But they' re only the beginning. O ur goa l is to
have the hest program in m:1jor categories o n every

po pular machine. Of co urse, we can 't do it without yo u.
If you 're a program author or publisher, The
Softwa re Guild o ffers some distinct professional and
mo netary advantages .
First , yo u devote your time to what yo u do best:
programming. You can leave the manufacturing,
packaging, documentation, distribution and customer
service to us.
Second, our revolutionary retail merchandising
system w ill put your program before the public through
the normal computer and software stores, plus record
o utlets, department stores, book shops, and more
places where software has never before been available.

Third, is royalties. Wider distribution means more
substantial royalties. And , your Software G uild
royalties sea rt to accrue when the dealer makes his pur
chase in quantity, so you aren 't left waiting while
money trickles in .
Fourth is flexibility. We do not insist on the
exclusive rights to your program . You can deal with
other publishers and distributors, or market your pro
gram yourself, while it is in Softsmith distribution.
We know you're out there, working and dream
ing, and we want to help make your dream come tru e.
Our full staff of professional evaluators are waiting to
review your best-seller.

So call us, wherever you are.
Contact Regina Roberts at(415)487 -5200.
Or write:
The Software Guild
.
1
2935 Whipple Rd.
. . .~1·-·'·· -w_ .: ,
Union City, CA 94587 1/ • ;-::1~
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bookkeeping four years ago . Travel agencies re
quire a highly specialized type of accounting,
part of which involves a weekly sales summary
report required by the Air Traffic Conference,
the airlines' central bank. I had trouble just
findin g a CPA who could underst and it all, not
to mention finding the right combination of
hardw are and software to do what seemed to be
a simple job. I wound up buying an Apple and
writing my own program . 1 eventually found
m yself acting as a consultant to other travel
agencies with the same dilemma .
Vendors of airline mainframe reservations
sys tems have virtually flooded the market with
minicomputer-based accounting systems. These
a re a t prices well out of the reach of small- and
medium-sized agencies. The other alternatives
are purchasing an in-hou se microcomputer and
softwa re or subscribing to a timesharing service.
There is a jungle of microcomputer soft
ware available for travel-agency accounting and
reportin g. Available packages range in price
from $4,000 to $25,000 for a complete system
a nd run on everything from Apples and Altos
to Wangs. Some perform only the weekly sales
reporting; others are complete accounting sys
tems with versatile payroll and acco unts-receiv
able functions, hotel a nd car commission track
ing, and client record keeping . Some even offer
the a bility to interface with existing airline res
erva tions terminal s, capturing accounting infor
mation as each ticket is printed.
Most of these programs were written by
agency owners for use in their own businesses,

For 3/4" and 1/2" VIDEOTAPING
Plug into Apple II for stable color in videotape edits
and duplication . . . . PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
APPLE PROC MOD. NOW only $99.50

For BROADCAST QUALITY
Convert Apple II and Franklin ACE graphics to NTSC
(RS.170) broadcast quality color for telecast and high·
band VTR ... ........ ... ARS.170A • $1495

For NTSC t GENLOCK
Adds downstream genlock to prerecorded tape
or live camera for superimposed color
graphics . ........ : . .. ARS.170AX·S1995
APPLE 1s a registered lrademark ol App!e Computer lnc.
Frank lin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Compuler Corp

then marketed to other agencies. A few have en
joyed tremendous success beca use they are flex
ible and allow for growth. Others have been
successful because they are designed after non
conventional but popular manual agency ac
co unting systems such as the ASTA (American
Society of Travel Agents) manual accounting
syste m. These require minimal changes in an
age ncy's operations during the transition to
autom ation .
There are currently four or five good pack
ages available for the Apple, with software
prices ranging from $800 to $10,000. The best
advice anyone can give you is to hire yourself a
good consultant. Make sure he has a balanced
b ackground in travel-agency management,
computers, and accounting. He will help you
determine what yo u need, how much you need
it, and how much you should be spending for it.
Automation can be the best thing that ever ha p
pened to your agency-boosting your produc
tivity and that of your sales agents. It can also
be a n expensive nightmare, so beware .
Denis D. Du Bose, Phoenix, AZ
Mideastern Applers
In response to Joseph Ben-Israel (June Open
Di scussion), I have been a dedicated Apple II
user for several years now. Last year, I moved
to Israel and naturally wanted to bring my
Apple system with me. After some checking
aro und beforehand, I was able to determine
that an Apple II system can be used on Euro
pean or Israeli electrical systems (220 volts, 50
Hz) using just a simple transformer. All my
equipment was purchased in America and is de
signed for 110 volts. I now run my entire setup
through a single heavy-duty (500 a mp ) trans
former, which si mply changes the source cur
rent of 220 volts down to 110. This runs my Ap
ple II Plus with two disk drives, a Texas Instru
ments color monitor, and an Epson MX-80 F / T
printer. The Apple and its component drives are
not a problem, since it all runs off a direct cur
rent line from the power supply anyway. Thus
the Apple and the drives are not cycle-depend
ent. The Epson seems to have no problem with
the cycles. The most problematic area is the vid
eo display. The Apple generates a standard tele
vision-type signal (NTSC) using a n RF modu
la tor or can be hooked to a standard monitor
with a straight cable. Hooking into an Israeli or
European television requires another signal
known as PAL a nd requires a PAL card in the
Apple. 1 used a monitor and forgot about the
hook-ups to any television overseas. I did check
to see that my monitor is rated as being 50 or 60
Hz-co mpatible.
Buying American equipment a nd bringing it
with yo u creates another problem: customs. In
so me countries this can be quite a hassle. The
regulations in Israel, for example, can make im
portation of such equipment for perso nal use
prohibitive. If yo u wish, you can eliminate the
hassles of customs taxes and regulations, elimi
nate the problems of electrical transfo rmers,
and gai n some important adva ntages by buy
ing the equipment in the country where you will
be residing. Apple Co mputer has dealers all
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over the world, including Israel. The cost of
buying in Israel is higher because of import
taxes and low levels of competition among the
dealers. The advantage of buyi ng from a local
dealer is that yo u can purchase equipment that ·
has a lrea dy been modified for the foreign la n
guage set of Hebrew. With the flip of a switch,
you can access the Hebrew alphabet. Now there
is a version of the popular Apple Writer pro
gram that allows word processing in English or
Hebrew.
The software is not generally dependent on
the voltage or cycles in any way. Thus, the use
of Apple or other vendor software is not a prob
lem overseas as long as the software is rated to
the system it is being run on (CP/ M require
ments, minimum memory requirements, and so
forth).
T amir Weiner, Harei Yehuda, Israel
A Wiry Solution
To Paul B. Brumbaugh: You don 't have to
rewire your whole house to get a three-wire
gro unded outlet for your computer. Two-wire
s upply has one line grounded. It is the same
ground line as for a three-wire supply.
Check your circuit-breaker panel. There
should be a white insulated wire connected to a
water pipe. At each socket, if the wiring was
done correctly, the white insulated wire is
ground. Sockets have a wide slot and a narrow
slot for the prongs of the plug. The wide slot
should be the grounded side. It is the same
ground as the third , round hole of a three-wire
socket . Use an ac voltmeter to prove this for
yo urself. Sockets have chrome-plated screws for
the white wire and brass screws for the black
wire. On a three-wire socket the third or ground
termina l is usually colored green.
To provide a ground wire for the third ter
minal , find the nearest water pipe to your com
puter socket location. Scrape the pipe for good
electrical connection and clamp the bare end of
a length of white insulated number 14 wire to
the pipe. First remove the fuse or circuit breaker
for the circuit to your computer. Then remove
the currently used socket from the wall and dis
connect the wires. Pull the wire from the water
pipe through the wall or up through the floor to
the opening for your socket. Bend the three
wires so that they cannot touch each other or
a nything else. Replace the fuse or circuit
breaker.
Using the voltmeter again, check to be cer
tain that when it' s connected to the two white
wires there is no voltage reading. Check also to
be certain th at there's 117 volts between each of
the white wires a nd the black wire. Remove the
fuse or circuit brea ker before proceeding. Now
connect your three wires to your new socket using
the color coding described above. The white
wire from the water pipe goes on the green ter
minal of your new socket. Install the socket in
the wall box and replace the fuse or circuit
breaker.
Check again with the voltmeter. The round
hole a nd the wide slot should give no voltage
reading. The narrow slot should show 117 volts
{plus or minus I or 2 volts) to either the wide
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slot or the round hole of the socket. Just for
further certainty, try an electric drill or other
small appliance having a three-wire plug. Next,
get a three-wire-socket expander so you can
plug your printer and monitor into the same
grounded socket. If the monitor has only two
wires, check to see if one prong is wide. If it is,
there is no further question. If not, you might
want to investigate how it is connected inter
nally. Ask your dealer about that.
Since Open Discussion seems to be a clear
ing-house for some very important issues, this
may be the place to raise one of importance to
computer users in particular. The answer just
given would not have been needed if local build
ing and electrical codes had been observed by
everyone in years past. Manufacturers of low
priced electrical consumer goods have caused
the confusion over or lack of understanding of
electrical polarity. They like to say that al
ternating current has no polarity. Theoretically
it doesn't , but considering the hazards to peo
ple and computers, the grounding requirement
must be understood by everyone. It is so basic
to ac and so critical that it must be accepted as
being as important as the polarity of direct cur
rent.
Edward Parker, Baltimore, MD
Purrrrrr
I am writing in response to Robert Buschel's let
ter entitled "Meeow!" (May Open Discussion).
He had rerouted the reset key to run the hello
program each time it was pushed. To undo this
feature, you must repoke the original values
back into the reset vector.
An easy way to do this is to first peek these
locations to find their true values before you
change them. Then later on you can poke the
original values back into where they belong.
For example:
10 P1 = PEEK (1010):P2 = PEEK (1011)
15 REM POKE IN NEW VALUES
20 POKE 1010,102: POKE 1011 ,213 : CALL

64367

10000 REM POKE IN ORIGINAL VALUES AT
END OF PROGRAM
10010 POKE 1010,P1 : POKE 1011 ,P2: CALL

64367
I hope that my suggestions will help with the
dilemma.
John Strosnider, Escondido, CA

The Case of the Unwritten File
Regarding Al Goodwin's problem with a file
apparently not being written to a disk (June
Open Discussion), I have had similar prob
lems. In one case I was writing a fifty-byte entry
to a file that was defined as ",L50". The return
at the end of the write was the fifty-first charac
ter to be written, and that became the first char
acter of the next file . Therefore, an attempt to
read the next file gave only a return.
The other time I had the problem I was try
ing to write to the middle of a record. Even
though my command was print "name"; (please

SO~IAL~~
note the semicolon), I found that I either could
not close the file or that typing a print
CH R$( IJ )+CHR$(4 )"close" put a return at the
end of what I was writing, and that gave an ex
tra return when I tried to read.
I have found that I can solve disk read/ write
problems quickly with the use of a utility that
lets me read a sector of the file. I like one called
Disk Fixer, by Image Computer Products .
Raymond J. Schuerger, Pittsburgh, PA
I had a problem like Al Goodwin's, and, after
going through many books, the only one that
provided the answer was Apple 11 User's Guide,
by Poole, McNiff, and Cook.
The last print statement before the control
D must not end with a semicolon or comma. If
you use a get statement not followed by a print
prior to print control-D, the first character af
ter the get (which might be control-D) is ig
nored and not executed.
I hope this helps. If it isn't the right an swer,
I'd appreciate knowing what is.
Martin Waxman, Fairfield, CT
Glad To Help
I am writing to respond to several letters that
appeared in the June Open Discussion.
To Dick Rettke: Before I purchased a DOS
speedup package, I had heard the sa me warn
ing you expressed. I have been using Diversi
DOS for several months now and I find that, if
anything, it is more reliable than DOS 3.3. In a
recent comparative review of eight such prod
ucts , I read that Diversi-DOS was the only one
that demonstrated significant improvement in
save and bsave times. If the others are eliminat
ing the "verify after write" feature, it isn't help
ing much .
According to that review, Diversi-DOS
gains its speed in three ways. First, it writes the
track/ sector list afier the whole file is saved.
DOS 3.3 updates this list each time a new sec
tor is allocated, resulting in constant movement
of the write head and unnecessary delay . Sec
ond, Diversi-DOS does away with the DOS 3.3
method of reading each sector first and com
paring bytes. When you are saving a file or pro
gram, you don't care what used to be there.
Third, DOS 3.3 uses a one-second delay for
drive motor startup before reading or writing
to or from the disk. Diversi-DOS allows you to
shorten this time to a half seco nd. According to
the product's manual, ninety-nine percent of all
drives will function properly with this delay
time. Mine does just fine .
I suspect that the feature you spoke of that
allows reenabling is the verify command under
Diversi-DOS, which differs from the DOS 3.3
verify . This command allows the user to list a
file directly from disk to the sc reen. When used
on a text file, it is similar to executing a file with
MON I,C,O , but it is a little more useful. When
used on a Basic or binary file, it yields so me
amusing results. It is not, however, a "verify
and write."
To Stewart Loving-Gibbard: The instruc
tions for Diversi-DOS include the necessary
pokes to let you accommodate forty-track
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THE

STATISTICS
SERIES™
FLEXIBLE • ACCURATE
EASY-TO-USE

THE STATISTICS SERIES is the statistical
software system for the student or
professional.
With THE STATISTICS SERIES, you can set
up your own statistics workstation to rival
a mainframe computer. Why switch from
mainframes? Because you 're in charge
when you do, in touch with your data in
ways not possible with a mainframe.
REGRESS II gives multiple regression pre
dictive power to users in finance, engi
neering, medicine or social science .
Choose solution types from simultane
ous, stepwise, forward , backward, or
power polynomial solutions .
ANOVA II performs simple or sophisticated
analyses of variance for agriculture, medi
cine or social science. Run the most com
plex anova designs easily and quickly.
STATS PLUS is a number cruncher for mar
ket research , business, finance, biology,
and social science. Besides the general
statistics and nonparametrics, this pro
gram offers data management and five
way crosstabulations of questionnaire
data.
CALCU-PLOT is a problem solver for busi
ness and finance, engineering and sci
ence. After you set up the equation and
vary the constants, CALCU-PLOT finds
the solution and displays the results.
THE STATISTICS SERIES produces carefully
organized statistical reports and graphics
displays.
THE STATISTICS SERIES programs come
with a 10 day money back guarantee. Buy
them together or separately at a most
attractive price.
Apple II, 48K, 1or2 Drives, ROM Applesoft

II~

HUMAN SYSTCMS 1:71'NAMICS
To Order- Call (213) 993-8536
or Write
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
Dealer Inquiries Invited

50
drives. Bill Basham has told me, however, that
there is simply not room for Rana's patch for
using different drives together.
To Joe Fulford: To select a different drive
from within a program, simply type poke
43624 ,n where n is the number of the new drive.
It will also let you select a new slot in the event
you have more than one controller card.
Regarding comments by Adam Taub and
William Gentry: Perhaps I do not completely
understand the problem that you, especially
Mr. Taub, referred to. When program output is
sent to a printer, it is printed according to the
formatting in your print statements. The only
instance in which control-I 80N is necessary is
in a program listing. Try the following:

~SO~TAL~

by checking to see if a CHR$(4) (or control-D,
whichever you prefer) preceded it. If there was a
CHR$(4), then DOS would reroute output to
the device in slot x, meaning that DOS com
mands will still work-with an eighty-column
card , for example. If there was not a CHR$(4),
then output would be rerouted through Basic to
the device, bypassing and therefore "discon
necting" DOS, making text file and other DOS
commands inactive. I hope this solves the prob
lem, as I know it can be very frustrating when a
program doesn't work the way you want it to.
To Paul Brumbaugh (June Open Discus
sion): I don't know about the problem in your
house, but it is possible to operate your Apple
from the 12VDC available in your travel trail
er. There are a few companies that make con
10 PR# 1
verters that plug into your motherboard or into
20 FOR X = 1 TO 80
your power supply. RH Electronics makes
30 PRINT " - "';
an uninterruptable power source called the
40 NEXT X
Guardian Angel that can power a computer,
50 PR# 0
monitor, and printer from a trailer battery, in
When run, this program should produce addition to providing protection from a power
one continuous line of dashes on an eighty-col outage at home. I think there is also a company
umn printer and two lines of dashes on the that makes just a 12VDC converter that plugs
screen at the same time. The only reason for into your motherboard. I don't know the com
using control-I 80N within a program is to dis pany's name, but I think its product is called Ap
ple Juice. Your local dealer may know more
able output to the screen when printing.
Hal Scoggins, Lake Jackson, TX
about these, and possibly there are other prod
ucts that can do the same thing.
I am answering Adam Taub's call for help (June Steve Lemke, Santa Barbara, CA
Open Discussion). I had the same problem with
my Centronics 730 printer, and with the new I have been reading Softalk since it was less
Prowriter I just bought. Both printers defaulted than fifty pages and had a "cute" picture of
to forty columns when I couldn't send a "con Darth Vader on the cover. Many times, when I
trol-I 80N" to the printer. I have List Handler could have responded .to a reader's question in
from Silicon Valley Systems, but there is no Open Discussion , I didn't, thinking that some
place to enter the special language for eighty one else would. After reading through the June
columns. I called Silicon Valley Systems, and its issue I found that I knew the answers to many
customer service department immediately told of the questions asked, so I decided to write.
To Paul Brumbaugh: After reading your let
me what to do.
On the bottom left of the Apple parallel ter I remembered an ad I saw for a company
card is a PROM with the number 3410019 on it. called Integrated Switching Systems describing
This PROM needs to be replaced with one a product called Upbus. It contained a built-in
numbered 3410005 (the cost is about $13.50 monitor with a place to put a disk drive, as well
plus tax at a local computer store-a lot as a rechargeable power supply to run the com
cheaper than a new card). Silicon also told me puter, drive, and everything else. It could also
be plugged into a wall circuit, running the com
to disable the line feed on the printer. After re
placing the PROM and disabling the line feed, I puter while recharging its batteries. It's sup
found that the Prowriter worked perfectly. Ac
posed to support an external twelve-volt bat
cording to our Apple Writer II instruction book, tery and an adapter for a car.
To Andrew Fishburn: If you have an Ep
the Centronics printer does not issue a line feed,
so you shouldn't have to change anything on son, you can send the printer the following
characters to accomplish your goals: PR#! (ini
the printer. I hope this helps.
Leanna M. Cole, Amarillo, TX
tialize printer), Print CHR$(27)" >" (this sets
the high [eighth) bit to !), Print CHR$(27)"="
To Matt Capozza (June Open Discussion): (this sets the high [eighth) bit to 0).
By sending the first code to the printer, all
When you program with DOS up and run
ning in the machine, there are two ways to subsequent values sent will have 128 added to
transfer output to a card in one of the expansion them, allowing you to send "values from 128 to
slots . The first way is to just have the command 255. The second line switches the printer back
PR #x, where x is the slot number. This is what I to normal, where only values from 0 to 127 will
assume you are doing in your stamp program. be used.
The other way is to use DOS's control-D, which
I have thoroughly enjoyed all the past is
wo uld come out as Print CHR$(4);"PR#";x. sues of So/talk and I look forward to many
more. The only thing the magazine doesn't have
Whenever a command is executed from a pro
gram, DOS looks at it before Basic does to see if it anymore that I miss very much are the very
was a DOS command (the first PR# is a Basic heated arguments between readers in Open
command , but the second is a DOS command) Discussion about piracy and sexually oriented
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ads. These letters were better than the daytime
soaps on TV! I did recently see one juicy ad in
the Classified Advertising section ("Orgy on
your disk drive ..." ), and the letters on soft
ware piracy seem to be getting hotter, so maybe
there's still hope.
David Creemer, Dallas, TX
Comert's Libation
I'm not sure about the conversion of Atari cas
settes, but I know where Gregg Johnson (Jan
uary '83 Open Discussion) can find an article
about TRS-80 program conversion. In the pre
miere issue of inCider magazine Hap Gaylord
explains how to convert TRS-80 programs to
the Apple.
Todd Lutz, Newport, OR

Putting in for a Work Transfer
I am involved with a law firm that uses an
Apple II Plus with CP/ M-specifically, Word
Star. Over the years we have generated con
siderable client data and legal forms on our
disks. If we were to change to another com
puter (such as the IBM pc or a dedicated word
processor such as a Wang) would there be serv
ices or hardware products that would enable us
to transfer work to this other 'c omputer with
out having to retype the data?
Ted Gordon, San Rafael, CA
Teething on an Apple
My husband is a dentist and is considering com
puterizing his office with an Apple. He needs
programs for keeping patient records, recalls,
insurance forms, inventory, billing, and the like.
I would appreciate seeing any helpful software
recommendations in Open Discussion.
Muriel S. Karlin, Staten Island, NY
Apples Revered and Reverent
I would be interested to hear from Open Dis
cussion readers who are using their Apples for
church work.
Victor 0. Schwartz, Smith Center, KS
Family Feud
Does anyone know of a game that you can both
save and turn the sound off on? My dad is
hopelessly addicted to Snack Attack. Any time
he wants to play, he makes me stop using the
computer. This is terrible when I am in the
middle of a line of programming that I 'm trying
to figure out. He is also late to some meals be
cause he's "on a roll," and it is very difficult to
get to sleep over the sound of the game. It
would be okay if he were very good, but his
high score is only about thirty-five hundred
well under mine.
Mike Burford, Ephrata, WA
Play It Again, Eh?
Canadian owners of the S.A.M . speech
synthesizer have no trouble at all recognizing
the accent. S.A .M. is a French-Canadian with a
rather bad head cold. Now how in the world
did Mark Barton accomplish that? Don't ask .
Edward M. Chilton, Willowdale, Ontario,
Canada
JI

SOFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
I Adventure
CHEAT A BIT
Detailed maps, clues (gentle & blunt). Save your
long distance calls on Wizard & Princess. Cran
ston Manor, U~ysses. Inquire a bout other ad
venture games. ASK ALICE, P.O. Box 3074,
Stony Creek, CT 06405. $5 set. Prompt se rvice.

I Business
STOCK OPTION SOFTWARE
Increase investment profits with ASOC. the Au
tom atic Summ arized Option Comparator for
Apples. For option buyers/ writers. Includes
highly accurate Black-Scholes and Expectation
models. Price $80.00, includes well-referenced
user's manual. DOS 3.3 & 48K required. Call or
write for free brochure. (914) 693-8546.
'VIEHRTENS FlNANCIAL DATA SYSTEMS
P.O . Bo x 45, Ardsley, N Y 10502

FLIGHT PLANNER by Jerry Kennedy.
You supply point of departure, destination. and
altitude. and Flight Planner computes your route
of flight using VORs. Computes RNAV routes
too ! The computer-designed routing ensures the
shortest distance VOR routing for your flight no
matter what altitude. See the review in the Feb
ruary issue of Fly ing magazine. Only 559.95
from Illinois Computer Ma rt, Route 8, Sweet's
Corner Pl aza, Carbondale, IL 6290 I. Phone
(61 8) 529-2983.
A-STAT 79.6C
Comprehensive statistical a nalysis system. Fre
quencies, Crosstabs, T-Tests, ANOVA, Corre
lations, Multiple Regression with Residuals,
Dat a Entry, Sort, Reports, Transformations,
Merging, Aggregation ; Apple Plot, File Cabi
net, and VisiCorp DIF Interfaces. For the Ap
ple since 1979. $175.00 complete from: Rosen
Grandon Associates, 7807 Whittier St. , Tampa,
FL 33617; (813) 985-4911.

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MAN
AGEM ENT so ftware for owners of single
family apartments. condos, offices, mini
storage. duplexes. Provides in stant cash llow
analysis, records expenditures on each unit,
prints cash flow reports and summary of opera
tions report . and accumula tes cost for tax pur
po ses. Tomar Production s, P.O. Box 740871,
Dall as, TX 75374, (214) 363-3059. $149.95.

LAWNMOWERS AND
COMPUTERS!
How are they alike?
If you have o ne. you ca n use
it for your church.
Ask us a bout the new a nd afforda ble
E Z CHURCH MEMBERSHIP SYSTEM .
For more inform ation write or call
E Z Systems, 214 Mockingbird Road,
Nashville, TN 37205; (615) 269-6428.

STOCK PORTFOLIO Software. Use
your APPLE to maintain your Stock Portfolio
and produ ce th e reports and graphs necessary to
ma nage yo ur stock s. MICRO-LOGIC DATA
SYSTEMS INC.. Box 37351. Omaha. NE 68137.

**

BASIC BOOKKEEPING

**

Introducing a double entry bookkeeping pro
gram a nd manu al for $39.95. Handles 200+ ac
counts, 998 trans/ mo., and 8 reports including
budget. Requires I dri ve, Apple II+ , lie, or
Fra nklin , and EPSON, NEC. APPLE DMP, or
PROWRITER. each 80 co l. printers with con
densed character mod e. Send (39.95 + $2 P&H
+ So/c tax FL Res.) Check o r MO to: Island
Software. Box 1369, Ma rco Island , FL 33937.

SCREENWRITER USERS! Do you
have the na mes and ad dre sses and no easy way
to get them into form letters? Now you do with
this easy to use mail system. 48K, DOS 3.3,
ROM Basic, $20. Ken Davis, 8 19 Valence St..
New Orlea ns, LA 70 11 5.
EARN BIG MONEY
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Our clients a re loo kin g for you. Registration /
Information packet by return mail. Send $1.25
to cover postage a nd ha ndling.
COM PU POI NT LTD
49 W. 44 St., New Yo rk , NY 10036

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE in
cluding propert y management, home purchase.
loa n amo rtizatio n, AC RS/ depreciation. tax de
ferred exc ha nge, property sales a nalysis. loa n
sa les/ purch ase, income property analysis, A PR
loan analysis, construction cost / profit, and
property listings/ comparables. Visa/ MC/ Amex.
(213) 372-9419. REAL TY SOFTWAR E COM 
PANY , 1926 South Pacific Coas t Hwy., Suite
229, Redo ndo Beach, CA 92077.

I Fantasy
OWN A WHOLE NEW WOLFENSTEIN!
Thi s powerful. machine la nguage utility cu s
tom-tail ors Castle Wo lfenstein to your specifi
cations in a matter of minutes. Eliminate the
lengthy sta rtup screen s a nd wall sounds. Open
chests insta ntly. Carry hundreds of bullets and
grenades. Give yo urself the plans, a uniform,
etc. Start in any roo m at any ra nk. Modify your
visibility or mark sma nship. And mu ch more'.
T otally menu-driven , The Great Escape Utility
will modify every feature of the game . Recei ved
rave reviews at the recent Applefest in Ana
heim. Includes disk, 5 page handbook, strategy
ad vice a nd a f ree map of the Castle. Send $15
(or $4 for ma p alone) to Moxie. 815 N. Ha rper
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046. Guaranteed.

ULTIMA II PLAYERS
Two-level character modification program.
C ha nge all characteristics and get any item or
spell for a ny character. $ 12. Map set $3. MP
Softwa re, 556 W. 800 N. #2, Provo, UT 84601.

WIZARDRY PLAYERS
Modify your characters with this utility pro
gra m. Resurrect the dead or lost. Alter charac
teristics, spells, hit , experience & gold points.
CHEAT! Make yourself a IOOOth level super
hero for Knight o f Dia mond s. Disk, 48K &
Applesoft. Includes maps. $20.00. Ca lifornia
resi dents include 6 V2% sales tax. ARS Publica
tions. 3710 Pacific Ave. # 16, Venice, CA 90?91.

WIZARDRY HEROES!
Both novice and vetera n conquer with'.o ur new
system-n o cheating needed ' Enhanced man
ual packed with powerful tips. reference ca rd s.
special fo rms. oth er goodies! Basic kit $10. maps
55 (Scene I or II ). all $ 17.50. Nichols Services,
690 1 Buckeye Way. Columbus, GA 31904.

ATTENTION DM'S: THE
ADVENTURER'S UTILITY DISK
Six useful progra ms fo r the discrimina tin g DM .
Rando m Monster Selecto r, Dungeon Genera
tor, Co mplete Treasure Tables (magical and
mo neta ry), Cha rac ter Roller/ Keeper. Co mbat
T ables. Room Describer. Save time. effort,
eliminate duplication. 520. Mastersoft, 301 Os
bo rn e Ave .. Watervi lle. N Y 13480.

WIZARDRY MAPS
Complete maps. Proving Growid o r Knight of
Diamonds $5 each. Send to Sta nley Kasper, 4932
N . Ridgeway, Chicago, IL 60625. Scenario #3
coming soon!

I Graphics
GRAFIX +DATA ENCRYPTION
Hi-res gra phics develo pment system. Includes
Epson printing routine. Also A pplesoft pro
gram or data encryp tion. Send $20 for bo th to
Mik e Kelln er, P.O. Bo x 128, Westley, CA 95387
(Req II+ ).

MIX GRAPHICS AND TEXT!
Nol a hi-res character set. SC R EEN MASTER
video control genera tor com bin es text, lo-res
a nd/ o r hi-res im ages . Use in your own Basic o r
assembly programs. Full documentation. For
Apple II+ or li e, DOS 3.3. $ 18. Rodney Bur
leigh, 44 7G ra nd Ave., Rochester. N Y 14609 .

PRINT /PLOT CHARACTERS!
Print these cha racters with your hi-res graphics
dump program or output them to a plotter.
Scale and rotate on separate axes! T ables of co
ordinates on disk for several complete fonts,
ma ny mat hema tical & ca rtograp hic symbol s
(1 300+ characters tot al). Tables come with
dem o programs and instruction s for $24. 95.
DOS 3.3, 48K, Applesoft required. T angent 270,
Dept. 365, P.O. Bex 38587. Denver, CO 80207.

SOFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
II+ CAD FOR BEGINNERS OR ENGINEERS
A user friendly, menu oriented, fu ll screen
graphi cs program that makes isomet rics and
wire frame drawing easy. Circles, triangles, rec
tangles. elli pses, plain , soli d, dashed, rotated ,
arcs. a rrows, cursor d raw or erase, fill , coordi
nates. load, save, text any size. $39.95 plus $2.00
shipping/ handling. Includes graph pad of A p
ple scree n wit h coordin ates. CA DSOFf. 8125
R onson Rd ., San Diego, CA 92 111.

IHardware
DUST COVER . . . designed speci fi cally to
protect your Apple II+ or li e starter system.
Covers keyboa rd , Monitor Ill w/ monitor stand
and optional system saver fan. Specify beige or
brown . $ 19.95 plus $1.50 shipping (IL residents
5% tax).
PARKWAY COM PUTERS, P.O. Box 377
P-a ris. IL 61944; (217) 465-4733
3M SCOTCH DISKETTES $20.95
A utho rized 3M distributor. Buy wholesale.
5.25'" SS/ DD $20.95. DS/ DD $29.95. Rein
forced hub. Why buy generic? Compl ete price
li st available. Ca ll (415) 778-2595 or write Argo
naut Distributing, 1104 Buchanan Rd. , An
tioch, CA 94509.

APPLE-TIE A/D INTERFACE
The APPL E-TIE allows you to input two 0 to
± 5 vo lt signals into your Apple computer. $95
ea. Send check or money order to Universal
Senso rs & Devices, Inc., 9666 Owensmo uth
Ave., #F. C hatsworth, CA 9 1311 : (213) 998
7121.

VERBATIM DISKS
Low as $2 14.00/ 100, MX-80 Cartridge $6.00,
FLIP 'N' F ILE (75 capacity) $16.50. Dealer
inquiries invited. UN I K Associates, 12545 W.
Burleigh, Brookfield, WI 53005: (4 14) 782-5030.

3M DISKETTES ... $22/BOX
Box of JO fo r Apple $22. ss/ dd reinforced hubs.
24 hr. shipping. Check , Visa, MasterCard. Cac
tus Co mputer, 39 Carri age Pl. , Urba na, IL
6 1801. $ 1.50 shipping. 5% tax in I L. O rder now!

TEST HARDWARE BEFORE YOU
BUY. C.O.R.E. rents hardware, fi rmware and
software so you can test a system before you
purchase. And all rent a ppli es to fu ture owner
ship! Call C.O. R. E. at (4 14) 48 1-6630.

APPLE-ATARI INTERFACE

WHERE DID I P UT THAT?

Includes programs to send source a nd data fil es
both directions between Apple II and Atari 400
or 800. No seria l cards or RS232 interfaces
needed, but works fas ter. Apple II , II+ fo r $75 ;
Apple lie for $90. Add $5 Shippin g/ H andling.
CA Residents add 6% tax. PROWELL COM
P UTE R SERV ICES, 4974 N. Fresno, Suite
325, Fresno, CA 93726; (209) 227-49 17.

Organize journal articles, magazines, recipes, or
anyt hing else, with help from our menu driven
keywo rd retrieval system for the A pp le 11 , II+ ,
o r lie. Supports multiple di sks with each record
vari able up to 2,450 characters . Keyword search
using logical opera tors (and, or, not). For mo re
info o r to order at on ly $49.95, write to R&R
SOFfWA RE, 5132 Oak Point Way, Fai r Oaks,
CA 95628 .

DOUBLE DATA

"WHAT IF ..."

A self- aligning, heavy-duty metal hole punch
th at doubles the capaci ty of a floppy disk by
pun~hing a write-protected notch therefo re ...
all owing the use of the reverse side of a single
sided disk! For th e A pple, Franklin , Atari,
Co mmodore. a nd Victor 90001 $ 19.95 + $3
shipping a nd handling. CA residents + 6 V2%
tax. Overbyte. 862 1 La urel Cyn. Bl vd ., Sun
Va lley, CA 9 1352: (2 13) 504-0309.

What if yo u buy a new car or take that long
awaited vacatio n? How will your budget be af
fected? You can determine the financial impact
in a split second with BUDGET MASTER ... a
complete personal finance system including
what-if inquiry, varia nce a nalysis, net worth,
multiple checkbooks and checkbook reconcilia
tion. On-screen reports make printer optional.
11+ / ll e. $59.95. Remark Software, Inc., 941
4lst Ave., G ulfport , MS 3950 1; (601) 868-9363.

!Home
KEYSHOPPE
Let your fin gers shop fo r groceries with your
Apple II co mputer, lie, or III. Simple two key
operation. Menu driven. A 740 + item database
supplied, user mod ifiab le to 1,900 items maxi
mum. Opt manu al entry. Preselect lists. A uto
"in-season" remind er. Print li st o n your printer.
Send $39 .95 MO/ check to UN IVERSAL IN
STRUMENTATION, Box 5254, Huntington
Beach, CA 926 15.

CATALOG IMPORTANT articles
program creates fi le by subject, magazine, date,
page. Add/ change data. Search/ print all or part
of file. User friend ly-menu driven. Ap ple II+,
DOS 3.3, 48K. $ 12 (or $6 and disk) to RMH
Software, Box 41 , Wil sall, MT 59086.

.- =!BEBOP!=-.
Morey's classic ad lib jazz composer! Cook ex
citing jazz right now! Chroma tic, saves a nd ad
Jibs! Makes Apple music's most advanced tool.
Sound value a t $ 100. Yours mailed $20 direct.
Morey , Box 1813, Ka ilua-K , H awaii 96740.

HO$$
Thoroughbred Handicapping Tutorial
Learn computer race ha ndicapping methods.
Five Complete Systems, track, speed, jockey,
etc. factors. 200+ page ha ndbook includes A p
plesoft documentation & di sk. User Modeling
Coefficient s to meet YOUR needs. Menu
driven, Apple II+ , DOS 3.3. $89 incl . tax.
TOUT Company, 360 S . Go rdon, Pomona, CA
9 1766.

KITCHEN PLANNER
C reate 1-1 4 day Menu s and a Shopping List in
less than 5 min. T he on ly program availab le that
composes balanced meals a nd Jets you change
th em ! It's also the fastest and easiest to use.
Co mpact, useable printout. Clear, concise
manual. O rder Now! Send $29.95 + $ 1.50
(hand) to: Sav-Soft Products, P.O . Box 24898,
San J ose, CA 95 154 . Visa / MC ca ll (408) 978
1048. A pple II+ . In CA, add .6 V2%.

EVERYDAY DISK FOR APPLE
The REM INDER CALEN DA R reminds you
of all your appointments, payments, taxes, spe
cial events and dates a utomat ically in seconds.
Quick, easy, and fun to use! Tells the weekday
fo r future da tes too! Send $24.95 to P.O. Box
570 1, Forest Pk., Dayton, OH 45405 (add $2 for
C.O.D.). Write for free in fo.

IHome-Arcade
DIABOLICAL! DIABOLICAL!
Co uld yo u play two arcade games at once with
on ly one joystick? DOUBLE TRO UBLE from
BEZ Jets you try. 5 games played 2 a t a time for
only $ 15.00. You'll need two sets of ha nds and
eyes to play this one. The packaging is margi
nal. but the games are great. Send $ 15.00 check,
M/ C, o r VISA to BEZ, Box 19633, Irvine, CA
927 14.

IHome Education
SCRIPTURE SCRAMBLES
Plus other Christian Games for your APPLE
by: Brothers And Sisters In Christ. Basic Soft
ware Systems, 352-2275 Road, Delta, Colorado
81416: (303) 874-745 1. $12.95.

TEACHERS!
The STUDENT TEACHER is the most com
prehensive system you can buy to a utoma te test
ing and grading. It handles almost every aspect
of test preparation, administration , grading,
analysis, curving, averagi ng, a nd reporting. In
cludes word processor, optical scanner support ,
much more! Extremely fl exible and easy to use.
DOS 3.3, 48K, Applesoft. $99.50+tax. OVER
DRIVE COM PUTER CO RP., 1131 Univer
sity Blvd ., Silver Spring, MD 20902; (301) 649
5359.

LEARN APPLESOFf

FREE PASCAL NEWSLETTER

New release 3.0 of BEG INNIN G BASIC is
now available. This tutorial, popular nation
wide for o ver 2 years, now runs on a ny A PPL E
or FRANKLIN co mputer with Ap plesoft. Let
yo ur computer teach you to program in 12 easy
lessons. Covers everything from input / output
a nd a rrays to looping techniques and graphics.
Send $30 to App lied MicroSystems, Box 832,
Roswell, GA 30077: (404) 475-0832.

Tips. techniques & info on App le Pascal. Also
catalog of LOW cost U tilities & fun progra ms
(with SOURCE). Kingdom Computer Con
cepts, Box 182, St. Johnsbury Ctr., VT 05863.

MICRO PROGRAM DESIGNS
Quality Softwa re that's Easy a nd Fun to Use .
Fun a nd Learning with STOCK MARKET TY
COON and MR. KRYPTO. Monitor your
Stocks with STOCK WATCH. Create Hi-Res
Shapes a nd Graphs with DR. GRAFIX. Take
MATH ALERT' to Refresh Yourself. Software
You Should Own' Free Litera ture. Write or
Ca ll: (302) 738-3798. MICRO PROGRAM
DESIGNS. 5440 Crestline Rd ., Wilmington,
DE 19808.

EASY PROGRAMMING
DRUG EDUCATION
Home Educational Programs answer hundreds
of questions a bout how drugs can be 'taken safe
ly a nd effectively. Input specific medications for
potential interactions with food, alcohol, or
other drugs. Order. "Consumer" Drug Watch
er. Applesoft /disk/ 48K, $39.95 (CA res add 6%).
MEDICAL WATCH SOFTWARE
1620 Ensenada Dr., Modesto, California 95355

Apple II use rs. Learn Basic. Painlessly utilize
cassettes. diskettes, and workbook to learn
everything from comma nds to file ha ndling . Lis
ten to cassettes a nd learn through repetition . We
include our ho me accounting package. Learn
with real examples and keep your home fi
nances too! $98.50 includes shipping (in TX add
5%). Visa, MCARD. JONESWA R E COM
PUT ER SCHOOL, Box 5523, Kingwood, TX
77339; (713) 358-2364.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT
For Apple II+ . Generate tests, test students and
keep class records. For diskette and manu al
send $29.00 to Over Easy Soft-Ware, 13514
Chivers, Sylmar, CA 91342; (213) 367-2566.

ON BECOMING A HERO
A new program for helping teenagers cl arify
their ideals a nd choose life values. $29.50 only
fro m: PSYCHOLOGICAL PSOFTWA R E,
4757 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar, CA 92014.

INCREASE YOUR VOCABULARY
3-disk drill & testing package (over 1,000 words).
Excellent for SAT study and general vocab en
richment. For A pp le II Plus or lie. I ntroduc
tory offer. Send $34.95 to: Choice Softwa re,
P.O. Box 3527, Hagerstown, MD 21740.

GRADE BOOK
Stores, computes, and prints grades/ scores for
qrtr, smstr, or yr long courses. Fast & easy. Ap
ple 11, II+ , lie. Documentation. $25. Write
Miller Computer & Software Services, 833 N .
Main, Cambridge, MN 55008 . Specify if for
grades or raw scores.

TEACHER'S RECORD BOOK
Designed to keep up with the information most
often used by teachers about their students.
Menu driven with various output reports. Will
interface with your APPLESOFT programs.
APPLE II+ / lie, I or 2 disk drives. printer op
tion al. Introductory price of $94.95 includes JOO
page manual. For more details: GLOW Soft
ware Systems, 7001 Amherst Drive, Little Roc k,
AR 72205; (501) 664-9469.

I Publications
*MICROS/ BUSINESS NEWSL TR*
Saves time, mo ney, trouble . Details: large se lf
addresse d stamped envelope plus $1.00 (credit
o n o rder). Cox Business Service, Dept. ST, 2727
Canterbury, Springfield, OR 97477.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED
INVESTMENT HANDBOOK
by Dr. A lbert Bookbinder. Professor, City Uni
versity of N.Y. New 220 page book has 50 pro
gra ms for Stocks. Bonds, Options, Futures and
Foreign Excha nge. Also o n disk for APPLE.
TRS-80 a nd IBM-P C. To order book: send
na me. address and $ 19.95 (in N Y add tax) to:
PROGRAMMED PR ESS. 2301 Baylis Ave.,
Elm ont. NY 11003.

MINUTE MANUAL
FOR APPLE WRITER II
Step by step instructions fo r basic & adva nced pro
cedures & complete Epson printing commands for
the Apple II Plus-$7.95 + $1 shipping. Epson
(MX series) glossary on disk $5. August Only
disk $2 w/ book. MinuteWa re. Box 2392, Colum
bia, MD 2 1045; (301) 995-11 66.

"SCREEN WRITER II MADE EASY"
"APPLE WRITER II MADE EASY"
Learn to use SC R EEN WRITER II o r AP PL E
WRITER II in one sittin g with my "plain Eng
lish·· booklets. Send $5 .95 each. postpaid (check
or M .0.) to J . Ma ndell. P.O. Box 7063, Cha r
lottesvi lle. VA 22906.

I Services
FREE SOFTWARE
Join The Big Red A pple Club , a national Apple
u~er's group with benefits including monthly
newsletter and a large library of free software .
Annual membership $12. Sample newsletter $1.
BIG RED APPLE CLU B, 1301 N. 19th , Nor
folk, NE 68701; (402) 379-3531.

Lowest S/W & H/W Prices
No overhead produces the lowest possible prices
ever. No corner is left uncut. Write today for
free ca talog. Softmail, 3061 Skipper St., Sa n
Diego, CA 92123.

A $15 JOYSTICK?!!

APPLE OWNERS

Wa nt to build your own j oystick o r paddlef?
We'll show you how for just $3.50+.50p/ h, but
th at's not all. Also included a re plans for a n I / O
socket extension. BONUS: How to double-side
disks. SEND TO : JSP. P.O. Box 576, Ocean
side, NY 11572.

Join the club where yo u never have to buy soft
ware aga in.
J UST RENT IT FOR $4.00 per program
For further in fo rmation and catalogs
se nd $2.00 for Postage & Handling to:
COMP UCLUB INTE RNATIONAL
DEPT. C
P.O. BOX 265
YORBA LI N DA. CA 92686

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG
FROM DYNACOMP
Write for 80+ page catalog li sting hundreds of
progra ms for games, education, business and
engi neering. Diske ttes: $19.95/ 10 in plastic stor
age box (+$2.00 S/ H). DYNACOMP, 1427
Monroe Ave., Rocheste r, NY 146 18.

SOFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
AWESOME SOFTWARE
Entert ainme nt . Business. Educatio n - - - 
Softwa re a nd ha rdware for Apple computers a t
LOW LOW prices. Call or write fo r FR EE
catalog.
Awesome So ft wa re
P.O. Bo x 2905
Cov in a. CA 9 1722
(7 14) 594-3333

SUPPORT YOUR HABIT
Picture yourself in yo ur own ho me .. . using
your talents in a mo ney-ma king opportunity
with unlimited sa les potential. Sell state of the
a rt software a nd accessories fo r the Apple com
puters. If yo ur forte is people a nd yo ur habit is
Apple. then se nd fo r mo re in fo rm ation immedi
ately on o ne of the most significa nt acts of yo ur
life. No fran chise fees. No in ven tory invest
ment. Wri te Wall ace Micro-M a rt , 26 19 N. Un i
versity, Peoria. IL 6 1604.

SA VE ON SOFTWARE RENTAL
We sell. rent or exchange softwa re for most mi
cros at incredi bly low prices. We carry a ll th e
popula r na me brands. Fo r info call (301) 845
6834 btn. 4-9 pm EST o r write to MA TECH
INC. . P.O. Box 423. Walkersville, MD 2 1793.

SAVE AT GOLEM COMPUTERS
Ou r **SOFTWARE** prices a re lowest. We
ca rry business, education a nd entertainment
,o ft ware. A ll major brands are availa ble. Ca ll
fo r **FREE** catalog. (800) 345-8 11 2. In Penn
sylva ni a (800) 662 -2444.

APPLE SOFTWARE CATALOG
Softwa re Plus has free catalog of mo re than 800
best selli ng programs. Our prices are a/ll'ays very
low. Rent se lected Best Sellers fo r Home Tria l.
Call j ar f ree ca1alog. Software Plus, In c., 123
Main. POB 16 15, NewCa naan. CT06840:(203 )
966- 1373.

COM P UTER SOFTWA R E R ENTAL
Rent- Buy-Trade- New - Used.
Softwa re- Fi rmware -H ardware- Publications.
Free membership. 2014 Triplett. Owensboro,
KY 42301.

C hec k out o ur fa ntastic prices! Write for o ur
**FR EE** price list! KERR SOFTWARE,
P.O. Box 530 1-ST, Long Beach, CA 90805. Or
call (2 13) 428-8193 . So urce: C L0854.

**APPLE WRAPPERS**
CUSTOM COVERS in rich treated Velours.
Vinyl lin ed keyboa rd . Designer colors: Wheat,
Sky Blue, Tobacco. Keyboard $ 14.50, with
Mon itor Ill $19.95, Disk Drive $8.50. Shipping
$ 1.50. A/ PEE L. 2990 Ba rba ra St., Ashlan d, OR
97520.

COMPUTER PRINTER PAPER
Delivered to your door. Letterhead size white
9 1/H I I std. I pt 3.000 sheets per ca rto n,
$27.3 1/ ca rton: 2 pa rt NC R 1500 / ca rto n ,
$41.35 /ca rton: 3,000 sheets green bar 8 1/2 x 11 ,
$24.76/ cart on. IO or mo re boxes less 10%. Custom
fonns available. Send specs for quote. Shipping &
handling per carto n include $6.25 west of Rockies,
$12 cast of Rockies. (CA add 6 1/2%). Write: Forms
Factory, Box 10245. San Jose. CA 95157.

SUPER SOFTWARE SAVINGS
For a co mplete catalog of personal and sma ll
business computer so ftware a nd hardwa re at ex
ce llent prices, write: SBCC, P.O. Box 1191,
Thousan d Oaks, CA 91360.

SA VE O N SOFTWARE
(219) 534-1012
MC / Vi sa, $1 off orders over $50 fo r the phone
Hoosier Software
Box 275, Goshen, IN 4652 6

EARN EXTRA MONEY
WITH YOUR APPLE!
For an in fo rm ation packet, write Computer Ca r
Finder, Box 12303, Fort Worth. TX 76 11 6. Please
enclose $1 to cover ha ndling a nd postage.

JOI N THE E Z RIDER CLU B
Earn your copy of th e new
E Z C H U RC H MEMBERS HIP SYSTEM
and help yo ur church at the
same time.
For more inform ation write or call
E Z Systems. 2 14 Moc kin gbird Road ,
Nashville, TN 37205; (6 15) 269-6428.

LOW APPLE SOFTWARE
PRICES!

CHECKBOOK & BUDGET
The programs you would write if yo u had the
time-multiple accounts, easy to use-menu
dri ve n, internal prompts , highly error trapped.
In APPLESOFT, with com plete documenta
tio n so yo u can incorporate your ideas. 48K AP
PLE. DOS 3.3. prin ter optio nal. Send $49.95.
HIGHLAN D GRA PHICS, 6004 W . Washin g
to n Bl vd. , Wa uwatosa, WI 532 13.

SUMMER SIZZLERS
Multiplan
Sensible Speller
Chopli fter
Wildcard
Zaxxon
Ba nk St. Writer
Repl ay 11
FCM
Our SUPER LOW PRICES a nd FAB U
LOUS S PEC IALS can' t be beat! Ca ll or write
for free price li st. Bytes & Pieces, P.O. Box 525,
Dept. S, East Seta uk et, NY 11733; (516) 75 1
2535. Source TC P637, CompuServe 72 135,
171 0.

$ 10,000 INTO $95,000
WHEN to buy is more important than WHAT to
buy. MARKET COUNSELOR's proven "indi
cators" can help you with stock market DIREC
TION and TIMI NG. Using the program's sig
nals, $10.000, in four Dow Jones stocks and op
tions in 8/ 79 would have been worth over $95,000
in 11 j79. Only $149. Brochure & supporting infor
mation available. Future results may vary. Capital
Mgmnt. Systems Inc.. Box 11595, Denver, CO
802 11 : (303) 595-9998.

CHICAGO AREA
C hicagoland 's Ist software store! Over 1,500 ti
tles in stock for most majo r br ands of comput
ers. Complete tra ining center for a ll types of
cl asses. TH E SOFTWARE STORE, 1767 Glen
view Rd. , G lenview, IL 60025: (312) 724-7730.

MASH 6502
Do you use an Apple. Basis, Fra nklin , Golden
IL Ora nge o r Syscom? Would you like hun
dreds o f progra ms for a "next to nothing" price?
Send
A DIS K AND A DOLLAR*
and we will return the disk wi th your choice of
public do main programs. *pl us postage. $1.00
wi ll get yo u o ur catal og and a coupon good fo r
$ 1 off yo ur first order. MASH '6502-s, P.O . Box
71 64, Sacra mento, CA 95826.

APPLE GAME DISK EXCHANGE
Advent ure ga mes are grea t until solved. A rcade
games can become stale. Now exchange your
unwanted games fo r ones yo u would like to
pl ay. WRITE FOR INFO RM A TION o r
SEND your origi na l ma nufacturer's disk, docu
mentatio n, a list of five ga mes for us to ma ke
yo ur exchange from , and $5 .00 to:
Nationa l Home Computer Game Exchange
P.O. Box 20929, Columbu s, OH 43220.

LOW PRICES! TOP SERVICE!
We carry software & hardware for Apple, Atari,
Co mmodore and TI computers. Write or call
for free price list. HELM SOFTWARE INT'l.,
Box 708, San Fernando, CA 91324; (213) 897
4305. Please specify co mputer make.

DATA COMPRESSION
* SAVES DISK SPACE *
Our softwa re wi ll bring the computer science
technique of data compression to your Apple
II+. It will compress/ decompress DOS 3.3 files
and saves valuable disk space. Unp rotected disk
o nl y $39 .95 . DGD SOFTWARE , 980
Masefield Rd ., Baltimore, MD 2 1207 .

POTENTIAL MILLIONAIRES
WANTED
Send us your software creations for eva luation .
Author rights protected. Utilities, business a p
plications, games. etc. Returns with an S.A.S.E.
Roya lties and/ o r outright purchase.
COMPUPOINT LTD
49 W. 44 St.. New York , NY 10036

I Apple 111
APPLE III SOFTWARE RENTAL
No membership fee . Some programs 10%. None
more than 20%. Send name. address, fo r list of
programs. Forema n, P.O. Box F, Mobile , AL
3660 1.

COPY PROTECTION-$28.95

APPLE III GRAPHICS

Protect yo ur disks! The Scrambler prevents your
disk from bei ng Catalog'd, CopyA 'd, FID 'd. etc.
Includes a fast disk verification utilit y. Send
check to: The Scrambler. 127 Alb a ny Ave nue
S.E., Orange City, Iowa 5 1041.

This _is a joystick / keyboard con trolled graphics
drawing package. D raw complex pictures w/ or
w/ o text in minutes in colo r or black & white 2
D o r 3-D. Not copy-protected. Is in Busin~ss
Basic. User modifiable. FREE PROGRAM LIST
I NG & USER MANUAL. Buy th e best for less,
$25. Herb V. H.. Box 6392, Carm el. CA 93921.

LEASE YOUR BUSINF.SS SOFIWARE
Why invest unless you're sure? Rent yo ur busi
ness softwa re for your Apple II without any
risk. F ull credit fo r rental if yo u do buy. No fees.
No membership requirement. Get details and
renta l list from Dept. S-8, Micro-Mart, 11 31
Central, Wilmette, IL 60091; (800) 323-8064 o r
(312) 25 1-5699.

I Strategy
*WOLFENSTEIN PLAYERS*
Escape the tedium of aimless wandering! With
thi s foolproof, detailed map of the castle, you
will know exactly where you a re. C reate new
castles as much as you like-this map always
works! Send $4 to The Originality Office, Suite
246, 251 Baldwin Ave., San Mateo, CA 94401.

I Utility
THE CHEAP ASSEMBLER
An APPLE assembler with: ten-command text
editor, two-pass RAM / disk-based assembly,
free field progra mming, interactive operation,
tutorial manual, and demonstration routines on
disk . Apple II+ , 48K, DOS 3.3 required. Send
$20 + $4 P&H to: Thunder Software, P.O. Box
31501, Houston, Texas 77231.

ELM-QWIK-SCREEN
Features: co mpose, cha nge, copy. delete or print
video screen displays. Scroll up/ dn. All types of
da ta fields can be defined. Adds commands to
Fp/ Int Basic which provide th e interface to
ELM-Qwik-Screen from yo ur Basic progra m.
40/ 80 columns, Apple 11 / Plus/ e. DOS 3.3. I
disk dr.: Fp/ lnt Basic in ROM; 32 K. Order
from Ed Minkler, 3237 Gibraltar Dr.. Ri ver
sid e. CA 92506. Price $49.00.

LEAR N from powerful prog rams. Un ified
operating system- Fast La ng uage. User com 
mands. Macro & Word Process. Source code =
you ca n learn . cha nge, specialize. F R EE CATA
LOG : SU BOS. 439 S. Orange Ave., Box 11 3, S.
Orange, NJ 07079.
PASCAL PROFESSIONAL
Programmers! Add high level professional utili
ties to your programs. Error proof input of
numbers, dollars. dates. strings & phones. High
speed screen display with built-in fields . For
matted o utput of same to screen & printer. Ag
ing of dates and much , much more. Unit PRO
FESSIONAL & manual fo r $39.00. Solve
time consuming Seek for $5.00. D & L COM
PUTI NG, 120 1 Lincoln , New Castle, IN 47362.

IWanted

PROTECTION AT 1/3 THE COST
Software protection used to cost hundreds of
$$$. Not any mo re. Protect against even the best
nibble copiers with THE PROTECTOR. Menu
driven; yo u can cha nge DOS, trap the reset key,
make programs unlistable, etc . Send $75 to Fa n
tasystic Softwa re, 7905 Rodgers Rd., Elkins
Pa rk, PA 19117. Sample protected disk. $10.

RAMDISK for APPLE lie
Use yo ur extended 80 column card to emulate a
fast disk! Supports DOS 3.3 (254 sectors) and
Apple Pascal I.I (125 blocks), 80 columns and
double hi-res. Reduce media wear. Audio-visual
access indicator: documented. Send $19.95 to:
Precision Software, 6514 North Fresno Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53224; (414) 353-1666.

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS use comp ut
ers too! Software autho rs who write programs
that a re consistent with a Christia n philosophy
of ed ucati on are invited to contact: BYWORD,
Box 2. Elbing, KS 6704 1.

I Word Processing I
WORDHANDLER, LISTHANDLER ,
Turbocha rger, EZ Learner. Rap id Reader,
Other s, Hotl ine. Apple 48K o r Compal. Se nd
for free catalog. A ustin Computer Service. 555
ONeill #2. Belmont, CA 94002; 415/ 594-0429.

LOAN ANALYSIS III
Amortization, monthly payment, balloon pay
men t calcul ations. Fast, easy, menu-driven.
$39.95. SALUS SOFTWA R E, 2 Worcester St.,
Belmont, MA 01278; (6 17) 484-6154.

TRANSFER Ill
Apple Ill utility. Moves individual seq uential
text files either way bet ween an Apple II disk
(DOS 3.3) and your Apple Ill : VisiCalc files,
BASIC programs as text files, word-processor
files. etc. Easy to use. 1 o r 2 disk drives. $60.00.
Visa & Mastercard. Overseas shipping add
$3.00.
Mind Systems Corpo ration. P.O. Box 506.
North a mpton, MA 0 106 1: (413) 586-6463.

Softalk's classified advertising secti o n offers
a considerably le;s expensive way th a n no rmal
display advertising to reac h tens of thousands of
Apple owners.
C lassified advertising space is avai lable at
the rate of$ 10 per lin e fo r the first ten lines, with
a five-line minimum. Each lin e over ten lines is
$25 per li ne.
Heads will be set in I0-point boldface, all
capitals onl y. It a lics a re availa ble fo r body text
o nly: please underline the portions you wo uld
like itali cized.
The body text of th e ad will hold roughly 45
cha racters per line. Spaces between words are
counted as one character. Heads will ho ld
roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be
tween wo rds counted as one character. Please
indicate if yo u would like t he head cen tered or
run into the text.
Display adver tising may be placed in the
classified section at $ 100 per column inch: no
advertising age ncy comm issions shall be gra nt
ed on such advertising. Ads must be bl ack and
white, may be no larger than V2 -page, and must
fi t within the three-column format.
Ad copy for classified ads and camera-ready
art fo r classi lied disp lay advertising should be
received no later than the IOth of the second
month prior to th e cover date of th e issue in
which you want the ad to appear. Payment must
accompany ad copy o r art.
Please call or write fo r additional infor
mation.
Softalk Classified Advertising
11160 McCormick
Box 60
Nort h Hollywood, CA 9 1603
Attention: Linda McGuire
(2 13) 980-5074

Tall, physically fit, inwardly composed, Jim Sadlier is one of those
smart entrepreneurs who quietly go about their business and make small
fortunes . He's a careful observer of the business community and he's
patient. As president of both Continental Software and the Book
Company, Sadlier is capable of making decisions fast and acting upon
them with the same speed.
Initially drawn from the East Coast to California by things other
than computers, Sadlier is one of the lucky ones who've struck it rich in
the silicon Promised Land . He would probably have succeeded wherever
he went.
Stock and Trade. Prior to entering the microcomputer field, Sadlier
worked as a floor trader in the securities industry. He is a native of
Brooklyn and grew up in New York City. A graduate of Brooklyn
College with a degree in economics, Sadlier spent several years working
in and around Wall Street before moving to the West Coast in Sep
tember 1974.
Not a technical person, Sadlier gained his strength from a grounding
in business fundamentals and experience acquired while holding a seat
on the American Stock Exchange and as a partner in a small brokerage

house. In the mid-seventies, as a registered representative for financial in
stitutions , Sadlier first discovered microcomputers.
While working in Merrill Lynch's institutional sales department,
Sadlier researched the investment potential of Commodore and its Pet
line of products. In early 1977, he traveled to the company to meet with
Commodore founders Chuck Peddle and Jack Tramiel. He came to a
quick conclusion that personal computers might be the next hot industry.
"I got so hyped by the potential of the industry," he says, "that I
started looking for a way to enter it."
But how does a Wall Street businessman with no technical knowl
edge get into the computer industry? Simple, ally yourself with/someone
who has the expertise and then dazzle everyone with your business sense.
Sadlier saw a magazine ad for a company that was offering a com
plete turnkey operation for opening a computer store. That company
was ComputerLand. After meeting with the firm's cofounder and pres
ident, Ed Faber, Sadlier decided that the Sunnyvale, California-based
group had the best program he'd heard of for opening a retail store.
The Right Spot. When Sadlier's ComputerLand of South Bay, in
Lawndale, California, opened in early 1978, it was the fourth such

Opposite page (top to bottom) Jim Sadlier, president of Continental Software and the Book Company; Hank Schein berg, Continental's executive vice
president and director of marketing; Kathy Farmer , vice president of administration . This page (clockwise from upper left): Mary Watt , vice president of
operations ; Robert Wells, Ph .D., vice president and publications director for the Book Company ; George Rodgers , vice president of purchas ing and
production ; James Densmore , special assignments.
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Jim Sadlier-coin col lector, softball player, book publisher, retail er. software
publisher. and financial wizard .

franchise store in southern California. It was a risky operation ; com
puter stores sta rted up and failed by the hundreds in the late seventies
and early eighties. But Sadlier chose his location wisely-a strategic spot
south of Los Angeles near affluent suburban Palos Verdes, industrial
parks, and such high-technology firms as TRW and Northrop.
To compensate for his own lack of technical expertise, Sadlier relied
on ComputerLand and hired knowledgeable people to work in the store.
From the start, ComputerLand of South Bay was a successful venture.
When Sadlier first opened the store, it was practically a microcom
puter supermarket-carrying lmsai, Northstar, Cromemco, and Apple
products. As more low-priced systems like the Apple II came out, the
technica l hobbyist community was drawn to microcomputers. Later the
market wo uld shift to small business and would fast approach the mass
consumer stage.
The shifting market trends of the microcomputer industry, reflected
in the day-to-day business transacted at his store, was something that
Sadlier was trained to watch. With his foot in the door of the industry, he
began peerin g inside and gathering information.
A bove all else, he listened to th e customers at his store. What did
they like and d islike? Wh at did they not understand? After a couple of
years o f observing, Sadlier believed he knew the answers to some of these
questi ons.
Sadli er identified two areas that caused customers the most prob
lems-a lack of good in fo rm ation about software, a nd the fact that th ere
was little good so ft wa re to begi n with. In 1980, he bega n thinking of
ways to address these needs of the ma rk et.
A Local Meeting Pl ace. C omputerLa nd of South Bay was much
more th a n j ust another out let fo r microco mputer products. It was a
meeting place, a temple fo r the lost and weary in th e early days of per
so nal co mp uti ng. Sadlier beca me a wise leader and some of his
custo mers fo rmed a skilled and loyal fo llowing.

AUGUST 1983

When he began developing his first product, The Book ofApple Soft
ware (published by the Book Company), Sadlier naturally turned to his
more knowledgeable customers for contributions to the collection of
software reviews. One of these was Jeffrey Stanton, a programmer and
general computer whiz. Stanton wrote many reviews for the first Book of
Apple Software, as well as editing a large portion of it.
Two early customers, Kathy and Mike Farmer, became friends of
Sadlier. One day they came into the store and listened to Sadlier
complain at length about what a hassle all the store's paperwork had
become. "I told him I love to do paperwork," says Kathy Farmer. "He
said, ' You're hired.'"
Sadlier, Farmer, Stanton, and a high school student, Pam Nowatka
(who worked part-time in the store), shipped the first copies of The Book
of Apple Software out of a storefront located next to the South Bay Com
puterLand . It was a modest beginning. Then Sadlier turned his attention
to software.
Bob Schoenberg and Steve Pollack were two would-be program
mers when they first met Sadlier through the ComputerLand store.
Sadlier had noticed that Apple's Checkbook program seemed to sell well.
He could never stock enough copies of it. He also remembers listening to
the comments of users of that program.
"They said, 'I wish it could do this and I wish it could do that,' " re
calls the nontechnical Sadlier. Well "this and that" is what Sadlier,
Schoenberg, and Pollack agreed upon as the basis for the Home Money
Minder-the earliest precursor of Home Accountant, which sold for
$34.95 in late 1980.
Twins. Sadlier formed the Book Company and Continental Soft
wa re at the same time. Both were risky propositions, perhaps more risky
than opening a computer store. Even more challenging was trying to
make the transition from seller to producer-a transition that few have
managed successfully.
Sadlier decided to give it a go and experiment. He reasoned that lis
tening to customers and following his business sense and the advice of in
dividuals like Softsel's founder Bob Leff-Sadlier first met Leff back
when the now-giant distribution company was being run out of Letrs
apa rtment-ought to ensure success.
It has, and Sadlier is not surprised.
"Could I imagine the success Continental would have? Yes. I've
looked at the historical perspective, the life cycles of many different indus
tries . I know how fast they can explode and grow. Computers are similar
to space technology. I've seen it a lot of times."
This is not to say that starting up two companies has been easy or
that Sadlier didn 't do a lot of experimenting in the beginning. In the sum
mer of 1980, Sadlier was the first software publisher to place an order for
an ad in Softalk's premier issue. His modest half-page black-and-white
ad for Continental Software was bordered by American flags and stars
and began with the headline, "Revolutionary Programs from Continen
tal Software for Your Apple Computer." (Sadlier chose the name Con
tinental Software because he is a serious collector of coins and artifacts
dating back to the time of the Continental Congress.)
That first ad plugged five programs-LA. Land Monopoly , The
Mai/room, Hyperspace Wars, Home Money Minder, and General Ledger.
In those days, the game market was not dominated by a half-dozen
or so companies the way it is now. Sadlier, like a hundred other software
publishers, tried his hand, with limited success. Monopoly , Hyperspace
Wars, and later games like 3-D Skiing were grand experiments, but Sadlier
knew when he was outclassed . Except for Guardian and Cross Country
Raltye. both of which appeared in the summer of 1982, Continental has
pretty much left games to the games companies.
Sadlier is first and foremost a businessman, so it's not surprising that
Continental has concentrated almost entirely on financial and business
software for the home and the small business. What's surprising is how
well the company has succeeded with only a limited number of prod
ucts. Credit goes to Sadlier and his business philosophy, shared by those
who work closely with him.
Sadlier cultivated the art of listening to the owners of Home Money
Minder and The Mai/room, just as he had listened to customers in the re
tail store. He believes that the relationship with the customer is crucial,
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for this is the best way to find out what is lacking in a product. And
improving a product is the best way to keep making money.
Home Accountants. In early 1982, Schoenberg and Pollack teamed
up with Larry Grodin to bring out an updated Home Money Minder,
changing the product 's name to The Home Accountant. Few will contest
the success that the new-and-improved Home A ccountant has achieved in
the Apple market. Since late 1981, either as Home Money Minder or as
Home Accountant, the program has been a regular on Sofia/k's Top
Thirty Bestseller li st. Through the early part of this year, the program
was firmly rooted in the top five, outpaced only by such heavyweights as
VisiCa/c and Apple Writer ll. It reached number two last month, finally
unseating VisiCa/c.
The Mai/room became 1st Class Mail in late 1981, and then meta
morphosed again early this year into FCM with added features, such as
the ability to merge FCM files with word processing files.
Perceiving a need for a good tax program, Sadlier brought out Tax
Advantage in late 1982. Although it didn 't outsell more established prod
ucts, Tax Advantage made a decent showing in the market. You can bet
that Sadlier and company are listening closely to the program's owners,
planning for next year's update .
Two years ago, the Book Company and Continental Software were
still fairly small-time operations. Once Home Accountant and I st Class
Mail started to sell in large numbers, the two companies began to out
grow the confines of the storefront next to the Computerland.
Sadlier moved the expanding Book Company and Continental into a
momentarily spacious office suite near the Los Angeles International Air
port . The two companies, seemingly overrun with talented and qualified
personnel, are now bursting the walls of that location and are actively
seeking more space.
Dynamic Duo. Hank Scheinberg, executive vice president and direc
tor of marketing for both Continental and the Book Company, andJim
Sadlier have known each other for close to ten years. They have com
mon roots-years on Wall Street-and the same quick-as-a-
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Minuteman business instincts.
A graduate of Trinity College in Connecticut, Scheinberg was raised
in a small farm town in rural eastern Long Island. He spent sixteen years
on Wall Street in institutional sales and research. Sadlier says that
Scheinberg is good at spotting trends, at "knowing what's going to
be hot."
Schein berg moved to southern California in the early seventies ·and
got into a hot industry-real estate. He continued investing and even
tually became an executive of one of the largest real estate firms in the
state. Scheinberg met Sadlier on a tennis court in Marina del Rey back in
1974 and the two have been friends ever since.
Once again, Scheinberg is certain that he's gotten into a hot industry.
Though he is another nontechie, Scheinberg knows plenty about
marketing. He has done a first-rate job, quadrupling Continental's sales
while competing with the best of them-Apple Computer, Broderbund,
and VisiCorp.
"Basically, Jim comes up with the products, and I get them out the
door," says Scheinberg. Actually, as many as fifty other people are in
volved in the process, but the power at the top is split between Sadlier
and Schein berg, who are now co-owners of Continental and the Book
Company.
Scheinberg, who was into real estate for seven years, feels that com
puters are going to be a long-lived trend. He quotes John Naisbitt, au
thor of Mega/rends: "It isn't the Hula-Hoop."
According to the Book. The managerial role of minding the Book
Company has been taken on by Dr. Robert Wells, who has been with the
company for about a year. Prior to joining the Book Company, Wells
was a professor at Edinburgh University in Scotland-the same school
at which he earned a Ph.D. in English lit.
Currently, Wells is responsible for overseeing the Book Company's
growing line of publications catering to several different personal com
puters. One of the biggest tasks facing Wells and his staff is wading
through the large amounts of information for the annual updates of The
Book of Apple Software and its sister publication for the Atari com
puters .
"We're gaining ground all the time," says Wells. "We know our
audience better each time around. But it's still a hell of a lot of work."
Following through on Sadlier' s original idea of providing useful
information about software, Wells makes no bones about The Book of
A pple Software's policy of not running advertising. "We're out to inform
the conswner, not please the manufacturer," says Wells. "We don't do in
house reviews and we don't pay our reviewers. They keep the program
as payment. We try to keep the reviews consumer-minded and very fair."
Working with Wells is Sandra Rochowansky, who earned the
master's degree in English at UCLA. Through a friend of hers, Rocho
wansky got into writing documentation for the computer industry, even
tually finding her way to the Book Company a little over a year ago.
Currently, Rochowansky is working on a number of projects,
including finding suitable reviewers, acquiring new products for review,
and attending to administrative details.
Bookmeister. Jeffrey Stanton, author of the book Apple Graphics &
Arcade Game Design, is a consulting editor at the Book Company and is
rarely seen in the office nowadays . He's usually at home working hard on
any of a number of projects.
Jim Densmore (or J .D., as he's called by many) is a sharp individual
in charge of a very important facet of Continental's operations . Contin
ental's ninth employee, Densmore has been with the company for more
than two years. He began in the shipping and receiving department and
served a six-month stint in customer support. He now handles special as
signments, which means a little of everything.
Of primary importance is Densmore's overseeing of the alpha and
beta testing phases before a product is released. He is one of the first to
be fully aware of the quality of a product and frequently interfaces with
the customer support and marketing departments. Densmore also works
with authors, developing programs and enhancing existing products. He
sees himself as responsible for ensuring the quality of a program before it
hits the market.
Just this past May, Gerald Lewis was appointed Continental's direc
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tor of software development. He screens and evaluates new programs be
ing considered for publication. Prior to joining Continental, Lewis was
an independent systems analyst and softw are documentation consultant
for such companies as Standard Logic.
Lewis, Densmore, and marketing manager Denny Mosier are the
three one-person departments at Co ntinental. According to the official
press release, Mosier is responsible for research, advertising, public rel a
tions, planning future softwa re programs, and supporting existing
products.
Master of Marketing. Mosier joined Co ntinental early this spring; in
the past, he's been an account executive with Simon/ Public Relations, a
high-tech public relations firm, and an L.A.-based correspondent for
Electronic News. a trade publication.
Mary Watt is Continental's vice president of operations. Watt left a
career in banking for an entry- level job in the computer industry . She
fo und it at Continental in June of 1981. In those early days, Watt, Kathy
Farmer, and Pa m Nowatka for the most part ran the whole show-the
business and administrative side of the company.
Currently, Watt is responsible for overseeing customer service and
the all-important day-to-day order entry operations. Nowatka works in
accounts receivable and has the title of assistant to the vice president of
administration. She can still recall that first shipment of Th e Book ofAp
ple S oftware in 1980; she remembers when Continental Software was "a
gleam in Jim and K athy's eyes."
Like Sadlier and Farmer, Nowatka seems to have adjusted well to
Co ntinental' s continued growth. The company now has close to sixty
full-time, in-house employees, as well as a fluctuating number of tem
porary helpers.
Continental's vice president of purchasing and production, George
Rodgers, has been with the company since February 1982. His depart
ment of seventeen is the largest in the company, occupying a large ship
ping area in the back of the building.
Rodgers and his department went through their toughest trials last
C hristm as . Home Accountant, FCM, and particularly Tax Advantage
had high end-of-the-year sales and Rodgers says the workload kept
everybody jumping.
Where To Go for a Tune-up. Continental's customer service depart
ment employs seven people full-time. Customer service manager Rich
West says the department gets between fifty and sixty phone calls a day.
On th e average, one out of every twenty inquiries requires expert, tech
nical advice. Most of the others concern simple questions th at are usually
answered in the manuals.
Peter Castillo runs what is called " the information desk" at Conti
nental. A new service, th e information desk is designed to relieve the cus
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tomer service and sales departments. Castillo answers order and order
entry questions before the product is in the user's hands.
Last, but not least, Continental has a crack sales staff. With more
than twenty-two hundred de alers across the nation, regional sales man
agers Tere White, Barbara Ring, a nd Stephanie Loysen work hard to
keep in constant contact with the marketplace. They've been joined re
cently by Pen ny Olender, Jennifer Bartel, Sally Hammer, and Mike
Hilton.
Sadlier is a good leader of this gro up. He's serious but also ap
proachable.
" It 's always tough to find really good people," he says. "Achieving
the right chemistry, a successful company personality, is a team effort."
So far Co ntinental a nd the Book Company are winning the game. A
fast tour through the offices of the two companies reveals a hard
workin g, happy bunch of people. The at mosphere often extends beyond
the office to employee get-togethers and coed softball games.
If Sadlier feels much pressure being the president of two companies
in the still highly vo latile and highly unpredictable microcomputer indus
try, he doesn't show it. He's confident, for a number of reaso ns, th at
Continental and the Book Company are here to stay.
Market Watch. First and foremost is his fa ith in the practice of
studying th e marketplace and coming up with new products that meet a
pressing demand. Second is his philoso phy of taking existing products
and improving them based on feedback from customers and dealers.
Third is his belief in bringing out only those products that jibe with his
existing product line. It's not likely you'll see too many graphics utility
or word processing programs coming out of Continental in the foresee
able future.
Sadlier is also a firm believer in being able to react fast to a changing
market. It's an adva ntage he claims over larger companies that make
"decisions by committee."
In the future, Continental and the Book Company will build on their
present product lines, creating in some cases "families of products," says
Sadlier. Th ere will be many more books, software with an accounting
flavor, and possibly educational software.
"Around the turn of the century, there were three or four hundred
companies in the automobile industry," says Sadlier. "Cars became a big
part of our lifestyle, and the same thing is happening with computers
today. But th at doesn' t necessarily mean that only a half dozen of the
hundreds of computer companies around tod ay will survive."
The industry will continue to evolve; there will be a shifting of the
ra nks from time to time and not everyone will make it. Sadlier is con
fident his companies can keep pace.
"We will be a survivor."
JI
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We've spoken a lot in the past about fundamental analysis. This
month, we'll look at our first piece of fundamental analysis software, the
Dow Jones Market Microscope from Dow Jones and Company. But be
fore we get started, just what is fundamental analysis?
In this context, the termfwidamental essentially means basic. Where
as the technical indicators used in technical analysis are based on trends
in the price or volume of a particular security, fundamental statistics are
concerned with basic indicators of corporate or industry performance.
Therefore, fundamental analysis considers such things as quarterly earn
ings, debt/ equity ratio, and what the dividend stream looks like; it also
attempts to determine how these factors may affect performance.
The two most popular forms of fundamental analysis are ratio analy
sis and variance analysis. In ratio analysis, you compute what percentage
one number is of an aggregate number. A corporation's debt / equity ra
tio is a good example to consider. Let's assume that XYZ company has
$50,000 worth of debt outstanding and a total equity capitalization
of $100,000. This means that the company's debt / equity ratio is
50,000/ 1,000,000, or .5. In other words, 50 percent of the capitalization
of the company comes from debt.
What significance this has depends on the industry or business you're
looking at. In order to determine whether a debt / equity ratio of .5 is
good or bad in a particular instance, you'd have to research the compa
rable figures for that business or industry. (If you invest, then, the lessons
to be learned here are "Don't judge a book by its cover" and "Remem
ber, all books are different.")
Variance analysis shows how things change. Have sales increased or
decreased over the last five years? What about earnings and other rele
vant factors? Variance analysis quickly isolates growth or contraction
trends and gives some idea where a company might be headed.
Now that we have a clearer idea of what fundamental analysis is, let's
look at this month's program.
Dow Jones Market Microscope, Dow Jones and Company (Box 300,
Princeton, NJ 08540; 609-452-2000). $699.
Backup policy: two disks included.
System requirements: 48K Apple II (with language or Applesoft card),
Apple II Plus or Ile, or Apple Ill, two disk drives. D.C. Hayes Micro
modem II or a modem with an acoustic coupler, RS-232 Communica
tions Interface Card or Super Serial Card, eighty-column card.
In the past, investors who wished to use a microcomputer to follow
fundamental indicators had to collect information by hand from Bar
ron's, the Wall Street Journal, a local newspaper, or one of the electronic
publishing services (such as Dow Jones, CompuServe, or the Source).
They then entered it into a database or spreadsheet program, and once
that was done a variety of analyses became possible.
By contrast, as you may have surmised, the Dow Jones Market Mi
croscope, like the rest of the Dow Jones software family, obtains infor
mation by means of the Dow Jones News/ Retrieval Service. In fact, it's
not possible to enter information into the system by hand. Some poten
tial users will consider this a major drawback, but it should be pointed
out that Dow Jones carries a plethora of financial information, statistics,

and corporate information . It's doubtful that this information could be
collected manually at less cost, let alone in less time.
To get started using the Market Microscope, you must first supply
the program with the information it needs to function (such as what type
of printer and modem you have and what slots your peripherals are lo
cated in). Because you'll be using the Dow Jones News/ Retrieval Serv
ice, you must also enter your local Telenet and Tymenet numbers and
your Dow Jones ten-character password. Once this information is stored
on the program disk, Market Microscope can connect you to the Dow
Jones News/ Retrieval Service automatically.
After logging on to the system, you tell Market Microscope which
network you want to use (Telenet or Tymenet) and the local access num
ber; from there, it does the rest.
One of the more interesting customizable features in this part of the
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program is th e time-out option. Time-outs a re the amount of time the
computer wi ll stay connected to Dow Jones when you a ren't requesting
info rmatio n from the remote co mputer. Market Microscope has a preset
time-ou t limit of ninety second s; this limit can be extended to three, six,
o r nine minutes. The time-out option helps you avoid unnecessary time
charges.
Once yo u've initialized a data disk , you' re ready to begin creating the
files that will update stock prices and give you the inform ation you need
in o rder to perform yo ur fund amental a nalys is. The first thing to do is to
select a set of indi cato rs from one of two Dow Jones databases. The Me
di a General database includes information on dividends, price-earnings
ratios, and stock price perform ance of thirty-two hundred companies
listed on the New York and American Stock Exchanges a nd selected
over-the-co unter co mpa nies. Information on one hundred eighty differ
ent industries is also included. The Corporate Earnings Estimator data
base contains the co nse nsus forecasts of earnings per share (drawn from
the estimates of one thousa nd research analysts and forty-five major
brokerage firms) for twenty-four hundred co mpanies.
To help you select the indica tors you want to use, Market Micro
scope will scroll through a list of the sixty-eight available indicators on
the App le's displ ay. Scrolling is co ntrolled by means of the left and right
a rrow keys, a nd when an indica tor yo u want to use appears, you simply
depress the space bar to mark it. Once you've gone through the list, you
can review your selections by scrolling back through . The indicators you
marked earlier will be highlighted .
Saving yo ur choices to disk is done by depressing the dollar-sign key
(shi ft 4). This unique key choice is used throughout the program and
helps avo id the accidental saving of information that might occur if this
fun ctio n were linked to the return key or to escape.
Having saved the information you're going to use in analyzing the
stocks in yo ur portfolio, you must tell Market Microscope what those se
curi ti es are. This is d o ne by creating a stock list or an industry list. A list
is a file of stocks that are updated by the indicators. The nicely laid-out
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catalog screen shows how ma ny lists are on file. You can choose a pre
viously created list or create a new one.
Market Microscope uses two types of lists, industry and special. An
industry list is composed of stocks within the same Media General ir:i
dustry group. (For example, Apple, IBM, Control D ata, and Tandy are
all computer stocks, and the Media General industry group that con
tains the indicators on these companies is number 170-Computers, Sys
tems, and Peripherals.) A special list is made up of an assortment of in
dustry groups or a n assortment of stocks from different industry groups.
The program differentiates between an industry list and a special list
by the file name or identifier it assigns . Industry lists are given three-digit
numbers, a ll of which are included in the appendix of the use r ma nual.
Special lists sta rt with an S, followed by two digits chosen by the investor.
Having chosen the indicators you want to use inyom a nalysis and
the stocks you wish to a nalyze, you' re ready to request information from
Dow Jones. You're asked whether you want to update all stock and in
dustry data or only pa rt of it, as well as which lists you want to use . As
soon as Market Microscope has this information, it activates yo ur mo
dem , dials, a nd connects yo u to the Dow Jones News / Retrieval Service.
It then automatically gets and stores all of the indicators and stock prices
yo u requested. When the Apple's memory fills up, the program instructs
the Dow Jones computer to stop sending, saves the information in mem
ory to disk, and then restarts the Dow Jones computer. As soon as every
thing you want has been saved to disk successfully, the program auto
mati cally disconnects you from Dow Jones. Now you're ready to begin
yo ur analysis.
Market Microscope offers two analysis techniques. In the first-the
"screen stocks and industry groups analysis"-the program screens the
lists you've prepared and issues a buy or sell recommendation based on
yo ur criteria. In the second technique, called a "price alert," Market Mi
croscope scans your lists, identifies each stock that meets criteria yo u've
established for twelve parameters, and issues the appropriate recom
mendation.

S10CK MARKET INVES10RS: Ca11ing this toll-free number
can be the best"investment"you'll ever make.

Discover the
stock market
puters - with
features that

Market Maverick- a revolutionary
program for the Apple II* and IBM-PC** com
a combination of money making / money saving
you wont find in any other program at any price'

Ours is a decis1on-mak1ng tool. Ours is based on a model with
9 yea rs of proven performance. Ours is used by professional
investors . Ours has the longest published Wall Street track
record of any model of its type. And ours is fully supported
sta t1st1cally !

With the Maverick . you not only pinpoint stocks with the
greatest upside potential. but you can avoid those that are
over-exte nded and get out before price reversals .
Record of success.
For 9 yea rs ending 11 / 30 / 82 .
the top 10% of s to cks which the
mode l identified as most attrac
tive rose 2224 % and th e least
attrac tive 10% fell 11 2%' Two
years ago. 14 of the 20 most
overva lued stocks were in th e

energy sector By 7/ 30 / 82. they had declined 53%
Meanwhile . the 20 most undervalued stocks (J .CPenney.
Philip Morris . McDonald 's. etc ) appreciated 4 3%.
In the recent bull market . from 7/ 82 to 11 / 82 . the most attrac
tive 10%. led by MCI. Tandem. NME . and Mitel. gained 45%
while the DJIA rose only 29%
The Maverick helps you to be early in recognizing either
neglected or overstated stocks, thereby giving you the needed
perspective to profitably go against the crowd .

Call us toll-free .

No operators . your call comes direct to FSI people who have
the answers . Ask about system requirements . Ask about our
$25 Home Demo Package (which we
apply to the $175.00 purchase price
when you buy~ . Ask about some of
11401 Westridge Circle, Chardon OH 44024
the successes that users tell us
For our free no-obligation brochure or more
about. You 'll never really know how
information, call (from outside Ohio)
incredible the Market Maverick is
until you try it'

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.

1-800· 392-2669

In Ohio, call 216-338-6811
•Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. '' IBM·PC is a trademark of IBM .
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To use the screen stocks and industry groups analysis technique, you
must define your analysis criteria by establishing buy or sell screens.
These screens consist of a maximum of sixteen indicato rs out of the pos
sible twenty you selected earlier. (The current price and last day's vol
ume inform ation can also be included as criteria.) The indicators can be
scrolled through on the Apple's display the same way th at they were
when you originally chose them . Since they'll ap pear on the printed anal
ysis report in the order they were chosen, you'll want to select indicators
in the order of their relative importance to your investment decision.
You're also required to select a ranking order (high to low or low to
high) to control the sorting of the information on the printed report ; in
essence, you're choosing an ascending or descending sort. You must also
supply the limits of the sort. For example, selecting the indicato r "52
week high price" a nd then specifying a high to low so rt tells the program
that you're interested only in stocks th at have a 52-week high greater
than $25. (A limit need not be specified, but having one is helpful in
many fonns of a nalysis.) This limiting feature acts as a filter that allows
the program to omit from the report stocks that yo u wouldn't be inter
ested in. If an industry composite figure is listed in the file you retrieve,
yo u can request that the software use it as a limit.
Let' s assume you've just created a sell screen. When you run the sell
ing analysis, Market Microscope will pass through the list you selected
a nd test each stock aga inst the screening criteria. Once that's done, the
program will begin printing out the screening report (this report won't
display on-screen, however) . The complete report consists of the results
of the screening, criterion by criterion. The stock s will be ranked high to
low or low to high, whatever you chose earlier. The limit you selected,
along with the industry composite figure, will also be displayed. Any
stock that exceeded any of the criteria you chose will be separated from
the rest of the group by a symbol.
You have your choice of printing the entire screening report or just
the rank matrix. The rank matrix is a graphic representation of the anal
ysis, in which the horizont al axis represents the indicators that were used
for the analysis and the vertical axis shows the stocks that were ana
lyzed. Eac h entry is ranked numerica lly on the left-hand side of the ma
trix, while the right-hand side shows whether a given stock meets or beats
the limit set. Two other pieces of information are shown at the bottom of
the rank matrix-the number of stocks that meet or exceed the limit se
lected and the total number of stocks compared.
Using the price-alert feature requires that you define the alert points,
or changes, in the price-alert indica tors th at you consider significant. Do
in g this entails setting the support and resistance prices and the values for
the twelve price-alert tests. These tests use the support and resistance
prices in their calculations. The percentage movement para meters in each
test are input and controlled by the investor. Together, they provide in
vestors with the price-alert checks identified in the list below. The pro
gram's reporting precedence hjfrarchy ensures that the most important
movements are reported first and ·that movements that neutralize one
a nother are not reported .
Price-Alert Checks
Up-break alarm-tests to see if the stock price has moved up the
percentage supplied by the investor.
Down-break alarm-tests to see if the stock price has dropped the
specified percentage .
Resistance-price update-if the price of the stock does move over the
alert percentage specified , the resistance price will be updated to ref lect the
new condition.
Support update-if the price of the stock falls below the specified
percentage, the support price will be updated to reflect the new condition .
Support-leve l buy recommendation-this reflects a move ment over the
support price but below the resistance price. The investing assumption is that
the price will " rebound " from the support level , making the potential return
sufficient to warrant investment consideration. If the cond ition is met, a buy
recommendation will be issued.
Breakout bu y recommendation-if the stock price exceeds the
resistance level and exceeds the support level, a recommendation to bu y the
stock will be issued . The investment assumption is that the stock price has
broken out of its previous pattern and will continue to rise .
Resistance-level sell-if the current price of the stock is less than the
resistance leve l and above its support price , Ma rket Microscope wi ll issue a
recommendation to sell the stock short. The investing assumption is that the
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New Apple portfolio Management System!

Ho\V to Invest
for Better Retums.
Turn your Apple. into a powerful investing tool.
Now you can improve your stock investments and
make more money ... with Micro PMS.
Share virtually the same vast information, analysis
and expert advice enjoyed by major corporate investors
right on your Apple II+ or Ile at a fraction of the cost.
Here's how simple and comprehensive Micro PMS is ...
ADVANTAGE #1: Accurate, Timely Portfolio Records.
First, yo u can set up your portfolio,
enter tran sac tions and print current
appraisa ls. Then track and analyze your
stocks. Even graph trends. S tocks are
updated monthly or daily (optional) .

•

ADVANTAGE #2 : 50 Ways to Evaluate Stocks.
You can display and graphically compare
any of 50 characte ristics of your portfolio
stocks, includin g price histories, growth
projections, earnings data and even risk
measurement and qu ality ratings .

•

ADVANTAGE #3: Rate your stocks against your objectives.
Give Micro PMS your investment
obiectives -income, growth or an
aggressive portfolio. Micro PMS then
tells you which of your ho ldin gs act uall y
match those goa ls.

•

ADVANTAGE #4: Discover every stock that suits you.
Next, Micro PM S will find eve ry stock
from its 1500-stock dat abase which matches
your investment criteri a . For exa mple ,
locate every stoc k with high yield , low
P/ E, fas t growth and low ri sk.

•

ADVANTAGE #5 : Solid Buy and Sell Advice.
You're e ven to ld specific stocks to buy
and sell to most close ly match yo ur
objectives. That way you ca n make better,
more profitable choices whi ch align with
your goa ls.

•

ADVANTAGE #6: Project Decision Implications.
Finally, projec t res ults of potentia l
invest ment dec isions BEFORE you make
them. Using sa mpl e portfolios, yo u can
evaluate the potenti al impact of an y
tran saction you're considerin g.

SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY
For compl ete de tails, and the ve ry low cost, ret urn the
coupon today. Or, call 800-468-8324. (In Mass . 617-722-7939.)

YES! Please tell me more about turning my Apple
D into
a powerful investment tool with Micro PMS.
Mail today to: Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company
The Boston Company Micro PMS Group Dept. S
One Boston Place, Boston, MA 02106
Name

PhonC----- -

AJdrcss

..A..

C ity

S tatc - - -

Zip _ __ _ _ __

~-~ The Boston Company
T

A subs1d 1A ry of SheA rson/Ame ncan Exp ress, Inc
A pple is a n .·,:.:iMcrcJ t r~1Jc mark ()(A pple Comput er Inc . ~ 198 3 Tht.' Ro:iton C impnn y

----------------

price will move downward from the resistance price enough to cover the in
vestment.
Breakout sell recommendation-if the current price of the stock is below
its support-level percentage and less than the resistance-level percen tage, a
short-sell recomme ndation will be issued . The assumption is that the price of
the stock is falling to a new resistance level.

Market Microscope provides a full range of easy-to-use and well
documented data-editing utilities to accommodate users who make mis
tak es or change their minds. These include delete, rename, add, edit, and
view. The package also offers a Dow Jones E-Z Terminal mode , which is
used to access Dow Jones for information other than that used by the
Market Microscope during updates. E-Z Terminal has a fifteen-thou
sand-character buffer that stores information in memory. Investors can
select the information they want saved and send it to disk. This ability,
coupled with a formatting feature that makes information on the Apple's
display ea~ier to read, makes E-Z Terminal a nice added feature.
For those times when you just want to know the current price of a
stock you're following, Market Microscope can print out an alphabeti
cal listing of all stocks being carried on the system. This report tells you
which list the stock resides in (in case you want to use the view feature to
see all the indicators), the current price, and the support and resistance
prices that 'are labeled trading range. After the alphabetical stock list has
been printed, a second report is generated. It shows all the lists on disk
arr anged alphabetically, the last date each list was updated, and the date
the indicators were set. The last date updated is critical-you may be
looking at ·a report that contains month-old prices; making a decision on
the basis of an out-of-date report could have unpleasant consequences.
A Few Bugs. Market Microscope does have a few problems . If you
are un successful in an attempt to log on to Dow Jones and then you go
o n to the main body of the program, Market Microscope won 't remem
ber to disconnect your modem. Your phone will pe busy for however
long you continue to work with the program, but you may not realize it.
In addition, you can carry only one set of indicators per disk, so if you
want to judge the performance of various lists of stocks against different
indicators, you must put them on different data ~isks. In the long run, of
course, this will cause you to develop a disk-management problem. It
would be preferable if investors could link the stock lists to different in
dicators if they wanted to.
Market Microscope also limits you to one buy and one sell screen per
data disk. Disk-man~gement problems are likely to come up here as well
and the solution should be obvious: The program's authors have written
wonderful menu routines and would do well to use them here also to al
low users to make the appropriate selections.
Also, when you run the price-alert feature, you can choose only one
list at a time or a set of lists. When working with a data disk with lots of
lists on it, you'll wind up sitting there a pretty long time, typing in the list
number each time you run price alert. Again, it would be much nicer to
be a ble to take advantage of the menus that were developed for other
pa rts of the program .
On the plus side, the screens used in the program are well thought out
and well executed and the program is well error-trapped. In addition,
Market Microscope performs all of its functions in a reasonable period
of time.
The program documentation is clear, well done, and nicely typeset.
There are a few errors and omissions, but all in all it's a professional job .
And, of course, Dow Jones has an 800 help line for users of the Dow
Jones News / Retrieval Service and Dow Jones software. If they won't
SURport you, nobody will.
So, should you buy Market Microscope? If you believe in fundamen
tal analysis, have the money to spend on Dow Jones News / Retrieval
Service updates, and can afford the price of the program, the answer is
yes. It's the first major fundamental package on the market, and it will
probably set the standard by which all future fundamental packages are
judged.
Because of the massive and diverse amounts of data· involved in fun
damenta l a nalys is, especially what's required "by the techniques used in
thi s program, fundamental analysis isn't the easiest way to analyze in
JI
vestment al ternatives. ls it the best? That you must decide.

The Stock Portfolio System
gets you out of t he office
and onto the golf course.

-

Introducing the KoalaPad™ Touch Tablet for less than $125.00.
It's the friendliest innovation in personal computing.
With a touch of your finger, the KoalaPad tablet takes control of your computer. Faster
than a paddle controller. More versatile than a joystick. And much friendlier than a keyboard.
The KoalaPad tablet is compatible with most game software. And most KoalaPad sets
come with a KoalaWare™software program - Micro-Illustrator'.M It's the best way yet to create
beautiful, high-resolution computer graphics.
And there are lots more KoalaWare programs for computer
fans of all ages. Like Dancing Bear~ the funny, furry computer
cabaret. Spellicopter;M the fast action spelling game. And
Spider Eater;M the live!Y music learning adventure.
Just try the KoalaPad Touch Tablet. You'll discover a
whole new dimension in home computing.
To locate the d~aler ~ear you, call toll-free
11oala
800-227-6703 (m Cahfom1a, 800 -632-7979). Technologies Corporation

g

We make computing more personal:M
Tradc·ma rk s; Koala P;i d , Koo laWare , S pide r Ea ter and Dancing Bea r are tra demark s of Koala Tech nologies Corp. Micro-Ill ustrator is a trad emark of Is land Graphics, a nd Spell icopter is a
trademark of DehignWare Inc.
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Last month we discussed techniques for creating and viewing three
d1mensional objects on a two-dimensional computer screen. This month
we'll work with a Basic program that uses techniques of scale, rotation,
and linear perspective to allow you to do exactly that.
With this program, you can enter the coordinates of points of inter
section for a 3-D line drawing and then enter data indicating which dots
to connect with the lines. Then you can view your object, rotate it in
three dimensions, move it and scale it, stretch and compress it, and save
it to and load it from disk .
Remember, the program's written in Basic, so you shouldn't expect
animation speed. What you can expect, however, is a good introduction
to how 3-D figures can be handled on a computer.
We'll use the calculations discussed last month, which resulted in the
equation:
X' ID
PX---
ID + Z

translated into Basic form for our program. The calculation for project
ing a 3-D coordinate onto the two-dimensional screen can be found in
lines 840 through 860. (Note that the values used are coordinates, not
distances, as in the formula . Therefore, I D-Z( / ) in lines 840 and 850 is
actually the distance between ID and Z, since one of the values is nega
tive and the other positive.) The calculations for moving the figure in
each direction are in lines 1290 through 1310. The scaling calculations are in
lines 780 through 810, and the rotation calculations are in lines 740
through 760. The rest of the program is essentially window dressing, al
lowing you to enter, edit, save, and load your figures and to make your
choices.
The only other section that's interesting from a mathematical stand
point is that from lines 970 through 1080. Although this section looks
oomplex, it's actually just broken down into cases . These instructions
perform the calculations necessary for "clipping." When a line is ready to
be drawn, what happens if one of the endpoints is off the physical screen?
The easy options a re not to draw it at all (even though half or most of it
might actually be in the visible range) or to have the endpoints wrap
around (this creates a real mess, but it's fast).
The best way visually, although it is slower, is to figure out where the
line would have gone off the screen and then to use that as the endpoint
instead of the point that was off the screen. The calculations for clipping
use the slope of the line to figure the point at which the line should end.
Note also that we're using a ooordinate system that has the origin (0,0) in
the middle of the screen, with X and Y increasi ng to the right and up re
spectively. Therefore, when the line is drawn in line 1100, it reoomputes
the ooordinates to fit Apple's (0,0) in the upper left, with Y increasing
downward.
A Breakdown of the Program. We've been talking conceptually
about three-dimensional graphics up to now. The program breakdown
that follows, and the accompanying list of important variables, should be
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useful to anyone who wants to modify the program or analyze 1t in great
er depth.
Lmes 10-30 initialize the arrays and variables.
Lines 40-80 give and act on the main editing choices.
Lines 90-230 allow you to list and edit the coordinates a nd lines in
your figure.
Lmes 240-440 let you save a 3-D file or read one from disk.
Lines 450-490 let you save the screen image from your projected ob
ject as a picture file.
Lmes 500-560 allow you to enter the points and lines for a new
figure.
Lines 570-680 compute a center for the figure by finding the largest
and smallest X, Y, and Z coordinates and then averagi ng each pai r.

A BUSHEL FULL OF SAVINGS
ON APPLE® COMPATIBLES
ADAM & EVE
FREE Apple lie Adapter
. Exemplary in all regards.
- David Ahl. Creative Computing.
1983 Buyers Guide
• "Highest Overall Rating of All
Paddl es"•SoHalk, April '82

~
FREE Apple lie Adapter
• Human Engineered - comfortable
1n either hand
• Dual Firing Switches for versatility
in fast action games
• Self-centering, adjustable
electronically
•
SALE 5499'"

PARADISE PORTS
Apple lie Compatible
• Use up to 3 Joysticks or paddles
without unplugging
• 18" Ultra-thin cable & compact
design - perfect choice for the
Apple lie
~~===~=::::;:=::~~
Compare to Expandaport at $69.95
and Select-A-Port at $49 .95

•

Available at your dealer or direct
Md . residents add 5% ta x
Add $2.00 PI H
'Quantities limited

Des igned . eng ineered & manufactured
in U.S.A. by

TECH DESIGNS, INC.
3638 Grosvenor Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21043
APPLE rs a reg istered trademark of
App le Computer. Inc

~SO~IAL~
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TIRED OF ALL THE
"EXCEPT FOR ••• "5?
WITH THE NEW PRINTOGRAPHER
GRAPHICS PRINTING SYSTEM.
WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED!

PQINT

Lines 690-820 contain the rotation and scaling formulas for move
ment. The variable C is set for the type of movement in lines 1180-1240.
Lines 830-870 project the 3-D coordinates into the two-dimension
al plane of the monitor screen.
Lines 880-1110 take the projected points, scale them to viewing size,
a nd then draw the lines of the figure on the screen.
Lines 1120-1390 get the operation that you want to perform. and the
parameters of the operation, if necessary, and usually jump back up to
line 700 to redraw.

3-D Program Variable List
A$
AN

c
C1
I
11
ID
K
Lo/o(n ,m )

PRICE: S49.95

<Coliforrna Residents odd 6% soles ra x .)

Plus ~ 2.50 Shipping

The PP.INTOGRAPHEP. is designed to fill oil of your graphic printing needs.
w ithout having to worry about running into the problem of it almost worl1
ing. " except o n your printer" . o r " except for the lacl1 of that particular
feature". Whether you hove a daisy wheel or dot matrix printer. the stan
dard versi on of PP.INTOGRAPHEP. w orl1s on any printer and interface com
bination w ith graphics capabilities . In many cases. this includes printers you
may not even have thought could print graphics.
Just a FEW of the possible printers include, EPSON . PAPER TIGER, APPLE
DMP, PRISM. C. ITOH . GEMINI , [)ASE 2, ANADEX. NEC. DIA[)LO. QUME . MPI .
SILENTYPE, OKIDATA, MALl[)U, interface cards include. APPLE, SSM, CCS,
MTN COMP CPS , MPI. GAAPPLER, TYMA(. PROMETHEUS and morel
In addition to versatile print options (easy cropping . variable magnifica
tions, normal/reverse inl1ing, vertica l/horizontal format , etc. ) PP.INTO
GRAPHEP. offers such unique features as the ability to print pictures d irectly
from disl1 (without loading a file), spooling via our DOUDLETIME PP.INTER
pacl1age, o r sending pictures over a phone line using ASCII EXPRESS. Yau
can even put g raphics in you r tex t documents with our text editor soft
wa re, THE COP.RESPONDENT. A5 if that wasn't enough, we've made it
easy ta put the PP.INTOGRAPHEP. routines right in your own p rograms to
do Hi-Res printing immediately during their operation. without having to
save screen images to disl1I

M
NF
NL
NP
PX (n)
PY(n)
S1
SW

vs
X(n),Y(n).Z(n)
XC,YC,ZC
XH,YH,ZH
XL,Y L,ZL
XP,YP
XR(n),YR(n)
.XT,YT ,ZT

10
20
30
40

We also l1now you see a lot of advertising these days for a truly over
whelming volume of software , all claiming to be the best, so we mal1e
this simple guarantee.
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IF YOU CAN FIND A DETIEP. PACKAGE THAN (OP. ARE AT All UNSATISFIED
WITH) THE PP.INTOGP.APHEP. WITHIN 30 DAYS OF PUP.CHASE, SIMPLY
P.ETUP.N THE PACKAGE FOP. A COMPLETE REFUND, NO QUESTIONS ASKED!

70
80
90
100
11 0

For more information, see your loca l dealer, or w rite SOUTHWESTERN DATA
SYSTEMS far a free catalog . If your dealer is out of stocl1 we can ship
PP.INTOGRAPHEP. to him w ithin 24 hours of a call to our offices.
P.EMEMDEP.1 WITH PP.INTOGP.APHEP., YOU'RE PICTURE PERFECT!

120
130
140

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS , Apple II , II+, li e

southUJesteAn.,
cJata systems

150
160
170

P.O . 13ox 582 -5 · Santee, California 92071

Telephone. 619/562-3221
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180
190
200

A general input string.
Numeric quantity, used for angle of rotation and for
number of units to shift an object.
Nume ric input choice.
Cosine of angle of rotation.
Generally a loop counter.
Another loop counter.
" Eye distance ," as disc ussed last month.
Intermed iate multiplier used in finding projected points .
Integer array of line endpoints. Up to 749 lines can be
used . Note that the zero element of the second
dimension is used , so the endpoints for line 5 are stored
in L %(5,0) and L %(5, 1).
Multiplier for scaling .
Number of figures , 0 or 1.
Number of lines.
Number of points.
Projected X values.
Projected Y val ues.
Sine of angle of rotation .
A switch variable , used in 130-190 to tell whether lines
or points are being edited and in 9 10-1100 to tell
whether a line is entirely off the screen.
Viewing scale .
X,Y,Z coordinates of your figure.
X,Y,Z coordinates of center.
Larg est X, Y,Z coordinate values .
Smallest X,Y,Z coordinate val ues .
Interim computational va lues used for clipping.
Scaled X,Y projected coordinates, used in preparing
line display.
Te mporary X,Y,Z coordinate with center subtracted off,
used in rotation and scaling computations.

LOMEM: 16384: HGR
DIM XR(1),YR(1 ).X(500),Y(500).Z(500) ,L %(749, 1), PX(500),
PY(500)
NL = O:NP = O:ID = - 100:VS = 3:0$ = CHR$(4)
HOME: VTAB 21 : PRINT " 1- CREATE FIGURE , 2-EDIT
FIGURE": PRINT "3 - VIEW , 4 - START OVER ": PRINT " 5-SAVE
ON DISK, 6 - GET FROM DISK": PRINT "7 -SAVE
2-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE , 8 - QUIT ";
INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C > 8 THEN 40
IF NOT NF AND C > 1ANDC<6 THEN PRINT : PR INT " THERE
IS NO FIG URE IN MEMORY.": PRINT " PRESS ANY KEY " ;:
GET A$: GOTO 40
ON C GOTO 510, 100,580 ,30,250,350 ,460,80
TEXT: END
REM EDIT FIG URE
TE XT : HOME
PRINT "1- POINTS ,2- LINES,3-CHANGE,4 - DONE
EDITING ";: INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C > 4 THEN 110
ON C GOTO 130,160,190,40
PRINT " #,X, Y,Z:":S1 = O:SW = 0 FOR I = 1 TO NP
PRINT I;: HTAB 8: PRINT LEFT$ ( STR$ (X(l)).6) ;: HTAB 16:
PRINT LEFT$ ( STR$ (Y(l)),6);: HTAB 24: PRINT LEFT$ ( STR$
(Z(l)),6): S1 = S1 + 1: IF S1 = 20THEN PRINT "PRESS A KEY";:
G ET A$:S1 = 0: PRINT
NEXT : GOTO 110
PRINT "#, FROM ,TO " :SW = 1:S1 = 0: FOR I = 1 TO NL
PRINT 1,L%(1 ,0) ,L%(1, 1):S1 = S1 + 1: IF S1 = 20 THEN PRINT
" PRESS A KEY";: GET A$:S1 = 0: PRINT
NEXT : GOTO 110
IF SW THEN 220
INPUT " POINT #"; I: IF I < 1 OR I >NP THEN 110

THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the
Graphic Solution"', a sophisticated, new graphics package
from Accent Software.
With precise, multi-speed
ANIMATION create captivating sales
presentations and product demon
strations that will both intrigue and
inform your clients and customers.
Watch their reactions; you'll see your
messages getting through.
Develop educational materials
and training aids that MIX TEXT AND GRAPHICS on
the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp
concepts. Mix programs too.
Images can be displayed on back
grounds loaded from any of your
other programs. Construct custom
TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to
balance the visual elements.
Tired of run-of-the-mill business
graphics? Change standard charts
and graphs into colorful THREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.
Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.
Plot flowcharts, time and motion
studies, industrial process flows with
COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS high
lighting critical paths. Animate the
sequences to show how flows actually
progress.
Work with live action? Prepare
film and videotape storyboards using
the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that
lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.
Whatever your graphic communication demands-in the
business world, the arts, industry,
education-The Graphic Solution TM
at $149. 95 has the answer. Take a
hard look at The Graphic Solution.
You'll like what you see.
The Graphic Solution requires a
48K Apple II with ROM Applesoft
andDOS3.3.
See your local dealer or
send $10. 00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 Telephone 415-856-6505
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
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INPUT "X:";X(I) : INPUT " Y:"; Y(I): INPUT "Z:";Z(I) : GOTO 110
INPUT "LINE #" ;I: IF I < 1 OR I >NL THEN 110
INPUT "FROM #";L %(1,0) INPUT "TO #"; L %(1 , 1): GOTO 110
REM SAVE 3-D FILE
ONERR GOTO 440
INPUT "NAME : ";A$
PRINT D$;" OPEN "; A$
PRIN T D$;" WRITE " ;A$
PRINT NP : PRINT NL
FOR I = 1 TO NP : PRINT X( I) : PRINT Y(I) : PRINT Z(I): NEXT
FOR I = 1 TO NL : PRINT L%(1 ,0): PRINT L%(1,1) : NEXT
PR INT D$; " CLOSE"
POKE 216,0 : GOTO 40
REM READ 3-D FILE
ONERR GOTO 440
INPUT " NAME : ";A$
PRINT : PRINT D$;" OPEN";A$
PRINT D$;" READ ";A$
INPUT NP : INPUT NL
FOR I = 1 TO NP: INPUT X(l) ,Y(l),Z(I) NEXT
FOR I = 1 TO NL: INPUT L%(1 ,0) INPUT L%(1 , 1): NEXT
PRINT D$;" CLOSE"
POKE 216 ,0:NF = 1: GOTO 40
PRINT " DISK ERROR" ; PEEK (222): PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY ";:
GET A$: POKE 216,0: GOTO 40
.
REM SAVE PICTURE
ONERR GOTO 440
INPUT " NAME : " ;A$
PRINT D$ ;" BSAVE";A$ :", A8192 ,L8192"
POKE 216,0: GOTO 40
REM CREATE FIGURE
NF = 1: HOME: TEXT: PRINT " TYPE 'D' OR 'DONE ' WHEN NO
MORE POINTS .": ONERR GOTO 520
PRINT " POINT #";NP + 1: INPUT "X:";A$: IF LEFT$ (A$, 1) =
" D" THEN 540
I = VAL (A$) NP = NP + 1:X(NP) = I: INPUT "Y:";Y(NP): INPUT
" Z:";Z(NP): GOTO 520
PRINT "TYPE 'D' OR 'DONE ' WHEN NO MORE LINES.": ON ERR
GOTO 550
PRINT " LINE #";NL + 1: INPUT " FROM POINT #";A$: IF LEFT$

COMPRESS / EXPAND
A Must for any
Serious Programmer
Mast ':-Apple picture files take up to 34
disk sectors of storage. This limits the number
of pictures that can be saved an one disk. The
SANSOFT PLUS COMPRESS/EXPAND
System allows you to process any standard
picture files and compress it into a much
smaller file that requires less disk space.
Some pictures can be compressed by as
much as 900/o requiring only a few sectors,
depending on picture complexity. Since less
sectors are used, pictures load faster requiring
less disk time. A small routine requiring less
than 256 words can be loaded into any one of
several locations and be called from your
programs allowing amazing results, as your
high quality pictures appear in less time with
NO loss of quality. This program comes an an
unprotected disk that can be copied and
backed up.
-:He Na programmer should be without this
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(A$, 1) = " D" THEN POKE 216 ,0: GOTO 40
I = VAL (A$):NL = NL + 1:L %(NL ,O) = I: INPUT "TO POINT
#" :L %( NL , 1): GOTO 550
REM FIND APPROXIMATE CENTER
XH = - 999:YH = - 999:ZH = - 999:XL = 999 :Y L = 999 :ZL =
999
FOR I = 1 TO NP
IF X( I) < XL THEN XL = X(I)
IF X(I) > XH THEN XH = X( I)
IF Y(I) < YL THEN YL = Y(I)
IF Y(I) > YH THEN YH = Y(I)
IF Z(I) < ZL THEN ZL = Z(I)
IF Z(I) > ZH THEN ZH = Z(I)
NEXT
XC = (XL + XH) I 2:YC = (YL + YH) I 2:ZC = (ZL + ZH) I 2
c=4
REM COMPUTE NEW POINT COORDINATES
FOR I = 1 TO NP
IF C = 4 THEN 840
X(I) = X( I) - XC:Y(I) = Y(I) - YC Z(I) = Z(I) - ZC XT = X(l):YT =
Y(I) ZT = Z(I)
ON C GOTO 740,750 ,760 ,840 ,770
YT = C1 * Y(I) + S1 * Z(l) :ZT "'.' C1 * Z( I) - S1 * Y(I) : GOTO 820
XT = C1 * X(I) - S1 * Z(l) :ZT = C1 * Z(I) + S1 * X(I): GOTO 820
XT = C1 * X(I) - S1 * Y(l):YT = C1 * Y(I) + S1 * X( I): GOTO 820
ON S1 GOTO 790,800,810
XT = M * X(l):YT = M * Y(l) :ZT = M * Z(I): GOTO 820
XT = M * X(I): GOTO 820
YT = M * Y(I) GOTO 820
ZT = M * Z(I)
X(I) = XT + XC:Y(I) = YT + YC:Z(I) = ZT + ZC
REM TRANSLATE TO 2-D
IF ID - Z(I) > - .001 THEN K = 10000: GOTO 860
K = ID I (ID - Z(I))
PX(I) = K * X(l):PY(I) = K * Y(I)
NEXT
REM DRAW FIGURE ON SCREEN
HGR : HCOLOR = 7
FOR I = 1 TO NL
SW = 0

CIPHER MAGIC
Fun and Educational
You play against another player or the
computer. From a colorful display of eight-by
eight random numbers, different in each game,
each player takes a turn removing a number
and adding it to their scare. One player plays
horizontal raws while the other player plays
vertical columns. A countdown timer provides
four levels of difficulty. When the game is
over the score of the winner 1s saved to disk
to challenge future players. You soon learn
that there is mare involved than just taking
numbers. There is also a lot of strategy and
logic. The simplicity of this game allows children
with limited math knowledge to play. They will
spend hours just having fun, while they are
unknowingly improving their math skills.
-:~-:~ Free Gift with Every Purchase -:H~
Disk Price $29.95

PLAY

STRIP
91.rABK.dABK.
WITH 'CHYRL'
The Program Supplies 'Chyrl'
Hi-Res • Color • Sound
A LITTLE NAUGHTY
Watch Chryl take it offiALL O'FF

$29.95

ON DISK

one-:~- ~:-

Price $20.00

SEX-0-SCOPE
Based on the Theory
of Biorhythms
Theory of Biorhythms states that there
are three cycles in everyone's life that start
when they are born: the Physical, Emotional
and the Intellectual. This program is used to
find your location on life's biorhythms scale
for all three of these cycles. In addition, your
Sex-0-Scape is also computed as part of
your biarythm cycle. It is all done in Hires
COLOR with sound. A complete monthly
chart 1s provided. Now you can know your
Sex-0-Scope every day. This could give you
that extra confidence to win new friends,
improve business relations, or influence that
loved one.
~He

Start every day with your Sex-0-Scape
-:(-{(

Disk Price $19.95

LUCKY SLOT

A Colorful Fun Slot Machine
This one is better than a trip to Las Vegas.
It turns your computer into a Slot Machine
that allows you ta decide haw much you want
ta bet and you can even buy odds. With each
try at buying odds, there is always the chance
that the magic arrow will be a WILD CARD
that will match almost anything. And, of
course, there is that magical SUPER CARD
that sometimes appears and you are an
automatic winner. There is more sound and
action and excitement than ever when you
play LUCKY SLOT - so get ready to place your
bets on the wildest, most fun. super slot
machine of all time: LUCKY SLOT. High winning
players names saved to disk to challenge
future players.
-:H:- Makes a Nice Gift -:H~
Disk Price $ 24.95
SALE PRICE $14.95

SANSOFT PLU2'
(...:.;_

' I.

P.O. Box 590228
Houston, Texas 77259-0228

~

~

We welcome Telephone orders 17131 482-6898
ELECTRONIC ORDER TAKER
24 hours a day. 365 days a year.
CHECK,MD.,C.0.0 . or use your VISA or MASTER
CARD
{Hf FREE GIFT SHIPPED WITH EACH ORDER"~'
WE PAY ALL FIRST CLASS U.S. POSTAGE
ALLPROGRAMSRUNON~fAPPLEll , 11+,l lE,ifFRANKLIN

{<APPLE IS A TARAOEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER

co.

'

if FRAN KLIN IS A TRADEMAR K FOR FRANKLIN COM

PUTER CORP.
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FOR 11 = 0 TO 1
XR(l1) = PX (L% (1,11)) * VS :YR(l1) = PY(L %(1 ,11)) *VS
NEXT
FOR 11 = 0 TO 1
IF SW THEN 1090
IF ABS (XR(l1)) < = 139 THEN 1040
IF ABS (YR(l1)) < = 95 THEN 1010
IF YR(O) = YR(1) THEN 1070
YP = SGN (YR(l1)) * 95:XP = (YP - YR(1)) • (XR(O ) - XR(1)) I
(YR(O) - YR(1)) + XR(1): IF ABS (XP) < = 139 THEN 1080
IF XR(O) = XR(1 ) THEN 1070
XP = SGN (XR( l 1)) • 139YP = (XP - XR (1)) ·(YR(O ) - YR (1))
I (XR(O) - XR(1)) + YR(1) IF ABS (YP) < = 95 THEN 1080
GOTO 1070
IF ABS (YR(l1)) < = 95 THEN 1090
IF YR(O) = YR(1) THEN 1070
YP = SGN (YR(l1)) * 95 XP = (YP - YR(1 )) • (XR(O) - XR(1) ) I
(YR (O) - YR(1) ) + XR(1): IF ABS (XP) < = 139 THEN 1080
SW = 1: GOTO 1090
XR(l1 ) = XP:YR(l1) = YP
NEXT
IF NOT SW THEN HPLOT 140 + XR(0) ,96 - YR(O) TO 140 +
XR(1) ,96 - YR(1)
NEXT
REM GET NE XT OPERATION
HOME: VTAB 21 : PRINT " 1- ROTATE, 2- SHIFT , 3- SCALE
OBJECT ," : PRINT "4 - DISTORT, 5 - NEW CENTER , 6- SCALE
VIEW": PRINT " 7- EDIT, SAVE , OR QUIT. 8 - FULL SCREEN";
INPUT C ON C GOTO 1210,1260,1180,1170 ,1340.1390,40,
1370
GOTO 1130
REM SCALE FIGURE
PRINT: INPUT " 1- WIDTH, 2-HEIGHT , OR 3 - DEPTH?";S1:
IFS1<1 OR S1>3THEN1170
IF C = 3 THEN S1 = 0
INPUT " MULTIPLY BY? "; M:C = 5: GOTO 700
REM ROTATE
HOME: VTAB 21 : PRINT "ROTATE 1- UP , 2- DOWN ,
3 - LEFT, 4 - RIGHT ,": PRINT " 5 - CLOCKWISE ,
6 - COUNTERCLOCKWISE " ; INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C > 6
THEN 1210
INPUT "ANGLE (0 - 180)? "; AN : IF AN< 0 OR AN > 180
THEN 1220
AN = 3. 14*AN / 180: 1FINT(C / 2).2<>CTHENAN =
- AN
S1 = SIN (AN) :C1 = COS (AN) :C = INT ((C + 1) I 2): GOTO
700
REM SHIFT
HOME: VTAB 21: PRINT " SHIFT 1- LEFT , 2- RIGHT,
3 - DOWN , 4 - UP ,": PRINT "5 - CLOSER , 6 - FARTHER " ;:
INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C > 6 THEN 1260
INPUT " HOW MANY UNITS? " ;AN: IF INT (C I 2) • 2 < > C
THEN AN = - AN
ON INT ((C + 1) I 2) GOTO 1290,1300 ,1310
XC = XC + AN: FOR I = 1 TO NP :X(I) = X(I) + AN : NEXT:
GOTO 1320
YC = YC + AN: FOR I = 1 TO NP :Y(I) = Y(I) + AN: NEXT :
GOTO 1320
ZC = ZC + AN: FOR I = 1 TO NP:Z(I) = Z(l) + AN: NEXT
C = 4 GOTO 700
REM NEW CENTER
PRINT "POINT# (1 - " ;NP;" ) " ;: INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C >NP
THEN 1340
XC = X(C):YC = Y(C):ZC = Z(C): GOTO 1130
REM FULL SCREEN
POKE - 16302,0: GET A$: POKE - 16301 ,0: GOTO 1130
REM SCALE VIEW
INPUT " MULTIPLY BY? ";M:VS = VS * M:C = 4: GOTO 700

This is Mark Pelczarski's last Graphically Speaking fo r Softalk ; it appears that
the more penguins you have. the more time it takes to k eep themfrnk-f rnking. Then.
too. we all must sometim es choose one value over another. Undoubtedly , fo r Pelczar
ski, the f ame of authorship gave way to the glory of athletics; he covets the miniature
golf water-hazard championship of the world.
Gone is not forgollen. though; Pelczar.ski will continue on as advisory editor fo r
A pple graphics and golfing fo r Softalk
Starting nex t month. beginning al the very beginning, Softalk 's graphics col
umnist will be a programmer you may have heard ofand whose fac e you've certainly
seen-everyone's f avorite phony beginner, pinball champ Bill Budge.
Tell your f riends and tune in.
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Now Ap~Ie users
can make their
business presentations
picture perfect.

~
...11flfllll

If you 've ever made a business
presentation , you know what a
help a graphics department can
be. Now with Sensible Soft
ware's new graphics program,
Graphics Department,'" you can
do the graphic pizzazz yourself
faster than any graphics staff!
And you'll get your point across
with color and impact , whether
to your boss, colleagues,
customers or clients.
The Graphics Department '"
is a new graphics system that
combines five major graphics
tools into one friendly, easy-to
learn HI-RES graphics package.
All visuals produced are HI-RES
pictures suitable for printing or
turning into slides.

1 The chart generator
automatically creates colorful
pie, bar, scatter, or line graphs
from your tabular or Visicalc '"
DIF files. Automatic labeling and
direct loading from Visicalc™
help prevent errors and save
time on multiple charts. Each
graph may include up to 99 data
points. You can even overlay
multiple images.
2 The lettering kit includes 20
character fonts . . . from Old
English to Bold Modern, from
headlines and shadow effects to
tiny text. You may letter anywhere
on a HI-RES picture with
complete control over character
size, color and direction.

412]

Sensible,~

~Software, Inc.

3 The graphics tools module
lets you " cut and paste:· overlay,
merge, flip, shrink, invert , mask,
change colors or add patterns.
You can use these graphic tools
to edit and combine charts, or
even to create pictures from
scratch .
4 The slide projector com
bines your graphics into a profes
sional-looking presentation. You
can move " slides" forward or
backward with the game paddle
or even automatically display
them at preset intervals. It's a
great way to beat " rush"
presentation deadlines!
5 Editors are available in
both the charting kit and the
slide projector to simplify your
data entry.
All these features are now
combined into a single package
for the first time. Now you can
do your complete presentation
with just one graphics program.
All you need is the Graphics
Department ™ program, an
Apple llJ" lie, or lll(in emulation
mode) computer,
- -- ..
48Kand

Ii ":~~='·

,,

Applesoft.

\1

Now available for only $124.95
at your local computer store. Or
directly by mail (please add $1.25
for shipping). Visa, Mastercard,
COD and checks welcome. For
more information or to order:

6619 Perham Dr.,
West Bloomfield, Ml 48033
(313) 399-8877

Apple, Apple H, /le, Ill and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc.; Visicalc is a registered trademark of Personal Software, Inc.
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___,,.,. .___·VENTURES WITH
- - - -VISICALC
BY

JO~ \~~LTON

As you may know, YisiCorp announced VisiCalc Advanced Version
for the Apple Ile at the National Computer Conference in May. This
month, we'll examine the features that make Advanced Version a very
useful addition to your software library. We'll discuss most of the new
features as well as their use in template design.
The Apple Ile. First a note abqut the Ile. Introduced in January of
this year, the Ile brings a number of enhancements to the Apple JI. For
example, the Ile can be expanded to l 28K of memory (from the maxi
mum of 64K on the Apple II). Like the Apple III, the Ile provides a
number of other features that make it perfect for VisiCalc . For example,
it offers an eighty-column display (as an extra-cost option), meaning that
you can have almost twice as many columns (and characters) displayed
on-screen at once. In addition, the I le offers four directional arrow keys ,
allowing you to move throughout the spreadsheet easily without having
to use the space bar to change cursor direction.
If you use VisiCalc often, you know of some things you would like
changed or features you would like added to make the program more
useful. In the four years since the original VisiCalc appeared, hundreds of
people have written YisiCorp requesting changes. Well, the folks in San
Jose have been listening. Advanced Version incorporates a lmost every im
portant change that had been requested. In fact, short of simplifying the
user interface, they left out only one major feature that was commonly
requested: the ability to enter text across cell boundaries.
VisiCalc Advanced Version's new features include variable column
width capability, new formatting options, a variety of new@ functions,
keystroke memory, and some new print-formatting options.
What You See. Perhaps the most common complaint against the
original VisiCalc had to do with column widths. You couldn't vary col
umn widths in the original program (you could change column widths,
but all the columns within a given window had to be of the same width).
Since many templates require, or at least could benefit from, individual
ly adjustable column widths, this was a significant deficiency. Advanced
Version has corrected the deficiency.
In the new program you can set individual column widths to what
ever sizes you desire-from 1 to 125 characters per column.
While the original VisiCalc contains a number of formatting com
mands (initiated with / F or / GF), many people recognized the need for
still more. Advanced VisiCalc has answered this need and provided prac
tically every formatting option you can imagine. These new commands
involve the setting of attributes.
Advanced Version retains the original formatting options, thereby en
suring that templates developed on earlier versions of the program will
still run. Any template developed on another Apple version of VisiCalc
can be loaded into VisiCalc Advanced Version with no changes or
problems.
The reverse obviously isn't true. Because Advanced Version has many
new features, templates developed on Advanced Version may not run on
earlier versions. On the other hand, they may: it depends on what you
have in the template. When VisiCalc loads a file, it beeps whenever it en
counters an error-an unknown command or function. It continues to
load the template in such cases, however. You may find that your tern-

plate has been loaded a nd works co rrectly, although the new Advanced
Version features a nd functions won't be availab le.
At tributes cover a number of other useful capabilities, in additio n to
providing formatting enhancements. By setting attri butes ap propriately
you ca n now hide data, display the formulas (instead of their calculated
results), control the kind of data that may be entered at designated cells,
and ensure that certain entries will not be changed. You can a lso set up
specific cells as tab stops; pressing the tab key moves the cu rsor from tab
stop cell to tab stop cell.
YisiCorp has added a new term to the VisiCalc vocabulary: guuers.
This word comes from printing technology and refers to the left a nd right
margins for text o r va lues displayed in individual cells.
Most of the attributes can be app lied either to individual cells (with
/ A or to an entire window (with / GA).
The attribute options a re listed in table I.
What It Does. There isn't a plethora of new functions in Advanced
Version, but what new ones there are can be extremely useful , especially

Attribute

Function

Expression
Hide
Modify

Displays formulas instead of results
Hides data in cell (data is still vis ible on edit li ne)
Controls type of data entry (number, value , or text)
Sets a tab stop

Tab

Label

<
>
L

R
F

c

Aligns text flush-right
Aligns text flush-left
Sets left gutter
Sets right gutter
Sets a repeating label (equivalent to the / 
command)
Centers label within a cell

Value

<
>
L

R

+

(

c

z
%
$
G
F
I

s

Aligns va lue flush-left
Aligns va lue flus h-right
Sets left gutter
Sets right gutter
Displays plus sign before pos itive va lue , minus
sign before negative value
Displa ys minus sign before negative value, no sign
before positive value
Displays negative values in parentheses
Displays CR (credit) to the right of negative value ,
DR (debit) to the right of positive va lue
Inserts commas into numbers every three digits
Displays values with decimal point
Suppresses trailing zeros with I AVF
Multiplies val ue by 100 and displays percent sign
Displays dollar sign before value
Invokes general format
Specifies number of decimals displayed
Displays integers only
Displays scientific notati on only
Displays integers as asterisks for use in bar graphs
Table 1.
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for certain kinds of financial analysis .
The original version had only one financial function: net present
value. Advanced Version offers six.
Five of the six form a n interrelated group. These are @RATE , @PE
RIODS , @PMT, @PV, and @FV; the last two of these sta nd for present
value a nd future value respectively. To calculate any one of these func
tions, you specify three of the rem a ining four functions as arguments.
For example, to calculate an interest rate, you enter the function
@RA TE followed by the number of periods; then yo u provide two of the
remaining arguments-payment, present value, and future value.
The sixth new financial function (@IRR) calculates internal rate of re
turn, based on an initial investment and a range of cash flow s.
Calendar Functions. Hand in ha nd with the new financial function s
comes the facility to determine exactly how many years, months, or days
there are between two dates. Advanced Version offers three groups of cal
endar functions. The first (@MDY) converts dates (in the format
month .day.yea r) into the number of days elapsed since January 1, 1979.
@VMDY does the same as @MDY, with one exception. @M DY al
lows negative values; it converts a -1 in the month field, for example, to
November of the preceding yea r (a 0 would be translated into the pre
vious year's December). @VM DY checks for valid data-that is, posi
tive numbers within appropriate boundaries.
The second group of functions-@DA Y, @MONTH , and
@YEAR-do the inverse of the first group. They convert an absolute
date into a calendar date. An absolute date is some number of days since
(or before) the system's base date; January I, 1979.
The last group is simila r to the first two but deals with hours , min
utes, and seco nds. @HMS is similar to @M DY, and @HOUR. @M IN
UTE, and @SECOND are similar to the year, month, and day functions.
Other Functions. There are a number of other new function s as well.
@LABEL turns text into something that is treated as a value. In plain
language, this means that an @IF function can now display text as well
as values . So a stock analysis template can now be constructed that will

VERSATILE DATA REDUCTION,
DISPLAY AND PLOTTING SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR APPLE* II
STRIPCHARTER  Turns you r APPLE and Epson MX
series printer into an economical 4-pen chart recorder.
Prints and displays continuous 1 to 4-c hannel strip
charts of any length . Ideal for large data sets . Numerous
user-selectable graphics options enhance output qual
ity. Includes 5 demos on disk with 37-page manual $100
VIOICHART - Proven tool for lab data management.
Fast plots of 4 data sets with scrolling in 4 directions.
zoom sca ling on X and Y axes. 2 types of graphic
cursors and on-screen STATUS REPORT, even plots
N D input while sampling . ADD , SUBTRACT, MULTl·
PLY, DIVIDE , INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE, AVER·
AGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COM·
MANOS . Ideal for spectra, chromatograms . rate c urves.
etc . Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with 28-page
manual .
.$75
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SCIENTIFIC PLOTIER  Draws professional-looking
graphs of you r data. You choose data fo rmat, length and
pos1t1on of axes, 20 symbols , error bars . labels any·
where in 4 orientations. Includes 5 demos on disk plus
30-page manual .
....
.$25
(For DIF Ille and Houston Instrument or H·P 7470A
plotter adaptations, add $25 for each option selected .)
CU AVE FITIER  Se lect the best curve to fit you r data.
Sca le, tr ansform , average , s mooth , inte rp olate (3
types) , LEAST SQUA RES fit (3 types) . Eva luate un
kn owns from fitted curve . Includes 5 demos on disk with
33-page manu al .. ... ..... .... ... . . .. .. . .. . ...$35
SPECIAL : V IDI C HART , SC IENT IFI C PLOTTER .
CURVE FITTER on 1 disk .
.$120
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Add $ 1 .50 sh1pp1ng on all U.S . orders . VISA or MASTERCA RD orders accepted
' Trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc
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INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771 , Dept. 2 State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION
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display "Buy !" or "Sell!" rather than just numerically indicating some fi
nancial criteria. The @LABEL function is also useful for report formats
where yo u might req uire the same information in a variety of places in
the same template. Instead of havi ng to enter a date numerous times, fo~
example, you can get by with entering it o nly o nce; @LABE L will pick it
up for you anywhere else in the sheet that yo u need it.
@VALUE is similar to @LABEL, but it guarantees that a function
will return a value and not a label.
@LCHOOSE is si milar to @CHOOSE, but it looks up a list of la
bels and displays the label corresponding to the value entered .
@MOD is sho rth a nd for the arithmetic term modulo; this function
calculates the remainder after o ne value is divided by another.
@DOTPROD calculates the sum of products of corresponding en
tri es in two ranges.
@ROU N D permits you to round values to specified precisions. Posi
tive arguments in the function cause rounding to the right of the deci
mal, while negative arguments round to the left.
How You Do It. There is just one new command (aside from attri
butes), but there have been important changes to five other commands.
The differences are as follows.
Keystroke memory (/K) is the same as on the Apple I II version but
is new to the Apple II VisiCalc. As we said a year ago, this may be a
sleeper that will prove very useful as people learn what they can
do with it.
What can they do with it? Keystroke memory offers an easy way to
automate things yo u do often, especially those activities that involve
ma ny separate steps. There are two methods of setting up a keystroke
memory command. You can automatically record the steps as you ac
tuall y do them, or yo u can enter the steps much as yo u would if yo u
were writing a program. The result is the same. Pressing three keys (con
trol-S and th e speci fied alpha character) plays back all the steps yo u've
recorded. The keystroke memory even offers the facility for inserting
prompts, time del ays, and more.
There is a slight difference between the Ile and the III versions. The
Ile version uses control-S to begin execution of a keystroke memory se
quence, while the Ill version uses control-K . The reason for the differ
ence is that control-K generates a character that has a different function
on the Ile and thus isn't available for use.
VisiCorp touts keystroke memory as a way to simplify consolida
tions of different templates. In May 1982 we voiced our concern a bout
the appropriateness of this method of consolidation. A year later, the
same concern still exists. You must be fairly knowledgeable to be able to
set up the templates for consolidation (see Ventures with VisiCalc, Sep
tember 1982, for more on consolidations). That isn't to say that it can't be
ve ry useful for consolidations. It is! It 's just a bit more difficult than yo u
might be led to believe.
Keystroke memory can also be used for m a ny other things. For ex
ample, you could use it to generate a si mplified training program . You
could set up versions of yo ur templates a nd have keystroke memory au
tomatically explain how the templates work and how to operate them.
Or you might program up to twenty-six different macros, each ac
complishing a different operation with only two keystrokes. You might
have so me keys defined for printing different areas, others for setting up
specific displays with windows and titles, and so on.
Printing. It 's always been a pain to print templates in VisiCalc. If
your template wa~ large r than a single page, yo u had to print each sec
tion se parately onto a different piece of paper. Advanced Version offers a
number of printer options that format the printout and provide for the
eventuality of templates larger than a single page. When yo u try to print
a model la rger than a single page, the program first prints the first page,
does a form feed to get to the next page, then begins printing the second
page, and so on.
Sadly, the people who designed the program seem to have forgotten
that not all of us use fan-folded paper. There's no way to stop continu
o us printing at the end of each page. If you don 't have a continuous-feed
printer, yo u' ll still have to print yo ur templates a page at a time. And
even if you r printer does handle fan-folded pape r, if you wa nt yo ur tem
plate printed lengthwise o n an 8 Vi -by-I I page, yo u'll still have to print
each section manually.

Ld~X™
Training for the Apple Ile™ Personal Computer
Makes Using the Apple Ile™ Easy.

The Appl e lie'" is one of the
best personal computers
manufactured , but it still
takes a conside ra bl e amount of
time to learn how to use.
That is.. .until nowl
Cd ex Training for the Apple lie' "
Personal Computer makes
learning how to use the Apple
lie straight-forward and effi
cient . In an hour, you can
master the material on the
Cdex disks and begin using the
Apple lie .
It's tough to learn to use a
computer from a book . That's
why Cdex Training for the
Apple lie' " is contained on
three disks and is:

Highly Interactive ...
Creating a dialogue with you
and serving as your personal
tutor.
Completely Self-paced...
You set your own learning time.
Graphically Oriented ...
Remember , a picture is worth a
thousand words
Usable Now and Later ...
A clear and concise training and
reference program for the first
time or experienced user.
Cdex Training for the Apple
lie' " and all other Cd ex Training
Programs are available at your
local computer dealer. See how
effective a Cdex Training
Program can be; ask your
dealer for a demonstration

Cdex •• Training Programs
are availabl e for:

The
The
The
The

VisiCalc • Progra m
WordStar'" Progra m
SuperCalc'" Progra m
EasyWriter 11 '" Program

The BPI • General Acc oun ting
Prog ram
The dBASE II • Program
IBM • PC DOS 2.0

How to Use You r IB M·• Personal
Compu ter
How to Use Your App le • lie
Personal Computer
U nderstanding Personal Computers

and Their Ap plica tions
Manag ing Your Busi ness with th e
Lotus•• 1-2-3 Program
Managing Your Business with the
MUL T l PLA N'" Program
Managing You r Bu siness wi th the
Vi siCa lc ,." or VisiCa!C''!J Advanced
Vers ion Progra m

Manag ing You r Business with the
SuperCa lc'" o r SuperCalc' '"
Prog ra m

Cdex '" Training Programs
We make it easy.
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5050 El Camino Re al
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The new printer optio ns are initiated with / PS (for printer setting).
They're shown in table 2.
Setting
L
B

T
#
p

w
F
M

s

Function
Removes or adds carriage returns for your printer
Divides large templates onto numerous pages
Prints titles on each page of the printout
Numbers pages sequentially
Specifies number of printed lines per page
Specif ies number of characters across a printed
page
Specifies total number of lines per page
Specifies left-margin position
Allows you to enter a setup string for your printer
Table 2.

There's one additional glitch that's really a pain. You cannot set and
then save the printer settings. That means that each time you boot Ad
vanced Version you have to reset the printer options manually in order to
print. It would have been simple to allow you to save your printer set
tings in a master printer file or with each template. VisiCorp chose not to
do so.
Replication has always been one of the most useful and powerful Vis1~
Cale commands. But it had some weaknesses. The major problem was
that you couldn't replicate blocks of cells. You had to replicate single
rows or columns until you had completed replicating an entire block .
Now you'll be able to replicate blocks as well . This can be very useful
and timesaving. If your model requires a number of sections, you have
only to complete a single section and then replicate it into as many other
sections as you need.
Replication can also be very useful for reorganizing a template. For
example, suppose you have decided you want a section (block) located in
a different part of the template. Now you can effectively move it. Repli
cate the block to the new area, blank the original, and you have moved
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the section. The only thing you have to be careful about is ensuring that
any formulas that reference into the original block are updated to refer
ence the new cell locations.
In addition, you now have the option of replicating attributes only..
Remember the time you completed a template and entered your data,
only to realize that you should have set the dollar format in many of the
cells? You had to go back and individually enter / F$ into all those cells,
or replicate all the cells again with the new format. The new replicate
command allows you to replicate attributes by themselves without af
fecting the cells' contents.
Inserting and deleting rows and columns could be a laborious task if
you had many to add or remove. You can now insert or delete more than
one row or column at a time with a single command. All you have to do
is specify how many columns or rows are involved. To add five rows to a
template, for example, you hit / 15R return. One word of warning: You
have to be careful when deleting; once you've started a deletion, you lose
all the rows or columns specified. If you delete too many, you'll have to
reenter the information (or reload the template from disk if you've
saved it).
Clearing a model is now slightly more complicated than it used to be.
You now have printer settings and keystroke memory to consider. There
are times that you'll want to clear and load a new template without hav
ing to reenter printer settings or keystroke memory commands. / CY still
clears all data, but in addition it clears both printer settings and key
stroke memory options. / CAY just resets the worksheet characteristics
(printer options and so on), leaving the data alone. / CSY clears data and
formats, while leaving keystroke memory and printer settings.
Now you have some idea how powerful and useful the new features
in VisiCalc Advanced Version are. Think about how they might be com
bined to give you more useful templates. Think about how you can print
more professional-looking reports . Think about how much easier it can
be to design, complete, and use templates. Take it from those who use it,
VisiCalc Advanced Version is so powerful that you'll never go back to the
JI
standard version.
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The Schoolhouse Apple

by Jock Root

Have you read Heinlein or van Vogt? They
wrote some of the great science fiction of the
golden age-the forties. Not space opera, like
Star Wars, but serious stuff, food for thought.
They're the kind of stories in which the hero
might come across a sign like this, in the year
2057 or so:
A New Public Library Service
Computers fill our everyday lives. We
find them at the bank , the grocery store,
and even at the library circulation desk.
We need to become increasingly com
puter-literate as this electronic trend
gains momentum.
Toward this goal, many schools, in
cluding the Liverpool School District,
have purchased microcomputers and de
veloped courses for their students.
Our patrons now have access to a
powerful microcomputer at no charge.
Library-owned programs may be used,
or patrons may write their own.
To learn what the computer can do
for you, read this brochure, then attend
one of our orientation-validation ses
sions. Ask at the circulation desk for the
current schedule.
But this isn't science fiction ; in 1983, it's
fact: It appears on the cover of a brochure from
the Liverpool Public Library in Liverpool, New
York. The library has a 48K Bell & Howell
Apple with a disk drive and a color television
set as a monitor. People with valid library cards
can use the system for up to two thirty-minute
periods per week.
There's a variety of software available for
the system, including math, logic, and spelling
skill games; simulation programs in science and
history; a fantasy adventure game; and a course
in Basic programming. You can bring work
disks of your own or buy them from the library.
Now the citizens of Liverpool have more ac
cess to an Apple than most of those who live in
the Big Apple itself!
ComputerTown. Another idea that could have
come from a science-fiction story is actually
doing quite nicely in the real world. It's the
ComputerTown concept. Science fiction has
often favored the attitude that "if you need
something, get together with your neighbors
and create it"; and, if what your community
wants is computer literacy, the ComputerTown
approach sounds like a pleasant way to make it
happen .
The first ComputerTown was established in
1979 in Menlo Park, California, by Bob Al
brecht and Ramon Zamora . The two were writ

ing books on elementary programming and
wanted to learn something about the people
they were writing for-computer beginners. So
they took a computer to a local school and gave
a demon stration class once a week. The stu
dents were fascinated and wanted to try using
the computer themselves between demonstra
tions. Eventually, space was set aside in the
Menlo Park Public Library, where several com
puters and a collection of software were made
available by Zamora and Albrecht for use by
the whole community .
The demonstration classes were carried over
into the new setting. At first they were held once
a month; then, in response to growing demand
a nd community participation, weekly classes
were instituted. There were classes for both
adults and children. The adult classes concen
trated on how to use the system as a convenient
tool, while the classes for children emphasized
the fun there can be in learning and thinking.
There were also workshops and seminars in
more advanced areas for experienced computer
use rs.
This public access computer literacy project

was so successful tha t the National Science
Foundation became interested in it and gave
Zamora and Albrecht a grant to develop a de
tailed model of the Menlo Park project as a
guide to other communities. The model has
been described in the new book Comp!iler

Toll'n-A Do-/1-Yourself Co111111w1ity CompU!er
Projec/ from Reston Publishing Company.
Ma ny communities have n't waited for the
book though. Wo rking from earlier versions of
the model. at least one hundred fifty Com
puterTown affili ates have sprung up in the
United States and abroad. In the meantime, the
original Menlo Park site has been used by more
than ten thousand people.
Zamora and Albrecht believe that this con
cept-and th e increase of computer literacy in
general-will have a profound effect on the
structure of the educational process. More and
more academic work will be done a t home (the
same fate others have predicted for various
business activities), and the schoolroom experi
ence will focus on socialization training, exer
cise, and play. Sounds like science fiction again,
doesn't it 9

FROM OVER THE HORIZON COMES

BLYTHE VALLEY SOFTWARE

BLYTHE VALLEY SJ=TWARE
P _ Be '353140879 hwy4l Sil\ er Cr8ek Cer 1te1 Cokhurst CA 9364"1 (209)683 4735
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The Apple for a Teacher. We all know what a programs in elementary math and English ,
great enterta iner the A pple is-with science fic intermediate-level programs that teach logical
tion, fantasy, and arcade games too numerous ana lysis a nd problem-solving, and adult pro
to mention. It 's easy to forget that the com grams to cover the range from rote learning
puter is a teacher even when it's playing games. (such as touch-typing or foreign language vocab
Any game, even the simplest, requires some ulary) to such complex intellectual behaviors as
learning in o rder to play it and , in most of the programming in Basic and playing chess.
interesting o nes, the learning doesn't stop there.
And there's another kind of teaching that
At the very least, there is logic and voca bula ry happens around an Apple-teaching that has
training in the simulation and adventure games nothing to do with academic work. The ma
a nd psychomotor coordinati o n training in the chine represents so much capability-so much
co mputing power directly under the user's con
arcade games.
Those elements will get to yo u, even if you trol-that there is an inherent challenge to use it
a ren ' t trying to lea rn from games, even if you for something.
acti vely avoid programs that are intended to
In Seattle, for example, home of the Apple
teach: if yo u aren ' t trying to avoid them, just Pugetso und Program Library Exchange, or
look and yo u'll find some very entertaining A.P.P.L.E. , for short, all kinds of remarkable
teaching games out there. There are simple drill things are happening. At Lakeside, a private
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school in the area, some four hundred students
share nine personal computer workstations.
Some of the students have gotten together to de
sign and program a computer dating service for
the student community.
At another school in the area, Interlake
High School in Bellevue, students are not only
writing their own software, they' re building
hardware as well, out of surplus components.
They' re working on a system in which one com
puter directs another by means of a walkie
talkie radio link, and the second computer con
trols a robot.
The teacher of these students, Tom Facken
thall, introduced his own son to the art of pro
gramming at the age of four, with questions
like, "Can you make your name walk across the
screen?" "Can you make your name flash?"
"Can you make your name come in on one side
and your mother's on the other?" His daugh
ter, who is eleven, prefers to use the system for
graphic design: greeting cards, gift wrapping,
and art for art's sake.
The power is there in the machine, waiting
to be used, and the challenge is almost irresis
tible. Of course, using it means learning the
rituals that control its power; but , once you 've
been beguiled by a taste of it, the motivation
to have all that power under your command-is
strong enough to overcome almost any
obstacle.
Right, then: The Apple teaches very well all
by itself (or with a game program or two), and
in a well-thought-out community project it can
teach even better. But how is it doing in the
schools? Not very well, for two reasons: First,
there just aren't enough machines available.
Second, teachers haven't had a chance to learn
all they need about the machines.
Computers at School. The Center for So
cial Organization of Schools at Johns Hopkins
University publishes a newsletter called "School
Uses of Microcomputers," a series of reports
from a national survey of schools with micro
computers. The organization's June iss ue ex
plores how much these systems are actually
used and for what.
What's immediately obvious from reading
the report is that there aren't enough com
puters available. Even at schools that have com
puters, only about one student in seven gets a
chance to work with them ; and that one doesn't
get much time-typically around twenty min
utes a week in elementary schools and about
forty-five minutes in secondary schools.
In elementary schools, about 40 percent of
students' computer time is spent on drill and
practice programs in math, spelling, vocabu
lary, and the like. Another 20 percent goes
into games, including learning games. There
may be some confusion about terms here, since
the report does not make clear which category an
entertaining, game-style drill program would
fall into. The remaining 40 percent of students'
computer time is spent learning Basic, graph
ics, an d other computer literacy skills.
In seco ndary schools, the picture is some
what different. Only about a quarter of the
computer time used by these students goes into
drill a nd practice-and that includes the learn
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ing ga mes as well . A bo ut ha lf of stud ents' time
goes into computer literacy work, and the rest
into more specialized uses, such as word proc
essing, science la b assignments, business course
work, a nd the like.
One of the interesting sidelights this report
mentions is that relatively few teachers are fa
miliar with microco mputers: In about half the
schools with such systems. only one or two
teachers use them regularly. This tends to limit
the amo unt of use the system gets: some 10 per
cent of the schools use their computers for only
an hour a day or less.
The Microcomputers in Education In
stitute. The answer is obvious: Teachers need
better opportunities to develop their own com
puter literacy: only then can they lead others to
it. A large step in the right direction is the Stan
ford In stitute on Microcomputers in Educa
tion, which offered in June and July its inten
sive five-week course.
Mornings were devoted to intensive study
and supervised la b work . After a week of tu
tored lessons in word processing, CAI evalua
tion, Basic, and applications programs, the at
tendees worked on individual or team projects
involving software design, practice with lan
g uag es and word processing, commercial soft
ware evaluation, a nd curriculum and proposal
writing .
Early afternoons were devoted to equip
ment demonstrations, field trips to Bay Area
computer sites, lectures by local specialists, and
the like.

Best of all, the institute provided supervised
co mputer work time for three hours each day,
with more time available by a ppointment. Talk
a bout access!
And, as if all that weren't good enough. this
yea r there was also a scholarship fund specifi
ca lly targeted to those who teach subjects other
th an math or science. Jeff Levinsky, codirector
of the in stitute, points out that computers have
many exciting uses in other areas of the school.
"But once they start in the math department,
it 's hard to get them out. Therefore it's impor
tant for other teachers to learn about the new
technology."
Science Resources. If yo u' re a teacher try
ing to make the best use of your school's new
micro sys tem, computer literacy isn 't all you
need. You also need information about avail
able software. Drill programs in simple arith
metic and English skills are easy to find, but
where do yo u look for programs in simple
physics and chemistry?
For chemistry, you might check with Proj
ect Seraphim. Sponsored by the National Sci
ence Foundation-Development in Science
Education, this group has aims to develop
modular instructional materials for chemistry;
this is to help teachers learn the uses of micro
computers in chemical education and to en
courage the development of utility programs
that will make the writing of software easier.
Project Seraphim has compiled a list of
available software in chemistry, listing a bout
one hundred twenty programs from both com-

TOPICS contains cross-reference indexes on over 200
of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture.
Bible Research Systems applies computer technology
to personal study of the Scriptures.
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mercial and noncommercial so urces. The list
gives a brief descriptio n of the program and its
requirements: info rmation on type of comput
er, subdiscipline of chemistry, specific hard
ware requirements, author's name, supplier,
and cost. The list will be updated quarterly with
new programs a nd modification s to existing
programs.
The group a lso writes its own softwa re. Its
catalog includes a variety of inform ation mod
ules (information about so urces, techniques,
and so on), review modules (detailed user re
views of instructional programs), and software
modules (for Apple, Pet, IBM pc, and TRS-80).
Project Seraphim also holds workshops and
symposiums and serves as a clearing-house for
information on the uses of microcomputers in
the teaching of chemistry.
If you teach a science other than chemistry,
yo u might want to get a look at the Cambridge
Development Laboratory catalog. This group
handles softwa re from a variety of sources,
covering mathematics and statistics, earth sci
ence, biology / ecology, chemistry , astron
omy/ space science, and physics. The catalog
gives you essentially the sa me information
abo ut each entry as Seraphim's does-with the
addition, in most cases, of a typical screen dis
play from the program .
The catalog also offers various hardware de
vices, including instrumentation interfaces for
various sensors, the sensors themselves (light,
temperature, pH , angular motion , and vo lt
age), serial and parallel interface cards, and
other equipment.
And then there's Queue, which claims to be
the oldest distributor of educational software in
the world, having published its first catalog in
January 1980. Queue now has three different
catalogs in print and it also publishes a monthl y
magazine.
The magazine Microcomputers in Education
contains news, several different types of soft
ware reviews, and announcements of new items
added to the catalog.
Teachers' User Groups. When yo u start on
a new adventure-such as trying to gain com
puter literacy-it's nice to have the company of
colleagues as hesitant and wondering as yo ur
self. A number of newsletters from various uni
versities and associations are cropping up in
which teachers can share their experiences .
Many of them also have reviews and discus
sions of software, make announcements of
workshops and training sessions. and offer sim
ple technical advice.
Consider, for example, On Wisconsin Com
puting, from the Wisconsin Center for Educa
tion Research. The May issue starts off with an
editorial in which the editor describes her visit
to several software makers in the Silicon Val
ley. Then a speech a nd language clinician de
scribes in detail the reactions of groups of three
yea r-old s, four-year-olds, and five-year-olds to
the Xerox programs Stickybear Numbers and
Srickybear ABC.
There are also various computer-related
news items, a piece on usi ng a microcomputer
with preschool children, tips on floppy disk
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Ed·u·ware

06 war) n.
The first name in learning.
(ej'

THE SCIENCE OF LEARNING™ aged .Volumes I through 4: Apple,
IBM PC $39.95 each. Volumes 5 and
Professionally designed instruc
6 (sold as a set): Apple, IBM PC
tion in specific academic skills
$49.95.
for ages 4 through adult.
Elementary Mathematics
Language Skills
Introduction to
Counting presents
young children with
the concepts of
numbers, addition,
subtraction, shape
discrimination,
i..;;;;=== ;;o weight, height, and
measurement. Apple, Atari disk ·
$39.95. Atari tape $29.95.
Arithmetic Skills teaches basic
number skills. High resolution
graphics, animation, and sound
effects make counting, addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and divi·
sion interesting. Apple $49.95.
Fractions builds and reinforces
skills in working with fractions. Def·
initions, numerators, denominators,
addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division are explained in small
increments and a learning manager
makes the program flexible to meet
the needs of individual learners.
Apple $49. 00.
Compu-Math "" Fractions, a
comparable Atari program is also
available. Atari disk $39.95. Atari
tape $29. 95.
Decimals presents addition ,
subtraction, multiplication, division,
rounding off, percentage and con
version as they apply to decimals.
Apple $49. 00.
Compu-Math™ Decimals, a
comparable Atari program is also
available. Atari disk $39.95. Atari
tape $29. 95.

Advanced Mathematics
Algebra, volumes
1 through 6 is a
series of indepen
dent programs
comprising a first
year course in
algebra. Concepts
....-.__= = "' are presented in
four distinct learning styles so that
self-managed learning is encour·

~~!!·-

'

Spelling and
Reading Primer™

··=·
~;

~- uses simple words
and pictures to in·

traduce basic read·
ing and spelling
lfiiJSle!IB skills. Word groups
•
cover simple twoand three-letter words through
difficult multi-syllable words, double
vowels and consonants, and direc
tions and numbers. Apple $39.95.
Compu-Spell™builds spelling skills
in a tutorial format. Asystem disk
ette can be used with six different
data diskettes geared to vocabulary
for grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and an adult
level containing words commonly
misspelled in business. System
Diskette: Apple $29.95. Data
Diskettes: Apple $/9. 95 each
Compu-Read™improves reading
speed, recall, and test-taking skills.
The system adjusts itself to your
learning requirements and provides
detailed information on progress
and reading rates. Apple, Atari disk
$29.95. Atari tape $24.95.
f"

PSAT Word Attack Skills and
SAT Word Attack Skills develop
specific vocabulary skills in defini·
lion, connotation, roots and pre·
fixes, and application.Test-taking
skills required for the Scholastic
Aptitude Tests are sharpened. Apple
$49. 00 each.

PSAT/SAT Analogies develops
skills tested in the analogies portion
of college entrance examinations.
Word relationships, meanings, and
achieving under test-taking condi
tions are stressed . Apple $49.00.

Introduction to Poetry presents
rhyme and meter in a clear and
simple tutorial format. Definitions
are given on the screen and are
sounded out by your computer. The
program is highly interactive and
easy to operate. Apple $39.95.

Hands On BASIC'"
Programming
combines hand·
holding software
with a WO-page
tutorial that steps
the novice through
beginning BASIC
programming.This complete learn
ing system won't leave you hanging
with an error message . Special
features allow you to diagnose the
problem and correct your mistake .
Apple $79.00.

DRAGONWARE '"
Entertaining, colorful, animated
games with lasting educational
value, for ages 4 through 10.
Webster, our wise and wonderful
dragon, is your child's compan·
ion in the adventure of computer
based learning.
Spelling Bee
Games™contains
four fun activities in
which hand/ eye co·
ordination, memory
skills, and motor
skills are exercised.
Twenty-two word
lists covering simple two· and three·
letter words through multi-syllable
words provide variety and scope.
Apple, Atari disk $39.95.
Webster's Numbers™is a magical
place where mosquitoes in mazes,
balloon races, building blocks, and
boxes teach pre-school children the
basics of counting. Apple $39 95.

INTERACTIVE FANTASIES™
Science fiction adventure games
that challenge the intellect and
startle the imagination.
Prisoner 2™In
a surrealistic envi
ronment of mis·
leading clues and
sugar-coated prop
aganda, you survive
by your wits alone.
Escape without
divulging the information your cap
tors desire. Can you escape? Can
you even find the bars? Apple $32 95.
Atari disk, IBM PC $39.95.
Empire I: World
Builders™Struggle
to tame a gallactic
wilderness and
establish an infant
Empire's first col·
l.Jl!!l'illl!iiO"""'-.;:__ 1 onies. Stand at the
==""-" edge of the new
frontier. Apple $32.95

Empire II: Inter
stellar Sharks"'
Dodge the bureau. cracy and pursue
ultimate success in
a high-tension,
intergallactic entre
preneurial arena.
Making it depends on how
well-equipped you are to meet
the onslaught of those in power.
Apple $32..95.

Empire Ill:
Armageddon™The

Ii'-··iif!!llJ. ~

end of a once great
· Em pire now torn by
INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS™
rebellion, poverty,
corruption, and an
Realistic recreations of
unfeeling authority.
real-world adventures where
•WilillB il Where do your
scientific evaluation yields the
loyalties lie? Apple $32 95
solution .
~ ~

Rendezvous
makes you the pilot
of a true-to-life
space shuttle. Your
mission is to dock
with an orbiting
space station. Apple,
• lllilililill Atari disk $39.95.

For more information or the
dealer nearest you contact:

EduWare Services, Inc.
28035 Dorothy Drive
PO Box 22222
Agoura Hills, California 91301
213/ 706-0661
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Educational Software That Works

$49.95

2 disks

'.~;')}'/~;._
~ ~~:.; ~·__..;- .

We know our software WORKS because we
developed and tested it in the classroom .
Let our software WORK for your children
too!

_,.

...,

We believe that children have an innate
curiosity . . . a natural desire to learn, to
discover, to understand. Our software was
designed with this in mind. Even
traditionally tedious subjects like math,
reading, and vocabulary building are easily
mastered. Why? Because our software
makes children want to learn. And when
they want to learn, the results are
FANTASTIC!

~

For the Apple and IBM PC.*
2 disks

$49.95

Ask your dealer.

davidso~associates
6069 Groveoak Place #12
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
MasterCard and Visa cardholders may call collect to order:
2 disks

$69.95

(213) 378-78261 (213) 378-3995
•Apple and IBM are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. and
Internationa l Bu si ness Machines, Corp.

handling and storage, and announcements of
workshops and seminars.
Another useful publication is Users, the .
MECC Instructional Computing Newsletter
(MECC is an acronym for Minnesota Educa
tional Computing Consortium). This is shorter
than the Wisconsin Center's and it has no edi
torial matter, but it does have several news
items, announcements of instructional events,
and a catalog of available courseware. There's
also an announcement of a series of courseware
in computer literacy.
Perhaps the most interesting item in the is
sue is the announcement of a contest. The grand
prize is an Apple I le, with disk drive and moni
tor, donated by Apple. It's a software-design
contest, but you don't have to know program
ming in order to enter. You do have to be an
educator, though.
The goal is to design a new piece of course
ware for classroom use, but you don't have to
write the program. The announcement says,
"Entrants will submit the design of a course
ware product as described in written narrative
and screen layout sheets. The result will be po
tential products th at could be programmed by
others. This allows a wider variety of educators
to enter, since programming skills are not
required."
A contest-entry packet containing a full ex
planation of the rules (including information on
the courseware development process and sam
ple screen layout sheets) can be obtained from
MECC.
Scholarly Evaluation. So how are we doing
as a culture in terms of computer literacy? Not
too well, yet. But that's not surprising, and it's
probably only temporary. It's a high threshold
we're aiming for-a whole new way of thinking
is required-and not many of us have access to
the necessary equipment.
But that's changing. The equipment pool is
slowly growing, helped along by such things as
Apple's offer to give a Ile system free to nearly
every school in California (and nearly every
school in the country, if Congress can work out
the details); and, at the same time, we are learn
ing how to help teachers over that threshold.
Just give us a couple of years . . . .
JI
A.P.P.L.E., l/146 Sixty-eighth Avenue South. Kent,
WA 98032; (106) 871-1245. Cambridge Development
Laboratory, JOO Fifth Avenue. Waltham, MA 01154;
(6 17) 890-8076. Center fo r Social Organization of
Schools, The John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
21218. ComputerTown. Box E, Menlo Park, CA
94025; (415) 313-3111 . Minnesota Educational Com
puting Consortium ( M ECC), 2520 Broadway Drive,
Saint Paul, MN 55113; (6 12) 638-0626. Project Sera
phim. Department of Chemistry. Eastern Michigan
University, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197; (3 13) 487-0368, 487
0106. Queue, 5 Chapel Hill Drive, Fairfield, CT0643l;
(800) 232-2224. Reston Publishing Company, 11480
Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA 22090; (800) 336-0338.
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305; (415) 497
9788, 497-1101. Wisconsin Center for Education Re
search, School of Education, University of Wisconsin,
Madison. 1025 West Johnson Street, Madison, WI
53706. Xerox Education Publications, 245 Long Hill
Road, Middletown, CT 06457.

Few o f the games written to use the Apple II game paddles will run
on the Apple Ill in Emulation mode. The reason for this unfortunate
situati on is th a t the hardwa re in the Apple Ill requires very different soft
ware to read the pa ddles. Games that use the Monitor subroutine at
$F BI E wo rk on both machines, but many games contain their own rou
t mes that wo rk only with the Apple II paddles. This article presents
changes in th e Emul ati o n Monit or and a technique for altering games so
they will work on the A pple Ill.
The previo us a rticle in this series described the organization of the
Emul ation disk and presented the Trackmover utility program to assist
wit h a lteratio ns o f the Emulatio n di sk. The Trackm over or another disk
zap util ity wi ll be needed to modi fy the Emulation program and some of
the gamt:s.
T he software soluti o n to the game problem involves substantial mod
ifi ca tion~ of th e Apple II Mo nit or supplied o n the Emulation disk. It al

so requires that you locate and change the routines in the games that
read the paddles. This sounds formidable at first, but the tools in this ar
ticle will allow you to convert a typical game in just a few minutes.
There is a catch, however. You must be able to modify the binary game
file on the disk, which means that you can fIX only those games that are
available as DOS files. Some copy-protected games can be modified. The
game file of many recent games is a normal DOS 3.2 or 3.3 file, even
though the disk is copy-protected. The game file can be copied to
another disk and modified as described here. You can often then run the
game if you bload the modified game file. insert the original master disk
in the drive, and then start the game with a call to the first address in the
game file. It helps if the copy of the game file occupies the same tracks
and sectors on the disk as the original, so the disk head is in the same po
sition after the game is loaded from either disk.
In many. perhaps most, cases where the game file is a normal DOS

file, the protection scheme won't balk if you modify the original disk us
ing a track/ sector editor. Of course, attempting to modify an original
master that is so well protected that you can't make a backup is a fairly
high-stakes computer game. Don't try it unless you are willing to accept
some losses.
Here's an outline of the process we'll use to make games run on the
Emulation Apple:
1. Revise the Monitor program so that the paddle initialization is
done in subroutines.
2. Replace paddle initialization instructions (LOA $C070) in the
game with calls to the appropriate subroutine.
3. Replace paddle test instructions, usually LOA $C064 or LDA
$C065, with LOA $C066.
In many games only four bytes need to be changed.
Paddle Reading and Monitor Modifications. Let's look at the sub

routines that read the paddles. Listing l is the paddle-reading subro utine
from the Apple II Monitor. Listing 2 is the paddle-reading routine fur
nished on the Emulation disk . The substantially longer Apple III rou
tine is broken into two pieces to preserve parts of the Monitor that other
programs will likely use. There is space for this long routine because the
omission of cassette tape routines leaves about one hundred unl!.5ed bytes
in the Monitor. These free bytes allow numerous interesting modifica
tions of the Emula tion Apple.
To a calling program. the two subroutines are functionally identical.
The paddle number is in the X register when the subroutine is called . The
paddle value is in the Y register, with the X register unchanged, on re
turn from the subroutine.
The first. and largest, part of the Apple Ill routine is devoted to pad
dle selection. Commands must be given to select one of eight inputs to
the analog-to-digital converter (A/ D) . The selection requires reference to
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one member of each of three pairs of memory ad dresses. Figure I sum
ma rizes the selection rules.
After the paddle has been selected, the operating principle of the Ap
ple III routine is the same as that of the Apple II routine. Why is it so
much more complicated? App le decided that the reference voltage re
quired to yield a paddle output of 255 (or $FF) should be 2.4 volts. That de
cision is based on joysticks that use 20 percent of the total potentiometer
rotation for full joystick deflection. If the joystick is connected to 12
volt s, 20 percent of the range yields a maximum output of 2.4 volts. If
---~----~----

-

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -

0000 :
2 ;
0000:
3 ;
-- --- NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS AP2PADDLE .OBJO
FB1E :
4
ORG
$FB1E
S PREAD
LOA
$C070
FB1E :AD 70 CO
FB21 :AO 00
6
LOY
#$00
FB23:EA
7
NOP
FB24:EA
8
NOP
9 PREAD2
LOA
$C064,X
FB2S:BD 64 CO
10
BPL
RTS2D
FB28 10 04
11
INY
FB2A:C8
12
BNE
PREAD2
FB2B :DO F8
13
DEY
FB20:88
FB2E :60
14 RTS2D
RTS
Listing 1. Paddle-read ing subroutine from the Apple 11 Monitor.
0000:
2
0000:
3
0000:
4
FCC9:
S PART2
EOU
$FCC9
0000:
6 ;
----- NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS AP3PADDLE.OBJO
$FB 1E
FB1E:
7
ORG
FB1E:8A
8
TXA
9
PHA
FB 1F :48
10
EOR
#$01
FB20:49 01
11
TAX
FB22:AA
LOA
$COS9
FB23:AD S9 CO 12
FB26:AD SE CO 13
LOA
$COSE
FB29:AD SA CO 14
LOA
$COSA
FB2C :4C C9 FC 1S
JMP
PART2
----- NEXT OBJECT Fl LE NAME IS AP3PADDLE.OBJ 1
16
ORG
$FCC9
FCC9
FCC9:E8
17
INX
DEX
FCCA:CA
18
FCCB:FO 12
19
BEQ
PDLSET
LOA
$COSF
FCCD:AD SF CO 20
FCDO:CA
21
DE X
FCD1 :FO OC
22
BEQ
PDLSET
FCD3:AD SS CO 23
LOA
$COSS
FCD6:CA
24
DEX
FCD7 :FO 06
2S
BEO
POLS ET
FCD9:AD SE CO 26
LOA
$COSE
LOA
FCDC:AD SB CO 27
$COSB
FCDF:AD SC CO 28 PDLSET
LOA
$COSC
FCE2 :A9 OF
29
LOA
#$OF
FCE4 :20 AS FC 30
JSR
$FCA8
31
LOY
FCE7:A4 80
$80
FCE9:AD SD CO 32
LOA
$COSD
FC EC :A2 48
33 INIT
LOX
#$48
FCEE :CA
34
DEX
FC EF : 10 FB
3S
BPL
INIT
FCF 1 EB
36 PREAD2
INX
FCF2:B9 E6 B-F 37
LOA
$BFE6,Y
38
ROL
FCF S:2A
A
FCF6 :AD 66 CO 39
LOA
$C066
FC F9:30 F6
40
BMI
PREAD2
FCF B BA
41
TXA
42
BPL
FCFC: 10 04
MULT2
FC FE: A9 FF
43
LOA
#$FF
FD OO:DO 01
44
BNE
OU TPUT
4S M UL T2
ROL
FD02:2A
A
FD03:A8
46 OUTPUT
TAY
FD04: 68
47
PLA
FOOS: AA
48
TAX
RTS
FD06:60
49
Listing 2. Paddle -readin g subroutine from the Emu lation Monitor .
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the Apple II counting routine is used, it requires about 2.55 volts' input
to reach the full output value. The loop used in the Apple III remedies
this problem by effectively counting only half-range and then doubling
the output.
It is easy to fix a paddle or joystick so that its full range is about 2.(i
volts, and it will work with the standard counting software. You can
build a very nice paddle from scratch for about ten dollars. Directions
fo r modifying the Cursor Ill joystick are given with figure 2.
Ach ieving simplicity in game alterations requires the rebuilding of the
paddle softw are in the Monitor. DOS Tool Kit assembly listings of the
four Monitor patches are given in listings 3 through 6 at the end of this
article. Assem ble the four routines and use the Trackmover program to
install them as described in the following paragraphs.
Start with a copy of an Emulation disk that already has the modified
reset vector descri bed last month. Otherwise, make that modification
along with those described in this article. Load track 5 into memory at
address $5000, then exit to Basic and load the patch routines as fo llows:
BLOAD
BLOAD
BLOAD
BLOAD

MON FI X 1.0BJO,A$S61E
MON FI X2.0BJO,A$S7C9
MONFIX3.0BJO ,A$S9CE
MONFIX4.0BJO,A$S9FE

Input selected
Ground reference
Apple 11 paddle 3
Apple 11 paddle 2
Not used
Apple 11 paddle 1
App le 11 paddle O
Clock battery
2 .4 vo lt reference

COS8=0
COS9=1

COSA = O
CO SB=1

COSE=O
COSF=1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Figure 1. Apple Ill paddle selection requires memory reference comma nds
to one member of each of three pairs of addresses. The figure shows which
input is selected for each of the eight possible combinations.

6.8K

JSO-X
V'---4
--A.FV'V'-.__...

JSO-Y

2.5K
6.8 K
2.5K

JSO-B
JSO-SW

270
GND

+ 5V

+ 12 v
Figure 2. Modifying the Cursor Ill joystick for Apple II Emulation. The circuit of
the Cursor Ill joystick is identical to that shown on page 130 of the Owner's
Guide, using 2.SK potentiometers. Adding two 6.8K , 0.2S W resistors as
shown will increase the ma ximum output vo ltage to about 2.6V for use with
software that mimics the Apple II routines .
Th e Apple II uses a left-handed X-Y coordinate system for its screen dis
play convention; the Apple Ill is right-handed. As a result no orientation of
Cursor Ill is ri gh t for Apple II joystick applicatio ns. To fix this, interchange the
connections at the two ends of one of the potentiometers. You will then have
to recenter the joystick co ntrol. Loosen the set screw and take the joystick as
sembly off of the potentiometer shaft . Rotate the shaft until a simple Apple
so ft program indicates that the paddle value is about 128. Then reassemble
th e joysti ck. Gelling the contro l centered properly with everything assem
bled and the set screw ti ght takes some patience.
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It will be easier to modify track 9 if you save the entire modified por
tion of the Monitor as a single file:
BSAVE MONMOD,A$5600,L$500

Use the Trackmover to restore the $5000 address block to track 5 on
the disk and then load track 9 into the $5000 block. Now bload
Monmod.A$5100 and restore track 9 to the modified Emulation disk.
The Monitor modifications separate paddle selection and the A / D
conversion timing so that the paddle selection is performed by subrou
tines. The assembly instructions to call these subroutines are:
20
20
20
20

paddle 0 select
paddle 1 select
paddle 2 select
paddle 3 select

DO

07
17
OA

FE
FE
FF
FF

JSR
JSR
JSR
JSR

$FEDO
$FED7
$FF17
$FFOA

There are two multipaddle subroutines. The standard paddle-read
ing routine at $F BIE accepts a paddle number in the X register and re
turns the resulting value in the Y register. This subroutine is used by Ba
sic and many games. A comparable, alternative subroutine at $FEFE
samples paddle 2 when paddle I is requested and vice versa. This allows
use of a joystick that is plugged into port A (paddles 0 and 2) without
modifying anything except the address of the subroutine call and the
paddle I firing-button check.
Game Modification. The typical arcade game has a built-in paddle
routine that is nearly identical to the one in the Apple II Monitor. Some
times, though, there are changes designed to limit the numerical range of
the output values. Here is an example taken from a game with a non
standard routine to read paddle 0. The example also shows the changes
you must make to fix the game so that it will read the Apple I II paddles,
using the modified Monitor. The memory contents are shown for the
two modified instructions.
Address
1800
1802
1804
1805
1806
1809
1808 
180C 180E
1810 1812
1814

Original version
AD 70
AO 24
EA
EA
AD 64
10 05
C8
co 9E
90 F6
C4 10
DO 01
60

co
co

LOA
LDY
NOP
NOP
LOA
BPL
INY
CPY
BCC
CPY
6NE
RTS

Modified version

$C070 20
#$24

DO

FE

$C064 AD
$1810

66

co

#$9E
$1806
$10
$1815

JSR
LOY
NOP
NOP
LOA
BPL
INY
CPY
BCC
CPY
BNE
RTS

$FEDO
#$24

$C066
$1810
#$9E
$1806
$10
$1815

Game conversion to run with the revised Monitor requires locating
the paddle routines in the game, a little disassembly to be sure that the
paddle reading isn 't too convoluted, and modification ofjust a few bytes,
as illustrated above. In many cases, the whole procedure can be com
pleted in five minutes or so. There are a few hopeless cases in which a sin
gle LDA $C070 instruction initiates an interlaced set of instructions to
read two or more paddles.
To fix a game so that it will run on the Apple I II, you will have to lo
cate the paddle-reading routines, make changes as previously shown, and
save the modified game on the disk. The DOS bsave command balks at
files larger than 32,767 bytes (129 sectors on the disk). If the game file is
smaller, just bload Game.A$ I000 from the Monitor. Then check the
length of the file. The low-order byte of the length is in $AA60 after the
load; the high-order byte is in $AA61. You will need this information to
save the file after you have fixed it.
After the file is in memory, you have to find all the instances of LDA
$C070 or BIT $C070 instructions to find all the places where the game
needs to be changed. There are utility programs (such as The Inspector,
by Omega Microware) that have built-in memory and disk-search
features .
If you don't have one of these, the program given in listing 7 will do
the job for you. It loads into the page-three area that is universally used
for small assembly language routines. After it is loaded, type JOOG from
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the Monitor to link it to the Monitor control-Y instruction. Me mory ad
dress $00 contains the number of bytes in the pattern to be located, and
the pattern is loaded into memory beginning at $01. Limit patterns to
nine bytes or less to avoid destroying important zero-page locations. On
a practical basis, a three-byte pattern almost always yields just a few lo
cations. To find all of the LDA $C070 instructions in the memory range
from $1000 to $90FF, enter this from within the Monitor.
0:3 AD 70 CO
1000 .9000 control-Y

The address of the $AD byte for each paddle routine in the address
range will be printed on-screen after you type return. Disassemble the
paddle routine in each location to be sure what is going on . An LDA
$C064 instruction, as shown in the example just given, indicates paddle 0.
Similarly, LDA $C065 indicates paddle I. Replace the LDA $C070 in
struction with a JSR instruction to initialize the appropriate paddle. Al
so, replace LDA $C06.x with LDA $C066.
If you have a joystick with connections only to a single joystick port,
then you will want to use paddle 0 and paddle 2 where the normal Apple
II organization uses paddles 0 and I. If the two paddle routines are inde
pendent, then use JSR $F Fl 7 in place of the L DA $C070 that starts the
paddle I read in the game. You will also have to change the firing-but
ton commands to use buttons 0 and 2. Button I is read by LDA $C062;
change it to LDA $C063 for the paddle 2 button.
Many games using joysticks employ the Monitor routine at $FBIE
to read them. These games run without modification if you can connect
your joystick to the normal paddle 0 and I combination. The Monitor
patches include an option that interchanges the logical paddle I and pad
dle 2 assignments. Change JSR $FBI E in the game to JSR $FEFE to
perform the swap. The normal subroutine, at $FBIE, could be changed
to the swapped configuration quite easily, but this isn't a universal solu
tion. Game conversion often would still require changing the firing-but
ton commands.
Because of the file-length limitation with the DOS bsave command,
extremely long game files must be searched in pieces to find all of the
paddle routines. The Trackmover program presented in part I of this se
ries can be used to assist in this search. Initialize a DOS disk with a mini
mum hello file and then transfer the game program to it, using Apple's
FID or another disk utility. DOS stores programs on a newly initialized
disk in consecutive tracks and sectors. You can expect to find the hello
program on track $12 and the first track/ sector list for your game on
track $13, sector $F. The track allocation continues with tracks $3
through $A. In spite of the fact that DOS is quite consistent, it's a good
idea to find and check the track / sector lists to determine exactly what
part of the disk contains your program. The catalog entry, with a point
er to the track/ sector list, is on track $11, sector $F, if the game is the sec
ond program recorded after initializing the disk. Both the DOS 3.3 man
ual and Beneath Apple DOS, by Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, pro
vide guides to the interpretation of catalog entries and track/ sector lists.
Use the Trackmover program to load seven program tracks into the
memory range $1000-$7FFF. Each track will be loaded in its proper
memory order if you change two program lines in Trackmover.
2140 S(1) = 15
2160 S(16) = 0

Use the pattern-location program to find the paddle-control rou
tines. Modify the paddle control with the Monitor or the Miniassem
bler, and then use the Trackmover to save the modified portions back to
the same place on the disk . Continue with the remaining tracks that con
tain portions of the game program until you are sure that you have lo
cated and modified all of the paddle-control routines. Few games have
more than two paddle control routines.
Next month, we' ll go into the workings of the Emulation program it
self, including the instructions that set up the Emulation mode. Study of
the details of the Emulation program makes possible useful modifica
tions , such as the reading and display of lower-case characters. It also
makes possible more exotic Emulation Apples, if the machine-control
register setup is different from that furnished on the Emulation disk.
Meanwhile, try modifying some games to work on the Apple III. You' ll
find that the conversion is an enjoyable and rewarding challenge.
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Listing 3. Emulati on Monitor patc h 1 fo r use with Apple 11 games.
0000:
0000:

2
3

0000:

4

0000 :
0000
000 0
0000
0000
0000:
0000:
0000
0000:
0000 :
0000:
0000
0000:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1S
16
17

* * ******** * ***** * * * * * ** * * * *** ** * **** ** *

s
APP LE Ill EMULATION MODE
PADDLE -SERVICE ROUTINES
MONITOR PATCH ROUTINE #1
NORMAL PADDLE ENTRY
PADDLE NUMBER IN X
VALUE READ RETURNS IN Y

•••••• •• •••••••• • ••• ••••• • •••• • •••• ••• •

000 0:
18
FCC9
19 NORMSET EOU
$FCC9
0000
20 .
----- NEXT OB JECT FILE NAME IS MONFI X1.0BJO
FB 1E :
21
ORG
$FB1E
FB 1E 20 C9 FC 22
JSR
NORMSET
FB 2 1 AO 00
23
LDY
#$00
24
NOP
FB23 EA
2S
NOP
FB24:EA
FB2S:AD 66 CO 26 PREAD2
LDA
$C066
FB28 10 04
27
BPL
RTS2D
FB2A :CS
28
INY
29
BNE
PREAD2
FB 2B:DO FS
FB2D :88
30
DEY
FB2E 60
3 1 RTS2D
RTS

Listing 4 . Emul atio n Monito r patc h 2.

0000:

2

0000:
00 00:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:

3
4

2
3

••••••• • ••••• •• •• • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •••••• • •

0000:
4
s
APPLE Ill EMULATION MODE
0000:
PA DDLE-S ERV ICE ROUTINES
0000:
6
0000:
7
MON ITOR PATCH ROUTINE #3
s
0000:
0000:
9
PADDLE 0 & 1 INITIALIZATION
10
0000:
0000:
11
0000:
12
OOOQ
13
•• •• •• •••••••••••••• ••• ••• • • • •••• ••••••
0000:
14
FCA8 :
1S WAIT
EOU
$FCAS
0000:
16 '
----- NEXT OBJ ECT FILE NAM E IS MONFI X3 .0BJO
17
ORG
$FECE
FECE:
FEC E:68
18 PDLOX
PLA
19
TAX
FECF AA
FEDO:AD SF CO 20 PDLO
LDA
$COSF
FED 3 DO OS
21
BNE
PX
FEDS:68
22 PD L 1X
PLA
23
TA X
FED6 AA
LDA
$COSE
FED7 :AD SE CO 24 PDL 1
FEDA AD S9 CO 2S PX
LDA
$COS9
LDA
FEDD AD SA CO 26
$COSA
27
F EED
FEED
2S
PADDLE SELECT IS COMPLETE AT
TH IS POINT
FEED:
29
FOLLOWING STATEMENTS INITIATE
THE AI D
FEED:
NOTE THAT X AND Y ARE
30
UNCHANGED
FEED :
FROM HERE THRU THE RTS
31
FEED:
32
FEED AD SC co 33 GO
LDA
$C OSC
FEE3 A9 OF
34
LDA
#$OF
FEES:20 AS FC 3S
JS R
WAIT
FEE8:AD SD co 36
LDA
$CO SD
FEEB 38
37
SEC
FEEC:A9 OE
3S
LDA
#$OE
FEEE E9 01
39 WAIT4
SBC
#$01
FEFO :DO FC
40
BNE
WAIT4
FEF2 60
41
RT S

s

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

·· ····· · ···· ··· ·· ····· · ··· ·· ········ · ~·

APPLE Ill EMULATION MODE
PADDLE-SERVICE ROUTINES
MONITOR PATCH ROUTIN E #2.
NORMALPADDLESETUPSEOUENCE

••••• •• •• •••• •• • ••••• • • • •••••••••••••••

0000:
13
FECE :
14 PD LOX
FEDS
1S PDL 1X
FF1S:
16 PDL2X
FFOS:
17 PDL3 X
0000:
18
----- NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS
19
FCC9 :
20 NORMSET
FCC9:8A
FCCA :48
21
FCCB :FO OF
22
FCCD :CA
23
FCCE :FO 09
24
FCDO:CA
2S
26
FCD 1 FO 03
FCD34C OS FF 27
FCD6:4C 1S FF 2S JMP2X
FCD9 :4C DS FE 29 JMP1X
FCDC:4C CE FE 30 JMPOX

Listing S. Emu lation Monitor patc h 3.
0000:
00 00:
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EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU

$FECE
$FEDS
$FF1S
$FF08

MONFI X2.0BJO
ORG
$FCC9
TXA
PHA
BEO
JMPOX
DEX
BEQ
JMP1 X
DE X
BEO
JMP2X
JMP
PDL3 X
JMP
PDL2 X
JMP
PDL1 X
JMP
PD LOX

Li sting 6. Em ulation Mon itor patch 4.
0000:

0000:

2

3

*************** * * ** * * * * *** * ******* * ** * *

0000:
4
APPLE 111 EMULATION MODE
s
0000:
PADDLE-SERVICE ROUTINES
0000:
6
0000:
7
0000:
MONITOR PATCH ROUTINE #4
s
PADDLE INITIALIZATION FOR
0000:
9
SWAPPED PADDLE 1 AND 2
0000:
10
0000:
11
12
0000:
0000:
13
0000:
14
**** * ********* * ****** * ** *** *** *** ** ** **
0000:
1S
$FECE
FECE :
16 PDLOX
EQU
17 PDL 1X
$FEDS
FEDS :
EOU
FEED:
18 GO
$FEED
EQU
$FB2S
FB2S:
19 PREAD2
EQU
$FEFE
FEFE :
20 SWAPSET
EOU
0000:
21 ;
---- - NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS MONFI X4 .0BJO
FEFE :
22
ORG
$FEFE
FEFE :SA
23 SWAPPED TXA
24
PHA
FEFF:4S
FFOO:FO CC
2S
BEO
PDLOX
FF02 CA
26
DE X
27
BEO
PDL2 X
FF03 FO 10
FFOS:CA
2S
DEX
FF06 :FO CD
29
BEO
PDL1 X
FF08 68
30 PDL3 X
PLA
31
TAX
FF09:AA
$COSS
LDA
FFOA:AD S8 CO 32 PDL 3
$COSA
FFOD :AD SA CO 33
LDA
FF 10: AD SF CO 34
LDA
$COSF
FF 13 DO CB
3S
BNE
GO
FF1 S: 68
36 PDL2X
PLA
FF16:AA
37
TA X
$COSS
FF17AD SS CO 3S PDL 2
LDA
$COSB
FF 1A :AD SB CO 39
LDA
$C05E
LDA
FF1D :AD SE CO 40
FF 20:DO BE
41
BNE
GO
SWAPS ET
FF22:20 FE FE 42 SPREAD
JSR
FF 2S:4C 2S FB 43
JMP
PREAD2
44
BRK
FF28:00
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Listing 7. Program to locate byte patterns in Apple 11 memory.

2
3
4

0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:

10

0000:

11

0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:

12
13
14
1S

0000:

s
6
7
8
9

16

BYTE PATTERN LOCATOR
ENTER NUMBER OF BYTES IN PATTERN
INTO LOCATION $00. ENTER PATTERN
BEGINNING IN LOCATION $01.
INITIALIZE MONITOR HOOK BY 300G .
SEARCH ADDRESS RANGE USING
XXXX.YYYY CTRL-Y RETURN
PATTERN START ADDRESSES WILL BE
PRINTED ON -SCREEN

•••••••••••••••• • •••••••• • •••••••••••••

0000:
17
18 NUMBYT
$00
0000:
EOU
19 PATTERN
0001 :
EQU
$01
003C :
20 A1
$3C
EOU
21 A 1H
0030 :
EOU
$3 0
003E :
22 A2
$3 E
EOU
23 A2H
003F :
EOU
$3F
$40
0040:
24 A3
EOU
2S A3H
$41
0041:
EOU
03F8:
26 VECTOR
EOU
$3F8
FDDA:
27 PRHEX
$FDDA
EOU
FDED :
28 GOUT
$FDED
EOU
0000:
29 '
---- - NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS PATTERN .300.0BJO
0300:
30
ORG
$300
31
0300:
0300:
32 , PUT JUMP INSTRUCTION TO PROGRAM
33
START IN TO $3F8 FOR CTRL-Y ENTRY
0300:
0300:
34
3S
0300:A9 4C
LOA
#$4C
0302 80 FB 03 36
STA
VECTOR
37
030S:A9 10
LOA
# > START
V ECTOR ~ 1
0307:80 F9 03 38
STA
030A:A9 03
39
LOA
# < START
030C :8D FA 03 40
STA
VECTOR + 2
41
030F :60
RTS
031~
42
43
START PATTERN FINDER
0310:
0310:
44
0310:A9 00
4S START
LOA
#$00
46
LOY
0312:A4 3C
A1
0314:8S 3C
47
A1
STA
031620 32 03 48
JSR
SRCHP1
0319: 18
49
CLC
SO
031A :90 03
BCC
INCX
S1
031C :
031C :
S2
MAIN LOOP TO SEARCH MEMOR Y
S3
031C:
031C :20 30 03 S4 LOOP
JSR
SRCHPG
03 1F: E6 30
SS INCX
INC
A1H
S6
0321 :AS 30
LOA
A1H
S7
0323:FO OA
BEQ
RTS1
SB
032S:C9 CO
CMP
#$CO
S9
0327: FO F6
BEO
INCX
0329CS 3F
60
CMP
A2H
61
032B: 90 EF
BCC
LOOP
62
032D :FO ED
LOOP
BEO
032F :60
63 RTS 1
RTS
0330:
64
0330:
6S
SUBROUTINE TO SEARCH ONE
MEMOR Y PAGE
0330:
FOR DESIRED PATTERN
66
0330.
67
0330:AO 00
68 SRCHPG
LO Y
#$00
0332 :AS 01
69 SRCHP1
PATTERN
LOA
0334 :01 3C
70 SRCLOOP CMP
(A1 ),Y
0336:FO 04
71
BEQ
EQUAL
0338:C8
72
INY
0339: DO F9
73
BNE
SRCLOOP
033B:60
74
RTS

033C :84
033E :AS
0340:8S
0342:A2
0344:E8
034S :8A
0346 cs
0348: FO
034A :BO
034C:BS
034E CB
034F :FO
03S1:01
03S3 :FO
03SS :DO
03S7·E6
03S9:DO
03SB:FO
03SD :AS
03SF :20
0362:AS
0364 :20
0367:A9
0369:20
036C : 18
036D :AS
036F :6S
0371 :A8
0372:90
0374 :E6
0376:FO
0378: AS
037A :8S
037C DO
037E :68
037F :68
0380 :60

40
30
41
01

00
02
11
00
06
3C
EF

DB
30
F6
21
41
DA FD
40
DA FD
AO
ED FD
40
00
BE
41
06
41
30
B4

93
7S EQUAL
76

77
78
79 NEXTBYT
80
81
82
83
84 TEST
BS
86
87 COMPARE
88
89
90 NEXTPG
91
92
93 PRADR
94
9S
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
10S
106
107
108
109 ENDER
110
111

ST Y
LOA
STA
LO X
INX
TXA
CMP
BEO
BCS
LOA
IN Y
BEO
CMP
BEQ
BNE
INC
BNE
BEO
LOA
JSR
LOA
JSR
LOA
JS R
CLC
LOA
ADC
TA Y
BCC
INC
BEO
LOA
STA
BNE
PLA
PLA
RTS

A3
AlH
A3H
#$01

NUMBYT
TEST
PRADR
NUMBYT,X
NEXTPG
(A1) ,Y
NE XTB YT
SRCHP1
A1H
COMPARE
ENDER
A3H
PRHEX
A3
PR HEX
#$AO
GOUT
A3
NUMB YT
SRCHP1
A3H
ENDER
A3H
A1H
SRCHP1

DUST IS 90% OF ALL MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS.
Was h able co ver s to ht th e A pple II, li e a nd A pple III A ttr ac hv e c h oco la te b row n
sue d e clot h w i th beige trim o r sof t be i ge wi t h br o wn trim M o m tor a nd k eyboard cove r

$ 25 00, s in gle d isc d n ve cove r $ 8 00 and dua l dis c drive cove r $ 10 00 C a h lo rn1a
res id en ts a dd sa les ta x Pl ease al lo w 6 weeks fo r deli ve ry

C o v e rs by Babe tt e, 4 2 C a ledon ia St , Sau sa lito, CA 94965

(41 5) 332 ·0 141
....., M aste rC ard

Cardn _ __ _,

r

Ba nk o f Am erica

Check

,., M oney Or der

e xp d ate _ _ _ S 1q n t'\t ure

Pnnt N a me - ---- _ _ _ _ __
Address -

- - _ _ _ _Cit y - - - - S tate _ __
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9Y TOMMY
Artist Robert Zraick had always been fas
August Rodin's portrayal of man as The
Thinker presents us with a most striking image cinated with robots. In 1981, he had just pur
of o ur condition. Solitary, rapt in thought, the chased an Apple when he happened upon the
figure is in active concentration, with every So/talk office. A new subscriber, he recognized
muscle held taut. What exactly is he thinking the name on the door and introduced himself.
about? Perhaps he's trying to figure out how to This meeting led to the commission of the
afford to send his kids to college: or maybe he's cover. The idea for the picture came to him in a
trying to decide whether El Salvador is becom flash one day, he says, as he stood on the side
ing another Vietnam: or could he be contem walk right outside Sofia/k's front door.
plating a solution to that sticky programming
This kind of spontaneous inspiration came
problem that's been keeping him up nights?
as no surprise to Zraick. It's something he'd
It's the hallmark of all great art to spark come to rely on, and it's often helped to carry
s uch imaginings, allowing us to find a bit of him through the various pursuits he's explored
ourselves in the artist's conception. But what if in developing a unique career, a fascinating col
a machine, say a robot, possessing a highly de lage of his talents.
Contemplating an Artist's Career.
veloped form of artificial intelligence, could
produce a representation of itself in a work Schooled as a commercial artist, Zraick made a
good living for himself designing logos, promo
of art?
That's one thought that may have struck tional campaigns for books. and the like. Zraick
Softalk readers back in 1981 when they saw the admits feeling at first the way many artists do
August issue. The cover was an airbrush ren about computers-he hated them, or rather he
dering of a metallic-skinned robot in the same misunderstood them. To him, computers were
position as Rodin's thinking man. The figure just glorified calculators, and whoever heard of
sat gazing at a familiar-looking rainbow using a calculator as an artistic tool? Such ma
colored apple in its hand, presumably contem chines are only of value to accountants and the
plating a byte. The image set the tone for Sof like. So he thought until the time he encoun
ta/k' s fir st feature on robotics.
tered an Apple.

Fr amed above Robert Zraick's Apple is the original art he created for the cover of Softalk's August
1981 issue. An avid robot enthusiast and RobotWar game player, Zraick is joined by a few friends .

G~AR

Possessed with a flair for the theater, Zraick
was seduced by the smell of grease paint and the
feel of sawdust underfoot. In the early 1970s he
matriculated in that hallowed institution known
as Clown College. Upon graduation he joined
the Ringling Bros. & Barnum and Bailey Cir
cus, and for two seasons clowned around the
country professionally. Along the way, Zraick
refined his skills in another of the entertain
ment arts-magic-and also learned to create

fantastic masks and movable forms from
sculpted plastic. This experience paid off when
he said farewell to the big top and found him
self seeking work in Hollywood.
There, in the employ of Universal Studios,
Zraick's fascination with robots blossomed
when he was made project director for the
studio tour's Battlestar Galactica attraction in
1979. It was his responsibility to supervise the
entire production, which combines live action,
music. audioanimatronic robots and monsters,
lasers. and other special effects in an action
packed scenario. The finished show repeats
every few minutes for the steady stream of tour
ists visiting the studio lot. The whole spectacle is
controlled by a set of EPROMs that were pro
grammed on none other than an Apple. From
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The artist exhibits an intimate knowledge of Yorick, under the luminous gaze of another . less savory character Both figures were sculpted
Zraick and painted , The hideous bust is that of the Imperious Leader from the Universal Studios To ur's Battlestar Galact1ca attractio n,
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plastic by

Opposite page and above, fro m left to righ t: Four views . from bare-bones machinery to full raiment. of two robotic protagonists that ha ve been programmed ,
by the usually benign Apple, to visually and aurally assault visitors touring Universal Studios.
this initial encounter, any prejudice he'd had
against computers evaporated as Zraick 's quick
mind drew the analogy between the way of art
and the way of computers,
'The potential of computers is just like that
of art; it goes as far as a human being's poten
tial. The only limitations," he now believes, "are
those set by the operator himself."
Ha ving made this essential connection, it
wasn't long before Zraick purchased his own
Apple and found himself airbrushing that cover
illustration of the musing robot Today, with
the formation of his own company, Zraphic
Arts, Zraick offers his services as a free-lance

designer and special-effects consultant to clients pleasure to others a nd encourage their natural
that include a satellite-communications com self-healing potentials.
pany, the McDonald's hamburger chain, and
Most recently, Zraick contributed his tal
ents as monster-mask maker to the soon-to-be
7-Eleven food stores.
Zraick is also in the process of writing cus released movie ve rsion of Kurt Vonnegut's best
tom software on his A pp le. In conjunction with selling book Slapsrick.
a nonprofit corporation called ACTS and friend
As a man full of plans. Robert Zraick has
Randi Erins, he is exploring the de velopment of lea rned to plot his strategies well. He' d be the
a softwa re-based alternative cancer therapy sys first to claim that hi s expertise in planning, as
tem . In the past he has used the Alf music well as programming, is due at least in part to
boards, Echo speech synthesizer, and the the time he has spent playing his favorite game,
KoalaPad Touch Tablet to create entertaining Rohot War. The engrossing strategy of the game
musical animations for his own pleasure. Now of battling robots appealed to Zraick 's inquir
he wants to write programs that will bring ing mind as mucli as its robot theme did.
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story about an invention he had devised to fa
cilitate loading data into the Apple from cas
sette tape. By the time RobotWar appeared,
Krogh had moved up to di sk. Since then , he has
been carrying the torch along with other Ro
bot War players who desire the competition and
challenge of pitting robot against robot in a
tournament setting.
On the local front , Krogh credits Rainbow
Computing in Northridge, California, for con
tinued support in providing an ongoing setting
for the tournament. There's also a monthly post
al tournament organized by Krogh that will
culminate in a national championship . En
trants send him the code for their robot combat
ants on disk . He runs the various robots
through their battle paces, and each participant
receives a full report on the competition and the
champion robot. It's a chance for seasoned
Robot War aficionados and fledgling players to
test their programming prowess.
As long as there are guys like Frank Krogh,
whose contagious enthusiasm for a game keeps

Silas Warner. Muse Software cofounder and programmer of the strategy-learning game RobotWar,
believes that the best strategy for his company lies in the diversification of its software products to run
on a variety of microcomputers . Right: RobotWar tournament organizer Frank Krogh publishes a
newsletter detailing the robot bouts that occur regularly and invites all players seeking a challenge to
join in the fun .
A Game and Its Muse. The uniqueness of
Muse Software's Robot War lies in the fact that,
in planning your robot's battle strategy, you be
come adept with programming concepts and
logical thinking. It was this game concept, still
ahead of its time, that precipitated Softalk's
spotlighting Muse in an Exec feature in Feb
rua ry 1982. Both Robot War and another of the
company's game offerings, Castle Wolfenstein,
had been in dominant positions on the best
seller list throughout the second half of 1981.
Muse's word processor, Super-Tex t, continues
to flirt with the elite.
Since th a t time, the company has released
Caverns of Freitag, another game, and has up
dated all il~ A pple offerings to be lie-com
patible. Mu se's current efforts, says cofounder
an d programmer Silas Warner, reflect the im
portance he attri butes to the development of a
via ble sales policy emphasiLing mass merchan
d ising. Wa rn er believes that the specialized
co mputer store will co me to play a less promi
nent ro le as a marketing outlet in the future and
th at mo re and more people will come to buy
their micros through dep a rtment store chains

and the like. As a result, Muse has been diver
sifying over the last year and a half, developing
versions of its previously released programs to
run on the I BM pc, Commodore, and Atari
computers.
But the Apple market hasn't been for
gotten . Two new offerings from Muse are ex
pected late this summer. One, a strategy game
called Titan Empire, was written by Muse
founder and Super-Text author Ed Zaron. The
game pits the player against eight enemy ships
in a battle for control of the sola r system-with
a twist: Pl ayers must take into account the
orbits of the planets being defended. The other
new package, Eating Machi11e, developed by nu
tritionist / programmer Barbara Thorne, is an
easy-to-use diet and nutrition program. Keep
ing track of an individual's dietary habits over
time in six nutritional categories, the software
also ana lyzes the ingredients of the user's fa
vorite dishes.
Krogh Wars. One gentleman who speaks
highly of Muse is Frank Krogh, a Robot War fa
natic of Reseda, C alifornia . Pre-Robot War,
Krogh g raced S ofia/k' s October 1980 issue in a

interest in it alive, companies like Muse
Software will continue to produce the fun and
challenge that merits dubbing a game classic.
And with more and more creative people from
all disciplines, like Robert Zraick, unlearning
their prejudices against "those glorified calcu
lators," a new generation of artists gleams on
the horizon. No doubt th at gleam will come in
part from the metallic encasements of robotic
companions that will be standing at our sides,
joining us not only in contemplation of a byte,
but in the creation of a world better suited for
the men living in it, as well as the machines.
Next time in Backtalk, we'll get down to
business and reflect on a company whose name
has become a mere footnote in the microcom
puter history books-Personal Software.

J•

If you'd like 10 par1icipa1e in Frank Krof(h 's Robot
War 10urna111e111s. co/I/act him al Box 5337. N orth
H ollywood, CA 91616; (213 ) 885-8265.
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A gentle yet firm way to learn on your
computer... and remember.
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For yourself, learning games to organize
your life ... polish up rusty skills.

Learning programs that create a warm,
receptive environment.

Order today and discover what a remarkable
teacher for your Apple, Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Learning Programs
can be for you and your family.
Try any or all of our Learning Programs in your
home for 15 days. lf you don 't agree they are
everything we claim they are. return them for a
complete refund ... no questions asked .
To order, call Toll Free 1800 323·6959
illlino1s. Alaska and ll awau
Extensio n 101

0

Man y adu lts forget how difficult it was, as
children, to learn math, spelling and vocab
ulary ... and how often we wished for help. Now
you can give your children a heads tart in school
and in life with computer-assisted learning that
makes mastering these basic subjects not only
easy, but also fun.

From the leader in educational aids to
schools for over 50 years ... software
for the home.
Now, Encyclopaed ia Britan nica Educational
has developed an except ional teacher for your
Ap pl e* ... a software curriculum that combines
the best oftextbooks with th e best of teaching
skills in an entertai ning fo rmat . designed to
teach your children, and yo u, in a way yo u wi ll
never forget.

It's fun. It's effortless. And it's a joy to
learn the Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational way.
Endlessly fasc inat ing, there's something for
the whole fami ly in this wonderfu l curriculu m.
When children sit down at the computer, they'll
think they're playing a game, while they master
the in's and out's of the keyboard ... mathematics
and vocabulary. They will develop a flair for
words and a way with math they never had before.

Whatever your level of education, you
can learn (or relearn) at your own pace.
Beg innin g with in structio n on using th e
computer keyboard, and a reading game for
preschoolers, to word games for yo ungsters and
adulls ... th en onto math lessons at every level
from age 3 through adult. There's even instant
help with SATs for college-bound high school
studenls ... and a word processor program to
help with reports, term papers, letters ... any
written document. To organize your home and
business affairs, there's also a Master File Pro
gram to store in formation such as birthdays .. .
appointments ... itineraries ... "things to do".. .
tax information ... anythi ng at all!
' 1\f'lp lc
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a rei,t1 ~t e rc<l lradl'ma rk of Appk Cilm puter, Inc.
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Our programs are a fam ily affa ir and everyone
wi ll play. Yo u'll use the math and vocabulary
learning games as refresher courses wh il e you
get to know exactly what your chi ldren are
learning ... and most important. how they're
learning it. Since most of the learning programs
are two-player games. playing together means
learning together and having lols of fun doing it.

With this uniqu e software. you r children are
on a first-name basis from th e start. When they
answer correctly, they're complimented. "Thats
right, Mark!" ''Yo u re correct. Nancy!" If they
make a mistake, they're corrected in a gentle.
but firm way. They're given the right answer
and the context in which it's best used in a way
that's easy to reme mber.

15 Day Money Back Guarantee!
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Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation
SOFTWARE CENTER
400 South Edward Street
Mt. Prospect, IL 60057

From"The Authority"

SAVE ON SOFTWARE
PACKAGES!

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
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Early Leaming Package

Includes MY FIRST WORDS and
KEYBOARD MASTER
Save $9.90 ONLY $60.00
.($69.90 if purchased individually.)
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Exceptional Software
for Children
Basics
and Adults. Math
Introduces Basic Math Skills.
My First Words

Word Scrambler

A Child's First Step to Reading.
Introduces preschoolers (for 3
and 4 year olds) to beginning
reading.

Word Search Game.
All ages. Improves word recogni
tion and vocabulary skills
through the fun of two playe r
word search games.

ONLY $34.95
Keyboard Master

To help your high schooler
prepare for this all-important
examination.

ONLY $34.95
Fragmentation

ONLY $49.95

A Word Building Game.
Ages 9 to Adult. Improves
understanding of words and
vocabulary through an exciting
two player ga me.

Vocabulary Crossword Game.
All ages. Two player game
improves voca bulary through
the challenge of crosswords.

•

Math Helper

.!!

Includes SAT FRAGMENTATION,
SAT WORD SCRAMBLER,
SAT CROSSWORD CHALLENGER
Save $26.85 ONLY $123.00

Database Program.
Ages 9 to adult. Enters, stores,
sorts and lists any information
you wish.

($149.85 if purchased individually.)

II

ONLY $49.95
Master Writer

ONLY $44.95
Fragmentation

ONLY $44.95

SAT Version

SAT Version

To help your high sc hooler
prepare for this all-importa nt
examination.

Helps your high schooler
prepare for th is all-important
examination.

Word Processing Program
Ages 9 to Adult. Invaluable fo r
high schooland college students
as well as home and business
affairs, this word processor
program performs most of the
functions of more expen
sive programs.

ONLY $49.95

ONLY $49.95

ONLY $49.95

Crossword Challenger

Math Package
Includes MATH BASICS and
MATH HELPER
Save $11.90 ONLY $68.00
($79.90 if purchased individually.)

Al l programs require Apple II + 48Kor lie, DOS 3.3, one Disk Drive.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

15 Day No-Risk

Home Trial

Yes, please se nd me Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational Software I've checked below. I
und erstand if not completely delighted, I may
return it after 15 days for a complete refund,
no qu esti ons asked.
0 MY FIRST WORDS 111!02 AP) S34.95
0

KEYBOARD MASTER 1111 04 AP) $34.95

0FRAGMENTATION1 111 08 AP) $44.95
0

FRAGMENTATION SAT version 11111 6 AP) $49 .95
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Save On Software Packages!
0 EARLY LEARNING I H100 AP) 560.00
0 VOCABULARY SKI LLS (11106 AP) $115.00
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SAT Package

ONLY $39.95
Master File

Crossword Challenger
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($134.85 if purchased individually.)

Math Skills Program.
Ages 9 to Adult. Evaluates
computations and stores calcu
lations and science formulas and
solves the problems you prese nt

SAT Version

.

Includes FRAGMENTATION,
WORD SCRAMBLER,
CROSSWORD CHALLENGER
Save $i9.85 ONLY $115.00

ONLY $39.95

Word Scrambler
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Vocabulary Skills Peackage

Ages 4 to 11. Addition, subtrac
tion, multiplication , division
with prac tic e lessons.

ONLY $44.95

Keyboard Skills Program
Introduces your 3 to 11 year
old to computer keyboa rds.
Includes game that rewards
good keyboard skills.
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Let's face it. A big reason peopie buy personal computers is so they
can play games. Lots of times people will tell you, "Yeah, I keep home
records on it, do my finances, keep addresses, do business accounting on
it, and I get a good tax write-off. Play games? Gee, I suppose I can do
that, too. "
What they really mean is, "I spent almost four hours working on my
high score, but then the kids wanted to play Z ork, so I let them on it
awhile. One of these days, I'll get around to putting the family budget on
it." Okay, so your own situation might not be that extreme. But games
do spend a lot of time on those computer screens, and most of the time
they're displayed using computer graphics.
Games certainly aren't the only place where graphics are used . Busi
ness programs depict earnings and expenses in the form of charts. Edu
cational programs use colorful graphics to make learning seem like a
game. There is even computer art: graphics for its own sake.
Whatever the application, graphics is one of the things computers
create that many of us would have a hard time creating by other means.
There are two main graphics modes in which the computer does its
stuff: low-resolution (lo-res) and high-resolution (hi-res). Resolution sim
ply means image definition. With a high resolution, a picture can have
smoother curves and greater detail than with a lower resolution . In the
real world, there are many possible degrees of resolution.
When you look at a photograph in the newspaper, it appears finely
detailed. But if you section off a small piece of it and enlarge it to the size
of the original picture, the resolution isn't as clear; it loses detail, and you
can see that it 's nothing more than a bunch of dots. That's what lo-res is
like, and that's what we'll look at first.
Jump Right In. Getting into the lo-res mode on the Apple involves
nothing more than a few keystrokes. Assuming you're in text mode, just
type gr, which stands for "graphics." You'll see the screen wipe itself
clean and the prompt and cursor appear at the bottom of the screen . This
is kind of like erasing words written on a blackboard in order to draw a
picture in the same place.
Now that we're in graphics mode, what can we do? Well, to be hon
est, not much. We can put colored blocks on the screen, change colors,
and that's about it, unless we learn to program. For many of us, learn
ing to write programs will come soon enough. For now, we'll just try to
understand how things work.
Once you're in graphics mode, type color=2 and hit the return key.
Next , type plot 20,30. Bingo, a purple block appears. Let's take a look at
what happened.
Typing color=2 lets the Apple know that whatever it puts on the
screen, not including text characters, will be dark blue. In lo-res-graphics
mode, you get your choice of sixteen colors, and in typical computer
fashion they' re numbered from 0 to 15. On the Sample Programs disk
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that comes with the App le Ile, there's a program called Color Test (Col
or Demosofi on the System Master for II Plus fans). One of the items on
the menu is called "Standard Color Names ." This one displays the six
teen colors and thei r names; the item "Standard Color Numbers" dis
plays the colors and their corresponding numbers.
When you type plot 20.30 you're telling the Apple to put a block of
whatever color you've chosen onto th e middle of the screen. The lo-res
screen is divided into a grid 40 blocks wide by 48 blocks in length . Also in
computer style, these blocks are numbered from 0 to 39 and 0 to 47.
If you remember back to school days, pairs of numbers like 20,30 are
known as Cartesian coordinates (after the philosopher, wonderful man ,
and almost personal friend Rene Descartes), but that's not too impor
tant. What is importa nt is that these numbers represent a point on the
screen in a way th at's so simple, it's insulting.
The first number, 20, means column number 20; the second number,
30, mea ns row number 30. They do not mea n the twentieth column and
thirtieth row (we began numbering with zero, remember?). So actually,
column 0 is the first column, column I is the second column, and so on.
If you wanted to plot a block on the far right-hand side, you would type
plot 39,X, where 39 is the far right column and X is the row number.
Nothing's True All the Time. Let's backtrack for a moment. We said
that the sc reen is 48 blocks in length, but, just like a lot of things in this
business, that's not entirely true. If you try to plot any points in rows 40
through 47 , well, just try it. Here are some:
PLOT 10,44
PLOT 22,45
PLOT 30,47

You don't get a color as you did in the other rows; what you get is a
quotation mark, and you probably noticed that it scrolls up the screen
and disa ppears like the rest of a ny text you type. That's because the bot
tom part of the lo-res screen is reserved for text material. It holds four
lines of text, or eight rows of graphic blocks .
By now , if you've been plotting things left and right and up and
down, you probably have a screen full of blue blocks, and it's getting
boring. When the scree n gets too full , you can get yourself out of graph
ics mode by typing text a nd then starting over.
The color= 2 command will keep things in the blue until you tell it
otherwise. Color=9 will change things to an orange flavor, color=3 will
give you grape, and color= 15 will make it snow.
Notice that when yo u enter a color= command, the blocks you al
ready have on the scree n remain their original colors; o nly the blocks you
plot after a color= command will be of different colors. Play around
with both of these for a while, and come back when you're ready to
move on.
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Back already? Good! Yo u may have discovered by now that color 0
is black . T ry this:
COL OR = 9
PLOT 25,35
COL OR = O
PLOT 25,35

A n ora nge dot appears, and then it's gone! If you have a colored
block plotted somewhere and yo u want to get rid of it, change color to
black (0) and plot a block in the same place as the one you want to ta ke
out. You're not really "erasing" the block, yo u're putting a black one in
its place. It 's a technicality, but the effects are the same.
How It Works. Want to kn ow how all this stuff happens? Read on.
If not, read on a nyway.
The inform ation th at tells the A pple what colors to put on the lo-res
screen and where to put them is stored in the same place in memory as
the inform ation for your norm al forty-column text display (half of the
eighty-column text-display information is stored there too, but that's a
topic for so me other time). In o ther words, the bytes in memory that put
characters o n th e text screen a re the same bytes that put blocks on the lo
res screen. You might guess that because of this you can't have the text
and lo-res screens active at the sa me time. You're right.
Th at's why you can 't see what you've typed once it moves above the
bottom four lines; the lo-res screen is in the way. It's the same reason why
yo u ca n't see what's written on the classroom chalkboard when yo u' re
watching a movie: the movie screen is in the way .
Each byte in this a rea of memory lets you put either one text charac
ter or two lo-res-graphics blocks on the screen . Text characters are put in
a n area that is eight dots tall and seven dot s wide. If you look closely at
the monitor, you can see that the characters themselves are only five dots
wide with a n empty column of dots on each side and seven dots tall with
a n empty row of dots between rows of characters.
Lo-res graphics. si nce they occupy the same memory location as text.
use th e same bytes in memory that th e text mo de uses . Therefore, lo-res
graphics are put in the sa me eight-by-seven dot areas on the screen as text
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characters. However, whereas we can put one text character per area
(byte), we can put two graphics blocks. Keeping things as nontechnical
as possible, here's a brief explanation why.
Just When We Were Getting Used to Liters. Just as there are two
half pints to every pint, there are two half bytes to every byte. Half pints
have a na me of their own, cups; half bytes also have a name, nibbles:
But unlik e cups, each nibble goes on either the "high" end of a byte
or the "low" end. For the benefit of the people who cut class when we ex
plained this, a byte consists of eight bits. The low end of a byte consists of
bits 0 through 3, the high end bits 4 through 7.
It 's as though you had a pint jug with a partition in the middle and a
spout on each side so yo u could fill each half of the jug separately; you'd
still have a complete pint, but the liquid in one half would be separated
from the liquid in the other half.
When you put a text character on the screen, you use up the entire
byte (both nibbles) to create one thing, the letter "T," for example. If you
wanted to take a pint of tea to Aunt Stella's, you'd fill one half of your
di vided jug with tea and then the other half, also with tea. Likewise,
when yo u want to print a Ton the screen, both nibbles are loaded with
the information needed to make a letter T.
Sharing Memories. Lo-res graphics presents a different situation.
You need just half a byte to put a graphics block on the screen. Take a
look at one of those blocks. It takes up a space seven dots wide, like the
text character, but only four dots high-half of what a text character
uses. Because lo-res graphics and the forty-column text displays occupy
the same places in memory, and because a graphics block uses up only
half the area of a text character, it's logical to conclude that it's using
only half the memory (half a byte) that a text character uses.
In graphics mode then, it's like Aunt Stella isn't that thirsty, so you
do n't have to lug a whole pint of tea over to her house. Instead, you can
just fill up half the jug with tea and be on yo ur way, just as you fill the
memory location with half a byte of information to put a block on the
screen.
Since one lo-res block uses half a byte, two blocks, one on top of the
other, use a whole byte. Two blocks of the same color would put the
sa me information in both halves of the byte (two cups of tea). But if you
wanted different colors, you could type:
COLOR = 8
PLOT 10,20
COLOR = 9
PLOT 10,21

The result is that yo u get a brown block and an orange block in the same
area (o ne byte's worth) that would hold one text character.
In this way, it's as if yo u weren't sure whether Aunt Stella preferred
tea or orange juice. To save you the pain of having her yell at you for
bringi ng the wrong drink , you fill one half of your special jug with
(brown) tea and the other half with (orange) orange juice. Everyone's
happy, and Aunt Stella remembers you when the winter holidays roll
aro und.
That's basically how lo-res graphics works . You can do much more
tha n just set colors and plot blocks, and if you're interested in going fur
ther, go through the Applesoft tutoria l. It covers most of what you need
to know about lo-res graphics.
Blocks Are for Blockheads. Hi-res graphics are the things real life is
made of. When you walk down the street, you never see anything that
even vaguely resembles lo-res graphics (a skyline from a distance, may
be). But the truth is that things made out of Lego blocks look just as
go.od as objects drawn in lo-res, or sometimes better when you add
wheels, hinges, pulleys, motors, and other new gadgets in Lego
technology.
That's why we have hi-res-so we can create arcade games, graphics
adventures, and business charts. Actually, hi-res graphics works very
much the same way as lo-res. In both cases, you select a color, plot a
point. plot another point, and so on.
You won't have a hard time picking up the hi-res words if you have a
handle o n lo-res commands. The gr equivalent for hi-res is hgr; color be
comes hcolor, and plot becomes-you guessed it-hplot.
The hardest part is getting acquainted with the hi-res neighborhood.
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The forty-by-forty-eight-block lo-res community is a village when com
pared to the hi-res metropolis. In hi-res, the screen is not defined by
blocks, but by hundreds of dots. It measures 192 rows (numbered 0 to
191) by 280 columns (numbered 0 to 279). Weird numbers, huh? Not
really. Remember that lo-res blocks are four dots tall (4 X 48 = 192) and
seven dots wide (7 X 40 = 280).
Here we go. Type the following commands:
HGR
HCOLOR = 2
HPLOT 50, 110
HPLOT 52, 110

If all went well, you should have two violet dots on your screen. Un
less you have a color display, you're going to have a horrible time distin
guishing colors. Just trust us. Keeping in the hgr mode, now try this:
HPLOT 101, 110
HPLOT 171,110

Nothing. That's a weird thing about hi-res graphics; some colors ap
pear on certain points and not on others. But it's not all that hard to fig
ure out where they do and where they don't.
Odds and Evens. You can set hcolor to any value from 0 to 7, but
you only get six colors. Confused? So was Arthur when he pulled Excali
bur from the stone, but he got used to it. The colors green (I) and or
ange (5) appear only when you plot them in the odd-numbered columns;
violet (2) and blue (6) appear only when you throw them into even-num
bered ones .
You get two white colors to choose from (3 and 7). You can hplot
both on odd and even columns, but there's a catch. The first white (3) ap
pears as green in odd columns and violet in even ones; the second one ap
pears as orange and blue in odd and even columns respectively. So why
the heck are they called white?

\
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When you have two dots of any combination of colors (except black)
in adj acent columns, they blend to form white. You can't do this with
a ny one color. Color 2, violet, as you remember, can be put only in even
columns. So , you can't put two violet dots next to each other because
they turn out black in odd columns. However, if you take a color like
green that shows up only in odd columns, you can put it next to a violet
dot, and they will appear as two white ones . Strange, but we're forced to
live with it.
The white colors are the only ones that let you hplot points in adja
cent columns. Odd gives you one color, even gives you another, and to
gether they form white.
The Only Consistent Color. Suspiciously missing from all this colo r
talk is black. Just as with white, you get two black colors to choose from
(0 and 4). Luckily, one looks just like the other in odd, even, and con
secutive columns. The reasons why there are two each of black and white
a re too complex to go into here. It has to do with the way the bits are or
ganized inside the machine. Don't feel like we're skipping material,
though; if you' re really that interested in finding out why strange things
like these work the way they do, you're probably motivated enough to
open up the Applesoft and reference manuals and read about it.
Earlier we said that the hi-res screen is 192 dots tall. But if you tried
to plot any points like 20, 170 or anything with a second number larger
than 159, you won't see it appear. It's the same reason why lo-res plots
appeared as text characters near the bottom; that bottom area is re
se rved for text. Whereas text takes up lo-res rows 40 through 47, it takes
up hi-res rows 160 through 191. Nothing appears below row 159 when
you hplot there because, unlike lo-res, hi-res uses a different memory set
up than text mode.
If you want to use the whole screen for hi-res fun and eliminate those
rows of text, just type hgr2 instead of hgr when you want to get into hi
res mode. You had better be an accurate typist, though, because what
ever commands you type after that won't appear on the screen.
Again, to get back to the text mode, you just type text.
The hgr2 command doesn't just get rid of text at the bottom. It pulls
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o ut an entirely different hi-res screen , called hi-res page two . As you
might guess, hgr is hi-res page one. Unlike lo-res and text modes, which
reside in the same memory location , hi-res pages one and two occupy
two different places in memory. Thus, you can draw so mething in page
o ne and then switch to page two without disrupting page one. Unfortu
nately, it's not as easy as typing h gr, hgr2, hgr, hgr2, and so on. The hgr
co mm ands erase wh ateve r page they turn on, but there a re ways to avo id
th at. Again , if yo u wa nt to get into this kind of thing, you 'd better dig out
the ol' m anuals.
How It Works, Revisited. The forty-column text mode a nd the lo-res
display are contro lled by the sa me area in memory. In text, one byte con
trol s one character; in lo-res graphics, it controls two blocks, one on top
of the o ther. In hi-res, however, one byte controls one row of seven dots.
Since eight rows of dots (eight bytes) stack up as high as two lo-res blocks
(one byte), we can see that hi-res graphics uses eight times as much mem
ory as its lo-res si bling.
It sho uld be getting obvious that to draw a line from one end of the
screen to the other, yo u' d have to plot 280 points. What a pain. Fortu
n ately, thafs a ll taken care of. Get into the hi-res mode, choose a color,
a nd try this out:
HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0
H a l We just saved ourselves a lot of typing by plotting all 280 of those
points with one command.
Now try this:
HPLOT TO 0.159 TO 279,159
What you should have is a giant Z on yo ur screen. See, the hplot com
mand can be used to draw whole lines so that we don 't have to hassle
with inputting points individually. Co mputers a re meant to save us time,
even though they sometimes seem to work aga inst the cause .
The Shapes of Things. Even though it looks like we're drawing lines
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when we use hplot like this, we're really just drawing a lot of points one
by o ne very quickly. Drawing stuff in graphics modes, both lo-res and hi
res, is nothing more than putting a group of points on the screen.
Suppose we wanted to combine hi-res dots in such a way as to make
a little picture? We could select a color, plot some points, select another
color, plot some more points, and so on until we had a picture of a rab
bit. But th at would be a pain and it would take a long time .- Besides,
there's no such thing as just one rabbit, so yo u' d have to do the same
thing over and over until you had a huge collection of rabbits.
Serious programmers get around all of thi s repetitious non sense by
usi ng things called shape tables. A shape ta ble is a series of vecto rs that
go from point to point, plotting dots on selected points while leaving
o ther ones bl ank . The result is that the trail of dots the vectors leave be
hind forms a picture; in our case, it 's a rabbit. The shapes in children's
books that you form by connecting numbered dots are so rt of like shape
t ab les .
Once you have a shape table in satisfactory condition, yo u save it to
disk as a binary file . When yo u want to let the rabbits come hopping
onto the sc reen , yo u just load the shape table into memory and write a
program that find s a point on the screen , says, "Put a rabbit here," finds
another point, says, "Put another rabbit here," and so on until you have
all the rabbits yo u need. Every time the Apple hears the program say,
"Put a rabbit here," it reads the information in its memory that tells it
how to draw the rabbit-the shape table-and draws it on the screen.
There are other A pplesoft commands that let you rotate and change
the size of your shape, just in case some rabbits start tumbling around or
growing up.
This is generally how animation works. For film, an artist draws a se
ries of pictures and then flips the frame s. For computer games, the pro
grammer creates shapes and plots them at different points on-screen to
create the illusion of movement.
That's all we h ave space for this time. Next time, we'll kick off the
aca demic year with some real meat: how computers count. Bring your
a bacus and a sixteen-key calculator.
JI

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER

IMPROVED!
The #1 Apple spelling verification program has been made even
better! We've taken all of the features you liked from the original
and have added the features you requested to create the new
SENSIBLE SPELLER!
MORE FEATURES!
We've added the features you asked for!• You can now immedi
ately correct misspelled words by replacing them with the proper
spelling. The SENSIBLE SPELLER even suggests the correct
spelling for your misspelled words I
We 've also given you more options for searching the dictionary,
including multiple-character and single-character substitutions.
THE CHOICE OF THREE OUT OF FOUR
APPLE OWNERS!
We still give you all the features that made the
,,t• • •
SENSIBLE SPELLER the choice of three
out of four Apple owners buying a spelling
c hecker .** In fact , the SENSIBLE
SPELLER was the only spelling
ve rification program to ever
appear on Softalk's Top 30 list.
The SENSIBLE SPELLER still
include s the largest dictionary
avai lable for the Apple computer
- over 80,000 words are supplied
wit h unlimited room to add your
own special words I This is a brand
name dictionary, containing real
words from the official Random
Hou s e Dictionary - not a list of
words typed in by some programmer

or made up from tables of prefixes and suffixes! We even throw in
a hardback copy of the dictionary to give you definitions and
pronunciations!
The SENSIBLE SPELLER is fast, a ten-page document can be
checked in just a minute or two. It is also extensively menu driven
to make it friendly and easy to use. And because each misspelled
word is shown to you in the middle of a small excerpt from your
document, you won 't waste time trying to remember how you
used the word .
MORE WORD PROCESSORS!
Each SENSIBLE SPELLER package contains multiple versions
for compatibility with almost all Apple word processors including:
DOS 3.2 , DOS 3.3 (Apple Writer, Magic Window,
Screen Writer, etc.), SuperText, Word Handler,
CPIM (Wordstar , etc .), and Pascal word
processors. And, the SENSIBLE SPELLER
works on all Apple /le, II+, and Apple
compatible computers with one or two
disk drives.
Don't be spellbound-get the
professional solution! $125.00

4

[2J•~~?~!~~e, Inc.

6619 Perham Drive
West Bloomfield, Ml 48033 {313) 399-8877
Please add $1 .25 for shipping.
Visa I Mastercard I Check I COD welcome!
' New leatures nol ava1lat>1c 1n Al¥lle CPIM, Pascal . and W0<dHand:er ve rsions
• ' · Spe l:er from Sensible Sollware glommed on 10 more lhan lhreeq.Jarters

ot !he market !0< p1oo t1e11d1ni;> progr ams '-SOltalk Magazine. A119ust 1982

APPLE IS a traaemarl< of APPLE o:JMPUTER, INC.
SCREENWR!TEA-S tERRA ON-UNE, !NC. SUPE ATEXT- MUS£ SOFlWARE WORDHANDLEA-StLICX:lN VALLEY SYSTEMS, INC. WORDSTAR- MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL, /NC.
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Futurist Roy Mason takes a breather in the unfinished hearth room of Xanadu.
Although the technology exists to make the dream house of tomor
row a rea lity today, few could afford it and no developer is cranking such
creation s out. However, " Xanadu-Home of the Future" is open to
public scrutiny in the steamy wilds of Orlando, Florida.
No o ne actually lives in Xanadu. Rather, it beckons like a smart new
lure in the world's greatest bait shop. Since July, visitors have been able
to tour the "house with a brain" and catch a glimpse of a super-high-tech
tomorrow.
Xanadu's sculptured-foam-insulation-sprayed-over-balloons con
structi on is a radical departure from conventional home-building tech
niques. Most houses these days aren't round, and most houses these days
don't have bubble-eyed faces for windows and exposed nervelike foam
tendrils sna king over them.
If Xan adu looks a bit like an off-world dwelling from a science fic
tio n film , that 's beca use it's supposed to.
" People expect a house of the future to look unconventional," says
Bo b Masters, one of the partners in the ongoing project. The intended
enterta inm ent va lue of the dwelling contrasts nicely with the high-tech
furni shings and co ncepts that went into its design.
Out of the Woods. This is the second house of the future con
ceived by Masters and hi s partner, Eric Wa lter. The first Xanadu was a
summer seaso n "curiosity piece" built in Wisconsin in 1968. It was small
a nd un co mputeri zed but proved so popular that the pa rtners decided,
three yea rs ago, to move to the more heavily trafficked Orlando area and
build a bigge r, more sophisticated yea r-round attraction.
Ma sters and Wa lter commissioned Washington, D.C. , architect Roy
Maso n- a futuri st with plenty of visio nary zeal-to design Xanadu .
T hey met Mason a t a futurist's convention.
Mason has spo ken a nd written ab out, and created films on, the sub
ject of future architecture. Specializing in energy-co nscious structures,
Mw.on has crea ted mo re tha n fifty contemporary homes incorporating
the latt:st building techn ologies, from solar heating to foam to micro

computers. He' s also one of the founders of the World Future Society
and architectural editor of the group's Futurist magazine.
But he wouldn't agree to design Xanadu unless he could make it the
world's first smart house: a house with a computer brain. Although most
of what visitors see now at Xanadu are prepared demonstrations, a base
ment room is waiting for the house mainframe. Eventually all systems ,
from security to food preparation to communications, will be tied into
the central computer for total environmental programming.
There's no more fitting place on Earth to create a vision of tomorrow
than the tropical jungle surrounding Orlando. The countryside is over
run with epic visions-from orange groves to manmade wonders like
Disney World (the crown jewel), Epcot (contender for the crown), Ring
ling Bros . and Barnum & Bailey's Circus World, Cyprus Gardens, and
dozens of others
Each theme park is more outlandish than the next: Each is an artifi
cial paradise where only your sense of childhood wonder is real; and each
is an engineering marvel in its own right.
It's the same with Xanadu, the new attraction in Florida's theme
park paradise.
Every Bell and Whistle. A push-button pleasure dome, Xanadu is
lo aded with goodies: the Anova Master System, with its intelligent
ph'o ne, light, and security control; the Atari Learning Center; the Curtis
Mathes Home Entertainment Center; the Richmaid curvilinear kitchen;
the Jensen Surround Sound system ; the Beam central vacuum system;
the Kallwetl passive solar storage tanks; the Hastings sculptural bath;
and the J.S. & A.-Gladstone robotic chess set.
An Androbot greets Xa nadu's visitors at the front door. After a short
introduction, visitors are given a hand-held walkie-talkie-like guide wand
before embarking on a walking tour of a fictional millionaire's family
home of the future.
Celebrity sound-alike voices in the guide wand tell about life in the
house of the future. Jimmy Stewart chats about the electronic hearth;

MEGAWRITER VS THE COMPETITION
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IFYOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUT BUYINGA
PERSONALCOMPUTER,
BEBE'S SOME BELB
Computers come in two parts.
One part is the "hardware:· the
machinery itself. The other is the
"software:· which tells a computer
what to do, the way a driver tells a
car what to do.
Without software, a computer
can't do anything. And vice versa.
You have to buy both.

Buy the software first
Since the reason you're buying a
computer is to get the capability
the software gives you (remember
it's the software that tells the com
puter what to do), it makes good
sense to pick the software first.
Start by making a list of the
things you want the computer
to do. Possibilities include word
processing, inventory control,
accounting, graphics, recordkeep
ing-you name it, there's probably
software that does it.
Next take your list into a com
puter store and askthe salesper
son to demonstrate software that
will do the things you want.
Even though you'll need a com
puter for the demonstration, keep
in mind the computer is just a
vehicle. The software is the driver.
Once you've decided on software,
picking the rest of the computer
system will be that much easier.

The simpla the betta.
Some people will tell you that
software has to be complicated to
be powerful. Nothing could be fur
ther from the truth.
Good personal software should
be, as the computer people say;
"friendly." Meaning that it helps you
do what you want to do without get
ting in the way.
Good software keeps the com
plications in the computer, where

they belong. And keeps the capa
bility at your fingertips. It's that
simple.

Simply see for yourself.
You can read any number of
interesting books and mag
azines about personal
computers.You can
ask your friends
who have
them.

Or look
at all
the sales
literature
you can get
your hands on.
But as helpful as
that can be, there's
no substitute for a live
demonstration.
When you do go shop
ping, we recommend
you take a look at
the PFS' Family
of Software.
Designed
the way we
think a soft
ware family
should be:
simple,
straightforward
and powerful.

Currently there are four software
packages in the family: PFS:WRITE,
PFS:FILE, PFS:REPORT andPFS:
GRAPH, with more on the Wcrf.
Here's a little more about each of
them.
PFS:WRITE. The simplest way

to get your message across.
PFS:WRITE is ideal for people
who want to make their writing time
more productive. It displays what
you write on your computer screen
so you can make revisions as you
compose.
With WRITE, you can correct mis
spellings or substitute one portion
of text for another, with just a few
keystrokes.
Andwhen you 're through revising,
WRITE shows you" on-screen"just
how your document will look
- when it's printed. So there
are no surprises afterwards.
WRITE also works with
most popular software pro
grams, including the PFS
Family of Software.
This feature allows you to add
names and addresses from mailing
lists to generate form letters. Or
combine columns of numbers or
graphs with your text.

I

I'

I
'j

PFS:GRAPH.
The simplest
way to spot trends.

PFS:FILE. The simplest
way to get organized.

GRAPH is ideally suited for
professionals who need charts or
FILE is basically a paper filing graphs in a hurry.
system without the paper. So
All you do is specify the kind of
you can record, file, retrieve graph or chart you want and enter the
and review information in a
information. GRAPH does the rest.
fraction of the time it takes with a
GRAPH transforms columns of
conventional filing system.
facts and figures into pie, line and
With FILE, you arrange your
bar charts so you can spot trends
information on a "form" you design
quickly and make better-informed
yourself. And when you need to
decisions.
track something down, FILE sorts
GRAPH works with PFS:
through your records electronically. WRITE, PFS:FILE,VisiCalc®
It lets you retrieve information in a
files or data entered directly
variety of ways so you can be as
into the computer. And sup
selective as you want.
ports most popular printers and
plotters.
PFS:REPORT. The simplest
way to sum it all up.
Send for our Free
PFS Software Catalog.
REPORT is a powerful analysis
It'll tell you more about the PFS
tool that works with FILE.
FamilyofSoftwareandhowtouseit.
REPORT sorts through your files
and retrieves the information you're
It's free. And all you have to do to
get one is return the coupon below
looking for. Then assembles it all
or see your participating PFS
into one report, so you can analyze,
dealer.
plan and make better-informed
The PFS Family of Software.
decisions.
We've already made computers
REPORT is also good at math. It
quickly sorts through columns of
simpler to use.
Now we're making them simpler
numbers and performs calcula
to buy.
tions, so you won't have to.

,.---------------,

!

FREE

~1

PFS
SOFTWARE

I

CATALOG

I Name-~~~~~~~~1 Address--------

! City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I State
ZIP----
I
!
plan
to
use
a
personal
computer:
I
I D at home D at work D both
I Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo,
IL,_ _ _ _ _
Santa
Clara,
CA
__
___
_95050
_ _ _ _J
®PFS is a registered trademark of Software
Publishmg Corporation, 1901 Landmgs Dnve,
Mountam View, CA 94043. The PFS Family of
Software currently runs on the Apple ~ IBM.''
Compaq:"' Texas Instruments ;•· and
equivalent personal computers.
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Julia Child illuminates the kitchen; Richard Nixon talks about telecom
muting: Kermit the fr og elaborates on the electronic windows in the kids'
rooms. and Rod Serling discusses the "outdoor zone."
While X anadu is mostly a fantasy tour, the house reflects a lot of
Mason th e futurist as well as Mason th e a rchitect. He thinks quite a lot
about the future while he spe nds time customizing Xanadu.
Hi s philosophy of "Architronics" is spelled out in his forthcoming
book. Xanadu, Your Astom:~hing Computer Home of Tomorrow-Todar.
Ce ntral to Mason's concepts is the idea that the home will evolve into
o ur "second ski n" with its own nervous system (wiring) and communi
cation between o rgan s (appliance to appliance, including computers).
Ambidextrous Dwelling. This nervous sys tem reports to a central
brain (central computer). And this is where Mason's philosophy takes a
ve ry advanct:d turn.
"Like the hum an brain," explains Mason, "the house brain is divided
into two functional parts. The left side of the brain performs all the
housekeeping chores-controlling th e heating, air conditioning, securi
ty, energy consumpti on. a ir quality, and lighting.
" The right side wi ll be used to anticipate the needs of the inh abi
tants. In addi ti on, the right side of the ho me brain will be used to con
nect the house to the outside world through ba nking, education, and
rnmmunications networks." No more dia ling the Source. The house of
tomorrow wi ll do it for you. There are also plans to build a microwave

- antenna and a satellite dish into the structure to serve as the house's
"organic ears," says Mason.
Ironically, the house of the future will be remarkably like the house
of the past, according to Mason. "I believe it will bring people closer to
gether, the way the family homes of yesterday did. Instead of leaving the
house to work, go to school, shop, and be entertained, the family will be
able to do these things at home."
In the future, families will gather around the electronic hearth , a
souped-up version of today's home entertainment center. The hearth
room will feature the main terminal link to the central computer as well
as to the outside world. The hearth room at Xanadu currently features
an electronic art di splay-several large monitors featuring Niam June
Pa k-like graphics-built into an adjoining wall.
"The house brain on pa per looks like a war room now," says Mason.
"But it doesn't have to. Micro technology will keep making it smaller
and smaller. However. the microchip isn't really the breakthrough here.
The real breakt hrough is the electronic symbiosis between people
a nd machines."
Healthy Symbiosis. Such activities as conversation, meal planning,
education, game playing, word processing, and family or individual
thempy will be possible through the hearth's computer terminal, or through
any of the termin als placed throughout the dwelling. Portable extensions
of the hearth will exist in case a family member has to travel.

Software and llipperware:
These days, most everyone stores their leftovers until
they can think of something to do with them . Now,
Micro Cookbook does the thinking for you. Tell Micro
Cookbook whats in your refrigerator and it'll tell you what
you can make. Micro Cookbook includes hundreds of
delicious recipes using common leftovers and ingredients
most every home always has on hand. Micro Cookbook
stretches your food budget by helping you stretch your' food.
Micro Cookbook also lets you select a recipe by name
(Veal Picatta), by ingredient (veal), by classification (Italian)
or a combination of the above. Plus, Micro Cookbook
allows you to enter your own recipes, create your own
cookbook and prepare your shopping list. Add a glossary
of cooking terms, calorie and nutrition guide, table of
measurements, ingredient substitutions and food buying,
storage and cooking guide, and you see why Micro Cook
book is an appetizing program for you.

'

/

VIRTUAL COMBINATICS
P.O. Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966 (617) 546-6553

Look for Micro Barmate, the computer age bar guide and companion to Micro Cookbook.
Versions available for APPLE II + , APPLE lie (80 column) and IBM PC (64K,
PC DOS). The cost, $40. Available at your favorite dealer or by mail. VISA,
MC or phone orders accepted. Please add $1.50 handling charge.

APPLE. IBM and Tupperware are registered trademorks of Apple
Computer, Inc., IBM Corpora tion and Dart Industries Inc.,
respectively
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The therapy a pplication of the system is a creation of Mason's. He
eve ntua lly sees th e creative right side of th e house brain holding a d ata
base of behavior files o n each member of the household. Inha bitants will
be able to interact with the house shrink, so to speak , through voice-con
trolled programs in a therapylike situation.
A nother room in Xa nadu, called the Sensorium , is planned to be a
mood room for one or more people. At prese nt, this room is a thea ter
where visitors may see a short film on how the house is constructed.
Mason sees the Sensorium as eventually being able to pick up biofeed
back inform ation from perso ns inside it. It will also take cues from such
things as after-dinner conversation. If dinner puts you in a classical
mood, say so. The Senso rium will counter with a dose of Beethoven.
Liquid crysta l walls, climate control, and music and so und will ma ke
the Sensorium a space-age meditation room. Throw in a mirrored ball
and you get a terrific da nce club. With the walls as screens, a n armchair
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trip to the dead seas of Ma rs is not out of reach, provided we ever have
film of the dead seas of Mars.
In the kitchen of the future, a robotic autochef will prepare prepack
aged meal s, hustling them from freezer to microwave. You may even
want your "robutler," as Mason calls it, to serve meals. Planning menus,
storing recipes, creating shopping lists, and juggling individual diet pref
erences will all be done on the built-in kitchen terminals. However, unless
you want to exist solely on Le Menu frozen dinners, you'll have to do
your own cooking.
M ason says that when you turn in after a hard day in the future ,
you'll crawl into a cocoonlike hole in the wall instead of a bed (to achieve
heat conservation).
You'll be able to watch the sun rise on a large screen in your room
courtesy of your outdoor surveillance cameras. Your bedroom terminal
will be at your fingertips. The question of what to wear (or what not to

WHEN YOU'RE BAl'
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From left to right:
Xanadu from its ma in
entrance , lit by the
headlights of passing
cars ; from the center
of the house of the
future looking
toward the d ining
room ; the master bath
doubles as a waterfall .
Righ t: Russ Coffman
stuck his one extra
TomorrowHouse
sensor in the fr idge .
wear) to work will be easily solved-the only commuting you'll be doing
is telecommuting from your own home.
If all these projections of a swell tomorrow sound expensive, con
sider Mason's hope to make it within financial reach of the average per
son. "You'll buy a house like you buy a car now. First the basic unit, with
any extras you want installed before delivery, then accessories as you
need them."
It's All Automatic, by George! While Xanadu is certainly an inter
esting vision of one man's house of tomorrow, you can have your first
taste of similar luxuries by simply harnessing an Apple in your humble
cave of today. Several currently available systems promise to turn an y
home into a small-scale Xanadu.
Customized control systems have been installed in various Pacific
Northwest homes-and in one car-by Zena Micro Engineering of Seat
tle, Washington. The company's systems perform various combinations

of household security and energy management.
Most of the homes are owned by families who have never touched a
computer, says John K atzka, vice president and software guru at Zena.
" Our challenge is not only to create a functional system," he says, "but
to provide the training and handholding that goes along with a new com
puter in the home."
Up to twenty-four separate zones of protection can be addressed in
hi-res graphics with Zena's Zygard system . The system's board, de
signed by Zena George, can interface with all types of sensors, magnetic
door and window switches, step mats, smoke detectors, and so on.
The Apple's speaker is connected to the house intercom and can in
form the owner of fire exits in an emergency, for instance. Also, calls can
be automatically dialed and doors can be locked and unlocked from the
keyboard with Zygard.
Energ y management, such as monitoring room temperatures and

\NASABOUTAPPLE:
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Yo u 'll go crazy over the ne \\
A p ple Gift Catalog. S tuffed
with 148 va rieties of A p ple .
The catalog is free. So call us

toll-free.

·~ppk!

1800 ) 227- 6703
In CA (800 ) 632-7979.
Or wnte Ap r le Gift Cat;ilog.
20525 lvl;inarn A,·enue. Dept. GC.
Cupernno. CA 95014
ID 198 3 A pple Computer Inc
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Tem perature
settings for up to
nine days are done
with bar charts.
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Talking to Your House. Meanwhile, if you want to know if you r
lawn has been watered, you ask Waldo. If you want lights turned on and
o ff, o r the T V, yo u tell Waldo-a voice-activated house control system
from Artra, based in Arlington, Virginia .
Waldo is "a VisiCalc for home control that works just like a spread
sheet," says compa ny president Reuel Launey. "The homeowner creates
acti on files , with time a nd date, to monitor appliances and such ." Up to
sixteen appliances can be hooked up to the system 's card, as well as to
alarms a nd stereo sys tems.
The package can call out preprogrammed reminders in a choice of
hum an-soundin g o r mechanical Votrax voices. "It has a vocabulary of
up to two hundred words," says Launey, "all the most common words
used in running a house hold ." By first teaching Waldo to recognize a
phrase, you can ask it the time or to turn down the heat from as far as
eight feet away.
"Already, some owne rs have equipped Waldo to respond to other
than voice command s. It can listen for the doorbell, a crying child, or a

controlling multiple he at pumps, is included in some of Zena Micra's
custom systems. Temperature sensors open and close vents, dampers, and
window shades. Effective monitoring and controlling of solar heat stor
age, fireplace heat recovery, a nd greenhouse temperature are among the
home control applications the company has managed in these early days
of sm art ho usi ng.
The Omnus Security Controller, a residential and commercial stand
a lone secu rity system. is the company's latest accomplishment. Based on
the Intel 805 1 Micro Co ntroller, the Ornnu s system can communicate
easily with any of several brands of microcomputers, including the
A pple .

Meet ...

Waldo

The Voice-Activated Home
Control System for the Apple II™

- --
Just off the living room in Coffman 's home is the passive solar
heat-collecting room.

• With the unique HOUSEMASTER voice/time pro
gram and a multi-function circuit card, WALDO
will give you a voice/time link to your Apple
ll™and a control link to your home.
• Compatible with all Apple™computers,
WALDO will bring you into the next generation
of home computer applications.
WALDO 's Feature s: • Vo ice recognition • choice of
human or robot speec h synthesis • real-time clock/calen
dar with battery back-up • stereo sound synthesizers
• BSR-X-10 c o ntrol interface with master & remote mod
ules • HO USEMASTER program • package of 10 utility
p rograms • d etailed opera ting manua l-Al l for less than
S800!
For more info rma ti o n, write o r ca ll :

ARTRA, INC., P.O . BOX 653,
Arlington, Va. 22216, (703) 527-0455
App le II Is a registe red trademark at Apple Computers. Inc .

burglar alarm," says Launey. "Quadriplegics and other handicapped
persons can immediately use Waldo to voice-control their own environ
ment to lessen the need for constant nursing. "
Tom the Turnkey TomorrowHouse. What is it like to see your
Apple extending itself throughout your house, looking, feeling, react
ing-a micro extension of yourself? Russ Coffman of CompuHouse Sys
tems in Denver, Colorado, knows what it's like. He's the creator of the
T omo rrowHouse computerized control system.
A dem o version of his package is currently on display at Xanadu in
Orlando and is to be hooked up for actual use in the near future. Waldo
will also be eventually installed at Xanadu.
Tomorrow House (Tom for short) is a complete turnkey control sys
tem . In add ition to setting up the standard heating/ cooling, lights / appli
a nces, and alarm control, homeowners can define their own systems using
a truth table method based on specified parameters.
Coffman has lived in a computerized home for the last three years
his home is the TomorrowHouse testing lab. "When I first designed
Tom, I watched it like a hawk just to see how it worked," he says. "As the
pace of adding new features slowed and I stopped waiting to see if my
porch ligh t came on when it was supposed to, my personal foreground
became less cluttered with details."
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Molded foam " nerves" snake up the outer shell of the Sensonum

cat1oning skier returning a day earlier than pl a nned with a broken leg,
says Co ffm an.
Xanadu designer Roy Mason speculates that in the future intelligent
homes and entire smart-building communities will "compare notes" on
energy use and other matters.
This is already po ssible with off-the-shelf technology such as Wa ldo
(they're working on modem co ntrol) and TomorrowHo use . "So meday
Tom will be able to sta rt experimenting with the house's solar heating
system on his own, finding o ut what parameters are most efficient with
out my reviewing hi s plots," says Coffman.
We're Not Obsolete Yet! Although computerized brains and. ma
chinery will be tak ing care of o ur future homes, for the mome nt 1t still
takes humans to see that all this homey techn ology keeps progressing.
Funny thing about the future: It never really arrives. It's a projec
tion, a ho pe. a fa ntasy of time- so mething we all peg our dreams to.
That's why home system designers and futurists like Mason, Ze na
Geo rge, Katzka, Launey, a nd Coffman a re busy creating the future
today.
There's really no reaso n to wait.
JI

The main benefit of having the system , Coffman would gradually
learn , "was a subconsciou s feeling of peace of mind. I left home know
ing things would be taken care of in my absence. The memo feature proved
to be a lifesaver. I put my schedules out of my mind and let the App le re
member for me. " A crisp voice nudges him about things he wants to be
nudged about.
Even though his home was being run better than ever before, Co ff
man wanted more. "One can get jaded by even the most spectacular life
styles," he says. "That's when I realized I wanted space-age convenience
all the time. " So he created version 2.0, with remote control. The com
puter can be accessed by any Touch-Tone phone, taking commands as
well as inquiries on any part of the system's opernt1ons.
However intelligent a control system becomes, it can't predict a va

011111 11.I' Sernnty Controller. by Zena M icro E11g111eem1g 14100 T 11 -eit1y-1/11rd
A ve1111e West. Seal/le, JVA 98199, l06-l8l-O llXJ ; S5fXJ Contact Zl'na Micro E11g1
11eeri11g jiJr nam e of nearest Zyg~ rd 1nstalla11011 dw nlmtor $:!(}() 10 $3.(){i()
To111orroll'House, b_1· Co111p11-Ho111e S _1:1·1e11u (3333 East Flonda A ve1111e, Den
wr. CO 8(}] J(), 303-177-66()(! ) Req111res 7/11111dmlvck and Eclw II sp<w h
.1T11thes1:er $895
. Waldo. by A rtra !Box 653. Arlington. VA 122 16. 703-511-0455 ). $599
Sy11 1hes1:ed l'o1ce. $299
Xanadu. Your As ton1shmg Co mputer Home of Tomorrow-Today. f rv111
Acrvpoll.I' Book.I (241XJ Snrnt<'enth S treet NW. Ww-/1111g1011, DC 200)9, :!{}2-387
6805 ) HardcrJl'er, t!l11strated $18 95
Wh en 111 Florida. 1·1.1·11 X a11ad11-/-Jouse of the Fwure, loca!ed at the 1111ersec11011
of U.S 19l and SR 535 Open da1 ·s and e1rn111gs, mm vr slime Adults· $4 50
C/11/dren 1111der t"·efl'I'· SI .
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Supported by
best names in the business
Many of the best hardware and software products on your system now, it can work much more
efficiently with Thunderclock Plus.
the market today are compatible with Thunderclock
Thunderclock Plus comes with a one-year
Plus. By design. Because Thunderclock Plus makes them
warranty. On-board batteries keep it running accurately
much more versatile.
just plug Thunderclock Plus into your Apple®II, lie or for up to four years without battery replacement.
Ill and it can do any number of tasks automatically. In the
If you want the convenience and versatility of
office, the lab or at home. For instance, with business or
running your system around the clock, get the clock it's
communications software, your Apple can access a data
designed to run around. Thunderclock Plus. Supported
by the best names in the business.
base or send electronic mail when the rates are lowest.
Thunderclock Plus can also time and date stamp
See your dealer for a demonstration or contact us.
your disk files to the minute ~ time
al'Apple is a registe re d nademark of
Appl e Compu ter, Inc
experiments and ev~~ water
~ TUllllftf:Dlj/JI Dr 1111"
• Requires Thund erwa re's Dos DaterT"' Software
your lawn~* ButthatSJUSt
v
· • sprinkl er application req uires BSR X-101\i Home
the start. No matter how you use
44 Hermosa Ave., Oakland, CA 94618
Control System and our Scheduler sortware
(415) 652-1737

@
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The bestmicrocomputer word
processor any moneycanbuy.

Thousands of
dollars worth of
word processing
~erformance for
Just $149.95
Who's ~ that?
Arthur Naiman, for one, in
the "Word Processing Buy
er's Guide" to be published
soon by McGraw-Hill.
In his definitive study,
Naiman compared 14 major
word processing prod
ucts-and PIE :Writer was
among the top three. Its
nearest neighbors were
dedicated word processors
which cost from $13,500 to

CPI'8100

Dictaphone
DualDisp.
PIE:Writer:
A.B. Dick
MagnaSL
Write

Operating systan(s)
and/ or rnachine(s)
dedicated word
processor*
dedicated word
processor*
Apple II,
IBM PC
dedicated word
processor *
CP/ Mt

$15,000. (See a portion of
the study results below.)
Yet PIE: Writer can be part
of your personal computer
system for just $149.95!
So now your business or
home microcomputer can
have capabilities equivalent
to the industry's top ma
chines. Naiman seys:

"PIE:Writer, running on
a humble Apple II, out
scored every other word
processing program for
microcomputers . .. (It)
crams an incredible
amount of power into a
small (23 112 K) and inex
pensive package . . .
PIE:Writer beat four out
of six dedicated word
processors."
Price

Overall Score

$15,000

94%

$13,500

85%

$149.95
$199.95

84~

$14,500

83

$400

82%

•Includes wor·d proceas1~ hardware & mu ltistation support.
t Requlres a.ddtt1ona.1 CP/ M Hardware for your personal computer ($200"600 extra)
CP/ M Ja a regis tered trademark of Dlglta.l Research
• VlalCa.lc © Ia a reglatered tradema r k of VIS!corp

No other microcomputer
word processor earned the
ranking that PIE: Writer
did. PIE: Writer can make
your personal computer
into a word processing
whiz.

That's not all.
PIE: Writer has been stead
ily collecting honors from
experts throughout the
industry for its all-around
price/performance and
its many advanced user
features.
When Pee@gs II maga
zine compared 10 micro
word processors, PIE:
Writer came out on top .. .
again. Pee@gs II rated
PIE: Writer ''AA+" and de
fined the rating as " . .. top
notch, superb ." The review
concluded:

". . . a formidable conten
der in performance to price
ratio . .. PIE:Writer is
hard to beat."
And Interface A@ said
in an in-depth review of
PIE:Writer's current version:
". . . much has been

gained in this update to
a time-tested classic."

Why the experts

love PIE:Writer.

You'll love
PIE:Writer too.

The lfaNden

Advantage.

You'll find everything you
There's another significant
need
in
PIE:
Writer.
What
reason to love PIE: Writer:
Here are some of the fea
you
write
will
be
easier
backed by Heyden Soft
ever
it's
tures reviewers chose as
to do: reports, letters, books ware, a company with the
the basis for PIE: Writer's
and articles, memos and
experience and resources
excellent performance, and
personal
notes.
Use
PIE
to provide solid products;
the reasons why you
:
Writer
with
a
40
or
80
thorough, user-friendJy
should choose PIE: Writer:
column set-up, lower case
documentation; and full ·
PIE:Writer is fast in exe
adapters, hard disks, mo
technical support.
cuting functions such as
PIE: Writer is part of
or
shift-key
modi
dems
search, scroll, page up
fiers.
PIE:
Writer
works
growing ''Personal
Heyden's
and down.
with spelling checkers, Visi Information Environment"
PIE:Writer is easy to
Cale* files and can edit pro
family of software prod
learn, with an excellent
gram
source
files.
ucts
. The PIE family also
new set of user documen
you
effi
PIE:
Writer
gives
includes
PIE:Speller, a
tation.
ciency and capabilities far
20,000 word dictionary
PIE :Writer is copyable to
beyond
other
word
proces
spelling
checker with a
back-up disks.
sors. You can save valuable
user-defined component.
PIE: Writer can edit either time and be more creative
And PIE:Communications,
text or programming code. with all your documents.
which turns your personal
PIE:Writer is compatible
And PIE: Writer is an easy
computer into a communi
with a wide range of
transition for typists as well cations center by letting
hardware.
as writers and managers.
you send and receive text
You'll be using PIE :Writer between your computer
And reviewers note that
the day you install it on
and others.
PIE: Writer has refined the
your
personal
computer.
'Ibgether with Heyden's
most sought-after editing
Just a few moments with
other Professional Software
features:
v wrap/columnar option its built-in training lessons products, the PIE family
and you're up and running . helps you make the most of
v textmarking
The experts use words
your personal computer in
v global word search &:.
like "powerful," "clean,"
any environment.
replace
"formidable" and "grace
Heyden provides a full
t/ custom form letters and
ful" to describe PIE: Writer.
range of software for your
mailing lists
But don't take their words
computer, including busi
v justify right and left
for it. 'lry PIE: Writer your
ness, entertainment, educa
v status displey
self and enjoy the ease and
tional and technical
excitement of the top
products. Visit your local
v save or insert text from
ranked word processor.
dealer and learn about the
another file
Heyden
advantage.
v control page breaks
v cut and paste
Runs on: Apple II, Ile
Runs on: IBM PC
v "Help" screen
Price:
$149.95
Price:
$199.95
v forward&:. backward
page scrolling
These introductory prices effective through September 30, 1983.
v automatic centering
v full format control
v control page number
ing, bottom and top
headers
Available at your local dealer, or call: 1-800-343-1218
v underlining
(In Mass., call 617-937-0200)
v tabbing by word or
I HAYDEN M!.]lje'.:C1ilW
moveable marks
Why all the fuss?

PIE:Writer. In micro word processors,
the best any money can buy.

Can you tell the IBM
from the Transtar 130?
B

A

Letter quality
standard of
the industry
One of these two print samples was generated by an IBM
Selectric II : the letter quality standard of the industry .
The other was generated by the new Transtar 130 letter
quality printer.

Letter qua 1i ty
standard of
the industry
A

nd print quality is just the beginning! The
new Transtar 130 daisy wheel printer is
also plug-and-go compatible with the best-selling
word processing packages! It features bidirection
al printing, superscript, subscript, underlining and
a true boldface. Retail price? Only $895.
Quietly producing copy at 18 cps Shannon text
speed, the Transtar 130 also features a unique
autoload button to make printing on letterheads
a breeze! Three new daisy wheels have just been
made available for the 130 from your dealer :
letter gothic (shown), script, and a 15-pitch
"gothic mini"-perfect for printing spreadsheets
to fit on one page!
Offering an end-user warranty period of a full
six months, the Transtar 130 is an extraordinar
ily reliable machine . Its minimal failure rate runs
less than 1%, but if your 130 should ever need
repair, a nationwide network of authorized
Transtar service centers stands ready.
Have you decided yet whose type is whose?
If you picked A .. . You picked Transtar. The
new standard for letter quality printing.

Transtar
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009

-
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Sometimes it seems as if God made Apple DOS from one of Basie's
ribs . Apple DOS does lots of things in special ways for the sake of In
teger and Applesoft Basic. This month and next we'll investigate the re
lationship between DOS and Basic.
One of the first things a beginning Apple user learns is what catalog
does. Most of you know that the letter a catalog displays in front of each
file's length and name indicates that file 's type. Apple DOS uses four pri
mary file types:
]CATALOG
DISK VOLUME 254
T 002 THIS IS A "TEXT FILE"
B 002 THIS IS A "BINARY FILE "
I 002 THIS IS AN "INTEGER FILE"
A 002 THIS IS AN "A PPLESOFT FILE"

Text files are usually used to store data rather than programs. If you
use a word processo1, it probably saves your work in text files. Many da
tabase programs also store information in text files . Text files aren't as
sociated with any specific computer language. All languages that oper
ate under DOS can read and write text files.
Binary files hold "snapshots" of memory areas . When you save a bi
nary file, you have to tell DOS the starting point of the memory a rea yo u
want to save and how long the area is. DOS then creates a duplicate
image of that memory area on your disk. You can reload the image
whenever you like. Binary files are used for machine language programs
and some types of data files. While binary files are used extensively by
machine or assembly language programs, they can be used from any lan
guage. Like text files, they are not " language-bound ."
The other two file types, however, are each closely bound to a lan
guage. Applesoft and Integer files a re used only for program storage
never to store data.
There are three primary DOS commands for manipulating Apple
soft and Integer files, and a nyone who has read this far, with the possi
ble exception of the author's mother, has used all of them at least once.
They are load, run, and save.
Loading Programs and Running with Them. These three com
mands work almost exactly the same way whether they're used from In
teger or Applesoft Basic. To operate as a DOS command, each of the
three commands must be followed by the name of the file you want.
If you leave out the file name, load and save will seem to hang up
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yo ur computer. The cursor will disappea r. the keyboard won 't respond,
and your computer will appear to be dead . Leaving out the file name has
the effect of telling Basic to load or save using a cassette tape recorder;
it' s now waiting for you to turn the recorder on. Just press reset to re
cover. Typing run without a file name will work if there is a Basic pro
gram in memory.
When you remember to use the file name, load gets the designa ted
program from the disk and puts it into your computer. Load also does
some lesser-known things, such as erasing any program previously in
memory, switching versions of Basic if necessary, and closing any opened
files. Run does everything load does, and it also starts up the designated
program after loading it.
From Applesoft, load clears all variables. From Integer Basic, it does
not. For example. if you are usi ng Integer Basic and you tell the com
puter A$= "DOStalk", then load a program and ask Basic to print A$,
it will respond "DOSt alk." If you do the same thing while using Apple
soft, you will get nothing but a bla nk look. New readers are hereby
warned th at this sort of interesting but useless infonnation is typical of
this column.
There are three error messages you will occasionally encounter when
loading and running Basic programs.
Language not available indicates th at the correct version of Basic isn't
avai la ble on your computer. We'll discuss this in detail later.
File t,ip e mismatch indica tes that you just tried to load or run a bi
nary or text file. You can't do it. Only Applesoft and Integer Basic files
can be loaded.
File not fou nd usually indicates th at yo u misspelled the name of the
file you wanted to load, although sometimes it indicates th at the disk you
thought was in the disk drive isn't really there.
But Who Will Save Us from Ourselves? Save doesn't do anything
special other than transfer the program currently in memory to the disk.
Everyone quickly lea rns that if yo u save a program under the same name
as another program , the new program will replace the old. The old
gulp-will be gone forever. This will happen without warning-no ques
tions asked .
There are several errors you will occasionally see when using save.
Write-protected indicates that somebody doesn 't want you saving stuff
on the disk currently in the drive. To write-protect the disk , this "some
one" covered the square notch on the edge of the disk with a piece of spe
cial tape. To unprotect it, simply peel the tape off.

Satisfying Over
With Innovation

CirappJ!tt
The Original Apple®graphics printer interface.
Since its introduction three years ago, the
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side
by side reproductions and Mixed
Mode screen dump
ing, the Grappler+
remains the most
intelligent interface
available. Over two
dozen commands
give Apple users full control over any graphics or
text on the Apple Screen, including a new 80
column text dump. Performance, reliability and
support have made the Grappler+ the #1 selling
intelligent Apple interface.

For Apples and Printers
The economical way to add printer buffering. The
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It
fits neatly inside your Apple, "Docking" onto your
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or
cables, no external power supplies ... just conve
nience and
iu~ ,, .. . ~..• ·
:I . '. ·r..I ' .t(·'
·U;.\'. gI ·~\A .'. \ alllTUll
1111111 1· ~11
economy. With
the Bufferboard,
you might never l.·.
... .,
..
'i,0· · ~·1· ll ... ·. .
wait for your
..
.
.11111111111i1111111111111
printer again.
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·versions for standard Grappler+, Epson APL and Apple
Parallel Interfaces.

75,000 Apple® Owners
And Excellence.

The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer
interface available. The New Buffered Grappler+
combines the industry leading features of the
Grappler+ with the time saving economies of the
Bufferboard. • •

Over 75,000 Apple computers are using Orange
Micro products. Innovation and excellence have
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer
interfaces. The top selling Grappler+ has
become an industry standard, recommended by
more software houses and Apple dealers. To
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro is
working to develop new products, like the color
Grappler+ for IDS color printers and the new
Buffered Grappler+. There is an Orange Micro
product designed for your application .
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple
dealer today.

With this much interface power, you 'll never need
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too.

•orange ffiicro

CirapPler +

** Not available for IDS printers .
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

-

Inc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA
© Orange Micro, Inc .• 1983
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File lock ed is simil ar, but witho ut th e tape. Use the DOS unlock co m
mand fo r quick relief. File type mi:mw tch indicates th at you have tried to
save yo ur program under a file name already being used by a binary o r
text file or by a program in the a ltern ate Basic. Uncle DOS won' t let yo u
save a n Applesoft progra m in a n Integer fil e o r vice versa.
No te th at if you misspell a file name while saving, Uncle DOS wo n't
kn ow th e difference. He' ll create a new fil e with the misspelled na me a nd
put your progra m in it. This ca n crea te a great deal of confusion.
Imag ine yo u have spent the evenin g wo rking o n a program called
Beer In ventory . During the co urse of the evening, you saved it twice. Just
before go ing to bed, you save it the fin a l time but mistakenly type Bear
In ventory.
The next day, when yo u reload the program, a who le bunch of wo rk
will be missing. Go a head, scream and howl, but before killing yourself
fo r fo rgetting to save yo ur wo rk, do a catalog and check fo r a misspelled
fil e name. It co uld save your life .
A Very Rusty Chain. At the ex treme o pposite end of the usage spec
trum from load, run, and save is a DOS co mma nd called chain. This
co mm and can be used only with Integer Basic files and allows yo u to link
together Integer programs th at won' t all fit in mem ory at once. At the
end of the first program yo u cha in to the seco nd , a nd so on.
Chain is very simila r to run. The o nly differences a re that it doesn't
close open files and it doesn't reset a ll varia bles to zero. ( Run clears Inte
ger Basic vari a bles; load and chain do not.) This means th at programs
linked together with chain can eas ily use d ata left by previous programs
a nd easily leave data for fo llowing programs. Un fortunatel y, you can' t
link A ppleso ft programs together with this command. Beca use of the
way A pplesoft stores variables, any values a re wiped out by the act of
loadin g a new progra m, whether with load, run, or save.
It's interesting tha t when yo u try to use chain with Applesoft , you do
not get a " file typ e mismatch" erro r, which is what would ma ke sense.
Under Applesoft , chain duplicates the load command, except that it
doesn't close o pen files. Somebody so mewhere might find a use for chain
with Appl esoft yet.
Relationships Revisited. The April DOStalk discussed init and boot
ing. I nit shows th e fa mily relationship between Uncle DOS a nd Bas ic to
be gla ringly obvio us . lnit saves wha tever Basic prog ram is in mem o ry
onto yo ur newly form atted disk. Boo ting or sta rting up th at disk ca uses
Uncle DOS to run the same prog ram automa tica lly. In the A pril article
yo u saw how to break up the famil y just a little by getting Uncle DOS to
brun or exec your hello program .
In May we discussed the DOS co mm ands pr# and in #. The fa mily re
lationship here is somewh at less obvious. If yo u look in both your DOS
a nd Basic manuals, however, yo u will find these two comma nds listed in
both places. The o nly other co mm ands listed in bo th are load, run ,
a nd save.
Yet th e load , run , a nd save comm ands of DOS are distinguishable
from th eir Basic co unterparts by whether yo u need to give a fil e name
with th em o r not, as we discussed a few pa ragra phs ago. The pr# and in #
co mm ands are the same under both Basic a nd DOS.
These comm ands let yo u turn on peripherals such as printers and
mo dems. Th ey wo rk by cha nging th e addresses in the 1/ 0 links. As we
have discussed in previous columns, the 1/ 0 link s a re DOS's only con
nectio n to the o utside wo rld. Wh en Uncle DOS does a pr# o r in # com
mand, he takes note of where you want output to go or input to co me
from, but he leaves himself co nnected to the 1/ 0 links. Basic, on th e
other ha nd , disco nnects DOS when it executes pr# o r in #.
Wh en you type a pr# or in # comm and on your keyboard , Uncle
DOS always intercepts a nd execut es it witho ut even telling Basic what
ha ppened. Wh en yo u use pr# a nd in# in a program, however, the results
depend on how you enter the comm and . Either o f the fo llowing two lines
wi ll be accepted (there will be no syntax error).
10
10

PR INT D$;" PR#O"
PR#O

(cor rect)
(inco rrect)

The fir st line is a DOS command . This is the co rrect way to use pr#
or in # from wi thin a program . If you use the seco nd version, which is a
Basic command , DOS will be disconnected a nd will cease to functi o n.
Any DOS commands that fo llow wi ll appear on your sc reen (or printer if
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yo u gave its slo t number) rather th an being executed .
The process of debugging this mistake can be very confusing because
it is not always o bvious th at yo u have disconnected DOS. If yo u don' t al
so change the input link with in#, your next input statement or the end of
yo ur program will reconnect DOS . Try this, fo r example:
10
20
30
40
50
60

0$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
PR# 1
PR INT D$;"CATALOG"
INPUT A$
PRINT D$;"CATAL OG"
END

If you have a printer in slot I, the first print statement will send the
wo rd catalog to your printer. Beca use the Basic pr# command in line 20
disco nnected Uncle DOS from the o utput link , he can't intercept the
co mm and.
DOS is still connected to the input link , however. So when line 40 is
executed, DOS regains cont ro l. Aft er yo u enter something, DOS will put
his own addresses in both the input and o utput link s. Thus he intercepts
the second cata log co mma nd and executes it.
The catalog DOS crea tes in response to this second comma nd will
a ppear on your screen-not o n your printer. Remember th at DOS nev
er saw the pr# co mm a nd in line 20. As fa r as he knows, the current out
put device was never cha nged .
Now m a ke the fo llowing change and try the program aga in:
20

PR #O:I N#O

This line will disconnect DOS from the 1/ 0 links completely. All
DOS comm ands, both within programs and from the keyboard, will
cease to functio n. T o reco nnect DOS, enter call 1002 .
Home, Home on the ROM. If everything up till now hasn' t proved
Uncle DOS was created as a helpmate for Bas ic,fp a nd int will. These
co mm and s switch your computer between Applesoft (floating point) and
Integer Bas ic. First let's look at how this is possible.
The shaded bar in the accompa nying figure is making its fourth con
secutive appearance this month. It shows ho w the memory space in your
A pple is o rga nized. Ta ke note of th e horizo nt al lines that divide this ba r
int o sixteen boxes. Each box represents 4K of memory. One K of com
puter mem o ry is a bout a th ousand by tes-1 ,024 bytes, to be exact. Thus
4 K is 4,096 bytes (in hexadecimal th at's $ IOOO).
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I
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ROM CAR D
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BAN K 1
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\\'hen yo u add together the bytes inside each of the sixteen 4K boxes,
yo u have 64K, or 65,536 bytes. This is the maximum amount of mem
ory yo ur A pple is capa ble of ad dressing or using directly. All A pples
have the inherent capability of addressing this much memory and no
more.
The leftmost bar in the figure di vides this 64K of memory into two
pieces- a 48K hunk of RAM and a I6K hunk of ROM. As the figure
shows, the RAM area is temporary memory . When you turn the com
puter off or write so mething dow n in this a rea, whatever was there be
fore disa ppears. The ROM a rea, on the other hand , is permanent. Nei
ther turning the power off nor trying to write in this area will change it.
When you see computer manufacturers bragging about how many K
of memory their computers ha ve, make sure they are talking about
RAM memory. This is the only kind yo u can use for your own pro
grams and data. Sometimes manufacturers hide ROM memory in their
specifications. The amount of ROM indicates how many programs are
built into the computer. The built-in programs are useful, but RAM
memory is much more flexible than ROM, as we'll see in a moment.
In the Apple, Basic is a llotted the address space between bytes 53248
($DOOO) and 63487 ($F7FF), as shown on the memory map. There is
onl y enough room here for one version of Basic. Applesoft, which is built
into the Apple II Plus and Ile, uses all of it. Integer Basic, on the other
hand, starts at byte 57344 ($£000). The address space from 53248
($DOOO) to 57343 ($D FFF) is empty on Integer Basic Apple Ils .
Green Apples. When the first Apples were manufactured, neither
A pplesoft Basic nor DOS existed. The first version of Applesoft Basic re
leased was know11 as cassette, or RAM, Applesoft. It came on a cassette
tape a nd was designed to be loaded into the RAM memory area from
byte 2048 ($800) to byte 12288 ($3000).
Locate this area on the shaded bar and you'll see that it includes half
of the first hi-res-graphics page . Because of this, cassette Applesoft
wouldn't work with any programs th at used hi-res graphics. This con
tributed significantly to it s short life span. Recently, writers in variou s
publications have referred to cassette Applesoft as an imaginary lan
guage, as if it never really existed. It existed; what requires imagination is
remembering that, in its day. cassette Applesoft was considered a major
enhancement to the Apple II.
It was during the exciting and turbulent age of cassette Applesoft that
good old U ncle DOS was born . The heritage of those early days of A p
pledom still flows in his blood. Uncle DOS includes several scattered
routines that allow cassette Applesoft to be used with DOS. The DOS
manual uses the alias "disk Applesoft" when referring to these powers.
When you tell U ncle DOS to load or run an Applesoft program on a
co mputer that doesn't have Applesoft available, Uncle DOS looks on the
di sk for an Integer Basic file called A pplesoft. If he finds it , he loads it
and run s it first.
The Integer file A pplesoft is supposed to contain cassette (or disk)
Applesoft , but it ne ve r does. In fact, there seems to be no evidence that
A pple ever ac tually released a version of cassette Applesoft on disk . If
a ny of yo u know differently, let us know.
In stead, the A pplesoft file that you'll find on many of your disks con
tains an Integer Basic versio n of that disk's hello program. For example,
if you look on yo ur DOS System Master disk, you will find a program
called Applesoft. (List it and compare it to the program called Hello.)
When you boot a System Master disk, the program Hello will run if
yo u a re using an A pplesoft computer. On an Integer model, however,
DOS won' t be a ble to run Hello; instead he'll run Applesoft. This allows
the disk to boot on either type o f computer.
If yo u ever use this trick, yo ur Integer program named Applesoft
should end with a call 979 or a print d$;"'in1 ·· rather than with end. When
yo u rnd one of these special A pplesofl progra ms in the normal way, Un
cle DOS loads and tries to run the real hello program . Remember that it
thinks th e fil e called /\pplesoft held the App lesoft language, not an alter
nate hello. Our little bilingual trick leaves U ncle DOS ve ry confused
when yo u end it. The soluti on is to co ld-sta rt DOS, which either of these
two co mmands wi ll do.
Applesoft Ripens. Cassette Applesoft gave owners of the o riginal
/\ pple II a new, mo re powerful version of Basic. H oweve r, it was soon
ove rshad owed by the de velopment of the Applesoft ROM card . This
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ca rd contains the Applesoft language in permanent, ROM-type mem
o ry chips. It also contains circuits that can fool the Apple into thinking
the ROM chips on the card are the ones built into the computer.
If you look back at the memory map, you'll see that the middle
bar shows the address space used by a ROM card. When you plug a
ROM card into your computer, the computer suddenly has 76K of
memory-the normal 64 plus 12K on the ROM card. Yet, as men
tioned earlier, the Apple can only address, or directly use, 64K. As a re
sult , the two Basics must share the same address range. You switch back
and forth between languages by throwing soft switches on the ROM
card . (We talked at length about soft switches in this column in May.)
When the ROM ca rd is on , it tricks your Apple into thinking its ROMs
are the built-in ones. When it is off, your Apple uses its own ROMs.
Uncle DOS was designed to work with ROM card Applesoft as well
as with cassette Applesoft. When you tell Uncle DOS to load or run an
Applesoft program on an Integer computer, he actually looks for Apple
soft on a ROM card first. If he finds it, he turns on the card rather than
tryin g to run the cassette version of Applesoft.
DOS has one limitation here-it expects the card to be in slot 0. If the
card 's in another slot, DOS won't find it. You can fix this, if you have a
ROM card you'd like to use in another slot, with two simple pokes.
These pokes change the address of the soft switches Uncle DOS throws
while looking for the card. With roms/01 equal to the number of the slot
yo u have your ROM card in, type:
POKE - 23112 , 128
POKE -23 104, 129

+
+

(ROMSLOT * 16)
(ROMSLOT * 16)

It's worth mentioning that an Integer Basic ROM card was also de
veloped for use in Applesoft computers. Everything we've said applies
equally well to it.
Changing ROM into RAM. ROM cards were a good idea, but then
Apple came up with something even better, the language card. Instead of
unchangeable ROM chips, the language card uses readable, writeable
RAM-type memory . A language card can be loaded with Applesoft on
a n Integer Basic computer (using the System Master's alternate hello
program, Applesoft, that we discussed earlier); with Integer Basic on an
A pplesoft computer; or with Pascal on either model. In addition, there
are a multitude of other uses for the card-many of them not yet
invented.
Instead of holding just 12K of additional memory like the ROM
cards, the language card was designed to provide Apples with an addi
tional 16K of RAM memory, bringing the total RAM up to a nice, even
64K. Similar cards made by companies other than Apple are usually
called 16K RAM cards. The Apple Ile comes with the equivalent of a
built-in langu age card.
The 4K difference between the 12K ROM cards and the 16K RAM
cards added a disproportionate amount of complexity. As you can see on
the memory map, the address area from byte 49152 ( $COOO) to 5324 7
($C FFF) is dedicated to input / output functions-soft switches and pro
grams for peripheral cards. It would cause all sorts of problems if using
the additional 4K of memory on the language card turned off access to
the 1/ 0 area.
Rather than use the address space of the I / 0 area, the language card
has two banks of RAM that share the address space from 53248 ($DOOO)
to 57343 ($DFFF), as shown on the memory map. Basic uses one of
these banks and leaves the other empty. The banks are selected by throw
ing soft switches.
Because of the two banks and because the language card can be write-
protected, eight so ft switches are used to control the card, up from only
two on ROM cards . The switches were selected in such a way, however,
that the same two that turn a ROM card on and off will turn a language
card with Basic on a nd off as well. It all means that Uncle DOS doesn't
know the difference.
Now Then, about FP and Int. When Apple introduced the language
card, it was offered only in a package with Apple Pascal. Purchasers who
wanted to use it for the alternate Basic were often surprised to find that
the two Basics were included not with the language card but with DOS
3.3. Next time you look at your DOS System Master disk, find the bi
nary fil es called Fpbasic and Intbasic. These files are the machine Ian
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guage im ages that may be loaded into the language card.
When you give Uncle DOS the int or the fp command, he tries to
turn on the designated language by throwing switches. If he's looking for
Integer Basic and he still hasn't found it after looking at the
ROM / RAM ca rd, Uncle DOS will se nd you a "language not available"
error message.
U ncle DOS, by himself, is not smart enough to load Fpbasic or Int
basic into your language card.
It's the System Master progra m Hello that knows how to load Int
basic: the program Applesofi loads Fpbasic. You cannot successfully
load either language by using the bload command. This is because the
soft switches must be set correctly to write-enable the language card be
fore the bload. Hello and Applesofi do this.
When you boot the DOS 3.3 System Master disk, it will always load
your language card with the appropriate language for your computer. If
the computer's native language is Applesoft, Hello will run and load In
teger Basic. If the computer's native language is Integer, DOS will be un
able to run H ello a nd will run Applesofi instead, thus loading Applesoft
Basic into the language card.
When Uncle DOS successfully finds a new language on a ROM or
RAM card. he turns the card on and cold-starts himself and Basic. The
cold sta rt takes care of everything that needs to be done to put Basic and
DOS on friendly terms. During the cold start , DOS fills in a table called
the language vector table, which is inside DOS itself; executes a nomon
command: rebuilds three DOS buffers; resets himem to just below the
buffers; and cold-starts the new language. This erases any program al
ready in memory.
It's important to realize that these things would happen even if you
were already in the designated language. Typing fp when you are al
ready in A pplesoft is like typing new, nomonico, and maxfiles 3 all at
once .
If you ever receive a "program too large" error while trying to load
or run a program , yo u can almost always clear up the error with an fp or
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int command. Usually this error is caused by an abnormal himem value,
which the fp or int will clear up.
How Entire Languages Disappear. DOS also clears the language
card whenever it is booted . During a boot , Uncle DOS stores a zero in
the byte he later uses to determine if a language is on the card. He does
this so that a correct, but random, number in this byte won't trick him
into thinking Basic is on the card. This is a nice safeguard, but it causes
lots of trouble.
The problem is that you can't load your language card from one
disk-your System Master, for example-and then boot a second disk
that uses the language. The second boot effectively erases the language
card.
The solution to this problem is another series of pokes into DOS.
These pokes must be made to the DOS on the second disk. Putting these
pokes into the DOS on the first disk will have no effect.
A good method to use is to boot a System Master disk , make th-ese
pokes, then initialize a new disk. This new disk will then boot without de
stroying what's on the language card. The pokes are:
POKE - 16429,234 (was 141)
POKE - 16428,234 (was 0)
POKE - 16427,234 (was 224)

In hexadecimal, this address range is $BFD3-$BFDS and the new
value is $EA. The old values are $8D, $00, and $EO.
An alternative method is to change these three bytes directly if you
have a program that will allow you to write on a disk. They appear on
track 0, sector 9, bytes 211 to 213 ($D3-$DS).
All commercial programs should include this change. Otherwise
those users who depend on the language card for the required version of
Basic will be unable to boot the disk.
This month we've looked at all the DOS commands that have spe
cial features for the sake of Basic. Next month we'li look at how DOS
handles errors for Basie's sake and see what has to be done to get Uncle
DOS to do his stuff for other languages. See you then.
JI
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Unless otherwise noted. all products can be assumed to run on either Apple
II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement jor
ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple Ill in the emulator mode.

D Now you can make your Apple truly portable. Softwarestop
(I 0975 Vi Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90025; 213-479
0206) manufactures the Teddy, a kit designed to let you rebuild yo ur Ap
ple II into a portable computer. The kit includes an aluminum case with
an epoxy / enamel coating. You just remove the motherboard, power
supply, and keyboard from the Apple housing and reinstall them in the
Teddy. It also has room for two disk drives, a nine-inch monitor, and as
many cards as you can fit in the slots. $395; nine-inch green screen, $119.
D The newest thing from lnfocom (55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA
02138; 617-492-1031) is Enchanter, the first in a trilogy of fantasy games.
The Zork coauthors have put together a fantasy environment in which
the emphasis is on magic. In order to banish the evil warlock Krill from
this world, you'll need to master more than a dozen spells and use them
in your struggle to restore peace. A new element in Enchanter is the pass
ing of time; as days go by in the story, you must nourish yourself or your
powers will eventually start to fail. $49.95.
D Teacher's Record Book is designed to keep track of student informa
tion, including name, 1.D. number, phone number, test and homework
scores, and attendance. Teacher's Record Book will run teacher-written
programs to produce special reports. From Glow Software Systems
(7001 Amherst Drive, Little Rock, AR 72205; 501-664-9469). $94.95.
D Aguila Corporation (24 Park Street, Pepperell, MA 01463; 617-433
9502) produces AE-Typeset, an enhancement for Apple Writer a nd
Epson MX / FX printers. A £-Typeset makes it easy to vary print styles,
line spacings, and extra characters. An on-line help menu is also pro
vided. $89.95.
D Market Ana(vst, from Anidata (318 South Black Horse Pike, Black
wood, NJ 08012; 609-228-3034), is a three-part package for the stock
market investor. Technical Analyst charts high-low-close bar charts and
volume histograms, in addition to calculating and charting technical
studies. Portfolio Manager keeps track of multiple portfolios, making the
holdings available for evaluations, calculations, and appraisals. News,
Views. and Quotes is the teleprocessing section that gives you access to
many remote database services; it stores up to thirty pages of text. Mar
ket Analyst is written in Pascal for quick response. $495.
0 FlipTrack Learning Systems (Box 711, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312
790-1117) has introduced a training course on the operation of the Apple
Ile; the course picks up where the Apple's demonstration disk leaves off.
How To Operate the Apple lie includes three audio cassettes that famil
iarize users with the System Master, Sample Programs, and Apple Pre
sents . . . Apple disks. $49.95. How To Use Wo rdStar & Mai/Merge is a
set of four cassettes and a user reference manual. The full WordStar
course is included, plus a new cassette lesson on how to prepare form let
ters and mailing lists, insert and adj ust boilerplates, print multiple copies,
and more. Before exploring the capabilities of Mai/Merge, the Flip Track
cassettes talk the no vice through each command of the WordStar pro
gram. Specialized commands for underscore, boldface, page headings,
subscripts, and search and replace are taught through hands-on
practice. $65.
0 Plain and Simple Software (9003 Lexington N.E., Albuquerque,

..
NM 87112: 505-293-2448) has released a program for food brok ers,
called The Food Broker. It supports up to twenty-five salespeople, one
hundred principals, one thousand customers, and two thousand prod
ucts. More than two hundred reports provide detailed analysis of each
category. Reports include commission reconciliation, product usage, re
gional sales, and transactions. $750.
D Computer Literacy Week will be held September 19-22 at the New
York City Hilton and will offer supervisors and other business professionals a
chance to become computer-literate. The program will include more
than thirty-five sessions that teach the essentials whi le avoiding jargon
a nd technical terms . For information, contact Susan Jones at Confer
ence Ma na gement ( 17 Washington Street, Box 4990, Norwalk, CT
06856: 203-852-0500).
D CP/ M Workshop is a comprehensive learning program that shows
novices how to get started with CP / M. This program from Datascan
(2716 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa Monica , CA 90405; 213-452-91 14)
provides a self-paced seminar complete with diagra ms, exercises, re
views, demonstrations, hints, and evaluation sessions. The disk and
backup come in eight-inch format. $115.
D Riverside Data (Box 300, Harrods Creek, KY 40027; 502-228-3820)
helps you get more work, fun , and information out of your computer,

ATTENTION
PROGRAMMERS!!
DATASOFT 1s currently seeking programs and
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and expanding operation. A leading marketer
and developer of personal computer software.
OATASOFT offers experienced assembly
language programmers the opportunity to JOln
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original material for their games. education and
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pays compet1t1ve salaries. plus bonuses based
on product performance . Relocation assistance
is available. 1f needed .
If you have working knowledg e of Atc::m . App le.
Tl, or Commodore op erating system s. g1'aph 1c s.
animation and sound, call or' write the Prndu c t
De ve lopm ent Depar t ment at
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with the introduction of PLUMB-Probing 1he World of Personal Tele
communica1ions, a newsletter to help computer users explore the services
available through modem communications. $20 for fi ve issues.
O If the press ure pad in your Apple disk drive gets dirty, you may have
to replace it. Cyber-Tech (Box 924, Chatsworth , CA 9131 I) provides
yo u with a kit containing a n a ppro ved replacement pad and a step-by
step manual, complete with photographs. $5.95.
0 From Andent (1000 No rth Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085; 312-223
5077) come several programs, all unlocked a nd modifiable. A fr
plointments lets yo u manage an appointment book a nd view appoint
ments o n the screen or on a printer. More tha n seventy-five hundred ap
pointments can be placed on one disk. Programs can be listed and
changed as necessary. $75. Apple Alarm converts a computer into a
sentry that keeps track of intrusion, smoke, motion, fire, moisture, and
ot her on/ off senso ry inputs. Attached to your floor mat , door
swit ch, fire ala rm , o r other senso ry devices, it will sound an alarm or
quietly keep time from the moment it is triggered. $20. The Coin Col
lector is a data base program for numismat ists. A meeting list lets you
sort and select meetings by date and location. The so urce list gives
so urces for coins, supplies, and information on trades a nd liquidations.
Fi le Transfer lets yo u transmit data to other computers by modem. $49.
The Stamp Collector is a database program for philatelists and
works much like The Coin Collector. $49.
Dental-Medical Office Da1a consists of thirteen programs that ha n
dle appointments, patient files, phone lists, insurance lists, inventories,
checkbooks, and other database functions. $150. For offices that need on
ly com puterized insurance, there's Dental Insurance Form Writer. It lets
yo u prepare A merica n Dental Association insurance cla im forms a nd
then load, edit, and print them as ma ny times as yo u want. Each disk will
accom mod ate more th a n o ne hundred families. $100. Medical Insur
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ance Form Writer lets you prepare health insurance claim forms on yo ur
A pple . A master form can be created for each patient or family and then
saved for later use. Each disk holds forms for up to one hundred fami
lies. $100. Histogram Plot is a statistics package for the researcher, stu
dent, or businessperson who needs a quick and simple statistical data sys
tem . $39. The Hypnosis Disk is an aid to self-directed relaxation, behav
ior modification, and trance induction. $20.
Librarian List is a database system for libraries of all sizes. Nine pro
grams handle collection, loan, a nd staff information in multiple formats.
$ 150. Professional Disk includes several programs. Alcoholic Test tests
for traits of alco holism. Heart A llacks can test your chances for heart
problems. Interest Print helps you compute a nd bill interest on your ac
counts due. Label Maker lets yo u print any number of labels in any con
figuration. $20. The Prescription Form Writer prepares multiple pre
printed prescription bla nks for professionals. $20. The Coupon Organiz
er helps organize coupons and also will handle qualifiers, trades,
mail co upons, clearing-houses, a nd expiration dates. $39. The Guide is a
206- page book with hundreds of ideas, plans, a nd illustrations of equip
ment that can be made for the dentist's office. $19.95. The Dental Com
puter Newslelter is a monthly newsletter for dentists, physicians, and of
fice management people who have interests in office computers. Each is
sue contains information on computers for the office, software a nd hard
ware reviews, and practical tips on computerizing yo ur office a nd train
ing your staff. Included is an information hot line. $ 15 per year.
Museum Collector Ca talog is a database system for muse ums, pro
fessional and amateur a nthropologists, natura lists, and collectors. It
holds catalog and access numbers, category descriptions, values, and
mo re. Included is a text editor for writing labels, letters, report s, and
papers. $150. Encephalon is a neurologic patient simulator. The program
interactively simulates neurologic patients by means of a hi-res display. It
lets medical students practice examination an d diagnosis on simulations
constructed from previous findin gs. Requires Integer Basic. $39. Re
sponse Time checks yo ur reaction/ response time and levels of intoxica
tion . It can be used to test the sobriety of friends at parties, customers at
bars, and patients a fter a nesthesia. $39. Recall List is a database pro
gram that keeps track of thousands of patients' or clients' records. Re
ports and mailing la bels can be generated. $39. Th e Game Disk includes
six games from a rcade action to thinking games. $20.
0 Personal-computer product vendors are reserving more than two
hundred exhibits at the Seattle Center Exhibition Hall for Compufair Se
attle, to be held September 16-1 8. Vendors will display hardware, soft
ware, and services currently available for a wide range of applications.
Semina rs will be given on computer use by children, computer purchas
ing tips, and the future of perso nal computers. For information, contact
Compufair (Box 45218 , Seattle, WA 98105; 206-633-FAIR). Admission
is $5.
0 Technical Education Research Centers (44 Brattle Street, Cam
bridge, MA 02138; 617-547-0430) has two reso urce packages and a news
letter. Micro Info contains three references: Th e Software Finder de
scribes more th an twenty-five hundred school and college oriented edu
cationa l software products o n more than sixty subjects; Th e Resource
Handbook is a compendium of hardware ma nufacturers, educational
sotlware producers, databases, bibliographies, a nd more; Microcomput
ers in Education: An Introduction is a planning tool for implementing mi
crocomputers in educational programs. $28. Soft Info offers more than
one hundred softwa re evaluations, all written by teachers. $25. Both Mi
cro Info a nd Soft Info are availa ble for a package price of $47.70. Hands
9n! is a quarterly newsletter on developments in the world of education
al co mputing. $ 10 per year.
0 Ana-List is a program from Synoptic Software (57 Reservoir Lane,
C hestnut Hill, MA 02 I 67; 617-277-0778) that helps you work with lists.
It ca n take a table of information and quickly rearrange, change, and
print the information in a way tha t makes se nse to you. You can build
li sts of up to eight hundred items-eight columns with one hundred
rows. If you have 64K, Ana-List will ha ndle up to twenty-seven hundred
items. The program can work with tables from one to forty-six columns
wide. $150.
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0 Computer Games Guide is a monthly collection of brief game reviews pointing out deficiencies and excesses in diet, identifying their sources,
fro m Arcadeo (6648 North Newgard Avenue, Chicago, IL 60626; 312
and determining foo ds fo r a balanced diet. It creates food lists for spe
761-1814). Reviews cover mostly Ata ri games, but a few Apple games are cial, multiple-requirement diets automatically. $145.
also incl uded. $18 per year.
D The Polaroid Palette computer-image recorder from Polaroid (575
D Cheers! Homemaker Software (683 Towle Way, Palo Al to, CA Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02 139; 6 17-577-2000) transfers
94306; 4 15-856-7467) has announced the publication of Drinks on a Disk, color or black-and-white graphics fr om yo ur screen to Polaroid 35mm
an automated home bar guide that contains more th an one hundred ten Autoprocess transparency film and Po lacolor ER instant-print film. The
reci pes fo r drinks. The program lets yo u choose fro m among thi rty-two system connects to the computer via a video line and RS-232C commu
categories of drinks, and it has info rmation on equipping and stocking a bar, nicatio n line. It can be used with several existing graphics software pack
measurements, and types of glassware. $14.95.
ages and is supplied with soft wa re that lets yo u change or add colors on
D :vticroMotion (12077 Wils hi re Bo ulevard, Suite 506, Los Angeles, the film . The package includes a 35mm camera back and adapter plate,
CA 90025; 213-82 1-4340) has released Forth-79 Version 2. T he system in
as well as Polaroid 35mm Autoprocess tra nsparency system hardware.
$1,300.
cludes a screen edi to r, macro assembler, string package, thirty-two-bit in
D Wo rdmovers ( 158 18 Hawthorne Boulevard, Lawndale, CA 90260;
teger arith metic, and a manual. $139.95 .
D All you do is complete a questionn aire about your lifestyle. The in 213-542-735 1) has entered the field of communications with the intro
formation is fed to the Apple to produce a report assessing your health duction of M ite, a powerful program that all ows a C P/ M-based ma
prognosis and offering advice on how to reduce health risks o utlin ed in chine to be turned into a powerful , intelligent data terminal. It also lets
the report. The program is Wellness Check, and it includes two book
you use the computer as a TWX or Telex termi nal. This menu-driven
lets, The Way to Wellness a nd The Way to Wellness for Teens. Fro m program supports many di fferent protocols and provides full modem
Rhode Island De partment of Health (75 Davis Street, Providence, RI
cont rol with auto log-on if req uired . Files can be transferred with error
02908 ; 40 1-277-6957). $250.
checking. CP/ M is required . $150.
D The Micro/ Sca n version of the M errill Lynch Equity Research Data
D The latest from GolfSoft (1 0333 Balsam Lane, Eden Prairie, MN
base is now ava ilable; it includes fo urteen hundred companies and fifty
55344; 612-94 1-2172) is Handicapper, a professional golf handicap-man
two variables on two disks each month . The system, fro m lsys (Box 214, agement system that provides handicaps th at confo rm to those of the
Camb ridge, MA 02238; 617-491-622 1), downloads ~o urteen hundred
United St ates Golf Association. It's menu-d riven and contains sixteen
daily stock prices directly o nto the Micro/ Scan disks, with all variables modules. As many as three hundred seventy-five handicaps can be cre
automatically recalculated. To receive the prices, you need a Hayes ated on a data disk fo r either nine or eighteen hole rounds. Handicaps
may be set between one and fifty-four. A printer helps. $175.
Smartmodem; other modems won't wo rk . A full year's subscription in
0 M icroTenn from Micro Systems Software (4301-1 8 Oak Circle,
cludes twelve months of data disks, unlimited access to all data at all
times, and overni ght air ex press delivery of disks. $6,250. Yo u can test
Boca Rato n, FL 33431 ; 305-983-3390) is a smart terminal program that
operates at 1200 ba ud and in some cases up to 9600 baud. It lets you con
the database with a trial subscription package fo r $35.
D N-Squared Computing (53 18 Forest Ridge Road, Silve rton, OR tinue receiving data while yo u're in menu mode; you can adjust video
9738 1; 503-873-5906) has come out with an enhanced version of its N u
width, turn on the printer, open the buffer, and then return to terminal
tn"tionis t , an interactive-graphics diet-analysis program. It's a tool fo r
mode without missi ng any data . $79.95.
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If you produce software, ALF's disk copying service is the quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Most orders are shipped in
less than a week. Every disk we copy is verified bit by bit and guaranteed
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today !
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D The Olivetti Praxis 30 or Praxis 35 typewriters can be connected to

upper and lower case capabilities without hardware. $399.95.

your Apple to function as a daisy-wheel printer. Type & Print from Ap
plied Creative Technology (2723 Avenue E East, Suite 717, Arlington,
TX 76011; 817-261-6905, 800-433-5373) features a standard parallel in
terface and connects the Apple to the typewriter. Type & Print is $179.
D Decision Analyst is a program designed to assist managers in analyz
ing complex problems in which there are many alternatives and criteria .
The program structures the decision-making process into logical steps. It
takes you through eight menu sections, including problem definition, the
establishment and evaluation of necessary and desired criteria, the calcu
lation of values, the defining of alternatives, and other parts of decision
making. Final reports are printed. Requires CP/ M, 52K, an eighty-col
umn screen, and eighty-column printer. From Executive Software (2
North State Street, Dover, DE 19901; 705-722-3373). $139.
D The new version of Computer Golf from Avant-Garde Creations
(Box 30160, Eugene, OR 97403; 503-345-3043) is Hi-Res Computer Golf
II, Pro Courses Series. It has better graphics, better sound, and many
new features to make the game more realistic. $29.95. Paint Master
Scene Utility teaches and guides you, as well as providing routines for
scene creation. $34.95.
D Best Crop is a farming program from Agricultural Software Sys
tems (Suite 109, 1216 Dawson Road, Albany, GA 31707; 912-431-1113)
that consists of six interlocking, menu-driven modules. The program lets
the farmer record and analyze soil fertility, view histories of farms and
fields, and measure how well any farm or field performs. Included is a
section that lets the farmer enter the results of soil analysis. For any crop,
Best Crop will recommend the amount of fertilizer that should be applied
to the field. $695.
D With The Creator, from The Professor (Box 301 , Swanton, VT
05488; 514-747-9130), you can create multiple-choice questionnaires in
any language you choose. A text-entry system lets you enter and edit
questions; a scoring system keeps track of the respondent's progress and
offers detailed results to the supervisor. The Creator comes with charac
ter sets for letters with accents in many foreign languages and includes

D The Princeton HX-12 RGB color monitor can now be used with the
Apple if you have the RGB-80 card from Princeton Graphic Systems
(1101-1 State Road, Princeton, NJ 08540; 609-683-1660). In addition to
providing new video modes, the RGB-80 card supplies the Ile with
eighty-column text capability. You can select from among four colors for
text; medium and lo-res modes support sixteen colors, while hi-res sup
ports six. All three modes give you the option to mix text and graphics.
The RGB-80 card is $185.
D Business Cycle Analysis, from Instant Software (Route IOI and Elm
Street, Peterborough, NH 03458; 603-924-9471) helps in making plan
ning decisions about inventory control, investments, personnel in
creases, and credit extensions. The program also studies business cycles,
and calculates twelve-month moving averages and pressure curves, in
addition to printing out graphics of business cycles. $59.95.
D Intrans (2005 Texas Avenue, Shreveport, LA 71103; 318-221-0200)
has released PROMPT (professional office management and patient
tracking), a physician office-management system designed to help physi
cians and their staffs maintain patient records and billing files.
PROMPT also provides physicians with the AMA CPT-4 medical pro
cedure file and Health Care Financing Administration's ICD-9-CM
diagnosis file . $2,500 to $5,000.
D Phoenix Software (64 Lake Zurich Drive, Lake Zurich, IL 60047;
312-438-4850) has introduced Invoice File, the first in a series of business
templates designed to be used with Stoneware's DB Master. Invoice File
includes formats that provide reports sorted by a number of cross-refer
ences. Instructions enable you to customize, design, and generate re
ports in your own format. $89.95.
D Personal Computer Products (1400 Coleman Avenue, Suite C-18,
Santa Clara, CA 95050; 408-988-0164) has released the File Transfer pro
gram, which allows you to transfer files from an Apple to an IBM pc or
XT. Included in the product is a communications program for both sys
tems, as well as an adapter that allows the two systems to connect. The
program contains several utilities that assist in program conversion and
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can aid in preparing files to be edited. The program supports the trans
fer of random text. data, and binary files: high-level language programs;
VisiCalc data: word processor files, and more. It supports baud rates
from 110 to 9600. $94.95.
0 Celestial Software (3010 Warrington Avenue, Lakeland, FL 33803;
813-686-3311) is packaging navigation programs, which include great
circle sailing, rhumb-line sailing, dead reckoning, latitude by noon sight,
longitude by time sight, star and plant identification, and sight reduc
tion. Th ese seven programs are available on one disk or cassette tape.
Cassette for Apple II. $19.95: disk for II Plus. $24.95.
0 Classroom Grade Manager from Hayden Software (600 Suffolk
Street, Lowell, MA 01853; 617-937-0200) aids the teacher in storing,
computing, and retrieving student grades. From entered data, the pro
gram automatically constructs a grading scale, and it graphs and dis
plays grade distribution. CGM can handle eighteen grades (scores) per
term and up to fifty students per class. It can process an unlimited num
ber of classes for either the quarter or semester system. There are also re
ports for listing and averaging current and semester grades, for ranking
each class, and for analyzing exam statistics over a period of years.
$ 149.95.
0 USUS (Box 1148, La Jolla, CA 92038), the UCSD Pascal System
User's Society, has formed a special-interest group for users of Modula
2. Members of the group share experiences with others using the lan
guage or developing applications in it. For USUS members, the mem
bership is free; society membership is $25 for nonmembers and $500 for
institution~ . For more information . contact David Ramsey at Corvus
Systems. (408) 946-7700, ext. 267.
0 Orrington Economics (Box 3756, Arlington, VA 22203; 703-527
5990) has come up with Micromarkets II, a database for market research
ers and sales ma nagers. This updated version of Orrington's Micromar
kets contains thirty-four demographic and retail sales variables for each
state and for each of the fifty largest metropolitan areas. Twelve vari
ables are given for each of the two hundred largest metropolitan areas.
The program stores data in DI F format, making it compatible with Visi
Calc and other programs that generate similar data. $99.
0 Two packages are available from Microsoft (10700 Northup Way,
Bellevue, WA 98004: 206-828-8080) to help in using the company's popu
la r Multiplan. The two systems create finance and accounting work
sheets in Multiplan for business managers and professionals. After
prompting you for pertinent information, the programs automatically
enter formulas and format the worksheet. Both require CP/ M. The
MultiTool Budget system is for retailers and manufacturers who require
an operating budget planning and control system. $150. The MultiTool
Financial Statement system is for managers and people in the financial
services industries such as stockbrokers, investment analysts, or man
age ment consultants. $100.
0 More computer furniture! Accent Computer Furniture (7587 Clyo
Road, Dayton, OH 45459: 513-435-0090) has a line of hardwood-ve
neered furniture designed for the home and office. Finishes include oak,
tea k, rosewood, and walnut. Worktables are available in thirty-six-inch
a nd fo rty-eig ht-inch models and feature detachable monitor and periph
eral shelves. Forty-eight-inch, $340; thirty-six-inch, $300.
0 A new video-display card is available from Videx (897 N.W. Grant
Avenue, Corvallis. OR 98330; 503-758-0521). The UltraTerm gives you
a n 8-by-12 dot-character dot-matrix with stable, flicker-free display.
Nine software-selectable video-display formats allow as many as 4,096
characters to be displayed. Display modes range from forty to one hun
dred sixty columns an d from twenty-four to forty-eight lines. From soft
ware, yo u can select between bright and dim, standard and alternate
cha racter sets. and normal and inverse characters. $379.
0 S alus Software (2 Wo rcester Street, Belmont, MA 02178; 617-484
6154) publishes Loan Analysi1· flf, a menu-driven loan-amortization pro
gram for the Apple Ill. The program is designed for use in real-esta te of
fices o r loan offi ces o f banks and finance companies . An amortization
schedule can be printed for the entire loa n or any consecutive set of years
during the loan . It can handle fiscal years other than calendar years and
loan amo unts under $ 1 million. $39.95.
0 Syneti x Systems (15050 N.E. Ninety-fifth Street, Redmond, WA
98052; 800-426-7412) produces a plug-in board that emulates a disk drive
but executes progra ms up to ten times faster. The Flashcard is available
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in 147K and 294K versions and is compatible with most DOS, CP/ M,
and Pascal programs that a ren't copy-protected. You just copy your pro
gram disk onto the Flashcard, which reacts as a disk drive but is faster
and quieter. 147K version, $395; 294K, $695. CP/ M and Pascal inter
face software disks are offered for $50 each.
0 Graphicmaster is a set of five modules from Tid Bit Software (Box
40368, Santa Barbara, CA 93103; 805-969-2187) that combine to let
you produce professional graphics. The Fontcaster makes characters in
resolution of up to 24 by 24 pixels with upper and lower case letters in the
same set. The Pa11emmaster presents a vivid display of unlimited pat
terns and colors, letting you discover the intricacies of Apple hi-res color.
The Bitmap Wizard gives you a set of five differently shaped viewports
that let you cruise the hi-res screen and save sequences of pictures to
disk. The Window King lets you define hi-res areas to be saved on disk for
later use. Finally, there's a module that lets you use all the elements of the
other four modules. It's all nonprotected, so you can see what makes it
work. $79.95.
0 Micro Program Designs (5440 Crestline Road, Wilmington, DE
19808; 302-738-3798) has introduced Math Alert!, a refresher course in
arithmetic basics for adults. Parents and teachers may also use it as a
companion tutorial for younger people. Numbers, addition, subtrac
tion. multiplication , division, fractions, decimals, and percentages are
covered. Applications include checkbook balancing, discounts, payroll,
and depreciation. $19.50.
0 The Microcomputer Work Station from Misco (404 Timber Lane,
Marlboro, NJ 07746; 201-780-9299) consists of components that can be
used individually or together. The components are the computer stand,
$79.95; printer stand, $79.95; connecting leaf, $39.95; universal compart
ment, $24.95; and paper basket, $29.95. All five as a unit retail for
$224.75 .
0 The Microbuffer II from Practical Peripherals (31245 La Baya
Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362; 213-991-8200) is now available in
both serial and parallel versions. l 6K, $259: 32K, $299.
0 A quick system for getting rid of static dust on CRT screens for up to
two months per treatment is available from Chope-Stevens Paper (1800
Eighteenth Street, Detroit, Ml 48216; 313-237-0300). The Copysource
Anti-Stat Clean Kit contains fifty pads treated with a specially formu
lated solution. $12.95.
0 Southwestern Data Systems (Box 582, Santee, CA 92071; 619-562
3221) is combining its Professional series with popular communications
services. Each purchase of ASCII Express: The Professional, Z-Tenn:
The Professional, and P-Term: The Professional now includes offers for
the following services: BRS/ After Dark , CompuServe, Delphi,
NewsNet, and the Source.
0 Applause (1749 Harmil Way, San Jose, CA 95125; 408-723-3133)
makes the Applerest. which attaches to the front of your Apple, provid
ing a place to rest the heels of your hands while your fingers tap away at
the keyboard. $19.95.
0 Managerial Finance in A ction is an interactive, computer-assisted in
struction course in financial management from International Manage
ment Institute (34 Maple Street, Summit, NJ 07901; 201-522-1213). De
signed to handle up to three people concurrently, the course consists of
five a udio tapes, ten disks, and documentation. Subjects include finance
and accounting language, interpreting financial reports and statements,
communicating with fin a ncial specialists, measuring business j)erform
ance, and using the Apple as a financial tool. $375.
0 Awomated Telephone Office Management (Marketalk News, June
1983), the telephone ma nagement system that helps managers keep track
of who's calling where and when, is available from ATOM (25 Roxbury
Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583; 914-472-0038). $4,500.
0 Three software utilities for the Soundchaser music system are avail
able from Passport Designs (116 North Cabrillo Highway, Half Moon
Bay, CA 94019: 415-726-0280). Traksplayer lets you produce albums by
creating four-track musical selections, then play them in any order, re
peated as many times as you want. You just load the tracks into Traks
player. organize the playback, and an album is produced. This utility also
ta kes advantage of improved DOS and compressed file formats. $75.
Tunings is a collection of different four-track tuning files for the Sound
chaser keyboard. It allows you to experiment with a variety of tunings
for exotic instruments. Several unusual tunings are included. $50.
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Finally, 4-Track Editor lets you compose with the computer or work
from a written score. The composition can then be edited and compiled
in a Soundchaser file and played back to hear the results. The program
can be used to eliminate wrong notes, add new notes, rewrite parts or the
whole piece, a nd smooth out rhythmic irregularities. It can even gen
erate a printout of the composition in a format for fast editing. $195.
0 The latest addition to the Ghost series of word processing programs
from Einstein Corporation (11340 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange
les, CA 90064; 213-477-6733) is GhostSpel/er. The program not only de
tects words commonly miss pelled, but it also finds words that should be
capitalized or hyphenated . It scans the text while the text is on the screen .
When it find s miss pelled words, GhostSpel/er suggests correct alternate
spellings. Yo u can add words, such as client names and addresses, to in
crease the program's vocabulary. $149.95 . Einstein also has announced
Memory Trainer, a program designed to help you improve your ability to
rememb er faces, dates, phone numbers, lists, quotations, and other in
formation. The disk includes five different lessons and an interactive
game to challenge you. $89.95. The Einstein Compiler translates Apple
soft programs into machine language, making them run as much as
twenty tim es faster. $129.
0 TermExec is a modem terminal program from Exec Software (201
Waltham Street, Lexington , MA 02173; 617-862-3170) that lets you cap
ture and send files in interactive or unattended modes. A full-screen
editor and backscrolling feature are included. Lateral scrolling handles
text that's more than forty characters wide, and menus make the pro
gram simple to use. $49.95.
0 DDS Net, the disk-drive sharing network from Kramer and Kramer
Software (Harvest Computer, 118 Magazine Street, Cambridge, MA
02139; 617-277-3817), lets up to five Apples share the disk drives of a cen
tral Apple, eliminating the need for extra disk drives. DDS Net includes
connecting cables, software, and a matcher connector. $100 plus $10 per
remote computer.
D From Micro-Spare (Box 325, Lincoln, MA 01773; 617-259-9710) is
Mission: Escape!, an arcade ga me that uses 64K of memory to give you
twelve levels of play. You pilot your shuttle through asteroids and
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meteors to rescue the Tweenies from their planet gone volcano-crazy.
Requires 64K . $29.95.
0 Dow Jones (22 Cortlandt Street, New York, NY 10007; 212-285
5466) has announced three new databases for Dow Jones News / Re
trieval Service subscribers. The Forbes Directory ranks the 500 largest
U .S. corporations by sales, profits, assets, and market value. It also
includes analyses of forty-six major industries ranked by profitability and
prospective growth. Comp-U-Store is a shop-at-home service featuring
more than fifty thousand discounted brand-name products, all of which
can be ordered from and shipped to the subscriber's home or office. The
Directory ofSymbols is a constantly updated compilation of symbols and
company names for all firms on the New York, American, Pacific, Mid
west, and the over-the-counter stock exchanges. It also includes infor
mation on mutual funds, corporate and foreign bonds, and treasury
notes and bonds.
0 New from Hayden Book Company (50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park,
NJ 07662; 201-843-0550): Secrets of Better Basic lays down some sophis
ticated programming tricks and techniques used by professional soft
ware a uthors for writing faster and more effective Basic programs. It has
appendixes that include the ASCII codes, numerical systems and con
versions, sample disk and memory tests, and some useful software.
$14.95. Microcomputers Can Be Kidstuff lets young people learn how to
use microcomputers productively. Descriptions and explanations of
hardware and software prepare the reader to begin learning Basic and
Pilot languages. Information on writing and saving programs and using
commercial software is also given. $8.95. Using Microcomputers in Busi
ness is a guide for the perplexed . It describes the advantages and disad
vantages of computerization and lets the potential user make good pur
chasing decisions. $12.95. Pascal Programs for Business is a collection of
twenty-eight powerful business programs. The book begins with simple
statistical analysis programs and moves to more ambitious applications .
Progra ms include a spreadsheet and a text-formatting program that
makes a word processor out of Pascal' s text editor. There are also pro
grams for bar charts, merging mailing lists with text to produce person
alized letters, routines for sorting data, and more. $15.95.
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D To help you meet the needs that result from having a growing li
brary of disks, The D.P. Consultant (Box 1174, Plano, TX 75074; 214
596-0594) is manufacturing Labelware. The product consists of 124
labels: fifty-six rectangular labels that tell you what's on the disk, sixty
universal symbols advising on disk care, and eight blank disk labels for
versatile use. $3.
D Transtar (Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009; 206-454-9250) has an
nounced its Model 120 daisy-wheel printer. It's compatible with word
processors that use Diablo routines for boldface, underscore, super
script, and subscript printing. You can select spacing to be ten, twelve, or
fifteen characters per inch. The Model 120 includes the automatic paper
loading system of the Model 130. A bidirectional forms tractor is an op
tion. $599.
0 Alphacom (2323 South Bascom Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008; 408
559-8000) has released a low-cost eighty-column printer with graphics ca
pabilities. The Alphacom 81 prints eighty characters per second on
thermal paper and can handle bit-mapped graphics. $169.95. Alphacom
has reduced the price of the Alphacom 42 forty-column printer to
$119.95 .
D Systems Enhancement Engineering (Box 40215, Indianapolis, IN
46240; 317-844-8817) markets a basket to hold the paper that comes out
of your printer. The unit is designed to be used with printers placed on
any table or desk; no printer stand is required. Two sizes are available.
Twelve-inch, $22.50; eighteen-inch, $24.50.
0 Luxor (2245 Delany Road, Waukegan, IL 60085; 312-244-1800) pro
duces three computer workstations that are part of its Endura Com
puter Line. The tables come with four-inch casters-two with brakes. A
cord-management rack and a three-outlet fifteen-foot power cord are in
cluded. The Model LE-MS includes a data-entry station. $80. Model
LE-MST has a raised monitor platform. $118. Model LE-MSS features
a pullout shelf. $118.
0 The San Diego Computer Society (Box 81537, San Diego, CA
92138; 619-565-8720) will hold its Fourth Annual San Diego Computer
Fair on November 5 and 6 at the Scottish Rite Center in Mission Valley .
The fair will feature short technical sessions, programming and comput
er-games contests, door prizes, commercial displays, and displays for
computer user groups . Registration, $5; banquet fee, $12.
0 More than fifty hardware and software vendors specializing in agri
cultural computer use will be on hand to exhibit and give presentations at
the Computers for Farm and Family seminar and trade show, August
25-28 , at the Vo-Tee Building on the University of Minnesota, Saint
Paul, campus. Sponsored by Unifersity of Minnesota (Office of Special
Programs, 405 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55108;
612-373-0725). $15.
D Verba Gloria (802 Twelfth Avenue, Suite B, Menomonie, WI 54751;
715-235-2126) makes the Under-Stand for your computer. It's a space
saving monitor stand made of clear acrylic. It holds one or two drives,
paddles, or joystick, and can be modified to accommodate a fan. $71.95 .
D Northeast Expositions (824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167: 617-739-2000, 800-841-7000) has announced several shows.
CP/ M '83 East will be held September 29-0ctober 1 at Boston's Hynes
Auditorium. Admission, $10 per day, $25 for a three-day ticket. The Sec
ond Annual Twin Cities Computer Show will be held September 15-18
at the Minnea polis Auditorium. Hours are from 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Adults, $5 ; children, $3. The Second Annual Rocky Mountain Comput
er Show will take place September 22-24 at the Denver Merchandise
Mart. Hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Adults, $5; children, $3. The
Fifth Annual Northeast Computer Show will be held November 10-12
at Hynes Auditorium in Boston. It's open from 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
$7 .50.
D The Genius Musician Board by lnnorn Computer Industry (First
fl oor, Suite 1, Alley 2, Lane 929 Min Sheng East Road, Taipei, Taiwan)
lets yo u create, play, and store music. Included in the package are key
board coding labels and two mini stereo speakers with audio cables.
$ 149.
D Link System s (1640 Nineteenth Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404;
213-453-1 85 1) lets shoppers try before they buy. With a small deposit,
anyo ne can take home a special edition of DataFax and a manual for a
free, seven-day trial.
D M anagement Software (Box 555, Tenafly, NJ 07670; 201-569-2592)
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has announced the availability of two business programs. Formula Coster
is for baking, food-processing, and chemical-processing industries. It
helps keep product costs and prices current when ingredient prices
change. $159 .50. For restaurants, caterers, and schools, Recipe Coster
will determine the cost and price of individual recipes or complete menus
from ingredients kept on file. $189 .50. Both programs offer fast sorts and
searches, full scrolling through ingredient files , automatic unit-of-meas
ure conversion, unlimited subformula / recipe levels, and complete re
porting capabilities.
0 The M-80E video card from Amdek (2201 Lively Boulevard, Elk
Grove Village, IL 60007; 312-364-1180) is specifically designed for the
Ile, providing eighty-column text display and a wide selection of new
color modes. The card interfaces the Ile with an NTSC or RGB moni
tor and is fully compatible with the Apple eighty-column card. You can
have lo-res and hi-res graphics mixed with either forty-column or eighty
column text and sixteen-color foreground or background in lo-res, me
dium-res, and hi-res. $195.
D Excalibur Technologies (800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W., 21 Mer
cado, Albuquerque, NM 87104; 505-242-3333) offers a twelve-page bro
chure, A Guided Tour of Savvy, which gives details in nontechnical lan
guage on the capabilities of Sawy. The brochure is aimed at readers in
terested in Sawy's pattern-recognition feature and its ability to cus
tomize applications. It shows how even a beginner can perform simple
tasks such as figuring a loan and gives examples of the use of the pro
gram's pattern-recognition processor. $1.
D VisiCorp (2895 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134; 408-946-9000)
and The Forum Corporation (84 State Street, Boston, MA 02109; 617
523-7300) are offering a series of training seminars aimed at extending
the productivity levels of managers and other professionals in large cor
porations . Named the VisiTraining Program, the seminars feature the
VisiSeries software and cover introductory and hands-on training re
lated to the use of personal computers and software as corporate tools.
D Mind Systems (Box 506, Northampton, MA 01061; 413-586-6463)
simulates private plane flight with the introduction of Airsim-3 . In addi
tion to a standard instrument panel, there is an automatic radio direc
tion finder. You can perform loops, rolls, stalls, and similar maneuvers.
The scenery is along the California coast. Airsim-3 is designed to aid
beginning and accomplished pilots. $40.
D Golf League Statistics manages, analyzes, and prints records for an
industrial or school golf league of up to twenty teams and fifty players.
Automatic team scheduling, tee-off order, player standings, USGA
handicap system, course records by player and course, and equitable
stroke adjustment are all maintained. Team and player statistics such as
recent and average points, putts, and scores are all tracked. From Disk
Depot (731 West Colorado Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80905; 303
473-7777). $139.95.
D Artworx (150 North Main Street, Fairport, NY 14450; 716-425
2833) has released Monkeymath, an educational program combining an
arcade game with a learning program. Children between ages four and
nine try to score the most bananas by causing a monkey to smash the
correct answer as the problem moves by on a monkey-powered tread
mill. $23.95.
D SDM: Screen Data Manager is a menu-driven database manager that
features custom screen-entry formatting and report generation. It
includes twenty-one databases with ten reports each. Two disk drives and
lower case are supported. Software Mill (19 Grist Mill Road, Acton,
MA 01720; 617-264-4237). $49.
0 Caps Software (4024 Alto Street, Oceanside, CA 02056; 619-724
0492) produces Artist Designer II, a drawing system designed for artists.
It lets you produce irregular shapes and curves, as well as shading with
random dots and textures. You select from six colors and mixtures by
alternating the colors in stripes, zigzags, or dots. The system can re-create
stored designs by redrawing them one step at a time. You can do a story
board of a performance and step through the scenes as though viewing a
series of slides . $49.95. Music Designer II is a compositional program al
lowing you to create complex musical textures with three voices. As the
computer generates a musical environment, you can make changes that
were once possible only on a synthesizer. No formal music training is
required, and you don't have to know conventional notation. Requires a
JI
three-voice ALF music synthesizer and 64K. $49.95.
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ROBOTS
OME
BY DAVID
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Robots are a dream, a fantasy, a desire, and a myth.
Today, R2-D2 and C-3PO exist only in the movies. As yet, no robots
have been programmed to embody Asimov's three laws of robotics, and
the thinking robot portrayed on the cover of Sofia/k's August 1981 iss ue
is still a long way off.
And yet when someone engaged in conversation mentions robots,
other people in the room turn to listen. Then come the inevitable ques
tions . "Yo u've seen one?" "What does it do?" "Can it talk?" "Did you
shake its hand?" " Did it have a hand?"
What is a robot?
'Working Robots. To the industrial world, a robot is a reprogram
mable multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts,
tools, or specialized devices in a manufacturing process by means of vari
able-programmed motions.
By dictionary definition, a robot is "an automatic apparatus or de
vice th at performs functions ordinarily ascribed to human beings or op
erates with what appears to be almost human intelligence."
The majority of pres ~.P~-day robots are a far cry from the popular sci
ence-fiction visions of robots that walk, talk, have emotions, experience
pain, tell bad jokes, tell lies, get in the way, and come to the rescue .
But now a new breed of mechanical beings is emerging on the
scene-personal robots.
What's a personal robot?
To Apple owners a personal robot is a robotic device that is fairly in
expensive and can be used with an Apple II or Apple III in the home by a
si ngle individual.
In this context, "fairly inexpensive" means priced at under three
thousand dollars. Through its RS-232C interface an Apple is capable of
programming many kinds of robotic devices used for manufacturing.
Interesting things are going on with the industrial applications of robots
controlled by Apples. The real excitement is just beginning, though
robots are coming home.
For years now, hobbyists and truly inspired hackers have experi
mented with homemade robots-essentially microprocessors on mobile
bases-that offered few real functions and hardly any practical applica
tions. Th e desire of these early robotic pioneers has been to empower the
computer to do something-to enable it to interact with the outside
world , not j ust with the mind of its user.
Robotics has been, and for some time will continue to be, an evolving
technology. The only way to achieve progress in the field has been to
experim ent and keep experimenting. This basic fact-that what we have
today is only a foretas te of what's to come-is true for both industrial
robotics and personal robots.
Two of the robots we'll look at in this article-the RB5X and the
XR-2-have the letter x in their names to denote that the models are still
experimental.
So don 't get too excited. Or rather, get excited, but be prepared to
wait a whi le for truly cost-effective robots that are useful in the home.
None of the five robots we' ll talk about here can wash windows, walk the
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dog, m ow th e law n, clean the pool. or change diapers. None of the
robots-RBSX, XR-2, Anndroid I, Tasm an Turtle, or Topo-can carry
on a n extended conversation.
Mechanical Teachers. Most of the robots currently availa ble for
home use are educational products more than they are household ser
vants-though the latter is the goal. By far the largest number of inex
pensive robot arms .and turtlelike devices is in education-for teaching
programming and the basics of robotic technology.
The Tasman Turtle is the latest version of a robotic te aching device
that's been around for decades in various a nd sundry forms. Basically, a
turtle is a mobile, desktop device th at can be programmed to move
around in complicated pattern s, mapping its movements on-screen with
turtle graphics. But, unlike most robotic turtles, the Tasma n Turtle
ca n talk .
The two robot arms we'll look at, the XR-2 and the Anndroid 1, could
conceivably be used in manufacturing but are being touted principally as
ro boti c teaching devices. Robotic arms, modeled after the human vari
ety-with sho ulder, elbow, wrist, and hand or manipulator-will
become parts of multifunctional home robots in the future. By becom
ing fa milia r today with the concepL~ and technology needed to coordi
nate the complex movements of mechanical manipulators, we can pre
pare fo r the future.
RBSX and Topo are the forebears of the true personal home
robots-intelligent, mobile, communicative, practical-that may some
day become a part of daily life. Soon these robots should be able to
vacu um the noo rs, g uard the house, mo nitor a tmospheric conditions,
and do many things as yet unimagined.
Miraculous Mechanicals. Let no misunderstanding arise. The robots
we have today are truly remarkable. Thirty years ago, this article would
have been science fiction of the highest order.
As a society, we've entered the co mputer age, a nd in the high-tech fu
ture robo ts may become ou r tru sted compani o ns. Like cars, computers,
a nd tderhones, robots wi ll function as extensions of our physical a nd
mental selws. Personal robots wi ll give us more free time a nd, as they be
co me mo re intelligent, may truly add something to the hum an
exr ericnce.
Gct read y for an all-too-bricf journey in a personal robot
wonderla nd .

ANDROBOT

JOPO

L po, from Androbot, comes in an impressive white cardboard
box-four feet tall a nd a few feet wide. Half an hour after ope ning the
box and removing the thirty-three-pound plastic and steel robot, it's pos
sible to have the little fellow up and running with either joystick or
keyboa rd control.
Looking like a cubist's rendering of the modern man, Topo is the
only currently ava ilable robot that could bc described as humanoid in
shape. Its superficial resemblance to a human is reflective of its limited
mcntal abilities-we' re still years away from a walking, talking, think
ing, and performing humanoid robot with human intelligence.
We mu st be patient . Two years ago nothing like Topo or his soon-to
be-rdeased cousin B.O.B. was ava ilable. Unless you were a hobbyist
building your own robots-thc only robotic products ava ilable to yo u
for the Apple were the Tcrrapin Turtle and Muse's game RobotWar.
Now, two yea rs later, there a re literally do zens of robotic avenues you
can explore on the Apple. Two years from now, there could be
hundreds.
An Andro What? Topo is the easiest of the current batch of personal
robots to relate to . Currently mute and sensorless, by October Topo
should have voice synthesis capa bilities and a wireless infrared digital
communications link. The basic unit available now is capable of many
different entertaining and educational functions and provides an enjoy
able introduction to the potential of personal robots.
Topo is controlled at this point through a remote radio link th at co n
ne cL~ to the Apple via an expa nsion boa rd in slot 5.
The robot moves aro und on two wheels, with separate drive motors
for each. Powe r to the motors is supplied by on-board batteries, and the
robot is usually charged a nd ready to go when it's delivered. The bat
teries a re easily recha rged using the battery charger included with the
robot.
Topo's power is turn ed o n and off by mea ns of pushbuttons on its
back panel. The robot has two plastic side fl aps that fold out and can
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hold lightweight objects.
The easies t thing to ma ke T opo do is move aro und in response to a
joysti ck. The robot comes with a disk co ntaining several Basic prog ra ms
tha t are easily accessed from preprogrammed subroutines. The joystick
rout ine allows yo u to move Topo anywhere yo u like within a rad ius of
seventy-five feet.
To po is ruggedly built, but he's only as sma rt as his owner. It 's up to
the owner to keep the robot fro m smashing into th e wall o r fa lling down
stairs. To po ca n be sto pped immediately by pressing the pa nel o n top of
hi s head, which turns off the wh ole mecha nism . This is part icula rly use
ful when yo u' re using preprogrammed Bas ic o r Logo ro utines. Topo
moves al ong at a brisk pace a nd ca n quickly go astray if the user / pro
gramm er hasn't pla nned o ut a clea r path .
Programming Topo in its Topo Bas ic is a snap, even fo r those who
aren't terribly fa milia r with the ways a nd wherefores of gosubs and fo r
nex t loo ps. The comma nds a re easy to remember-TF D moves Topo
fo rward; TBK moves Topo back; TRT turns Topo right ; TLT turns
Topo left. Extended movements a re possible through the commands
T FDX, TBKX, TLTX, and so o n . These co mma nds can be used as sub
routin es with vari able inputs. Fo r insta nce, typing N =200 a nd th en
GOSUB 5100 (the subroutine T FD) causes T opo to move forwa rd two
hundred steps.
Dance of the Androbot. It 's possible to do so me interestin g thin gs
with Topo and its Basic. Yo u can make the robot travel in a figure eight ,
a circle, and other geo metric shapes . Yo u ca n ma ke Topo perfo rm a little
da nce with th e TSTEP, TSTOP, TSTEPSTO P, TCO U N T , and TSET
routines, which allow precise control of each of th e robot's wheels.
At any point, it's possible to calibrate T opo's moto rs to have more
precise turning angles a nd movement increments by access ing a simple
To po Bas ic subroutine. Thi s co mes in ha ndy because Topo's inerti a a nd
the surface he's traveling o n can a ffect the precisio n of his motio n.
To po also works with Androbot's special versio n of Logo -Topo
Logo. Th e Topo Basic commands ofTFD , TLT, a nd so on have been in
co rporated as procedures-modular program units. Regula r English
words are used whenever possible and allo w the easy co nstruction of
fa irly complex programs. For insta nce, the line REP EAT 4 [TF D 50
TRT 90] causes T opo to move in a path the shape of a squa re.
Yo u can define yo ur own procedures with TopoL ogo in th e edit
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mode. Typing in TO SQ UA RE a nd REPEAT 4 [TF D 50 TRT 90)
creates a procedure called SQUA R E th at yo u can recall and insert in a
program as yo u see fit.
Topologo includes a vari ation on turtle graphics, wherein a line
drawing of To po 's movements is sent to th e Apple's screen. Using either
joystick o r key boa rd co ntrol-both are possible with TopoLogo- yo u
can instruct Topo to move while you watch his path on th e screen. Yo u
can defin e the size o f the room tha t th e robot is exploring; if the value
yo u supply is too small , then Topo's graphic path will wrap a round on
scree n, crea ting co nfusion.
It 's possible simply to draw pictures with To po a nd TopoLogo
graphics or to do interesting thin gs like dra wing maps of yo ur house by
leading Topo a round the edges of ro oms a nd a round o bstacles such as
ta bles and chairs.
Go Forth , Youn g Bot. In addition to To poB asic a nd ·TopoLogo , the
rob ot can also be progra mmed with To poFo rth , a language offerin g Lo
go like turtle graphics and a versatile progra mming environment.
Fo rth-the most popular motio n-co ntrol la nguage in industrial robo
tics-is very fast a nd its memo ry requirements a re modest.
The manual fo r Topo is easy to fo llow and co nt ains listings of the
Topo Basic progra ms. The ma nual makes it easy to get sta rted a nd , at the
same time, enco urages the user to experiment with progra mming. Kids
should have no trouble using it.
To po is a very entertaining way to lea rn about computers a nd pro
grammin g right no w. Fo r the yo ung in age a nd th e young at hea rt, it can
be the ult imate ga me and educatio nal peripheral. In the nea r future,
when it is eq uipped with speech synthesis a nd such accesso ries as the An
d ro Wago n-a small ca rt th at attaches to Topo's backside, due out this
mo nth-Topo will be even mo re attractive. (Yes, Topo co uld even serve
drinks to yo ur guests.)
And ro bo t, under the visio nary guida nce of Atari 's founder Nolan
Bushnell, is promo ting the notion of perso nal ro bots in the home with
gusto. The basic To po unit just desc ribed is o nly the beginning of what
p romises to be an ever-increasing line of home robo tic systems.
The go al of an aut o no mo us robot -one that yo u could program to
perfo rm a tas k, put in a roo m, and wa lk away fro m-will be realized
with another A ndrobot product expected to be released at the beginning
of next yea r.
A ltho ugh out wa rdly simila r to To po, B.O.B. (brains on board) is a
mo re sophisticated a nd fun cti onal rob ot. B.O.B. suppo rts two Intel 8086
microp rocesso rs and fea tures three mega bytes of operating ca pacit y.
B.0.B. is prog rammed with AC L (A ndrobot control language)-which
has some of th e chara cteristi cs o f Fo rth-via an Apple (o r a ny oth er key
boa rd with a n RS-232C interfa ce) acting as an ASC II terminal.
B.0.B. will be equipp ed with th e AndroBus, which fac ilit ates th e easy
ex pansio n of the robot. The company is fo llo wing the philoso phy evi
dent in th e Apple II : Provide for plenty of expansio n capa bilities fro m
the start. Eventually, B.0 .B. will be programm able with plug-in car
t ridges. The cartridges will be a vaila ble no t lo ng after B .O. B. is released .
Androbot's Big Boy. B.O.B . will have ult raso nic senso rs fo r deter
mining th e positio n a nd range of objects, as well as infra red senso rs fo r
avoiding objects or fo llowing a human. B.O.B. will have a speech syn
thesizer c hip and will o ffer users the optio n of building up its voca bu
la ry. It will be possible to progra m the robot to recog nize yo ur voice a nd
fo llow simple instructions.
Androb ot pla ns to offer o ptio nal hardwa re accessories, such as th e
A ndro F ridge- a device fo r sto ring ca nn ed drinks that B.O .B. ca n use
witho ut ass istance. At the summer Co nsumer Electroni cs Show in
Chicago, B.O .B. impressed th e crowds by fetching a can of beer fro m the
A nd roFridge a nd bringing it to an A nd ro bot employee. With And ro
Sentry, o ne o f the pl a nned plug-in ca rtridges, B.O .B. will repo rtedly be
a ble to patrol and safegua rd yo ur house.
Androbo t's F .R. E.D. (fri endly ro botic edu catio nal device) is a tu r
tlelike ro bot small eno ugh to fit o n a ta ble top. With a drawing-pen at
tachment and a vo ice synthesizer, F.R.E.D . is simila r to educatio nal
ro bots of the past and to the present-day Tas man Turtle. Using a joy
stick, th e Apple's keyboa rd , o r a co mpletely sepa rate infrared co ntro ller,
adults a nd children alike can lea rn th e bas ics of programming a nd robot
intelligence. F. R .E. D. will have softwa re simila r to Topo's and sho uld be
availa ble towa rd the end of l 983 .
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It can also allow you to take full advantage of
merchandise discounts. So you'll know whOm to pay,
when to pay, how much to pay-and save a lot of
clams in the process. ·
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RHINO ROBOTS

XR-2

The X R-2, from Rhino Robots, is a ta bletop robot arm designed for
education, research, and industrial planning. As such, it may seem a little
out of place in an article about home robots. Still, an understanding of
the technologies governing the operation and programming of robotic
arms 1s essential if we are to realize the dream of a functional home ro
bot that could simplify our lives.
Made of aircraft-grade aluminum, the XR-2 is reasonably light
weight-a little under thirty pounds-and it has no riveted parts so it's
easy to disassemble for investigative and educational purposes. The
robot a rm requires a separate power supply and controller for its stan
dard six motors. Rhino provides such a controller, which can also handle
two more motors for such additional devices as a chain-belt conveyor for
bringing parts within reach of the robot and a linear slide base for mov
ing the whole robot along a horizontal axis.
The XR-2 stands approximately thirty inches high when the arm is
fully exten ded vertically and has a reach of approximately twenty-two
inches when the arm is fully extended horizontally. The robot is thirteen
inches wide.
Meeting :\1echanical Arms. A robot arm like the XR-2 is modeled
afier the human arm, but the mechanical version is necessarily lacking in
fluidity, speed, and maneuverability. The XR-2 has a shoulder, an el
bow, a wrist, and a hand or ma nipulator. The arm sits on a base, which
can rotate 270 degrees. The shoulder can rotate 180 degrees, the elbow
270 degrees. By comparison, most humans can rotate their forearms via
the elbow joint only 180 degrees. And whereas the wrist rotation of the
X R-2 is 270 degrees, human wrists are hard put to reach 180 degrees.
The XR-2's hand ca n also rotate around the vertical axis of the wrist
(imagine being able to unscrew yo ur hand a t the wrist).
Humans are definitely a head of the game in hands, though . The X R
2 hand features two metal fin gers, capable of grasping certain objects,
but with nowhere near the complexity and versatility of the human
kind . In fact, the task of creating more humanlike hands is one of the
great challenges facing robotic researchers in the decades ahead.
Each of the XR-2's six motors-controlling the base, shoulder,
elbow, wrist, hand, and the fin gers of the hand-is equipped with opti
cal encoders, making the system what is called a "closed loop system."
T he o ptical encoders are circular metal plates with holes in them that
interrupt an optica l beam, thus providing information on how far a
moto r has mo ved a nd in what direction.
Rhino pro vides the co ntroller/ power supply and interface card
n eo:~s a ry to begin working with the X R-2 . The peripheral card is a CCS
7710A RS-232C interface and lits into slot number 2 on the Apple I I. Six
ca bles co nn ect the robo t's moto rs to the controller, and an RS-232C
ca ble con nec ts the Apple interface card to the controller.
T he CCS 771 OA card is a language card, with software already written

on modifiable EPROMs; so you don't even need software to get up and
running on the XR-2. After connecting everything up and booting DOS,
you simply type PR#2 and the robot should be ready to accept your
Basic commands.
The firmware on the card allows for six commands not normally part
of Basie's repertoire-"&HOME", "&STEP X,X,X,X,X,X,X,X",
"&IF X THEN:", "&WAIT X", "&READ X,X,X,XXXX,X", and
"&CLEAR". The &STEP and &READ commands both require that
all eight variables-corresponding to the maximum eight-motor outputs
on the controller-be defined before the commands can be used.
There's No Place Like Home. The &HOME command executes
what is called a "hard home" routine. The home position is a prepro
grammed placement of the base, shoulder, and elbow joints. When pro
gramming the XR-2 it's desirable always to be starting from the same
position.
The &STEP X,X .... command is used to start moving each of the
robot's six standard motors a fixed number of steps simultaneously. The
command does not ensure that each motor will take the same time for its
move; those motors that have only a short way to go will get done be
fore the motors that have a long way to go. Coordinated moves can be
made by breaking the command up into smaller, evenly spaced
commands.
The X R-2' s &IF X THEN: command is like the standard Basic com
mand, except that it must have a colon at the end and the condition must
be stated on the same line after the colon. The X variable symbolizes one
of the six motors and corresponds to the six microswitches associated
with the six ports on the XR-2's controller. The command is used to
monitor these six switches and make appropriate responses to them. If
the called microswitch is depressed, the condition after the colon will be
executed.
The &WAIT command is used to enter a pause into the operation on
the robot. The &READ X,X ... command reads the encoders and de
termin es the distance each axis has moved from the position when these
counters were last cleared. The clearing is done with the &CLEAR
command.
The XR-2 takes a little time to get to know. The base, body, and arm
of the robot are open to view, so you can see the de servo motors that
drive the various axes and how they connect to the bicyclelike drive
chains. The makers encourage you to take it apart and see how it works.
Horn of Plenty. Rhino offers several software packages that run with
the ·XR-2 and the Apple II. The Rhino-Rite-A program is designed to
allow the XR-2 to print two lines of letters or numbers using a felt tip
pen. Rasp # I is a package of four programs that offer single-axis move
ment and multiple-axi s movement. There is also a teaching program that
ena bles you to lead the XR-2 through a series of multiple axes moves and
then repeat these moves. A fourth program coordinates the robot along
XYZ Cartesian coordinates.
Rhino sells the XR-2 by itself or as part of a package containing an
Apple li e or Apple III a nd all the attendant hardware. The company
also offers several a ttachments, including different manipulators and a
handheld teach pendant.
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FLEXIBLE SYSTEMS

TASMAN TURTLE
T he manual for the Tasman Turtle calls the robot "your new pet."
A fter a day or two, yo u' ll realize that no pet was ever like the Tasman
Turt le.
T he smallest of the mobile robots , the Tasman Turtle will work
equally well on the kitchen floor or the kitchen table-basically any sur
face that is hard and fla t will do. Designed to be used as an educational
device, the Tasman Turtle combines the drawing and moving features of
past turtles with the ability to talk through voice synthesis.
The genesis of the Tasman Turtle occurred in the seventies at the
Eli La beth Computing Centre in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. Working
there in the late seventies, Allan C. Branch designed the Tasman Mini
mum Turtle, which in 1981 was introduced to the Australian market;
Flexi ble Systems was established to manufacture and market the device.
T he Tasman Turtle was first equipped with voice sy nthesis last year,
and, at the same time, Harvard Aswciates was formed to market and dis
tribu te th e educational robot in the United States. The turtle is also dis
tributed in Canada, New Zealand, New Guinea, Hong Kong, South
Africa, Japan, and Singapore.
Touchee T urtle. Looking like some kind of surveillance or repair
"droid" yo u'd expect to see in a S tar Wars film, the Tasman Turtle has a
clear plastic cover shaped like a dom e.
At the base of the dome is a slightly bigger plastic ring that serves as
the outer edge of the round robot. The ring sits loose in the robot 's
frame , and, whe n pushed against it, gives a little. When pushed
hard enough th e ring trips one of four senso rs. It's possi ble to program
the Tasman Tu rtle so that it reacts in a certain way when one of the sen
scm i' tripped by a n obstacle.
T he robot trave ls around by means of two small rubber wheels. It's
not a 'peed demon-how many turtles do you know that a re? A se pa
rate power suppl y is needed to power th e robot.
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The Tasman Turtle can move forward and
backward and turn left or right. Through the
plastic-dome covering you can see the motors, the
robot's body, and the hardware boards that al
low it to be controlled by a computer. Two small
green lights serve as the robot's "eyes"-they
don't see anything, but they do blink on and off
(depending on what's going on in the program).
Between the eyes are four red lights that corre
spond to each of the four sensors activated by the
outer ring. Below the eyes is the speaker, through
which the Tasman Turtle talks.
At the apex of the dome is a circular row of
yellow lights, the turtle's compass (available as an
optional attachment). At the center of the ro
bot's body is the mechanism that raises and low
ers a felt tip pen when you're using the turtle to
draw. The robot also features a programmable
electronic horn that sounds like it's reminding
you to put on your seat belt.
The interface card for the Tasman Turtle is
designed to go in slot 2 of the Apple. The card is
connected to the power supply with a single wire
and the card is connected to the turtle with a sin
gle ribbon cable. The Tasman Turtle is not au
tonomous; it must be connected up to the com
puter with the ribbon cable at all times.
Tasmanian Devil. Like Topo, the Tasman
Turtle comes with its own indigenous software. It
also is compatible with Terrapin Logo. Booting
the Tasman Turtle Control Software disk is the
best way to get started.
One of the demonstration programs on the
T asma n disk allows you to control the turtle with one-letter ccm
mands-F (forward six inches), B (back six inches), R (pivot right forty
five degrees), U (pen up), D (pen down), and so on. Another program
lets you use the robot's horn to make sounds like those used to signify
the dots and dashes of Morse code.
Once you're acquainted with the robot's features, you're ready to start
programming it with Tasman's Turtle Talk commands. All commands
must be prefixed with the ampersand symbol. Most of the commands are
one letter and some require a variable. For example, typing &F IO causes
the turtle to move forward ten steps-one step is equal to about one
millimeter.
The Turtle Talk commands can be used in a Basic program or in
immediate mode. In the latter, it's possible to set up a whole string of
commands separated by colons. For instance, the line
&D:&F30:&R90:&F30:&R90:&F30:&R90:&F30:&R90:&U

instructs the robot to put its pen down on the paper, travel in the shape
of a square, and then lift the pen up again. Assuming you've put a piece
of paper under the robot, it should draw a perfect square.
Tasmanian Turtle Graphics. Using the MIT (Terrapin or Krell) ver
sion of Logo, it's possible to explore turtle graphics and speech synthesis
with the Tasman Turtle. Creating procedures that can be defined and
used in larger programs is accomplished in the same way as it was with
Topo .
With Logo, the Tasman Turtle can display its movements graphical
ly on the Apple's screen. Program options allow you, at any time, to con
trol only the actual turtle, only the screen turtle, or both.
The Tasman Turtle with Logo currently has a vocabulary of approx
imately three hundred spoken words-including each letter of the alpha
bet and many numerical words for use in creating long numbers. Each of
these words is assigned a number. The command for instructing the ro
bot to say a word is SAY x, where xis the number of the word you want
spoken . For example, typing SAY 132 causes the robot to say the word
space.
With the SA YL command it's possible to make the Tasman Turtle
speak a list of words as a sentence. Typing SA YL [34 138 30 235 227 2
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13 8 255] causes the robot to proclaim, "See the million press onward to
the so uth." The SA YL command also enables you to combine prefixes
with root words to make new words . For instance, typing SA YL [72
106]-72 is the word centi and 106 is meter-produces the word

centimeter.
Two further word-creating commands are not included with the
package, but a listing of the brief Logo programs needed to construct
them is included in the manual. These two commands are EW and SW
and they work in similar ways-instructing the robot to say a word and
insert a silence either at the beginning or at the end of the word. These
co mmand s make it possible to create new words by splicing together
parts of existing words. For instance, the line EW 147 50 should result in
the word arms. The EW command cuts off the beginning of word 147,
alan11 , and then picks up word 50, the letter S .
Turtle Teacher. The Tasman Turtle is not an expensive toy that
you 'II tire of in a day or two. With its already ample features and the abil
ity it gives you to program more of your own, the Tasman Turtle has tre
mendous potential as a learning tool. Combining movement, sensors,
drawing, speaking, and the other features in one program is quite an ac
complishment.
The recommended tack if you want to explore the Tasman Turtle is
to put yourself in the mind of the turtle. The fact that a robot is only as
smart as you make it is a general rule that may never change. The first
step in making a machine do your bidding is to know how the machine
thin ks and how it relates to the world. The Tasman Turtle offers an easy
and entertaining way to explore these concepts.
Flexible Systems, through Harvard Associates, is planning to release
more robotic products in the United States soon. A smaller version of
the Tasman Turtle, geared more toward the home, is in the works. And
soo n there should be a vision system and a robotic arm for the present
Tasman Turtle, as well as increased speaking abilities, including a larger
vocabulary that may offer foreign words.
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program can store a series of points , which can be saved to disk, but it
won't save any points unless you tell it to.
A point is considered the present location of the arm, and the next
point is the next location designated by the robot's operator. Once
you've walked the robot through a task, it's simple to save the points and
have the robot repeat the moves, provided you start it from the home
position. Any unwanted points can be easily taken out with an edit func
tion . Armdroid I is not really programmable in the usual sense on the
Apple.
Nevertheless, the Armdroid I is a good way to experience the chal
lenges of programming the movements of a robot arm. For example, if
you walk a robot through a movement, you end up with a starting point
and an ending point. Now suppose there is a six-inch obstacle that the
robot must pass over to reach the end point. If you' ve saved only the be
ginning and end points, the robot will collide with the obstacle. You can
perform other interesting educational exercises with Armdroid I.
Colne Robotics set up an impressive demonstration program at a
recent robot convention (lnteRobot '83-held June 14-16 in Long
Beach, California). In that demo, the Armdroid I's three-lingered hand
held an eyedropper. The robot first took a little water into the eye
dropper from a small glass container. The arm then moved over to a row

COLNE ROBOTICS

ARMDROIDl
Armdroid I has a soft touch. If the application you have in mind is
the mass production of doughnuts, this reasonably inexpensive robot
arm may be just what you need.
Armdroid I, produced in England by Colne Robotics, is less mus
cular than Rhino 's XR-2. It features the same five axes of rotation as the
XR-2, however, as well as a more versatile three-finger hand. Aimed at
the hobbyist and robotic educator/ student / researcher, Armdroid I can
be purchased either as a kit or fully assembled.
Arming Your Apple for the Future. Armdroid I requires a separate
power su pply to drive it s six stepper motors. The orange, string-and
rubber-belt-driven arm rotates 360 degrees on its base, 180 degrees at the
shoulder and wrist, and 270 degrees at the elbow. The three-finger grip
per rotates 360 degrees around the vertical axis of the wrist, providing
both yaw and pitch. A continuous path machine, Armdroid I can move
along several axes at once and do a series of separate moves.
An interface card and connecting cable provided by Colne plugs into
slot I on the Apple 11. The cable connects into the base of Armdroid I.
The robot's power is supplied by a connecting cable to the separate
po wer supply.
C urrently, a menu-driven general-purpose program on disk is
includ ed with Armdroid I. This program enables the user to lead the arm
through a desired path point by point, location by location. These points
a n: symbolized by fivi:-digit numbers, and moves are accomplished with
single keystrokes.
Once yo u've defined the home position at the beginning of opera
tions, any new po ints are exp ressed in numbers relating to the individual
motor's distance fr om the home position. It's recommended that the user
d..:cidt: o n a home position and always move the robot into that position
manually before starting up.
When yo u first connect up the Armdroid I and boot up the soft
wa r<.:, it's fun to fool around with the "insert a point" option. You walk
th<.: a rm thro ugh a series of moves along any or all of its five axes. The

of test tubes, dropping the water into the first test tube in the row. The
robot then got more water and delivered it to the next test tube. The
robot didn't spill a drop all afternoon.
With a little patience, a nd a few extra eggs, you could probably pro
gram an Armdroid I to load eggs into a pan of boiling water.
The Armdroid Strikes Back. Colne Robotics says it will release the
Armdroid 2 either late this year or early next year. The newer version
will have seven axes of movement , each with its own Z-80 processor.
Armdroid 2 will be more powerful, able to lift four pounds as opposed
to the Armdroid 1's limit of three hundred grams.
The Armdroid 2 will also feature an inexpensive vision system. A
camera measuring three inches long and one and a half inches wide will
provide an image thirty-two pixels by thirty-two pixels. The vision sys
tem is meant more for educational use than as an industrial-grade de
vice, because the low resolution will enable the robot to recognize only a
limited range of objects. A slightly more expensive version will feature
encoders on the motors, making Armdroid 2 a closed loop system.
Colne Robotics is also planning to release the Zeaker-a turtlelike
device-late this year. Zeaker will be a two-wheel robot, with a simple
tactile sensing system and a pen attachment so that it can draw a picture
as it moves around. With a specially configured parallel card, Zeaker
will be programmable with the Apple II.

AVAILABLE FOR:
APPLE
TRS-80 MODEL I 8. Ill
IBM PC

If you 're looking for a PROFESSIONAL pro football prediction system , then take a look at THE GOLD EDITION . THE GOLD EDITION is the most
sophisticated pro football pointspread prediction system ever designed . THE GOLD EDITION is not a game - its recommended only for the serious pro foot
ball handicappers. From weeks 6 to 16 during the 1980 and '81 seasons THE GOLD EDITION has been a proven WINNER IN ALL CATEGORIES over the
Las Vegas Line :·
·
~"L

SEASON
1981 SEASON:
1980 SEASON:
lWO YEAR AVG:

FAVORITES
HOME
57 %
53 %
55%

UPSETS
AWAY
80 %
67 %
73%

HOME
63 %
70 %
66%

TOTAL
AWAY
70 %
66 %
68%

HOME
59 %
61 %
60%
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AWAY
71 %
66%
68%

..

TOTAL GAMES
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THE GOLD EDITION ALSO FEATURES.... .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely Menu Driven Screens
Easy to Use Commands
Accesses One or Two Disk Drives
Requires Only 10-15 Minutes to Update
Includes Two Seasons of Data
Can be Used Year After Year
Predicts Real or Hypothetical Games
Predicts Accurate Pointspreads
Predicts Accurate Over/Under Scores

,•'·
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154
154
308

'

"

Can Generate 20-35 Pages of Analysis Weekly
Hardcopy Reports Include .. ..
• Full Season Schedule·
• Team Performance Detail Analysis
• Team Performance Summary Analysis
• YTD Divisional Standings
• Computer Prediction Analysis
• Pointspread Differential Graphing
• Over / Under Differential Graphing

STOP GAMBLING ......THE GOLD EDITION provides the highest quality of information necessary to beat the Las Vegas Line. Retail price includes THE
GOLD EDITION System Diskette , Data diskette with two years of data , and over 100 pages of comprehensive documentation with padded leather-like
binding , . . . . ... .. . .. . , . ........... . , ... . .. , . . . .. , , . . . ... , . . .. .... . .... , . .. . .. ..... ... . ... . . .... ... . .... .. , . . .. ... $199.50

,....___
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2612 ARTESIA BLVD., SUITE B
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(213) 374-4471
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RB ROBOT

RB5X

RB5X. from RB Robot Corporation, looks like R2-D2' s little
brother. Bullet-shaped, mobile by means of two separately driven wheels,
RB5X is as charming as R2-D2 on the outside, but it's not likely to get
involved in any far-flung rebellions, at least not quite yet.
Designed for the home, the classroom, and light industrial environ
ments , RB5X is the harbinger of future autonomous personal robots that
speak, hear, and perform a variety of useful functions. The current ver
sion of RB5X is still in the experimental stages and is being improved all
the time. But the basic unit is designed to be expanded, so if you picked
up one tomorrow, you wouldn't miss out on all the goodies to come.
LED Wars. The top of RB5X is a clear plastic dome through which
yo u can see a transparent plate that holds several LEDs. The green
LEDs indicate the direction in which either of the two motors is going.
The red LEDs correspond to the eight bumper se nsors that girdle the
robot a bout a third of the way up its outer shell. If you press one of the
bumpers, the corresponding red LED lights up.
When you look through the clear plastic plate that holds the LEDs, you
see the hardware bus that facilitates further expansion of RB5X. Thero
bo t's o n-board processor. National Semiconductor's INS8073, is in one
slot. A nother slot is slated to hold extended memory, and there are four
addition al slots through which to connect other boards.
On the front of the robot's body, beneath its name plate, is a sonar
sensor for detecting obstacles at a distance . Below that are two brass
charging pins that recharge RB5X's onboard batteries. On the back of the
ro bo t is an interface plate that houses the RS-232C connector, reset but
ton, a nd power switch.
RB5X communicates wi th your Apple via the computer's RS-232C
inte rface and a communications package, such as Southwestern Data
Systcms's A SCII Express Professional. The user must provide the re
quired interface card , such as Apple's Super Serial Card or others com
mo nl y ava ilable, an d the terminal software . You can experiment with
diffe rent baud rates, but the compa ny recom mends 1200 baud.
Yo u communicate wi th RB5X in Tiny Basic. A few additional com
mands are needed to es tablish co mmunication between the Apple and
R H5X, and these a re cove red in the manual.
Once you've interfaced the Apple and the robot, it's simply a matter
of dow nloadin g instructi o ns to the robot via an RS-232C cable . As soon
as the m ~ t ru c ti ons have been downloaded, yo u just unplug the interface

cable and away goes RB5X.
Three Tiny Reasons. Tiny Basic is a version of Basic that lacks such
features as arrays or real number arithmetic. It's a special-purpose ma
chine control language that should pose no problem to someone who is
already familiar with regular Basic. RB Robot chose Tiny Basic for three
reasons: It allows direct access to memory for fast input and output; it
permits accurate timing; and it has a built-in random number generator.
Tiny Basic allows you to create your own programs. Also, RB5X
comes with a disk that contains several demonstration programs de
sig ned to familiarize you with the robot's unique features.
RB5X learns by what is called "evolutionary adaptive machine in
telligence," a term coined by hobby robotics author David L. Heiser
man in his book Robot Intelligence with Expen·ments. Heiserman's
scheme breaks robot programming down into three levels of machine in
telligence: the Alpha-class, the Beta-class, and the Gamma-class.
An Alpha-class robot responds to its environment with p'ure reflex
action. When you run RB5X's Alpha-class demonstration program, the
robot moves forward until one of its bumpers or its sonar detects an ob
stacle; it then moves away from the obstacle, randomly choosing a new
direction. A Beta-class robot acts randomly at the start, but it gradually
learns its environment. This learning happens through the repetition of
moves that result in either successful or unsuccessful reponses and the
Beta-class robot 's ability to remember successful responses. A Gamma
class robot has memory and the ability to generalize-to formulate theo
retical knowledge of the future.
In the near future, RB5X's creators hope to have Gamma-class in
telligence for the robot. Jn the meantime, the Alpha and Beta demo pro
grams on the disk provided with the robot are an excellent introduction
to the mysteries of machine intelligence.
One of the most promising features of the RB5X is its ability to seek
out its own recharger pack and plug itself in. The robot is equipped with
a separate battery charger that plugs into the wall and sits on the floor.
The charger consists of two curved copper strips attached to a small
metal box a little wider than the robot.The robot is equipped with a low
battery sensor circuit that tells it when the charge is low.
Charge of the Robot. It's possible to make RB5X find its own way to
the charger. This is done by putting down a strip of tape that contrasts
with the color of the floor-light tape for a dark floor and vice versa. The
tape should lead from the edge of the charger into the middle of the
room in a straight line. By means of its light / dark infrared sensor, RB5X
can locate the tape and follow it to the charger. The robot will press its
two copper charging pins against the metal strips of the charger auto
matically and one of its sensors will indicate when this is accomplished.
RB5X is equipped with voice synthesis and voice recognition . It can
talk to you and you can talk back to it. Using the sixty-four phonemes
supplied on a standard speech synthesis chip, you can create just about
any word in any language. RB Robot Corporation is in the process of
improving the voice-recognition aspect of the robot and should have a
newer system out later this year.
Among the many new features that RB Robot plans for the RB5X in
the near future is a robotic arm that will attach to where the plastic LED
plate is currently located. The arm will come with an extension to the
shell, raising the overall height of the robot, and will be able to lift
weights of twelve ounces as well as to reach around the robot 's back and
turn it off.
One home robot application we've all been dreaming of will be
possible later this year when RB5X's vacuum cleaner attachment is made
available. Currently still in the testing stage, the vacuum unit will attach
to the back of RB5X near the ring of bumper sensors. With the proper
programming and preparation on the pa rt of the human operator, it'll be
possible to turn RB5X on, walk out of the room, a nd come back after
half an hour to a clean carpet. No kidding!
Looking for the Right Script. RB Corporation has just announced
the soon-to-be-available Robot Control Language (RCL) and Savvy, a
tool for developing scripts. or programs, that are written in a high-level
Savvy-like language, compiled into Tiny Basic, and then downloaded to
the robot. The program development tool was created for RB Robot by
Excalibur Technologies, the originators of Sawy.
Also due out this year is Logo compatibility for RB5X and the RB
Trailer, a small cart by which the robot can ha ul lightweight objects. The
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robot will also be programmable with plug-in EPROMs this year.
Last but not least, RB5X will have an optional fire extinguisher attach
ment, available late this year or early next. With a powerful heat-detect
ing sensor, the robot will be able to distinguish between varying heat
sources such as sunlit spots in a room, a living creature, and a fire. If it
detects a fire, a small flap on the side of the robot will open up and a fire
extinguisher will douse the fl ames.

At

present, personal robots are one of the most expensive periph
erals you can buy for your Apple. The five robots discussed up to now
range in price from around five hundred dollars to upward of three
thousand. But the price situation will change for the better in the years to
come. Just as computers have come down in price even as their capabil
ities have increased, personal robots will also become more affordable
once the demand warrants it and the technology becomes more ac
cessible.
We must be patient.
Three-Mile Bot. For the adventuresome-the robotic hobbyists
among us-there are many exciting alternatives to explore. One such al
ternative involves combining currently available systems into something
more than the individual elements. A robotic hobbyist can become, in ef
fect, a fledgling Dr. Frankenstein-creating "life" from a number of
dead parts.
Russell Swannuck is one young robot hobbyist who actually saw his
creation go on to perform a practical function. About a year and a half
ago, Swannuck developed an idea for a mobile robot with a robotic arm
attached.
With the help of his father, Swannuck acquired a Microbot-5 ro
botic arm and attached it to a radio-controlled mobile base. Usi ng an
Apple ll, Swannuck programmed the robot arm to perform simple tasks.
Through his father's business, Swannuck found out that the General
Public Utilities Co rporation (GPU)-which operated the Three Mile Is
land nuclear power plant near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and was in
charge of cleaning up at the plant after the accident in March 1979-was
looking for a device similar to what he had created.
GPU eventually purchased Swannuck's robot and used it to explore
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contaminated areas of the damaged power plant. Operators instructed
the robot while watching its point of view on a monitor displayi ng the
image from a video camera attached to the robot arm. Swannuck had al
so written software so th at the encoders on the arm would send a graph ic
representation of the arm's position to the Apple screen.
Swannuck's robot served GPU faithfull y for months at Three M ile
Island. Swannuck has since gone on to other things-college a nd a re
search job, where he's investigating robotics and cybernetics and their sig
nificance to the ha ndicapped.
Meanwhile Microbot, the company that produced the M icro bot-5
arm used by Swannuck, is still producing robot arm s that run wLt h the
Apple and other RS-232C-compatible devices. C urrent products are the
MiniMover, the TeachMover, and the Alpha.
Personal Robotic Future. The idyllic scene on the cover of this issue
is mea nt to symbolize the potential of personal robots. T he gentle
man playi ng chess against a robotic challenger is surrounded by his other
home robots-personal companions, helpers, and adviso rs. T he picture
is mea nt to stimulate your imagination , while dramatizing the compati
bility of hum ans and robots.
For those of us who just can't wait fo r the future, th e ho bbyist scene
is bound to prove interesting. But not everyone can relate to th e chal
lenge of actually assembling a mech anica l being. Programming o ne th at's
already built is tough enough for most.
Robotics technology is not easy to grasp. T hat is why we have ed u
cational perso nal robots like the Tasman T urtle, X R-2, RB5X, A rm
droid I, and Topo. Soon, when B.O.B. and the fully equipped R B5 X are
ava ilable, we'll start to see the real McCoy-robots that perform useful
tasks in the home. We can meet the future on equal terms by learning
about it now.
JI
A ndrobot. 101 East Daggett Drfre. San Jose. CA 95134: (408 ) 262-8676 . Colne Ro
botics. 207 N .E. Thirty -third Street. Fort Lauderdale. FL 33334: (3051 566-310 1.
Harvard Associates, 260 Beacon Street, S o111111erville. MA 02143; (6 17 ) 492-()660.
Microhot, 453-H Ravendale Dril'e, Mountain View, CA 94043: (415 ) 968-8888. R B
Robot Corporation. 146 18 West Sixth A re1111e. Suite 201. Golden. C O 80401; (303 )
279-5525. Rhino Robots. 2505 S outh Neil Street. Champaign. IL 61820: (2 17 ) 352
8485.

The League Secretary

Golf Handicap System

Simplify you r bowling league record-keeping duties with the Leagu e
Sec retary. the software package used by bowling centers and league
secretaries around the world. The system includes an unlimited number
of leagues, any number of substitutes, automatically c reated lane
assignments, two-, three- , or four-game ser ies, up to nine bowlers per
team and muc h more. Reports printed in c lude league sta nd ing sheet,
recap sheets, weekly team/In divid ual records and fina l a vera ge sheet
sent to association sec retaries . Ca ll or write for prices .

Co mpute a goiter's han dicap wit h the Gol f Handicap System , the
p rofess iona l p rog ram th a t p rovides for the USGA or a verag e hand icap
method . The system allows user inp ut o f var iable data includ ing type of
handicap method , course ra ting for men and women , a nd percent
handicap is based on . Featu res in c lude: ra p id d a ta e ntry, up to 500
golfers per diskette, pr inted a lp ha betic a l list of g o lfe rs a nd ha nd ic ap,
p rinted indivi dual han d icap cards, p rinted lo g b ook fo r reco rd in g
scores and pri nted m aste r list ot golfers with scores used fo r co mputi ng
handicap. Pr ice: $250 .00

Beat the Spread
Get the edge yo u need to p redict NFUUSFL point sp reads. Thi s system
w as 87% accurate in picking upsets during the 1981-82 NFL season .
Each week, enter the offensive statistics for each game (yards rushing ,
yards passing, points scored, number o f pass attempts, number of
rushes and fi rst downs] then instruct the comp uter to provide the po int
spread for the following week. In a ma tter of seconds, you' ll ha ve the
edge yo u need to "Beat the Spread". Price : $69.95

BCS, Inc.
2925 Featherston •Wichita Falls, TX 76308 • 8 17/692 -1654
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This may be a bit late in coming . I'm almost positive that, for the
most part, if yo u are a reader of So/talk you have already passed the
point where the wealth of information and wisdom contained in this ar
ticle will be of va lue to you. In fact, that it got this far is testimony to
either the dearth of material necessary to feed the monthly furnaces of
this magazine or the indifference of the editor toward journalistic
judiciousness.
Then again, on the assumption that there is hand-me-down value to
So/talk, chances are good that this copy might well fall into the hands of
one who is sta nding where we have all at one time stood-on square one.
It is to this individual that I dedicate the valuable substance of (I) justify
ing the purchase of a computer to (a) him or herself or to (b) a mate, and
(2) sneaking it into the house without causing too much commotion.
Justification. W hen I wish to demonstrate my prowess as an im
pulse buyer. I find I'd be much more comfortable if I could shore this up
wit h the supernatural power of a financial wizard. Unfortunately, neither
of the two share any concurrence within my character. Fact of the mat
ter is that one is totally nonexistent, so I live in a fantasy world wherein I
try to limit my impulses to under one dollar. This doesn't always work
witness th at computer sitting over there.
Why impulse-bu y a computer, of all things , you ask? I wish I had a
sensible answe r. Sales resistance, a property of which I have an over
abundance, has nothing to do with it. I decided that I wanted a comput
er mo re than almost anything else long before I ever went into the store.
Co nsider the scenario-I am in a field of employment where a busi
ness computer ranks in priority right behind an antitank cannon. A
home-style computer, so useful in managing the monthly budget. finds
me totally devoid of any such budget. The computer's forte is math and I
don't know math from a hole in the ground. My only mathematical re
quirement is the reconciliation of a monthly bank statement, and the
ba nk seems to be doing all that for me, perhaps out of sympathy. I have
no children at hand to subject to the computer's incredible ability to
teach, and I certai nly don't need further education, knowing everything
as we ll as I do.
Therefore, armed with these facts, you can see why I needed a com
puter. I had to have one. And, by forgoing meals for the next four years,
I found that I could justify buying one.
Sneaking It In. A bout a year ago, I hauled two very large boxes into
the house as quietly as I could, in hopes she wouldn't notice their arrival.
She did.
"Now what? More toys?" She has this insane attitude regarding my
inability to reach full maturity.
"It's sort of a . .. calcul ator." I tried to stand in front of the two
ca rtons .
" A calculator comes in two boxes? I thought they were supposed to
be getting smaller?" She peered around me and spotted the name "Ap
ple." I do wish those packaging people would be a bit less flagrant about
the way they mark up their boxes. "I thought Apple only made
computers.. . ."
Item: Never marry a girl who reads.
" Aah, but you can calculate on them, if you so desire." I threw the
full weight o f my logic at her. "A nd you can do a whole raft of other
things, as well."
" How much, ace?"
I had to move fast. "Take recipes, for example. You can store all
your recipes on this machine. Just think of it-every recipe you ever had
ca n be . . . ."
"How mu ch?"
Realizing that the simple, domesticated part of her brain could prob
abl y run circles arou nd a co mputer when it came to recipe storage, I tried
a d ifferent tack. "A nd it's the world's greatest file cabinet. Anything you
can store in a file cabinet can.. . ."
"I need a file cabinet like I need fingers sticking out of my navel.
How mu ch?"
"Around a thousa nd. "
"How aro und?"
"Sort of li ke two ... ."
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I suppose I needn't go into the graphic details about causing yet
another rift in a tenuous marriage arrangement, nor the ensuing cold and
ominously silent dinner with which I was provided that evening.
Her attitude gradually softened as she considered my string of past
follies, like the rusted Civil War musket I picked up at a yard sale or the
clarinet I plan on learning how to play one of these days. Badges of an in
veterate impulse buyer.
Had I everything to do over again, I would modify my sneakiness to
a finer art. Some suggestions to those of you in like situations might be to
open all cartons well away from the house, then bring in the equipment a
piece at a time over a period of a week. It doesn't look quite as expensive
that way. Some logical, and appeasing, answers to the questions that nat
urally follow an Apple's appearance on the scene might be, "Oh, that?
That's Fred's. He's letting me use it while he's off on a safari trip to Ni
geria ." Another: "They're thinking of getting one of these at work and
want me to run a hands-on evaluation before they make any commit
ment." A good light-fantasy approach might be: "I know you're not
going to believe this, but I was selected from thousands to test-market
this new calculator...." Be certain to use the word calculator, since it
has a less intimidating sound than computer. Disk drives can be ex
plained away as being "along the same lines as Junior's thirty-dollar rec
ord player."
But, for God's sake, don't bring flowers or other conciliatory gifts
after the Apple makes it debut. These only serve to raise questions; that's
the last thing you want during the so-called formative period.
More Justification. Perhaps the credence with which I could justify a
computer best was the potential it had for word processing; and, having
the stuff within me of a great writer, I patiently explained to the bitter
half how I could not only write but also edit my stories before putting
them into hard print. (I have yet to break the news about my needing
another expensive machine to translate those immortal words to hard
copy. I would appreciate any suggestions from those of you who have
gone through similar problems and remained married.)
Now, in little over a year, I have not only arrived at a mutual under
standing with my machine-it certainly understands me a whole lot
more than I understand it-but I have put it to work for myself in sever
al small ways. The attendant manual made the mastery of Basic child's
play for one of my mental abilities (an IQ equaled only by my glove size)
and I have since gone on to produce vulgar phrases that will scroll and a
reasonable facsimile of a yellow horse. None of this, incidentally, seems
to impress the Loved One and she even refuses to dust the computer.
Can you imagine my having to dust my own computer?
In all candor, besides those rudimentary accomplishments, I have ac
tually covered a fair portion of the Apple's purchase price with several
articles and stories-and the Great American Novel is in the wings. But
the biggest benefit I gained was my newfound respect for a beeping little
machine whose major output still is "syntax error." It has taught me hu
mility and appreciation of an age fast coming upon us. It has made me
aware of the vital part of life that the computer is beginning to play. It
has taught me how to dust.
It has also made me aware of how the computer hucksters miss the
point entirely. In their haste to demonstrate the miracles a home com
puter can perform with file-cabinetry and recipe storage, with teaching
and math and business applications, they overlook the ability of those
clever little monsters to challenge the mind. Anybody who has ever
worked a Sunday crossword or tried to beat Agatha Christie to the
punch line will be enthralled by a computer. Anyone who loves letting
the mind run its leash will love a computer. A computer can be very pa
tient with its human attendants, no doubt aware of the limitations they
are faced with, and can easily become a companion when one is up at
three o'clock in the morning looking for something to do, someone to
talk with. There are surprises in store at the mere push of a button .
This is justification of the finest cloth; and, if this sounds like a sales
pitch , so be it. I regard it more as a tribute. Perhaps in time the veneer
will wear a bit thin, but that looks to be down the road quite a way. In
the meantime, I'll just sit back and enjoy this touch of futurism, dust
and~.

~
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Soltwore. The stuff
computers thirst for. Whether
it's gomes, business
monogers, hobbyist utilities,
modems ond their systems,
or home enhoncers, you'll
find it reviewed ond critiqued
here. You'll even find some
items on hordwore. A lot of
people reod this section to
figure out whether they
should spend their bucks on
something or not. Others reod
it to oppeose their
consciences; they've olreody
spent the bucks. Still others
reod those reviews so they'll
hove something to disagree
with ond write to Open
Discussion obout. A multiuse
section, to soy the leost.
Mony of us ore spending
extro hours fiddling with our
Apples during these hot
August doys, ond thot meons
we' re on the lookout for new
goodies to buy. Come
September, it's bock to
business, but, for today,
here's the second port of
Soito/I<' s onnuol summer
ex tended reviews section:
Morketolk Reviews'

Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple
II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for
ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple Ill in the emulator mode.

designed as a Jack-of-all-trades for the Apple.
Unfortunately, if you want the best word processo r, the best data
base, and the best spreadsheet for the Apple, you're still going to have to
get three different programs. The jack-of-all-trades can't do any of them
as well as a specialist.
It does a pretty good job of mixing the functions, though. And not
The Incredible Jack. In the last few years the microcomputer has revo
lutionized offices by automating tasks that people once thought could JUSt by passing data back and forth between three interlinked modules:
Jack really is all one program. And while it doesn't have all the features
never be automated. Now, with machines facilitating the storage and re
of dedicated programs, it integrates many of the important functions
trieval of information, making it easier for managers and others to
beautifully. So once you've learned to wnte a letter, you know 90 per
follow, act on, and report trends, it's difficult to be competitive without a
cent of what 1t takes to create a form letter. Having mastered that, you
computer.
Trouble is, those capabilities are not inherent in the chips of the com
are close to knowing everything you need to set up a database form.
Think of a form letter as a specialized database form with more text. Add
puter. In most instances, each task is the responsibility of a diffen:nt pro
gram . And the programs-if you want the best word processor, data
calculation on labeled fields to your repertoire and you've become ajack
of-all-trades, with the help of this program and its excellent tutorial.
base, spreadsheet, and so on-are by different companies with different
The manual and the program never use the word spreadsheet, by the
ideas of how to make the computer work best. And they're all pretty
good ideas, but why should one person have to learn all of them? It's like way. Their term for what Jack does 1s calc analysis, but the difference is
measuring the temperature of your house in Fahrenheit, setting your . more one of form than function . The fields used are not lined up in rows
oven with the Celsius scale, and checking out the weather in Kelvin. and columns unless you choose to set them up that way. They aren't
What if you forget which scale is which?
called by row and column coordinates; they use labels instead. Nevertheless,
Maybe the best idea is to take one set of good ideas and apply them you can do very sophisticated calculations on the values in those
to aU the problems that need solving. That's one of the important con fields . Conditional calculations with an if-then-else format are available.
cepts behind both Apple's Lisa and the current bestselling program for Also, calculations can be based on or result in strings. You could set up
the IBM pc, 1-2-3. And it's the main idea behind The Incredible Jack. It's
a form letter, for instance, so that an extra paragraph would be inserted 1f
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the data on the recipient met certain conditions.
The definitions begin to fade into one another with Jack. Take a sim
ple business letter. Add a few variable fields to it and it's a form letter.
Make a few of those fields calculated and it's halfway to being a spread
sheet. And you're not moving data from an accounting template into the
alien environment of a word processor: rather, the word processor file is
the template. If you have a list of customers in one file, it's simple to pass
the data from th at file into a form letter file. Just make sure the field
na mes correspond .
Jack-of-all-trades is a good description for this versatile program, but
"incredible" may be putting it a bit strongly. One aspect of the program
that won't move you to incredulity is the speed. It 's written in Pascal,
which is pretty quick for a high-level language, but Ja ck may be pushing
so me of Pascal's limits.
Jack is written to take advantage of the features of the Apple Ile, in
cluding lower case, eighty columns. and the new keys, but it also works
on a II Plus using control characters for tabs, cursor movement, shift,
and shift-lock. There's scarcely a word on hardware compatibility in the
manual. but it worked with all the eighty-column cards we tried.
In the final a nalysis, The incredible Jack won't replace your business
so ftware library. but it may find a place in it. There are things it can do
with its amalgam of abilities that can't be done, or at least not easily. with
any other combination of programs. But because it won't take over your
hea vy-duty word processing, database management, or financial analy
sis, it won't eliminate all the different rules you have to learn to get the
DD
most out of your Apple. Maybe there's a place for Lisa after all.
The lncredible Jack, Business Solutions (60 East Main Street, Kings Pa rk , N Y
11754: 5 16-269-1120). 64K, two disk drives. $179.

General Ledger. It would seem to take a great deal of presumption to
call a company State of the Art; with this company, it may simply have
taken confidence. The company's first offering is worthy of the name.
General Ledger is one of eight modules of a complete accounting sys
tem: it's the heart of the system. It can be used alone or integrated with
any of the other modules, such as Accounts Receivable, Sales Invoicing,
or Accounts Payable. General Ledger uses an accepted double entry ac
counting system, and one of its special features prevents any input errors
by requiring that the daily journal entries be balanced before they can be
entered into the permanent files .
The program produces daily, weekly, or monthly reports, including
the General Ledger Detail Report, Trial Balance, Income Statement, and
Balance Sheet. It provides the control reports necessary to ensure a com
plete audit trail and requires that a printed copy of all of these reports be
made before updating of permanent files can take place. Compared to
the hours that might otherwise be spent looking for errors, the tedious
ness of printing a complete and accurate audit trail is minor and it may
well be simply good accounting practice.
The General Ledger and the reports it provides are a good, simple
nuts-and-bolts system. Its greatest beneficiary is the new computer user
who can convert from a manual to a computer accounting system within
a couple of hours. not only without a nervous breakdown but with a nice
feeling of having entered the computer world with a competent and
understa nding guide. Experienced computer users benefit from excellent
design and easy, efficient use.
The manu al is written in a clear, logical, step-by-step format. It ex
plains everything about the program and provides beginning theory and
basic information about accounting.
The State of the Art accounting series is perfectly suited to small and
medium size companies. Written in p-code and machine-transportable,
the system begs to be used with massive Winchester hard disk storage. It
does the most incredible data so rts. Even with very large files, requested
information arri ves on the mo nitor screen in a fraction of the time you'd
ex pect . All the data inputs are menu-driven and very easy for a com
pany's regular clerical sta ff to use.
State of the Art's attentio n to detail is indicative of th e thoroughness
of the co mpan y's approach and its concern for the user. Packaging is
not a crucial feature of a product, but State of the A rt's is outstanding.
The company even provides attra ctive preprinted labels for the user's
backup copies. Now, that is indeed state of the art in customer con
sideration .
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Finally, here is a full microcomputer system for corporate man
agement.
\\
General Ledger, State of the A rt (3183-A Airway A ve nue, Costa Mesa, CA
92626. 714-850-0111 ). $495.

Lode Runner. By Doug Smith. One hundred fifty unique levels . That 's
what Lode Runner has. With that awesome statistic out in the open, let's
get on to the game.
It so und s like crickets on a sultry August evening, but it's not. It's a
little person drilling holes in bricks, obstructing pursuers, tunneling to
gold. The mourning dove's call is the tiny person jumping, safely, grace
fully from any height, from ladders, from platforms, from monkey bars.
He's a gymnast extraordinaire, this fellow, but so are his pursuers, the
dreaded Bungelings of Choplifter fame. The difference is brains: They
have few: he has ours.
There's a plot. but it doesn't matter. The object in this running, jump
ing, climbing, swi nging, digging arcade strategy game is to collect all the
little gold packets scattered about a brick and aluminum room and
climb to a higher room. As levels progress, the gold is placed more and
more diabolically. Besides calling on mastery of the arcade skill, each
scree n is a strategic problem. You won't get far in Lode Runner with your
mind on hold.
It's a good thing it's from Broderbund. Respect for the player
abounds. To wit: When a new screen appears, its action is suspended, to
give players a chance to study the new level. Does 150 screens seem im
possible with only five men? Give yourself a hundred, or nine hundred,
men. And jump to whatever level you like.
The Broderbunders are also known for their fairness. When you use
extra men or jump levels, your scores don't count on the game's high
score roster.
The graphics are clean and crisp and cute; the animation's charming.
But the big achievement is the progression of that multitude of levels.
Each builds on the ones before. Each presents a fresh challenge. And, for
each difficult problem, there are clues planted in earlier screens. It's an
a dvantage to tackle them in order.
If that were all there were to Lode Runner, the game could take its
kudos and go straight to the top ten. But there's more. Evidently Doug
Smith, Broderbund , and all the friends and relatives of both had such fun
creating levels for the game that they decided to let everyone in on the
act. Enter the Lode Runner game generator.
The editor provides for creating more lode Runner levels-whole
disks full. Creating levels with this system is a whole lot easier than mas
tering them . There isn't a simpler game generator on the market. The
hard part. as it should be, is fine-tuning the new screens for playability.
Lode Runner so und s like a summer evening, but it's a game for all
seasons. It's enough game for many seasons, too. Look out, Apple
M(T
Writer lie.
Lode Runner. by Doug Smith. Broderbund Software (1938 Fourth Street, San
Rafael, CA 9490 I: 415-456-6424). $34.95.

Knights of the Desert. By Tactical Design Group. North Africa, World
War II. In withering desert heat punctuated by oddly freezing nights,
where water was more precious than gasoline, the Axis armies of Mus
solini and Hitler sought to sever the British Empire's vital life line-the
Suez Canal. The armies were then to sweep victoriously on through
Egypt toward the Middle East and its strategic oil fields. In February
1941 , Hitler sent two crack divisions to northern Africa under Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel. After Mussolini's armies had been humiliated
that previous autumn by a patchwork British Army, they were outnum
bered almost ten to one. Turning defeat into a stunning series of victo
ries, Hitler's favorite general and the Afrika Korp were soon to make his
tory. The Desert Fox had come to Africa.
Knights of the Desert is a divisional / regimental simulation of the
1941 -to-1943 North African campaign. Besides a full twelve-tum cam
paign scenario, there are five shorter scenarios. The game system is remi
niscent of the Tactical Design Group's earlier Battle for Nonnandy.
While tactical deployment of military units is a major factor in achieving
victory, Knights of the Desert is very much a contest of supply and mo
rale. Thanks to the Royal Navy, British forces have virtually limitless sup
plies. Axis forces must endure the British blockade based on the island of
Malta. While generally possessing better morale and equ!pment, the Ger
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man forces must race against time and the harsh conditions of desert
warfare.
Full-color hi-res graphics depict various British and Axis units and
show a portion of the battle area at a time in the now familiar hexagonal
grid. Terrain includes strategic towns, rough areas, mountains, im
passable desert, and coastal areas. The cursor serves to select units for
identification and movement. The battle area screen may be scrolled us
ing the cursor, or an aggregated, hi-res view of the entire North African
Theater may be selected.
Unit types include garrisons, infantry, motorized infantry, and tanks.
Each individual historic unit is separately rated for morale, actual
strength, and maximum strength. One very nice touch is the introduc
tion of standard military symbols to depict unit types, with crosses de
noting unit size. During battle, units may be given varying levels of at
tack intensity and risk, with corresponding levels of risk introduced dur
ing battle. Stacking of units in the same hex is allowed.
The game system introduces a new and welcome innovation, the use
of multiple-phase turns in which each player has a limited opportunity to
react during the opponent's game turn. This offers a far more realistic
simulation of the ebb and flow of actual battle than the more rigidly al
ternating game turns. Air power, while not present in the game as dis
crete combat units, may be allocated through air points and act as a
modifier, influencing the odds of battle between ground forces.
Game play may be halted and saved to disk at the end of each turn .
Should you require a capable opponent on short notice, provision has
been made for solitaire play, with the computer commanding the British
forces.
Game play is relatively quick. Provision has been made to select
rapidly all friendly units for movement or battle orders. Unlike in the
game system employed in SSl's more sophisticated Germany 1985, no
provision has been made to order a unit to a specific area or location ex
cept to home base and to Tobruk.
Knights of the Desert is a game of quick, slashing movement. Initia
tive is vital to effect victory. As in the historical campaign, the battle may
ebb and flow across the deserts many times before final resolution . For
the Axis forces, supply allocation is critical. The amount of supplies suc
cessfully running the British blockade will vary according to the historic
supply rate prevalent at the time. Secure supply bases must be estab
lished by both players to support advancing troops and armor. Combat,
movement, and fortifications all consume precious supplies and take
their toll as surely as the foe.
SS! lists Knights ofthe Desert as an intermediate-level game. With in
novative game play, several minigame scenarios, and options for various
skill levels, Knights of the Desert is a worthy war game.
VI""
Knights ofthe Desert , by Tactical Design Group, Strategic Simulations (883 Stier
lin Road, Building A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-1353). $39.95.

Planetfall. By Steve Meretzky. lfyou pet Floyd, he snuggles up to you; if
you leave him, he runs to catch up, shouting, "Hey, wait for Floyd! " He
loves to play, but he'll give his life for you. Incidentally, he's a robot.
Planetfal/ is a science-fiction text adventure, and it's also a comedy.
Lots of the lines and descriptions will make you laugh, but Floyd will on
ly make you smile-and care. Floyd is the star, although the player rep
resents the hero. Floyd puts robots in the same category with children
and animals; they're masters at upstaging. You see? He's just upstaged
Steve Meretzky's humor.
The story takes place in the 210th century; it begins with the mal
function and explosion of a patrol starship, which our hero survives if
you're clever. He lands on a planet that seems deserted. With him, you get
to explore a large research complex of a unique civilization that appears
to have been cut off suddenly, much like Pompeii, discovering its habits
and values and goals. You also discover its troubles and the remarkable
way it was dealing with them.
There's plenty to see and to read, and plenty to figure out how to
work . There are also some malfunctions to fix; don't be dissuaded if you
lack knowledge in electronics or chemistry; you don't need them-just
logic.
Except for one of those troubles to which you've fallen heir, there's
ve ry little danger in most of Planetfal/. The need to find a source of food
and liquid is yo ur most life-threatening problem until quite near the end.
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Even then, the dangers come from mistakes, yours and those of the long
gone civilization, not from evil. You won't miss the danger. The delight
of a new world and superior puzzles, and, of course, a friend like Floyd,
is plenty.
Many of the puzzles are outstanding, although one good one does
have the hero running up and down between floors a bit even after the
puzzle is essentially solved. The gaming system is Infocom's normal one,
superior and ever improving.
But it is the writing, the prose, that merits the most attention. Meret
zky is an adventurer, not a seasoned writer, as a few rough spots attest.
Overall, the text is rich and colorful and intelligent. As with a fine novel,
it takes only the cooperation of your imagination to see every nuance of
the setting in close detail and to empathize with the characters.
Perhaps it is those very rough spots that, by contrast, bring to aware
ness how close well-made adventures are to becoming a legitimate form
of literature. While a number of people are struggling to bring literature
to the computer via hybrid short stories, interactive fiction, and other
new forms with varying degrees of unsuccess, the old adventure, being
honed and refined and filled out, is getting there first.
Hey, Floyd, isn't this an exciting time to be alive?
n<T
Planet/a/I, by Steve Meretzky, Jnfocom (55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA
02138; 617492-1031). $49.95.

Bookends: The Reference Management System. By Jonathan D. Ash
well. Perhaps Sensible Software puts out relatively few products because
it spends a whole lot of time searching for near-perfect programmers. Or
maybe the programmers come to Sensible-birds of a feather, and all
that-and they and Sensible spend a whole lot of time making the pro
grams perfect before they release them . Whatever, you can rely on Sensi
ble's programs to do what they say they will and do it well and easily.
With Bookends, Sensible has outdone itself. Think of every gripe
you've ever had about home-use programs-accounting packages, data
bases, and so on. Don't you wish they wouldn't take ten minutes to sort?
Don't you wish they'd let you print and sort? If you think of a hundred
more wishes, you won't have outthought Jonathan Ashwell; and he fixed
them all in Bookends.
Bookends apologizes for the length of sorting time it takes if you
should ask it to sort a seven-hundred-item file by keyword, where every
item can have up to 255 characters' worth of keywords. The maximum
time for which it's apologizing? Forty-five seconds. You see, most sorts
in Bookends take no time, at least not discernibly; you wouldn't have
time to press another key in the time most of its sorts take.
First learning to work with Bookends is one "But I thought that
couldn't be done!" after another. For instance, cinchy editing anytime; if
you're looking at it, you can edit it. Getting out of absolutely anything
you've gotten yourself into without losing any data or even editmg.
Searching on scant knowledge-"! know that article was about Janek
somebody or other, but I can't remember the rest"; ifJanek was in the ti
tle, a title search will find the article, and a keyword search will do it
otherwise. Printing out any fields in any order on any selection of rec
ords, arranged alphabetically instantly by author, title, keyword, or not
at all . That's just a few.
There must be a catch, right? There is. Bookends is just for people
who have a reason to want a file that indexes magazine articles or books,
that confines its audience to publishers, engineers, scientists, doctors,
lawyers, computer users, students, journalists-just a few esoteric
groups. Of course, although Sensible doesn't say so, Bookends works just
as well for indexing records, movies, and software. So add musicians,
stereo collectors, filmmakers, movie fans, and more computer users. It's
very limited.
All data goes into Bookends in the same form: author, title, journal,
volume, pages, date, publisher, keywords, abstract, and classification.
(How it comes out is a different matter. Patience.) The lengths of the
fields are limited. There's the rub, you say-but only if 255 characters
makes you claustrophobic; that's the limit on all but two fields. The clas
sification, which allows you to output different kinds of items in the same
list in different formats, is limited to the one character it needs. In the ab
stract, a description of the work cited, you're allowed 740 characters for
your purple prose.
Most fields accept multiple entries. Softa/k, for instance, has a
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stra nge quirk of using o ne title for a story on the contents page and an
other on the story itself. No prob lem for Bookends. We can enter both ti
tles under title a nd choose which we want to use each time we print out.
Even if we always print out the same o ne, someone sea rching for the rose
by a not her name wi ll find the same flower.
Only the autho r may have just o ne entry. AKAs aren 't allowed. Not
only th at, but poor put-upon a utho rs must always be input backward:
Bellow, Saul. Or A nderso n, Ha ns Christia n. In output, however, si n
gle-key responses can result in those inputs appearing as they were or as
Anderso n, H. C.: Ande rson, H C: A nderso n, H .C.; Anderson, HC; Saul
Bellow: S. Bellow; S Bellow: and , where there a re coauthors, Bellow, S.,
A nderso n. H.C., Alcott, L.M.: or Bello w, S., H. C. A nderson, and L.
M. Alcott. And a whole bunch mo re, beca use yo u can fool with the co m
mas too .
Seldom does a journal have more th an one name. But , especially in
technical j ourn als. va rious bibliogra phica l purposes may call for differ
ent forms of th e name. J ournal ofSocial Psychology may be fine for some
li stings, but ma ny require J. Soc. Psych. The same considerations apply
to dates and publishers.
Then th ere a re keywords. These a re the heart of the indexing func
ti on of Bookends. a nd how well they' ll work depends on how intelligent
ly the person who inputs them chooses them . Bookendf sea rches for
match es beginning with th e keywo rd . For example, sea rching for gam
would return eve rything about games, gambling, a nd Rita Garn. When
keywords include words for a ll the concepts in a n a rticle, then you really
have a computerized index. Since you can print out the results of your
sea rches, in any form, yo u could, if yo u had a Bookends file on Softalk,
sea rch fo r keywo rd Applesoji, opt to have the results printed, a nd end up
with a list of every Sofialk a rticle tha t ca n teach you something a bout
Applesoft. (It's co ming, it's coming, fo r heaven's sake! )
Let's get picky. You want to find out about A pplesoft, a ll right, but
o nly if there's a program listing or two to look at. So sea rch for Apple
sofi/ list. Book ends thinks that's ambiguous of you and asks whether yo u
want all record s a bout A pplesoft and all reco rds about list or only rec
o rds th a t include bot h A pplesoft and list. Obviously you'd choose the
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latter o r be deluged by reams of listings in Pascal a nd assembl y language
a nd Logo and Business Basic a nd even Fortran.
Formats are of yo ur own design, a nd you can make as many as you'll
ever use. Through formats, yo u can print simple lists of authors or titles
or full fo rmal bibliographical references. You can print subject lists,
showing title a nd summ a ry; or iss ue lists, showing everything from just
o ne issue of a magazine. Fastalk could be maintained on, a nd its manu
script printed directl y from , this progra m. Or yo u can disdain fo rmat and
print yo ur listing out just the way you put it in.
Here is where classification comes in. If you have occasion to print
up for mal reference lists or bibliographies, you may need one format for
magazines, ano ther for books, and yet a nother fo r aut ho rless volum es in
a series (like encyclopedias). By classifying the records consistently ac
co rding to their type a nd creating ap propriate formats to reflect those
types, you ca n have yo ur list o utput with each of the reco rds formatted
a ppropriately.
You don't have to print. You can save a selected list to a new file in
stead; or look at the formatted product on the screen. You can turn yo ur
finished file into a text file a nd take it to yo ur word processo r for
po lishing.
But it's difficult to see why you' d be scurrying to yo ur word proces
sor. Bookends is adequate to almost every task . As soon as you boot up,
it knows the capacity of yo ur Apple's memory. What it doesn't know, it
asks: thus it provides for a lower-case chip a nd a lower-ca se keyboard
(the instant you specify either of these, your input switches to lower
case-right in the middle of the configuration program), a shift-key mod
ification, a nd a second disk drive. It also has extremely fast editing capa
bilities th at a re perfectly adequ ate for the amount of text invol ved. Fi
nally. yo u can co nfigure Bookends to yo ur printer; then, if yo ur printer
a llows, you can ma nipul ate several printer options in your formats
such as turning on or off printer options like italics, alternate typefaces,
and underscoring.
There are si mple menu-controlled utilities to merge and a ppend files.
When your data base grows too la rge to be stored in memory, yo u simply
continue it in a new file. Then you chain the two-all by menu-dri ven
single keystrokes again. The number of files yo u can chain is unlimited.
Cha ining allows yo u to sea rch through all of one file, then load and
sea rch through all of a ny number of other files, all for one search key,
and all without ret yping that key.
It's difficult to stress enough the ease of using Bookends. The ma nual
is clear, concise, and practically unnecessa ry.
If you have no use for a reference management system, create one;
this package is ju st about worth it. It isn't only th at Bookends works just
the way you've always wished programs would work, it's also the inher
ent promise that someday soon they all will.
MCT
Booke11d1·, by Jonathan D. Ashwell. Sensible Softw are (66 19 Perham Drive. West
Bloomfield , Ml 48033: 313-399-8877). $124 .95 .

Early Games Music. By John Paulson. Early Games Music isn 't a
tutorial, and it isn't a music generator. It's an introduction to the tools a
child (or anyone) needs in order to learn about music.
The program contains two main parts: One quizzes about notes, their
names, and their pitches, while the other lets the child create music. In
both modes there's learning.
Jo hn Paulso n turns the A pple into the almost perfect teacher-pa
tient and forgiving. If you make an error, the program provides audio
a nd vis ual hints to help you figure out the correct answer.
Th ough most of the learning is interactive-a game of Simon Says
teaches how to play tunes th at are already stored on disk-some of it is
passive. You can load tunes from disk and listen to them while watching
which notes on the keyboa rd are being played .
Bo th th e quiz a nd creative (perform and record) segments let the par
ticipant experiment almost without limit. Whereas some educational
programs will move to another a rea of learning after the child appears to
have mas tered a subj ect, Early Games Music stays with it until the child
feels ready to move on. The same goes for th e creative mode; kids can
play and play until they want to do something else.
Early Gam es Music is suggested for children four yea rs old to twelve
yea rs old. There a re worded menus to help select which game to play.
There's also a picture menu for tots who can't ye t read, but how to use
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that menu is not as clear as it could have been. In both cases, adult help is
probably needed for the very young. (Besides, programs like this
shouldn't be used as a baby sitter, and nothing can match the joy of
seeing a child learn .)
In all, the concepts Early Games Music teaches are fundamental, and
they're taught in an almost subliminal way; children can sometimes learn
and not realize they're being taught. There's not a lot of depth or detail in
the material, but , for the purpose of the program, that's not neces
sary.
MTV
Early Games Music, by John Pa ulson , Co unterpoint Software (Suite 140, Shelard
Plaza North , Minneapolis, MN 55426; 612-544-4720, 800-328-1223). $29.95.
Think Tank. By Dave Winer and John Llewellyn. Whether you're writ
ing a book, planning an ad campaign, making wedding arrangements, or
simply trying to set priorities for your Saturday morning errands, it's not
likely that your ideas about the subject come to you in a particularly or
dered fashion. The process of trying to define, think through , and carry
out the many steps involved in a project or task can wind up requiring
vast quantities of paper, a huge eraser, and seemingly infinite patience. If
you're like most people , your thinking process is idiosyncratic, with ideas
coming fast, randomly. Thinking of one thing that must be done, ar
ranged for, or checked into reminds you of another matter that must be
taken care of first, and soon it is hard to keep up with yourself.
So you grab a tablet or notebook and think on paper, recording your
thoughts as they occur to you and sorting them out later. If you're really
serious about getting organized, you recopy your notes neatly onto a
clean page once you have everything worked out in your mind . Of
course, as soon as you think everything's settled, something that forces a
modification or addition to your strategy is almost destined to happen.
Enter Think Tank, a program designed to facilitate the thinking, re
thinking, organizing, and reorganizing process that's so vital to accom
plishing our professional and personal goals. Its authors call Think Tank
a n "idea processor," and that's not a bad way to describe this versatile,
unique tool.
Think Tank is essentially an electronic outline generator that at
tempts to bring to thinking, organizing, and planning what word proc
essing programs brought to writing-flexibility. This powerful, well
prompted program allows you to generate, organize, and refine your
thoughts and ideas in outline form on screen. And then, because it' s elec
tronic, capable of erasing without leaving a mark, it gives you limitless
permission to change your mind. Because this program allows you to, in
effect, process your ideas, it just may help you get more out of your
thinking.
Creating a Think Tank outline is easy. You just start putting your
ideas down on paper, or rather, on screen. Ideas can be expressed either
as single lines of text, known as headlines, or as paragraphs, which can be
just over two thousa nd characters in length. Both headlines and para
graphs can be indented to appear on screen (and on paper) at any of
many different indentation levels, depending on the degree of impor
tance or priority you want to assign to them .
So does this mean that you have to be the type of person who thinks
in outline form-you know, one of those people who arranges the gro
cery list into neat little categories? Hardly. The great thing about this pro
gram is that it helps you let your ideas flow freely, because you know that
you can organize them later. Before you know it, ideas become heads,
expansions of those ideas become paragraphs, the paragraphs generate
subideas that become subheads, the subheads .. . well, you get the pic
ture. And it's a snap to modify your electronic outline whenever you
have another idea, a change of heart, or new information to keep
track of.
Think Tank divides the screen into a large window for text and a
small command area. If your Apple is capable of displaying eighty col
umns, either naturally or via Videx, the window takes advantage of it.
The text window is where you express your thoughts, in a single line or in
paragraph form. By indenting an entry a lot or a little, you assign it acer
tain level of priority or importance in relation to the others.
Once you've entered a headline or paragraph, you may edit it, add to
it, move it around to change its status, and so on. So when you're trying
to define a problem, work out the details of a plan, or nail down a
strategy, you don't have to think about the form your ideas take-all you
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have to do is think . As your ideas take shape and multiply themselves,
you can insert the new ones a nywhere and at any level you like within
your outline, delete old ideas that no longer seem important, and so on.
You can also indent or outdent whole groups of headlines in one stroke,
browse through the outline, search and replace to find or alter entries,
and print out all or part of any outline.
All these things are accomplished by means of straightforward, logi
cally na med comm ands arranged in four command menus. The menu
for whichever section you're in is constantly displayed across the bottom
of the screen. Each of the command menus in this tree-structured pro
gram relates to the next. When you position the cursor over a "com
mand, an explanation appears on screen to remind you what the com
mand does.
Two especially useful capabilities this program offers are expand and
contract . The expand command permits you to see all the various head
lines underneath a major one, thereby allowing you to focus in on the de
tails of a particular segment of the outline. The contract command can be
used to contract the outline so that only major headings show up on
screen ; this allows you to get a feeling for the larger picture.
Also noteworthy are special command modes that allow you to en
ter or edit lots of headlines and paragraphs without having to return to
the main menus each time.
Written in Pascal, Think Tank uses the Pascal editor to allow you to
edit your headlines and paragraphs. It 's also possible to "port" an out
line into a word processor for editing with a Pascal-based word proces
sor by making the outline into a Pascal text file. (Of course, you can also
port an outline back into Think Tank .) Lately, users have been asking the
makers of the program for a way of translating Think Tank outlines into
DOS text files for use with word processors like Apple Writer II and
S creen Writ er 11. The version of the program that is being shipped now
incorporates this utility a nd owners of the previous version may request
the utility from the company.
Think Tank is not a perfect program. It is not as fast as you might
wish (disk access slows things down some), the paragraph limit of 2,048
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characters may occasionally fru strate you, and its logic may not always
directly match your s. Think Tank's main drawback, however. concerns
not the software but the hard ware. A more extensive setup-two disk
dri ves an d a language card a re required, printer (and Videx eighty-col
umn card for Apple II ow ners) is very much recommended-than some
Apple ow ners have or can afford is called for. It's quite understandable
that a program such as this would require a full system, but it's also too
bad. Think Tank wo uld seem to be a natural for use in schools by both
teachers and students, but unfortunately many schools lack the neces
sa ry equipment.
The spira l-bound Think Tank m anual, written by John Unger Z uss
man with assist ance fr om David Greene, is a gem. Its creators are telling
the truth when th ey claim the book is written in " clear, readable, non
technical English .'' It 's very refreshing . The ma nual is packed with
thoughtfully arran ged, helpful information, including a tutorial to ac
qua int new users with the program, notes and suggestions for experi
enced users, an excellent glossary, and well presented technical informa
tion . Fin a lly, it contains a reference guide section that describes the Think
Tank command st ructure a nd each individual command in clear detail.
A helpful command reference card is also part of the package.
It would be silly to think that Think Tank will ever supplant those
lists we' re all so fond of ma king. There's something so satisfying about
sha rpening up a brand new pencil a nd heading a clean, in vitingly blank
sheet o f paper with th e words ''to do"; it fill s a real need. Nor will Think
Tank do away with index cards, notebooks, and other time-honored
ways of keeping track of informa tion. What the program just may do,
however, is help yo u o rga nize and take better advantage of all those great
ideas yo u have.
1n
Think Tank, by Dave Winer and Jonathan Llewellyn , Living Video Text (450 San
Antonio Road, Suite 56, Palo AIto. CA 94306: 415-857-0511 ). Two disk drives.
III. 96K: Ile, 64K: II. 6-!K. Apple II or li e hard disk users: Apple Pascal software
package is required. $150.
Interstellar Shark s. By David Mullich. Interstellar Sharks is the second
in Edu-Ware's Empire Trilogy of fantasy role-playing games. The initial
frontier explorations are over a nd an empirical government binds the
colonies together. With tha t civilizing force has come the bane of socie
ties. bureaucracy. Everywhere there are palms to be greased, rules to be
bent , and red tape to be cut. To survive and prosper in this constraining
environment requires the temperament of a shark: ruthless and willing to
take chances.
In fact, if this is a game with a message, the message is clear. Red tape
makes laws ineffective and polarizes people and their government. Play
ers assume the personas of businessmen , diplomats, or spaceship pilots.
Each role has broad possibilities-the strongest suit of th e Empire games
is the la titude given th e player in character development.
Busin ess men work for major Imperial monopolies . They can play the
stock exchange or apply for trading seats on the commodities market.
Periodically, their companies assign them important work around the
colon ies-negotiating labo r disputes, arranging trade agreements, even
engaging in industrial sabotage.
Diplomats receive missions from their embassies. Often they are en
trusted with ca rryin g diplomati c pouches between colonies.
Pilo ts ta ke o n the most difficult task: outfitting spacecraft. Some of
the supplies are hard to locate, and pilots must visit all the colonies to
find th e eq uipm ent they need.
There are eleven planets co nnected by the trade routes. The game be
g in ~ at a space stat ion, where new characters are generated a nd old char
acters are placed in cryogenic sleep betw een games. The eventual goal of
the game is to fi gure out how to reach the Imperial pl anet Triskelion.
That planet is surro unded by a n enormous force field. Each of th e other
nin e planets is unique and full o f surprises and challenges.
Passage between planets becomes bogged down in red tape . Ma nag
in g to o btain a passport an d ticket and th en clear custo ms is a n adven
ture in burea ucra tic dawd ling.
Winning th e ga me with out doin g anything illegal takes a very long
time. The case aga inst bureaucracy is most strongly made in the rew ard
ing of ingen uity in the breaking o f laws and customs. Illegal mark ets and
wea pon' no urish everywhere. Pilots can make fortunes in drug running.
With insig h t, M ulli ch shows how much o f living becomes a gam ble when
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norm al actions are rendered illegal. For example, players carrying illegal
contraband can't pass through customs; they must depend on a lucky
dice roll to escape. This section of the game is suspenseful and exciting.
When you ' re caught in illegal actions, you may opt to bribe the po
lice, negotia te your release, or a ttempt an escape. Failing these, you can
shoot it out with the law.
Th e Interstellar Sharks vocabulary is extensive for this kind of game,
with one hundred eighty words. Colorful hi-res graphics enhance, but
they don't vary much from planet to planet. Included with the game is an
unusual booklet, "The Memoirs of Yoram Lazur," penned by Wendy
Peterson. It provides a history of the period between the first game of the
trilogy and this one. Although the writings of Twelfth Empress Yoram
Lazur so metimes read like Ja mes Joyce, they do clarify the game's socio
political environment.
Interstellar Sharks plays considerably better than the first game in the
series. However, be prepared to spend an enormous amount of time de
veloping each character. Psychologically, Interstellar Sharks wears a
player down fast. The sheer weight of the simulated red tape and pro
cedural hindrances slows the game down to a crawl just when you feel
like soaring. Still, if you persevere to the end, you'll feel a real sense of ac
complishment-rare in computer games but common to Edu-Ware's
RRA
products.
Jn1 erstel/ar Shark s, by David Mullich, Interactive Fantasies, Edu-Ware Services
(Box 22222, Ago ura, CA 9 1301 ; 213-706-0661). $32.95.
Taxan RGB vision-I. A pple's detractors have been saying for years that
you can't do professional computing in forty columns, while Apple's
proponents have pointed out the wealth of software that won' t run on
any other machine. Now you can have your cake and eat it too. The in
troduction of the Apple Ile marks the first time in Apple history that
eighty-column boards for the Apple are standardized, inexpensive, and
widespread. Because of this, software that uses the eighty-column dis
play is popping up all over the place.
Which raises another dilemm a: How do you display those eighty col
umns clearly and still have a color display without buying two monitors?
An RGB monitor (a high-resolution monitor with a special interface that
handles the signals for the three primary colors of light-red, green, and
blue-with separate signals) will do the trick. But it's never been easy to
run a n eighty-column video signal into an RGB interface card.
TSK Electronics offers a simple and moderately priced solution .
They offer the RGB vision-I with a choice of interfaces (for the lie only)
that combine eighty-column and RGB signal generation on a single card,
to be inserted in the auxiliary slot.
The monitor can be used with a II Plus as well, but it isn't as simple
to install nor does it offer eighty columns on the same board. There is
nothing in the installation instructions covering connecting the RG B
board for the II Plus to an eighty-column card. With some cards it may
not be possible. This isn 't really a criticism of the Taxan product: It 's a
common problem with RG Bs and eighty-column boards on the II Plus.
The situation on the lie is considerably simpler. The RGB vision-I
can be installed in the Ile using the 410-80 or the 410-64 interface. These
ca rds provide the same eighty-column options as Apple's two eighty-col
umn cards for the Ile; one gives eighty-column display using Apple's
built-in firmw are, so it's compatible with programs written for Apple's
card, and the other is the same thing with an additional 64K of RAM,
again controlled by Apple's built-in firmware. Both cards also act as an
RG B interface, and they cost marginally more than the equivalent cards
from A pple.
The monitor itself is light and portable, though it has no handle, with
a .screen that is about eleven inches measured diagonally. In graphics
mode the colors are clear a nd bright; in text mode. in forty or eighty col
umn s, the characters are highly readable. Most of the abilities of the
monitor a re determined by the interface card used.
With either the II Plus or the lie, the color of the text displayed on
screen can be set with a switch on the interface card. This feature gives
the RG B the capability of emulating your favorite color monochrome
monitor-green, blue, amber, a nd white on a black background are the
opti ons on th e Ile. The II Plus version includes those options plus yel
low on black, as well as three foreground / background color combina
tions, all hardware-selectable.
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The monitor-interface combination for the lie has some added fea
tures that aren't available on the II Plus . For instance, in forty columns,
each character position on-screen can be set to have a different fore
ground and background color. There are sixteen possible colors avail
able for both foreground and background, and they're software-select
able. Although there is no commercially written software that takes ad
vantage of this feature, there is a great potential for customizing your
own programs to color-code distinct functional sections of the screen.
Other options available only for the Ile include a medium graphics
mode with a resolution of 80 by 48 in sixteen colors and a very odd hi-res
that is 80 by 192 in sixteen colors. The regular hi-res mode can be ddne in
sixteen colors by setting foreground/ background colors in the same way
they are set for the text screen. The resulting colored areas, being based
on text screen character positions, are necessarily somewhat blocky.
With the interface that has the extra memory, double-hi-res-graphics
mode-560 by 192 in monochrome or 140 by 192 in sixteen colors-is
also possible. Again, no commercial software uses these options, but an
astute programmer could figure out enough from the included demos to
use them in custom-made programs.
For Apple II Plus owners, the Taxan RGB vision-I is a good color
monitor, but it may not be the best for the money. For Apple Ile owners,
it's a great way to get eighty-column display and color graphics too. DD
Taxan RGB vision-I, TSK Electronics (18005 Cortney Court, City oflndustry, CA
91748; 213-810-1291). $399. 410-80 interface, $199. 410-64 interface, $349.95.

Close Assault. By National Microcomputer Associates. All the great
battles of history are the sum of countless individual battles fought by ex
hausted and often frightened men. Their battlefields are abandoned
farmhouses, waving fields of wheat, or barren hilltops. Generals don't
fight battles; soldiers do. They live, fight, and sometimes die in that most
basic of military units, the squad. With Close Assault, you can experi
ence all the challenge and thrill of squad-level command. Close Assault is
not a simulation of a particular historic battle but rather a simulation of
squad-level tactics played out in a generalized European village.
Most innovative in Close Assault is the player's role in the scenario.
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The character of one of the squad leaders is reserved for the player-you
actually take part in the fray . Should your character die or be critically
wounded in combat, your faithful computer will assume command and
finish the game for you.
Close Assault is a simulation of tactical infantry combat in World
War II, using a unique hybrid game system that combines the best ad
vantages of pure computer simulations with traditional board games.
The game may be either two-player or solitaire, with the computer
able to play either side or both. Russian, German, and American squads
are represented, rated according to their historic firepower, weapons
range, and morale. Squad leaders are rated for morale and leadership.
Two separate standard scenarios are available: harassment of ad
vance, a dogged defense by outnumbered defenders; and strong point at
tack, the clash of opposing squads in classic combat. In addition, players
may custom-design their own scenarios, establishing goals and deter
mining victory conditions. During play, the computer resolves tactical
combat and determines line-of-sight conditions-what a squad is able to
see from its vantage point. Factors such as elevation, forests, wheat
fields, buildings, and smoke can all obstruct vision from one map hex to
another. Any attempt of a squad to fire on another squad that is not in
line of sight is effectively blocked.
Besides all this, the computer handles double hidden movement. It
determines if and when a unit on the move has revealed itself and wheth
er enemy units have been revealed. During combat, the computer effec
tively records the changing status of every man in the conflict.
Both fire combat and close assault reflect short and bloody hand-to
hand combat. Weapons allowed include rifles, machine guns, demoli
tion charges, smoke grenades, and flame throwers. As in real life, weap
ons may malfunction in action and require repair.
Squads are initially placed at assigned locations. Players are informed
of the presence and locations of enemy units as they are sighted. Because
it's necessary, with the hybrid systems, to verify the map board, the com
puter frequently confirms current unit locations. Squads may engage in
long-range fire, hand-to-hand combat, and may move. There's even a
provision for a squad to go berserk. The computer will wrest control of
the squad from the player and attack the enemy without regard for its
own safety!
Close Assault's graphics and sound are handled in a simple and
straightforward manner. There are none. In this hybrid game, the disk
comes with a high-quality multicolored mapboard, more than sixty unit
counters, and a note pad for recording the ebb and flow of battle. The
designer has opted for the visual impact and simplicity of a mapboard
and counters combined with the computer's game administration and
solitaire-play capability. In the process, the overhead usually taken up by
memory-hungry graphics is used to create a highly capable computer op
ponent that can offer the most experienced gamer a serious challenge.
Playing Close Assault is reminiscent of playing Avalon Hill's board
game Squad Leader. While the computer game is somewhat simpler than
the board version (artillery and mortar fire are assumed to have taken
place before the game begins, for example), the feel is similar. In Close
Assault, because there's no graphics display of unit movement, game
commands are considerably simpler to learn and, praise be, easier to
remember.
Close Assault represents a refreshing change in computer war gam
ing. The hybrid system offers an interesting alternative to pure computer
simulations, and the level of play and sophistication of Close Assault
wuu
make it a first-rate entry into the war game arena.
Close Assault, by National Microcomputer Associates, Avalon Hill (4517 Har
fo(d Road , Baltimore, MD 21214; 301-254-5300). $35.

Maze Craze Construction Set. By Eric Hammond. It's hard to look at
this program without comparing it to the Pinball Constroction Set. First,
its name is almost the same. Second, cursor control in constructing
mazes feels the same. There's nothing wrong with that; who would com
plain about having a program likened to the works of Bill Budge?
That's where the similarities end, but it's not where t~ Maze Craze
Constroction Set ends.
You can buy Maze Craze just to play the games included in it. There
are ten different mazes and ten games that use various combinations of
the ten mazes. Game A, for instance, uses maze I and nq others. Game J,

"Hey, Bob, have you heard? They
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in-one softwareprogramfor the
Apple Ile. It's the only one:'
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analysis, data base management
andform letter generation all in
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from onefunction to the other with
just a key stroke:'
.:.:That's incredible, Jack:'
"There'sjust one set ofcommands
for all the functions, so it's a cinch
to learn. You can be up to speed in
a few hours, even ifyou've never
been near a computer before:'
"That's incredible, Jack."
'~nd all it costs is $179. And ifyou call
800-645-4513 they'll tell you where to
find the dealer nearestyou."
"That's incredible, Jack:'
"No, it's The Incredible jack, Bob:'
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~ 60 East Main Street, Kings Park, New York 11754 I Apple is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
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on the other hand, uses some of the more difficult mazes combined with
the more difficult game parameters (monsters know where you are, no
power dots, and so on). But the reason you buy Maze Craze is to create
maze games of your own .
The whole program is menu-driven. You don't have to know any
programming or any commands; all options are selected by joystick or
keyboard. The ma ze editor lets you modify any of the existing mazes or
create your own from scratch. Energizers (no more than four), tunnels,
and bonus characters are yours for the positioning. When you're done
creating your maze, your next task is to lay down all the dots. This is one
option Hammond gives us that adds new variation to an old theme; you
don't have to fill the entire maze with dots. Glory hounds can reach level
200 in no time by putting just a few dots in the maze.
Several other editing modes let you combine mazes into different
games, customize and create your own monsters and protagonists, and
va ry the intelligence of monsters (to wander aimlessly or tail you to your
eventual demise). In case you're the type who gets killed in these games
and always mutters, "No fair! He didn't get me!" Maze Craze lets you
va ry the collision detection (merciful to sensitive).
Finally, disk options allow you to save and load parameters of games
you've created . Absent-minded gamesters will savor the option that lets
them format a disk from within the program in case they haven't done so
before spending hours creating games .
As for color, Maze Craze has several, none of which you're allowed
to choose. Oh, you can select the color you want the walls to be, but it's a
choice between royal blue and institution green. Everything else comes
with a preassigned uniform.
Saving your game creations is similar to saving adventure games in
progress; you can't save the games-just their parameters. The draw
back to this is that, unlike the Pinball Construction Set or Genesis, you
can't create games to market or even to give to your friends. To play
your games, yo u have to have the program disk. Data Trek's intention
for Maze Craze is obviously for purchasers' enjoyment only.
So where do we stand in the genre of do-it-yourself utilities? Thus far
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we have one in each: arcade shoot-'em-ups, pinball games, adventures,
and now maze games. Maze Craze offers more than enough good fea
tures to offset its few limitations (limitations that would irk only the pick
iest of game designers).
Don't expect to be thrilled with Maze Craze unless you're a maze fan
to begin with. If you are, and you're tired of always playing on someone
else's turf, this is a grand opportunity to have the home field advantage.
Go for it.
MTV
Maze Craze Construction Set, by Eric Hammond, Data Trek (121 West E Street,
Encinitas, CA 92024; 619· 436-5055). $39.95.

MegaWriter. You can't get something for nothing; any good you re
ceive is obtained at the sacrifice of something else. When we talk about
software, it shouldn't be that way, but it often is.
In its ad and on its manual, Mega Writer compares itself with Apple
Writer and Apple Writer II. For each feature listed, all the yeses in the
Mega Writer column are matched in the Apple Writer column by noes or
"with additional such and such only."
They' re not lying. Mega Writer does have a lot of features not found
in Apple Writer. That's on paper. In use, it's a different story. Just look
ing at spec sheets won't tell you how a car feels when you drive it; you
have to take it out on the road.
The biggest draw is all the wonderful features Mega Writer gives you
for an attractively low price. You get the same powerful functions found
in other word processors that are in the hundred to two hundred dollar
range (find, replace, mail list merge, text block move, eighty-column dis
play with or without an eighty-column card, underline, and boldface), all
for less than what Bank Street Writer costs.
It's a powerful word processor, that's for sure. But there are a few
catches.
First, Mega Writer is written in Pascal, which means several things. It
means you have to have 64K RAM . It means the Pascal text files you
create won't be compatible with most other word processors. It means
you can send your files by modem only by using terminal programs that
handle Pascal files .
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Second, you have the option to use it with one or two disk drives. If
you have only one drive, you can expect to do lots of switching between
program and data disks. Mega Writer is menu-driven, but most menu se
lections require the program disk to be in the drive.
Third, you can have an eighty-column display even if you don't have
an eighty-column card. The catch is that, unlike Magic Window, which
scrolls the text horizontally like a typewriter carriage so you can see what
you 're typing, Mega Writer takes your cursor to the other half of the page
where you can't see it. You 're still typing, all right; you just can't see a
thing unless you hit a special control character that flips to the other half
of the screen.
The p-System and the program take up a lot of memory, so your text
files will be limited to six or seven pages in length. You can link files to
gether when you print, but it's still a bit troublesome when you're trying
to edit a document that is saved on disk as three or four segments.
One nice thing Ile users have is an automatic shift-key modification
that works just like a shift key on a typewriter. Those who have II
Pluses, however, will have to hassle with the dreaded "type control-W
first and then the desired letter." If you've grown accustomed to hitting
the escape key to get upper case, unlearn that habit fast; hitting escape
destroys whatever you ' ve created since you last saved.
When you look at each feature in isolation, this is a rather good pro
gram ; the pluses are strong, the minuses are small. It has almost every
thing you'd want in a word processor. Everything appears on-screen just
as it will appear in printed form; the manual is clearly written: it's menu
driven so you don't have to memorize any confusing commands; and it's
affordable.
Mega Writer will work fine on a standard II Plus setup . But to get the
most out of the program, make sure you try it out and use it on an Ap
ple Ile with an eighty-column card, a monitor with good resolution , and
two disk drives. Anything less will only produce frustration.
MTV
MegaWrirer, Megahaus (5703 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, CA 92037; 619-450
1230). $59.95.

Lady Tut. By Greggy. And now, the maze game as French farce . The
spirit of Georges Feydeau looms over Lady Tut , a frenetic, door-slam
ming little arcader that adds a new twist to one of the oldest formats in
the business, making it sufficiently novel to be a pleasant way to pass the
time.
The maze is the maze the maze has always been, though here it's de
marcated by classy colored marble walls, befitting the pyramid of the
Girl Queen whose sarcophagus is your ultimate goal. The wrinkle is that
as you scramble toward the little treasures in the crannies of each maze
and are sought in turn by the unsavory guardians of same, you have ac
cess to numerous revolving sections of the m.aze walls (all clearly identi
fiable as such, fortunately), which pivot smoothly when you run into
them, closing behind you and shutting out any pursuing menaces
though you may possibly be exposed to more in the adjacent corridor if
your entry was ill timed. Thus, you are constantly entering and exiting,
and you have some say as to how the maze shall be laid out from mo
ment to moment and what paths your traditionally blind and blunder
ing pursuers will take.
After two or three mazes, you stumble upon a gun (actually, it looks
like a diamond ring, but the screen flashes the word GUN! at you, an
ticipating your misperception). Instantly, you realize why all your points
have been scored as "shots," and they take on the practical function of
ammunition . Whether this is an entirely good thing is a matter of taste. It
seems a hardly sporting turn of events, although the corridors do get
awfully crowded right about here.... Still, subtlety suffers as your score
improves. What was heretofore a light-footed game of complex high-tech
hide-and-seek becomes pretty much a straight-ahead, clenched-teeth,
blast to victory.
After you've gotten through the nine different mazes (each not neces
sarily more difficult, just different) and found your mummy, you aren't
going to see anything new, though at the end of the game you get a nifty
graphic reward. But the power to control and alter the character of each
maze and make it work as an ally should fascinate the younger set long
AC
after the game is first successfully completed.
Lady Tur, by Greggy, California Pacific (757 Russell Boulevard, Davis, CA 95616;
916-756-2921). $29.95.
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TAC. By Ralph H . Bosson. TAC superbly simulates tactical armored
combat in World War II. The setting is a wooded plain somewhere in
Europe. If you use a little imagination, it could be the road lo Berlin in
1945 . Three T34 tanks, the backbone of the Red Army, have just
rounded a wood on the edge of a small plain. Suddenly, high explosive
shells begin to fall, their bright orange firebursls indicating the presence
of the enemy somewhere at the far edge of the clearing. Controlling the
T34s, the player orders a recoilless rifle learn and field artillery into the
woods to cover the tanks. The player is in the tank in the lead when three
Tiger tanks appear. You swivel your turret toward the target bearing . ...
Players in TAC choose military units from four nationalities: Ger
man, Russian, British, and American, by means of a unique purchase
routine. Each unit has its own point value. Forty armored vehicles and
assorted infantry and field artillery, meticulously modeled within the
simulation, are available to equip the mixed forces. Each vehicle is indi
vidually rated for speed, firepower, and armor thickness-front, sides,
and rear.
During game play vehicles may be maneuvered and their weapons
trained on enemy forces. Infantry and field guns may be loaded for trans
portation or unloaded for action. Unlike in some simulations, the me
chanics of movement and deployment of forces in TAC is not so time
consuming as to detract from the tactical nuances of the game. TAC is
just pla in fun to play.
So detailed is the simulation that calculations for antitank fire in
volve armor thickness, slope of armor, range of fire , and relative posi
tions of the combatants. It's a nasty shock to learn that your Sherman
tank shells merely bounce off a German Tiger tank 's frontal armor. In
several of the five scenarios, provisions are made for antitank mines,
smoke, and improved positions.
Graphics and sound effects are first-rate. Both tactical and strategic
views of the battlefield are available with detailed hi-res representations of
individual tank types on-screen. The attention to detail is awe-inspiring.
When a tank fires , look closely and you'll see the muzzle flash. As vehi
cles move, there are appropriate sound effects. From the rattle of ma-
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chine-gun fi re to the bright orange shellbursts, the audi o and visual com
ponents ad d considerable realism .
As TAC is played solely with the computer, no game cards a re neces
sary. To assist in tracking t arget identity and location, a record pad
showing a representatio n of the strategic screen is provided.
A unique feature is special combat. Under certain special circum
stances, th e computer initiates combat; armored units automatically
change course to overrun dismounted in fa ntry units; a nd dismounted in
fantry units attack vehicles.
In summ ary, TAC is a superb entry from Avalon Hill. It is a care
fully researched and designed game of impressive sophistication, yet it's
w~~
surprisingly easy to pl ay a nd even a little addicting.
TAC by Ralph H. Bosson, Avalon Hill (4517 Ha rford Road, Baltimore, MD
2 12 14: 301-254-5300). $40.
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Learning About Numbers: Volume I. By Richard Cornelius a nd Carol
Clark. L eaming About N umbers: Volwne I, the second program in C &
C Software's Kids' Corner line, introduces preschool and prima ry-grade
children to counting, telling time, and simple addition, subtraction ,
multiplication , and division. The disk contains four separate instruc
tion al programs: Let's Count, Let's Tell Time, Arithmetic Fun I, and
Arithmetic Fun 2, each with nine skill levels. The levels, by the way, are
not evident to the user.
Let's Count presents up to twelve familiar objects, such as chairs,
sailboats, butterflies, hammers, hearts, mugs, a nd television sets, to be
counted. To answer, the child presses the number on the keyboard that
corresponds to the number of objects displayed. In this program and in
the ones th at follow, correct answers are reinforced with one of an end
less asso rtment of winking happy faces and a musical tone. If a child is
un able to answer successfully after two tries, the program offers help, in
the form of a demonstration of one-to-one correspondence, the concept
tha t is at the heart of counting.
At level one of Let's Co unt, only one, two , or three objects are pre
sented. By level five, eight to twelve objects a ppear. At level six, a small
gro up of objects, surrounded by a box, is displayed. Once the objects
have been counted, a plus sign appears, followed by a second box of ob
jects to be counted . Next, a third box of objects appears. Connecting the
third box to th e first two is an equals sign; a nd with th at, counting prob
lems have gently met amorphosed into addition problems. By the time
kids reach level nine, they are dealing with random numbers of objects,
as few as one or as many as nine, in each of the boxes.
In th e first five levels of Let's Tell Time, a conventional clock with an
ho ur and minute ha nd and all twelve numbers is shown alongside a digi
tal watch. The learner's task is to read the time shown on the digital
watch and then use the arrow keys to move the clock hands to reflect the
time shown on the watch. At level fiv e, the numbers 3, 6, 9, a nd 12 are
displayed on the clock face, and the digital watch disappea rs for good
after th at. From level 6 on, the time to which the clock must be set is con
veyed in words and expressions that the child is bound to encounter in
the real world .
Like the other sections of this program , both parts of Arithmetic Fun
have nine levels of increasing difficulty .
Bo th a rithmetic sections incorporate a simple story as an added
motivation to young children . The story has three main characters-a
prince or princess, a wicked troll who is pursuing the royal child , and a
hero or heroine (which the child controls), who can choose between res
cuing the character in distress or helping the troll. Solving math prob
lems moves the sto ry along. The a rithmetic sections can be modified to
run in " learn arithmetic facts" mode. In that mode, each of the nine
levels presents problems th at involve the number of the level-a ll the
problems on level fo ur contain the number 4, and so on. It's easy to
switch back and fort h between this setup and the normal one.
Like its predecesso r Magic Crayon, Leaming About Nwnbers offers a
delightfully straight forwa rd educational management system . This sys
tem all ows interested parents and teachers to adapt the program for use
with chi ldren at various levels of experience and a bility a nd to keep
records o f up to fifty chi ldren's performances. Access to programs can be
specified and controlled for individual children or groups of children , as
can the level on which particular programs begin (the entry level) and the
level a child is asked to achieve but not go beyond (the target level). The
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management system also allows an adult to turn score-keepi ng and time
keeping features on o r off; to examine or print sco re information for one
o r many learners; to turn o n, limit , or turn off sou nd; a nd to turn on or
eliminate graphic reinforcement.
Leaming About Num bers is flexibl e, tho ughtfully organized, and easy
t o use. In stru ctions that preview the programs are avai lable on disk, as is
an on-screen tutorial to acq uaint users with the setup a nd symbols that
Kids' Corner software consistently employs. In addition , help is avai l
able at any time.
The graphics a re si mple but pleasing. Th ey don' t compare to the car
too ny a nim ated images featured in Xerox's Sticky Bear Nwnbers count
ing program-which covers only co unting-but they do add visual in
terest to the program .
The well-written manu al strikes just the right balance between brev
ity and detail. Besides explaining how to use the programs and the
ma nagement system, it specifies th e educational objectives of the pro
grams and the skill s children need to use the various parts and levels of
the program.
1•v
Learning About Numbers: Volume I , by Richard Co rneliu s and Carol Clark , C &
C Softwa re (57 13 Kentford Ci rcle, Wichita, KS 67220: 316-683-6056). $40.

Printographer. By Stephen Billard . One would think th at the mak ers of
printers with graphics capabilities would include programs with their
printers to facilitate usi ng those capabilities. Alas, because the printer
people market their products for use with ma ny different computers, in
most cases you are left to your own devices.
The most common use for a printer's graphics capability is to print
pictures from the hi-res screen . This process, called a hi-res screen dump,
is act ually fairly simple. In fact, it can often be handled by a surprisingly
short routine to translate data that the video signal understands to dat a
that the printer understa nds.
So printer dump programs costing enough to make them worth ma r
keting had better do a darn sight more than just dump pictures. And they
do . Typically, they work on a number of different printers. Since there
isn' t any stand ard way th at printers handle graphics, most programs in
clude several different routines to cover all the popular graphics printers.
That goes a long way towa rd making the programmer's job propor
tionate to the royalties paid for the program, but, as most people have
only one printer, only one of those routines is going to be of any use to
the individual customer.
So printer dump programs typically offer such features as picture
scaling, picture cropping before printing, and inverse and normal print
ing modes. (Sometimes what is white on the screen should be black on
paper; sometimes not.) And that is where most graphics dump pack ages
stop.
Stephen Billa rd has thoro ughly earned his royalties; Printographer
does all that and goes quite a fow steps farther. For instance, it can save
pictures in a compressed format th at will conserve from ten to twenty
sectors of disk space per picture. It does smart disk catalogs, listing only
those fil es th at contain hi-res pictures, whether they're in a compressed
format or a normal binary file. In addition to the handling of standard
ho ri zontal and vertical cropping, Printographer can crop pictures to dia
mond or cameo shapes prior to printing .
Finally, if you want to be able to print pictures and save or load com
pressed pictures from your own programs, the routines in Printographer
are transportable. They can be copied to yo ur own disk and loaded into
any free space in memory. Then , with a call command followed by the
parameters for scale, cropping, and so on, your progra m can perform
most of the functions of Printographer. If yo u have So uthwestern Data
Systems's Routine Machine, adding the Printographer routines to your
programs is even easier.
Printographer is o ne of the best printer dump programs availa ble
today. With all its extra features, it's a good alternative to the more ex
pensive graphics printer cards as well.
DD
Printographer, by Stephen Billard, Southwestern Data Systems (10761-E
Woodside Aven ue, Santee, CA 92071; 619-562-3670). $49.95.

Planetmaster. By G a ry Cuba. Ever want to control yo ur own planet?
Not politically, but ecologically. There's a lot more to it th an just situat
ing a nimals in places where they can eat in peace and not get killed by
other animals. Lots more to it.
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Jump Jet. By Chuck Benton . Get the Sunday afternoon gamers outta

Planetmaster lets you discover the complexities of raising various
species in a somewhat controlled environment. It also challenges you to
see how many ways you ca n twist, stretch, and contort your brain while
doing so.
The story is simple. It's the year 2323, and you're in charge of
administering ecological sanctuaries for frail and endangered species.
That's as far as the simple part goes.
The sanctuary is actually a twelversided life-supporting satellite.
From a virtually unlimited number of species, you select six that you
want to take care of on the satellite. Here's where it gets challenging.
Some are plant eaters, some are meat eaters, and some are both: how
ever, you don't know which are which until you've made your species
selection .
Taking care of your animals requires that you keep track ofjust a few
things: vegetation growth, temperature, rainfall, seasonal changes, cli
mates, animals' balanced diets, demographics, food consumption.
hibernation periods. birth and death rates, and life spans. There's more
information to deal with than any normal human can possibly keep
track of without the help of a pencil and a few reams of paper.
After thoroughly analyzing all the information, you herd species
from zone to zone, seeking the zone that provides the optimum environ
ment for each species. Each turn constitutes one season: there are four
seasons to a year.
In the beginning of the game, you're allowed to choose a difficulty
level from among five-ranging from novice planet tender to planet
master-and the number of years you want to play. At the end of the
game you 're given an efficiency rating. Not a lot of reward for the tribu
lations you go through.
The only graphics in the game are hi-res drawings of each species
during the selection process, a map of the satellite, and some bar graphs.
The rest of the screens are comparison charts and efficiency listings. It
doesn't sound like an exciting game, but don't be fooled. The feeling you
get when you see that your herbivores in zone five doubled their popula
tion last year will warm you all over, while you 'll pound the computer in
anger as a flashing message tells you that half your omnivores in zone
eleven were lost to starvation.
As time marches on, you'll get to know each species, feeling sorry for
them when their favorite flora becomes harder to find or when some of
them are gobbled up by neighboring carnivores .
For a long time. the thinking person's games were largely put out by
Strategic Simulations, Epyx/ Automated Simulations, Odesta, and other
giants. Magnetic Harvest's Planetmaster isn' t nearly as colorful, com
mercially attractive, or complexly programmed (it's written in Apple
soft), but it's just as thought-provoking and intricately designed.
MTV

here. Send 'em back to the arcades to watch cute little cartoon penguins
waddle around darling, colorful , picturesque backgrounds. Buncha
wimps. Give 'em an adventure or something where they can sit and think
for ten minutes about what key they're gonna press. They can forget
about this. Gimme a beer and set it up again.
This is Jump Jet. The graphics are from the minimalist school of ar
cade art. The sound is like something you ' d get from a tired Mixmaster.
It's just you, a joystick, and your sweaty palms. But it's the right stuff.
You are flying your Harrier jet off an aircraft carrier. attempting to
keep your eight-ship convoy and carrier intact long enough to get to the
enemy land base and knock out the missile silos. First you must deal with
rocket-firing. torpedo-spitting cruisers-in waves of two, three. and four.
Then you confront slippery rocket-firing subs-two. three, and four. The
kamikaze planes-one at a time. thank God (but hey, how about those
plucky World War II vets going up against the most technologically ad
vanced fighter-bomber in the world?).
Sound simple? You bet. ls it simple? No way. The first time you play
this game is very likely to be the last. It plays by its own rules, which
don 't include any of the laws of gravity or aerodynamics. You are not
likely to complete a successful refueling from the flying tanker without
first crashing into it at least four times in succession. Ditto trying to dis
patch even the first wave of torpedo boats without flying right into a mis
sile. Or trying to get close enough to the subs to bomb them faster than
they can submerge. And yet, for all these trials, there is a way to tri
umph, and should you but learn the way, you 'll surely enter into com
puter-game heaven and sleep the sleep of the just. And boy will your
thumbs be tired.
Don't get the wrong idea: Almost none of the popular criteria for a
good game apply to Jump Jet. The animation-such as it is-flickers like
a silent movie running too slowly. The plane's being of the vertical take
off and landing variety was a gimmick obviously chosen to spare the pro
grammer the hassle of trying to simulate anything remotely resembling
the operation of a normal aircraft. You are not allowed to bomb when
you are near or over your convoy, which means you're forced to lose
most of the torpedo races. The only strategy that has a hope of working
against the missile bases is dumb luck and lots of ammo. There's no
pause key. And the sound effects (no sound-off option) will teach even
the most hardware-disinclined where the speaker wire connection is lo
cated on their Apple (motherboard , extreme lower right corner).
It' s a sullen , sloppy, mean-spirited, bruising, working-class game. It
knocks you around and gets drunk and frightens the children. It's hell to
live with. But you just can't leave it. Not after all you've been through
together.
AC

Pla11et111aster, by Gary Cuba, Magnetic Ha rv.:st (Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061:
803-783-3151). $24.95.

Jump Je1. by Chuck Benton. Avant-Garde (Box 30160, Eugene, OR 97403; 503
345-3043). $29.95.
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Plasmania . By David Lubar and Lewis Geer. Sirius is getting nostalgic.
Remember the movie Fantastic Voyage, in which scientists and their
submarin e were shrunk to microscopic size and injected into a dying pa
tient's bloodstream to save him? That concept is central to this game.
Remember games in which you shot at things as the scenery scrolled
by, a nd then when yo u completed the level you did it all over again? And
aga in and again? That's here, too.
Sirius can't be serious with this game. When compared to its own
Repton, Wai:v Navy, or even Lemmings, Plasmania is a step backward. A
big one.
Plasmania is the A pple ve rsion of an Atari 800 version of an Atari
YCS game. That should give yo u an idea of its simplicity.
But what's really going on here? Is Plasmania based on the general
plot of Fantastic Voyage, or did designer Dave Lubar come up with a
piece of programming and decide to fit the plot around it? In the former
case, the game has missed an excellent opportunity to take an intriguing
plot and turn it into an equally intriguing game. Synergistic took the idea
and came out with the educational adventure Microbe. Turning out an
a rcade-type game containing some of Microbe's scientific detail could
possibly have m ade Plasmania a seller, instead of destined for the cellar.
Sirius is better than this, Lubar is better than this, and they both
know it. Let's hope it shows in the future .
MTV
Plasmania, by David Lub ar and Lewis Geer, Sirius Software ( 10364 Rockingham
Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827: 916-366-1195). $34.95.
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Jury Trial. By Vic Ratner. Few of the millions who watched Perry Ma
son regula rly tie defense attorney Hamilton Burger in knots haven' t en
visioned themselves in fantasy as the slick lawyer for the defense. Jury
Trial gives weekend attorneys a chance to try their luck in court without
jeopardizing the lives of innocent people.
A strategy game all in text, Jurl' Trial emphasizes the concentration
skills of the players. It's definitely not a game to be played solo; six is the
idea l cast, providing a player for each role: defense attorney, prosecutor,
and two witnesses for each side.
As the first attempt at a computer courtroom game, Jury Trial scores
points. It gets a few more as a change of pace. That's about it. The strat
egy comes in selecting a jury and examining witnesses; everything else is a
memory test. The jurors range from bigots to bleeding hearts; each at
torney gets to challenge a couple in a n attempt to stack the jury favor
ably toward his client's cause.
Once the jury is in place, the trial begins. Well, no, first the facts of
the case a re presented-flashed at high speed in random locations on the
monitor. Items as detailed as the make, model , year, color, and seven
digit license number of the defe ndant's car are nearly impossible to pick
up. Yet th e entire trial and outcome rest on the witnesses' ability to an
swer questions a bo ut these facts truthfully.
What a good idea a game simulating a jury tri al is! How we look for
ward to seeing one th a t li ves up to the promise in the idea. Maybe even a
LXD
later ve rsio n of this one.
Jury Trial, by Vic Ratner. Navic Software (Box 14727, North Palm Beach, FL
33408: 305-627-4132). $29.

Money :vtanager. By Alan R. Chap and David A. Sidewater. The pur
pose of a simul ation program is to let yo u practice some activity-typi
call y a risky or hazard ous one, such as flying an airplane-without the
usual penalty fo r making mistakes. Once you have learned to do all the
right things in vario us situatio ns on the simulator, you will have a much
be tt er cha nce of sur viv ing the ex perience in reality.
Mo st of us will neve r have to pilot an airpla ne, but we all have to
manage money: and you know the old line about mistakes being expen
sive. It wou ld be helpful if growing persons could get so me practice in
this activity before their survival depends o n it.
Money Manager is described by th e publi sher as "an ideal instruc
tiona l too l for a life skills co urse" and is recommended for junior a nd
se nior high school students and adults; but th at's not quite right. For one
thing, the program is a little yo un g fo r so me of th at audience; and, for
another, th ere's a yo unge r a udience th at wo uld love it as a game.
Try this program o n an elementary or second ary school student; or,
better yet, try competing o n it for a high sco re with such a stud ent-and
wa tch o ut for surprises! The kid is going to take it mo re seriously than
you do and will probably soon learn to beat you at it. T he designers of
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Money Manager may have been trying for a classroom tool for adults,
but they have incidentally produced a fascinating strategy game for
children.
The program simulates an eight-week period of financial activity for
an adult head-of-household. In that role, you get paid every two weeks,
and you have to deal with expenses like weekly food bills and monthly
mortgage payments. There are unexpected expenses, such as medical
bills; but there are unexpected surprises as well-selling a manuscript or
a painting, for example.
You start the period with $1,000-$500 in savings, $250 in a check
ing account, and $250 in cash. You have opportunities to buy various
things (such as a bicycle, a couch, or a computer), and, if you get a good
price, that adds to your points. You can also sell these things (at a loss, of
course) if you need money suddenly.
You have many decisions to make during the simulation. You can
buy insurance: The premium has to be paid every week, but if (for exam
ple) a fire should destroy all your possessions, they will be replaced at no
cost. You a lso have to decide how much cash to carry. If you don 't have
enough, you miss out on the occasional 20-percent-off, cash-only sale at
the store; but if you carry too much, it really hurts when you lose your
wallet.
There are a lot of random events in this simulation-just as there are
in reality .
No simulation program can teach you to make wise decisions; only
reality can do that. But a good simulation can teach you to recognize the
traps before you put your foot in them. Money Manager costs as much
as a five-dollar allowance for six weeks-and what it teaches will prob
ably be worth a lot more.
JR
Money Manager, by Alan R. Chap and David A. Sidewater, Computer Age Edu
cation (Box 6227, Washington, DC 20015). $29.95.

Dino Eggs. By David Schroeder.
"/believe I already know what I want, but let's have a look at the menu
anyway, Antoine."
"Oui, m 'sieu. "
"Any preferences, Marielle?"
"Wow, Henry, I don't know any ofthese. Why don't you order for us?"
"Very well. We 'll have the Hard Hat Maccaciatora and the Miner
Flambe, with a side of Choplifi aux Crevelles. Bring us two boll/es of Cha
leau Wolfenstein '81, and Baked Aztec for dessert."
"Oui, m'sieu. But if m'sieu will permit, may I recommend the Dino
Eggs? "
"Dino Eggs?"
"A h, oui; it is our latest arcade delicacy."
"Oh yes , I see it here . . . in with the language card-that's a bit steep,
Antoine. "
" But worth it, m'sieu. S ucculent baby dinosaurs, in the shell or just out,
are packed into flaky subterranean layers. As a time-traveling scientist, you
warp in to gather them up and send them back to your time for preserva
tion. while taking care not to contaminate them. The whole is exotically
seasoned with just the right touch of danger in the form of prehistoric spi
ders roaming the ca ves, whose touch can eventually mutate and devolve you.
As a major ingredient, one large maternal brontosaurus, lightly steamed,
may deposit her foot upon your head at any moment. This is exquisitely
counterbalanced by the building offires to hold her at bay-all carefally
timed to ensure rnaximum suspense while you complete your task."
"Why, Antoine, that sound> absolutely extraordinary."
" Indeed. m'sieu; Chef Schroeder's unique signature is recognizable in
every byte, just as in his Crisis Mountain creation. This is, however, his
piece de resistance. and, as such, truly resembles nothing else."
" Delightful. Leave the disk in the drive, will you?"
"Oui. And fo r you, madame?''
"Oh. juH a light snack attack. /'II have lillle bits of his."
"Very well, madame...
"Gee, Henry. how exciting!"
"Yes indeed. Mariette. And afterward, what say we stroll over to Flip
pers for som e frozen yogurt and a giant cookie?"
"Love it. "
A(
Dino Eggs, by Dav id Schroeder, Micro Lab (2699 Skokie Valley Road, Highland
JI

Park , IL 60035; 312- 433-7550). $40.
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How Travel Planning by Modem
Can Work for You
L~VY

9Y JOANN
"I want you both at that meeting in Boston a week from Monday.
Eleven o'clock sharp."
"Right, J.D.," replies Mr. Notwithit, who hurries off to his office to
jot a note to his secretary to make travel arrangements for him on
Monday.
"Right, J.D.," says Ms. Withit, glancing at her watch. The Balti
more traffic isn't too bad, and she's home about six. The standard rates
are in effect for both services-five dollars an hour for CompuServe
time, plus twenty-one dollars an hour for OAG time.
She logs on to the information service and at the prompt types: Go
OAG 200. Her screen responds:
OAGEE

PAGE OAG-200

REQUEST RECORDED, ONE MOMENT, PLEASE
CONNECTED TO 120AG
WELCOME TO THE OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDE (OAG),
COPYRIGHT 1983, OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDES,
INC., OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60521
OAG NEWS LAST UPDATED 1 JULY
PRESS ENTER KEY FOR IMPORTANT NEWS, OR
ENTER II, IF, IS, IM

She types the short-cut request for schedules from Baltimore to
Boston:
IS Baltimore;Boston 22 Jul

She could have entered /S to respond to menu queries, but entering
the departure city, a semicolon, destination city, and date takes her di
rectly to the daily airline schedule. The screen displays:

DIRECT FLIGHTS
FRl-22 JUL
FROM-BAL TIMORE,MD,USA
# TO-BOSTON,MA,USA
NO EARLIER DIRECT FLIGHT SERVICE
1 710A BWI
818A BOS AL 350 D9S B 0
735A BWI
2
843A BOS DL 266 72S B 0
913A BOS Pl 316 73S B 0
3
810A BWI
4 1100A BWI 1208P BOS DL 130 72S s
0
5 1215P BWI
126P BOS AL 214 B11 s 0
6
120P BWI
231P BOS AL 270 B11 s 0
ENTER +,CX,X#,F#,RS
(#=LINE NUMBER)

The flight on line 3 would get her to Boston in time for the meeting but
would mean being at the airport for an 8: IO a.m. departure. She hates
early-morning flights and thus enters the + command to scroll through
more flights.
DIRECT FLIGHTS
FRl-22 JUL
FROM-BAL TIMORE,MD,USA
# TO-BOSTON,MA,USA
1
430P BWI
541 P BOS AL 240 B11 S 0
2
655P BWI
804P BOS DL 1622 D9S s
0
3
805P BWI
913P BOS AL 48 D9S
0
4
815P BWI
918P BOS Pl 484 738
0
NO LATER DIRECT FLIGHT SERVICE
ENTER + FOR CONNECTIONS
ENTER -,0,CX,X#,F#,RS
(#=LINE NUMBER)

Why not take that flight on line I next Friday? She could be in Bos
ton in time for dinner with her sister and spend the weekend at Cape
Cod. To see the fares for that flight, she enters Fl, the fare request for
line I.
FARES IN US DOLLARS
SELECTED FOR BWl-AL 240 BOS

#

ONE-WAY

RND-TRP

ARLNICLASS

FRl-22 JUL

FAR ECO DE

APP&E PO'IEN'llJU.
REALIZED
ENTER THE WINNER'S CIRCLE

Ice Cave'"

Exterminator'"

:
.
r

~~ ~;·

•

.

,J
'

- - .. . . -

Sword of Sheol'"

You may not have realized it, but Apples have vast, untapped
potential. Game software from Winner's Circle taps it ALL.
Stun ning 3-D graphics (the kind that just stand still in
some games) are combined with advanced, HIGH
SPEED AN IMATION routines for Dazzling, "LIVING
PICTURE" action. And the game play has some teeth
in it. ALL THE CHALLENGE YOU AND YOUR APPLE
CAN HANDLE.

Available in disk for $29.95. At your dealer. OR OR
DER DIRECT. Send a check, or your VISA or MASTER
CARD number. Include $2.00 shipping and handling.
C~lifornia residents add 6V2% sales tax.
Apple is a registered tr~de mark of Apple Computers, Inc.

WINNER'S CIRCLE
2420 Parker Street, Berkeley, CA 94704
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NO LOWER FARES IN CATE GORY
BE70X67
1'
88.00
AL/B
BE70Z67
2'
88.00
AL/B
BE77
3'
199.00
AL/B
M
4
109.00
218.00
ALIM
y
5
136.00
272.00
AL/Y
NO HIGHER FARES IN CATEGORY
• ENTER L# TO VIEW LIMITATIONS
(# = LINE NUMBER)
ENTER L#,X#,S,RS
Despite all the publicity about airline deregulation, she's still amazed at
the range of fares for a one-hour round-trip flight, $88 to $272. The as
terisk tells her there are limitations for the lower fares but, who knows,
maybe she can qualify for the $88 fare. She types LI to view the lim ita
tions for the flight on line I.

the airport designation, you can query it with a preceding '?' and the
OAG will identify it for you. The fourth column is arrival time (local) for
the destination in the fifth column. The sixth column is the airline-Del
ta, Piedmont, and so forth-followed by the flight number. The eighth
column is the equipment-LIOl l, DC-10, 727. or whatever. The ninth
column lists the meal served: B. L. D . S-breakfast, lunch, dinner, or
snack. The final column is the number of stops en route. If yo u're loo k
ing for a nonstop flight on a direct night schedule, check this column for
a zero.
You can access either schedules or fares directly and switch back and
forth between them. Our fictitious scenario demonstrated a schedule ac
cess. You can use the same '"formula" to call up fare information. Sup
pose you wanted the cheapest fare between Los Angeles and Boston on
July 23. After accessing the OAG, you would type:
/ F LAX; Boston 23 Jul

BWl-BOS AL CLASS B
FRl-22 JUL
88.00 US DOLLARS
ROUND-TRIP
LIMITATIONS FOR FARE CODE BE70X67

You can use full city names, airport designations, or combinations of
the two. The display accessed by the above request is:

FARE DESCRIPTION: ADVANCE PURCHASE
EXCURSION FARES
BOOKING CODE : B.

FARE MENU
FARES FOR
DIRECT FLIGHTS
AND CONNECTIONS

FARE IS ONLY AVAILABLE FOR TRAVEL FROM
MON THRU FRI.

1
2
3
4
5

MINIMUM STAY REQUIRED IS 1 SUNDAY.
MAXIMUM STAY ALLOWED IS 60 DAYS.
PURCHASE TICKET FOR TRAVEL NO LATER
THAN 7 DAYS BEFORE DEPARTURE.
•END OF LIMITATIONS DISPLAY'
ENTER F TO RETURN TO FARE DISPLAY
ENTERS TO RETURN TO SCHEDULE DISPLAY

6
COACH CLASS AND EQUIVALENT FARES
FIRST CLASS AND EQUIVALENT FARES
7
8
BOTH COACH AND FIRST CLASS FARES
ADVANCE-PURCH AND EXC URSION FARES 9
ALL OF THE ABOVE FARES
10

For the sake of the example, we're interested in all fares for direct
!lights only. so we enter I 0.

FR l-22 JUL

D9S
72S
73S
72S
B11
B11

FARES FOR
DIRECT FLIGHTS
ON LY

PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER

Ms. Withit types / Q to quit the OAG, logs off CompuServe, con
tacts her travel agent to make a reservation, and calls her sister.
This particular scenario is fictitious-except for the OAG informa
tion. But one is tempted to finish the story.
Ms. Withit enjoys a weekend at Cape Cod, arriving relaxed at the
eleven o'clock meetin-g. She smugly submits her $88 expense voucher to
J.D., having enjoyed a weekend trip with flight paid for by the compa
ny. Mr. Notwithit submits an expense voucher for $218, the only fare
available when his secretary and the travel agent finally stopped calling
each other.
This is just one example of why you should learn to use the OAG;
there are as many others as there are flights and passengers .
The electronic edition of the Official Airline Guide database con
tains approximately seven hundred thousand flight schedules for six hun
dred fifty airlines serving one hundred five thousand city pairs. It is avail
able through direct subscription, CompuServe, and various other con
nection services. The database contains schedules for all direct flights and
thousands of connecting flights operating throughout the world, and al
though international fare information currently is unavailable, plans are
to provide it sometime next year. Fare information is provided for all di
rect flights and connections in North America.
Unlocking the Code. Using the OAG is relatively simple, once you're
accustomed to reading the fairly cryptic codes. Let's take a moment to
figure them out. Look at the first example again:
DIRECT FLIGHTS
FROM-BAL TIMORE,MD ,USA
#TO - BOSTON .MA .USA
NO EARLIER DIRECT FLIGHT SERVICE
1 710A BWI
818A BOS AL 350
843A BOS DL 266
2 735A BWI
3 810A BWI
913A BOS Pl 316
4 1100A BWI
1208P BOS DL 130
126P BOS AL 214
5 1215P BWI
231P BOS AL 270
6
120P BWI
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B
B
B

s
s
s

0
0
0
0
0
0

The first column is the line number. You use that to request additional
information about that specific night. The next column is departure time
(local), then departure airport. BWI is Baltimore. If you don't recognize

SAT -23 JUL

FARES IN US DOLLARS
SELECTED FOR LAX-BOS
ONE-WAY
RND-TRP
ARLN / CLASS
NO LOWER FARES IN CATEGORY
NW/ B
1'
298.00
2'
318.00
AA / B
3'
318 .00
CO / M
4'
318.00
TW/ B
5'
318.00
UA / B
6'
378.00
NW/ B
7'
379.00
NW/ B
8'
398.00
CO / M
' ENTER L# TO VIEW LIMITATIONS
ENTER _, .L#.X#,S#.R#,M.RF(# = LINE NUMBER )
#

FARECODE
BE77
BE77
ME77K
BHE77
BE77
BE770
BE70
ME77

The message in the heading tells us there is no lower fare than that on
line I and the asterisk signals limitations. To see what they are, we type

LI.
LAX-BOS NW CLASS B
SAT-23 JUL
298.00 US DOLLARS
ROUND-T RIP
LIMITATIONS FOR FARE CO DE BE77
FARE DESCRIPTION: ADVANCE PURCHASE
EXCURSION FARES
BOOKING CODE: B.
MINIMUM STAY REOUIRED IS 7 DAYS.
MAXIMUM STAY ALLOWED IS 14 DAYS .
PURCHASE TICKET FOR TRAVEL NO LATER
THAN 7 DAYS BEFORE DEPARTURE.
'END OF LIMITATIONS DISPLAY '
ENTER S TO VIEW SELECTED NW SCHEDULES
ENTER F TO RETURN TO FARES DISPLAY
Since we're going to Boston for a convention and a few days' recrea
tion, we can meet the minimum stay and other requirements. Now we
want to see what the schedule is for this fare. If you think it's the infa
mous "red-eye," you' re wrong. We enter S.
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DIRECT FLIGHTS
SAT -23 JUL
SELECTED FR OM NW FARE DISPLAY
FR OM-L OS ANGELES .CA .USA
# TO-BOS TO N.MA.USA
NO EARLIER DIRECT FLIGHT SERV ICE
1 1100A LAX 835P BOS NW 166 D10 L
NO LATER DIRECT FLIGHT SERV ICE
ENTE R R FOR RETURN NW SCHEDULES
(# = LINE NUMBER )
ENTER X#,L,R,F.RF

To expand the code into plain English, we type X and the line num
ber, I.
EX PA NDED DIRECT FLIGHT DISPLAY
LE AV E11:00A
ON-23 JUL
FR O M-L OS ANGELES ,CA ,USA
NORTHWEST OR IENT AIRLINES FLIGHT 166
AIRCRAFT-MCDONNEL L DOUGLAS DC10
CL ASS -FIRST/ COACH / ECONOMY
MEAL-LUNCH / DINNER
A RR IVE- 8 35P
ON-23 JUL
AT -BO STO N.MA .USA
ELAPSED TRAVEL TIME
6H 35M
ENTER S TO RETURN TO SCHEDU L ES
ENTER F FOR SELECTED FARES

Do-It-Yourself Specials. Why not just let your travel agent look it
up? There are good reasons, one of which is that by doing it yourself you
know for sure you've got the cheapest flight, the agent doesn't have to
call you back and ask if an eleven o'clock departure is okay, you don't
have to discuss it with your spouse and then call the agent, and so on.
And there are numerous possibilities your travel agent has no interest in
telling you about and you have no way of asking about.
Let's see what we get when we look at connections. From the last dis
play. we type s to return to schedules and then type ex.
CONNECT IONS
FR O M-L OS ANGE LES ,CA ,USA
# TO -BO STON .MA.USA
1 1000A LA X
DFW
242P
342 P DFW
810P
BOS
2 1000A LA X
603P
J FK
915 P J FK
1014P
BOS
334P
3 1005A LAX
STL
43 0P STL
SOOP
BOS
ENTER

+, - ,DF ,X #,F#,RS

SAT -23 JUL

DL 1140
DL 824
AA 40
AA 118
TW 78
TW 150

L 10
767
747
72S
707
72S

L
D
L
L
D

0
0
0
0
0
0

(# = LINE NUMBER)

The flights on lines I and 3 aren 't too appealing. You have no interest in
spending an hour in the Dallas- Fort Worth Airport, or in Saint Louis.
But the flight on line 2 goes to JFK. Isn't that the other New York ai r
port? You 're unsure, so you type: ? JFK.
.RES PO NSE TO YOUR HELP REQUEST'
J FK=
NEW YO RK ,NY,USA / J.F. KENNEDY

Good. Now, the American Airlines flight on line 2 gets into JFK at
6:03 p.m. and requires a plane change for the connection to Boston.
However, you have good friends in New York who'd love to meet you
at the: airport fo r dinner and your stopover of three hours would permit a
nice visit. You get into Boston at 10: 14 p.m . instead of 8:35 p.m. and the
fli ght cost' twenty dollars extra. But maybe it's worth it to you. The
point i, , only you kn ow whether you can take advantage of various
!>ched ules. Whc.:n yo u ask travel agents for the cheapest flight to Boston,
they aren't going to ask if yo u'd like to spend another twenty dollars and
have dinner in New Yo rk .
See the USA. T he possi bilities for creative scheduling are limitless
when yo u have.; access to all the schedules a nd fares yourself. Suppose
you 'c.;c.; an ad for a cheapie flight to Ho uston. Yo u may not want to go to
Houston , hut perhaps yo u can launch yourself inexpensively from there
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to a destination you favor. Or suppose you take a direct flight from Los
Angeles to Chicago for business that concludes on a Friday and you
don't need to be back to L.A. until Monday. Where might you spend the
weekend? Just call up the connecting schedules for flights from Chicago
to Los Angeles and find out.
Using OAG's commands to see connecting flights, fares, and so on is
quick and simple. Each displ ay, as you can see from the examples, in
cludes the menu options available from that particular display.
Also, you can get a narrative explanation of the commands, at Com
puServe rates (no surcharge), by typing Go OAG and selecting the ap
propriate menu option. Further, there's an OAG Help Desk with a toll
free number: (800) 323-4000.
Yes, there's a surcharge for using the OAG . As mentioned in the
opening scenario , the standard rate (after 6:00 p.m. and on weekends) is
twenty-one dollars an hour, plus the standard CompuServe service rate.
Prime time (weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) charges are thirty-two dol
lars an hour, on top of the information service prime rates. Using the
OAG through CompuServe during prime time works out to about ninety
cents a minute: standard time at about forty-live cents a minute. Our Ms.
Withit might have spent a couple of dollars for the few frames of infor
mation she required. On the other hand, she saved her department's trav
el budget more than a hundred dollars. That's a pretty good return on an
investment of two bucks.
If you expect to use the service frequently , you may be interested in a
direct subscription, rather than accessing through CompuServe. There's
a one-time charge of fifty dollars and usage is billed in units, with a unit
equal to ten cents for one minute: additionally, every schedule screen dis
play costs two units, every fare display three .
Better than Kansas City. OAG fares are updated daily, schedules
weekly. Approximately one hundred fifty airlines worldwide have direct
access to the OAG database and update their own schedules and fare in
formation continuously . British Airways, for example, has terminals in
both New York and London with the capability of inputting to the data
base in real-time mode.
OAG, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dun and Bradstreet, processes
new information constantly at its headquarters in Oak Brook, Illinois.
Although the database is down between 4:30 and 5:00 a.m. Central Time
for updating, according to Dave Shaffer, OAG 's senior vice president of
electronic publishing, "updating only takes about live minutes. "
Shaffer is one of the forty to fifty ofOAG's employees "dedicated" to
the electronic edition. The design of the electronic edition, which has
been under development for the past three years, was not, says Shaffer,
to have a separate division: almost all nine hundred OAG employees
have input and responsibility.
The print edition of the OAG dates from 1929, when the company
was founded , but the electronic edition has been on-line only since May
I. Its prototype ran until February and certain design features are still be
ing incorporated, such as randomization of competing airlines with iden
tical schedules and/ or fares. You won't always see American Ai rlines
preceding United.
You, Me, and ITT. Who uses the OAG? Of the one hundred ten
thousand sub scribers (anticipated at two hundred thousand by Septem
ber)-three thousand direct subscribers plus those who access through
various database services-65 percent are business accounts. Only 35
percent are travel agents and airlines. The friendly OAG EE was de
signed for the untrained , unknowledgeable user, not for the travel
professional.
In addition to friend liness, there's a "fair deal" for the traveler that
was previously unavailable. Even if your travel agent wants to secure you
the cheapest flight, it may not be possible. Ninety percent of the agents
use automated systems, it's true, but most are provided by a sponsoring
airline. The implications are fairly apparent.
You do , of course, still need an agent for availability information and
booking. But at least when it comes to fares and schedules you've got a
choice. Lots of choices. All the choices.
Bon voyage!
JI
OAG sample displays reproduced wi1h permission, cour1esy Official Air
line Guides. Oak Brook . IL 60521 .

Enhance your Apple* with 10extra K; 15sparedisksectors;
two-way scrolling for catalogs & listings; triple-speed disk
access; new commands like ELSE, SWAP and TYPE; and
2 tons of slick, unprotected programming enhancements.

PRONTO-DOS

HIGH-SPEED DOS/DOS-MOVE UTILITY
by TOM WEISHAAR
PRONTO-DOS triples the speed of Apple's Disk
Operating System, adds new DOS features, and
lets you load DOS into auxiliary memory for an
EXTRA 10K of programmable memory space!
Here is a comparison with normal Apple DOS

•APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF YOU-KNOW-WHO.

BEAGLE BASIC
APPLESOFT ENHANCER
by MARK SIMONSEN

Requires Apple lie (or 11 / 11+ with RAM Card)
Normally, Applesoft is unchangeable. What you
see is what you get. But BEAGLE BASIC puts
Applesoft into RAM, letting you customize and
enhance it. The following functions may be
added at ZERO COST IN MEMORY
RENAME ANY COMMAND or Error Mes
sage. You can literally re-write Applesoft with
new commands. For program protection, encryp
tion, or even foreign translation! Even the new
commands that follow are re-nameable:
ELSE: Common in many programming lan
guages, but missing from Applesoft until now.
ELSE follows If-Then statements, like thisIF X=2 THEN PRINT "Yes": ELSE PRINT "No"
SWAP: Normally, to swap two variable values,
you need a 3rd variable & an extra split-second.
SWAP X, Y exchanges values in one .quick step.
TONE: Beagle Basie's TONE P, L command
plays a note of Pitch P, Length L. It's simple-no
messy Pokes or Calls are ever necessary.
HSCRN: If you have ever used Lo-Res's SCRN
command, you'll appreciate HSCRN X, Y for find
ing the off/ on status of any hi-res dot.

TXT2:

A Ilows Text Page 2 to act Ii ke Page 1, for
printing, listing, etc. Switching pages opens up a//
kinds of programming possibilities.

MIX, PAGE, RESL and MODE:

No more
awkward graphics screen-switch pokes. For ex
ample, type PAGE1 or PAGE2 to switch pages,
instead of POKE -16300,0 or POKE -16299,0
(never look-up those darn Pokes again!).
GOTO & GOSUB may now be followed by
variables. Use English-like commands such as
"GOSUB COUNTER" or "GOTO SONG", where
COUNTER and SONG have been assigned line
number values. "GOTO 3+X", etc .. legal too.
ESCAPE-CURSOR: Normally, you can't tell
if you are in Escape Mode (moving the cursor) .
With Beagle Basic, hitting ESC temporarily
changes the normal cursor to a flashing "+".
BETTER BEEP: Select one-of-many more
pleasing tones for Apple's control-G Bell.

PLUS:

Bonus Screen Formatter & Editor, new
1-word commands to replace awkward Apple
text Calls, new commands to scroll text up and
down, not possible before Beagle Basic. And ...

INVERSE REM STATEMENTS Too:
Makes REM-statements appear as bold stand
out headlines in your Applesoft listings.

BEAGLE BASIC

• • • • • • '.

$34 •95

Requires s1andard Apple lie (or Apple II or II+ with RAM Card).
Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart and Apple Tip Book #6.

"YOUR DISKS? LET 'S SEE...
THEY WERE GETTING DUSTY.
SO I SENT THEM TO THE
CLEANERS THIS MORNING ..
ANO I COULDN'T GET
CHANNEL 8 ON YOUR
CUTE LITTLE MONITOR,
SO I CALLED THE
REPAIRMAN ...
_ __,,
AND... OHi
REMEMBER
ALL OF THOSE
MESSY WIRES
THAT WERE
STICKING OUT
OF THE BACK
OF YOUR
APPLE? ..."

Function
Nonnal Pronto
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE . . . . . . 10 sec. 3 sec.
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec. 4 sec.
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 sec. 9 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD .. 13 sec. 4 sec.
(Text Files: no change)
New, unprotected, high-speed disks (as many as
you want), are created with the normal INIT
command. Or your existing disks may be
updated . Booting Pronto or any updated disk in
stalls high-speed DOS in your Apple.
Moving DOS to your Apple II or II+ RAM Card
or Apple I le standard high-memory will free up a
whopping 10,000 EXTRA BYTES (that's 10K!) of
valuable programmable memory space.
ProntoDOS gives you 15 EXTRA SECTORS of
disk storage space, almost one full track! This is
space that is normally wasted by Apple DOS.
With ProntoDOS in your Apple, all disk cata
logs will feature a Free-Space-On-Disk display,
every time you Catalog. A great benefit!
ProntoDOS allows you to add a handy new
"TYPE" COMMAND that reveals the contents of
Apple Text Files. For example, the command
"TYPE INFO" will print everything (to screen or
printer) that is in the Text file named "INFO".
ProntoDOS is compatible with a// DOS Com
mands, GPLE® and most of your programs.

DOUBLE·TAKE
I
2-WAY-SCROLL MULTIPLE UTILITY
by MARK SIMONSEN

A hundred times a day, you type "CATALOG"
and "LIST", and the appropriate data dutifully,
appears on your monitor... then promptly scrolls
off the top of the screen into Hyper-Space. If the
information you are looking for goes by, you
must List or Catalog again to find it.
Double-Take has a solution-

2-WAY-SCROLLING
List programs and Catalog disks with the added
ability to CHANGE SCROLL-DIRECTION using
the Apple Arrow Keys. Your monitor becomes a
"Search Window" to be moved UP AND DOWN
through Catalogs and Listings at will.

PRONTO-DOS

IMPROVED LIST-FORMAT:* (optional)
Each program state
1
ment is listed on a
~1~~~~~~f~~0 ~~~~1ED
new line for easy
SCROl.L UP AND DOWN
tracing of program "'
POKE 230 64
~ ~
flow, and efficient.
HOME
~~~ ~ 6 2 4 50
5~
FAST de-bugging.
HCOL OR ~ 3
a: J:
Commands are 2 0
F OR C = S I U 4 u J..
HCOLOR = C
U> 0
properly-spaced (1
F OR X = 64 1 0 9 6m
POKE 230 X
s pace between
~~t8i ~7t,~oT6 7 : : !;~
words, not two) and
El = 0 TO 1
much easier to fol "" FOR
S = PEEk <4 92 00>
NEXT 8
low. Printer listings,
NEXT X
NEXT C
in any width, are sup
TE XT
ported too.

$29.50

Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

.

~- ~ .

"'t

*Similar to Utility City's XLISTER. but B1-Diractional at Mach1ne
Language speed. For-Next's are not indented, as in Xlister

Micro Software Inc.

MONITOR-LISTINGS feature 2-Way-Scroll too.
Disassemblies and Hex Dumps can be scanned
in both directions. Double-Take also features
informative 2-Way HEX/ASCII DUMPS
6000
6008 
6010 
6018 
. ~020 -

53
45
20
57
42

41
58
4C
49
4C

4D
54
49
54
45

50
20
53
48
2D

4C
46
54
20
54

45
49
45
44
41

2" 54

4C
44
4F
48

45
20
55
45

SAMPLE T
EXT FILE
LISTED
WITH DOU
BLE - TAKE

BONUS UTILITIES

r1 -------------

I
I
I
II
A~a
100 200 250 300
X:
10 20 3000 3010 3020 I
Ya
50 3000 4000 5200
VARIABLE DISPLAY: Displays all of a program's I
variables & strinos with current valuesI
AX$ = "NOW IS THE TIME"
I
CROSS REFERENCE: Fast display or printout of
all variables & strings in a program, and the pr~
gram lines on which each one occurs

=

255

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
61 9-296-6400

RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail
D Alpha Plot . ..... $39.50 D Flex Text . . . . . .. $29.50
D Apple Mechanic . . 29.50 D Frame-Up ... . ... 29.50
D AM. Typefaces . . . 20.00 D PRONTO-DOS . . . 29.50
D Beagle Bag .... . . 29.50 D Tip Disk #1 . . .. .. 20.00
D BEAGLE BASIC .. 34.95 D Utility City . . . .. .. 29 50
D DOS Boss ... . ... 24.00 DADD ME to mailing list.
D DOUBLE-TAKE .. 34.95 D l'M ON mailing list
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros

C!C
VISA

~

?'; ~
~

~

[' Ill
· ·

I
Visa/MasterCard/ COD, call TOLL-FREE
I
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827
I
California: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2622 ext. 827
I
__O_R_m_a-il-U-.S-.-C-h-ec-k-._M_o_n-ey--0-rd_e_r_o_r-V-is_a/_M_C_#__
to BEAGLE BROS, 3 rd Floor
I
CA 92103
1 4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO,
DOUBLE-TAKE ....... $34.95 I
Add $1 .50 First Class Sh1pp1n g, An y-Size Order.
Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart AND Tips & Tricks Chart
Better RENUMBER/ APPEND: Append program
lines anywhere into other programs (not just at
the end) without the need to renumber.
PLUS: Free-Disk-Space, Enter Machine Code
from Basic, Instant Program Stats, Ctrl-Charac
ter Display, In-Memory Hex/Dec Converter, Cur
sor Eliminate/ Redefine, Aut~Line Numbering...

Overseas add $4.00. COD add $3.00. California add 6%.
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY

CUT TAXES• CONTROL EXPENSES• SAVE ON ACCOUNTING

CHECKBOOK FINANCIAL SYSTEM
For Apple® II, II + , lie, Ill emulation , and Apple look -alikes - 48K DOS 3.3

MONEY STREET
SAVES YOU MONEY
EIGHT DIFFERENT WAYS

15 Ready-to-print reports! Press four
keys and the program will print any of 15 different
reports. Just select from the Report Menu, and the
program does the rest . Start-up to print time is
usually 20 seconds. Reports include :

Happy customers. For us, the best thing
about Money Street is our happy customers. Every
day we get letters like the one from Jerry Losse of
New York who wrote: ' 'I'm very pleased . Money
Street does everything but go to the bank ".

1.

Yo u save income taxes. If you file.an IRS 1040
and Schedule A , Money Street will catch every
deduction and tax credit in your checkbook. No
more lost deductions.

2.

•Keller Watson of California wrote saying, " The
speed of operation is fantastic , the double cursor
is a help to tired old eyes, and the data bank totals
are worth the price of the whole program."

You save on CPA fees. At tax time, you 'll get
neat, clean print-outs of income, deductions,
and tax credits, which saves CPA time .

1. Monthly code totals
2. To-date code totals
3. Sort by amount
4. List code dictionary
5. Sort by payee
6. List deposits
7. List un'cld checks
8. List un'cld deposits

3, You save by tax planning.

Use Money Street in
conjunction with any Apple tax preparation
program, and create a "trial 1040" before year's
end. See next year's tax obligatio n this year .

List all entries
Sort by date cleared
Print check registry
Print selected month
Print selected code
List code totals
List monthly totals

I • ••
I •( •

4, You save ~cc ounting time.

For users who run a
small business, own real estate, or offer
professional services, Money Street can
generate 90% of data needed for ledgers and
journals.
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7. You save credit charges because Money Street
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•Howard Serotta of Lansdale, Pennsyvania said: " I
am totally pleased with Money Street. I like the
sub-totals, the speed, and the many print
options. "

•
•
•

•

6, You save NSF charges . Some banks now
,
2

•Michael Salesin of West Bloomfield, Michigan
wrote : "When next year's tax season rolls around
my accountant will send you love and kisses ."
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•Glenn Rodkin, president of Oklahoma City Apple
Users Group wrote: "Tremendous! It's fast,
reliable and covers all the contingencies a
checkbook program should ."
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You sav_e on interest and service cha~
because Money Street maintains exact
minimum balances .
cha rge you $15 for each check .

N<l
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• Hisher Logic of San Luis Obispo, California wrote
"It's doing all my bookkeeping (six accounts)
what a time-saver ."

...

'M

"""' '

•Gary Rominger of Sacramento, California wrote:
"It works! I love it! Your claim of 30 minutes to
learn it is fully justified ."

8, You save because Money Street can change
yo ur financial anitudes . It's so much fun to use,
you ' ll act-ually look forward to " bank
statement" day. Bener yet , Money Street
gives you instant answers about income and
spending.

It's called Money Street. It can cut your
taxes, watch your budget, or save accounting fees .
The idea is simple . As the computer balances your
checkbook , it creates a valuable library of financial
facts that can be sorted, listed,totaled , scanned,
printed, or viewed .
For example, it can print totals of your tax
deductions, credits, and income. You'll save hours
of accounting time . You can get estimated amounts
any time for tax planning . Or, if you run a small
business, you c;;in print year-to -date (and monthly)
totals of sa les, departmental expenses, or salaries.
All categories are user-defined, so you can choose
which items to track .
Besides this, M oney Street does your checkbook
and bank statement chores . It gets you in balance
and keeps you there . The program prints seven
separate audit reports, creates an easy-to -access
cancelled check file, and gives you a detailed report
of each reco nciiiation session .

Additional Features_
• Split entries between codes.
• Fast machine language programming. Nin ~
seco nds from sta rt-up to data entry.
• Hand les unlimited check books.
• Edit anything , any time .
• Cred it card acco unting .
• Cash acco unting.
• Press Ctrl -0 for help screen .

• A .W . Matthews of Colorado wrote to say, " ...it is
truly a relief to purchase software that does as
advertised."

•William Sampar of Fairfax Station , Virginia wrote :
"Money Street is everything you claim it to be. I
love it. I love its speed and ease of operation."

If you earn more than $25,000, your "trial 1040"
might mean thousands saved.

5,

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.

Hovv it vvorks. On your computer screen,
you c-eate a facsimile of youi checkbook. You see
17 items per screen and can scroll for more. As the
computer balances your checking account , you give
each check or deposit its own category code . You
get 100 you name' em codes. Press Ctrl-0 and see a
code dictionary. To set up codes, just type them in.
You can add, delete, or change codes any time
without affecting data .
- - - - ENTER ITEMS/ BALANCE CHECKBOOK - - - 
I

COOE

MO/OA PAYEE

101
102
103
104

01/01
01/01
01/01
01/01

WM . JONES
ANY WATER CO
ANY POWER CO
ANY GAS CO

- 300 .00

-50 .00

04
03
10

- 25.00
-50.00
-100.00

12
01
02
10
20
21
99
11
05
OS

-200.00
-300.00
-&000
- 50.00
- 50.00
1000.00
1000.00
-25.00
- 50.00
100.00
~ 1000 .00

BALANCE

1550.00

101 01/11 STATEFARMINS
107 01113 GIANT TIRE CO.

108 02/01 WM. JONES
109 02/01 AAY POWER CO.

110 02/01 ANYWATERCO
111 02/12 SHELLOILCO.
0 02112 W. SMITH·
0 02/25 J .
DEBIT 02127 PURCHASE CHECKS
112 02/ZB STATE FARM INS
112 021211 STATE FARM INS
113 02/29 JONES COMPANY

ENTAYID0111

01

02

105 01/12 SHELL Oil CO

om:

AMOUNT

--- --- -- --11

o•

-100.00

r

Money Street's most amazing feature
is its "real time" data bank. It accumulates year-to 
date totals for each of the 100 categories. You see
these totals instantly . Just enter a check, and look
at the bottom of the screen. The year-to -date total
w ill flash into view with each new entry.
Pays for itself. Money Street keeps things
simple and keeps them honest. It can pay for itself
ten times over just by saving the cost of organizing
and totaling data . As one customer put it: "Why
pay my $100-an-hour CPA to co unt beans?"

If you own real estate, Money Street tracks rents,
tallies repair costs, and helps establish " cost basis"
for capital gain tax treatment. It's also ideal for trust
accounting, retail stores, and home budgeting .

Money back no matter vvhat. Why not
give us a try? If you aren't delighted, we'll give you<
full refund on any mail order purchase from us.
Includes tutorial. map. and reports.
Money Street includes Program Map, complete
documentation, on-screen demo, plus tutorial. For
Apple"' 11 , II + , lie, Ill emulation, and Apple look
alikes . Requires 3.3 DOS, 48K. Money Street works
with one drive, but two are preferred. It's also okay
without a printer, but you'll miss a few reports.
Master Charge, Visa, COD okay. Add $2.50 on all
orders for postage and packing. To order or get
additional information: call 24 hours and leave your
name with our friendly answering machine.
The program is copy protected. We sell back-up
disks for $10. We also offer a special utility disk tha1
makes two back-up copies, makes quick copies of
data disks, and allows fast sorts of selected months
or code categories. Price is $25.

~o;~u~=r7~~~ Service

In cl ine Village , NV 89450
(702) 832-1001

$

99 g5

Money Street is a Trade Mark of Bullseye Software
Apple is a registered trade mark of Apple
Computers, Inc.
Dealer : Write or call for price list .
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Mind You•
Business
BY

P~T~R OLIVl~RI

You know how you feel when the weather is hot and humid-you'd
like to jump into a nearby swimming pool, run through a lire-hydrant
spray, or head for the air-conditioned office. Well, yo ur App le wouldn't
mind doing the same kind of thing when the weather gets wa rm . We tend
to think of our Apples as much more durable than they really are, but it 's
important to realize that computers are a bit sensitive to changes in tem
perature-in fact, heat, along with dust , is among a micra's majo r
enemies.
It's wise to keep your machine in a cool place. Install a fan if neces
sary (a variety of fans are specifically designed to attach to an App le). It's
particularly important to consider purchasing a fan if you've added a lot
of peripherals to your system; an Apple loaded with a printer card, an
eighty-column card, a disk controller, and a language card can ge nerate a
lot of internal heat. Couple this with a hot environment and you are toy
ing with trouble. It's also important to be aware that putting yo ur equip
ment in a spot that gets very warm can result in heat-caused internal
damage even if you have a fan; after all, since your computer's not on all
the time, neither is your fan. The point here is, of course, that fore
warned is forearmed. Don't get caught wishing you'd take n better care of
your Apple's health.
While we're on the subject of health, it won't hurt to review brieDy a
few of the standard operating principles we all tend to ge t lazy about.
Perhaps phrasing them as Murphy's Micro Laws is the best way to bring
these points home.
I . A disk that does not have a backup copy lasts half as long as a
disk that does. (When did you make your la.st backup?)
2. The probability that a disk without a label will be reinitialized ac
cidentally is greater than one. (A re all ofyour disks labeled? A re the labels
accurate?)
3. The number of electrical problems you are likely to ha ve is equal
to the number of plugs you have connected to one outlet, times ten.
(Take a quick look at how safe your electrical connectiom are. )
4. The size of the repair bill for your Apple is equal to live times the
weight of the things you have sitting on top of the machine. (Is that heavy
color television set still on top of your Apple?)
5. The expected life, in months, of your microcomputer is inversely
proportional to the height of the dust on the power supply. ( Do you have
a dust cover? )
6. The life of a printer ribbon is ten minutes less than the time it
takes to print your most critical report. (Have you checked your supply
cabinet lately?)
7. The probability that you'll have a problem with a software or
hardware product is equal to the height (in inches) of the warranty cards
sitting on your desk. (Why not fill them out now and send them in?)
8. The cost of repairing your Apple any one time is equal to fifteen
dollars times the number of drink containers sitting on your computer ta
ble. ( Do users eat and drink while working at your machine? )
Planning, Controlling, Decision Making. Managers, if they are real
ly managers, must be constantly involved in planning, making decisions
to bring about certain objectives, and getting feedback to control things
along the way. Feedback is crucial to managerial decision making; it pro

vides inform ation needed to ens ure that the objectives specified are
act ually met.
Co nsider fo r a moment what happens when you sit in a chai r for a
lo ng period of time with one of yo ur legs tucked underneath yo u. When
yo u try to stand up, you discover that yo ur foot has fallen asleep- what
has happened is that the feedback sensors at the base of your foot are no
lo nger functioning. A nd without feedback, yo u cannot exercise the con
trol needed to accomp lish your goal (to sta nd up).
Your comp uter ca n be a n important tool in decision making: it ca n
provide the feedback yo u need to make a nd monitor business decisions.
All too ofte n, business people use the computer merely as a data
processor-a producer of labels, mailing lists, or fo rm lette rs. This is not
to downgrade these important functions; they do save tim e, and time is a
very va luab le commodity to a man ager. There is, howeve r, another
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TORY
ERS
DOES YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM
PROVIDE YOU WITH THE
INFORMATION YOU WANT WHEN YOU
WANT IT AND IN THE FORMAT
YOUWANTIU
S.S.R.'s provided computerized business solutions for
13 yrs. We've learned what you need and we'll satisfy
those needs with INFOTORY™. Our software utilizes all
the flexibility and potential of the APPLE Ill.
INFOTORY'Mprovides you with a system that's easy to
learn and use, that satisfies the requirements ofinven
tory accounting, and most importantly. provides you
with Information reporting capability that can't be
provided manually and isn 't provided in any other
computerized inventory system.
We accomplished this wi th ANYREPORT'M. our unique
reporting feature that sets INFOTORY'Mapart from any
other system. Using it, you can get:
•
Quantities. amount sold , cost of sales by vendor.by
product type, or even by key words like "green" or "5/s
inch " within the description (sect. green sofa or fitting
5/s inch copper).
•
Any data you want-in alphabetical. description,
p / n. location, descending sales order, or in whatever
order and with whatever data your purchasing function,
accountant, warehouse or sales people need to per
form their jobs better.
•
Summarized sales and cost of sales information by
product category, by vendor or by each item-MTD
and YTD.
How long would it take you to sort through and list, in
whatever order, your inventory items costing between
$13.00 &. $21.00, purchased from XYZ company, that
have a gross profit of between 25% &. 32%, that you
have more than 10 of in stock? Use ANYREPORrM. walk
away and the report's ready when you return. This Is
only one of the many benefits of ANYREPORrM.
To learn more about the many benefits that INFOTORY'M ,
for the APPLE II or the APPLE Ill, can bring to your
business , give us a call or stop In at your nearest
dealer.

S.S.R. Corp.
1600 Lyell Avenue
Rochester, NY 14606
(716) 254-3200
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stage, or level, of use to which the computer can be put. At this level , the
computer assists its owner in the performance of sensitivity analysis of
the effects various decisions may have. VisiCalc models are one good
example of the computer being used in this way. In many VisiCalc mod
els, the user can change the ground rules or assumptions and quickly see
how this affects the results of the model being tested.
It's worth taking a few minutes to consider the other uses to which
your computer might be put. Do you use a spreadsheet program to ask
"what if' kinds of questions? Does your setting involve applications in
which statistical analysis (such as frequency distributions, cross-tabula
tions, or averages) would be helpful? Are you using your computer for
forecasting purposes? Have you considered using a graphics package to
enhance your reports? Are you doing any scheduling by computer? Do
you have applications in which optimization models, such as linear pro
gramming, would be useful? Have you considered using a modem to tie
in to an information-resource utility?
There are many ways the computer can be used to save time and fa
cilitate better business decisions . With this in mind, next month we'll be
gin a series profiling how various readers use their Apples to help them
make better decisions. If you're using your Apple in ways that contrib
ute to your planning, controlling, and decision-making activities, speak
up; user-group members, let's hear from you.
Keeping Literate. As a business user you may not want to know
everything there is to know about the inner workings of the Apple. If
you' re like most people, however, yo u' re likely to be interested in under
standing the computer terms you see frequently in the literature.
One such term is megabyte. Regular readers of this column will re
call that a byte is the amount of memory required to store one character
of information (either a letter or a number). Thus, a disk with I SOK bytes
of storage is capable of storing some one hundred fifty thousand charac
ters of information. The prefix mega stands for million, so one mega
byte is, roughly, one million characters ; actually, a megabyte can store
1,048,576 characters. This number is arrived at by raising two to the
twentieth power.
&cause of the increase in the storage capacity of memory chips and
disks, the term megabyte is showing up more and more often. There is
now a small chip that can contain two hundred fifty-six thousand char
acters, and Apple's new Lisa computer has a one-million-character main
memory capacity. Enclosed disk drives (so-called Winchester disks) have
capacities of five, ten, and fifty megabytes. It is certainly sufficient to
know that a megabyte can contain roughly a million characters.
Seen a UNIX Lately? It sounds like some kind of animal, doesn't it?
Basically, UNIX is an operating system. As we mentioned last time in
speaking of CP/ M, an operating system essentially tells the computer
how to operate. The operating system is an important part of a micro
computer system, and its designers try very hard to make it easy to use.
Professional programmers really like UNIX because it facilitates the
development of applications programs. Although UNIX is a popular
and powerful operating system, it's unlikely that we'll see a reasonably
good version of it for the Apple; UNIX was designed to run on a differ
ent type of machine.
Spooling is yet another strange-sounding term you may have heard. It
comes up primarily in discussions about printers . Most people have ex
perienced the frustration of having to wait while the printer attached to
the Apple prints out a particularly long report or large spreadsheet.
While engaged in this activity, your computer is not available to do any
thing else. But if yo u could "wrap your program around a spool" and
unravel it (print it) as needed, you might be able to use it for other things.
· Spooling is done by a program that sits in main memory and moni
tors the use of your computer (when you are hitting the keys) and the op
eration of the printer. The spooling process allows you to use your com
puter at the same time that printing is taking place. By the way, vendors
are now promoting a hardware device that sits between your computer
and your printer. The material to be printed is sent to this "middleman"
and resides in memory there, totally freeing up the computer to do other
things . We'll look more closely at such hardware devices in a future
column.
VisiCalc Users. The popularity of VisiCalc has given rise to a large
number of supporting products created by various vendors. Some of

KEYS
TO SUCCESS
It's quick to learn and
convenient to use.

Whether you have a smal I re
ta ii company, manage a service
agency or run a cattle ranch,you
have to do something else wel I
to build a business_:_manage

The program guides you with
easy-to-use menus and provides
on the screen prompting.
"HELP" is never more than a
keystroke away. It even does
some of your work for you like
organizing entries in date order
even if you don't.

money.
"You've got to analyze cash
flow, see trends and forecast
profitability in a time and cost
effective manner.

It's very flexible. You set it
up to fit your business.

The right fit.
A computerized account- ,_ _..
ing systel'fl makes sense,
but finding the right soft
ware is important. The
"home checkbook" pro
grams are easy to use but
they don't have the ad
vanced reporting capabilities you need. And many
small businesses just don't need the complexity or the
cost of the modular systems.
Practical Accountant is a single entry, small busi
ness accounting program that comes complete in one
package. It's frriendly enough to balance your check
book, yet sophisticated enough to give you the kind of
money management information you need for a suc
cessful business.

We could have called it
''Accounting Made Easy".
Practical Accountant is designed around funda ~
·mental ;;.iccounting procedures. Even if you don't
know much about accounting it is an ideal program.
T~e manual explains basic accounting terminology
ano provides a comprehensive tutorial. It will take you
step~by-step through the process of setting up a com
plete, single entry accounting system you can begin
using right away.

Practical Accountant allows
you to set up your "Chart of Ac
counts" (income and expense
categories) with up to 50 cate
gories, 300 sub-categories and
with 20 tax type definitions-all
defined by you. The manual shows you how to set up
an accounting system for a small business, complete
with samples.

Cash Flow Reportingmoney management intormation.
Perhaps the most valuable feature of the program
is the cash flow reporting capability. You can look at
cash flow by category, by sub-category and by tax type
to analyze profitability, tax consequences and general
performance, All of your reports are professionally
formatted and you have access to profitability infor
mation that leads to sound business management.

There is more to this success story.
If you would like to know more about Practical Ac
countant your dealer can give you ·a great demonstra
tion and a brochure with a more complete story, or
call Softlink TOLL FREE at 800 633-6300 (in CA
800 222-1244) and we will send you the brochure.

Practical Accountant
Single entry, small business accounting for the Apple Ile

$149.95

suggested retail

G1 sa:TLlnK··
3255-2 Scott Blvd .
Santa Clara , CA 95051
408-988-8011
Practical Accountant isa trademark of Softlink Corporation
Appl e is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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TM

The real reason to buy a personal computer
~AL."'i-he

Tr\Jf

Home Accounting System

~ith machine language speed

instant access to any transaction or balance
and there's no complex or tedious setup prior to
use.

t:"All!Vusing Time is Money'"is easier

~ T than keeping a checkbook by
hand-even if you've never used a computer
before. No codes, no accounting terminology
needed. Simple checkbook balancing with a
full statement on-screen .

~~

ex1a.1
If!!'
';..I~

Works for a
single check
book or an entire small business. Define,
change, or delete categories and accounts at
any time-you won't have to start over when
your needs change.

We encourage comparison shopping.
Compare Time is Money to any other home
accounting program for ease of use, speed,
versatility, and power. Call or write for a data
sheet.
Easy-to-read 40 column display, or can take
full advantage of Apple 80 column card.
Displays reports and graphs on screen or uses
printer. Creates Net Worth Statement, summary
of selected expenses, income, budget perfor
mance-and much more. Lists all or selected
transactions-with lightning speed.

T~

~IJ'JllfO~\~

Maintains

rvVU'J"r"w balances for
multiple checking and savings accounts,

charge cards, loans-up to 240 separate
assets and liabilities. Tracks up to 240 types of
income from 240 different sources. 240
expense categories with tax deductions.

11A Main Street, Watertown, MA 02172
(617)923-4441

Hardware requirements: Apple JI, JI+, lie or
Visa-MasterCard-Check-COD
compatible computer, 48K or more, one disk
Add $2.50 postage and handling
drive . Printer optional.
Mass. residents add 5% sales tax
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
© Copyright 1983 Turning Point Software, Incorporated
Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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these products are useful , while oth ers have little merit. O ne useful prod
uct is CalcPad, a d ouble-sided ledger-codin g sheet for use in explaining
a nd documenting templates constructed using VisiCalc a nd other spread
s heet program s.
Quite fra nkly, mo st of the difficulties users have with spreadsheet
progra m s a re associa ted not with using th e program s themselves but
with co nstructing mo dels. This is particula rl y tru e when models be
co me large and cumbersome. Most mod el builders make notes to do cu
ment what they ha ve d one, and often th ese notes begin to acquire notes
of their own , res ulting in do cument atio n th at is wea k at best. If you' ve
gone to the trouble o f listing o ut the formul as (co nt ents) of yo ur spread
sheet using the norm al VisiCalc comma nds, yo u know a lready that
doing this doesn't provide a particul arly useful reference.
Ca lcPad ma kes a real difference in this rega rd, providing a valua ble
servi ce. It is to be used as the first step in designing a m odel. If you use
CalcPad, your fin al model will likely be well tho ught o ut and relati vely
error-free.
The layout of the CalcPad itself is well tho ught o ut. T he upper left
hand corner has room fo r informatio n abo ut th e disk o n which the
mo del will reside a nd the a uthor o f th e model . The upper right-hand cor
ner provides space in which to record wh at glo ba l charac teristics are in
effect .
The main portion o f the ledger pad conta ins sixteen VisiC ale-lik e col
umn s a nd thirty simila r rows. Some roo m at the bo tto m o f the page is re
served to record any formul as tha t are too long to fit into o ne o f th e cells
on th e sheet, a long with info rm ation about replicati o ns that ha ve been
made. The replicati on information sectio n is pa rti cula rly helpful ; yo u ca n
use it to keep track of the source a nd target ra nges o f a ny replicati ons
and to reco rd which o f the vari ables in th e formul a being repli cated a re
rela tive and whi ch are no cha nge.
The back of the form provides sp ace in whi ch to enter info rm atio n
on how to use yo ur template-tha t is, how to " run" th e model. Space is
a lso allotted for supplying instruction s a bo ut running th e mo del and in
form ati on abo ut how fil es are to be handled (are D IF fil es to be used?
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A re vario us wind ows to be set? Are any overl ay fil es needed?) .
This pad ca n be very helpful-ind eed invalua ble- to users in plan
ning o ut models. Sheets fr om the pad ca n a lso become a perma nent pa rt
o f the doc umentatio n o f pa rticul ar mo dels.
The Krand el Affa ir. O ne o f the ni cest pa rt s abo ut writ ing this col
umn is gettin g to help reg ula r readers solve some of their problems. T he
res po nse to a plea fo r help from Ro bert K ra ndel of San J ose, Califo rni a,
was especially pleasing. Kra ndel had an a pplicati on in which he needed
to be a ble to determine the number o f salespersons who had sales th at
fell within certain ranges. For exa mple. he wa nted to kn ow how ma ny
sa lesperso ns had sales between $ 100 and $200, how ma ny had sales
between $20 1 and $300, a nd so on .
Clea rly, this beca me a real challenge to o ur readers; d oze ns of pro
posed solutio ns were submitted. Ma ny thanks to everyo ne who re
spo nded, pa rticul arly Roy Bruno, who sent a lo ng a disk containing his
VisiCalc so lutio n to the problem.
The so lutio n o ffered here inco rporates some of th e chara cteristi cs o f
well-desig ned mo dels: na mely, it's short, it 's clear, a nd it wo rk s. The de
sign includes the loo kup fun cti on. Dwight R . Ga rd o f Lubbock, Texas, is
the a uthor of this fin e solutio n.
The template shown o n the fo llowin g page is o ne exa mple o f a
solution to Kra ndel's problem.
T he actu al sales fi gures a re set in cells A3 th rough A 13. In cell 8 3, th e
expressio n @LOO KU P( A3,C3 ...C l3) is entered a nd replicated fr o m B4
th ro ugh 81 3. The A 3 is relative a nd C3 through C l 3 are no change.
At 815 , you use the expression @SUM(B3 ...Bl 3). Next, yo u in sta ll the
loo kup ta ble in cells C3 through C l3. This is where the desired ran ges are
entered. Be sure to ent er the m in ascendin g o rder. In cells D3 th ro ugh
DI 3 the boolea n values 0 o r I are entered. Initia lly, th ese va lues are a ll 0.
O nce you' ve decided what the a ppropriate ranges are to be, you ca n
decide which ra nge you a re interested in (fo r exa mple, sales between $200
a nd $299). Nex t to the lowe r end o f th e ran ge (i n this exa mple, $200), en
ter a 1 as the lookup va lue. A ll the values o utside th at ra nge rema in at 0.
After the I is in serted next to a ny other values in th e appropriate range,

THERE'S ONE HYPOTHESIS THAT DOESN'T NEED TESTING...
DAISY PROFESSIONAL MEETS YOUR DATA ANALYSIS
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. analytical capabilities to your personal computer. Daisy
Professional is ready and willing tO work on the data
:analysis problems of-researchers, educators, business
planners, scientists,
marketers, govern
Regressions (5 types)
ment analysts, and
students.
Residual Analysis
Requires: Apple* II
Model Validation
Plus or Apple lle.
Price: $199.95
Descriptive Statistics
A separate utility is
available for $99.95
Correlations
to interface with
ANOVA
Multiplan ™ and
General Manager,
Crosstabulation
and to download from
mainframes.

Fast Data File Access
Use of Apple lie Keyboard

Ease-of-Use
Spreadsheet-style Data
Entry

48 or 64K Memory Capa
bility on Apple II Plus

Handles Missing Data
21 Math Transforms
4 Time-Series Transfor ms
Data Subset Selection
Sort. Rank. Create New
Data
HELP Facility

Optional 80-Column
Display or more with the
UltraTerm™

64 or l 28K Mem ory
Capability on Apple I I e
Interfaces with VisiCalc TM,
VisiPlot™, and DB
Master TM through DIF Files
Prints Data to Column
Capabilities of your Printer

Hypothesis Tests

Software Dept. No. ST
For direct orders add $3 .00 shipping and handling . (CaW ..residents add sales tax.)
9719 Reseda Blvd.
Dealer inquires invited .
Multiplan ls a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
RAINBOW COMPUTING INC. Northridge. CA 91324
VisiCalc and VisiPlot are registered trademarks of VlsiCorp.
(213) 349-0300 or (BOO) 423-5441 (except Calif.)
DB Master is a registered trademark of DB Master Associate&.
UltraTerm ls the registered trademark of Videx. Inc.
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TO ORDER BY PHONE:

(213) 790•9052
Vis a and Mastercard

BOOLEAN VALUE
LOOK UP TABLE BO OLEAN VALU E
(@LOOKUP VALU E)
0
0
0
0
100
0
1
200
1
0
300
0
1
400
0
0
500
0
0
600
0
700
0
0
0
800
0
0
900
0
1000
0
0

#I N RA NGE

. the ultimate in sophistication and simplicity .
Ideal for the p ro fessional, the man about town, o r
anyone who wants to maintain a "little black
book" of names and notes electronically. A must
for anyone who maintains client lists, but does so
much more. Simple to use and lightning fast,
just turn it on , and go . Available for floppies or
hard disk systems.
.. . . ... ... . . .. . . . .. .. .. .... . .. $99.00
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Sophist i cated S o ft ware
650 Footh ill B lv d .
La Cana d a.CA 91 011
Californi a resi dent s a d d 5112% sal es ta x
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the mo del is recalculated a nd the sum at B15 is displ ayed . Since on ly
those sales th at fell in th at ra nge wi ll have the lookup va lue of I in serted
in column B, the sum at B15 will be th e co unt of h ow many salespersons
fe ll within th at ra nge.
If yo u insert the names of yo ur salespeople, it's very easy to sec who it
is that meets th e specified criteria . And overall , it is very easy to cha nge
the ranges a nd sea rch fo r the app rop riate co un ts . Wh ile thi s solu tion re
q u ires that you in quire separately fo r each ra nge of in terest, its flexibilit y
a nd case of entry make the model very easy to use and implemen t.
It wo uld also be possible to set up multi ple columns to solve such a
model, and, in fact, ma ny of th e so lutio ns received used the @IF com
mand in multiple columns to count those who fell in different ranges. The
sol uti on sh ow n here was the easiest to implement. O f co urse, it's worth
while to review the operati on o f th e @LOOK U P comm and if it' s un fa
mili ar to you.
B.U.G. S.0.S. Herc a re some mo re requ ests fo r assistance fro m
Busin ess User Gro up members . Edmund o Carden as of Caracas, Vene
zue la, h as a NEC PC 8023A -C printer and co uld use some help. Most o f
his printer commands are sent via a C HR$ rather th an by mea ns o f a
cont rol keystro ke. No ne o f th ese co mm ands seems to be working. A ny
help, sugges ti ons, or references th at might help Ca rdenas use this printer
to print Sp anish characters will be appreciated : in pa rticul ar, Ca rden as
wo uld like to be able to have the accent mark place d over the vowels.
This co uld be acco mplished if th e printer co uld be made to backspace
and overprint. He hopes "o ur B. U .G. peo ple are as good as I think they
a re." There's a challenge fo r you'
Rudy Bergfield o f the Netherl and s writes to ask fo r some word p roc
essing assista nce . Bergfi eld has bo th Apple Wri1er II a nd WordSwr. He
has successfull y used the Epson in structions (on a n MX-80 F / T) th at ap
pea red in a n earlier column but has had troubl e with o ne particul ar
printer in struction, the one fo r undersco rin g. Bergfi eld feel s that the
p roblem he's experiencing may have somethin g to do with the eighty-col
umn card he's usi ng (a Vision 80 ca rd with a preboot di sk t hat ena bles
Apple Wri1er to use eighty column s). In the eighty-column mo de , usin g
co nt ro l-V and th en escape-I to initi ate undersco ring works fine , but it
ca nn ot be turn ed off. In eight y-co lumn mode, using escape shift co ntrol
p does not turn o ff the underlinin g, but it does wo rk when Bergfield uses
Apple Writer in fo rty-column mo de. (Incidenta lly, underlining usin g the
reverse slash befo re a nd a fter a lso wo rks, but it does n't give the continu
o us li ne Bergfield sometimes needs.) A nyo ne o ut there with a V ision 80
(or a solution)?
Wrap-up. By the way, while th ere's o ften a lot o f ma il in direct re
sponse to B. U.G. req uests fo r help, the old po st-o ffi ce box has been fa r
fro m ove rfl owing with those useful utilities that were asked fo r a few
mo nths back. Are yo u using, do you kn ow o f, o r have you develo ped
a ny utilit ies you think other readers might find useful? Are there, fo r
exa mple, any progra ms available th at allow yo u to print o ut a co py of
the me nu s in an app li cati ons p ac kage? Have yo u deve loped a n inn ova
tive way of cataloguin g yo ur files? Or maybe there are utilities yo u'd like
to have b ut have never seen . Se nd in your wish list and we'll see whether
we ca n match up what yo u wa nt with what someo ne else has de vised o r
knows abo ut.
Un til nex t mo nth, take care and have a pleasant August.
JI
PadWare Limited, Box 14856. Chicago. IL 606 14: (312 ) 248-5004.

for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers

A Complete System!

Ava/fable for these popular 8-bit and 16-bit microcomputer formats:

includes all four standard general accounting programs:

All CP/M'" 8 " Computers (SD)
All IBM PC Compatibles
TRS-80 Model 2 (with CP/M)
TRS-80 Model 4 (with CP/M)
Apple II (with CP/M)
Apple lie (with CP/M)
Franklin ACE (with CP/M)
Morrow Micro Decision
Northstar Advantage
Corona PC & Portable
•~NT S
Corona Portable
R ECl'.IVAULL
GEND1Ai.. '
COMPAQ Portable
LEOOEff
Hyperion Portable
Seequa Chameleon
Tl Professional
Columbia MPG
Osborne Executive
Osborne I (SD)
Osborne I (DD)
DEC VT-180
CompuPro
Xerox 820
IBM PC
IBM XT
KayPro II
'' ... for several years the defacto standard for
KayPro 10
microcomputer software, and stlll a good example

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
or Your
Money Back

of some of the better thought-out
software on the market. " -Interface Age

Call about
other formats

Complete
Package of
Software,
Training Aids ,
Manuals, and
Users' Newsletter

CP/M format

s495

IBM format

Deskton Accountant™
FULL-FEATURE, FULLY-INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Everything you need to keep the books ... at a price you can afford!
Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system!

Check these features:

Here's what you get:

This remarkably-valued Accounting System will manage
your company's business records and automate your
entire bookkeeping process-from the posting of indi
vidual transactions to producing up-to-the-minute
Income Statements, Balance Sheets, and other impor
tant management reports. Desktop Accountant™ gives
you a "Big Company," professional image with printed
invoices, statements, and checks. It is user-friendly,
completely menu-driven , offers system-prompted
data entry, and is compatible with both floppy and hard
disks. Feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is the
best software value on the market! But don't let the
low price fool you. Desktop Accountant™ is not a
"cheap" accounting system, only inexpensive. That's
because original development costs were recovered
years ago allowing us to sell an excellent product in
high volume at lcm prices and still earn a fair profit. This
high-quality, reliable software was designed and writ
ten in 1975 for small-to-medium sized businesses. Since
then, it has successfully proven itself in well over
10,000 companies in all SO states and in 13 foreign coun
tries. It is also used and recommended by hundreds of
bookkeepers. accountants and CPA's. including the
regional offices of several famous "Big Eight" account
ing firms! No other Accounting System offers you so
many features, benefits, and valuable extra services. You
can pay more but you can't buy more! Desktop
AccountantTM is backed by our 30-day, no-risk. money
back guarantee of 100% customer satisfaction! Call for
free literature or order ncm with complete confidence.

1. A profess1onal-qoal1ty, full-feature , fully-integrated
accounting sy stem . 2. Six-to-fourteen diskettes
(depending on your system's disk storage capacity) .
3 . Four easy-to-follow, self-teaching User's Manuals
(over S40 pages!) that are highly rated by satisfied
users. 4. An exclusive , new audio cassette tape with
step-by-step instructions for quick installation and
start-up. 5. "Read Me First" a unique 40-page system
guide and start-up aid . 6. Complete sample data and
sample reports for practice and training ... a big help
to new users . 7. FREE 1-year subscription to Users'
Newsletter, " Debits and Credits ." It's full of tips . ideas .
news, and useful suggesticns from us and other users .
Recent issues have run over 20 pages long! 8. FREE
complete Source Code in popular MBASIC so you can
easily customize any program to suit your special needs.
9. Telephone " Hot Line" service for helpful Installation
support, Start-up support. Technical support, and Train
ing support. The quality of our cheerful customer sup
port has been acclaimed "excellent," "first-rate," and
"very courteous and professional" by our users .
10. Access to our growing network of Experienced
User Consultants™ in both the U .S. and Canada .
These qualified, knowledgeable businesspeople
themselves own this fine software and are available to
assist you with almost any aspect of installation . train
ing, operation - or even customization, if desired . You'll
receive the latest Directory of these helpful Consultants .

Read What Users Say ...

Here is a sample (taken from our customer files) of the
wide variety of businesses successfully using this time
tested. solidly-established, user-proven software:

''Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was
up and running live data, and generated an entire month's
work and llnanclal statements the following day.••
-J.C. Bartels. President
(accounting firm) Gonzales. Tuas

'•To get anything better we would have had to spend
multiple thousands of dollall. I think It's a dynamlle
package for the money.'•
-Bob Cox. V.P. General Mgr.
m1rns
(manufacturing company) San Antonio,

Te~as

ON FILE

Look who's using it:

• Bookeeping servrces • CPAIAccoun11n9 l rrms • Cons1ruc11on co mpanies •
W holesale Floflsls • Aet ;ul Florists • PMter s • Insurance Agenc ies • Shoppin g
Cent ers • Machine Shops • Engrneering rums • Software Compani es • Compu1er

re1a1lers • Pubhshe1s • F1nanc1at services comparnes • lrweSlors • Appliance serv
ice f1nns • Oa111e~ • Bo1le rwork!> • u ni...ers11y B usm ess School • Ca l hol1c Otocese
• Bap11 s1 Mm1st«1es • Sail Mak er • Convalescenl Hospital • Car Wash • Public

Library • Cemenl Planl • lnclus1rial produc ts manulac1 urin9 companies • Mor1uary
• Coal Company • rv1F1l m proaucers and d1S1ribu1ors • General $1ore(1 n Alaska!)
• Health services 0193ni za11on • Governmenl Agencies • Record and Tape slores

• T!ackl Associa11on • Graphics r1 rms • OH1ce producrs companies • Real Eslale
firm s • Oil P1oducls d1S1 nbu1or • Instrument Compan y • Hyd1auhc Produc1s com·
pany • OutClOOf E~ ped111on s co mpan y • Many 1ypes ol schools • Ch1roprac1ors •
Phys1c1i1 ns • landscapers • l a w hrm s • Ae s1 au1an ts • Pl umbing Co mpan'es •
Ra ilroad • Farme1s • Banks • Consu11an1s • and man y, man y. more!!

Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports, comparison chart, user letters, etc.
Not sold in stores • Order today by Mail or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly

Orders, Questions, and Literature Requests CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE
f

II•]I Iu 11~~2~i:!~~D~~~2~~
VISA

Please mention
Ad #120-G

Technical Support Hotline (8 AM to 5 PM, Mon.-Fri.): (415) 680-8378

Send Orders To: 1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 147-G, Walnut Creek, California 94596
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luter1' reglsteretl Trede Marks • No sales to De elers • Foreign orders please cell or wnte before ordering • ' 1983 Rocky Moun1e1n software Sy stem s.

GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automaticall y post
end-of-month transactions from AIR, A/P and Payroll. It prints 13 detailed
reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for u p
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financi al
statements with current, year-to-date, budget, and last yea r (month and
YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percen tages, and presents
everything you, your bookkeeper . and your accountant need to know about
the company • Gil automatically reconciles all accounts, and main
tains extensive. detailed audit trails showing the source of each Gil entry
for quick , easy. tracing • Trial Balance includes all transactions • Fle x
ible Chan of Accounts • True double-entry bookkeeping • Master Fil e
capacity: 400 Accounts • Monthly Transactions capacity: 1,000 with 200K
diskette: 3.SOO with SOOK diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte w ith a Hard Di sk.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-line customer
account information (both current and aged) , with complete, timely
invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement
capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast , easy, and effici ent.
It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps
control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci·
sions . Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports
are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Detailed audit trail • Maintains comprehensive customer
data files • Produces 8 repons and documents • Inc ludes automatic
periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service businesses
• Itemized monthly transactions • Master File capacity: 400 Customers
• Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette; 3.SOO with SOOK
diskette ; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

maintains complete vendor/vou cher
history and includes check-writing capabilities. Current and aged
payable reports are available upon command . It prepares an extremely
useful cash flow/cash requirements repon that greatly improves
management control of your most valu able resource-cash! It print s
checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs
that your vendors will appreciate • Produces 11 repons and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by
discount date • Manual and automatic checkwriting • Ch eck register
• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transaction s • Master File
capacity: 400 Vendors • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K
diskette; 3.SOO with SOOK diskette; 7.000 per Megabyte with a Hard Di sk.

PAY ROLL is a complete, easy-to-use profession al-quality payroll
system . Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on tim e!
This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly,
salar'1ed, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,
comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input . Your
company name and logo can appear on these. too. • Stores and reports
comprehensive employee and payroll information . • Maintains monthly,
quarterly. and yearly total s for reporting purposes in multiple states(!)
• Offers user-maintainable Federal, State, and local tax tables(!). •
W-2 printing• 941 Report ing• Produces 10 reports and documents
• Master File capacity: 400 employees. An outstanding Payroll package'

Produces 42 Reports &

Docume~:

Gener al Ledger

1. Chart ot Accounts 2. Chart of Accoun ls w11h summary dollar
amount s 3. Chart at Accounts with prior yea r comparisons 4. Daily Transact ions Report
5. It emized Monthly Transaction s 8. Balance Sheel 7. Balance Sheet wilh prior year
comparison 8. Income St atement 9. Income Statement with prior year com parison
10. Departmental Income Sl alement (s) 11 . Department al Income Slatement(s) with prior
year compar ison 12. De1a·11report for individua l accounl s 13. Trial Ba lance St atement

Accounts Receivable 1. Daily Transactions Report 2. lnvo1ces (with or without
preprinted te rms) 3. Statement s (w1l h or without pre-prin ted torms) 4. Summary Aging
Reporl 5. Detailed Aging Report 8. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Detailed Cus1omer
Act 1v1ty Report 8. Summary Cus1omer Acco unt Report
Accounts Payable 1. Daily Vo ucher Report 2. Daily Credit Report 3 . Checks
wilh Detailed slubs 4. Check Register 5. Gen eral Ledger Tran sfer Report 6 . Cash
Requirements Report 7. Transaction Register 8. Open Voucher Report 9. Aged Payables
Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activ ity Reporl 11 . Summary Vendor Account Report
Payroll

1 . Federal TaK Tables 2 . State Tax Tables 3. Payroll checks with stubs

4. Payroll Check Reg1ster 5. Mo nt hly Payroll Summary 6. Quar terly Payroll Su mm ary
7. Gen eral Ledger Trans fer Report 8 . Detail ed Employee File Lis11ng 9 . Produces 941
Works heet 10. Prints ann ual W-2 Forms

System Requirements: Eith er CP/M ' or MS-DOS (PC -DOS) e
Microsoft BASIC• 64KRAM • Twodi sk drives orh arddi sk • 132 column
wide carriage printer, or an 8 1h "x 11 " printer with compressed print mode
(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer).

1000/o SATISFACTION GUA RANTE E
No-Risk, 30-day Money-Back Guarantee
Order Desktop Accountant and evaluate it yoursell for 30 days. Test the
perlormance of each program using our comprehensive Semple Dete Files
to ente r and process data. query accounts, print checks and reports , and
more. Review the five User's Manuals , hear the Training Tape, read th e
users' Newsletter, even call our Technical Support Group with your ques
tions . You must be complerely set/stied with Desktop Accountant or you
may return it in good condition with the Sealed Mester Disk UNOPENED
(1t tnstalls your live data} for a prompt, courteous, compl ete relund!
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COM· ST AR FfT

Deluxe

• VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL: program
mable form length up to 127 lines, useful for
short or over·slzed preprinted forms .

COMSTAR FIT
PRINTER - $259.00
The Comstar is an excellent addition to any
micro-computer system. (Interfaces are
available for Apple, VIC-20, Commodore-64,
Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard).
At only $259 the Comstar gives you print quali
ty and featuers found only on printers costing
twi ce as much. Compare these features.
• Bl-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING with a LOGIC
SEEKING CARRI AG E CONTROL for higher
th rough-put In actual text printing. BO
characters per second.
• PRINTING VERSATILITY: standard 96 ASCII
character set plus block graphics and lntema
tlonal scripts. An EPROM character generator
Includes up to 224 characters.
• INTERFACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronlcs Is
standard. Options Include EIA RS232C, 20mA
Cu rrent Loop. (Add $20.00 for RS232)
• LONG LI FE PRINT HEAD:
character Ille expectancy.

100

million

• TH REE
SELECTABLE
CHARACTER
PITCHES: • 10, 12 or 16.5 characters per Inch.
132 colum nS' max imum. Double-width font also
Is standard for each character pitch.
• THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINGS: 6, 8
or 12 lines per Inch.
• PR OGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: program
mable len gth from 1/1 44 to 2551144 Inches.

• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED: will accept
sing le sheet paper.

• 224 TOTAL CHARACTERS
• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER
If you want more try 

Premium Quality
COMSTAR FIT SUPER·10"
PRINTER - $299.00
More Features Than MX·BO
For $299 you get all of the features of the
Comstar plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9x9 dot
matrix with double strike capability for 18 x 18
dotmatrlx. High resolution bit Image (120 x 144
dot matrix), underlining, backspacing, 2.3K
buffer, left and right margin settings, true
lower descenders, with super and subscripts,
and prints standard, Italic, Block Graphics,
special characters, plus 2K of user definable
characters. For the u Iti mate In price per·
formance the Comstart FIT Super 10" leads
the pack!

80 COLUMN PRINTER $189
Super silent operation, 60 CPS, prints HI·
resolution graphics and block graphics, ex·
panded character set, exceptionally clear
characters, fantastic print quality, uses lnex·
pensive thermal roll paperl

Double
Immediate Replacement
Warranty
We have doubled the normal 90 day warranty
to 180 days. Therefore If your printer fails
within "180 days" from the date of purchase
you simply send your printer to us via United
Parcel Service, prepaid. We w ill IMMEDIATELY
send you a replacement printer at no charge
via United Parcel Service, prepaid. This warran
ty, once again, proves that WE LOVE OUR
CUSTOMERS I

15 DAY FREE TRIAL
OTHER OPTIONS
Extra Ribbons ................. . . ... . $ 5.95
Roll Paper Holder .... • . ....... .. .. .... 32.95
Roll Paper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4.95
5000 Labels . .. . ........ .............. 19.95
1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper .. . .......... 13.95
Add $20.00 shipping, handling and Insurance.
Illinois residents please add 6% tax. Add
$40.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII,
ALASKA orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUNTRIES. Enclose cashiers check,
money order or personal check. Allow 14 days
for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1
day express mall available I I Canada orders
must be In U.S. dollars.

PRDTECTO
ENTERPRIZES

1Welo• eOu•Cu•lom .,Sl

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 80010

Phone 3121382·5244 to order

COM STAR FfT

AB CD EF GHIJKLM NDPQRSTLJVWXVZ~bcd~~~h~~k

1m n

~PQr~t~~ ~XYZ

1234567890

ABCD EFGHIJ K LMNOPQ RS TUVWXY Zabcdef~hijklmnoPQrstuvwxYZ1234567890

SUPER·10"

ABCDEFGHXJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXVZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLHNOPQRSTUVWXYI

1234~67&90
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Jungle Fever: Part 6
Variant RECOR Os. Casting around to find some new components
to rejuvenate his ancient (but still listenable) stereo system, Your Path
finder was impressed by the wide range of equipment that now features
microprocessors. Tape recorders, amplifiers, equalizers, AM/FM tuners,
turntables, videotape and disc systems, and many other pieces of stereo
gear now boast "full microprocessor control." In the old days, you oper
ated your stereo equipment; now, you program 1t, and it practically op
erates itself. Some forward-thinking firms are even marketing interface
packages that permit a personal computer to act as an "intelhgent con
trol panel" for such items as laser videodisc players.
Soon , computer interfaces will be built into all stereo and video com
ponents by the manufacturers, and we will be that much closer to the day
when your home computer system and your home entertainment system
are one and the same. Although that day is still several years in the fu
ture, we may certainly dream of it and prepare for 1t. It was during a
blissful reverie concerning this very subject that Your Pathfinder real
ized a relatively painless method of introducing you to Pascal's variant
RECORD structure.
The Pain of Progress. Many of the latest stereo receivers a nd tuners
feature "all-digital" frequency adjustment. The hapless radio listener
must punch in the exact frequency of the desired station, using a calcula
tor-style numeric keypad . Most people tend to remember the call letters
or nicknames of the1r favorite radio stations but find it more difficult to
remember the radio frequencies on which those stations transmit. The
situation is aggravated by the tendency of broadcasters to publicize their
frequency assignments imprecisely. For instance, certain FM stations an
nounce themselves as "FM91," "Z93," and "Ql04," although their ac
tual frequencies are 91.3 MegaHertz (MHz), 93.3 MHz, and 104.5 MHz,
respectively. Similarly, several AM stations at 1480 kiloHertz (kHz) have
been known to bill themselves as "The Great 148," while a well-known
San Francisco Bay Area AM station at 1170 kHz billed itself for many
years as "11.7 AM!"
Given such misleading information, how can the owner of a digital
tuner possibly deduce the proper frequency numbers to punch when
seeking a specific station? To help alleviate this problem, most "comput
er tuners" of today permit the user to record the frequency assignments
of several favorite stations in permanent electronic memory within the
tuner itself. Once this is accomplished, the listener can choose one of the
preset frequencies simply by pressing the appropriate button.
When home computers enter the picture (and perhaps even before),
radio tuning can be made even more convenient. In particular, the user
will be able to specify a station by its easily remembered name. Suppose
there someday exists an interface that permits an Apple to control one of
the new generation of AM/FM tuners. It would be a simple matter for
the A pp le to maintain a list of radio station names along with the corre
sponding frequency assignments. The human user would request a fa
vorite station by name, via the computer keyboard, and the Apple would
then scan its table for the entry that corresponded to the given name.

Finding it, the computer would transmit the co mmands necessary to ad
JUSt the tuner to the proper frequency.
Tabling the Issue. How would one go abo ut defining a table of ra
dio stations in Pasca l? Clearly, each entry would have to co nsist of a
na me and a frequen cy designation. These two data are most naturally ex
pressed as a String a nd a number and are most conveniently combined in
a RECORD:
TYPE

Station =
RECORD

Name
.String[15] :
Frequency
Intege r
END ('S tation '),
Note the economy of using a fifteen-character String in place of the
standard eighty-character model. There's no point in reserving more
space for any field than is necessa ry to get the job done. Station nick
names a nd call signs are very brief; the Name field should be large
enough to hold all call signs as well as all but the most verbose nick
names or slogans. If a station name is too long, one may always use the
much shorter call sign .
The Integer field, Frequency, is sufficient for recording AM fre
quency assignments such as 1170 and 1480 kHz, but what abou t FM fre
quencies, such as 91.3 and 104.5 MHz? It is more natural to record FM
frequencies as Real numbers. Given this, we might want to define two
data types, AMStation and FMStation, both iden tical in general struc
ture, except that the Frequency in the first would be recorded by an In
teger, while the Frequency in the second would be represented by a Real
number. Such a solution would solve our conceptual problem but would
prevent us from establishing a table of radio stations that includes both
AM a nd FM assignments. A table is most naturally expressed in Pascal
as an ARRAY, or sometimes as a FILE. The rules of Pascal state that
individual elements in either structure must all share the same data type.
To establish two different types for station data is to force ourselves
to construct and maintain two different tables, one for AM stations and
one for FM stations. Lazy progra mmers such as Your Pathfinder would
shy away from this kind of extra labor, opting instead (perhaps) to put
fields for every contingency in a single RECORD definition:
TYPE

Station =
RECORD

Name
.String[15] :
AM Frequency
Integer,
FM Frequency
Real
END (' Station ') ;

I
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RECORD DECLARATION
Now, both AM and FM stations may be recorded conveniently in the
same table.
To make use of our latest version of Station, we can agree that either
the AMFrequency or the FM Frequency-but never both-will contain
a zero value. If AMFrequency is not zero, then the corresponding sta
tion broadcasts on the AM band; otherwise, FM Frequency will be non
zero, indicating that the station in question is an FM outlet. Note that
there is no field in our current definition of Station that designates trans
mission mode (AM or FM). Station is concerned only with transmission
frequency. the mode must be inferred from the frequency. In other
words, the frequency fields serve two purposes at once: one that is ex
plicitly suggested by the field names, and one that is implicit in the struc
ture of the RECORD itself.
Frolic in the Fields, but Moid Entanglements. When defining REC
ORDs, the best policy is to establish fields that are each significant in one
and only one context. In other words, you want to use each field for a
RECORD Declaration
single, explicit purpose; you don't want to load it down with several im
plicit duties. In practice, you will find it difficult to adhere to this disci
pline . To the extent that you succeed, however, you will simplify the task
Use it to verify the syntactic correctness of the following variant
of maintaining and improving your code at a later date.
RECORD version of Station:
If a datum has several different functions, chances are that many dif
ferent parts of the program will need to refer to it. Conversely, if a da
TYPE
tum serves only one purpose, you can probably isolate the code that de
(AM, FM);
XmitMode =
pends upon it in a small number of prominent locations. Eventually, you
Station =
RECORD
may want to alter the structure of a particular datum in such a way that
Name
the majority of code that depends upon it will also have to be changed .
:String[15] ;
When the amount of affected code is large-as it is likely to be for a mul
CASE XMode: XmitMode OF
tipurpose datum-you will have a large amount of tedious work to do.
AM:
Much less work is usually involved in changing the structures of"single
(AM Frequency
purpose" data objects.
:Integer);
FM:
Keeping good software development practices firmly in mind, it's
(FM Frequency
probably best to create a separate field for recording a station's trans
:Real)
mission mode:

END (* Station *);

TYPE

Station =
RECORD
Name
:String[15];
XMode
:(AM , FM) ;
AM Frequency
:Integer;
FM Frequency
:Real
END (*Station*);

In the new Station, the fields Name and XMode remain invariant. In
other words, these fields will be present in all variables of type Station.
The Pascal compiler assigns separate memory space for each variable.
On the other hand, only one of the variOJ'lt fields, AMFrequency or
FMFrequency, will be used (active) in any particular Station variable.
All the different variant fields exist simultaneously in a RECORD's vari
ant data region. Stated another way, all the variant field definitions in a
given RECORD are different names for (and descriptions of) the same
area in memory.
As you might suspect from looking at the definition of Station, the
X Mode field is especially significant. It is called the tag field of this vari
Radio trivia buffs will already have guessed that the field name XMode
echoes "xmit," the traditional radio operator's abbreviation for
ant RECORD. As a tag field, XMode is the means by which your Pas
"transmit."
cal programs can decide how to interpret the contents of the variant da
ta region. Thus, if KXYZ is an AM station, the tag field in its table en
At this point, we have a RECORD structure that satisfies all the
needs of our application. First, we can store call sign and frequency in
try should contain the value AM, while the variant data region entry
formation for both AM and FM stations in the same ARRA Yor FILE.
should contain an Integer value that corresponds to the station's trans
mission frequency. Conversely, should the tag field in the table entry con
If code that accesses a Station entry needs to know the transmission
mode of the corresponding station, it can check the XMode field. Given
tain the value FM , this implies that the variant data region is occupied by
this knowledge, it can then go straight to the active "frequency" field and
a Real value that corresponds to the FM Frequency field . In either case,
bypass th e dormant one altogether.
your programs should not attempt to access the inactive field.
Even though our design works, however, it is somewhat ugly. For in
Variant Size Considerations. The sharp-eyed reader has already
stance, why should we reserve space for both AM and FM frequency
realized that the AMFrequency field, being an Integer variable, is only
numbers when any given Station entry will use only one of them? Of
half as large as the Real-number field, FMFrequency. Yet both fields oc
cupy the variant data region simultaneously! When designing variant
co urse, th e waste of a word or two in the definition of Station is prob
records, bear in mind that the variant data region in a RECORD is al
ably tolerable; the station table is likely to contain so few entries (no
more th an a hundred, say) that the net waste will be slight. But what
ways made large enough to accommodate the largest variant field. Since
FM Frequency is the largest variant field in Station, the variant data re
a bout a tabl e with a thouwnd entries? Then, the waste of even a single
word (two bytes) in every RECORD translates into a net loss of two
gion in a RECORD of that type consists of four bytes (the size of a Real
1hoU1·and bytes-nearly 2K of RAM!
variable). When the FM Frequency field is active, the entire variant data
region is occupied by the bit pattern that corresponds to the appropriate
Variants Save Space. When RECORD fields are mutually exclusive,
as the frequency field s are in Station, you can make use of Pascal's vari
frequency, expressed as a Real number. When the AMFrequency field is
ant RECORD facility to eliminate unnecessary, redundant fields. The ac
active, only thefirst ha/fofthe variant data region is occupied by mean
ingful information (that is, by a bit pattern that corresponds to an In
companying figure is the railroad diagram for a RECORD structure,
teger number). The remaining two bytes contain useless garbage.
including those paths th at may be used to define a variant RECORD.
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The size of a variant RECORD-the am o unt of memory it occupies
in R A M-is th e sum of the sizes of its in va riant and va ria nt data re
gio ns. A St atio n va ri a ble's invariant data region holds eig hteen bytes: the
N ame field requires sixteen bytes, and the t ag field , X M ode, occupies
two. As we've already seen, the va riant da ta region is four bytes lon g,
and so the to ta l size of a Station entry is twenty-two bytes (eleven words).
Whenever possible, all vari ant field s sho uld occupy rou ghl y the sam e
amount of space in RAM. This will help to ensure th at th e va riant da ta
region is utili zed m ost efficiently. If some varia nts are much bigger th a n
others, and especially if these larger vari a nts a re only infrequently re
quired in a particul a r a pplication , mu ch of the vari ant data region may
remain unused a nd ignored. Fo r example, Pasca l no rm a lly a llocates 410
bytes o f R A M for a ny vari able o f the foll o wing REC O RD type , due to
the fa ct th at a la rge ARRAY is one of the va riants:
TYPE
BigVariant =
RECORD
First,
Seco nd
:Intege r;
Third
:Real;
CASE BoolTag: Boolean OF
False:
(Tin yV ar: Cha r);
True:
(Big Var: ARRA Y [O .. 99] OF Real)
END (' BigVariant ' );
When the Tin yVar variant is active, nea rly a ll of the RAM space all o
cated to a BigVariant va ri a ble lies do rm ant and inaccessible .
A Ooser Look. The specification of any va riant d ata regio n in a
REC ORD is roughly simila r in form to that of the CA SE statement,
with which we a re a lready familia r. Ho wever, there a re so me impo rta nt
differen ces between the two, whi ch will beco me clear as we dissect Sta
tion 's definitio n in term s of gramm ar (syntax) a nd mea ning (semantics).
The variant CA SE clause indicates to the compiler th at the REC
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ORD being defin ed sho uld include a va ri a nt data regio n . Moreover, thi s
clause es ta blishes the name a nd data type of t he tag fi eld. (A ltho ugh the
tag fi eld is in troduced in the clause th at esta bli shes the va ri a nt da ta re
gio n, we' ll fi nd it more useful to consider thi s fi eld as a pa rt of the invari
am regio n, since it will be present in every R ECO R D.) U nli ke the selec
tor in a CAS E statem ent, a variant R ECORD's tag fi eld mu st be a n
identifier, no t an expressio n, since it refers t o a regio n o f memory (i n
other wo rds, a varia ble). Like any varia ble, a tag fi eld mu st also be asso
ciated with a data type, which mu st be specified by name. T he sp ecial
type X mit Mode was made necessary in th e latest ve rsio n of St ati o n be
ca use th e data ty pe of a tag fie ld m ay not be specified ex plicitl y. T ag fie lds
may be based o n any scalar data type exce pt Real.
Following the CASE cla use is a list of varia nt fi elds. Each varia nt be
gins with its own list of const ant valu es , take n fro m the data type o f the
tag fi eld. A vari a nt is considered "acti ve" wheneve r any o f the valu es in
its consta nt list is co nt ained within the tag fie ld. Va lu es in a co nstant list
are sepa rated fro m each other by comm as, and the entire list co ncludes
with a colon . No te that no va lue may a ppear in m o re tha n one variant
const ant list in a given R ECORD declara ti o n. T hu s, the fo llo win g
TYPE definiti o n is erroneo us:
TYPE
TFT ype =

(A, B, C);

BadVa ria nt=
RE COR D
CAS E TagFi e ld: TF Type OF
A:
(lntF ie ld· Intege r):
B:
(BoolFie ld: Boolea n);
A, C: ('W RONG - A is not lega l here')
(Cha rField: Cha r)
EN D (' BadVanant ") ;
This pro blem situati o n, howeve r, is no t detected by th e A pple Pascal
comp iler. so watch o ut ! A n a noma lo us da ta definiti o n such as this will
not impede th e co mpilati o n o r executio n o f a prog ram , but it does indi-
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cate a certain lack of discipline and understanding on the part of the pro
grammer, which may be reflected in more serious errors at other points
in the code.
Following each variant constant list is a parenthetical sequence of da
ta items, which constitutes the varianl field that is associated with the
given list of con~tants. Except that it begins with an "open-parenthesis"
mark instead of the keyword RECORD, and ends with a "close-paren
thesis" mark instead of the keyword END, a variant field is identical in
st ructure to a RECORD body. In other words, a single variant field may
co ntain many different subfields, and may also contain embedded REC
ORDs (even va riant ones!).
Finally, the definition of the variant data region is concluded with the
keyword EN D. According to the rules of Pascal, a R ECORD may con
tain only one variant data region, the definition of which must be the last
item in the RECORD declaration. Consequently, the END that 1ermi
1za1es the variant definition section also concludes the RECORD

declaration!
Winning at Tag. It is probably best to think of the variant REC
ORD tag field as a kind of label that characterizes bur does nor dictate the
contents of the variant data region. In a Station variable, for example, an
X Mode value of AM suggests that access to the AM Frequency field is
"safe"; in other words, that the pattern of bits in the first two bytes of the
variant data region corresponds to a valid Integer number. A tag field
value of FM indicates that the program should interpret the entire four
bytes of the variant data region as a Real number, by accessing it as the
field FMFrequency.
It is possible, however, for your program to access FMFrequency
when the tag field contains AM, and AMFrequency when XMode is
FM. Indeed, Apple Pascal will allow your program to access any variant
field at any time, irrespective of the contents of the tag field.
The program that uses a variant RECORD is responsible for setting
the tag field appropriately when storing information into the variant da
ta region , and for checking ,the tag field value before accessing any vari
ant field. Unlike some Pascal systems, Apple Pascal does not insist that
these rules be followed . But it is usually pointless to access a Real vari
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able as if it were an Integer, and vice versa. For one thing, the first two
bytes of the four-byte bit pattern for the Real number 2.0 do not contain
the same pattern of bits as the two-byte Integer number 2.
Except for what the tag field implies about the variant data region,
the two entities are separate and independent of each other. In particu
lar, assignment to the tag field does not in any way alter the bit pattern
within the variant data region. When first learning about variant rec
ords, many people assume that changing the tag field value implies auto
matic data conversion. In the case of Station , for instance, one might get
the impression that changing XMode from AM to FM would cause Pas
cal to convert the Integer value of an AM Frequency to the Real value of
an FM Frequency. (For sake of argument, let's ignore the fact that such a
conversion would always produce Real numbers which lie outside the
range of valid FM frequencies .) In reality, no conversion occurs. The
contents of the variant data region remains unchanged. By changing the
value of the tag field without also assigning a new value to the appropri
ate variant data field , we merely arrange to look at the same old data
from a new perspective. Beware, though. While you are certainly free to
call a fish a "dog," you should not be surprised or disappointed when it
fails to bark!
Field Names: A Compromise. Recall that all field names in a "regu
lar" RECORD must be unique. This applies to variant fields, too. You
may wonder why this is so; if only one variant may be,active at any giv
en time, why can't they all share the same name? Certainly it would be
more convenient for us to refer to the transmission frequency with a sin
gle field name, Frequency, rather than having t6 distinguish between
AM Frequency and FM Frequency. After all, the XMode tag field is sup
posed to make that distinction for us, isn' t it?
The problem lies in the limitations of Pascal's type-checking facil
ities, and _in the fact that the compiler is unable to predict the execution
.behavior of a program. Suppose each of Station's variants could be
named Frequency. Suppose also that we wanted to display the fre
quency assignment of a given station, as recorded in a Station variable
named StatVar. The easiest way to do this would be to use the proce
dure call WriteLn(StatVar.Frequency). But how can WriteLn-or even
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the compiler, for that matter-deal correctly with StatVar.Frequency
without knowing whether it is an Integer or a Real number'? Because the
tag field is a variable, its contents-and so the expected character of the
variant data region-can only be determined at execution time. In order
to provide for this variability, the Pascal compiler would have to treat the
WriteLn of a variant field as if it were actually a CASE statement that in
cluded several calls:
CASE StatVar.XMode OF
AM:
Writelnt(Output, StatVar.Frequency);
FM :
WriteReal(Output, StatVar.Frequency);
END (•CASE StatVar.XMode •);
Writeln(Output);
Anticipating that many Pascal system implementors would find it in
feasible to make their compilers clever enough to handle ambiguous var
iant field names, Pascal's designer, Niklaus Wirth, decided that it would
be better for the language to require that all fields of a RECORD, in
cluding the variants, have unique names. While this policy increases the
amount of work involved in defining a RECORD, it promotes a simple,
straightforward compiler, and also renders Pascal programs more read
able to humans, as well.
Free Unions. A variant RECORD that includes a tag field is prop
erly called a discriminated union in the jargon of computer science. All
this means is that two or more data .types overlay each other in the vari
ant region of the RECORD, and a tag field is used by a program in de
ciding how to view the ambiguous area.
A free union, on the other hand, has no tag field at all-no basis for
resolving variant ambiguity. If you look closely at the figure on page 194,
you will see that the variant CASE clause must always include a type
designation in the space for the tag field, but it need not include a var
iable identifier ! Thus, you may define RECORDs such as the following:
CONST
(•Number of bits in an In teger')
WordSize = 16;
(•ALWAYS WordSize - 1 ')
MaxBit= 15;
TYPE
Visible In tege r=
RECORD
CASE Boolean OF
False:
(I: Integer):
True:
(Bits: SET OF 0 .. MaxBit)
END (• Visiblelnteger •);
Except that the tag field is "anonymous" (indeed, nonexistent), the
specification of a free union employs the same CASE-oriented syntax as
the definition of a conventional variant RECORD. Of course, it is some
what silly for Pascal to require the programmer to declare a tag field da
ta type, then tie each variant field to a list of constant values drawn from
that type, when the RECORD itself contains no tag field! On the other
hand, free unions a re of such questionable utility (and are, in fact, so
rarely used) that it would have been just as silly for Niklaus Wirth to in
vent a special, "cleaner" syntax for these structures when only a slight
modification of the existing variant RECORD mechanism would do
the job.
When defining free unions, you must be careful to choose (or invent)
tag field data types that contain at least as many scalar values as there are
variants in the RECORD structure. Remember, no constant value may
be associated with more than one variant field. For a union with two var
iants, Boolean is a proper (and popular) tag field type. For more com
plicated unions, you may wish to associate the absent tag field with Char
or even Integer.
The following program, Show Bits, demonstrates the use of the free
union Visibleinteger, by permitting convenient, interactive examination
and modification of the individual bits in an Integer variable.
PROGRAM
ShowBits ;
CONST
Version Mark=

'SHOWBITS: Displays In teger as 16 bits (Ver. 1)';
(• This program permits the user to change arbitrar y bits of an In teg er
variable, and see on the video screen how such changes affect the
value stored in the variable . A "free-union" record structu re is used
to provide conven ie nt, simultaneous traditional access and bitwise
access to the contents of the variable under scrutiny.
.)

(' The usual text-manipu lation constants •)
Empty=
'"
Blank =
'"
Escape =
(' Constants
BitFCol=
B1tFRow=
lntFCo l=
ln tFRow=
IFW =

27 ;

(• ASCII ESC characte r ' )

un ique to this application •)
1O;
(' Bit field starts in 11th column•)
14;
(' ... and 15th row.
•)
30;
(' In t field starts in 31st column ')
BitF Row:
(' .. . and same row as Bit fie ld. •)
6

Word Size = 16;
Ma xBit= 15;

(' Width of Int field

.)

('Number of bits in an Integer ')
(• ALWAYS WordSize - 1 ' )

TYPE
Vis ible Integer=
RECORD
CASE Boolean OF
False:
(I: Integer):
True:
(Bits: SET OF 0 .. MaxBit)
END (' Visible Intege r ') ;
PROCEDURE
GotoBitF ield(Ollset: Intege r) ;
BEGIN (• GotoBitField ')
GotoXY(BitFCol + Offset, BitFRow);
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END

(*

GotoB itField

*);

PROCEDURE
Gotol ntField(Offset Intege r) ;
BEGIN (' GotolntF ield *)
GotoX Y(lntFCol + Offset, lntFRow):
END
(* GotolntField *) :
PROCEDURE
S howAsBits(VI: Visiblelnteger) ;
VAR
Bit
:Integer;
BEGIN (* ShowAsBits *)
GotoBitF ield(O);
FOR Bit : = MaxBit DOWNTO 0 DO
IF (Bit IN VI.Bits )
THEN
Write( Output,' 1')
ELSE
Write(Output,'O');
END
(' ShowAsBits *) ;
PROCEDURE
ShowAsl nteger(VI: Visible/nteger) ;
BEGIN (' ShowAslnteger *)
GotolntField(O) :
Write(Output, Vl. l:IFW);
END
(* ShowAslnteger ');
PROCEDURE
ModifyBitField;
VAR
BitPosition
:Integer;
:Visible! nteger;
Ch
:Char:
BEGIN (* Mod ifyBitField *)
I.I: = 0;
BitPosition : = O;
ShowAsBits(I);
ShowAslnteger(I);
REPEAT
GotoB itF ield(MaxBit-B itP osition) ;
Read (Keyboard, Ch) ;
If (Ch = Blank)
THEN
BitPosition : = ((BitPosition + 1) MOD WordSize)
ELSE
IF (Ch < > Chr(Escape))
THEN
BEGIN
IF (BitPosition IN I.Bits)
THEN
BEGIN
I.Bits : = (I.Bits - [BitPosition]);
Write(Output, 'O ');
END
ELSE
BEGIN
I.Bits : = (I .Bits + [BitPosition]);
Write(Output, ' 1') ;
END;
ShowAslnteger(I);
END ;
UNT IL (C h = Chr (Escape)) ;
END
(' Mod ifyBitField *);
PROCED UR E
S howlnstructions;
BEG IN (' Showlnstructions ')
WriteLn (Outpu t);
WriteLn (Output,
DIRECT IONS: Press space bar to advance') :
WriteLn(Output,
cu rsor left wa rd (toward bit 15) .' );
WriteLn(Output, '
Press any key exce pt ESCAPE-key to') ;
WriteLn(Output, '
"fli p" the current bit. Press the');
WriteLn( Output, '
ESCAPE key to quit. ') ;
WriteLn(Outpu t);

WriteL n(O utput) ;
high BITS low
WriteLn(Output, '
WriteL n(Output, '
-- ---------------END
(* Showlnstructions *);
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INTEGER') ;
--------- ');

BEGIN (* ShowBits *)
WriteLn(Output, VersionMark);
Showlnstructions;
ModifyBitF ield;
END
(* ShowBits *).
As an aside, we should recognize that Show Bits is an effective dem
onstration of the internal structure of an Integer, partly because it uses
the Apple Pascal built-in procedure GotoXY to position the video cur
sor at arbitrarily selected points on the screen, in order to create and
maintain special "display fields" there. GotoXY is explained quite thor
oughly in Chapter 3 of your Apple Pascal Language Reference Manual,
in the section entitled "Miscellaneous Built-Ins." In times to come, we
will also be making extensive use of GotoXY, so you should make a
point of studying and experimenting with this facility at your earliest
opportunity.
Returning to the subject of Show Bits and its use of the free union, we
should note that one may, of course, access single bits through normal,
arithmetic means that do not involve variant RECORD trickery of any
kind. The conventional method of doing this, however, is generally much
slower and more cryptic than the "direct access" that is engendered by a
free union.
In Visiblelnteger, we take advantage of the fact that a SET of sixteen
elements (here, the Integers 0 through 15) occupies sixteen bits, or a sin
gle p-machine word (two bytes). Thus, such a SET uses the same amount
of RAM memory space as an Integer value. Each member of the SET
occupies a single, unique bit position in the word. As it happens, the SET
element that corresponds to 0 is stored in the word's least significant
(rightmost) bit, while that corresponding to 15 is stored in the most sig
nificant (leftmost) bit. The bits in between correspond to the potential
SET members from 14 down to 1, scanning from left to right. In an
empty SET, all bits are turned off. By adding a particular member to the
SET, we turn the corresponding bit on; removing that member turns the
corresponding bit off To see how changes in the individual bits affect an
Integer's value, we simply change our point of view, exploiting the struc
ture of the free union to treat the SET as if it were an Integer. (And who's
to say it isn't?)
Free Unions: Pro and Con. By eliminating the tag field in a variant
RECORD to form a free union, you achieve a couple of desirable objec
tives. For one thing, you conserve a slight amount of memory space with
each RECORD. As we've mentioned, savings of even one or two bytes
per RECORD can be important when the corresponding RECORD
type is used to define the elements for a large array. Furthermore, soft
ware that doesn't bother to set, reset, or verify the contents of a tag field
can run much more quickly than software that does.
On the other hand, a programmer must acquire and depend upon de
tailed knowledge of the internal format of Pascal data objects, in order to
make intelligent use of free unions. You stand on very shaky ground
when you put yourself in such a situation . What if Apple decides to
change the internal representations of objects that certain of your pro
grams manipulate through free unions? Probably, those programs will
become obsolete, suddenly failing to execute properly. Moreover, the tag
field-when set and observed conscientiously-can certainly contribute
to the ongoing reliability of any program that uses variant RECORDs. It
is' not a tool to be dismissed lightly.
In the opinion of Your Pathfinder, there is no application worth
mentioning that absolutely requires a free union structure. Programmers
will be programmers, however, as enamored of toys and clever tricks as
any child . (Indeed, it is probably the childlike suppleness of a program
mer' s mind that suits her to the vocation!) Thus, you will certainly en
counter the free union again, perhaps in this very space! In any event,
you deprive Apple Pascal of its ability to help you avert catastrophe
whenever you exploit the chinks in its type-checking armor. Always bear
this in mind whenever you are tempted to veer too far from the well
marked Pascal Path.
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Introducing . . .
The IS Pipeline™ Random Access Printing Buffer.
Insert pictures, graphics or spread-sheet data into reports. Duplicate
form letters-automatically changing addresses on each . Now, all
your programs can work together to produce printed output.
For the first time ever, here is a buffer that not only frees your fast com
puter from your slow printer but also allows you to rearrange, compose
and copy your data on its way to the printer.
• Random Access Printing-stores paragraphs or pictures for printing
in any order-any number of times .
• FIFO Printing-conventional first-in first-out operation .
• Compression of data for efficient utilization of memory space.
• Ability to interrupt long-term buffer operations for straight-thru shortterm printing .
•Simple Erase feature to clear buffer.
•Automatic duplication capability .
•Easily expandable, by you , from 8K Bytes to 128K Bytes.
The IS Pipeline is Universal-it works with any parallel (Centronics' style) computer/printer combination . A special version is available for
PKASO™Printer Interfaces.
The IS Pipeline is a self-contained unit with operating manual, cables
and power supply included .
For more information on the truly revolutionary IS Pipeline Random
Access Printing Buffer. call us today.

lnteracf.ive Structures Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667-1713

· cenlronics 1s a trademark of Centronrcs Data Computer Corp

The IS Pipeline™ Random Access Printing Buffer is patent pending .

Now , from the programming experts of Southwestern Data Systems, an easy-to-use way of putting the POWER and SPEED of Machine Language routines in
YOUR OWN Applesoft programs!
ROUTINE MACHINE does all the work for you' No knowledge of machine language programming , whatsoever , is needed. Simply choose the function you
want from an ever-growing library and Routine Machine puts just that routine in your program. Over two years in development, we've made it all completely
transparent - no need to bother with BLOAD'S , HIMEM :, etc. - and it's COMPATIBLE WITH APPLE II AND APPLE lie!
Each Library Package is so packed with useful routines that it's impossible to do more here than just list the names' So get out your magnifying glass! Call or
write for more information. Better yet, order now from your local dealer. All of our software is unconditionally guaranteed!

The main " librarian ·' of the series , this package includes not only the Routine Machine itself, but all of these commonly needed routines:
Variable Swap
Error Messages
Hires Characters
Print Using ($ .00)
Calculated Goto
Turtle Graphics
Text Output
Calculated Gosub
Fast Bload
String Input
Line # Data Restore
Binary Address Read
String Search
Data Element Select
Reset Run
Array Search (10)
Hex/Dec Convert
Reset Boot
Bubble Sort (10)
Memory Move
Reset Onerr
Tones
Pointer Read
Sound Effects
Pointer Write
Shape Table Converter Error Handling Routine

$64.95*

$49.95*
Library Disk

This package contains a Hi-Res chart graphics (plotting) library of routines
that really helps with those custom graphics programs. Doing stock
analysis, sales forecasts , scientific applications or even just plotting the
monthly budget . & CHART makes the job much easier' Routines and func
tions include:
Page I Mode Display
Vertical Labels
Zoom/Unzoom
" Work " Page Select Horizontal Labels
FP Program Splitter
Clipping Windows
Grid Pattern
30 to 20 Transform
Full User Scaling
Log Scaling
Epson Screen Dump
Window Reverse
Arc Generation
Median Filter
Window Clear
Polar Charts
Window Frame
Axes Generation
Pie Charts
Area Fill
Fast Hires Load
Tic Mark Control
Fast Hires Save

$49.95*
Library Disk
This Li brary Package is dedicated to doing just about everything you ever thought possible (and
some imposs ible ) to an Applesoft array. With the tremendous number of routines in this package,
you' ll agree it's a bargain at twice the price . All routines work with two-dimensional arrays , many
times with both string AND nume ric data' In addition. routines are provided to perform virtually any
usual mathematical operation on an entire array in ONE statement' For example , you could multiply
every element in an entire array by a factor in one statement. You could also define a given array as
the product of two other arrays. Over a year in development. this is a real bargain' Just some of the
many routines are :
Fast Disk Read
USR Function Library
Array Rounding
Fast Disk Wrrte
Matrix Identity
Fast FP Run
Search
Matrix Trans pose
Fast Brun
Sort
Hex Poker
Matrix Muttiply
Delimrted Strings (10)
Keyboard Scan
Matrix Inverse
Rename
Array Randomize
FP Onerr Fix
Clear
Array VAL
RP Rnd Fix
Re dim (no data loss)
FP Return Fix
Array STAS
Row I Column Add
Fast Garbage Routine
Row/Column Delete

$49.95*
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$49.95*

Library Disk

Library Disk

An extraordinary collection of screen related routines , this disk is dedicated
to text display and input for the Apple 11 I Ile . For starters, the Screen
Generator I Screen Processor allows you to design an entire input or output
screen format, and then have the entire screen executed as one or two
statements. This is useful for reports . menus . data entry and more. In addi
tion to the Screen Processor , the following routines are also included:
Input Using
Speed Control
Control Char Display
Input With Editing
Print Pause
Lower Case Input
4 Way Scrolling
Keyboard Click
Special Line Scroller
Musical Keyboard
Printer Control
Center I Justify Strings
Screen Dump
Print Repeat
Clear Screen
Memory Dump
Memory Disassemble Cursor Mouse Routine

This disk is a collection of a wide variety of useful routines written by Peter
Meyer, author of the Routine Machine, and other professional programmers.
Number Input
Catalog Modifications String Execute
If-Then-Else
Disk File Data
Write Protect Sense
Controlled Get
Catalog to Array
FP Program Erase
Print Hex
File Selector
Speed Up Applesoft
Print Binary
FP Disk RWTS
Modified Chain
String Character Strip Disk Sector Map
Slot Orv Vol Select
String Left/ Right Fill Find Free Sector
Disk Catalog Sort
String Overlay
Mark Sector
Push Button Read
Shellsort (10)
Disk R/W String

I
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*Plus $3.00 Shipping. (California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax.)

--------More to Come!-------
In addition to all thasc Library Packagss, even morn are iri development!
The ROUTINE MACHINE and its Library Packages really WILL make the difference in your programming! Try out these programs and if you aren't convinced that the
ROUTINE MACHINE is one of the best programming innovations to come along in years, we'll gladly refund your purchase price within 30 days of purchase, with
return of product.
Ask your Local Apple Dealer or Ask Him to Contact:

souttlUJesteRn cJata systems
10761 Wood side Avenue • Suite E. • P.O. Box 582-S • Santee, California 92071 • (619) 562-3221
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One of the benefits the Apple II realizes from being the longest-run
ning, most expandable personal computer is the incredible array of pe
ripherals that have been designed for it. Each month, it seems, manufac
turers bring forth new and better products. Whether it's a disk drive,
modem, or special interface card they' re looking for, Apple owners have
by far the widest selection of items from which to choose. This month
let's look at some of these top-of-the-line peripherals.
Vista Vl200 Floppy Disk System. Despite a growing selection of
hard disk drives, RAM disks, and bubble memory cards, the minifloppy
disk remains the most popular means of mass storage. And towering
over the new double-sided, quad-density (ninety-six-track-per-inch), and
half-height drives is the king of floppy disk storage-the V 1200 from
Vista Computer Company. This disk drive provides six megabytes of for
matted storage capacity, along with an extremely fast access time and
data storage rate. These features, plus easy backup, make the V 1200 an
ideal choice for applications that require the storage of large amounts
of data.
The Vl200 improves upon the standard floppy disk drive in three
ways-storage capacity, speed of operation, and data transfer rate. Let's
consider each of these for a moment.
The V 1200 drive uses a cartridge assembly, or VistaPak , containing
five separate disks. Thus the full six megabytes are divided amongst the
five disks (called platters), requiring that each disk store 1.2 megabytes.
The drive has only one read/ write head, so only one disk can be loaded
into it at a time.
Selecting and loading a disk is the function of the picker mechanism.
Much like the jukebox of yesteryear, the cartridge assembly can be piv
oted to present any given disk to the picker arm. This arm can then reach
out and grab the disk by a special hole punched near the disk's leading
edge. The picker arm can then pull the disk into the drive, where it will be
clamped by a spindle arrangement similar to that found on ordinary
drives.
Storing 1.2 megabytes on a single floppy disk (single-sided, no less) is
no trivial feat. The V 1200 has a track density of 170 tpi (tracks per inch)
and a recording density of 9,500 bpi (bits per inch), as compared to the
48 tpi and 5,(XX) bpi of a standard Apple disk drive; obviously, this is no
ordinary drive mechanism. Of course, the disks used in the VistaPak are
not your run-of-the-mill, "plain-Jane" variety either.
As for the speed issue, several factors account for the dramatic im
provement in access time and transfer rate. The higher bit density auto
matically adds a factor of two to the transfer rate. Spinning the disk
slightly faster (360 rpm versus the normal 300 rpm) results in a speed
up of data transfer from less than 200K to SOOK bits per second.
A special band position that can achieve a three-millisecond track-to
track stepping time is used to reduce access time. Special head position
ing logic (more on this later) achieves a further reduction of the average
access time (from any given track to another) to about eighty-five milli
seconds. These figures also compare favorably to the forty-millisecond
track-to-track and 460-millisecond average access time of the Disk II.
AII of these improvements require careful design of the drive mech
anism and associated electronics. For example, the high track density
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calls for a special head capable of reading and writing along a very nar
row path (3.5 mils, or 0.0035-inch). The track-to-track spacing of 5.9 mil
liseconds approaches the magnitude of misalignment errors caused by
off-center clamping of the disk or even by thermal expansion of the
Mylar disk. If these errors were not corrected somehow, the chances of
accurately and repeatedly reading data from such a dense format would
be quite low.
To compensate for the expansion and contraction of the disk media,
a small piece of Mylar is attached to the head carriage assembly. This
" reference strip" contains a series of bands, some opaque and some
transparent, which pass through an optical sensor. This "scale" is used to
control the amount of travel the head makes between each track. Since
the reference strip is made of the same material as a disk and is at the
same temperature, it can accurately predict the proper space between
tracks. Thus if the room temperature were suddenly to increase, the disk
would expand slightly, pushing the tracks away from each other. This
could cause the read / write head to follow along the edge of a track or,
worse yet, to go between two tracks, instead of directly over the center of
the track. But since the reference strip within the drive will also expand, it
can correctly adapt the drive to the appropriate absolute track spacing.
Further supporting this function is a microstepping technique that allows
the drive to position the head to within 1/ 100 of a track, or 0.000059
inch!
What we've just been talking about also applies to another mecha
nism-the mechanism that corrects for any ero:ntricity in the track. Such
eccentricity is usually caused by the normal tolerances of the clamping
mechanism, which has some degree of "slop."
When a disk is first loaded into the drive, the head is moved out be
yond the track 0 position to a special reference track. This track contains
a special signal, which is placed on the disk at the time the VistaPak is
manufactured . As the disk spins, the drive determines the absolute posi
tion of this track and remembers its position at eight points around the
disk. If too much eccentricity becomes · apparent, the drive immediately
rejects, reloads, and reclamps the disk .
As you may have guessed by now, the Vl200 performs these tasks
with the help of its own internal microprocessor. This microprocessor
also gives the V 1200 the intelligence to perform a number of other house
keeping duties. For example, if the disk hasn't been accessed for about
thirty seconds, the drive automatically goes out to the reference track to
see if anything has changed. After a couple of minutes without use, the
drive motor shuts off to reduce disk wear and ambient noise.
The microprocessor is also used to improve performance in certain
areas, such as head positioning. As mentioned, the track-to-track step
rate is three milliseconds per step; this is the standard rate used by most
floppy disk (not minifloppy) and hard disk drives, and it represents the
minimum time needed to move the head backward or forward one track
reliably. The limiting factor here is the time needed to overcome the iner
tia of the head-positioning assembly and get it moving from a dead stop.
Once the head is moving, however, it can be stepped at a much faster rate
to cross multiple tracks. Therefore, if some sort of logic can be incorpo
rated into the positioning mechanism, the time required to go from track

If you guessed that a Practical Peripherals Micro
buffer™ printer buffer saves time, you're right. For
the way it works. this inexpensive product is the
most practical addition to your microcomputer sys
tem ever.
With Microbuffer, you don't have to wait for
your printer to finish before you resume using your
computer . Data is received and stored at fast speeds,
then released from Microbuffer's memory to your
printer. This is called buffering. The more you
print, the more productive it makes your workflow.
Depending on the version of Microbuffer,
these buffering capacities range from a useful 8K of
random access memory - big enough for 8,000
characters of storage - up to a very large 256K
enough for 256,000 characters of storage.
Practical Peripherals makes stand-alone
Microbuffers for any computer and printer combi

nation, including add-on units especially for Apple
II computer and/ or Epson printers. Each has differ
ent features like graphics dumps and text format
ting besides its buffering capabilities. You can
choose one that's just right for your system.
Best of all, they're built to last and work
exactly like they're supposed to.
If you're still guessing whether you can afford
to have one, talk with any computer dealer. That's
the best way to find out how practical a Practical
Peripherals Microbuffer is.

PRJlllTlllJI&
PERIPHERJl&S
31245 La Baya Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200

GUESS WHO HAS

MICROBUFFER;
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0 to track 85 (halfway across the disk) can be dramatically reduced.
Apple disk drives have always used such a scheme to reduce access
time. Apple Computer achieved this by directly controlling the head-po
sitioning stepper motor from software. Thus the stepping algorithm and
"seek rate" are stored in and controlled from DOS. And when higher
quality drives are used, such as those available now for the Apple, the
DOS can easily be modified to seek the optimum rate for these drives .
Most other disk systems lack this capability and must step at a con
stant rate. By contrast, the Vl200 uses its microprocessor to produce the
most efficient head motion. If the drive receives step signals at a rate
faster than three milliseconds, these pulses are stored in RAM and then
dynamically examined by the microprocessor. A velocity profile is then
derived to accelerate and then decelerate the head smoothly for the
lowest possible access time.
Since the disk has 170 tracks, an "average" access would have to
cross half, or 85, of the tracks . Without the dynamic positioning logic,
this would take 85 times 3, or 255 milliseconds. The V 1200 can perform
this operation in only 85 milliseconds-or three times faster. Of course,
this concern over milliseconds may seem foolish to some people. The de
gree of improvement certainly depends upon how much disk access is
performed and how spread out the data is on the disk. Most files, in fact,
are stored in contiguous blocks on adjoining tracks. Still, it's nice to
know that the equipment is performing to its utmost, saving time
whenever possible.
The final element of the V 1200 hardware is the special controller card
that interfaces the drive to the Apple. Actually, this card is the A-801
double-density, eight-inch disk controller card, which has been available
from Vista for years. This card offers fast data transfer using DMA (di
rect memory access) and works with most full-size floppy disk drives.
Thus, the V 1200 drive simply appears to the controller card as five dou
ble-density disk drives (one for each platter).
Using DMA, the controller board can transfer data very rapidly
from the disk into the Apple's RAM. It does this directly, without going
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through the Apple's 6502 cpu; that's one of the ways the V 1200 manages
to achieve a transfer rate of up to SOK bytes per second.
On the software side, the V 1200 offers support for the Apple's three
major operating systems. DOS 3.3 is supported, of course, and several
DOS utility programs are included . One modifies Apple's FID program
to work with the added storage of the Vl200; another, called Quick
charge, speeds up DOS by a factor of about five. This utility is quite sim
ilar to other DOS speedups for the Apple and is necessary to realize fully
the speed capability of the VI 200.
After formatting the disks within the VistaPak using a special
"VDOS," the Vl200 acts like a regular drive. The familiar PR # com
mand will boot the disk and it can be accessed by most software using
the standard slot and drive parameters. The Vl200 slot, however, ap
pears to have five drives-DI through D5. Since many protected pro
grams, such as VisiCalc, cannot tolerate strange drives in slot 6, the rec
ommended place for the Vl200 is slot 5. The system can be cold-booted
from the V 1200 by simply pressing reset after turning on the computer
and then typing PR#5 .
Support for Apple Pascal is considerable and currently being up
dated. At present, only four of the V l200's disks are accessible and the
system can't be booted from the V 1200 . Nevertheless, Pascal's intensive
disk usage and memory swapping make the size and speed of the V 1200
quite welcome.
As for CP/ M, the Vl200 installs it without a hitch but requires a 64K
Apple. The drive assignments change depending upon whether the sys
tem is booted from a floppy disk or the V 1200. The boot drive is always
assigned to be drive A:, which is ass umed by some programs to contain
certain operating files. Thus it's wise to boot from whichever drive proves
more convenient, but it's important to be consistent.
Most programs, except for nonstandard software as mentioned ear
lier, will work perfectly with the V 1200. Even many of the special-pur
pose DOS patches can be successfully applied to VDOS. For example,
the install program, which modifies DOS to date- and time-stamp files

StarLogicAnnounces
Savings on Apple II
CompatibleDrives
Includes drive, cable, cabinet and standard
warranty which includes 90 days parts and labor
5%" standard disk drive
Thinline half-height disk drive
Dual Thinline drives

$195.00
$185.00
$335.00

(Also compatible with Franklin ACE)

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY
MASTERCARD, VISA, CASHIER'S CHECK COD ORDERS ACCEPTED

(213) 883-0587

StarLogic
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Thinline is a registered trademark of Tandon Corporation
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using a Superclock II, works equally well on the V l 200's VDOS.
Since the individual disks within the VistaPak, as well as the entire
cartridge itself, are removable, data backup is extraordinarily easy.
Using the supplied utilities, an entire platter can be duplicated without
user intervention. Having a large RAM card makes this task relatively
quick also.
Despite the added mechanics of the disk picker and the high-density
storage, the Vl200 ha5 proven very reliable. Unless-or should we say
wui/-hard disks with removable cartridges go down in price, the V 1200
will remain an excellent choice for low-to-medium-cost, high-density
storage with simple backup.
'.'/ovation Apple-Cat II. The App le-Cat II from Novation is proba
bly the most sophisticated modem available for the Apple I I. The stan
dard unit consists of a single peripheral board and a modular phone
cable that plugs directly into the board at one end and into your phone
jack at the other. Thus it is a direct-connect-type modem with a built-in
phone line coupler.
The Apple-Cat is advertised as a 300 / 1200-baud modem; this is a bit
misleading. The 1200-baud operation is only half duplex (Bell 202) and
thus not compatible with the increasingly popular 212 standard of 1200
baud, full-duplex communication. Actually, the Apple-Cat can be ex
panded to operate on the 212 standard by the purchase of an additional
board. For communicating with another App le-Cat-equipped comput
er, the 202 mode can be used! As for the lower speeds, the modem uses
the Bell 103 standard at 110. 150, or 300 baud.
The basic App le-Cat contains no firmware, so a comprehensive com
munications program to operate the modem is included. Novation calls
this communications program Com-Ware.
The functions offered by the current version of Com-Ware are nu
merous and useful. Among the standard features it provides are a buffer
memory, auto-dialing, and memory/ disk transfers. The auto-dial sup
ports a disk-based phone directory list (with optional configuration
setup for each number) and last number redial. A "keyboard to memo

Multi-Lingual
word processor
For the Apple II+ and Apple Ile
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appear on the screen and are easily
printed with just about any printer.
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or C.O.D.
Add $2.00 for shipping.
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Box 301S, Swanton, VT
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ry" function allows the creation of simple messages off-line without using
a separate word processor. This message can then be sent at full speed
after connection to the remote computer.
When transmitting files between two Apple-Cats, a high-speed
(1200-baud) protocol that includes error-checking and automatic re
transmission can be used. Other controls. such as memory on / off,
local / remote echo, and so on, are also provided. The top two lines of the
screen are always reserved for a status display. Even in the terminal
mode, you get a constant indication of the line status, memory status,
and other operating parameters.
Several utility programs are included with the Com-Ware package.
These utilities can be used to convert Integer and Applesoft programs
into binary or text files for transmission over the Apple-Cat; these files
can then be converted back into their original Basic forms at the
receiving end.
A wealth of options and accessories is available for the Apple-Cat.
For starters, there's a handy expansion module that attaches to the back
of the computer. This module provides a quick and neat connection for
the phone line, handset, BSR controller, serial port, and tape recorder.
There's also an "off-hook" indicator LED. The optional handset is just a
standard telephone piece (tan-colored to match the Apple) that comes
with two plastic supports . These supports slide into the Apple's ventila
tion slots, providing a convenient holder for the handset. Both the
mouthpiece and earpiece are activated under software control. For
example, the earpiece might be turned on when calling a remote com
puter, allowing you to tell ifthe line is busy or ifthere is some other prob
lem. Once communication has been established, the receiver is turned off
so you won't have to listen to all of the modem racket.
The Apple-Cat II has provisions for driving a printer or other serial
device when the modem is not in use. An expansion module or an op
tional cable is required to connect the Apple-Cat to an RS-232 (DB-25)
cable. The BSR option consists of a special wall transformer that plugs
into an ac outlet and connects to the expansion module. This option, to
gether with the appropriate software, enables the Apple-Cat to control
lights, appliances, and other devices that are connected to BSR X-10 sys
tem control modules.
The cassette jacks on the expansion module open up the possibility of
creating a very sophist icated telephone answering machine. The micro
phone and remote start/ stop output should work with any tape record
er, making it possible to record the incoming audio off the telephone line.
And for sending messages, the Apple-Cat contains an eight-bit DAC
(digital-to-analog converter). Thus it's possible to transmit synthesized
voice messages over the phone line by means of the Apple-Cat and user
supplied software.
Two more options that plug directly onto the Apple-Cat circuit
board are available. The first is a Touch-Tone receiver chip, which can be
added at any time. This IC allows the modem to decode the tones gener
ated by pressing the buttons on a Touch-Tone phone. Thus, instead of
having to use a terminal to call up your Apple, you could use any ordi
nary Touch-Tone phone (or even one of the pocket tone dialers) to control
or enter data into the computer.
The other option is a software PROM that allows the Apple-Cat to
be used directly, without the Com-Ware program. This firmware follows
the same standard as the D.C. Hayes Micromodem II; thus, many Basic
programs written for that modem can be used with the Apple-Cat. Since
the hardware is completely different, however, most programs written in
machine language wi ll require mod ification to work with the App le-Cat.
· A ll in all, the Apple-Cat II is an exceptional product. It certainly has
the potential for use in the creation of a sophisticated communications
system. Its only drawback lies in its incompatibility with much of the
existing software.
The Mirror. The Mirror is an EPROM from Rak-Ware that inserts
into the firmware socket on the Apple-Cat II. It performs much the same
function a5 the Novation firmware option, but with some improve
ments.
When dialing is taking place, the + symbol is recognized as a com
mand to wait for another dial tone. Upper and lower case, including the
popular one-wire shift key mod, is supported, and full compatibility with
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Your best buy in modem history . The
Networker ~M a plug-in single-slot di
rect connect modem for your App le 11 ,
II+ . and lie (or Franklin . Albert, or
other Apple compatible computer).
You are immediately linked to the
vast network of computers - data
bases like the Source\!' Compu
serve\!' or Dow Jones ~ friends . banks ,
businesses . and hundreds of local ' 'bulletin
boards ." For only $129. There 's absolutely
nothing else to buy. And it even comes with
software.
This is the modem that does it all , and does
it for less . The Apple Communications Card is on
board, so you won't need to buy one. That will
save a bunch . It 's 300 baud , the most commonly
used type of modem . It comes complete with its
own communications software on Apple compati
ble disk , giving you features no modem offers.
Like " data capture " to lock the messages
into your Apples ' RAM . and then move the infor
mation onto a disk for easy reference and review.
Aterminal program that turns your computer into
a communications command center , displaying
on-screen " help " menus, continuous updates of
memory usage , carrier presence , baud rate,
communications status, all while taking in and
displaying information from any computer.
The Networker supports both originate and
answer modes. so you can send and receive in
formation , in full or half duplex modes . And its
all easily programmable right from the keyboard
of your Apple computer . All you do is plug Net
worker into any slot (except 0) in your Apple
computer. It'll even ask you what slot it 's in .
It's that easy to use .

NETMASTER™ COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE
Fo r $179 we include the even more incredible
Netmaster software for advanced users . Net
master is a " communications freeway " that
lets you speed any Apple file to another Apple
through noisy phone lines . without errors . Net
master even includes its own Disk Operating
System to control the flow of information and
leave you over 40K of " buffer " memory from
your 64K RAM. And there 's always help when
you want it. On screen . Status indicators keep
you fully updated.
Netmaster will let you transfer games ,
computer graphics . programs . sales reports .
documents. any DOS 3.3 file. all directly from
disk to disk, all with computer (not telephone)
accuracy. Netmaster is completely configurable
to understand any computer, even main frames.
File size is unlimited .
But Netmaster is not stuffy. It will talk to
the other communications packages like Visi
term®or ASCII Express® Of course they don 't
support Netmaster's superb error checking ,
that guarantees you won't miss even a comma.
It doesn't only talk to the Networker either. It
will also talk to those more expensive modems
from Hayes and Novation .

And Netmaster is fas t. It trans
fers information disk to disk three to
five times faster than the others . Of
course Netmaster is fully compatible
with them . But if you want things to
happe n really fast . talk to another
Netmaster.
We sell Netmaster by itself for $79 ,
and even if you have another modem for your
Apple . Netmaster is an outstand ing value. It wil l
even support auto dial and auto answer. Net
master requires 48K of Apple memory . disk
drive and DOS 3.3. and ZOOM 's Networker
modem or another modem. It can also be used
without a modem when two Apples are hard 
wi red together . using a 6850 or 6551-based in
terface card .
Networker, Netmaster , and Networker I
Netmaster combo are all produced in the USA
by ZOOM Telephonies . producers of the popular
DEMON DIALER . The Networker is FCC regis
tered , and all products come with a one-year
warranty .

HOW DO I .GET ONE? OR TWO?

Check with your computer dealer. Or call us
direct at 1-800-631-3116, and we'll let
you know where to get them in your area .
Massachusetts residents call 617-423-1288.

The lollowing are tr ademarks Apple by Apple Computer. the Source
servicemark by Source Telecomputing . Compuserve by Compuserve .
(bw Jones by Dow Jones & Company Vis1term by V1srcorp . ASCII Ex·
press by Southwestern Data Systems , DEMON DIALER by ZOOM
Telephonies. r;- 1983 ZOOM Telephonrcs. Inc

~~~~~~~~~~~~·m.:~11
ZOOM Telephonies, Inc.
207 South Street, Boston, MA 02lll
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most eighty-column boards is provided.
The Mirror can control a standard printer connected to slot I. To
avoid the loss of characters that can take place with some printers, a
small buffer is used: in order to take advantage of this aspect of the
Mirror, however, the printer you use should be able to operate at least as
fast as the modem. The printer can be toggled on or off by means of
simple commands.
SSM Modem Card. Another exciting modem designed expressly for
the Apple II computer is the ModemCard from SSM Microcomputer
Products. This direct-connect, l 10/ 300-baud modem takes only seconds
to install in the Apple. The board can be placed in any unused slot. Next,
a standard. modular phone cable must be used to hook up the jack on
the ModemCard to any convenient telephone outlet. Of course, a duplex
adapter can be used if the modem is sharing the outlet with a normal
technique.
Among the ModemCard's features are auto-answer/a uto-dial,
Touch-Tone or pulse dialing, audio monitoring through the computer's
speaker, and on-board communications firmware. The firmware sup
ports both a terminal mode and a remote mode. The command structure is
totally compatible with that used by the Apple Communications Card
and the D .C. Hayes Micromodem.
In the terminal mode, the ModemCard lets you dial a remote com
puter, establish a connection, and then use the Apple as a "mostly dumb
terminal." When the number to be dialed is being specified, the Modem
Card recognizes five special characters in addition to the numerical
digits. An asterisk included in a number causes the modem to pause for
two second s at that point. This can be used to ensure sufficient time for
acquiring an outside line from a PBX system or the local access tone
from a Jong-distance carrier such as Sprint or MCI. The other four char
acters let you select tone dialing or pulse dialing, and activate or silence
the audio monitoring feature.
When the monitor has been activated, the Apple's built-in speaker is
used as a crude but functional monitor of what's happening on the line.
It's not hard to distinguish between a dead line, one that is ringing, and
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one that is busy. (In fact, although the speaker is not intended for voice
quality, it is often quite possible to recognize the familiar sound of a
"wrong number" or " not in service" recording. Worse yet, you might
sometimes hear the crackle of some human answering, "Hello ... hello
. . . HELLO! ...") Most people will find this audio monitoring ex
tremely valuable-especially when they're trying to reach a popular com
puter system that's often busy.
All of the terminal mode commands follow the standard set by the
Apple Communications Card and the Hayes Micromodem. Thus, each
command begins with a control-A, for attention, followed by a com
mand code. For example, control-A, control-F selects the full duplex
mode, control-A l selects 110 baud, and so on.
In the remote mode, the Apple is left on with the modem active.
When the ModemCard receives a call from a remote terminal or com
puter, it answers the line and then places the Apple under control of the
remote terminal. Thus you can load programs from the disk, list and/or
modify them, and then run them from the remote location. Of course,
any programs using graphics or direct access to Apple hardware, such as
the keyboard, screen, and speaker, won't lend themselves to remote
operation.
As mentioned earlier, most of the commands are similar to those
used by the Hayes Micro modem II. A concerted effort was made to keep
the ModemCard compatible with the Micromodem II. This compatibil
ity goes beyond the firmware interface, however. At the hardware level ,
even the data and status ports have been mapped to the identical loca
tions as those of the Micromodem II. This should ensure that almost all
software written for the Hayes modem will work with the ModemCard.
With all of its added features, and its low price, the SSM ModemCard
has to be considered an exceptional value.
JI
Nm·a 1io11, 18644 Oxnard S1ree1. Tarzana, CA 91356; (2 13) 996-5060. Rak-Ware, 41
Ralph Road. Wes/ Orange, NJ 07052; (201) 325-1885. SSM Microcompuler Prod
uc1s. 2190 Paragon Drive, San J ose, CA 95131; (408 ) 946-7400. Vis/a CompU!er
Company, 1317 Eas/ Edinger, San/a Ana, CA 92705; (714) 953-0523.
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If knowledge is power, then knowledge of numbers may well sit atop
the pyramid of power. The story of Magic, Inc., a small California citi
zens' group, suggests that low-cost microcomputing is bringing to public
activists the "power of the number" the way the printing press brought
to o ur ancestors the power of the word.
Magic is a group of concerned citizens in Palo Alto, California, who
have combined intelligence, a passionate commitment to an ideal, the
power of an Apple IL and a home-brewed forest-management program
to persuade their city's government to increase the rate at which it plants
trees along the streets. Magic's forest-modeling program enables an ur
ba n fo rester to choose the correct mix of tree species and yearly planting
rates to achieve a predetermined shade standard and a stable tree
po pula ti on .
Sitting a t th e no rthern edge of Santa Clara County, thirty-five miles
so uth of San Fra ncisco. Palo Alto is named for a tall old redwood tree,
whose tr iang ul ar sha pe appears on the city seal. Palo Alto is home to a
strongly vocal. environmentally conscious population of sixty thousand.
Te am Effort. Magic is a collection of self-described human ecolo
gists. Dav id Schro m has been the conceptual force and political strate
gist as the fo ur-year-o ld gro up has moved through the process of attend
ing pu blic meetings a nd seeking support and approval for various
projects. A Yale Law School graduate who wrote on his entrance
a pplication tha t he intended never to practice law (which he has not),
Schrom is quick- thinking a nd articulate.
Er ica Pri r. ce, president of Magic, is a n undergraduate student in bi
o logy at Stanfo rd U ni ve rsity who prefers to be thought of as a neighbor

hood organizer. Jeffrey Hook serves as Magic's computer programmer.
Like the others, he has no special training in forestry but learned what he
knows about trees through independent research. In addition to earning
a degree in German literature from Stanford, Hook spent nine months
studying electronics at Bay Valley Technical College in nearby Santa
Clara.
Hook, Prince, Schrom, Magic member Daniel Bartsch, and Magic
cofounder Corinne Powell live together in a plain white stucco house
owned by Powell. Located on a corner lot in the Evergreen Park section
of Palo Alto, the house is surrounded by fruit trees and vegetable
gardens.
Strip Trees. Magic's involvement with the city and the tree program
began in 1979 when Schrom and roommates planted some fruit trees in
the narrow strip of land between the sidewalk and the street outside their
house.
. "We looked up and down and saw a fairly barren street with virtual
ly no healthy young trees on it," Schrom says. "We thought that was
crazy. The reason I care about the trees is that I came back here after a
vacation once feeling as though I had been living as a transient in Palo
Alto for ten years, always threatening to move to some idyllic place in the
country. I decided to start living here, instead of taking from this com
munity in anticipa tion of going to another place."
The City of Palo A Ito put local ordinances ahead of individual ideal
ism. Schrom got a letter signed by an assistant district attorney saying,
"If you don't take out the trees we're going to remove them at your ex
pense and put a lien on the property." The letter said it was illegal for

-
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citizens to plant trees in the narrow strips.
Schrom knew more than enough law to know they were over
matched in a legal struggle with the city. The trees came out. But so did
Schrom.
Schrom and his roommates called the city attorney, who referred
them to the tree maintenance division, who referred them to something
called the Palo Alto Tree Committee, which hadn't met in six months.
But a meeting was scheduled in the near future. While waiting for that
meeting, Schrom did what you would expect of someone with his back
ground; with the help of a friendly research librarian, he read everything
he could find on urban forestry.
He wound up with "a stack of two hundred articles and fifty books"
and sat down with it for two weeks. By the time Schrom was finished he
had found two local foresters he wanted to talk with: Greg D'Ambrosio
in Carmel and Tony Acosta in Oakland. Schrom also found a group in
Oakland doing a neighborhood tree-organizing project, as well as some
folks in Los Angeles who called themselves the Tree People.
Tree Questions. Schrom, newly armed with knowledge, went to the
fall, Palo Alto Tree Committee meeting and started asking questions. He
asked the committee members if they had any idea how many trees were
being planted in the city; their answer was no.
"I asked them if they cared and they said, 'Why?' I said, 'Because all
these big old trees are going to die someday.' They said, 'That won't
happen for a long time.' "
Through a friend of theirs at the California Department of Forestry,
Schrom and Magic also discovered a state grant program for citizens'
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groups who wanted to plant trees in public places. In the first half of 1981
Magic received $12,000 to plant one hundred street trees and prepare a
public educational slide show on trees in the city.
Schrom continued going to the tree committee meetings and asking
questions, and he soon got himself elected chairman of the group. He
had found a city that couldn't see the forest for the trees.
Magic was alarmed that the planting rates were so low. "The best es
timate we got from the city staff was .that they were planting one hun
dred fifty trees per year," Erica Prince says. Later the city staff proposed
to raise that to a rate of seven hundred fifty trees per year, which Magic
thought was still too low.
Prince explains their concern by pointing out that a stable forest re
quires that maintenance remain constant from year to year and that the
forest does not cycle in growth from lush to sparse to lush.
"What we have now is a forest that works in terms of the number of
trees and their size and age. But these trees are going to die out and we
are not planting enough to replace them. Also, there may come a point
when they are all replaced, but with small trees. It's not fair to future gen
erations to present them with a forest without stabilizing it by evening
out the age distribution," she says.
Magic is also alarmed that the wrong trees are being planted in the
wrong places. "There is an overreliance on a handful of species," Schrom
says. In the thirties and forties, magnolias and sycamores were planted.
In the fifties and sixties, the city planted modesto ashe and liquid
ambars. In the seventies, hardly a tree was planted. Now, in the eighties,
everyone wants to plant Chinese pistaches, holly oaks, and liquidam

Jeffrey Hook, David Schrom, and Corinne Powell of Magic, Inc ., prepare to plant a tree on a thin strip of land bordering a Palo Alto street.
bars, says Schrom. "Failure to construct the forest according to a set of
ecological principles is going to lead to the same disappointment in the
future that we feel today over actions taken in the past," he continues.
He believes that any monoculture is vulnerable. If some pathogen
comes along, it just moves from tree to tree straight through the neigh
borhood. Not only has the city planted the same species, but it has
planted those trees' clones, says Schrom.
"You have exactly the same genetic material on every single tree up
and down the block. To a landscape architect it looks beautiful. But to
the ecologist it looks like a disaster waiting to happen."
Schrom cites the experience of some eastern and midwestem cities
whose tree populations suffered from Dutch elm disease. 'There were
plenty of hundred-year-old elm trees twenty to thirty years ago. When
Dutch elm disease arrived it was good-bye elms and hello treeless cities."
Planning an Apple Orchard. Not given to labeling a problem and
walking away from the task of finding a solution, Magic began pushing
for increasing planting rates and species variety. While the group was
playing with the numbers by hand, technology and the company's Sili
con Valley location caught up with them. In late 1981 Ellen Nadler, a
former law school classmate of Schrom's, read some of his writing and
said, "You need a word processor." Another friend, Jerry Kaplan, said,
"What you need is a computer."
With financial help from Nadler, Magic bought an Apple II Plus
with 64K of memory. a Pascal card, and an eighty-column card . "We've
been happy with it," Schrom says, adding that they have nothing to com
pare it with. After an early taste of computing, they are hungry for more.
"Some hotshot word processing program would be an enormous help.
That's for me personally. Also graphics. We have some sort of graphics
buried in the computer, but we have yet to coax it out," he says with a
laugh.
The story of the tree-modeling program itself begins with Prince's
work in a Stanford class called "Policy Decision Making Regarding the
Environment." When a ten-page paper was assigned, she asked for per
mission to write about her work with the tree program in her neighbor
hood. One thing led to another.

"I thought I was just going to do some kind of critique of the tree
plan," she says. "But then we started getting more excited about doing
an original paper using the computer. I began one morning hashing out
some different ideas about forest size, stability, and necessary planting
rates."
"It was easy enough to write a model that was hand-crankable," says
Schrom. "Once we had it reduced to something that a human being
might do with hand calculations. we then just made it a series of calcula
tions by a machine."
Credit for writing the actual program goes to Hook . When Magic
first got the Apple, Hook didn't know how to do anything on it. In time
honored fashion, he simply began leafing through the manuals, figuring
out how to use the Apple's standard features-like text editing and file
management.
Tree Programming Months. Working ten hours a week, Hook spent
three months developing the forest management model program. The
forest manager who uses it must determine how many miles of pave
ment are in his city and decide what percentage of the pavement he wants
to shade. Next, the forester must specify either how many trees he wants
in the forest or the distance between the trees. Finally, the model asks
him to choose up to twelve different tree types and to estimate such fac
tors as their growth rate, shape. and expected useful life.
From this data the model calculates the percentage of the pavement
that would be shaded at noon on June 21 at the city's latitude and how
many trees of each type would have to be planted and removed every
year to maintain a stable forest. Another piece of software (not yet writ
ten) will compute the cost of the forest _modeled .
Prince acknowledges an unavoidable limitation in the forest model
ing program: No one can say exactly how long trees will live, especially
before they are in the ground.
"It's a really controversial issue," she says. "because foresters have
not been keeping records long enough to have good data to draw on .
They have their own eyes and their experience. They can see what 's
dying."
What she and the others stress is the necessity that the yearly plant
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ingrate be derived by dividing the number of trees in the forest by the av
erage life expectancy of the trees. For example, to have a forest of one
hundred thousa nd trees living an average of fifty years requires a yea rly
planting rate of two thousa nd trees .
A printout from the forest-model program shows how usi ng the
planting rate of seve n hundred fifty trees per year proposed by th e city
a rbo ri st wo uld eventually have left th e ci ty with fifty-four thousand
trees-roughly half the number it has now, with only 32 percent of the
pavemen t shaded. A task-force report recently ado pted by the city calls
for 50 percent shade coverage.
VisiTrees. Like a well-known electronic sp readsheet program , the
forest-modeling program allows the user to ask "What if?"
"Suppose the trees can be made to grow faster?" Schrom says. " Or
suppose we plant only trees that will live to be one hundred yea rs old?
We have learned about the consequences of all kind s of different man
agement decisions. The machine is much faster than we are. We were
able to go through half a dozen versions of the forest ourselves, but the
computer does in minutes what took us days ."
Bes ides bei ng faster. the computer has increased Magic's credibility.
"We are speaking beyond our credenti als," Schrom says, recognizing
that a nonpracticing lawye r, a Stanford undergradu ate in biology, and a
German scho lar lacking the proper training in electronics cannot easily
command respect as "urban foresters."
"The nice thing about the modeling program is that we can get past
the po int where we're debating how long the trees are going to live or
how big th ey' re going to get," Schrom says . "We can just say, ' Okay,
let 's assume all th at's true. Then what happens?' We've been confronted
by people who've been making wildly optimi stic assumptions, which
we re inadeq uate to support the existing policy. Now we have a machine
with which we can demonstrate various plans using a computer that does
not have a bias tow ard our point of view."
Schrom wants to show the people of Palo Alto the consequences of
several alternative courses of action. Some of those courses will be better
than others, depending on the wishes of the community. Most impor
tant to Schrom is th at the decisio n be a community choice and that it be
an informed choice. And that they have some mechanism (like the
model) for keeping it both.
The Authoritrees Respond. Palo Alto city officials have responded
cautiously to the output from Magic's forest modeling efforts. City coun
cil member and former mayor Fred Eyerley says the city will use data
processing technology in its tree survey scheduled to be done over the
next fifteen years . Magic and other neighborhood groups have pushed
for accelerating the detailed tree survey in order to have the information
soo ner. Eyerley is a forester trained at the University of Oregon, and he
says th at Magic's approach seems like a good one.
A t a late May meeting the Palo Alto city council adopted a tree-man
agement program calling for planting seventy-five hundred trees over the
next six years. Although the number is smaller than hoped for, the Magic
people are looking on the bright side.
"The management plan as first submitted set the annual planting ra!e
at seven hundred fifty trees," Schrom said after the council meeting. "As
a result of th e model we generated, which was in the hands of the city
staff and council members at the meeting, they upped their planting rate
by five hundred trees a year. This is a dra matic shift.
"A lot of people who know what goes into a model like this and the
kind of service one can get from it are looking at the model and seeing
that we can be taken seriously."
.In case th ere's any doubt that machines like the Apple will be as
revolutionary as the printing press, the story of Magic foretells that wide
sp read access to the ability to collect, store, and manipulate numbers ap
pears certain to change at least the process of political and social
JI
decision making.
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NotC': lfrou'd lik e to h{l\'e a copy ofthe fo resr-111ode/ing program, Magic will
send y1111 11111' i11 exclwngefi1r a h!a11k 5 %-inch dt:1·k and a /en-dollar tax -de
d11c1ih!e donali1111 . Wrile lo Magic, Inc. , Box 5894, S1anford, CA 94305. For
more i11/im11alio11, ca// (415 ) 326-5566.

Learn Financial
Managetnent Now...
Introducing the new IMI interactive learning course,
"Managerial Finance in Action."
It is exactly what you need to put full financial data at
your fingertips.
At last you can cut through the jargon of financial
specialists, the same way as more than 50,000 bus
iness managers throughout the world
have... with IMI.

•How to measure profit, evaluate your financial
condition, and judge your business performance.
(Where does the money come from, and where
does it go?)
• How to communicate better with the financial
specialists;
•And most important, HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE
AS A FINANCIAL TOOL.
A series of audio cassettes explains
and guides you through ten computer
diskettes. Your Apple computer pro
duces and controls text with com
plete graphics, makes computations
with you, compares your exercises to
the correct responses.. .and then
patiently shows you how to make
adjustments and corrections.

And now, for the first time, you can
learn their techniques... and develop
important skills... at your own pace, in
your own office or home, on your
Apple Computer.
It's like having a friendly professor of
financial management, sitting at your
elbow, coaching you every step of the
way.

The program runs on Apple II+ 48K
and Apple lie personal computers.

Here's what this interactive computer
assisted course will teach you:
•The language of finance and ac
counting;
•How to interpret and use financial
reports and statements;
•How to improve your business
decisions and financial well-being;

To order "Managerial Finance in
Action" see your local Apple or Soft
ware dealer. VISA or MasterCard ow
ners call collect 201-522-1213, or
use the coupon and enclose your
check. Price is $375.00 U.S. Dollars
plus $4.95 shipping.

I

With an Apple* for your teacher
IMI

---------------The International Management Instit ut e, Inc.
300 Lost District Drive
New Canaan, CT 06840

Yes, please send me the Managerial Finance in Action program. The cost is
just $375.00 plus $4.95 for shipping and handling. Product will be shipped
promptly via UPS.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ORGANIZATION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STREET ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

YOU GET ALL THIS
Over 120 pages of text, exercises and work sheets
1O floppy 5114'' diskettes
5 audio tape cassettes
Customized 3-ring binder
90 day warranty

D I've enclosed my check or money order payable to The Internationa l
Management Institute, Inc. (Conn. residents please add ? V2% sales tax.)
D Charge to my:

D VISA

D MasterCard

Card No. - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration Date _ _ __
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D a t e _ _ __
DPlease Send Brochure

•Apple 1s a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Word from our
Printer...

•
z __ DAX

_EEP

K_D_K

EX_[l\I

What's in a name? Only what it MEANS to people!

So

INh a. t

does

ZARDAXbt

me an?

"just the b e s t Apple

f

word processor I've ever used."
ZARDAX means EASY:

a screen display that ' s easy to understand ... editing mnands that are easy to reru11ber
type111riter-like shift and lock on the)[+ ... t1110 11enus for disk operations and printing
ZARDAX means POWERFUL:

built-in for11 letter capability ... a glossary function for quick entr y of comonly-used
phrases ... 11ulti-file chain ing for long docur1ents ... standard text f i les that link to
spelling checkers and databases ,,,
<NEW> printer spooling in the background -- print onf chapter 111hile you 111rite the next -
using disk , Ri:t! card, or //e Auxiliar y Ne11or y card as a 'spooler'
ZAR DAX

mean~

VER SAT I LE:

Apple H+, // e*, Frankl in Ace** ... 40 or 80 colu11ns ,
the11') ... full support for 30 sme odd (and sine ire )
and sub scripts , etc. WITHOUT having to e11bed control
did this ad this 111ay, to sh!M you ZARDAX at 111ork

111ith //e or )[+ 80 colllfln cards <12 of
printers -- double 111idth, bold, super
characters in \iVr text <that's 111hy 111e
on a PrtMriter )

.:;.. nd nm1.i ZAR DAX mean s SA VI NGS:
no11J U.S.-packaged, letting us reduce the price to j u s t

It .:;._l l

me an ~.•

$210.

"cal 1 your dealer or cal 1 us today.n

\ c) Apple Cmputer, Inc . **fc> Franklin Cmputer Corp. ***<c l Leading Edge.
11
ZARDAX
Cmputer Solut ions, Pt y., Brisbane, Australia

Action-Research North
71442 Marine View

.

West

Seattle, WA 98746 Dnve, SW.
(206) 241-7645 So

urce: CL2542

•
•
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D In a move that may shape the industry for
years to come, MicroPro International (San
Rafael, CA) has filed suit against a software
rental company. MicroPro, maker of Word
Star, is charging United Computer (Culver
City, CA) with copyright infringement. The
suit, filed in U.S. District Court in Sa n Francis
co, claims that United Computer removes the li
cense agreement from MicroPro software pack
ages, repackages them, and rents them for 15 to
25 percent of the suggested retail price. Micro
Pro is asking $14 million in punitive damages
and $50,000 for each copyright infringement of
its software products. '"It is abundantly clear
that the company is renting software programs
so that customers can illegally copy them," said
E. Ric Giardina, general counsel for MicroPro.
Giardina said that he expects other software
manufacturers to follow the MicroPro lead in
filing suit against United Computer and other
software rental firms . MicroPro and Digital Re
search were awarded $250,000 in a similar case
last fall in which they charged Dataforce Inter
national with illegal copying of software pro
grams.

Todd M Porter, vice president of M1crolon's soft
ware division.

D Microlon (San Marcos, TX) has an
nounced the appointment of Todd M. Porter as
vice president of its new software division. Por
ter was previously a consultant and program
mer at Penguin (Geneva, IL), where he helped
create the graphics for Spy's Demise. Porter's
other credits include the graphics for a Xerox
commercial and graphics for Armchair Quar
terback, a pilot game show that will air this fall.
The aim of the new software division is to give
young, advanced programmers a chance to sub
mit their programs to Microlon for evaluation
and possible publication.
tJ Under an agreement signed between Ultra-
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soft (Bellevue, WA) and Broderbund (San Ra to serve the community. Entries will be eval
fael, CA), the latter company will be releasing uated by independent judges selected for their
Atari and Commodore 64 versions of two Ul
trasoft adventures-Mask of the Sun and Ser
pent's Star. Doug Carlston, president of Broder
bund, said he hopes in th e future Broderbund
will be able to publish more programs created
by Ultrasoft. In other Ultrasoft news, the com
pany is now making a minority equity position
available to generate capital, said Larry Franks.
general manager.
D Softsel Computer Products (Inglewood,
CA) will sponsor comprehensive software-deal
er training programs, president Robert S. Leff
announced at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Chicago this past June. Softeach: The Soft
ware Training Forum will consist of multiven
dor training forums in four cities and will be
offered free to Softsel dealers. The two-day
forums, to be held in Los Angeles, New York,
Chicago, and Dallas, will feature seminars
conducted by Lotus, Microsoft. VisiCorp,
MicroPro, Ashton-Tate, Digital Research,
Spinnaker, Sierra On-Line, Datamost, Micro
Lab, Continental, and other software compa
nies. The seminars will focus on explanations of
product features and on techniques to sell prod
ucts more effectively.
Softsel has also opened a forty-two-thou
sand-square-foot regional sales, service, and
warehouse facility in Chicago. Regional sales
offices will be added in Seattle, Minneapolis, and
Washington, D.C., this summer, and ware
houses comparable to the Chicago facility will
be opened in Atlanta and Dallas next year. Ac
cording to David Blumstein, vice president of
Softsel, the expansion is part of Softsel's long
range plan to decentralize its support to retail
ers. "Our new Chicago operation will allow us
to ship software to our Midwest customers even
more quickly and inexpensively," said Blum
stein. '"We'll also be able to offer them on-site
training plus the fast, personal response a local
ized sales and service staff can provide."
D Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA) is offer
ing kits for organizing computer clubs to ten
thousand elementary and secondary schools na
tionwide. To obtain a computer-club kit ,
schools must send to Apple a letter written on
school stationery and signed by the school's
principal. The name of an adult sponsor who is
willing to advise at least twelve interested stu
dents also must be included.
Apple is also sponsoring a competition in
which computer clubs and individual elemen
tary-school students will compete for travel,
cash, and computer equipment worth more
than $100,000. Entrants are encouraged to sub
mit projects in which they use microcomputers

prominence in the computer a nd education
fields . Competition finalists will be flown to
Washington, D.C., where the winners will be
named.
Apple Computer is now giving grants to
community organizations across the country to
establish information networks based on mi
crocomputers. The first grants, valued at more
than $206,000, were given to eight networks
whose interests range from infant health care to
employment opportunities for older citizens.
Through the networks. organizations provid
ing similar services are linked together by com
puter, enabling them to share information and
resources. Apple reviews network proposals
and awards grants qu a rterly. A proposed net
work is evaluated on the benefits it provides to
the community, its suitability for microcom
puters, and its sustainability. Winning commu
nity organizations are provided with computer
equipment, computer accessories, software, and
computer training.
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D ComputerLand (Hayward, CA) has filed
suit in federal court seeking an injunction to
prevent Softwareland (Scottsdale, AZ) from
using the word "land" in its name. Three Soft
wareland stores, which were launched at Com
dex/ Spring in Atlanta, are the first in a pro
jected network of retail stores, said Taylor
C oleman, president of Softwareland.
D Scholastic (N ew York, NY) has an
noun ced the appointment of Harold L. Leddy
as advertising director of Family Computing, the
comp any's first national consumer magazine.
Leddy was previously the U.S. advertising di
rector for Newsweek International. Scholastic
also has appointed Mary Dalheim as editor of
Teaching and Computers, its new magazine for
elementary-school teachers. D alheim is the for

mer editor of Instructor maga zine, another
Scholastic publication . In other appointments,
Roger Buoy has been named executive vice
president in charge of software development.
Before joining Scholastic, Buoy was a partner in
Arthur Yo ung and Company, a public ac
counting firm .
D Sterling Swift Publishing (Austin , TX) has
announced the release of its 1983-1984 Swift's
Educational Software Directory -Apple II Edi
tion . Apple Computer chose the directory for in
clusion in its Kids Can't Wait program and dis
tributed the directory, along with Apple I I com
puters, to approximately ninety-five hundred
California schools. The directory has 90 per
cent more software listings than last year and
has an enhanced format for entries.

EXPAND YOUR APPLE®
VOCABULARY WITH SAMS.

TM

Now it's even easier to become fluent in the Apple languages
with Sams new edition of APPLESOFT® LANGUAGE and other
language books.
APPLESOFT LANGUAGE (2nd Edition) helps you learn
Applesoft syntax and programming fast, with new chapters
covering disk operations and number programming. It shows
you how to use graphics, color commands, sorts, searches,
and more. No. 22073, $13 .95 .
APPLE FORTRAN is your guide to using FORTRAN, one of
the most powerful computational languages. Ideal for Apple
programmers of all skill levels, it helps you use FORTRAN in
business and technical programs. No. 21911 $14.95.
Learn the language of the Apple's 6502 microprocessor
w ith APPLE II ® ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. You'll quickly use
its 3-character, 56-word vocabulary to create powerful,
fast-acting programs, and more . No prior experience with
assembly language needed. No. 21894, $15.95 .

Expand your Apple vocabulary with these .
easy-to-understand books from Sams. Get your copies
today. To order or get the name of your local Sams
retailer, call 800-428-3696 or 317-298-5566 and ask for
Operator 412. In Canada, contact Lenbrook Electronics,
Markham, Ontario L3R 1H2.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
HOWARD W SAMS & CO , IN C.
4300 West 62nd Street • PO Box 7092 •Indiana polis, IN 46206

Offer good 1n USA only and expires 1 1130//83 IPnces sub1ect t o change w ith out notic:e
Appl e, Ap pl e 11, and Appl esoft are registe red trademarks of Appl e Co mputer, Inc AD4 12
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D Whoever said that yo u can't combine busi
ness and pleasure? This spring at Comdex,
State of the Art demonstrated that it is pos
sible, as the firm hosted three hundred dealers at
an evening game between the Atlanta Braves
and the Philadelphia Phillies. According to
John Carrington, State of the Art vice presi
dent , "We start ed planning a booth for Com
dex this year but decided instead to treat our
dealers who helped us achieve our significant
s uccess during the past year. " As a so uvenir of
the evening, each guest received a base ball au
tographed by the Braves players.
D ComputerCraft (Houston, TX) has merged
with ComputerWares (Dallas, TX ). The merg
er of the two retail computer chains brings to
nineteen the number of ComputerCraft stores
in Houston and Dallas. The company is now
evaluating acquisitions in other parts of Texas,
as well as in Oklahoma and Louisia na, Com
puterCraft president Avery More said.
D Continental Software (Los Angeles, CA)
has named Gerald Lewis director of software
development. Prior to joining Continental, he
was a system analyst and software documenta
tion co nsultant. Lewis will be responsible for
evaluating and selecting software under consid
eration for publication, said Continental's presi
dent, James Sadlier.
D N ovation has a new address: 20409 Prairie
Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311. The phone num
ber is unch anged.
D Innovative Computer Products (Chats
worth, CA) has changed its name to Perfect
Data. The six-year-old company specializes in
the des ig n, manufacture, and marketing of com
puter-care products-equipment, supplies, and
accessories.
D Random House (New York , NY) has an
nounced the appointment of Sandy Grafton as
managing editor of microcomputer courseware
development for its school division. Grafton
was formerly project editor of electronic learn
ing projects at Developmental Learning Mate
rials in Allen, Texas.
D SSM Microcomputer Products (San Jose,
CA), a manufacturer of interface boards for the
Apple, has announced a new addition to its cor
porate family . Julian Olson has joined as na
tional sales manager. Olson was previously a
minicomputer salesman with Digital Equip
ment Corporation.
D Michael Dean, president of lnfosoft Com
puter Systems (Concord, CA), has announced
th e appointment of Per Svendsen as general
sales manager. Svendsen will direct all sales ef
forts for lnfosoft, an independent retailer that
specializes in integrated systems for small busi
nesses.
D Orange Micro (Anaheim, CA) has an
nounced the addition of Alan Button as direc
tor of sales. Button previously worked for Digi
tal Equipment Corporation.
D In a final note on this month's movers and
shakers, Marsha Adams has joined Microsci
ence International (Palo Alto, CA) as director
of mark eting. Adams previously served as a
marketing consultant to seve ral San Francisco
a rea firm s, including Transamerica and Lucas
film. May the Force be with her.
J•
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c;Mtplesoft
~ ~ 'Our final Applesoft project is one that requires an understanding of
the way Applesoft is stored in the Apple. We are going to build a pro
gram that graphs mathematical functions that we enter from the key
board. To do this, we'll have to accept the function as an input string,
convert it into the key codes of Applesoft, and then poke it directly into
the Apple's memory so that the string becomes a part of the Applesoft
program.
We'll start this program off just like many others, by jumping over
the subroutine area to line 500 and setting up a menu:
10 GOTO 500
500 REM •••••••••••••••••
501
REM MAIN MENU
502 REM *****************
505 ONERR GOTO 2000
510 HOME :A$ = " GRAPHING PROGRAM " : GOSUB 50
520 VTAB 8: HTAB 10: PRINT "E(NTER FORMULA": PRINT: HTAB
10: PRINT " G(RAPH FORMULA": PRINT: PRINT: HTAB 10
530 GET A$: IF A$ < > " E" AND A$ < > " G" THEN 530
540 IF A$ = "G" THEN 1000

We' re going to trap our own errors at line 2000 (trying in particular
to avoid program interruption from division by zero errors). And we're
going to use our usual centering subroutine to put up a title:
50
55

VTAB 1: HTAB 1: IF LEN (A$)< 39 THEN HTAB 20 - LEN (A$) I 2
INVERSE : PRINT A$: NORMAL : RETURN

As you can see from the menu section, this little program has only
two parts. The first permits us to input a formula; the second allows us to
graph it. Let's take a look at the input routine first.
We want to print "Y = " and then leave a blinking cursor, waiting
for the user to complete the expression (so as to leave no doubt in the
user's mind as to the form of the expression). When the user completes
the line and presses return , we will store the entire line in the string FM$
(for formula).
Then we'll take the string FM$ apart and convert it into tokenized
Applesoft by taking any parts that are Applesoft commands and replac
ing them with their token values . Once converted, the string will be
poked into a place in the program where it can be treated as just another
Applesoft line.
Probably the first thing we should do, then, is figure out where we are
going to poke this new line of Applesoft. Last month we suggested put
ting the line near the beginning of the program so that its address in
memory would stay the same even if we changed parts of the program.
We also suggested that a dummy line could be set up using colons. In
Applesoft the colon just means "Now here comes a brand-new line of
Applesoft." Saying that repeatedly shouldn't do any harm.
So let's add a new subroutine at the very beginning of the program:
20

: : :: : :: :: :: : : :: :::: : :: : : :: :: : :: : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : :: :: :

.. .. ..
. .....
.. ..........
. ...
. .....
. . .. ....
. . . . ..
. .. ... ....
. . . ...
. . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..
. . ..
. . . . .. ....
. . .. .. ...
. . ...
..
.. .. .. .. ....
.... ..
. . ...
. . . .. ....
. . . . .... ...
. . . ..
. . ...
. . . ...
. . . .. .. .. ..
. . .. .. ..
. . . . .. ..
.. ...
. . ... . .
25

RETURN

It doesn't say much now but just wait! (Make certain, by the way,
that you include enough colons in line 20-keep typing until the warn
ing bell sounds.)
The first thing we need to find out is the address in memory of the

by Doug Carlston
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first colon in line 20. We should be a ble to figure it out by counting: five
header bytes to line 10, plus a token for goto and three digits in 500.
Add to that the five header bytes to line 20 and we should be pretty sure
that the first colon will have an address 5 + I + 3 + 5 = 14 bytes from
the start of the program . Since Applesoft programs ordinarily load at ad
dress 2048 , the first colon should appear at address 2062.
Of course, there's an easy way to check:
FOR X = 2048 TO 2100: PRINT X; " ";CHR$ (PEEK(X)) .: NEXT

So now we know where to poke. All that remains is to figure out
what to poke. Let's start writing the input routine:
600
610
620

REM• •• INPUT FORMULA•••
VTAB 8: HTAB 8: CALL - 958 : PRINT FM$
VTAB 12: HTAB 8: INPUT "Y = "; A$

Line 610 clears everything on the screen except for the title . It also
prints the current value of FM$ , in case this is not the first time through
the program. Line 620 gets the user's input. Now, what do we do with it?
If the user just wants to come to this section to review his formula , he
should be able to leave without having to type it in all over again. If, on
the other hand, he has typed in a new formula, we should start process
ing. Let's figure out which situation we are in:
630

IF A$ = "" THEN 500

Assuming that A$ is equal to something, it's time to put the new
formula into the subroutine at line 20. First, let's make up our string
FM$:
640

FM$ = " Y = "

+

A$

The next step may seem a little peculiar. Now we have to poke co
lons into line 20:
650

FOR X = 1 TO 116: POKE 2061

+

X,58: NEXT

The reason we do this is so that, if we are using this routine more
than once, we will not accidentally enter a short formul a only to find the
tail end of the previous, longer formula appended at the end of line 20!
Our next step is to poke the entire string into line 20 without worry
ing about tokens for the moment:
660

FOR X = 1 TO LEN (FM$ ): POKE 2061
(FM$,X , 1)): NEXT

+ X. ASC ( MID$

Unfortunately, the various mathematical symbols such as =, *, / ,
and the like are not represented in Applesoft by their ASCII values. If
they were, we would be finished. Instead, they are represented by other
numbers called tokens-a list of these tokens can be found in Appendix
F of Apple's Applesoft manual. So now we have to figure out when and
where to replace the ASCII values we poked with token values:
670
680

FOR X = 1 TO LEN (FM$) :A = ASC (MID$ (FM$ ,X, 1)): IF (A >
41 and A < 48) OR A = 94 OR (A> 59 AND A < 63) THEN 690
NEXT : GOTO 500

This is not necessarily the most elegant way to do it, but it works.
Look over the list of tokens and mark down the items we have to token
ize. Note, incidentally, that the system we are using allows us to use only
one-character keywords like =. If we tried to use the trig functions, we
would alrea dy have poked three separate characters into line ·20, and re
placing the three with one token would be a major chore.
There should be eight keywords on your list. Now let's look at the
ASCII character codes in Appendix K and find out where these eight
characters stand.
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Keyword

+

ASCII

43

45

42

Token

200

201

202

<

/\

>

47

94

62

61

60

203

204

207

208

209

All our routine needs to do is find any characters in FM$ that have
any of these ASCII values and poke the corresponding token value into
the correct spot in subroutine 20. This isn't hard at all:
690
700
710
720

RESTORE
READ B,C : IF A = B THEN POKE 2061 + X,C: GOTO 680
GOTO 700
DATA 42,202,43,200,44,44,45,201,46,46,47,203,60,209,61,
208,62,207,94,204

We took each pair of numbers and put them into the data statement.
Line 700 reads them out, one pair at a time, compares the first number in
each pair with the ASCII value of the character selected by line 670, and,
ifthere is a match, pokes the second value in the pair into subroutine 20.
After all that, the graphing portion of this program is going to look
trivial:
1000

HGR2 : HCOLOR = 1: HPLOT 0,95 TO 279,95: HPLOT 141 ,0
TO 141,191: HCOLOR= 3

First we turn on the graphics page and plot the X and Y axes in
green. Then we plot the formula curve in white:
1010
1020
1030
1040
1045
1050

FOR X = - 139 TO 139 .
GOSUB 20
IF Y < - 96 ORY > 95 THEN
IF FLAG THEN HPLOT TO X +
FLAG= 1: HPLOTX + 140,95
NEXT : GET A$: TEXT :FLAG =

FLAG = 0: GOTO 1050
140,95 - Y: GOTO 1050
- Y
O:Y = 0: GOTO 500

As usual, the most complicated part of this comes from taking meas
ures to ensure that both the X and the Y values are within allowable
ranges. We don't have to worry much about X; we have complete con
trol over it. However, the value of Y depends entirely upon the function
the user has entered in line 20. When the plot is entirely within legal
bounds, we like to use the hplot to command, because it connects the

dots and makes a smoother graph. However, when something has gone
completely off the chart, we have to start plotting with an hplot com
mand when it first comes back on the chart. That's why we use the vari
able FLAG as we do.
Note also that we have inverted the value of Y so that it will plot the
low values of Y at the bottom of the screen rather th an at the top.
All that remains is to write our error-trapping routine. Our main con
cern is that users will write functions involving division by zero at some
point: Y = I 00/ X. Rather than aborting the whole program at that
point, it would be better if the program skipped that one point and con
tinued. So let's write an error routine that advances the value of X,
checks again for legitimacy, a nd then resumes normal operation:
2000
2010
2020

HPLOT X + 140,0: X = X + 1: POKE 216,0: ONERR GOTO
2000
IF X > 139 THEN POP: GOTO 1050
RESUME

We have the routine plot a dot at the top of the screen so that we can
monitor what's going on. It then increments X, turns off the error fl ag,
and resumes normal activity.
Sometimes, incrementing X doesn't solve the problem. Imagine, for
example, that the use r entered Y = X/ Y. Since Y has an initial value of
zero, this formula will be in error regardless of the value of X. Therefore,
we do have to have some way of leaving subroutine 20 after an appro
priate amount of time. That's what line 20 I 0 does-it gets us out of the
subroutine gracefully a nd lands us at the end of the the for-next loop,
whence we can exit to the main menu without leaving any unfinished
business (either subroutine or loop) lying about in the stack.
Your Mission-Explore the Applesoft Frontier. This is the last pro
gram we are going to be privileged to share with one another. This col
umn was intended to take yo u through Applesoft in a way that would
encourage you to continue your explorations on your own. It's a won
derful language, and if you've been a regular reader since January 1982,
you 've had a chance to play with virtually every command in the lan
guage. But now's the acid test. Off come the training wheels.
Now that you know the words, let's see what you have to say. JI

CALSOFT

Personal - Entertainment - Business

SOFTWARE

346 N. KANAN RD. #103, AGOURA , CA 91301

Call Toll Free
(800) 423-5290

In California
(213) 991-9641

SIERRA ON-LINE

General Ledger
Accounts Receiva ble
Accounts Payable

Dark Crystal
Cross Fire
Screenwriter
Ultima II
General Manager
Learning with Leeper
Troll's Tale
Sammy Lightfoot

STRATEGIC
The Arcade Machine
Choplifter
Serpentine
AE
Bank Street Writer

MICROSOFT
Mu/tip/an
Typing Tutor
Applesoft Compiler
Soft card

Germany: 1985
Galactic Adventures
Fighter Command
North Atlantic '86
Knights of the Desert

Visicalc
Visitrend/Visiplot
Visifile

SOUTHWESTERN

Merlin
Ascii Express Pro.
Complete Graphics System
Munch-a-Bug
Graphics Magician
Transylvania
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS Series

PENGUIN
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So ution
By Wm.V R. Smith
This month 's Basic Solution present s a pro ing place for such a change because it doe sn't
gram that will help a small business trac k ac try to convert a whole system at once.
When you run the program yo u get a menu
co untin g information in a couple of impo rt ant
areas. It is written as a sales ledger that allows lik e so:
yo u to ente r amount s for individual invoices
A Name invoice fi le
a nd disburse the total among a number of dif
B
Invoice entry
C
Print in voice file
ferent accounts, such as cash sales, accounts re
D
Exit
ceiva ble. sales taxes. a nd so o n.
Ma ny sm all bu sin esses, even if they use a
The fir st thing yo u have to do is na me your
co mputer for o ther ap plications. are reluctant file; the program won't let you enter an invoice
to con vert their entire accounting systems to or print a file until it knows what file to per
computer. This program may be a good start- form those operations on. When you select the

first o ption , the program catal ogs the disk, and
you can either select an existing file fro m the
catalog or create a new one by typing in a new
file na me.
If you choose to create a new one, you will
be asked to specify th e accounts to whi ch
money entered into the new file may be di s
bursed . The default accounts a ppear in the da
ta statements at the end of th e program. You
can enter different o nes either by adding them
to the end of the offered list while running the
program or by changing the defaults in the da
ta statements. Be sure to ch ange the number in
line 9999 if yo u change the number of default
accounts.
Once the program has a n invoice fil e to
work w ith, you can enter invoices or print the
file. When you want to enter an invoice, the
computer prompts you for an invoice number,
a date. an amount, the client's name, and any
comment you might want to add. When this da
ta is entered and confirmed, the computer asks
you to break down the total from the invoice
into the separate accounts.
When yo u select the print-file option from
the menu. the computer prints all the d ata from
th at file, breaking the total s into the separate ac
counts and then printing the account totals.
You can adapt the program to keep track of
check disburse ment s or other accounting infor
mation by changing the appropriate accounts
and a few of the prompts.
Good luck with your programming.
1 REM ...................... . ........ .
2 REM '
3 REM ' CASH LEDGER
4 REM'

score high on the
SAT,
GRE
or
ACT
HBJ Educational Computer Software
The Test Preparation Series
that combines Computer
Software , Review Textbook
and User's Manual into the
most comprehensive Study
Program available today!

•Co mplete verba l and math catego ries
•Strategies lor answe ring every kind
ot question

•Make s studying tor the exam easy
and enjoyable
•Build s test-taking skills qu ic kly 1n
planned systematic pr ogram
· Simple and easy to use even lor those
with no compute r experience

· Sco res and times your performa nce
•Calculates Col lege Board equivalent
sco re
•Diagnoses yo ur strength s and weak
nes ses in 15 key area s of stud y
· Prescribe s spec1t1c drill and rev iew
on comp uter and 1n the textbook to
improve your sco re

COMPUTER SAT

Preparation
Special Features

· 1000 Electron ic Vocabulary-Building
Flash Cards
· 540 Computer Orlll Items

Complete Textbook
·" How to Prepare tor the SAT " 470p ps
·Fou r Full-Length Exams - enter
answe rs in comp uter for mslant scor
mq and d1agno s1s
CO MPUTER SAT Prepa ration'" $79 .95
available lor
IBM PC
Ap ple• with 48K
1RS·80 Model 111 '14' with 48K
Atari 800 ' '1200 •
Commodore 64 •
COMPUTERG REPreparati on '" $89.95
ava1l•ble lor Apple • with 48K
COM PU fER ACTPreparationr" $89 .95
available tor App le • with 48K

User's Manual
· Clear, simple documentation inte
grate s textbook and software

Computer Software

Available For

110 REM ' MENU
120 REM ***********"'********** * *******

COMPUTER ACT

Preparation

·480 page text ' How to
prepare for the ACT'
........
· 3 double-sided computer '
d1skettes
•
t
·50 page User's Man~
ual
,. ~ 1 :
·Apple · with 48K

...,.t1Jl

.

~

f

'di
_

L:

FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

CALL TOLL " FREE
800-543-1918

lln Californ ia Cilll collect 1619) 699-6335)

0

undergraduates for the Graduate
Record Exam1nat1on
•3 double-sided diskettes with Graphic
Display s
·HBJ's pop ular text ' How to Prepare
for the GRE'
•A totally understan dable. ·user friend
ly" Use r's Manual
•Ap ple · with 48K

~

COMPUTER GAE

This prog ram helps prepare

15 DIM TITLE $( 20 ), CUST (20) ,SUB(20 ),
GN(20) ,ROYAL (20)
20 RESTORE : READ ITEM
25 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM : READ TITLE$(1),
ROYAL (I): NEXT
30 D$ = CHR$ (4)
40 PRINT D$;" NOMON 1,0 ,C"
50 HT$ = CHR$ (27) + CHR$ (9):V T$ =
CHR$ (2 7) + CHR $ (11)
100 REM ............................. .

I

·IBM ' PC
-Appl e' with 48K
•TRS-80 Modellll'W with 48K
·Ata ri 800 ' 1200 •
·Commodore 64·

Preparation

5 REM"* ***"'***"" *" **"""'*********"'******

._

,

-

<

•

~

_.c .~1 ~

oo

For ma11orders Please add $2
fo r handl ing
(UPS delivery guarantee d). Pl ease add applicable
state and local sales tax .(ln st1tut1on s must send
purch ase ord er to be billed) Otter restricted to
Con tinental USA and Canada

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
Dept. Comp uter SAT S-9-83 :
1250 6th Avenue , San Diego . CA 92101

Available at Computer stores and leading Bookstores.

130 HOME : HTAB 15: PRINT
.. ,.. MENU' ""
135 VTAB 2: PRINT " CASH LEDGER "
140 VTAB 9: PRINT " SELECT FUNCTION: "
150 VTAB 11: HTAB 10: PRINT "A NAME
I NVOICE Fl LE "
160 HTAB 10: PRINT " B
INVOICE ENTRY"
170 HTAB 10: PRINT "C PRINT INVOICE
FILE"
175 HTAB 10: PRINT " D EXIT PROGRAM"
180 VTAB 20: HTAB 1: PRINT " PRESS
A ,B,C OR D ·";: GET A$: PRINT
19 0 A = ASC (A$ ) - 64
2 15 IF FG = 0 AND A < > 1 AND A <> 4
THEN 100
220 ON A GOTO 500, 1000,4000,300
230 GOTO 180
300 TEXT . HOME : END
500 REM ******"'** * ***************"*****

510 REM ' DEFINE FILE NAME
520 REM *****""**** * ***•** *•* *"'***** * * * *

525 FG = 1
530 HO ME
540 HTAB 7: PRINT ""' DEFINE FILE
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721 IF TEMP $ < > '"' THEN TITLE $( ITEM )
= TEMP$
722 VTAB 6 + ITEM : PRINT "ACCT
#"; ITEM; " - "; TITLE$( 1TEM): IF ITEM <
20 THEN ITEM = ITEM + 1: GOTO 718
723 PRINT : INPUT " ALL CORRECT
?"; TEMP$: IF TEM P$ = '"' THEN 723
724 IF LEFT$ (TEMP$, 1) < > "Y" THEN 715
725 HOM E
730 VTAB 10 HTAB 13 FLASH : PRINT
" PLEASE STAND BY": NORMAL
731 PRINT D$;"0P EN "; FILE$: PRINT
D$;"WRITE "; FI LE$ PRINT: PR INT:
PR INT D$ ;"CLOSE"
740 PRINT D$;"0P EN "; FILE$
750 PRINT D$ ;"W RITE "; FILE $
760 PRINT ITEM
770 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM
780 PRIN T TITLE$( 1)
790 NEXT : PRINT D$ ;"CLOS E ": PRINT
D$ ;" LOCK " ;FILE$ GOTO 100
800 PRINT D$; "0 PEN "; FILE$
810 PRINT D$; " READ ";FIL E$
820 INPUT ITEM
830 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM
840 INPUT TITLE $( 1)
850 NEXT
860 PRINT D$ ;"CLOSE ";FILE$
870 GOTO 100

NAME '""
545 INPUT " HIT RETURN TO CATALOG
DISK";TEMP$
547 PRINT CHA$ (4);"CATALOG "
550 INPUT "ENTER THE FILE
NAME ? "; FILE$
560 IF LEN (FILE $) = 0 THEN 550
570 PRINT " FIL ENAME: "; FILE$
580 INPUT " IS THI S CORRECT (Y/N)
?"; TEMP $
590 IF LEN (TEMP$) = 0 THEN 580
600 IF LEFT$ (TEMP$, 1) < > "Y" THEN 530
610 FOUND = 1BAD = 0
620 ONERR GOTO 650
630 PRINT D$;"LOCK ";FI LE$;",VO"
640 GOTO 660
650 FOUND = 0
660 POKE 216,0: REM CANCEL ONERR
GOTO
670 IF FOUND THEN 800
680 HOM E · PRINT FILE$;" DOES NOT
EXIST!": PRINT
690 VTAB 4: IN PUT "CREATE A NEW
FILE ? "; TEMP $
700 IF TEMP$ = " " THEN 690
710 IFLEFT$( TEMP $,1) < >"Y" THEN 100
715 HOME : HTAB 8 : PRINT "*" FILE
DEFINITION•••"
716 VTAB 4: PRINT " ENTER THE NAMES
OF ACCOUNTS": PRINT : PRINT
" ENTER "';: FLASH : PRINT " DONE"; :
NORMAL : PR INT "'W HEN FIN IS HED"
717 ITEM = 1
718 VTAB 6 + ITEM
719 PRINT " ACCT #";I TE M;"-";
TITLE$(1 TEM ); HTAB 1: PRINT " ACCT
#";I TEM ;" - ";: INPUT ""; TEMP$
720 IF TEMP$ = " DONE" THEN VTAB 6 +
ITEM : CALL - 958: 1TEM = ITEM - 1:
GOTO 723

CR

1000 REM** *"'"'* *** ****"'***•"'**********

1010 REM ' ACCEPT ENTR Y DETAIL
1020 REM "'**"'******* **** **************

1030 HO ME
1040 HTAB (9): PRINT ,, ••• INVO ICE
ENTR Y'""
1050 VTAB (4): PRINT " IN VC E# -- ---
DA TE -- / --/--"
1060 VTAB (7): PRINT "CHECK
AMOUNT-- -- ----"
1070 VTA B ( 10): PRINT " FROM:"
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1080 VTAB ( 12). PR INT" --------------- -- ---"
1090 VTAB (16): PRINT " MEMO:"
1100 VTAB (18): PRINT" -- -------------------
1195
1200
1210
12 15
1220
1250
1260
1270
1275
1280
1285
1290
1295
1300
1310
1320
1325
1330
1335
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1385
1390
1395
1400
1410
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560

OLD$ = CHECK$
HTAB (7): VTAB (3) INPUT TEMP$
IF LEN (TEMP$)<> 0 TH EN 1250
VTAB (3): HTAB (7): PRINT " ";OLD$ ;
GOTO 1260
CHECK$ = TE MP$
VTAB (3) HTA B (7): PRINT" ";
OLD$ = DTE$
VTAB (3): HTA B (20): PRINT " ";OLD$;
VTAB (3): HTAB (20) IN PUT TEMP$
IF LEN (TEMP$) < > 0 THEN 1300
VTAB (3): HTAB (20): PR INT " ";OLD$;
GOTO 1310
DTE$ = TEMP$
VTAB (3): HTAB (20): PRINT " ";
OLD$ = AMOUNT$
HTAB ( 13) VTAB (6): INPUT TEMP$
IF LEN (TEMP$) < > 0 THEN 1350
HTAB ( 13): VTAB (6): PR INT" " ;OL D$;
GOTO 1360
AMOUNT$ = TEMP$
HTAB (13): VTAB (6) PR INT " ";
O LD $ = WHO$
HTAB (1): VTAB ( 11): INPUT TEMP$
IF LEN (TEMP$) < > 0 THEN 1400
HTAB (1): VTAB (1 1) PR INT " ";OLD$;
GOTO 1410
WHO$ = TEMP$
HTAB ( 1): VTAB (1 1): PR INT " " ;
OLD$ = C1$
HTAB (1) VTAB (17): IN PU T TEMP$
IF LEN (TEMP $) < > 0 THEN 1550
HTAB ( 1): VTAB (17): PR INT" " ;OL D$;
GOTO 1560
C1$ = TEMP$
REM

PRESENTS

For Your Apple

1[,

Apple

1[+,Apple I le, Apple I I I

& Franklin

----Extend-A-Slot

The switch-a-slot connects to any peripheral slot of
the computer through an 18" cable. The user can
plug up to four cards in the switch-a-slot. The
desired card is chosen by using a switch on the front,
and only the selected card draws power . This
product is suitable for most peripheral cards. The
switch-a-slot is perfect for selecting between
different printer cards.
•
•
•
•
•

Holds 4 peripheral cards
Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors
All connectors are gold plated for reliability
Only selected card draws power
Works with most cards

The EXTEND-A-SLOT hnngs a slot outside yo ur
APPLE'". a ll ow in g an easy cha nge of card, . T he 18" fl ex
ca hie is long eno ug h to a ll ow placement of the card in a
convenient location. T he hi g h qu a lit y connectors arc go ld
pla ted for rcliahility . $34.95

These products work well with all slow to medium
speed cards, such as Modems, Printers, Clock,
Music, etc . They are not recommended for high
speed data transfer devices such as alternate
processor and disk drive controller cards.
Th Ps <' fin1' prod ucts 1:11111!' \\'i lh

VISA. MASTERCARD ar.r.cp t c cl

$179.50

<I

ti m11nth wnrrn nt y

Available at your local de aler or direct from:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231 - S Add $2.50 for shipping.
Goleta, CA 93118
$5.00 outsid1~ U.S.A. &
(805} 685-1931
Canada. CA add tax .
App l f~ is a t rade mar k of Ap pl1•
Computer~. Fra nklin is a l rnrtcma rk
nl Franklin C.ompul ers
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1610 HTA B ( 1): VTAB (19): PRINT "";
1620 HTAB ( 1): VTAB (22): INPUT " IS THIS
CORRECT (Y/ N) ? ";TEMP$
1625 IF LEN (TEMP$) = 0 THEN 1620
1630 IF LEFT$(TEMP $. 1) = "Y" THEN 2000
1640 HTA B ( 1): VTAB (22) : CALL - 868 :
GOTO 1195
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2065 PRINT " ----------------- "
2105 GOTO 2210
2110 HTAB (1): VTAB (21) : INPUT "SELECT
ACCOUNT NUMBER ? ";TEMP$
2113 IF LEN (TEMP$) = 0 THEN 2110
2114 IF TEMP$ = " MENU" THEN 100
2115 ACCOUNT = VAL (TEMP$)
2120 IF ACCOUNT< 1 OR ACCOUNT>
ITEM THEN 2110
2130 DOLLAR = DOLLAR +
CUST(ACCOUNT)
2140 HTAB (22): VTAB (3): CALL - 868
2150 HTAB (1) : VTAB (3) : PRINT " AMOUNT
REMAINING:";:DP = 25:V = DOLLAR:
GOSUB 6000: PRINT
2160 HTAB (1): VTAB (22): INPUT
" $AMOUNT$ TO ASSIGN ? " ;TEMP$:
IF LEN (TEMP$ ) = 0 THEN AMOUNT
= DOLLAR + CUST(ACCOUNT):
GOTO 2165

2000 REM ************ ** * *** * ... * ** • * •* **

2010
2020
203 0
2040
2045
2049
2050

REM • ASSIGN ACCOUNTS FOR
REM ' ENTRY AMOUNT
REM * * * * * * * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "' * * *
HOME :CRT = 1
FOR I = 1 TO ITEM :CUST(I) = 0 : NEXT
p = 0
HTAB (9): PRINT ""' ASSIGN
ACCOUNTS " '"
2053 DOLLAR = VA L (AMOUNT $)
2060 HTAB (1) : VTAB (3): PRINT "AMOUNT
REMAIN ING:";: DP = 25:V = DOLLAR:
GOSUB 6000: PRINT

Send Words & Pictures
Around the World!

TEKTERM™

Intelligent Terminal Software With
Both Communications And Graphics
Ar.cess a whole ne w world of graphic im
ages on your Apple with TEKTERM com
muni ca tions softwa re. TEKTERM allows
any compute r in the world to draw pic tures
on your Apple s creen. Five modes of opera
tion give you the pow er to pe rform eve ry
conr.eivable m mmuni cations task.
MODE I: HIGH RESOI.UTION 70
COI.UMN DISPLAY.

No need to buy an expe nsive 80 column
vide o r.a rd. TEKTERM's high resolution
cha rade r set gives you 70 columns of easy
to-rea d upper a nd lower ca se r.ha ract e rs
with descenders.
Now Your Apple Can Simulate

The Tektronix 4010
MODE II : GRAPHICS TERMINAL MODE
TEKTERM does a complete simulation of
the Te ktroni x 4010, th e industry s ta ndard

for graphi cs te rmimil s and plotters .
Thousa nds of graphics programs ha ve been
w ritt en using the 4010 form a l. Any soft
wa re tha t runs with lhe 4010 will run with
TEKTERM . TEKTERM ope ns a whole new
world of sophis ti r.a ted graphi cs programs.

communication operations. Predefined com
mand and communications sequences can
be stored in disk files to allow automati c
dialing, log on terminal configuration, e tc.
MODE V: HIGH SPEED TERMINAL

A

M ODE IV: MACRO MODE

Ma c ro mode a llows you to a ul omal e a ll

High Resolution Display
Graphics Terminal
Communica lions
Macro Capability
High Speed Terminal
Cost

high

spee d

mode

a llows

Hi gh speed mode uses the standard Apple
cha racters so that it can be used with inex
pensive T.V. type monitors.
TEKTERM incorporates ma ny other unique
features unavailable in any other package:
Two text/graphics screens, Variable speed
pla y ba ck, Merge screens, Key boa rd re
map.
Compare these features to Visiterm, Da ta
Ca pture 4.0 or any othe r communica tions
softwa r e a nd you'll a gree tha t no one else
offers as much value for your money.
TEKTERM is available on floppy disk for
Apple II and Apple II plus. TEKTERM sup
ports Apple Comcard. D.C. Hayes Micro
Modem II, Apple Cat II [available Summer
1983), and CCS 7710 inte rfaces. Includes
diskette and users manual. JUST $90, Plus
$3.50 Shipping, VISA/MC Welcome, Colo
rado residents add 3% sales tax.

MODE III : COMMUNICATION MODE

A comple te selec tion of file transfer ope ra
ti ons a llows virtua lly a ny kind of informa
tion lo be s~mt or receive d. Sper.i a l mod es
a llow c omple te sc r ee n images lo he
lra 11s mitl ed.

spec ial

TEKTERM lo operate at up to 19,200 ba ud.

...
. . .......

~
·

. . Fountain
Computer Products
1901 Kipling
Lakewood Colorado 80215
1 [303) 232-8346

TEKTERM

VISITERM

DATA
CAPTURE 4.0

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
$90

YES
NO
YES
YES
NO

NO
NO
YES
NO
NO

$100

$70

" A 1qJ l1:" 1-; :i tr ad1 :m11 rk of A ppl u <:omput Hr Inc·. '" fok lr onix" is a tra de ma rk of Tnktro nix, In c . "Visil orm" is A tra de ma rk
11f p,. r ~ on:i l Soft w arn in c . " llnta f:ap tu rn 4 .0 " is a tra dc mnrk of South urH;te rn So ft ware "Mir. ro mode m" is a trn dc ma rk of
JU :. l l<1y1J s A s'> fl<' . Inc . '' 1 l!Hs:t Fo untoin Comput e r Jl rodu c:t s.

2163 AMOUNT = VAL (TEMP$) +
C UST(ACCOU NT)
2165 IF ABS (DOLLAR - AMOUNT) < .001
THEN 2180
2170 IF AMOUNT > DOLLAR THEN 2160
2180 DOLLAR = DOLLAR +
CUST(ACCOUNT) - AMOUNT
2185 DOLLAR = INT (DOLLAR • 10 /\ 2 +
. 5) I INT (10 /\ 2 + .5)
2186 IF LEFT$ (TEMP$ , 1) < > " + " THEN
2190
2187 DOLLAR = DOLLAR 
CUST(ACCOUNT)
2188 CUST(ACCOUNT) = AMOUNT: GOTO
2200
2190 CUST(ACCOUNT) = AMOUNT 
CUST(ACCOUNT)
2200 HTAB (19) : VTAB (3) : CALL - 868
2205 REM
2207 HTAB (1): VTAB (3) : PRINT "AMOUNT
REMAINING :" ;:DP = 25:V = DOLLAR:
GOSUB 6000: PRINT
2208 VTAB (4 + ACCOUNT):DP = 25 :V =
CUST(ACCOUNT): GOSUB 6000
2209 GOTO 2220
2210 REM
2211 VTAB 5:CRT = 1: FOR I = 1 TO ITEM:
PRINT I; " - " ;TITLE$ (1);
2212 X 1 = LEN (TITLE$(1) ) + 3: FOR X = 25
TO X1 STEP - 1: PRINT ". ";: NEXT X
2213 DP = 25:V = CUST(I): GOSUB 6000:
PRINT : NEXT I
2220 IF DOLLAR = 0 THEN 2300
2240 GOTO 2110
2300 HTAB (1) : VTAB (23): INPUT "IS THIS
CORRECT (Y / N) ? " ;TEMP$
2310 IF LEN (TEMP$) = 0 THEN 2300
2320 IF LEFT$ (TEMP$ , 1) = "Y" THEN 3000
2325 HT AB ( 1): VTAB 23: CALL - 868
2330 GOTO 2110
3000 REM * * * * * * * ** * * * *** * * * * * * ** * * * * * *
3010 REM *SAVE ENTRY TO DISK
3020 REM * * * * * * * * * *"' * * * * * * * * * * * * *"' * * * *
3030 HOME
3040 HTAB 7: PRINT '"" SAVING FILE TO
DISK*'*"
3050 VTAB 10: HTAB 13: FLASH : PRINT
" PLEASE STAND BY" : NORMAL
3060 PRINT D$;"UNLOCK ";FILES$
3100 PRINT D$;"APPEND ";FILE$
3105 PRINT D$;"WRITE " ;FILE$
3110 PRINT CHECK$
3120 PRINT DTE$
3130 PRINT AMOUNT$
3140 PRINT WHO$
3150 PRINT C1$
3160 PRINT C2$
3180 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM: PRINT CUST(I):
NEXT I
3190 PRINT D$;"CLOSE ";FILE$: PRINT
D$;"LOCK "; FILE$
3200 CHECK$ = "" :AMOUNT$ = '"':WHO$
= "":C1$ = "":C2$ = ""
3210 GOTO 100
4000 REM * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
4010 REM 'PRINT ENTRY FILE
4020 REM ' FROM DISK
4030 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
4040 HOME
4050 HTAB 7 : PRINT "'** PRINT INVOICE
FILE""'
4055 VTAB 15: PRINT "INSERT PAPER AND
PRESS RETURN": GET A$: PRINT
4060 REM
4065 SLOT = 1
4100 VTAB 12: FLASH: PRINT "PRINTING
INVOICE FILE ";FILE$
4105 NORMAL
4110 PRINT D$;"PR#"; SLOT: PRINT
4115 CRT = 0
4117 DTE$ = FILE$

Let your Apple teach you to program in.BASIC!
BASIC TUTOR makes learning BASIC easy. With it
your Apple will give you step-by-step instruction in
handling all the fundamental elements of the BASIC
language.
BASIC TUTOR begins in lesson one by assuming you
have no knowledge of programming. By the end of the
last lesson you will be writing carefully planned, well
constructed programs of your own.
BASIC TUTOR is interactive, prompting you with
questions to which you will respond at the keyboard .
Positive reinforcement is given with each correct
answer, and specific aid is provided with each incorrect
answer to help lead you in the right direction. Also,
frequent summaries and reviews help make your new
knowledge stick.
BASIC TUTOR was designed for self-instruction. You
can work at your own pace to optimize your learning
curve. And BASIC TUTOR is fully compatible with
Applesoft BASIC, so that any original programs you
write will immediately run on your Apple computer.

BASIC TUTOR was written for SuperSoft by
Courseware Applications, one of the pioneers in
Computer Aided Instruction. Courseware Applications
has had extensive experience in all areas of C.A.I.,
including corporate training programs, educational
instruction (including programs for the international
PLATO network), and military simulation courses. This
experience has helped make BASIC TUTOR
Computer Aided Instruction at its best.
With BASIC TUTOR you can turn your Apple into the
greatest teacher you've ever had. So start learning
BASIC today -with BASIC TUTOR.
Requires: Apple II DOS 3.3, 48K, one disk drive
BASIC TUTOR: $99.00
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc.

Su

FIRSTIN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY P.0.Box 1628 Champaign, IL61820 (217) 359-2112 Telex270365
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4120 GOSU B 5000: REM HEADING
4130 PRINT D$; " 0PEN ";FILE$
4140 PRINT D$ ;" POSITION ";
FILE$;" ,R"; ITEM + 1
4 150 PRINT D$; " READ " ;FILE$
4155 ENTRY = 1: FOR I = 1 TO
ITEM:SUB(I) = O:GN (I) = 0: NEXT
4160 ONERR GOTO 4500
4170 INPUT CHECK$
4180 INPUT DTE$
4185 INPUT AMOUNT$
4190 INPUT WHO$
4195 INPUT C1$
4200 INPUT C2$
4205 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM : INPUT CUST(I):
NE XT
42 10 PRINT "<#";CHECK$; " >";
4230 V = VAL (AMOUNT$) :DP = 28:
GOSUB 6000
4340 FOR I = 1 TO ITEM

4350
4360
4365
4370
4375
4415
4425
4430
4435
4440
4441
4443
4444
4445
4446
4448
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V = CUST(I)
DP = 30 + INT (I • 9)
GOSUB 6000
NEXT : PRINT
PRINT "";WHO$
PRINT " ";C1$
FOR I = 1 TO ITEM :SUB(I ) = SUB(I) +
.CUST(l):GN(I) = GN(I) + CUST(I)
NEXT
ENTRY = ENTRY + 1
IF ENTR Y < 17 THEN 4170
GOSUB 4443: GOSUB 5000: GOTO
4170
PRINT: FOR I = 1 TO 79: PRINT " = ";:
NEXT : PRINT
PRINT ...... SUBTOTALS ......;
AMT = 0: FOR I = 1 TO ITEM :A MT =
AMT + SUB(I): NEXT
DP = 28:V = AMT: GOSUB 6000
ENTRY = 1: FOR I = 1 TO ITEM

4450
4455
4460
4476
4480
4500
4510
4525
4528
4532
4533
4535
4540
4545
4546
4547
4550
4555
4560
4565
4567
4570
4575
4576
4580
4582

V = SUB(I)
DP = 30 + INT (I • 8): GOSUB 6000
NE XT : PRINT
FOR I = 1 TO ITEM:SUB(I ) = 0: NEXT
RETURN
POKE 216,0: GOSUB 4443
GOSUB 7000
AMT = 0: FOR I = 1 TO ITEM :AM T =
AMT + GN(I): NE XT
PRINT
HOME
FOR I = 1 TO ITEM
PRINT TITLE$ (1) ;
DP = 20:V = GN (I): GOSUB 6000
DP = 30:V = GN (I) • ROYAL(I ) I 100:
GOSUB 6000
VTAB 1: PO KE 36,40
REM
PRINT
NEXT
FOR I = 1TO40: PRINT "=";: NEXT:
PRINT
DP = 20:V = AMT: GOSUB 6000
AA$ = P$: AMT = 0
I = 1 TO ITEM:AMT = AMT + GN (I) •
RO YAL (I) I 100: NE XT
DP = 30:V = AMT: GOSUB 6000
PRINT
IF SLOT <> 0 THEN 4595
HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "TOTAL =

$ ";
4583
4585
4586
4595
4596
4999
5000
5005

4 MHz 64K APPLl-CARD with
SoftvideorM features. CP/M &
APPLl-DISC™ Software
6 MHz 64K APPLl-CARD with
Softvideo features. CP/M &
APPLl-DISC Software

N~~S375

These Exciting New Products
64K or I 28K RAM Extender
We give you a choice of either a 64K or l 28K RAM Extender.
Add this to the APPLl-CARD'S existing 64K and you have
a J 28K or J 92K APPLl-DISC.
4 MHL 64K APPLl·CA RD w /64K RAM Extender/
APPLl-DISC Software

5395

4 M Hz 64K 1'.PPL/-CARD w /l 28K RAM Extender/
A PPL/-DISC Softw are

5495

6 MHz 64K APPLl-CARD w/64K RAM Extender/
APPLl-DISC Software

5495

6 M Hz 64K A PPLI-CA RD w II 28K RAM ExtenderI
A PPLl-D ISC Software

5595

88CARD TM w/M S-DOS™ & MBASIC™

5595

4 MHz APPLl-CARD
Including· dBASEll ™
SuperCalc2 TM
WordStar™
6 MHz A PPLl-CARD
Including: dBASEll
SuperCalc2
WordStar
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

call us
call us
call u s
call us
callus
callus

Personal Computer
Products, Inc.
The Leader in COPROCESS/NG Technology

16776 Bernardo Center Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
(619) 485-8411 Telex 499-2939
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5010
5011
5012
5020

PR INT AA$
PRINT : INPUT " PRESS RETURN "; A$
GOTO 4596
PRINT CHR$ (12)
:C RT = 1: PRIN T D$;"PR#O": GOTO
100
REM •••• HEADING ....
PRINT CHR$ (12)
PRINT " RECEIPTS FOR " ;FILE $:
PRINT
FOR I = 1 TO ITEM
K = INT (( 10 - LEN (TITLE$(1))) I 2)
I F K < 0 TH
K = 0
VTAB 1: POKE 36,(K + 25 + INT

rn

(I • 10))

5030 PRINT TITLE$(1);
5040 NE XT : PRINT
5050 PRINT " INVOICE#
- AMOUNT - "
5095 FOR I = 1 TO 79: PRIN T"-";: NEXT :
PRINT
5100 RETURN
6000 V = INT (V • 100 + .5) I INT (100 + .5)
6005 P$ = STR$ (V):P = 0: IF LEFT$ (P$, 1)
= " ."THEN P$ = " O" + P$
6010 FOR J = 1 TO LEN (P$)
6015 IF MID$ (P$.J,1) = " ." THEN P = J
6020 NE XT :J = J - 1
6030 IF NOT P THEN P$ = P$ + " .":P = J
6035 J = 2 - (J - P): IF NOT J THEN 6050
6040 P$ = P$ + LEFT$ ("00",J)
6050 DP = DP - ( LEN (P$) - 3): IF CRT
THEN HTAB (DP): GOTO 6070
6060 VTAB 1: POKE 36,DP
6065 IF V = 0 THEN P$ = "----"
6070 PRINT P$;: RETURN
7000 PRINT CHR $ (12)
7010 FOR K = 1 TO 2000: NE XT
7020 PRINT" ..... GRAND TOTALS FOR ";
FILE$
7030 REM
7095 FOR I = 1 TO 79: PRINT" -";: NEXT:
PRINT
7099 RETURN
9999 DATA 5
10000 DATA CASH SALES ,0
10020 DATA A/ R SALES,O
10030 DATA SALES TAX,O
10035 DATA CITY SALES TA X, O
10040 DATA MISC .,O

J•
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SOFrCARD...

Symposiuma111
Welcome to the August installment of SoftCard Symposium and our
continuing examination of the BIOS disk I/ O arrangement. When we
left off last month, we had begun examining the disk data structures and
data collections. We covered a lot of ground in that column, discussing
the format of information on the disk surface, the structure of the disk
parameter block (DPB), and the CSY (checksum vector) and ALY (a/lo
cation vector) data collections. Our discussion was very involved; fortu
nately, we succeeded in covering the most complicated of the data struc
tures. This month, therefore, we'll tackle the less complex ones: the di
rectory buffer (DIRBUF), the sector translation table (XLT), and the
root structure of the disk data elements-the disk parameter header
(DPH). After that, we'll tie all of these items together so that we can
better see their relationships to each other.
First, let's consider the directory buffer. This data collection is simi
lar to the ALY and CSY data collections in that it is simply an area that
BOOS uses to store disk information. This 128-byte buffer must be lo
cated in an area that's accessible to BOOS at all times and yet not sub
ject to being overwritten by BIOS operations or user programs.
BOOS uses DIRBUF as its sole area for reading in the directory of
the disk (one sector at a time). One would think that BOOS would use a
single buffer (probably the default buffer at 80H) for the reading of all
disk data, both file records and directory sectors, but, in fact , BOOS
maintains two default buffers. The buffer at 80H is used for loading of
file records, while DIRBUF is used for all directory operations .
Those of you familiar with BOOS system calls are probably now
wondering why directory information is sometimes seen in the 80H
buffer (an examination of 80H will often show such information when
programs are being executed with DDT, for example). The reason is that
during some system calls, BOOS must provide the user or his programs
with directory information. BOOS itself does not use any buffer except
DIRBUF for reading in this information, but it cannot allow the user to
access DIRBUF and possibly alter its contents. Therefore, BOOS copies
information out of DIRBUF into the user buffer during those system
calls, thus ensuring that users get what they need and that the integrity of
its own information is preserved.
BOOS uses DIRBUF for everything related to the directory. When a
drive is logged in, BOOS loads each directory sector into DIRBUF to
compute the checksums for the CSY table. As BOOS works with a file, it
fills DIRBUF with the directory sector containing the entry for that file
(or file extent). And as BOOS manipulates the file, reading from it or
writing to it, it sometimes uses the image of the directory entry stored in
DIRBUF as a source of information it needs-namely, the block num
ber, extent number, and so on, as we discussed last month when we
talked about directory entries. DIRBUF is also used to keep track tem
porarily of some of the changes that may be made to an entry (until
BOOS gets the chance to write the altered entry out to disk).
Using DIRBUF in this fashion reduces the number of times BOOS
must read from or write to the disk directory during file input and
output. This represents a large improvement in performance, since reac
cessing the directory would require BOOS to move the drive's
read/ write head to the directory track, read or write sectors, and then re
turn the head to the track containing the current portion of the file being
manipulated. The slowest part of disk operation is moving the read/ write
head from track to track, so anything that reduces the number of these

head movements speeds things up considerably.
BOOS could take the approach of placing more information into
DIRBUF (or use a larger DIRBUF), thereby reducing still further the
number of directory accesses (mostly writes). But BOOS must update the
directory from memory on a regular basis in order to preserve disk integ
rity; and the longer BOOS goes between directory writes as it alters in
formation on the disk, the greater the user's opportunity to reset the
computer, remove the disk, or take some other action that would leave
the directory reflecting an inaccurate description of the disk's contents.
(Obviously, DIRBUF need not be initialized to any particular value.)
The next data item we'll examine is the sector translation table
(XLT). The initials XLT stand in this case for the word translate, with X
representing the partial word trans, as is common in the electronics in
dustry (recall Xmit for transmit, and so on). Although the XLT data
structure is not officially used in SoftCard CP/ M, we'll discuss it any
way, since it is widely used in generic CP/ M and is an important concept.
In our first column on the BIOS disk 1/ 0 (June 1983), we drew a pie
diagram with sixteen sections to show the relationship between logical
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and ph ysical sectors. We numbered the pie sections sequentially 0 to 15
around the outside of the circle. We numbered the pie sections inside as
we ll , but that tim e we skipped two sections between each number; in
ot her words, while the section numbered 0 on the inside was also num
bered 0 on the o utside, the section numbered I on the inside had the
number 3 on the o utside, the section with a 2 inside was numbered 6 out
side, a nd so on. By skipping two sections each time, we went completely
around th e pie three full times before we finished the writing of the inside
numbers.
Our result, then, was a pie diagram (see figure I) containing sixteen
wedge-shaped section s, each with a number inside and a number out
side. This diagra m represented the disk surface, with the numbers
equivalent to the disk sectors. The outside numbers represented the
physical sectors and the inside numbers the logical sectors. The term
physical in this case referred to the fact that when th e disk is formatted,
those sector numbers are the ones written into the sector address field .
Insofar as the controller is concerned, then, these are the only sector
numbers that exist.

oo

Figure 1. Pie diagram illustrating
a disk surface with a two-sector
'r. software interleave arrangement.
(Physical sector numbers are
outside the circle , logical sector
numbers are inside.)

One would think th at physical sec tor numbers would be enough.
However, for the system to use these physical numbers, it must be able to
process data fast enough that when it has read one sector, it can process
the data and return to read the next sector before the start of that sector
has passed under the read/ write head. Otherwise, an entire disk revolu
tion will be lost between each sector read, resulting in the problem
spoken of before, known as blowing revs.
A system that's not fast enough to prevent blowing revs must in
crease the space between sectors on the disk to avoid the problem. One
way of increasing the space between sectors is by formatting with the
physical sector numbers interleaved (that is, skipping sectors between
each sector number). This is physical sector interleaving (also called hard
ware interleaving, since in many systems the disk controller completely
co ntrols what numbers get written into the address field of each sector).
Early disk controllers, ho wever, weren't capable of formatting disks
in a ny other fashion th a n with sector numbers in sequential order. The
method that was a rrived at is the one illustrated in the pie diagram we
prepa red. The disk's physica l sectors (address-field numbers) are in se
quential order on the disk, just as they were in the pie diagram. How
ever, in writi ng dat a from memory to the disk , the operating system uses
a ditTerent o rder-the logical sector numbers. As we discussed in June,
this is called .wjiware interleaving, since it is the operating system (the
so ftware) th at ta kes care of the interleave, letting the disk controller
access the sectors in norm al fas hion (by their physica l numbers).
In order to perform this softwa re interleaving, the operating system
needs so me way of translating back a nd forth between the physical sec
tor numbers required by the disk controller a nd the logical sector num
bers requt-s tcd by the user o r calculated by the operating system from the
di rectory data. It is the sector tran slation ta ble (XL T) that enables the
o perating system to pe rform this function . To see how this works, look
aga in at the pie diagram reproduced in figu re 1. The di agram illustrates a
two-secto r interleave, since two physical sectors a re skipped between
eac h logical sector.
T he X LT table for such an interleave would be created by simply list
ing th e phy> ical scctor numbers in the order they would a ppear if we
co unted th e logica l numbers in sequence. See fig ure 2.

logical#
phys ical#
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=
=

00,01 ,02,03,04 ,05,06,07,08,09,10, 11 , 12,13,1 4, 15
00,03 ,06 ,09 , 12, 15,02,05,08 , 11 , 14,01 ,04 ,07, 10, 13

Figure 2. XL T for two-sector interleave.
The XLTin this case would be the second list of numbers in figure 2,
the list preceded by the word physical. We use the XLT by finding the
sector number we want in the logical-sector list and then taking the num
ber directly underneath it in the physical-sector list. The process we have
just described, however, uses both lists, and we've already said that the
X LT is just the physical-number list. Is there a way we can make the
translation using just one list? Yes. To see how that's done, you must
noti ce that each sector number in the logical list is equal to its offset
value from the start of the list-that is, sector 01 is equal to the start of
the list plus I. It's possible, therefore, to use the logical sector number we
are seeking as an offset value into the physical-sector list. For example,
finding what physical sector contains logical sector 2 is a matter of look
ing at the entry in the physical list that is equal to the start of the list plus
2. That entry is the third item in the list (remember, you must count
START +O also) and is physical sector number 6. The number 6, then, is
the physical-sector number we must give the disk controller in order to
get back logical sector number 2. That's all there is to it.
So far we haven't spoken about SoftCard's method of interleaving.
Since the technology on which the Apple Disk II system is based is large
ly unlike standard disk controller technology, the low-level read/ write
track/ sector (R WTS) routines actually form something resembling a
''software disk controller." The operating system passes the command,
track number, sector number, and other information to the RWTS rou
tines and receives back a sector of data at an appointed place. Inside
R WTS, there's an interleaving table in use, but this table is essentially
transparent to the operating system and to anything else that may access
R WTS. The interleave used here was designed to achieve maximum effi
ciency with access by RWTS, and given that, SoftCard's designers saw
little to be gained by altering this system. SoftCard, therefore, treats the
Apple RWTS routines (a part of AppleCP/M) simply as it would a disk
controller ROM .
As it turned out, however, CP/ M was still not fast enough to process
a sector of dat a and reaccess R WTS without blowing revs. Therefore, a
separate table that takes RWTS's two-sector interleave and translates it
into a three-sector interleave was designed for use with SoftCard.
This arrangement may seem unnecessarily complex. Why didn 't Soft
Ca rd 's designers create the inefficiency (that is, after all, what we're do
ing when we interleave) by altering the inteileave table inside RWTS?
That would have avoided having two interleave tables and the code that
goes with them. Altering R WTS, however, would have two negative ef
fects. First, as mentioned before, the interleave in R WTS is designed to
maximize efficient access by R WTS. Making R WTS less efficient would
so lve the problem for CP/ M, but what about the effect that that would
have on utilities like COPY and FORMAT, which access RWTS direct
ly'! They don 't need to be slowed down . An interleave table in CP/ M
ha ndles the situation by putting the slowing-down factor where it is need
ed-within th e operating system itself. Second, altering RWTS would
destroy its ability to read standard Apple DOS format disks correctly.
This is not a major problem, but leaving RWTS in its standard form
means that utilities can be written that will read a DOS disk into mem
ory with th e sectors in a proper order, again by accessing RWTS
directly.
With those two things in mind, it was decided to consider RWTS a
black box as far as CP/ M was concerned and to maintain its Apple com
patibility. SoftCard, therefore, does perform software interleaving. Why,
then, doesn't it have an XLT'! The reason is that the Apple has to deal
with only one disk format-its own. Because the operating system would
never have to deal with disk drives other than Disk JI, the interleaving
could be built directly into the disk drivers and the entire XLT /SEC
T RAN combination could be eliminated . This may seem shortsighted in
view of the number of hard-disk, eight-inch floppy, and other add-ons
ava ilable, but it really presents no limitation, since all of these products
req uire that the BIOS drivers be radically modified to communicate with
stand ard disk controllers anyway. We'll examine this area further when
we talk about the actu al BIOS routines.
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This brings us to the final data structure we'll be discussing-the disk
parameter header, or DPH. As we've said, the DPH is the root structure
of the disk data elements. By knowing its location, BDOS (or any other
program) ca n find all other data elements ?ertaining to the drive in ques
tion . Because it contains pointers to information that cannot be shared
among drives, the DPH must be unique for each drive; in other words,
each drive must have its own DPH.
Like the DPB, which we discussed last month , the DPH is made up
of a number of data fields . A data field in this case is one or more contig
uo us bytes used for a specific purpose. The DPH has eight data fields,
each of which is sixteen bits long. Obviously, then, the length of each
DPH is sixteen bytes. Most of the data fields in the DPH are well docu
mented by Digital Research, but three of them-DI RM AX, CURTRK,
and CU RREC- are used by BDOS for temporary storage and are for
the most part undocumented and uncommented by D RI. The passage of
time and the efforts of users have uncovered the uses and purposes of
these three field~. and-to a limited extent, at least-we'll document them
here. This information is of limited use, however, and affects our present
discussion only minimally, so we won't go into great detail.
The DPH's sixteen bytes, then, are arranged as shown in figure 3.
XL T

16b
DPH

+O

DIRMAX CURTRK CURREC DIRBUF

16b
+4

16b
~2

16b
+6

16b
+8

DPB

CSV

ALV

16b
+ 10

16b
+ 12

16b
+ 14

Figure 3. DPH data structure.

As can be seen from an examination of figure 3. knowing the start
ing location of the structure (shown as DPH) enables BOOS to find any
field it need s by adding the field 's offset value (shown as +nn) to the
sta rt address. To obtain the DPB address, for example, BDOS gets the
DPH address from SELDSK (which we looked at briefly in June) and
adds 10. BDOS can then simply load bytes number ten and eleven and it
will have the DPB address. Now let' s take a look at each of the fields.
Located at DPH +O, the XLT field contains one of two things-the
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address of the XLT table (described earlier) or, if no translation is nec
essary (either because the drive uses physical interleaving or because
there is no interleaving), two bytes of zeros. A zero value in the XLT field
informs BDOS that no translation is necessary. This tells BDOS that it
can skip the usual call to SECTRAN and make the call to SETSEC with
the logical sector number it wants. A certain degree of performance in
crease is realized by eliminating the call to SECTRAN, but it's so small by
comparison with the actual disk access time that it's negligible for the
most part. We'll postpone further discussion of sector translation until
we talk about the actual BIOS disk subroutines.
The field at DPH+2, labeled in figure 3 as DIRMAX, is the first of
the temporary locations used by BDOS. One of the first things BOOS
does during drive select is to build a table of pointers inside itself, using
selected fields of the DPH. DIRBUF, DPB, CSV, and other data fields
have their contents copied directly from the DPH into this table.
DIRMAX, along with the two fields that follow it, however, does nor
have its contents copied. Rather, the addresses of these fields are copied
into the table instead; that is, the addresses DPH+2, DPH+4, and
DPH +6 are copied by BOOS into its table. In this way, these three fields
of the DPH are used as an actual data storage area, like the CSV or
DIRBUF, rather than as a pointer to a data storage area.
DIRMAX (DRM), the first of these three temporary locations, con
tains a two-byte value that represents the number of valid (in use) direc
tory entries for this disk. Remember we said last month that the DPB
field DRM specifies the maximum number of directory entries the disk
could hold. Remember also that we said BOOS reads these entries on a
regular basis when searching the directory, compiling checksums, and so
on. In an attempt to optimize this searching, BDOS adds up the valid di
rectory ·entries and places this resulting value in the DIRMAX field .
From then on, by updating this value during directory additions and
deletions, BDOS always knows how many active entries are in this di
rectory and can stop searching when it reaches that point. Given a disk
format that allows a maximum of 1,024 directory entries but contains
only twenty active entries, this has the effect of speeding up searches
considerably.
CU RTRK , at DPH +4, is the second of these temporary locations. It
contains the current track address of the drive-that is, the current track
the drive is positioned to. BDOS keeps track of this value during all file
accesses and updates it constantly. This is the area that's used during cal
culations of track numbers from virtual record numbers before calls are
issued to the BIOS SETTRK routine. Prior to each call to the BIOS
HOME routine, the value at CURTRK is reset to zero.
The CURREC va lue, found at DPH+6, is similar to CURTRK; it is
the current virtual record number for that drive. It is also used in calculat
ing track numbers for BIOS SETTRK and in calculating virtual record
numbers from the block numbers. Like CURTRK, CURREC is set to
00 prior to a BIOS HOME call and updated thereafter on a constant
basis whenever BDOS seeks a different track or virtual record. BOOS
assumes that none of the three temporary variables we've been discuss
ing contains valid data initially, and, as a consequence, they need not be
initialized to any specific value.
Next is the DIRBUF field at DPH+8, which contains the address
of the l 28-byte directory buffer we discussed earlier. All DPHs usually
have the same address in the DIR BUF field, since there's nothing to be
gained by having more than one such directory buffer.
The DPB field, located at DPH + 10, contains the address of the DPB
data structure for the drive. As we said last month , the DPB contains all
specific information about the disk format in use in the drive, and BDOS
uses the DPB to obtain information about that format. Drives with the
same format require only one such DPB to describe them; consequently
the DPHs of such drives will all show the same DPB address in this field.
The CSV field, located at DPH+ 12, contains the address of the
checksum vec tor for this drive . As we saw last month, this data collection
is the area BDOS uses to store checksum values for each directory sector
contained on the disk . The checksum vector, therefore, gives BOOS
something to check the directory of the current disk against to make sure
the media has not been changed. Obviously, the checksum vector for
each drive must, by definition, be different , so the CSV field of each
drive's DPH will contain a separate address.
The final DPH field, ALY at DPH + 14, is similar to CSV in that it
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FLIP FLOP and powerful 16pin user-defined MACRO
functions. A typical page of a logic diagram looks
like this:

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of
any matrix , as well as the SOLUTION .to any set of
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS.

MICRO-CAP
Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program
Tired of trial & error circuit design? Analyze and
debug your designs before you build them. With
MICRO-CAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram
on the CRT screen and run an AC, DC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consist of RESISTORS,
CAPACITORS , INDUCTORS , DIDDES , BATTERIES ,
BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS, DPAMPS TRANS
FORMERS, and SINSUSOIDAL or USER-DEFINED
TIME DEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES . MICRO-CAP
can analyze any such network containing up to 40
separate nodes . Includes a user controlled MACRO
library for modelling complex components such as
OPAMPS and Transistors

3-0 SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES
PLOTS of 3-di mensional surfaces from any 3
variable equations . Hidden line or transparent
plotting.
For APPLE 11 (48K) and IBM PC (64K) ... .... ..$50.00
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Tne system provides on -screen editors for
NETWORKS/MACROS DATA CHANNELS. CLOCK
WAVEFORMS and GATES. GATE attributes include
DELAY, TRUTH TABLE, NAME and 1/0 clocking
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES
Both Programs $250.00
A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry
accounting system employing screen-oriented
data input forms, extensive error-trapping, data
validation and special routines for high speed
operation. The series includes these two modules :

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system
with these features:
•
•
•

Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per
month.
Interactive on-screen transaction journal.
Produces these reports:
Balance Sheet
Transactions Journal
Account Ledgers
Account Listings
Income Statement

•
•
•
•
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The system is available for Apple II and IBM PC
computers. A non-graphics version is available for
CP/ M 2.2 It uses the network editor to create
netlists and text printer plots to display simulation
results . All versions require 2- 5 1/4" disk drives.
For APPLE II , IBM PC (192K) and GP/ M (?OK) $450.00
MANUAL & DEMO DISKETTE .. ..
$50.00

PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER

Handles 25 Asset/Liability Accounts
Monthly Transaction Reports
Budgets Income & Expense
Reconciles to Bank Statements
Prints Checks & Mailing Labels
Automatic Year-End Rollover
Prepares a Net Worth Reports
Searches for Transactions
Handles Split Transactions
User-Friendly Data Entry Forms
Fast Machine Language Routines
Extensive Error Trapping
HI-RES Expense/Income Plots
For APPLE II and IBM PC ............ ..... ...... .... $75.00

For APPLE II and IBM PC .. .. (2 DRIVES) .. $150.00
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Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per
diskette.
Prints invoices , customer statements &
address labels.
Interlaces to General Ledger.
Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet.
Produces these reports
Aged Receivables
Sales Analysis
Account Listings
Customer Balances

A flexible system with these features
•
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The premier personal and small business financial
system. Covering all types of accounts including
check registers , savings, money market, loan,
credit card and other asset or liability accounts, the
system has these features :

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

·~···

:-:=:-=====-=======--=====--=====

.... .. . $150.00

For APPLE II and IBM PC .

•
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288
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960

108 0

For APPLE II and IBM PC computers. A non-graphics
version using an on-screen editor to enter networks
and text printer plots to display simulation results
is available for CP/M (2.2- 5 1/ 4" SSSD) systems.
Requires 2 disk drives .
For APPLE II , IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (70K ) $475 00
MANUAL and DEMO DISKETTE
.... .... $50.00

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All programs are supplied
on disk and run on Apple II (64K) or IBM PC (128K)
with a single disk drive unless otherwise noted .
Detailed instructions· included . Drders are shipped
within 5 days. Card users include card number. Add
$2.50 postage and handling with each order.
California residents add 61/2% sales tax . Foreign
orders add $5.00 postage and handling per product.
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VISA

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS:

(408) 738-4387
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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co nt ains the address of a data collection. In this case the collection is the
allocation rector. As we learned last month , this a rea is used by BDOS to
keep track of the block numbers on the disk th at are in use (allocated)
and those that are free (unallocated). Like the checksum vector, the allo
cation vecto r mu st be different for each disk; therefore, the ALY field of
each DPH will contain a different address as well.
The DPH is the only data structure th at BDOS needs to be made di
rectly aware of. As we've said, from this one table, BDOS can easily find
any o ther information it needs concerning the drive in use. (Note that the
DPH data structure is very much like the BIOS jump table that BDOS
uses to find all the other various BIOS routines.)
Up to now we've been calling the DPH th e root structure of the data
elements . To see why, take a look at figure 4, which shows the interrela
tionship of the various st ructures. As this chart shows, the D PH literal!y
points to all of the other data structures and collections th a t pertain to
the specific drive associated with that particular DPH.
D PHs are ordinarily a rranged in the B !OS in sequence. The DPH for
drive A: usually comes first, followed by DPH s for all other system
drives. In the case of SoftC a rd CP/ M, the D PH s come immediately after
the BIOS jump table at ODA33H in 56K (AA33H in 44K).
There are six DPHs, corresponding to the six Apple drives allowed,
extending to ODA93H. Since DPHs contain important initial values,
they cannot overlay other code when it is no longer needed. That' s why
they a re in this loca tion, where they 'll be protected from damage.
As we said ea rlier, no XLT structures are included in the SoftCard
BIOS , even though sotlware interleaving is used. Because of this, the
XLT fields of all DPH s are zeros. DIRBU F, th e 128-btye directory
butler, is shared by all six drives; and consequently, the DIRBUF fields of
all DPHs contain the same address. ODEBAH in 56K. Thi s area does
overlay part of the cold-boot code, since DIRBU F need not be initialized
to particular values and is not used until after the boot code is completed.
The ALY bit maps for the six drives (sixteen bytes for each drive)
come next, starting at ODF3AH for drive A:, ODF4AH for B:, and so on .
The ALY fields of the DPH s for drives A:, B:, and the rest contain these
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CSV

s i ze ~ ( DRM / 4) + 1

DIRBUF size = 128 bytes
ALV size ~ (DSM / 4) + 1

DPH DATA STRUCTURE
XLT

TEMP

DI RBU F

DPB

csv

ALV

XLT size = # of CP/ M sectors

DPB DATA STRUCTURE size=15 bytes

Figure 4. Relationship of disk data elements.

addresses. These fields too overlay the cold-boot code, since they needn 't
be initialized and a re not used until after the boot sequence is over.
The CSY fields (twelve bytes for each drive) are next in memory, be
ginning at ODF9AH for A:, ODFA6H for B:, and so on. TheCSY fields
of the DPHs contain these addresses. Like the ALYs and DIRBUF, the
CS Y areas also overlay the cold-boot code, again to conserve space.
This completes our discussion of the DPH d ata structure, and of the
data segment of the BIOS disk code as well. It is hoped that this very
technical and in-depth discussion has shed light on a complex subject.
With this behind us, we'll proceed next month to a discussion of the
BIOS disk 1/ 0 routines themselves. Until next month. . . .
JI

FOR YOUR APPLE**

80/132 COLUMN CARD

S99*/S119*

Expand your APPLE with 132 COLUMN display (20MHZ Monitor - Need for 132 MODE only)
Card comes standard for 80 COLUMN display with an optional 132 COLUMN capacity.
True desenders and compatible with VISICALC .. with a preboot diskette. If card ordered with the 132 COLUMN option $119.00 .
Basic 80 COLUMN $99.00. 132 COLUMN option can be ordered later for $29.50. Preboot for VISICALC .. add $24.50. Shipping date 9/ 1/83.

II **e 64K 80 COL CARD
Expand your lie.. with 80 COLUMNS and 64K MEMORY

E·ZCARD

$99*
$60*

Uses Z80A CPU (Needed for WORDSTAR"•, 0 BASE 11 .. , MULTIPLAN.. and runs all 2 .2 CPM .. PROGRAMS
Software not provided.

Systems, Inc.

~

*ADD $30.00 IF YOU WANT A READY TO USE UNIT
ALL cards come in KIT form and have ALL REQUIRED IC's, Printed Circuit Board, and Assembly Instructions.

GUARANTEE IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO GET YOUR KIT TO WORK, for a fee of $30 .00 plus $2 .50 postage and handling (for socketed boards
only, not provided), we will correct any errors in soldering and or blown chips, and mail your card back ready to use .

.

ORBITAL SYSTEMS INC.
:zq:zq E. JASMINE ST.

MESA, ARIZONA 8S:ZOJ

FOR O RDER PLACING ON LY
1-800-221-9280 EXT .990-S 24 HR TOLL FREE 7 DAYS A WEEK
ARIZONA RESIDENTS CALL COLLECT FOR ORDERS
602-830-6457 9 A .M. TO 3 P.M. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
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Dealers Inquiries Invited

· • CP M tr ade mark 01g 1tal Resea rch
•• Mu lt1plan trad e mark o f Mi croso ft
.. D Base II tr ademark o f A sht o n Ta te

.. App le 1s th e trad emark of Appl e Computer In c
·· w ord s tar 1s a trad em ark o f Mi c ro Pro Inc
· ·v1s1 cal c 1s a tr ademark o f V1s1calc Corp

Plug 3,000 new apP.lications
into yourApple:
THE CP/M Card™ plugs CP/M Plus™ into your Apple.
The CP/M Card gives you the option of running your Apple II
with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system
with CP/M"-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M
Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software
at your option.
Plug into a big, new world of software.
.
The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest
selection of microcomputer software-more than 3,000
CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and
programming utilities . So, you, too can use professional business programs such as WordStar,"
SuperCalc;" Condor,™ and other high-performance
software from Day One. Yet, you still have access
to your present library of Apple software. ~
Plug into incredible performance.
Ad
d
Together, the ultra-fast CP/M Card and
CP/M Plus run applications up to
VO nee

300% faster than your Apple system! The CP/M Card is the
only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and
efficiency of CP/M Plus.
A plug about quality.
The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research,
the creators of CP/M, and Advanced Logic Systems, the most
respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So
you know the CP/M Card is the most perfectly integrated
Apple performance package you can buy.
Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card
provides everything you need-including 64K of
on-board memory, CP/M Plus, CBASIC:"
GSX™-80 and full documentation-for just $399.
Now available through the CP/M library.
See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or
contact Advanced Logic Systems, 1195 East
L . S t
Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800)
OQIC
ems 538-8177. (In California (408) 730-0306.)

§ §

YS

The CP/M Card for your Apple II.
Also avail able for the Apple li e.
CP/M, CP/M Plus, the CP/M Card and C BASIC a re ei th er tradem a rks o r regis te red trade m a r ks o f Dig ita l Resea rc h Inc. Z-80 is a reg is te red ti-adem a rk of Z ilog, Inc .
WordSta r is a reg istered trad em a rk o f Micro Pro Int erna tio n a l C o rporat io n . SuperCak is a trad em a rk o f S o rci m Corpo ra ti o n Co nd o r 1s a tradem a rk of Condor Comp uter
C o rpo ra tio n . GSX- 80 is a tra d em a rk o f Gra phics Softwa re Sys te m . Apple is a regis te red tra d em a rk o f Apple Compute r, Inc. IC)198 2 Dig ita l Resea rch Inc.
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THE MIND-BLOWING
If you write Pascal programs for the Apple III, you probably know
that, being a compiled language, Pascal is considerably faster than Busi
ness Basic, often by a factor of ten. Even Pascal, however, may not be
fast eno ugh in sorting large a rrays of records. A sorting routine in as
~em hly language should achieve the speeds necessary to sort unreason
able amounts of data in a reasonable period of time. The quieksort, In
vented by C. A . R. Hoare, is to date the most efficient sorting algorithm
known for random ly arranged arrays, the duration of the sort being on
the order of Nlog,N, as o pposed to the relative durations of the bubble
~o rt , N', and the Shell Sort, N' " · Mixed with assembly language speed,

the qu1cksort algorithm should approach the fastest sort possible on the
Apple Jll.
The qu1cksort works by selecting a trial median and arranging the
elemenl~ of the array into two partitions, one containing the elements
that are greater than the median and the other containing those elements
that are smaller. A trial median is then chosen for each of these parti
tions and the same operation is performed on each partition and so
forth, until every subpartition has exactly one element. The array is then
in order.
Since the same procedure is used over and over for each subparti

by Thomas Lowe
lion, the algorithm lends itself to recursive programming, which is the
technique used in this program . Each time a partition is divided into two
subpartitions, the top and bottom indexes of each subpartition are
pushed onto the 6502 stack and the routine executes a JSR to itself.
When the indexes passed on the stack are equal, the partition then con
tains only one element, and the routine will consequently execute an RTS
back to the calling routine, which, of course, is itself. Once the entire ar
ray is sorted, the RTS will return control to the Pascal host program .
Sorting techniques are discussed at length in the November 1982 is
sue of So/talk in The Third Basic; it's a good reference source for those

wanting to delve deeper into the mysteries of sorting. Those wishing
more information should read Professor Nicklaus Wirth's chapter on
sorting techniques in Data Stmctures + Algorithms = Programs, Pren
tice-Hall, 1976. If you program in Pascal, you should own this useful
book anyway .
Listing I is the assembly language external procedure Sort, which can
be called by a Pascal program to sort either an array ofstring or an array
of record, the first field of which is a string. In the latter case, the pro
gram will sort on the first field only. In order to make the listing more
readable, the more complex routines are defined as macros, and the mac

BASF QUALIMETRIC™ FLEXYDISKS®
BUILT FOR ETERNITY-WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.
BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer
you more ... an extraordinary new
lifetime warranty.* The BASF Quali
metric standard is a dramatic new
international standard of quality in
magnetic media ... insurance that
your most vital information will be
secure for tomorrow when you enter
it on BASF FlexyDisks today.
We can offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Qualimetric standard reflects a con
tinuing BASF commitment to perfec
tion ... a process which begins with
materials selection and inspection,
and continues through coating, pol
ishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification. Built
into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two-piece liner. This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra
space in the head access area, insur
ing optimum media-to -head align
ment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.
When your information must
be secure for the future, look for
the distinctive BASF package with
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-343
4600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.
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n oL
1· u 1 u 1r Jt~ 1
ro definitions that are not obvious are provided with comments. Mod
L OA
KE-Y
ifying the sort to operate on arrays of integers or reals would not be dif
AD C
f-•0 1 S lr\G
S TA
ficult for one familiar with 6502 assembly language.
LO A
r'\EY 1
ADC
HU L D IN \ , 1
To access the elements of the array without having to multiply each
ST A
TE M P · 1
time, the program calculates a table of pointers, each of which points to
LDY
#n
I DA
"' TE MP .Y
the first byte of each element of the array to be sorted. The program then
:-, r A
t'\EY
IN Y
only has to multiply the array index by two and add the result to the hase
I DA
t• : I EM '1,Y
address of the array. This table is labeled "KEYS" and must be defined
5 IA
'\[Y · '
.Al rH iS P Ol l<lrl YPO INT S l O ' S l f? ( l~U I I Yt fAH G~ l ~1 ' HINC
in the host program as KEYS:ARRA Y[O.. NUM] OF INTEGER,
I [J Y
•0
, QA
i ff YV
$01
where NUM is the maximum number of elements in the array to be
,;::i (
.S IA
sorted. If you are not worried about conserving memory, you can define
INY
CPY
Sl."l
KEYS as a private variable of a given length and it will not be necessa ry
HtJ[
srn
E'NI JM
to declare it in the host program. In such a case, KEYS must be n+ 1
MA ( fh_)
( fv1f-- r . r
words in length, where n is the number of elements in the array to be
SL C
sorted. For more information about public and private variables, see Ap
I DA
SBC
·?
ple III Pmcal Program Preparation Tools, pages 62 through 64.
C M f C(l ',
0T A
•D A
', I
The array to be sorted may have any legal name, but it must be de
I
SBC
~
clared as ARRA Y[l ..X] where X is less than or equal to NUM , and a
SI A
C.MFCOt l
Btl[
s 10
single element of the array must not be longer than 255 bytes of mem
C f\.1f 'L~) N
t DA
) 10
RFO
ory. Each element of the array must be either a string or a record in
cD A
which the first field declared is a string.
fJ OP
$ 10
E1' D M
The procedure is called as follows:
~ E: Mf"l

y

..

MA l- f~O

SORT(SORT _ARRAY,NUMS,SIZE)

where SORT _ARRAY is the name of the array to be sorted, NUMS is
the number of elements of SORT _ARRAY to be sorted, beginning with
element [l] of the array, and SIZE is the length in bytes of an array ele
ment. SIZE may be obtained by use of the SIZEOF function.

tl./\l f) (
o EC
· DA
SBC
STA
LD A
SBC
ST A
Et ; OM

Listing 1. Sort.
TITL t 'OU ICKSORT ASS EMB LY CODE"'
Pnoc

SO RT,3
MA CROS

MA CRO
PLA
ST A
PLA
SlA
FNDM

POP

MACR O
LDA
PHA
LDA
PHA
FNDM

PUSH
%1~ 1

M,.'\CRO
L DA
STA
L DA
ST A

Cll
, IJA
ADC
S" A
I DA
A D(
6 --A
::: t'1 J t111

',M eno

l fJ{

,,

w;::ia

#I

.n

Of( Vlf<>
I
#:1 '

,1
I

I

qO
« 1

crs rR

.CO V PAR ES A SAM Pl! S 1 Hlh G VV ~ t-t i\N ARHA'l t L
;! N P 1 FO~ VA I IS<" S A'v1Pl F,KE Y. WHFR E S AMP· f ;JUl'\J ' S 10 TfH is- BY f[ or n -· E
.S /.i.M P l E srn NG Th[ R[ S ;l 1 i S .::-051 I .V( 1r S AM ~L E ~-1---.F s - RIV 1 IN OLXE '.) BY ~ EY

%1
%1; 1

TerminAll

%1

FOR THE APPLE///™

XWRD
% 1 -< 1
%2. I

%1

TURN YOUR APPLE INTO ANY OF THESE POPULAR TERMINALS

%2

END M
MACRO
CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
L DA
AD C
STA
fN DM
MACRO
XWRD
XWRr)
ASL
ROL
LD A
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
LDY
LDA
STA

DEC VT 100 series

ADDW RDS

%2
%3
% 1 -· 1

%2' I
%3' 1

PUTS TR
%2.HOLO ING
KEYA .KcY
H OLD ING
ll OLD IN G · I
KEY
H OLD IN G
TEMP
K[Y · I
HOL DING · 1
1FM P I 1
•O
lO T[M P.Y
KEY

INPU I

S SAMPLE .KE Y # "U I S SAMP 1 [A-

iNY
LOA
(n TEMP,Y
STA
KEY• I
.AT THIS POIN T K[Y POI NTS TO I S T GYTE OF THE TAR GE ' S' RIN G
LDY
#0
S01
L OA
% 1,Y
S TA
~ 1 KEY.Y
INY
CPY
SI ZE
BNE
$0 I
ENDM

MA CRO
XWR D
XWR D
AS L

G ETSTR
KEYA.KEY
%1 ,HOLO ING
HO LD IN G

TerminAll allows your
Apple /// to simulate each
of these terminals. Need a
HAZELTINE 1500 series different terminal?
TerminAll can be changed
BEEHIVE OM series
to simulate most popular
and others
computer terminals.

TELEVIDEO 900 series

%1

GE TS A STR ING FR OM ARRAY I KEY J
.INP UI rQRM A - KEV. STRIN G LABE L

~ EY #

Large computers and computer services are desig ned to
communicate with computer terminals, not personal
computers. Often programs on large computers will not
operate correctly when accessed from a personal
computer. With TerminAll your Apple /// can act like the
computer terminal you need . Save the expense of
purchasing more costly hardware, use TerminAll and your
Apple ///.
TerminAll simulates the commonly used features of most
popular terminals including : cursor addressing, insert and
delete lines , clear screen, clear line, clear to end of line,
communication protocols, inverse video, and more.

FOXWARE PRODUCTS
(801) 364-0394

2506 W. Midwest Dr., Taylorsville, UT 84 118
App] P /// is a trademark of Appl e Computer In c.
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X\11RD

XWR O
ASL
AOL
I DA
AD C
ST A
LD A

AOC
S TA
I DY
LC> A
S TA
INY
L DA
STA

0
- 2.HOLD IN G
'E YA.KE Y
HOL D ING

SAVE TH E KEY NU MB ER
.GE T THE KEY ARRAY ST AR T ING ADDR ESS
MU I TIPL Y KEY NUMBER BY 2

HO t DI NG · I
KE Y
H OLDI N G
TE MP
'[ Y · 1
HOL DI N G · 1
l [M P · 1

•0
<u TE MP Y
KEY

.LS B OF KEY AR RA Y
ADD TO LSB OF 2" KEY
.SA VE IN LSB OF " TEMP"
MSB OF KE Y ARRAY
AD O TO M SB OF 2" KEY
SAVE IN MSB O F " TEMP "
Z ERO Y REG ISTER
GFT LSB OF ADDRE SS O F AR RAY STRI NG
SA VE IN LSB O F " K EY"
BU MPY REGI S TER BY O N E
G ET MSB OF A DD RESS OF ARRAY STR ING
SA VE IN MSB OF " KEY"

AT TH IS PO NT KEY PO INTS TO 1S T BYT E OF TH E TARG ET STR ING WH ICH CO N TA IN S
- HE L E N G - ~ OF THE S TRIN G
LOA
ST A
LOY
LOA
STA
L OY
$04

LO A
C MP
BN o
CPY
BEO
CP Y
BE O

~o I

ST 1L

•O
(o.

K EY Y

S : ?L
#I
0

o 1,Y

(O KF Y Y
$06
S T 1L

SO?
ST21

SO?

,N Y

507

$0 6

J MP
I DA

$0 4
ST1L

C MP

ST2L

N OP
EN D M

M ACR O

1,HOLD ING

XWRD
XWR D
AS L
HOL
c DA
AOC
ST A
LDA
ADC
STA

HOLDING
H OL DING · 1
KEY
HOLC>IN G
TE M P
KFY · I
HOLUI NG · I
TEMP · 1

Ll)Y

#0

L ll A
S TA
NY

(n

o,a

K EYA .K EY

l E"M P ,Y

"2

LOA

(11

STA
END IV

~,e 2

MACRO

5 '00

GET AD A

GE TA DR
G FTAD R
L DY
L OA
STA
LDA
S TA
LD A
ST A
INY
CPY

lE MP Y
1

SWA PS T

S1 7E

MACR O

AVrn A GE

LOOP

X

LOOP

Z

! <JIJ

AF< AUr•

U JIJ

f•r TI JF• f l
ll 1H/\
(,I /!

J/( Jfi f J

II

HJIJ
FfJ IJ

nrJH U
N rJ /JfJ
IJr JF<tJ

NOSOA T
GOSO RT

Y

LOO P 0

FIN DS INT EG ER A V[ RAGE OF TWO INTEGCAS
INPU T FORMA T IS <IN TEGER I , INTEGER 2 >

% 1
%3
~. 1 • 1
'h?' 1
'r..,3 · 1

.,,,,3. 1
'1 3

PU T TH IS H ERE TO G ET THE RE SERVED
STORA GE BEFORE THE PROGRAM

.US ED BY TllE SWAPST M ACRO
US ED BY THE SWA PST MA C RO
WORK A REA
.CO tH AIN S BA SE ADOR ESS OF KEY TABL E
WOR K AR EA
.WORK IN G ADD RESS
RF TURN ADD RF SS HOL D IN G W ORD
.NU M O F El E' MEN TS 'T0 BE SO RTED
.SI Z E O F EACH ARR AY Fl EMEN T
COU N T'fR

KE YS
KEYS
128.0
SAMPLE

0
1

.LOC OF ADD RESS OF ARRA Y
.WE USE DA TA S PACE OF HOS T
.ADDR ESS O F KE YS AR RA Y
:WORKSPAC E
:SA MPLE M ED IA N LOCATION
:ADDR ESS O F SAMPLE MEDIAN
.ADDR ESS OF SORT ARRA Y
:CONSTANTS DEFINED

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.USE D BY C MP INT RO UT INE FOR COMPA RISON
:TEMP HOLDING ADA FOR SWAPST ROUT INE

POP
POP
PO P
POP
PUS H
CLO
XWR D
XWRD

RETURN
SIZE
NUM
S ARR A Y
RE TUR N

ADDWRDS
L OA
STA
STA
XWR D
LOA
L OY
ST A
INY
LOA
STA
INCW RD
ADDW ROS
AD DWRDS
C MP INT
BNE
XWRO
XWRD
PUSH
PUSH
J SR
ATS

TWO.KEYA .KEYA

:GET RETURN ADDRESS
:GET ARR A Y PARAM ETERS

:PUSH RETURN ADD RE SS BAC K O N S TAC K
.NO DECIMAL MOOE

K EY 1.K EYA
K EYA.KEY

:SAVE IN KE Y
:B UMP AD D RESS OF K EY ARRA Y TO 20 ELT
:Z ERO ACCU MU LATOR
.ZERO THE CO U NTER

#0
N
N ' 1
$ _ ARRAY .AR
A RAD A

A DA

#0
(n K EYA .Y

AR ADA

I

1

([! KEYA .Y
N
TWO.KEYA .KEYA
AD _ AORS IZE .AR
N .NUM
$05
KEY 1.KEYA
KEY A.K EY
ONE
NU M.
OSO RT

.IN T AR ADA WITH THE SOR T AR RAY ADDRESS
.GET LOW O RD ER BYTE OF ARR AY AD DR ESS
.NO DISPL AC EMEN T
. PUT IN LSB O F TABLE ENTR Y
.BUMP Y REG ISTER
.G ET MSB OF ARRAY AD DRE SS
:PUT IN MSB OF TABL E ENTR Y
:BUMP ENTR Y COU NTER BY ONE
.BUM P KEY TABLE AD DRESS BY TW O
ADA .BUMP ARR AY ADDRESS TO N EXT EN TRY
.FI N ISHED
:IF NOT GO DO THE NEXT O NE
.REINITIALIZE THE KE Y POI N TER
.BOTTO M OF ARRAY POI NTER
:TOP O F ARRAY PO IN TER
GO SORT IT

.ABOVE IS THE ATS TO THE HOS T PROGRAM . BELOW IS THE OUICKSORT PR O PER

SWA PS RECO RDS PO INTED TO BY KEY i AND
KE Y <
IN PU T FO RMAT . < KEY 1 KE Y2 >

AE S<R VED STOR A GE AN D CONSTANT S

', f/P. P'?
fl t t
l" l f/l
T! f/l f-'

sos

L OO P

%?

l l [L lt .

FfJIJ
Er111

BEG IN

LS [) OF KEY ARRAY
AD D TO LS ll OF 2"K EY
SA VEc IN LS B OF " TE M P"
MS A O F KE Y ARRAY
AD D TO M SA m 2"KoY
SA VE IN M SB O F " TEMP"
Z FRO Y REGI STtR
GET LSB or ADD R ESS 0 1 ARRAY STR IN G
SA VE IN LSB OF %2
TJU MP Y REGISTEA BY ON E
G LI MSB or AD DR ESS OF ARRAY S TR ING
SAVE tN MS B OF %2

SIZE MU S T BE < 256. MAYBE WE 'LL EXPAN D
I AT ER

WORD
PUBLI C
WORD
WORD
B LOCK
WOR D
WOR D
WORD
WORD
WOR D
WORD
WOR D
WO R D
BYTE
BYTE
WORD
WORD
WORD

B EGIN N ING OF PROCEDURE SOR T SETS U P THE KEY ARRA Y
W H IC H POINT S TO THE SOR T ARRAY RE FERE NCE S ARE ALWAYS
MADE INDIRECTLY SO THA T T H E ADDRESS O F AN ARRAY ELEM EN T
NEED NOT BE CO MPUTED EACH TI ME A RE FER ENCE IS MAD E

OS OA T

E tJ OfA

'"NIM ' 1

ARRAY

%i 1,SWA P1

$ 100

R'J R

TH IS MACRO TAKES A K EY NUMBER ANO
R ETU RN S THE ADOR oSS O F THE ~ IAST
BYTE OF THE ST RIN G A RR A Y ELEME NT T HE
FO RMAT IS< KE Y N U MBER L ABE i
ADD RE SS LABF I >
SAVE THE KEY NU MBER
GET THE KEY A RRA Y START ING ADDRESS
MULTIP LY KEY NUMBER BY 2

%2.S WAP2
1# 0
<u SWAPl .Y
SWAPA
f11 SWAP2.Y
tr : SWA Pt .Y
SW APA
(1 : SWAP 2.Y

B t .E
ETIDM

Cl C
l [JA
ADC
STA
DA
AOC
ST/•
f1 0 R

.GET LENG TH O F SAMP LE STR ING
SA VE IN S ~ 1 L
.Z ER O Y REGISTER
.GET LENG TH OF ARRAY STR ING
.SAV E IN ST2 L
PUT 1 I N Y REG IS TER IT NOW INDEXES THE
.FIR ST BYT[ OF BOTH S TRINGS
.G ET THE FIRST BYTE OF TH E SAMPL E STR ING
.CO M PARE WI TH flR ST BYTE O F ARRA Y S TR ING
.IF NO T EOUA L WE ARE FI NIS HED
.ARE W E AT EN D OF SAMP LE STRING ?
IF YES TH EN G O CO MPAR E LENG THS O F
S TR INGS
.WHAT ABO U T TH E ARRAY S TR ING LENGTH ?
1r YES THEN G O CO MPARE LEN G THS OF
S TR INGS
. MORE COMPAR ISONS TO BE MA DE - BUM P
IN DEX BY ON E
rRY AG AIN
G ET L ENG TH OF A RR AY ST RING IF THE
S TR IN G S A RE EQUAL U P TO HER E
Trl E LONG EST STR ING IS TO BE C ON SIDER ED
SMA LLER
THU S IF ST2L <ST I L THEN TH E RES ULT W IL L
BE
TIN IS H FD

S

K EYi
TE MP 1
SAMPLE
SAM PLEA
SA ADA
ONE
TWO
HIGH
B OTTOM
TOP
LOW
ST1L
ST2L
HOL D ING
CMPCON
SWAPA
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POP
POP
POP
PUS H
C M PIN T
SEO
BPL
ATS
AVERAGE
XWRD
XWA O
GE TS TR
CPSTR
BPL
BE O
D ECW AD
J MP
CPSTR
BM I
B EO
I NCWRO
JM P
C MPINT
BM I

J MP
J MP
SWA PS T
INCW A D
DECWAO
O NWAR D CMPIN T
BPL
BEO
JMP
J UMP Y JM P
C L EANUP PUSH
PU SH
PU S H
PU SH
JS R
JS R
A TS
J UM PX
SWP

RETURN
H IG H
LOW
R ETUR N
H IGH .L OW
NOSORT
GO SORT
H IGH .LOW .SAMP L EA
H IGH.TOP
LOW.BO TTOM
SAMPL EA .SAMPLE
SAMP LE.TOP
LOOP Z
LOOP Z
TOP
LO OP Y
SA MP LE .BO TTOM
LOOP 0
LOOP 0
BOTTOM
LOO P Z
TO P.BOTT OM
J UMP X

SWP
ONWARD
BOTTOM .TOP
BOTTOM
TOP
TOP.BOTTOM
J UMP Y
J UM P Y
C L EAN UP
LOOP Y
LOW
TOP
BOTT O M
HIG H
OSO RT
OSOR T

:SAV E RE TURN ADD RESS FR OM STACK
.TO P OF ARRAY
. BOTTOM OF ARRAY
.PUT RETURN ADA BACK ON STAC K
.SEE IF WE HAVE TO SO RT
.IF EO UAL WE OON T HA VE TO SORT
.IF H IGH > LOW W E HAVE TO SORT
.ELSE RETURN TO CALLIN G RO UT INE
.FIND SAMPL E MEDIAN
.INIT TOP OF PAR TIT ION
. INIT BOTTO M OF PAR TITION
.PUT TR IA L MED IAN IN TO "SAM PL E"
.IS TR IA L MED IAN > TO P ELEMEN T?
. > G O TO LOOP _ Z
. - GOTO LOOP Z
.INSTEAD DECREMEN T TOP PARTI TION PO INTER
.TRY AG AI N
.TR IAL MED IAN < BOTTOM ELEM ENT?
< GOT O LOOP 0
GOTO LOOP 0
: NO - INCR EM ENT BOTTOM FO IN TER
:TRY AGA IN
. BO TT OM PO IN TER > TOP POIN TER ?
IF YES BRANCH TO JU MPING PO INT
DIS PL AC FM ENT TOO B IG TO BRANCH
DI REC TL Y TO · ON WAR D '
NO - SO G O SWAP THE TWO ST RIN G S
.KEEP GOIN G
.SWAP THE S TRIN GS
.BUMP BOTTOM UP
.DECREMEN T TOP
.I S TH E TOP PO INTER - > BOTT OM PO INTER
.YES-GO BAC K AND 00 MORE
.SAME
.MORE M ESS TO AVOID RANGE PROBL EMS
.S AM E
.PU SH TH E PART ITIONS ONTO THE STAC K

:SOR T THE BO TTOM PAR TITIO N
.SORT TH E TO P PARTITIO N
WHFN YO U GE T HERE THE RE C URS ION
IS FIN ISH ED

Listing 2 is a Pascal program demonstrating the use of the Sort pro
cedure. Note that Sort is declared as an external procedure. The array
NAMES to be sorted consists of records, the first field of which is a
string of length 8 and the second field an integer. Strings in Apple Pascal
begin with a length byte followed by the string; integers are represented
by two bytes. It is advisable to check the size of an element with SIZEOF
because Apple Pascal does not always pack data compactly. For in
stance, integers are not stored across a word boundary; thus the follow
ing data type

For the first time, your letter-quality printer
can be used almost anywhere! Bring the new·
Transtar 120 withi you to work; t:P sehool, and
home again! Conveniently weighing in at less
than 19 pounds, it generates unrivaled print
quality arid is the 'size of a standat;d briefoase.
The new 120 is so light, so smaU. that you
~take it with yoar
Remarkably, the new $599 trabStac 1"20 is
"plug and go" cotnpatible with the best.:sel
ling word processing programs. Just plug the
120 into your personal computer and watch
this precision printer purr along at 14 cps
Shannon text speed producing superscript,
subscript, underllning and a tru,e boldface.
· Even using letterhead is now a breeze with
the 120's autorriatic single sheet 1oading!
Don't worry about durability: it's a tough
little machine. It joins the hi!:Jhly reliable fam
ity of Transtar printers with a failure rate,
:tnat,'s the envy of the industry: less than 1%.
Shoulo your 120 ever need repair, a nation
wide network of authorized service centers
stands ready for speedy repair on your six
month end-user warranty .
Just think of it: everything you want in a
letter-quality printer ... anywhere you want it.
Only $599.

Transtar

P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED,COPYABL~z

AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, II+ AND lie.*
(Don't Settle for Less!)
*APPLE is a Reg1Stered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who .

APPLE MECHANIC

SHAPE-WRITER I BYTE-ZAP UTILITY
by BERT KERSEY
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for anima
tion in your programs. Create Proportlonally-Spaced
Typefaces with special characters. Six fonts included.
Listable Applesoft demos show you how to animate
graphics and create professional Charts and Graphs.
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair or
alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen for inspec
tion. Hex/De<:/ABcll displays and input Educational
instructions include experiments for making trick file
names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS, etc.
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs. Clear educational documentation.
($29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #5)

APPLE MECHANIC

TYPEFACES

Requires Apple lie (or 11 / 11+ with RAM Card )
RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAND or Error
Message to any word, for program clarification or en
cryption. Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS
~ ELSE follows lf-Then's (as in IF X=2 THEN PRINT
~ "Yes": ELSE PRINT "No") . SWAP X,Yexchanges2varia
bles' values. Use TONE command to write music with no
messy pokes & call~. HSCRN reads the color (off/ on) of
any hi-res dot SCRL scrolls the text screen in either
direction. TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act like Page 1.
Also- GOTO or GOSUB may precede variables (as
in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode indi
cated by special ESC CURSOR. Replace Apple's awk
ward Graphics Screen Switch pokes wrth one-word
commands. Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone. INVERSE
REM STATEMENTS tool All GPLE® compatible.
These new functions occupy ZERO extra memory'
4315 SIERRA VISTA I SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
($34.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #6)

619-296-6400

BEAGLE BAG

UTILITY CITY

21 USEFUL UTILITIES by BERT KERSEY

12 APPLE GAMES by BERT KERSEY

LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement
on a new line. Loops indented with printer Page Breaks.
A great Applesoft program de-bugger' Alsc;...
Multi-Column Catalogs for printouts. auto-post Runnumber & Date in programs, put invisible commands in
programs, create Invisible Fiie Names, alphabetize/ store
info on disk, convert dee to hex or Integer to FP, protect
and append programs, dump text to printer .. .
MORE TOO· 21 Programs Total a best-seller'
($ 29 .50 : Includes Peeks/ Pokes Ch.art & Ti Bo~k #3)
P

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-game
locked-up disk on the market today. All 12 games are a
blast, the price is right, the instructions are crystal clear,
and the disk is COPYABLE. You can even change the
programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work.
Twelve Games from the Applesoft Ace, Bert Kersey
TextTrain, Wowzo, Buzzword, Magic Pack & more...
Excellent Reviews- (see Jan-83 Softalk, page 148).
BEAGLE MENU too: Description under "Typefaces".
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

- - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - .-
26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic pro
grams. Many sizes of fully-editable characters.
BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you want
from your disks (for example, only Applesoft files or o~ly
_A,,\
Locked files) for fast one-key cursor seledion.
.._\e'ft\
•
HIGH-SPEED DOS / DOS-MOVE UTILITY
($20.00: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)
\°'

PRONTO DOS

'

/

HMMM ... THIS AD SAYS THAT "ALL
BEAGLE DISKS NOW COME
WITH AN UPDATED (4/ B3 )
PEEKS & POKES CHART.
,
I
-AND TWO DISKS
~I
~ COME WITH OTHER
"'"
~
CHARTS AS WELL'"

•

·~
>

'4

; -;.,.i''''Q

_ _

~

'

ALPHA PLOT

DEAR BEAGLE BROS
MY LOCAL SOFTWARE
STORE DIDN'T HAVE ONE
OF YOUR DI SKS. SO I GOT
ON THEIR CASE & TOLD
THEM TO TELEPHONE
YOU OR ANY SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTOR RIGHT AWAY .
WELL , IT WORKED, AND
I GOT MY DISK IN JU ST A
COUPLE OF DAYS. n1ANKSI

by TOM WEISHAAR
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal memory,
Language Card or Apple lle's hig~memoryFunction
Nonnal
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE . ' ' ' .'' ''' ' ' 10 sec.
LOAD 00-SECTOR PROGRAM . . . . .. 16 sec.
SAVE 00-SECTOR PROGRAM ...... 24 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD ........ 13 sec.
(Text Files: No Change)
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created
with the normal INIT command. Compatible with ALL
DOS Commands, GPLE® and most of your programs.
Move DOS to your Language Card or Apple I le stan
dard hig~memory, freeing up 10,000 Extra Bytes'
15 Extra Secion per disk, Catalog Free-Space dis
play, new "TYPE" Command reveals Text File oontents ...
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

2-WAY-SCROLLJMULTIPLE UTILITY
by MARK SIMONSEN
LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up ANO Down,
making file names and program lines much easier to
access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction. New Apple
soft LIST FORMAT : each program statement on new
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging.
Vartable-Dlaplay shows all of a program's strings and
variables with current values. Cron-Reference shows
line nos. on which each variable & string appears. Better
Renumber/Append to Merge programs (not just con
nect end-to-end). Also Auto-Line-Number, Instant Hex
to Dec Converter, Program Stats, Eliminate/ Redefine
Cursor, Free Space-On-Disk ... All GPLE® compatible.
($34.95: With 2 Charts: Peeks/ Pokes & "Tips & Tricks")

Hl~ES

GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY
by BERT KERSEY mid JACK CASSIDY
DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using keyboard OR
paddles/joystick. View lines before plotting . Use mixed
oolors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting .
Fast h~res circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.
Compress HI-Ree Images to 1/3 Disk-Space. Super
impose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular
image area anywhere on either hi-res page.
Propor11onally-Spaced Hi-Res Type with adjustable
character size and oolor. Upper and lower case with no
htab/vtab limits. Sideways typing for graphs too.
($39.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #4)

DOS BOSS

DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY
RENAME OOS COMMANDS and Error Messages.
"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be "Oops" or
anything. Protect your programs-An unauthorized
Save-attempt can produce a "Not Copyable" message,
or any message you want. Also List-Prevention and
one-key program-execution from catalog.
Customize DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to
your message or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation, tips and experiments.
ANYONE using your disks (booted or not) will be
formatting DOS the way YOU designed it.
($24.00 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #2)

FLEX TEXT
20/ 40/ 56fll>-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE
------'by'-M_A_R_K_S_IM_O_N_S_E_N______
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res
screens with normal Applesoft commands (including
Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text with
no hardware. 70-columns requires b/ w monitor (nottv).
Add Graphics to Text or Text to Graphics. Run your
existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control.
Fast, easy to use and Compatible with GPLE.®
DOS Tool Kit® font compatibility, or use the supplied
Flex Text typefaces. Select up to 9 fonts with control-key
commands. Custom text character editor included.

($29~~1;:.;~:lJ;hart)

r-------------
RUSH

the following disks by First Class MailD Alpha Plot ... $39.50 D Flex Text . . .. $29.50
0 Ap.Mechanic . 29.50 D Frame-Up .... 29.50
0 AM.Typefaces 20.00 0 ProntoDOS ... 29.50
0 Beagle Bag . . . 29.50 0 Tip Disk #1 ... 20.00
D Beagle Basic . 34.95 0 Utility City .... 29.50
D DOS Boss . . . . 24 .00 0 ADD ME to mailing list.
D Double-Take .. 34.95 0 ALREADY ON mailing list.
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOWI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·

Or order directly from Beagle Bros

:. ~".,'j ~
~

21911

HIGH-SPEED PRESENTATION UTILITY
....... 
BY TOM WEISHAAR
Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE
a:Q_.,
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827
MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS oi exist
California: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827
ing hi-res, lo-res and text frames. FAST hi-res loads in
by BERT KERSEY
"'
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2622 ext. 827
2'h-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames.
Unattended Shows are optional with each picture I~-------------------arranged and pre- programmed to display from 1to99
100 LI STABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros Tip
OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC#
Books 1-4 . Make your Apple do things it's never done!
seconds Text Screen Edttor lets you c reate black-and
to BEAGLE BROS, 12th Floor
All 100 programs are changeable for ex perimentation.
white text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard . ~ 4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DI EGO, CA 92103
Includes Appl e COMMAND CHART with all Applesoft,
during shows. Mail copi es of presentations on disk to
~
Integer Basic & DOS Commands and Descripti ons'
friends and associates (or home to Mom').
Add $1.50 First Class Shipping, Any-Size Order.
..__($20.00
___With
________________._________
o:::; Overseas
add $4.00. COD add $3.00. California add 6%.
2 Charts: Peeks/Po kes & Commands)
($29.50: Includes_____________..
Peeks & Pokes Chart)

TIP DISK #1

l

.~

l oz
10

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY .

SC) ~ I Al K~
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TYPE SORTREC

RECORD
FIRSTFIELD:STRING[6);
SECONDFIELD:INTEGER
END;

will have a length of ten bytes, not nine. The string will use seven bytes
(one to store the length and six to hold the six characters of the string)
and then the compiler will skip a byte to begin the integer on a word
.
.
boundary. Thus SIZEOF(SORTREC) = 10.
Turning off the screen by sending it a CHR(l4) as 1s done her~ w1~l
improve the performance of the sort by a factor of 40 percent. Sending 1t
CHR(l 5) will turn it back on. If you do not have a working system clock,
the elapsed-time information provided in the host program will be
useless.
After you have assembled the sort routine and compiled the Pascal
host program, invoke the linker and link the sort routine to the host. Of
course, you may put Sort in a library if you wish. You will then see a
breathtaking demonstration of what your Apple III can do when given
the chance.

PROCCDURE SORT(VAR s

241
ARRAY .NUMBER .S il[ INTEGrn1. r XT ERNA L

FUNCTION RND CAPS .
BFGIN
RND

CHR(65 · RAN DO M MOD 26)

FND
llEG IN ("TllE MA IN PROG llAM BEGINS HERE " )
RANDO M l?E
S R SIZEOl-(S O RTR EC).
ll [ P[A T
WR•T[LN('ENTE R NO OF WO RDS YOU WISH TO SORT').
WR IT ELN (' ENlR Y MUS- NOT EXCE ED .N U M) .
WRITELN( '),
REPfAf
RCADLN(NUMS )
IF (NUMS>NUMI O R (NU M S< 1J l llE N 13[G IN
WR ITE(CHR(7 )).
WH ITEL N('NU M l3CR M UST 13[ > l AN D< .NU M .
EN D .
UNTii (NU M S>O) AN D (NUM S< NU M ).

~~:i~ ~~::dENERATING

' .NU M S.' RAN lJO M .S TI N .'
O NFCHRST 'X' .
FO R X l TO NU M S DO BEGIN
SI
.
WRD L ENG TH
I · RAN DOM MOD S llN .
I TO WR DLE NGTH DO B FGIN
FOR Y
O NE C H RST[ 1f RN D
S' - CONCA T(ST.O NECH RST)
END .

TR Y AGA IN')

CH ARACTER A SC II WORD S')

Listing 2. Demo using Sort.
NAMES{X J.SSlRING ST.
NAMESI XJ.S NUM X
Wfll TELN(N AME SI XJ S NUM 4 ,
[ND .
W R ! TELN(C H R(7) )
WR ! fELN (C H R( 14 )).
T MF OFD AY(S TA RTI NGJ .

PROGRAM OUICKSORT
USES APPL ESTUFF .
CONST

NU M 3000
ST LN 8 .

TYPE CAPS
A. ·z
SOR TR EC - RECORD
SSTRING STR INGI S TLN I:
SN UM IN TEG ER
END;

S011T(NAM ES .NUM S.S R) ,

1IMF OFDI\ YIF INI S HIN G) .
WRITEL N (C HR (7J.CHR( 15) ),
ro R
1 TO NUMS DO BEGI N
\IVR ITFLN( NAMFSIX ] SNU M 4
'. NA M ESIX] SS TR ING)
[N D.
\IVlll TELN
WRI TEL N('ST AR fED ',S TAR TING) ,
WR IT ELN ('FI N IS H ED '. FIN ISH ING) .
WR IT[ L N( 'AN OT ll ER D EMON STRATI O N ? (Y I N) ').
llEAD(CH) .
\IVRI T[L N
UNT IL (C H ·N ') OR (CH 'n')

x

VAR
KEYSA RRAYIO NUMI O F INT EGER .
NAME S·ARRAY I LNUMI OF SORTRE C :
SR.X.Y .N UMS.WRDLENGTH INT EGER .
ST ·STRING I STLN ];
STRG .S rRINGl4J ;
CH CHAR :
ONECHRS T STR ING :
STAR TING .FI NISHING STRI NGl 6J:

END

The Executive SecretaryM
• Document editor
• Powerful printing
program
• Flexible database
• Alphabetical
indexer for books
and theses
• Mail list merge for
business letters
• Pre-printed forms
manager
• Electronic mail
INTEGRATED m ea ns th a t
all o f th e above is included
in th e $250 suggested re tail
pric e. and that every part of
th e p ac kag e fo ll ows th e
sa me rul es . Th e res no need
to lea rn one se t o f keypres
ses fo r th e ed itor and a sep
arate set o f rul es fo r th e
da tabase
RELIABLE mea ns that th o u
sa nds o f use rs have logged
more th an 1.000 .000 hours
o f use and tha t we back you
up afte r th e sa le w ith a hot
line numbe r printed right o n
th e progr am disk

Nl\M ESIXJ SS TR IN G)

INTEGBATED,BELIABLE
WORD PROCESSING
THE EDITOR: Supp o rt s a
wide vari e ty o f 80 co lumn
boa rds, or runs 1n 40 co lumn
m ode o n o l de r Appl es A
coupon for a free Revision 7
LCA 1s includ ed
THE PRINTER: Yo u ca n e m
b e d fo rm at commands in
your docume nt and le t ou r
printe r pr og ram hand le all o f
your layout concerns More
th a n 40 e mb edded com
mands allow you to contro l
e very as p ec t o f l ayo ut , in 
c lud ing pag1nat1 on . binding
margin s. fl ex ibl e page head
e r s. vo lum e- l e ngth doc u 
me nts. o utline indentation,
and far mo re. You ca n e m
pl oy e lec tr o nic s h o rth an d
so that co mm o nly u sed
phrases are re prese nted by
three or fewe r keys tro kes
An d if yo ur printer 1s cap
ab le o f it. you can do ju stifi
ca ti o n by incrementa l spac
ing bo ld face . and mo re

ELECTRONIC CARD FILE:
With its ease of use, its mul
tipl e alph abetic and num eric
sorts . its re po rt o pti o ns that
include to tals and subtota ls,
it is supe ri or to many data
b ases c os tin g we ll ove r
$ 100 00
MAIL LIST MERGE: Yo u
can w rite docume nt s in th e
editor th at ca ll for info rm a
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The Apple II running under DOS can handle four types of files: In
teger, Applesoft, binary, and text. Integer and Applesoft files can be
created and edited with the Basic editors in ROM, and binary files can be
changed by various methods, depending on how they were created.
Modification of text files, however, is not so straightforward. Many
word processors will do the job, but they're expensive. Besides, a line
based text editor is better suited than a word processor for some
applications.
Edit, the program presented in this article, has been created to fill the
need for an easy, inexpensive way to modify text files. It provides mech
anisms to alter the contents of text files, including the ability to add, de
lete, change, and move lines.
Program Summary. The current version of Edit supports thirteen
commands. The program is designed to allow other commands to be
added, so Edit may be tailored to any user's application.
Edit begins by asking the user for the input file name. The input file is
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indicates the beginning-of-file; and an E indicates the last line in the file
(variable EOF%).
Commands are input and interpreted in the parser portion of the
program (lines 20000 through 22300). The parser reads in a command
character string, interprets the string's meaning, and sets the relevant var
iables to their appropriate values. It then checks to see if the first charac
ter of the command line is a legal command. If it is, K2% takes on the ap
propriate value; if there is an error, K2% is set to 0.
Some commands need to be followed by a line number. The parser
checks these commands to evaluate the numbers, or special symbols, fol
lowing the first character. This enables the program to set the variables
FIRST and LAST appropriately.
'
Program Detail. This article on Edit is meant to provide a useful util
ity, as well as to act as a learning tool. This section provides a detailed de
scription of what the code does. Although this program is written in Ap
plesoft Basic for an Apple II computer, it could be easily transported to

Apple ll's Executive Editor
the file that the user wants to change or examine. If the input file name is
null-that is, if you hit return without typing a name-Edit will create a
new text file.
Next, the program asks for the output file name. The output file is
where the edited text is stored. If the output file name is null, the edited
text is stored in a file with the same name as the input file, and the input
file is renamed with a .bak extension. Note that if both input and output
file names are null, a new file is created and stored as Editdata.bak on
drive I.
Both of these requests will be accompanied by a drive number re
quest if the computer thinks you have two disk drives. If you have only
one drive and want to skip this input, change the value of DMAX% in
line 180 to I.
Text from the input file is then read in by the program. Edit can store
up to 1,000 lines of text, although this limit may be easily altered. A file
of 1,000 records should be sufficient for most applications. To alter this
limit, change the dim of array LINE$ (line 100) and the value of
LMAX% (line 160). Edit will not allow the input data to cause free mem
ory to drop below 250 bytes. This limit may be changed by resetting the
constant MMIN% (line 170).
After data is read in by the program, Edit goes into a command loop.
The prompt ''command" indicates that the program is in this loop.
It is very important to understand the following four variables to fol
low the program flow. FIRST is a variable specifying the first line on
which to begin the edit command; LAST specifies the last line. The vari
able CRNT specifies the current line pointer. Finally, K2% is a parame
ter for internally identifying the edit command. Each command has a
unique positive value for K2%; these are listed in lines 18 through 48 of
the program. If K2% is 0, then some sort of error has occurred in the
command line.
Three special symbols may be used in place of any line number when
you type in a command. A period signifies the current line (CRNT); a 8
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other machines. The only machine-dependent features are those dealing
with file input and output.
Lines 2 through 50 of the code are identification and general com
ments.
2
REM
14
16 REM
18 REM
20

22
24

26
28

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

30
32 REM

TEXT FILE EDITOR FOR APPLE II
COMMAND SUMMARY:
COMMAND
K2%
Q
X
H OR?
A

1
2
3
4

34
37

REM
REM
REM

l(N)
R(N)
P(N)
S(N)"X"Y"

11
12
18

38

REM

F(N)"S"

19

L(N)(-M)
RETURN

20
20
20

46

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

D(N)(-M)
C(N)(-M)

22

48

REM

M(N)(-M)

23

33

10

PURPOSE

QUIT, NO SAVE
EXIT & SAVE
HELP
APPEND TO FILE END
INSERT BEFORE LINEN
REPLACE LINEN
SET CURSOR POINTER TON
SUBSTITUTE "X" WITH "Y" ON
OR AFTER LINEN
FIND "S" AFTER LINEN

40
41
42

43
44

21

LIST LINES N-M
LIST NEXT LINE
LIST LAST LINE
DELETE LINES N-M
COPY LINES N-M TO CURSOR
POINTER
MOVE LINES N-MTO FOLLOW
CURSOR POINTER

50

Lines 100 through 190 specify certain program constants. Array
CMD$ contains the command line; the length of command lines is spec
ified by variable CMAX%. The array LINE$ contains the lines of the
text file; the maximum number of records that the program stores is in

Apartments, condos, single homes,
taxpayer units, offices. Whatever type in
come property you have, the accounting
and record keeping chores are compli
cated and time consuming. To handle
them effectively and efficiently you need a
professional manager. And that's exactly
what The Property Manager is.
Its capabilities are all-inclusive, yet ex
tremely easy to utilize. They cover com
plete tenant information, including move
iris. lease data, payment status. Plus com-

plete unit data from rental history to pend
ing vacancies.
The Property Manager also handles the
finances like a full time CPA. Everything
from cash receipts/ disbursements to ac
counts receivable, up to its own General
Ledger system. It even writes checks and
statements, prepares mailing labels and
almost any type of report you desire.
Get your copy of this easy-to-use, pro
fessional level program now. And forget
the aspirin!

SAY GOODBYE TO
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
HEADACHES!
New!
The Property Manager
For Apple II*
Only
$295.00
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variable LMAX%. As data is input to the program, the amount of free
memory is not allowed to fall below the value of variable MMIN%. The
number of disks on the system is in variable DMAX %. Finally, the ini
tial values of IN % a nd OUT% indicate that the input and output files are
on drive I.
100
120
140
150
160
170
180
190
195
200
210
220

DIM CMD$(50),LINE$(1000)
0$ = CHR$ (4):BS$ = CHR$ (8):CR$ = CHR$ (13)
Z$ = CHR$ (26):LB$ = CHR$ (91):BACK$ = CHR$ (92)
CMAX% = 50
LMA X% = 1000
MMIN% = 250
DMA X% = 2
IN % = 1:0 UT % =
HOME : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT SPC( 13); " E D I T V2.0": PRINT
PRINT SPC( 12);"TEXT FILE EDITOR": PR INT

Lines 240 through 290 deal with getting the name of the input text
file , INFILE$. If a file name is given and there is more than one disk
drive, the drive number, IN%, is also obtained. Lines 300 through 370 get
the output file name, OUTFI LE$. If no name is given, the output is sent
to the input file . Otherwise, the output file disk drive number, OUT%, is
determined. If no input file name is given a nd no output file name is
given, the user is advised that output will go to a default file.
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
360

370
380

INPUT " ENTER NAME OF INPUT FILE: "; INFILE$
IF INFILE$ = "" GOTO 290
IF DMA X% = 1 GOTO 290
PRINT: PRINT " DRIVE# (1 - ";DMAX%;") ";: INPUT IN %
IF IN% < 1 OR IN % > DMAX% GOTO 270
PRINT
INPUT " ENTER NAME OF OUTPUT FILE : ";OUTFILE$
IF OUTFILE$ = " " THEN OUTFILE$ = INFILE$:0UT% = IN %:
GOTO 360
IF DMAX% = 1 GOTO 360
PRINT : PRINT " DR IV E # (1 - "; DMAX%;") ";: INPUT OUT%
IF OUT% < 1 OR OUT% > DMAX% GOTO 330
IF OUTFILE$ = "" THEN PRINT : PRINT "OUTPUT IN FILE
EDITDATA.BAK,01 ": PRINT : PRINT " (HIT ANY KEY TO GO
ON) ": GET DUM $:0U TFILE$ = " EDITDATA.BAK":O UT% = 1
EOF % = O:XX = FRE (0)
IF INFILE$ = "" GOTO 800

If the input file is to be read in from disk , lines 440 through 480 will
clear the screen and print an appropriate message. Lines 500 through 720
deal with the actual reading of the input. Each character is read from
disk and concatenated into a line. The line ends when a carriage return
(CR$) is encountered. The variable EOF% demarks the last record of the
file. After every ten lines of input, free memory is purged by line 560,
since the character-by-Character input creates and discards a lot of strings.
At the end of the file (line 700), the file is closed.
400
420
425
440
460
480
500
520
560
600

620
640
660
680
700
720
740
760

REM ENTER INPUT FILE
ONERR GOTO 700
HOME : PRINT : PRINT SPC( 11 );
INVERSE : FLASH : PRINT " READING INPUT FILE":
NORMAL
PRINT D$;"0 PEN ";INFILE$;'',D";IN%
PRINT D$;" READ ";INFILE$
IF INT (EOF% I 10) • 10 = EOF% THEN XX = FRE (0)
IF EOF% > = LMA X% OR XX < = MMIN% THEN PRINT
D$ ;"C LOSE";INFILE$ : PRINT "OUT OF MEMORY": GOTO
59999
EOF% = EOF% + 1:LINE$(EOF %) = ""
GET OUM$
IF OUM $ <> CR$ THEN LINE $( EOF%) = LINE$( EOF %) +
OUM$: GOTO 640
GOTO 560
PRINT D$; "C LOSE "; INFILE$
EOF % = EOF% - 1
PRINT XX
FIRST = EOF %: LAST = EOF%
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Lines 800 through 920 comprise the command loop. The asterisk
prompt is printed, then the command is input and interpreted by the sub
routine at line 20000. The subroutine ret urn s the variables K2 %, FIRST,
and LAST. K2% is the command number, FIRST is the first line on
which this command is to act, and LAST is the final line this co m
mand will affect. If the value of any of these three variables is illegal,
K2% is set to zero and an error message is printed.
Th e valid values of K2 % are I through 4, IO through 12, an d 18
through 22. The K2% values are noncontiguous to allow easy addition of
commands. K2% values I through 9 are reserved for com mands with no
arguments-those commands invoked by a single character only. Com
man ds IO through 19 are reserved for com mands that will affect one line
only. Commands 18 and 19 are used for co mmands dealing with strings.
Finally, co mmands 20 through 29 are reserved for commands that will
operate over a range of lines. These commands are entered as a com
mand character, optionally followed by a line number, optionally fol
lowed by a dash and another line number.
780
790
795
800
820
830
840
850
860
880
900

920
990

REM COMMAND LOOP
HOME
PRINT : PRINT "COMMAND : "
PO KE - 16368,0
GOSUB 20000
IF EOF% = 0 AND K2% < 10 GOTO 880
IF LAST> EOF % OR FIRST> EOF % OR FIRST< 1 OR LAST
< FIRST THEN K2% = 0
IF K2 % = 0 THEN PRINT " ## COMMAND ERROR .HOR ? FOR
HELP. ##":F IRST = 1:LAST = EOF %: GOTO 820
ON K2% GOTO 1000, 1400,2000,5100,820 ,820,820,820 ,820,
5100,5500,5700,820,820,820,820,820,9000 ,9000 , i 0000, 10400,
10700, 10700
GOTO 820

Line IOOO starts the actual command implementation. Lines 1000
through 1100 deal with the quit command (K2%= 1), making sure the
user reall y wants to quit and then proceeding accordingly. The program
insists on a Y or N response.
1000
1010
1020
1040
1060
1080
1100

REM QUIT
HOME
PRINT "QU IT NOW & NOT SAVE CHANGES? (YI N)";: GET
OUM$: PR INT OUM $
IF OUM$ < > " Y" AND OUM$ < > " N" GOTO 1040
IF OUM$ = "N" GOTO 820
GOTO 59999

Lines 1400 through 1620 deal with the exit command (K2%=2) . The
program confirms that the user wants to exit. If this is the case, the pro
gram opens the output tile, writes, and then closes the tile.
1390
1400
1410
1420
1440
1460
1480
1482
1485
1490
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1640

REM EXIT
HOME
PRINT " EXIT NOW & SAVE CHANGES? (YI N) ";:GET OUM$:
PRINT OUM $
IF OUM$ < > " Y" AND OUM$ < > " N" GOTO 1440
IF OUM $ = " N" GOTO 820
XX = FRE (0): PRINT XX
IF INFILE$ = OUTFILE$ THEN PRINT D$ ;" RENAME ";
OUTFILE$;", " ;OUTFILE$ + ''. BAK" ;", D" ;OUT%
PRINT : PR INT SPC( 10);: IN VERSE: FLASH : PRINT
" WRITING OUTPUT FILE" : NORMAL
PRINT D$ ;"0PEN ";OUTFILE$;", D":OUT %
PRINT D$ ;"WRITE ";OUT FILE$
FOR I = 1 TO EOF %
FOR J = 1 TO LEN (LINE$(1) )
PRINT MID$ (LI NE$( 1),J, 1);
NEXT J
PR INT
NEXT I
PRINT D$; "CLOS E ";OUTFILE$
GOTO 59999
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Lines 2000 through 2040 implement the help command (K2%=3).
This merely jumps to the subroutine at line 26000 that prints the help in
formation.

5610
5620
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LINE$(CRNT) = NW$:XX = FRE (0)
GOTO 820

Lines 5700 through 5740 deal with the pointer command (K2%= 12).
1995
2000
2010
2020
2040

REM HELP
GOSUB 26000
GOTO 820

Li!les 5100 through 5500 perform the append (K2%=4) and insert
(K2%= 10) commands. First, line 51 JO checks to ensure that there is
room in the file to add records. If there is no room available, the com
mand is aborted. Otherwise, the line pointer CRNT is set to the value of
FIRST. The new lines are entered here character by character. Special
checks are made for the backspace, which is used as a delete key; return,
which signifies the end of a line of input; and control-Z, which sends you
back to command mode. All other control characters are filtered out of
the input.
After a line is entered (that is, a CR$ is detected), the program has two
choices. An append comma nd adds lines to the end of file, in which case
EOF% is incremented. An insert command causes all lines after the in
serted line to be pushed back in the file.
5100
5110
5120
5140
5160
5180
5190
5195
5200
5205
5206
5210
5215
5220
5225
5230
5240
5260
5280
5300
5320
5330
5340
5360
5400
5420

REM INSERT LINES PRIOR TO "FIRST''/ APPEND TO END OF
FILE
IF EOF% > = LMAX% GOTO 5400
CRNT = FIRST
PRINT " ENTER NEW LINES (AZ TO END) :": PRINT
NW$ = ""
GET DUM $
IF DUM$ = Z$ GOTO 820
IF DUM$ = CR$ THEN PRINT: GOTO 5230
IF DUM$ < > BS$ GOTO 5220
IF NW$ = " " THEN 5180
IF LEN (NW$) = 1 THEN NW$ = '"' : GOTO 5215
NW$ = LEFT$ (NW$, LEN (NW$) - 1)
PRINT BS$; " ";BS$ ;: GOTO 5180
IF ASC (DUM$) < 32 GOTO 5180
PRINT DUM$ ;: NW$ = NW$ + DUM$: GOTO 5180
IF K2% = 4 THEN CRNT = EOF% + 1: GOTO 5300
FOR I = EOF% TO CRNT STEP - 1
LINE$(1 + 1) = LINE$(1)
NEXT I
LINE$(CRNT) = NW$
EOF% = EOF% + 1
IF K2% = 10 THEN CRNT = CRNT + 1
IF INT (EOF% I 10) • 10 = EOF% THEN XX = FRE (0)
IF EOF% < LMAX% AND XX> MMIN% GOTO 5160
PRINT " ## FILE TOO FULL FOR INSERTIONS ##"
GOTO 820

t

:t

I

Lines 5500 through 5620 implement the replace command
(K2% = I 1). First, CRNT is set to FIRST and the old line is printed out.
The new line is input in the same way as it was in append and insert. A
control-Z in this case will cause the new line to be ignored while preserv
ing the old line.
55 00
5505
5510
5520
5540
5550
5560
5565
5570
5573
55 75
55 78
558 0
5585
5590
5595
5600

It merely sets CRNT to FIRST and prints a message to the user.
5695
5700
5710
5720
5740
5760

REM SET CURSOR POINTER
CRNT = FIRST
PRINT " POINTER (.)
GOTO 820

=

" ;CRNT

Lines 9000 through 9240 implement the substitute (K2%= 18) and
find (K2%= I 9) commands. These commands will search the range of
lines FIRST to LAST for the string SRCH$ of length SLNG%. Note
that it is not necessary for the program to search any line that is shorter
than the search string. If the string is not found , a message to that effect is
printed. If it is found, a message is printed and, in a substitution, SRCH$
is substituted on the line by the string SUBS$. This command then
"flows" into the type command, after adjusting the values of FIRST and
LAST.
9000
9005
9010
9015
9020
9040
9060
9080
9100
9120
9140
9160
9180
9200
9220
9240
9250
9260
9270
9280
9290
9300
9320

REM FIND SEARCH STRING "SRCH" FOR FIND/ SUBSTITUTE
IF SRCH$ = '" 'THEN PRINT " NO SEARCH STRING
ENTERED " : GOTO 820
FOR I = FIRST TO LAST
N = LEN (LINE$(1)) - SLNG% + 1
IF N < 1 GOTO 9140
FOR J = 1 TO N
IF MID$ (LINE$(1) ,J,SLNG%) = SRCH$ GOTO 9200
NEXT J
NEXT I
PRINT " ##SEARCH STRING NOT FOUND ##"
GOTO 820
PRINT"## SEARCH STRING MATCHED AT LINE "; I
FIRST = l:LAST = I
IF K2% < > 18 GOTO 10000
DUM$ = ' " '
IF J > 1 THEN DUM$ = DUM$ + LEFT$ (LINE$(1),J - 1)
DUM$ = DUM$ + SUBS$
IF LEN (LINE$(1)) > (J + SLNG% - 1) THEN DUM$ = DUM$ +
RIGHT$ (LINE$(1), LEN (LINE$(1)) - (J + SLNG%) + 1)
LINE$(1) = DUM$
REM GOTO 10000

Lines 10000 through 10180 deal with the list command (K2%=20).
CRNT is reset to LAST, then all lines from FIRST to LAST are dis
played. Note that the backslash character (BACK$) is printed to delimit
the beginning and end of the lines. After the printing of each line, line
10080 checks for a keypress. This allows you to halt the listing with the
space bar. Then you can continue the list by hitting return or single step
with the space bar. Hitting escape while the listing is paused puts you
back in command mode, setting CRNT to the last line listed.

REM REPLACE LINE "FIRST"
CRNT = FIRST
NW$ = '"'
PRIN T CRNT ;" " ;BACK$;LINE$(CRNT) ;BACK$
PRINT " REPLACE LINE " ;CRNT;" (AZ TO ABORT):": PRINT
GET DUM$
IF DUM$ = Z$ GOTO 820
IF DUM$ = CR$ THEN PRINT : GOTO 5610
IF DUM $ < > BS$ GOTO 5595
IF NW$ = '"' THEN 556 5
IF LEN (NW$) = 1 THEN NW$ = '"' : GOTO 5590
NW$ ~ LEFT$ (NW$, LEN (NW$) - 1)
PR INT BS$;" ";BS$ : GOTO 5565
IF ASC (D UM $) < 32 TH EN 5565
PR INT DU M$; :NW $ = NW$ t DUM$: GOTO 5565

0

10000
10005
10010
10020
10040
10060
10070
10080

REM LIST LINES " FIRST" TO "LAST''

CRNT = LAST
FOR I = FIRST TO LAST
PRINT I;" ";BACK$ ;
PRINT LINE$(1);BACK$
IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 OR SS% = 1 THEN POKE
- 16368,0: IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 32 THEN GET A$
10090 IF A$ = CHR$ (32) THEN SS% = 1
10100 IF A$ = CHR$ (13) THEN SS% = 0
10110 IF A$ = CHR$ (27) THEN CRNT = I: l = LAST
10160 NEXT I
10170 SS% = O:A$ = " "
10180 GOTO 820

WHAT'S BLACK AND WHITE . ..
and green and orange and talks like a wizard and plays like a piano and rings like a
bell and explodes like a bomb and roars like a jet and makes software something it
never was before?
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Lines 10400 through 10540 deal with the delete command
(K2%=2 l ). First, line 10420 determines the number of lines to delete, N.
Then, the lines from the end of the delete range (LAST) to EOF% are
pushed toward the beginning of the file to delete lines FIRST to LAST.
Finally, EOF% and CRNT are adjusted.
10395
10400
10410
10420
10430
10440
10460
10480
10500
10510
10520
10530
10540

REM DELETE LINES "FIRST" TO " LAST"
N = LAST - FIRST + 1
IF LAST + 1 > EOF% GOTO 10500
FOR I = LAST + 1 TO EOF%
LINE$(1 - N) = LINE$(1 )
NEXT I
EOF% = EOF% - N
IF K2% = 21 THEN PRINT N;" LINE(S) DELETED"
IF LAST< = EOF% THEN CANT = LAST
IF LAST > EOF% THEN CANT = EOF%
GOTO 820

Lines 10700 through 10960 implement the copy (K2%=22) and move
(K2%=23) commands. The number of lines to be copied or moved is de
termined. If there isn't enough room, the command is ignored. Other
wise, records are pushed back to allow room for a copy of the new rec
ords. Then the records are copied to the new location. If this is a move
command, the records are deleted from the original position in the file.
10695
10700
10720
10725
10740
10750
10760
10780
10790
10800
10810
10820
10830
10840
10860
10880
10900
10920
10940
10960

REM COPY/ MOVE LINES "FIRST" - " LAST" TO CURSOR
POSITION
REM MOVE IS A COPY, FOLLOWED BY DELETE
N = LAST - FIRST + 1
IF N > (LMAX% - EOF%) THEN PRINT"## FILE TOO FULL
FOR MOVE / COPY ##": GOTO 820
FOR I = EOF% TO CANT STEP - 1
LINE$(1 + N) = LINE$(1)
NEXT I
IF K2% = 22 THEN PRINT N;" LINE(S) COPIED"
IF K2% = 23 THEN PRINT N;" LINE(S) MOVED "
EOF% = EOF% + N
IF CANT > LAST THEN N = 0
FOR I = FIRST TO LAST
LINE$(CRNT) = LINE$( 1 + N)
CANT = CANT + 1
NEXT I
IF K2 % = 22 GOTO 820
FIRST = FIRST + N:LAST = LAST + N
GOTO 10400

Lines 20000 through 22300 comprise the command line parser, which
obtains commands and determines if they are valid. The array CMD$
stores the command line, while CLNG% is the length of the command
line. First, lines 20060 through 20150 input a command line. Then lines
20200 through 20420 check the first character on the line to ensure its va
lidity . If the first character is a return, the next line number in the file or
an fEOF] will be printed. If the first character is a minus sign, the pro
gram prints the prior line in the file or a [BOF] message if the pointer is
at the beginning of the file.
Commands that make it to line 20560 are those requiring a line num
ber-that is, most commands where K2% is greater than 9. If the line
number is absent, a period, the symbol for the current line, is inserted in
the command. The variable CP% is used to count which character in the
co mma nd line we are looking at. The variable 0 % is the value of the
number in the command line.

20000
20020
20040
20060
20070
20080
20100

REM COMMAN D PARSE SUBROUTINE
REM FIRST, GET CMD$ STRING
CLNG% = 1
IF CLNG% < 1 THEN PRINT : POP : GOTO 820
GET CMD$(CLNG%): PRINT CMD$(CLNG%);
IF CMD$(CLNG %) = CR$ GOTO 20200

20120
20140
20150
20160
20180
20190
20200
20220
20240
20260
20262
20280
20300
20320
20338
20340
20360
20380
20400
20420
20480
20490
20495
20500
20510
20515
20520
20530
20540
20550
20560
20580

IF CMD$(CLNG%) = BS$ THEN CLNG% = CLNG% - 1:
GOTO 20070
IF CLNG% < CMAX% THEN CLNG% = CLNG% + 1: GOTO
20080
CMD$(CLNG%) = CR$
REM DETERMINE IF FIRST CHARACTER IS A LEGAL
COMMAND
K2% = 0
IF CMD$(1) = "O" THEN K2% = 1: RETURN
IF CMD$(1) = "X" THEN K2% = 2: RETURN
IF CMD$(1) = " H" OR CMD$(1) ="?"THEN K2% = 3:
RETURN
IF CMD$(1) ="A" THEN K2% = 4: RETURN
IF CMD$(1) = "I" THEN K2% = 10: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = "R" THEN K2% = 11 : GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = "P" THEN K2% = 12: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = "S" THEN K2% = 18: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = " F" THEN K2% = 19: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = " L" THEN K2% = 20: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = " D" THEN K2% = 21: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = " C" THEN K2% = 22: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) = "M " THEN K2% = 23: GOTO 20560
IF CMD$(1) < > CR$ GOTO 20500
IF CANT< EOF% THEN K2% = 20:FIRST =CANT+ 1:LAST
= FIRST: RETURN
PRINT LB$;"EOF]":K2% = 9: RETURN
IF CMD$(1) < > "-"GOTO 20520
IF CANT> 1 THEN K2% = 20 :FIRST =CANT - 1:LAST =
FIRST: RETURN
PRINT LB$ ;" BOF]":K2% = 9
RETURN
REM NOW DETERMINE FIRST LINE
IF CLNG% = 2 THEN CLNG% = 3:CMD$(2) = ".":CMD$(3) =
CR$
CP% = 2:D% = O:FIRST = O:LAST = 0

Lines 20600 through 20720 deal with determining the first line on
which to act, namely FIRST. Note that the first character after the line
number in the find and substitute commands is the string delimiter,
OLM$ .
20600

20620
20640
20660
20680
20700
20720

IF CMD$(CP%) > = "O" AND CMD$(CP%) < = "9" THEN D%
= 10 • D% + VAL (CMD$(CP%)):CP% = CP% + 1: GOTO
20600
IF D% < > 0 THEN FIRST= D% :CP% = CP% - 1: GOTO
21000
IF CMD $(CP%) = "-"THEN FIRST = CRNT:CP% = CP% 
1: GOTO 21000
GOSUB 25000:FIRS T = P2%
IF FIRST < > 0 GOTO 21000
IF CMD$(1) = "F" OR CMD$(1) = "S" THEN FIRST=
CRNT:DLM$ = CMD$(CP%): GOTO 22060
K2% = 0: RETURN

Lines 21000 through 21260 obtain the second line number. If K2% is
less than or equal to 12, then only one line is used. LAST is set to FIRST,
and the program performs the appropriate function. If K2 % is 18 or 19,
the program moves on to get the string to search for, SRCH$. For com
mands greater than 19, the second line number for the range, namely
LAST, is retrieved. Note that for commands that operate over a range of
lines, only one line number must be given if the desired range is only a
single line . (For example, to type line 12, the commands Tl2 and T12-12
a re both legal.)
20900
20920
20930
21000
21020
21040

REM HANDLE SECOND PARAMETER , IF ANY
IF K2% < = 12 THEN LAST = FIRST: RETURN
IF K2 % < 20 GOTO 22000
CP% = CP% + 1
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250

21060
21080
21100
21120
21140
21160
21180
21200

21220
21240
21260

IF CMD$(CP%) = CR$ THEN LAST = FIRST: RETURN
IF CMD$(CP%) < > " - "THEN K2% = 0: RETURN
CP% = CP% + 1
GOSUB 25000
LAST = P2%
IF LAST < > 0 THEN RETURN
D% = 0
IF CMD$(CP%) > = "O" AND CMD$(CP%) < = "9" THEN D%
= 10 • D% + VAL (CMD$(CP%)):CP% = CP% + 1: GOTO
21200
LAST = D%
IF D% = 0 THEN K2% = 0
RETURN

Lines 22000 through 22300 deal with obtaining the strings used by
the find and substitute commands. If only a single letter For S has been
given, we want to perform the appropriate command using the prior
search and substitute strings. In the case of the find command, the search
starts at the next line; in the case of substitute, the substitution search be
gins in the current line. This is because the search string may appear
twice within the line, but the substitute command will only replace the
first occurrence.
21900
21920
21940
22000
22020
22030
22040
22050
22060

REM INPUT "SRCH" STRING FOR "FIND" OR
"SUBSTITUTE"
CP% = CP% + 1
IF CMD$(CP%) < > CR$ GOTO 22100
FIRST = CRNT
IF CRNT < EOF% AND K2% = 19 THEN FIRST= FIRST+ 1
LAST = EOF%
RETURN

Lines 22100 through 22180 get the search string, SRCH$. First, the
delimiter OLM$ is determined, then subroutine 24060 is called . The
string returned is SRCH$. If this is a substitute command, a substitute
string, SU BS$, must be obtained. If none is present, then an error mes
sage is printed. Otherwise, subroutine 24060 is called again, and the
string that is returned is SU BS$. Note that the search string in the find
command and the substitute string in the substitute command may be
terminated by a carriage return; the string delimiter is not required at the
end of the final string in these two commands.
22080
22100
22120
22140
22160
22180
22200
22220
22240
22280
22300

DLM$ = CMD$(CP%)
GOSUB 24060
SRCH$ = DUM$:SLNG% = LEN (SRCH$)
IF K2% = 19 THEN LAST = EOF%: RETURN
IF CP% > = CLNG% THEN K2% = 0: PRINT "NO
SUBSTITUTE STRING GIVEN": RETURN
GOSUB 24060
SUBS$ = DUM$:LAST = EOF%
RETURN

The subroutine from lines 24000 through 24120 obtains the search
and substitute strings. The routine checks the array CMO$ for all char
acters not matching the delimiter, OLM$. CP% counts the position in
CMO$ and returns the string in OUM$.
24000
24020
24040
24060
24080
24100
241 20

REM GET SEARCH/SUBSTITUTE STRING
DUM$ = " "
CP% = CP% + 1:X$ = CMD$(CP%)
IF X$ <> CR$ AND X$ < > DLM$ THEN DUM$ = DUM$ +
X$: GOTO 24080
RETURN

The sub routine from lines 25000 through 25140 sets the variable P2%
if the current character in C MO$ is a special symbol, namely B, E, or a
peri od .

25000
25020
25040
25060
25080
25100
25120
25140
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REM SUBROUTINE PARSE2. SET P2% TO CRNT IF CMD$ IS
".";TO 1 IF CMD$ IS "B";OR "EOF%" IF CMD$ IS "E"
P2% = 0
IF CMD$(CP%) = "." THEN P2% = CRNT: RETURN
IF CMD$(CP%) = "B" THEN P2% = 1: RETURN
IF CMD$(CP%) = "E" THEN P2% = EOF%
RETURN

The subroutine from lines 26000 through 26620 prints the help infor
mation.
25990
26000
26010
26020
26040
26060
26080
26100
26120
26125
26140
26160
26180
26200
26210
26220
26240
26260
26280
26300
26320
26340
26360
26380
26400
26420
26440
26460
26480
26500
26520
26540
26560
26580
26600
26610
26620
59999

REM HELP INFORMATION
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "EDIT COMMANDS:": PRINT
PRINT "Q QUIT, DO NOT SAVE CHANGES"
PRINT "X EXIT, SAVE CHANGES"
PRINT "H HELP"
PRINT"? HELP"
PRINT "A APPEND LINES TO END OF FILE"
PRINT
PRINT "I INSERT LINES PRIOR TON"
PRINT "R REPLACE LINEN"
PRINT "P SET CURSOR POINTER TO N"
PRINT "S SUBSTITUTE STRING AT OR AFTER LINEN"
PRINT "F FIND STRING AT OR AFTER LINEN"
PRINT
PRINT " FORM: C";LB$;"N] WHERE C IS F,l,P,R,S"
PRINT" & N (OPTIONAL IN 1,P,R) IS A LINE# OR SYMBOL."
PRINT: PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";: GET DUM$
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "L LIST LINES N TO M"
PRINT "D DELETE LINES N TO M"
PRINT "C COPY LINES N-M TO PRECEDE CURSOR"
PRINT "M MOVE LINES N-M TO PRECEDE CURSOR"
PRINT
PRINT" FORM: C";LB$;"N]";LB$;" - M] WHERE C IS
C,D,M,T"
PRINT " & N (OPTIONAL) IS A LINE # OR SYMBOL."
PRINT " & M (OPTIONAL) IS A LINE # OR SYMBOL."
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "SYMBOLS:"
PRINT ". CURRENT CURSOR POSITION"
PRINT "B BEGINNING OF FILE"
PRINT "E END OF FILE"
PRINT: PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";: GET DUM$
PRINT: PRINT
RETURN
HOME : END

Edit Commands. The following section briefly describes the Edit
commands. A summary of these commands is listed at the end of this ar
ticle. Each command line is terminated by hitting the return key. Four of
the commands are initiated by typing one character. To stop an edit ses
sion and not save the changes to the output file, use the Q (quit) com
mand. The user may wish to quit a session if a number of changes have
been made to the file that are in error. To stop an edit session and save
the changes to the output file, use the X (exit) command. Both quit and
exit will verify that this is what the user really wants to do.
When in doubt as to what the commands are, type? or H for help in
formation . This will present a list of commands and options to the
screen. Finally, to add new lines to the end of the file, use the A (append)
command. The prompt "ENTER NEW LINES (AZ TO END):" will
appear. Type in each new line, followed by hitting the return key. When
you're done with the last new line (and the last return), hit a control-Z.
(Control-Z is entered by hitting the Z key while holding down the con
trol key. Note that the symbol" Z is used in the program prompts to in
dicate control-Z.) Use the A command when initially creating a file or
adding to the end of an existing file.
The following commands require the one-character mnemonic, op
tionally followed by one number. This number is the line on which the

OneApple
and$1,575
can make a lot ofpies.
And charts. And graphs.
Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard
Now you can use your Apple® com
puter to generate your own presentation
charts, graphs, and pie charts. How?
Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
Plotter.
"""-'-........ _,,......_.. __
The 7470A helps you ·
save time, save money, and,
~ ...
lets you communicate quickly, accu
rately and effectively.

The eye is faster.
Data, when visualized graphically, becomes informa
tion fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presenta
tion clearer and more readily understood. But asking your
staff to produce the graphics
for your next presentation
doesn't ensure accuracy or
artistic talent. And going to
outside suppliers can be
costly. Combined with your
Apple® computer, the new
HP 7470A plotter does the
communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off-the-shelf software.

Fast and pretty.

Count on it.
The 7470A is built the Hewlett
Packard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reliability.

Pen Pals.
The HP 7470A has

An option you'll want, too.
For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transpar
encies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.Ml" meetings, it's a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you-absolutely
free-a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sample overhead transparency.
Then ... stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
own Apple® pies. And charts. And graphs.

When performance must be measured by results

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality... faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk . And it does it
for only $1,575. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)

HEWLETT
PACKARD

I~------------------------~
Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.
I
1~
~
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I1~~
I
Company

Address ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

City, State & Zip

Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 -Attn: Nancy Carter

------------------------•

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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With the ECHO speech synthesizer from Street Electronics
whatever you type on the keyboard, your computer can say. The
ECHO's text-to-speech system gives your computer an
unlimited vocabulary while using a minimum of memory. And
now a diskette of fixed, natural sounding words is available
to enhance the ECHO ]['s voice output.
Nearly 400 language rules are contained in the ECHO's
text-to-speech algorithm. These rules enable the computer to
pronounce most correctly spelled words. When in the text-to
speech mode the user can select any of 63 different pitch
levels, and have words spoken either monotonically or with
intonation by using simple control character sequences. The
rate of speech can be fast or slow; words can be spoken in
their entirety or spelled letter by letter. The ECHOs also
pronounce punctuation and numbers. Words can be encoded
using phonemes and diphthongs when the text-to-speech or
fixed vocabulary is not required.
Applications are unlimited, ranging from phone answering,
educational and training programs, to games and aiding the
sight and speech impaired. The ECHO is a complete stand
alone unit which is compatible with most any computer; it sells
for $299.95. The ECHOJ[, which plugs into the Apple][, is
priced at $149.95.
Contact us about the ECHO/PC for the IBM Personal Computer.

Street Electronics Corporation
1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013
Telephone(805)684-4593
Call toll free for demonstration (800) 221-0339
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edit command action will be performed. FIRST and LAST will take on
this value, as will the variable CRNT. If no number is supplied, the com
mand is performed on the current line.
To insert new lines prior to a given line, use the I (insert) command.
Typing in lines in insert is the same as in append; after all lines are en
tered, hit a control-Z. For example, to insert lines prior to line S, use the
command IS. The first new line will be the new line S. To insert prior to
the current line, use I without a line number. Note that after you insert
lines, the file line numbering will be changed.
To replace a line already in the text file, use the R (replace) com
mand. The replace command will type the old version of the line and
prompt you to enter a new line . At this point, merely type in the replace
ment for the old line . If you're in replace by mistake, or if you wish to
keep the old line and ignore the new one, hit a control-Zany time prior
to hitting return. For example, to replace the last line in the file, use RE;
to replace line 28, use R28.
To set the current line pointer (CRNT) to a specific value, use the P
(pointer) command. This is most useful in conjunction with moving and
copying lines, which will be explained later. To set the current line point
er to line 12, type Pl2; to set it to the end of the file, type PE.
There are times when the user wants to search a text file for a par
ticular character string. To do this, use the F (find) command. The form
of the find command is F[n[dsd]] (where items in brackets are optional).
The line number n is the first line on which to start the search. The char
acter d can be any character not in the search strings, and acts as a string
delimiter. Quotation marks make a good delimiter if there are none in the
search string. The string s may run up to about forty-five characters.
(The total length of a command line may not exceed fifty characters.)
For example, to look for the string "TEXT" on or after line 12, enter the
command Fl2$TEXT$; note that the $ was used as the delimiter, but
any character besides a number or T, E, or X would have been all right.
To find the string "APPLE" on or after the current line , use
F.#A PPLE#. The command Fn will search for the most recently used
search string on or after linen; the command F will look for the current
search string on or after the current line. This is a good, easy way to con
tinue a search. If the string search is successful, the line where the string
was found will be printed, and FIRST and CRNT will be set to that line.
1f the search is unsuccessful, a message is printed and the variables
Fl RST and CRNT are not affected. Note that if a search string is speci
fied, a line number must be used.
The command for string substitution is similar to find in structure
and function. After finding a string, the user may want to substitute it
with another string value. This is done by using the S (substitute) com
mand, of the form S[n[dsl dsld]J. The d represents a string delimiter, as in
the find command listed previously. The S command will search for
string sl starting at linen and will substitute string sl for sl at the first oc
currence of s 1. For example, the command SI 2!0RANGE!APPLE! will
search for the string "ORANGE" on or after line 12 and will replace it
with the st ring "APPLE." The S command will then continue the pre
vious search/ substitute operation at the next occurrence of the search
string, while Sl8 will continue the search/substitution at line 18. Note
that the line number n is required if search and substitute strings are spec
ified. An error will occur if no search string is given. Upon successful
substitution, the new line will be printed . If the substitution is not suc
cessful, a message to that effect will be printed.
The following commands require the one-character mnemonic, op
tionally followed by a number n, optionally followed by a dash and a
number m. These commands operate on one line or over many lines. If n
and m are not specified, the command acts on the current line only. If
only n is specified, the command affects only linen, and variables FIRST
and LAST will both take on this value. If n and mare both specified, ac
tion affects all lines n through m, FIRST takes on the value n, and LAST
takes on the value of m.
To display a portion of the file to the screen, use the L (list) com
mand. For example, to list line 12 of the file, use LI 2; to list lines 82
through IOI , use L82-101; to list the entire file use LB-E or Ll-E. Hit
ting a space during a listing halts it. While the listing is stopped, another
space lists the next line, return continues the listing, or escape aborts it.
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Hitting the return key in response to the command prompt will cause
the next line in the file to be typed. The si ngle-character dash will cause
the previous line in the file to be typed.
To delete a portion of the file, use the D (delete) command. For ex
ample, to delete lines 42 through 44, use 042-44; to delete line IS8 , use
DI S8. Note that after you delete lines from the file, line numbering will
be altered.
To copy a portion of the file from one place to another, keeping the
original lin es where they are, use the C (copy) command. The copy com
mand will copy a ra nge of lines to just prior to the current line pointer.
Thus, this is a two-step operation; first, set the current line pointer, then
copy th e lines. For example, to copy lines 8 through 12 to precede line SS,
use the command PSS followed by C8-12. The M (move) command is
similar to copy, except that move moves a portion of the file and deletes
the original lines. N ote th at copy and move will affect the file line num
bering.
Applications. A text-file editor can be used as an accessory or utility
to aid you in using any of a number of different programs that use text
files to store data. As currently written, Edit can't handle lower-case or
control characters except on a Ile. If your specific application requires
these functions, they could be added by modifying the input routines be
ginning at S 100 and SSOO. How this would be done varies, depending on
whether your Apple has lower-case display and input or must suffice
with inverse characters, shift-key mods, and escape keys.
The primary use envisioned for Edit is the creatio n of what are of
ten called exec file s. These are text files that contain a series of com
mands. They are distinguished from programs in a couple of ways. They
don 't have line numbers, subroutines, or labels, so there is no way to
jump from one section of the file to another. They are not held in mem
ory a ll at once, so they can be quite long. But perhaps the most signifi
cant difference between a n exec file and a program is that exec files are
not limited to a ny one la nguage. In fact, they can be used to issue com
mands to applications programs as easily as to DOS and Bas ic.
Commands within an exec file are carried out exactly as if you had
typed them at the keyboard. So they can be used, for instance, to load a
Basic program, modify it by adding or deleting lines, run it, and then an
swer all of its input requests. They're especially effective for creating self
running demos. The exec command is, in short, an extremely powerful
feature of DOS 3.3., but one that is not frequently used because it isn 't
easy enough to line-edit text files. It is hoped that Edit, in addition to its
other potential uses, will open this door for you.
K2%

Command

1

Q

2
3
4

x
Hor?
A

10
11
12
18

l[n]
R[n]
P[n]
S [n [dsdtd]]

19

F[n[dsd]]

20

L[n][  m]
return

21
22

D[n][ - m]
C[n][ - m]
M[n][ - m]

23

Meaning
Quit edit, do not save changes.
Exit edit, save changes.
Help.
Append lines to end-of-file.
Insert prior to line n.
Replace line n.
Set current line pointer ton.
Substitute st ring s with I, separated by
delimi ter d, sta rti ng at line n.
Find s on or after line n.
String delimiter represe nted by d.
Li st lines n - m.
List next line .
List previous line.
Delete linesn - m.
Copy lines n- m to before current.
Move lines n - m to before current.

Items in brackets ([ ]) are optional. (Don't try to type in the brackets.) If n
is left out, current line is ass umed , except in F and S commands .
Special sy mbols may be used as line numbers:
Current line .
B
Beginning-of-file.
E
End-of-file .
Edit Command Summary

JI
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Let others build
•
more memory mto
computers.
We build more
•
memory mto you.

The Einstein Corporation has created a
powerful new tool to expand the powers of
your memory. The Einstein MemoryTrainer.
For the first time ever, human factors psycho
logy and personal computer technology have been combined to
make learning fun.
Until now, memory-building techniques- usually taught in static
courses and books -have been complicated and difficult to master.
The interactive and dynamic features of the Einstein Memory
Trainer lead you (on your Apple;M Atari 800™or Commodore 64™
)
through these techniques quickly; effectively; and with the genius
of simplicity.
A fully-structured tutorial with color graphics and game-like
practice sessions gives you tools to remember an increasingly
challenging sequence of names, faces, phone numbers, dates, and
lists. And it trains you to use these tools in everyday situations.
You proceed at your own pace and level of capability. And you
can store and practice your own personal memory techniques
over and over again, as you develop them.
Now achievement software has the fun of a game!
There's never been a computer program like this since
we can't remember when. The Einstein MemoryTrainer™

a

The genius of simplicity.
An Ein stein Master Program "'
c 1983 by th e Ei nstein Corpora tio n, 11340 W Olymp.ic B lvd ., Los Ange les, CA 90064 • (213) 477 -4 539
No computer experi ence is necessa ry.
'Appl e, At ari and Commodore are reg istered trad ema rks of th e App le Co mputer Inc.,
Warn er Commun icati ons. Inc. and Comm odore Bus iness Machi nes, res pect ively
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Part 2: Hello, Boss
This is supposed to be a column for beginners; the usual procedure is
to give beginners a lot of background before letting them do anything.
The problem with that approach is that, from the beginner's viewpoint,
it's pretty boring.
On the other hand, the legend of the Sorcerer's Apprentice tells you
what can happen if you go too fast with something you don't really un
derstand .
We'll try to steer a middle course. From time to time we will simply
tell you to do something, without explaining it; but we will try to be fair
and balance the scales by explaining some things you already know.
Last month, we told you that the " brain " of the Apple, the micro
chip that tells the other chips what to do, is the microprocessor-some
times called the cpu (for central processing unit) or the 6502 (that's the
manufacturer's part number for the chip).
We also explained that assembly language for the Apple is simply the
6502 instruction set (the instructions the chip can execute), translated in
to human symbols. Thus, an assembly language program is essentially a
list of instructions for the microprocessor.
Finally, we told you a little about memory, and somewhat less about
input, output, and addressing.
It will take at least three or four such articles before you begin to wi
derstand assembly language programming; but yo u don't need to wait
that long before doing it. We can give you a simple program, and a sim
ple way of entering it into memory, in this article. By playing with that,
you can start learning to use assembly language.
We'll want something very simple to start with, because there's more
to assembly language programming than just writing the program . You
also have to enter it into memory (unlike Basic, which does this for you
automatically), and that means you have to know both how and where
to enter it.
The program does something you probably know how to do in Ba
sic: print a string. You can use this to insert a special message into a Ba
sic program-a beep, a snide comment, a line of asterisks, or what
ever-even though the message is not actually part of the Basic program
and will not appear in its listing.
From Basic to Assembly Language. For the message in our exam
ple, we will use a respectful greeting from the machine to its master:
"Hello, Boss!" Thus our program, written in Basic, would be
10

PRINT " HELLO , BOSS!"

The first thing we have to deal with, in translating this into assembly
language, is that the microprocessor doesn't understand strings. It can
take one character at a time and do something with it: but you (that is,
your program) must tell it what to do each time.
However, that's not as bad as it sounds; the 6502 happens to be very
good with loops, and you can put the print-the-next-character instruc
tions in a loop. In Basic, that would give us
10
20
30

40

FOR X = 1 TO 12
READ A$: PRINT A$;
NEXT X
DATA H,E,L,L ,O,","," ",B,0,S,S,!

Note that the odd-looking quotes in line 40 are required by Basic in
order to have the comma interpreted as data. This has nothing to do with
assembly language.

However, there is one limitation of assembly language that we still
have to deal with. The 6502 is good with loops but not quite as easy to
use as Basic: There is more housekeeping to do. Our Basic model of the
assembly language program should look more like this:
10
20
30

40
50

x

=

0

READ A$: PRINT A$ ;
X = X+1
IF X < 12 THEN 20
DATA H,E,L,L,O,","," ", B,O,S,S,!

Assembly Language Mnemonics. A mnemonic is a trick for remem
bering something. In this case, it means a mnemonic name, or label a
three-letter code word that stands for a longer word or phrase. LOA, for
example, is the mnemonic for load accumulator; a couple of others,
for comparison, are LOX for load X register and STA for store
accumulator.
The accumulator (as mentioned in last month's column) is the main
working area of the microprocessor. The 6502 operates on one byte at a
time (a byte is a unit of informat.jon; for now, think of it as one character
of the message), and the place where it works on that byte is the
accumulator.
Before you can work on a byte, you must load it into the
accumulator: LOA . When you're through with the byte, you usually
want to store it somewhere: STA .
Actually, that's not the whole story. The accumulator is the main
working area, but not the only one. There are two other working areas,
the X and Y registers. You can load a byte into these registers, modify it,
then store it someplace else, as you can with the accumulator. These reg
isters cannot do all the tricks the accumulator can; but there is one thing
they do really well, and that thing is counting.
We are going to need some counting in our program: Something is
going to have to count the number of passes through the loop and stop
the program when the count reaches 12. In Basic, we used the variable X;
in assembly language, we will use the X register.
Take a look at the Basic version and the assembly language listing of
the program, shown at the end of this article. The first line in the Basic
program says, in effect, " Preset the loop-counting variable to zero." In
assembly language you say the same thing, except for one word: "Preset
the loop -counting regiscer to zero." In other words, load a zero into the
X register. LOX 0 at line 15 is the first instruction in our assembly
language program.
Line 20 in the Basic version actually consists of two statements: read
A$ and print A$. You can't do that in assembly language; each state
ment must be a separate instruction to the microprocessor. And that's
not all: Each of these tasks turns out to be considerably more complex in
assembly language than in Basic.
Assembly Language Statements. You see, the mnemonics described
above are not complete statements. They represent only the first half of
an instruction to the microprocessor. A mnemonic is the name of an op
eration, something to be done (in fact, another word for mnemonic is op
eracor) . You have to tell the processor not only what to do, but what to
do it co. You have to specify both an operation and an object for that
operation: in technical terms, both an operator and an operand.
For example, in our first instruction, LOX 0, the operator is LOX
(what to do: Load the X register) and the operand is 0 (what to load it
with; zero).
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ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE?
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"The distance is nothing; it is only the first step that is
difficult."
So wrote Mme. du Deffand in a letter written over two
hundred years ago. Mme. du Deffand was commenting on
the legend that Saint Denis, carrying his head in his
hands, walked two leagues.
If you've often felt that 6502 assembly language pro
gramming is a little like trying to walk around with your
head in your hands, then you need help-specifically,
Assembly Lines: The Book by Roger Wagner.
For the novice assembly language programmer, Wag
ner's book starts with the basics and works up to more
sophisticated routines. It makes a good companion volume
for those of you exploring Jock Root's new Everyone's
Guide to Assembly Language column, which started in
Softalk in the July issue.
Assembly Lines: The Book consists of the first fifteen
installments-October 1980 to December 1981-of
Wagner's Assembly Lines column in Softalk. The columns
have been expanded and joined by an introduction and sev
eral appendixes.
Assembly Lines: The Book costs $19.95 (plus $1.50
postage and handling if you order direct from Softalk) and
is available in many fine computer stores around the
country.
Remember, the first steps in your journey through as
sembly language programming can be easy with Roger
Wagner's Assembly Lines: The Book.
Softalk Book
Box 60
North Hollywood, CA 91603
Califo rni a res id ent s add 6 1/2 percent sales tax.

This is a simple form (which is why we used it for the first line of our
program), but it is not the usual form. In LOX 0, the operand is a num
ber. which is to be used immediately; it will be loaded into the X register
just as it is. The operand itself is the subject of the operation-and that is
unusual.
In its more usual form, the operand is an address, specifying a place
in memory where the number we really want is stored. In this form, the
subject of the operation is the byte stored in the location specified by the
operand .
Thus, an assembly language instruction usually consists of a mne
monic and an address; except that in immediate mode addressing, as in
our LOX 0, the "address" is not really an address at all, but instead is the
byte we want-right there, immediately.
Immediate mode addressing requires a special format; LOX 0 is
actually wrong. That would get us the value that is currently stored in
memory location number zero. What we have to say is LOX #()-which
will load the byte that immediately follows the # symbol into the X
register.
Addresses. This is a hairy topic and we aren't going to go deeply in
to it today. One of these months we'll do a whole column on it; but for
now, if you want more details. see the article "The Handy & Hook" in
last month's issue.
We are talking, of course, about addresses in memory-RAM, or
read/ write memory, to be specific. This part of memory is the Apple's
notebook for the job it's doing at the moment, and more-blackboard,
notebook, file cabinet, and library would about cover it. Read/ write
memory is a busy and important place.
It 's also big. On a 48K Apple, there are more than forty-eight thou
sand memory locations, each of which can store one byte (that is, one
character of a string, one digit of a number, and so on).
As you can see, we'II need a good way to keep track of where we put
things in this memory area.
You can think of memory as a giant array of mailboxes, each of
which can hold exactly one byte of information and each of which has its
own unique address. You can read the byte that's in a particular mail
box with LOA and the address of that mailbox. This will copy the ad
dressed byte into the accumulator. Or you can copy a byte from the ac
cumulator into a mailbox-that is, store it in that mailbox-with STA
and the mailbox's address.
That explanation leaves a lot out. For one thing, the addresses usual
ly have to be in the hexadecimal number system, which is another topic
in itself. Nevertheless, let's leave it at that for now. One address can store
one byte, and that byte can be read or written over (note that if you write
to a mailbox you destroy whatever was there before).
If you're still puzzled, here's another way to look at it. Each memory
address represents a variable, like the variables in Basic, except that these
variables can hold only certain kinds of values (like integer variables,
only more so). One byte of memory-one mailbox-can hold a single
character or a small number; if you want to put more than that in your
variable, use a string of mailboxes, side by side. That's how we're going
to store the message "Hello Boss! " for example.
Indexed Addressing_ Now that you' ve mastered the immediate mode
of addressing (in which the operand itself is the desired byte) and the sim
ple mode (in which the operand is the address of the desired byte, techni
cally known as the absolute mode), it's time to deal with something a bit
tricky: indexed addressing.
The X and Y registers are designed to be used as index registers
that's why they're so good at counting. Indexing your way through a list
means pointing out each item in the list, one after another (as you might
do with your index finger), and that's what these registers are for.
The hardware of the 6502-the silicon switching circuits inside the
chip-can add the contents of one of these registers to an address before
it uses the address. This is called indexed addressing.
Here's how it works. We're using the X register as a loop counter, so
it has a different value on each pass through the loop. If we use those
same values to index the address of an LOA instruction, we can read
from a different memory location on each pass through the loop.
And that is how we're going to load the message, "Hello, Boss!" The
assembly language instruction. line 16, is LOA MSG,X, in which MSG
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is a label for the address at which the first character of the message is
stored.
The next line of our program is a short-cut JSR COUT. COUT is an
Apple Monitor routine that outputs the character in the accumulator to
the currently active output device, thus saving us the trouble. We simply
call this routine on each pass through the loop after we've read the de
sired character into the accumulator. JSR is assembly language for go
sub-we'll have more on that another day.
Next, the X-register-as-counter does another trick for us. INX is the
mnemonic for increment X, meaning add one to the X register. This is a
complete instruction, one of the reasons X is so good at counting (there is
also a DEX instruction, for counting backward; and the Y register has a
similar pair). Note that these are among the few instructions that do not
require an operand.
Finally, line 19 compares the current value ofX to 12(remember, the
#means that 12 is the desired value, not the address of the desired value),
and line 20 repeats the loop if X is not big enough yet. BCC is short for
branch if carry is clear, and that's another thing we'll have to explain
some other time.
Line 21 sends you back to the calling program-RTS is assembly
language for return .
Then there's a BRK statement at line 22. The Apple will never see
this as part of the program, because of the RTS just ahead of it; so we
can use it as a reference point to separate program from message. It will
show up as a zero byte in the machine code, so we can find it easily.
And finally we have the message. It's in high-bit ASCII-Apple
ASCII codes, but with the high bit set. If that sounds like gibberish, take
the normal (decimal) ASCII value of a character and add 128 to it.
User Notes. So how do you use it? Well, first you have to enter it.
The numbers on the right side of the listing are in decimal-these are the
ones you want. You have to poke them into successive locations in mem
ory, starting at 768 as indicated in line 12. The ORG mnemonic in that
line is a command to the assem bier-not the microprocessor-to start
the program at the specified location. It is short for origin. The numbers
beneath 768 (the ORG address) on the right-hand side are the docimal
equivalents of the hex numbers on the far left. These decimal numbers
are the ones to poke in, one number to each location. So, in Basic: poke
768,162: poke 769,0: poke 770,189, and so on.
After that, type call 768 and the Apple will greet you with "Hello,
Boss!" It works equally well from within a program: The hello program
on one of your disks, for example.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
0300: A2 00
15
0302: BD OF 03 16
0305: 20 ED FD 17
030B: EB
1B
0309: ED DC
19
030B : 90 F5
20
0300: 60
21
030E: 00
22
23
24
25
030F: CB cs cc
0312: cc CF AC
0315: AO C2 CF
031B: 03 03 A1

* HELLO, BOSS *

(DECIMAL)
* **** * ********* ** *** *

GOUT EQU
ORG

------------- ·

$FDED 65005 or - 531
$300

76B

LDX
LOOP LDA
JSR
INX
CPX
BCC
RTS
BRK

#0
MSG,X
GOUT

162
0
1B9
14
3
32 237 253
232
224
12
144 245
96
0

MSG

"HELLO, BOSS!"
200 197
204 207
160 194
211 211

ASC

#12
LOOP

204
172
207
161

When the program is in memory and working, you can save it on
JI
disk with bsave Hello Boss, A768, U7.
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Two hundred years ago, in 1783, a new sort of society
and a new sort of state came into being.
"It was like something coming out of an egg," writes
H.G. Wells in The Outline of History. "It was a western
European civilization that had broken free from the last
traces of Empire and Christendom; it had not a vestige of
monarchy left and no state religion .. . . Even its unity was as
yet a mere unity for defense and freedom. It was in these
respects such a clean start in political organization as the
world had not seen before."
The new society and state was the young United States
of America, which officially ceased fighting with Great
Britain on April 19, 1783. Two hundred years later the United
States is again the site of a struggle to reshape the world we
live in. America has been an industrial and agricultural
society for most of its two hundred-plus years, but that is
now changing.
With the help of computers, big and small, we are
entering the information age-a society that depends more
on the exchange of knowledge than physical goods. In the
coming decades we just might eliminate all mind-numbing,
backbreaking work and improve the quality of life for those
ready to embrace the computer revolution.
Softalk is dedicated to making the shift to the informa
tion age as smooth as possible. We recognize and under
stand the needs of those who are taking the gamble of
buying a personal computer. The Apple is a wonderful
machine, but it's only as smart as its owner.
Published twelve times a year, Softalk is dedicated to
illuminating the world of the Apple II, Apple lie, and Apple Ill.
Both experienced users and novices will find what they
need in Softalk-news, tutorials, reviews, programs, and
feature articles on applications and on the people who
shape the industry. We're working overtime to bring you the
best end-user Apple magazine on the newsstands.
And, at first, we believe this information should be given
out free. If you recently acquired an Apple computer or have
owned an Apple for a while and just discovered Softalk, you
are eligible for a free trial subscription. Just send us your
name, address, and Apple serial number and we'll start your
free subscription to Softalk. After six or more issues, we'll
ask you to pay to continue your subscription, but you're
under no obligation to renew.
Help us build a new and better world. Subscribe now to
Softalk!
Softalk Circulation
Box60
North Hollywood, CA 91603
Apple, Apple 11, Apple lie, and Apple Ill are trademarks of Apple
Computer.
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Exploring Business Basic, Part 23
Last month we undertook a challenge to use
the flexibility of the soft (programmable) char
acter set of the Apple III to do something us
ually reserved for systems using bit-mapped
graphics displays. A cursor that actually lives
between two adjacent screen characters tells us
exactly where a typed character would be
inserted.
The example was borrowed from the Sys
tem Utilities program, where this insert mode
cursor is used in the input fields . Some other
Pascal programs use this technique, but it
turned out that it was fairly easy to implement
in Basic as well (yay, Basic!). However, the way
things were done last time was somewhat dif
ferent from the Utilities implementation, and so
the article concluded with some challenges to
make the routine better and more useful in
data-entry programs, as well as more like the
way things work in Utilities. Shame on this col
umn! This month's episode revisits the pro
gram and the previous column's parting chal
lenges and delivers a more robust and useful
version. For those of you who undertook to
solve the problems raised last time, this will
serve as a check on one way (not necessarily the
best) to attack the solution.
Quick as a Wink. Just to refresh your mem
ory, the way we attacked the problem of put
ting a cursor between two characters was to cre
ate two new sets of character-set definitions in
which each character was moved to the left or
right one pixel within the character cell (since
most characters occupy five-by-seven dots with
in a seven-by-eight cell). A vertical row of dots
was put into the vacant space left by shifting the
character. By redefining two adjacent charac
ters on the screen with left-shifted and right
shifted versions, we created two standard char
acters with a double-width bar between them, in
dicating where the character typed would go.
To make things clearer, the bottom row of
pixels was turned on as well, in the space nor
mally occupied by the descenders of lower-case
characters.
While this was a good first pass, the System
Utilities program does several other things that
make the input system easier to use and more
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legible. First, to draw attention to the cursor po
sition, the program flashes the underline below
the two characters, instead of leaving it con
stantly on. Secondly, the program handles the
problem of the flashing underline destroying
lower-case descenders by physically moving the
character up one row so that the descenders
are preserved. It can do this because only five
lower-case characters have descenders (g, j, p, q,
y) and in each case the character can be moved
up without losing its appearance. Granted, the j
loses its top dot, but life is like that.
In the following program, we'll first tackle
the problem of making the underline "wink"
(rhymes with blink) at us, and then look at a
method of shifting up the five lower-case char
acters. To get the blinking underline, it's neces
sary to remember that the high-order bit in a
character definition (the leftmost or most sig
nificant bit, some people would say) is used to
control blinking for that line of pixels in the
character cell, but only if the character is writ
ten in inverse mode. This means that you can
have normal mode and either inverse or blink
ing, but not both.
Programming Inverse. The preceding in
formation suggests a simple solution, namely to
set the high-order bit of the last row of the cur
sor character definitions and print them in in
verse mode. However, since we must print the
whole character in inverse for the top seven
rows to come out normally, it is necessary to
create an inverse (black-on-white) character
definition, which, when printed in inverse, will
result in the normal white pixels on black. For
tunately, as we will see, inverting the character
definition is much simpler than shifting it.
Those of you with exceptional memories (or ex
ceptional faithfulness to this column) will re
member that this technique was covered when
we created the character and shape editor in the
February episode. Then, as now, the way to in
vert a bit pattern is to subtract it from a bit pat
tern of all ones. Thus:
1111111
-1001101

1111111
-0011101

0110010

1100010

In decimal, it's as simple as subtracting the val-

a

n

ue from 127, 255, or any other number that is
all ones in binary.
Dividing Up the Work. One of the other
challenges from last time was to divide the pro
gram into two parts, one that created the shift
ed (and now inverted) characters and the field
definitions, the other of which used the charac
ter definitions to do data entry into the fields.
The major reason for this division of labor was
to avoid spending the time inverting and shift
ing the characters each time the data-entry pro
gram was run. Also, by building files of shifted
character definitions, field names and specifica
tions, it would be possible to use the same data
entry program to enter many different sets of
data, depending on which definition file the da
ta-entry program used. This is much more the
way that real applications are built.
Since the details of the character-shifting
process were fully described last time, the de
scription of the following program will just note
changes from the previous version:
10

DIM highr%(15),lowr%(15),
carryr%( 15),highl%( 15),lowl%( 15),
carryl%(15)
15 DIM lchar$(127),rchar$(127),
sleft%(255),sright%(255),char%(511)
20 DIM flname$(20),vert%(20),horz%(20),
fstart%(20), fend% (20)
30 INVOKE"/basic/request.inv","/basic/
download .inv"
35 PR INT''I nitializing values, please wait"
40 GOSUB 4000
45 GOSUB 6000
This section uses the same routines at lines
4000 and 6000 to build the character definitions
and field descriptions, but this time, instead of
using these definitions immediately, the follow
ing program section writes this information out
to a definition storage file:
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

INPUT"Storage file: ";a$
IF a$="" THEN 500
OPEN#1,a$
PERFORM filwrite(% 1,@charset$,
%1024)
WRITE#1,10;font$
FOR i=O TO 127
WRITE#1;1char$(i) ,rchar$(i)
NEXT i
WRITE#1,20;max.field+ 1
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140
150

FOR 1= 0 TO max field
WRITE#1 ,flna me$(1),vert %( 1),
ho rz %(1), fstart %(1), len d %( 1)
NE XT 1
PRIN T" lnformat1on stored"

160
170

4100

4 110
4 120

Line 80 wntes out the character set th at cor
respond s to the shifted detimtlons in lchar$ and
rch ar$ This en sures th at the data-entry pro
gram will use con si stent defimtwns for regular
characters and redefi ned ones, no m atter wh at
font 1s selected m thi s program After the char
acter set 1s wntten out, the shifted delimt1ons
are written in Imes 90 through 120 Note that
the pathnam e of the ongm al font 1s wntten for
reference. In Imes 130 through 160, then, field
name defimt1ons are wntten , alo ng with the di s
play location and length information . At th at
pomt this program 1s fini shed

41 30
4150
4 160
4170
4180
420.0
4210
4220
4230

REM end of program
CLOSE IN VOKE
END

500
510
520

4240
4250

M ost of th e routine at !me 4000, which builds
the shifted character defimtwns, 1s the sam e as
before It 1s repeated so that you can re-create
the whole program
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050

DA TA 0,2 ,4,6,0,2,4, 6,8, 10, 12, 14,8,
10,12,14
DATA 1,3,5,7,9, 11 , 13, 15,1,3,5 ,7 ,9,
11 ,13, 15
DATA 0,0 ,0,0 ,0,0,0 ,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
DATA 4,4 ,5,5,6.6,7,7, 12, 12, 13,13,
14, 14, 15 ,15
DATA 0 ,0, 1, 1,2,2,3,3,4 ,4,5,5,6,6 ,7,7
DA TA 0 ,8,0,8,0 ,8,0 ,8 ,0,8,0,8,0 ,8 ,0,8

4260
4270
4280
4300
4310
43 20
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FOR 1= 0 TO 15 READ
h1ghl %(1) NE XT FOR i = OTO 15 READ
lowl%( 1) NE XT
FOR 1= 0 TO 15 READ
carryl%(1) NE XT
FOR 1= 0 TO 15 READ
h1ghr%(1) .NE XT FOR 1= OTO
15 READ lowr %( 1) NE XT
FOR 1= 0 TO 15 READ
carryr%(1) NE XT
FOR 1= 0 TO 15 FOR J= O TO 15
sleft%( 1* l6 + 1) = 16. (highl %( i)
+ carr yl%(J)) + lowl%(J )
sr1ght %(1' 16 + J) = 16. h1ghr%(1) +
lowr %(J) + carryr%( 1)
NE XT NE XT
prompt$ = "Character font pathname "
GOSUB 5000
IF error THEN RETURN
ON ERR GOTO 4260
font$ = CHR$( 34) + a$ + CHR$(34)
charset$ = "char %"
PERFORM getfont(@ font$,
@charset$)
OFF ERR PRINT" Font loaded" GOTO
4400
ON ERR GOTO 4300
OPEN# 1,a$ PERFORM f1lread (% 1,
@charset$ ,% 1024, @ret %)
IF ret % = 1024 THEN OFF ERR GOTO
4400
OFF ERR PRINT a$" IS not a valid
cha racter font file "
IF TYP(1) = 0 THEN
CLOSE#1 DELETE a$.GOTO 4200
CLOSE#1 GOTO 4200

The following shift preparation routines
contain th e changes for inverting the ch aracter
set to allow for our bhnkmg underline cursor

4400

PRINT PRINT" Preparing the ch aracter
fonts"
FOR i= O TO 511 STEP 4
k = 1/ 4 lchar$( k)='"' rc har$(k)=""
FOR J= O TO
2 a$ = HE X$( char%(1+ J))
l = TEN(MID$(a$, 1,
2 )) r= TEN (MID$(a$,3, 2))
lchar$(k) = lchar $( k) +
CHR $( 127 - sleft%(1)) +
CHR$( 127 - sleft%(r))
rchar$(k) = rchar$(k) +
CHR $( 127- sright%(1)) +
CHR $( 127 - sr1ght%( r))
NEXT J
a$= HE X$(char %(1 + 3)) l= TE N
(MID $( a$, 1,2)) r = TE N( MID $( a$,
3 ,2) )
lchar$( k) = Ichar$( k) +
CHR$( 127 - sleft%(1)) +
CHR $( 256 - sleft%( r) )
rchar$(k) = rchar$( k) +
CHR$( 127- sright %(1))+
CHR$(319 - sright%(r))
NEXT 1
RETURN

44 10
441 5
4420
4430
4440

4450

4460
44 70

4480

4490

4500
4510

Notice in Imes 4440, 4450, 4480, and 4490
th at the value of the ind1v1dual row di:fimtion is
first subtracted from 127 to form the in verse of
the regular value We use 127 ( se ven bits of
ones) because we want the high-order (flash) bit
to be left off on all rows but the bottom. The
botto m row left 1s handled in line 4480, where
subtracting from 256 not only inverts the bot
tom seven bits (the character's pixel delimt1on)
and inverts (turn s on) the flash bit , but also
(255+ I) turns on the low-order bit to be consJS
tent with the state of the other bits (remember
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Softdisk has expanded. A monthly magazine on disk packed with information and unprotected subscriber-contributed programs,
Softdisk now includes a second disk containing electronic advertising and previews of upcoming products from major software
publishers.
With Softdisk's cost of $55 a year you'll gel twenty-four disks (two each month) of information for less than the cost of the disks them
selves. You're welcome to keep the second disk with the advertising and previews. You're encouraged to copy the first disk and send the
original back with comments, suggestions, and even your own home-brewed program.
Each issue of Softdisk has intriguing subscriber-contributed programs, hints, tips, and just plain gab about the Apple computer. By
subscribing you'll have an opportunity lo show off your programming talents and find out what other people around the country are
doing with their Apples.
Subscriptions lo Softdisk cost $55 a year. A trial issue, including both disks, costs $10 .
Electronic advertising is available on a per-sector basis. It's a low-cost and smart way to reach thousands of Apple owners directly
through their computers. Call (318) 868-7247 for details.
Softdisk
3811 Saint Vincent, Department SB
Shreveport, LA 71108
Softdisk requires Applesoft and DOS 3.3

Apple and Applesoft are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc .
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that sleft% fo rces the low-order bit to one for
the cursor center line. a nd the invert operation
performed by the subtractio n turns it back off).
Line -1490 performs a simil ar operation , except
this time we mu st sub tract from 319(255+64),
which has the effect of in verting a ll the bits and
then turning the bit next to the fl ash (high-or
der) bit on. Trust it, it works'
The rest of the routine is very similar to the
ve rsio n from last time:
5000
5010
5020
6000
6005
6010
6015

PRINT prompt$;:1NPUT"";a$
IF a$ ="" THEN erro r= 1:RETURN
error = O.RETURN
DATA 5
DATA "Name: ", 6 ,1, 7,30
DATA "Ad d ress: '', 8 ,1,10.40
DATA "City ", 10,1,7,26

~

I ALK

6020
6025
6050
6055
6060

DATA "State: ", 12,1,8,9
DATA "Zip: ", 14,1,6,10
READ n: max. field = n - 1
FOR i= O TO max.field
READ flname$(i).vert%(i),horz%(i),
fstarto/o(i), fend %(i)
6065
NEXT i
6100 RETURN
Descending Ever Upward. As was men
ti oned before, it is possible to modify the char
acte r shifting and inversion routine to more
nearly match how the System Utilities program
behaves. The following lines, when added to the
preceding program , will move the definitions of
the characters g, j, p , q, and yup one row of pix
els so that a blinking underline can be used
without distorting the character appearance.
This has the disadvantage of making the char

"POf/f/ER
FAIWRE"
Goodbye valuable data. Unless
you have a Guardian Angel uninter
ruptabl e power source on duty.
Guardian Angel switches to 150
watt~ of backup power in 1/100 of a
second or less while alerting you of
blackout or brownout conditions. Its
rugged 12V battery gives you up to
six minutes (15 at half-rated power ),
enough to save your data and shut
down your system if lin e power does
not return.
Guardian Angel is compatible with
virtu ally every major microcomputer
syst em, including Apple, IBM, H-P,
TRS-80, Xerox, Eagle and Osborne.
Its transient voltage s uppressor
also prevents system damage from
power spikes.
Guardian Angel simply plugs in
between your power source and your
microcomputer. Its compact size
permits either desktop use or out of
the way placement.
Protect your in vestment: see
your R.H. Electronics

I-~

de,le<
tod'Angel
y 'boot
Guardian
or contact us at
566 Irelan Street, ' ....._.
Buellton, CA
93427,
(805) 688-204 7.
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acter appear to bounce up when the cursor
moves over it, but it's purely a matter of per
sonal taste. The best way is to make the modifi
cations and try creating both kinds of defini
tions. Use the one that makes the most sense to
you. Anyway, here are the changes:
IF k < 103 or j > 0 THEN 4440
IF k <> 103 AND k <> 106 AND k
<> 112AND k <> 113AND k <>
121 THEN 4440
4435 lchar$(k) =CHR$(127 - sleft%
(r)):rchar$(k)
=CHR$( 127-sright%(r)):GOTO 4460
4472 IF k< 103 THEN 4480
4473 IF k <> 103 AND k .<> 106 AND k
<> 112ANDk <> 113ANDk <>
121 THEN 4480
4475 lchar$(k) =lchar$(k) +
CHR$(127-sleft%(1))+
CHR$(127-sleft%(r)) +C HR$(255)
4478 rchar$(k)=rchar$(k) +
CHR$( 127-srighto/o(I)) +
CHR$( 127-sright%(r)) + CHR$(255)
4479 GOTO 4500

4432
4433

As you can see, it works by skipping the
loading of the top row (line 4435) and adds an
extra row (now the new bottom row), which
consists of just a solid flashing line: the
chr$(255) in lines 4475 and 4478.
Spreading the Word. Having created and
stored the character definitions and the data-en
try definitions, it's time for the data-entry pro
gram, which takes advantage of all this work.
Because the next program follows almost exact
ly the program from last time (in the way it dis
plays the fields and accepts data) , only the
changed portions will be described in detail:
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
85
90

Our first task after allocating the arrays is to
read in the definitions from the file created in
the previous program . That's done at line 3000
and looks like this:
3000
3005
3010
3015
3020
3025

·1-1<1rr n1s pending, UL t1sred. FCC approved. 240VI :lJ Hz
w._•1s1or1avmlat>IP Of'alcrs and OEM mownes mv1ted

DIM highr%(15),lowr%(15),
carryr%( 15),highl%(15),lowl%(15).
carryl%(15)
DIM lchar$(127),rchar$( 127),
flname$(9) ,vert%(9),horz%(9)
DIM sleft%(255),sright%(255),
char%(511 ),fstart%(9),fend%(9)
INVOKE" / basic/request.inv","/ basic/
download.inv"
GOSUB 3000
IF error THEN 2000
name$ =".console"
blank$="
:REM 60 spaces between quotes
lcursor$=CHR$(128) :
rcursor$ =CH R$( 129):
cursor$= Icursor$ + rcursor$
INPUT"Name of recording file: ";a$
IF a$="'' THEN a$ =".console"
OPEN#2,a$

3030
3035
3040
3100

INPUT"Screen definition file: ";a$
error = O:I F a$="'' THEN
error = 1:RETURN
charset$ ="char%"
ON ERR GOTO 3900
OPEN#1,a$
PERFORM filread(%1,@charset$ ,
%1024,@ret%)
OFF ERR
IF rel% <> 1024 THEN 3900
PERFORM :oadfont(@charset$)
READ#1, 10;font$

SOtIAL~i)
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3105
3110
3115
3120
3125
3130
3135
3200
3205
3900
3905
3910

FOR i=O TO 127
READ#1 ;lchar$(i),rchar$(i)
NEXT i
READ#1,20;n:max.field=n-1
FOR i=O TO max.field
READ#1;flname$(i) ,vert%(i),
horz%(i),fstart%(i),fend%(i)
NEXT i
PRINT"lnformation loaded"
RETURN
PRINT"lnvalid definition file, try again"
OFF ERR
GOT03000

This routine reverses the process used to
originally write the file and stores the informa
tion used by the data-entry routine in the ap
propriate arrays.
Glancing back up to the rest of the routine
in lines 80 through 90, we now allow a file to be
opened to store the data that will be input. The
example used here is a simple one, and typical
ly would have lots more complications, like cre
ating keys and writing out data into a database
structure, and so on. But for now the example
given simplifies the issues. Notice that the de
fault is the screen (.console), giving a con
venient way to test that the data we see is really
the data that was accepted as input.
Next we come to the input routine itself,
which was heavily described last time. It ba
sically cycles through all the fields and acceets
data while displaying the "insert mode" cursor
created by the new character definitions .
500
505
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
575
580
585
590
600

610
620
650
660
670
675
680
690
700
750
755
760

HOME
FOR field=O TO max.field
VPOS =vert%(field):HPOS =horz%
(lield):PRINT flname$(field);
flen=fend%(field) - fstart%(field) + 1
cpos= 1
value$=MID$(blank$, 1,llen)
HPOS =!start% (field ):PR I NT value$;:
HPOS=fstart%(field)+cpos-1
IF cpos > 1 THEN 590
rval%=ASC(MID$(value$, 1, 1))
ctrlist$ =CHR$( 1) +CHR$( 1) +
lchar$(rval%)
PERFORM control(%17,
@ctrlist$)name$
INVERSE:PRINT rcursor$;
:NORMAL:GOTO 650
lval% =ASC(MID$(value$,cpos-1,
1)):rval% =ASC(M ID$(value$,cpos,
1))
ctrlist$=CHR$(2)+CHR$(0)+
rchar$(1val%) +CHR$( 1)+lchar$
(rval%)
PERFORM control(% 17,
@ctrlist$)name$
HPOS= HPOS-1 :INVERSE:PRINT
cursor$;: NORMAL
GET a$:a=ASC(a$)
IF a<32 OR a >127 THEN 800
IF cpos=flen THEN 750:ELSE:IF
cpos >lien THEN 650
SUB$(value$,
cpos+ 1)=MID$(value$,cpos,
flen - cpos)
SUB$(value$,cpos) =a$
cpos=cpos+ 1
GOTO 550
SUB$(value$,cpos) =a$:1F cpos= 1
THEN 760
HPOS= HPOS-2 :PRINT
MID$(value$,cpos-1, 1);
lval% =a :ctrlist$ =CHR$( 1) +
CH R$(0)+rchar$( lval%)

770
780
800
805
810
815
817
820
825
827
830
835

840

845

850
860
870
875
899
900
905
910
915
920
925
930
935
969
970
980
985

PERFORM control(% 17,
@ctrlist$)name$
HPOS=fend%(field):
INVERSE:PRINT !cursor$ ;:
NORMAL:cpos=cpos+1:GOTO 650
IF a>127 THEN a=a-128:GOTO 900
IF a=9 THEN 970
IF a <> 8 THEN 830
IF cpos= 1 THEN 650:ELSE IF
cpos <lien+ 1 THEN 825
HPOS= HPOS-1 :PRINT
MID$(value$,cpos-1, 1);
HPOS = HPOS-1 :
cpos=cpos-1 :GOTO 560
HPOS= HPOS - 2:PRINT
MIO$(value$ ,cpos-1,2);
cpos=cpos-1:HPOS= HPOS-2:
GOTO 560
IF a <> 21 THEN 860
IF cpos >lien THEN 650:ELSE IF
cpos = flen THEN
a =ASC(M ID$(value$,cpos,
1)):GOTO 755
1Fcpos=1 THEN HPOS=
HPOS-1 :PRINT MID$(value$,cpos,
1);:GOTO 850
HPOS = HPOS - 2:PRINT
MID$(value$,cpos-1 , 1);:HPOS =
HPOS + 1
cpos=cpos + 1:GOTO 560
IF a=13 THEN SUB$(value$,cpos,
flen-cpos + 1) =
blank$:cpos= 1:GOTO 550
IF a=27 THEN 990
GOTO 650
REM routine below handles " openapple" keys
IF a <> 8 THEN 920
IF cpos = 1 THEN 650
SUB$(value$,
cpos - 1)=MID$(value$,cpos)+ ""
cpos = cpos-1:GOTO 550
IF a <> 21 THEN 650
IF cpos> lien THEN 650
SUB$(value$ ,cpos)=MID$(value$,
cpos+1) +""
GOTO 550
REM put value into the result array and
get next value
HPOS=fstart%(field):PRINT value$;
result$(field) =value$
NEXT field

265
2000
2005
2010
2020
2030

Lines 2000 through 2030 load the standard
character set back using getfont and loadfont
and then terminate the program.
Exiting Data Entry. The data-entry pro
gram, with its nice field-handling capabilities,
can be the basis for lots of applications. Be
cause the definition of the data to be entered is
stored separately from the data-entry program
itself, one program can truly serve many needs.
This is much more characteristic of the way real
database query and update programs work,
with one piece of program code operating on
lots of different database definitions. One thing
that would make this combination much more
useful would be modifying the definition pro
gram to allow the input and editing of the field
definitions, rather than having to type them in
to data statements. You might even want to
store the field definitions in separate files, since
one set of character definitions would serve
many different sets of fields and would save
considerable disk space as well.
Tune in next time for a special treat, as this
column brings you some news that will delight
every Apple III owner (and make some of
you Apple II owners a bit jealous !) . Till
then .. ·. .
JI

*DOUBLES DISKETTE
STORAGE SPACE!!
REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE
COSTS BY 50%
*The back of
your 5 114'' single
sided diskette
has recording
medium. All you
need is an
ACCURATELY
placed "write

Notice that in lines 585, 620, and 780 we
now turn on inverse mode, print the cursor
characters, and then turn normal back on. This,
in combination with the high bit "on" in the
character's bottom row, creates the flashing un
derline we want. After all the fields are filled (re
member that tab gets us to the next field and es
cape jumps out of input mode), we write out the
results in the storage file:
990
REM end of input cycle, write out results
1000
PRINT:PRINT
1005
FOR i=O TO max.field
1010
PRINT#2;result$(i)
1015
NEXT i
1020
PRINT"Record written"
1030
INPUT"Continue? ";a$
1035
IF a$="'' THEN 500
1040
a$=MID$(a$,1 ,1) :1F INSTR("Yy'',
a$) THEN 500

stdset$ =CHR$(34) +"/basic
/standard" + CH R$ (34)
PERFORM getfont( @stdset$,
@charset$)
PERFORM loadlont( @charset$)
CLOSE:INVOKE
END

enable notch"
to USE IT, on many systems .
1\111111£B 1\'frrt:H™ is a precision
engineered tool designed for
this purpose.

IT'S A MONEY SAVER!
IT'S ATIME SAVER!

$14.95

-

Add $1 .50 Postage/Handling
($4.50 Foreign)
Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 

ORDER TODAY!
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

The routine from lines 1005 to 1015 prob
ably needs to be much more complicated to be
useful. After prompting to see if there are more
records to be entered, line 1040 either takes the
user back for more input or terminates using the
next routine.
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THE AVANT GARDE
GAMES HIT LIST
This
Week

Hundreds of practical joking space critters are falling from the sky!
Can you help Arnold Strump, the local dog catcher, snare them
before they take over the entire city? Armed with only a net and
your own skills, its you and Arnold vs . TROMPERS!
Now available from your local dealer
and by calling (503) 345-3043
Atari Version available in September

NEW from ~ AVANT GARDE

JUMP JET
(Apple)
HI-RES COMPUTER GOLF 2
(Apple)
LAZER MAZE
(Apple, Atari, IBM PC,
Commodore, VIC 20, Tl 99)
TROMPERS
(Apple)
TRIPLE ARCADE INSANITY
(Apple)
DEATH RACE
(Apple)
FEDERATION
(Apple, IBM PC)
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IBM BUYS
STOCK FOR
THE FUTURE

ROBOTS AND AUTOMATION CHALLENGE
OUR ABILITIES TO GROWAND ADAPT
"You will be happy, sir," the mechanical
promised him cheerfully. "We have learned how
to make all men happy, under the Prime Direc
tive. Our service is perfect, at last. Even Mr.
Sledge is l'ery happy now. "
Underhill tried to speak , and his dry throat
stuck. He felt ill. The world turned dim and
gray. The humanoids were perfect-no ques
tion of that. They had even learned to lie, to se
cure the contentment of men.
-"With folded Hands" by Jack Williamson
Science-fiction writers have long been ex
ploring the good and bad aspects of a future
mechanized society, where robots and autom
atons do most of the work and humans do
what they please.

In Jack Williamson's classic 1953 short
story, "With Folded Hands," a brilliant scien
tist creates a race of perfect humanoids pro
grammed to follow the Prime Directive-"to
serve and obey, and guard men from harm."
The scientist's plan goes disastrously awry
when the humanoids start implementing the
Prime Directive too literally.
Virtually all activities are eventu ally
deemed too dangerous for humans and the ro
bots gently insist on having their way. Hu
mans become "pampered prisoners" in a
"highly efficient jail." Purpose and hope die,
replaced by a sense of "utter futility." Thero
bots go so far as to alter the minds of those
who cannot accept the new way of life,
GOTO page 270, column 2

Always unpredictable, on the leading edge
of technology and business strategies, Inter
national Business Machines bucked the buy
out and merger trends of 1982 when it bought
minority shares in two high-technology com
panies earlier this year .
A month and a half ago, Armonk, New
York-based IBM bought 15 percent of Rolm
Corporation, a Silicon Valley-based manufac
turer of business telephone switching systems.
In February, IBM bought 12 percent of Intel
Corporation, the semiconductor and micro
processor company whose chips IBM buys by
the railroad carload. The price of the two pur
chases came to slightly less th an $500 million.
Considering the buy-out trend of 1982,
many wondered why IBM didn ' t take the big
plunge-Intel, Rolm, and the antitrust laws
willing-and purchase the two companies out
right. With $35 billion in yearly sales, the com
puter giant could have afforded it.
In both cases, a full takeover was not con
sidered by either party. Independence, not
antitrust, was the primary reason for this
strategy. IBM doesn't want to stifle or have
too much influence on the motivation driving
two such important independent suppliers as
Intel and Rolm. Future profits are at stake.
Intel needed capital to keep up the pace of
its research spending. Making the company a
division of IBM-captive to a single cus
tomer-would have ended Intel's competitive
service to a demanding marketplace. As they
say, "Domesticated animals sleep a lot."
Internally, IBM showed an understand
ing of the problem when it set up Internation
al Business Units (IBUs) two years ago. The
IBUs are identical in every way to a start-up
company-formed and staffed by entrepre
neurially minded people who decide whether
to go outside IBM for parts or service or use
the company's own facilities. There are now
twelve IBUs , taking IBM into such diverse
fields as medical electronics and robotics.
IBM's coming head-on clash with AT&T
motivated the Rolm buy-in. Rolm has in
stalled twelve thousand switchboard systems
in the United States-second only to AT&T,
which is freeing itself from public-utility status
in order to compete with IBM in the boom
ing data communications industry. Fast-grow
ing Rolm sought out IBM, seeing the possi
bility of the two being able to jointly displace
AT&T in the so-called office of the future.
The decentralized buy-in strategy of IBM
may be a solution to a recognized problem of
U .S. business-how to marry the innovative
ness of small companies with the financial,
marketing, and manufacturing muscle of large
DH
corporations .
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POWERTEXt
The Word Processing
System For
Professionals.

J

f

'
All across the nation, PowerText has
become the prime word processing sys
tem for professionals.
Businesspeople. Write rs. Atto rneys. Edu
cators. Men and women who demand a
level of performance not available from th e
mass- market wo rd processors .
If you require a tru e high-performance
system, consider PowerText.

Formatting is fully automatic.
PowerTex t prints the most complex doc
uments- from business letters to dramatic
sc ripts to legal documents packed with
foo tnotes- precisely consistent with the for
mats you define. You need never worry
about printed style as you write. Yet you
always get perfectl y formatted documents.

It's almost like dictating to your
computer.
When you prepare outlines, quest1on
na1res , and re ports. Powe rText can auto
maticall y indent and assign numbers to
your paragraphs (Roman or Arabic numer
als, or alphanumerics, as you di rect.)
There 's a full complemen t of ed1t1ng fea
tures. Including " nested " editing, equiva
lent to spli t-screen editing .
You get built -in fo rm letter capability
Remarkably ve rsatile column ar
capabilities _
User-definable function keys .
And far more.
Yet for all its power and soph1sticat1on ,
PowerText is rem arkably easy to learn and
ope rate. The system includes an excellent
10 -lesson tutorial and a reference manual.

We'll send you complete details.
It is impossible to describe all of Power
Text's many val uable features here. But
we' ll be pleased to send you detailed infor
mation , including many samples of actual
Power Tex t output.
Just write us a note, or phone us.
(Or you may wish to send for the tutorial
and man ual. The cost is $25. Please indi
cate whi ch computer you have.)

FOR IBM PC : $399
FOR APPLE II OR lie: $299
FOR IBM PC, APPLE II OR Ill ,
WITH ,PASCAL: $199

~
w

BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
High p,.rformann · Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Ru , Harri son. NY 10528
(9M) 967 -3504

This page: scenes
from Don Bluth
Pro ductions's
a nimated video
arc ade game
Dragon 's Lair_ Right,
Dirk enco unters on e
of the game's fortytwo perils; below,
Dirk the Daring and
the lovel y
Princess Daphne.

VIDEODISC GAMES TO HIT
THE ARCADES THIS SUMMER
G et ready for a whole new gaming expe
rience-interactive "minimovies." The first of
these videodisc-video game hybrids should
hit arcades sometime in midsummer, with
home versions expected to follow in about a
year. The latest attempt to boost the slump
ing game industry, interactive minimovies will
combine the usual computer-generated game
character, such as a spaceship or warrior, with
live-action or animated backgrounds stored
on a laser disc.
Several Hollywood film companies
Paramount, MCA-Universal, Don Bluth Pro
duction s, Columbia, Wa rner Bros ., and Lu
casfilm-hope to cash in on the multibillion
dollar gaming business, providing the ingredi
ent they offer best movies. The minimovie en
ables the production of superior graphics and
increased story possibilities, as well as better
a dvanced tie-ins between video games and
theatrical film s.
According to a spokesperson at Para
mount, who has struck up a partnership with
Sega, the added visual reality that comes from
using videodiscs could even lead to the pre
production planning of footage for use in both
the movie and the tie-in game.
Some game executives see the arcade own
er becoming comparable to the theater ex
hibitor who books a film every week. The ar
cade owner would simply change the mini
movie disc on the videodisc machine hidden
inside the coin-op cabinet. "Coming soon" and
"now playing" signs could even be attached to
the sides, the games becoming, in effect, ancil
·
lary movie houses.
But is the price right? The willingness of
kids to deposit fifty cents into the machines
and the initial investment by arcade owners
into the videodisc equipment will obviously
be determinin g factors in the box-office suc
cess of these minimovies.
Testing of the minimovie coin-ops has al
ready beg un in some cities. The Yellow Brick
Road Arcade in San Diego, California, is cur

rently previewing the Sega/ Paramount laser
disc game Astron Belt. Developed by a Japa
nese firm , the game is reportedly doing " ex
tremely well," having already scored a major
success in Japanese and European arcades.
Kids are lining up in dro ves just waiting to de
posit their two tokens. Astron Belt features a
computer-generated spaceship flying against a
special-effects-created space background origi
nally imaged on film stock.
According to Brenda Mutchnick of Sega
Games, "We hope to release a few new games
of this type by the end of the year. We don't
know if Astron Belt will be one of them . Even
though it's scored a major success in Japan ,
when we got a look at the game here we didn 't
feel the game play was as good as that of cur
rent home computer games. We are now re
designing the cabinet itself and are awaiting
future software developments with our own
titles."
Don Bluth Productions will unveil an in
teracti ve coin-op game-Dragon 's Lair
sometime this summer. Created by Bluth and
Advanced Microcomputer Systems (AMS),
the new game will be marketed to arcades un
der the Starcom banner. The head of AMS,
Rick Dyer, began developing the technology
for Dragon's Lair some years ago.
GOTO page 273 , column 1
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Shou;girls, Splash, Finesse, NotMuch Else

Summer CES Wows the Crowd
With Glitter and Big Talk
The second in a series of unintentional
ironies is over. The seventeenth year of the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES), held at
Chicago's McCormick Place this past June 8,
ended without a great deal of fanfare-amidst
rumors of disappointing attendance. As with
the Las Vegas CES in January, the emphasis
in Chicago was on merchandising, with micro
computer software showing strength, if not
originality.
CES is a trade show, closed to the idle
consumer or child, although plenty of both
were evident. It is meant to be a showcase for
new products in the electronics industry, and a
place where vendors and dealers can meet and
hash out mutually beneficial arrangements.
This year, for the first time, software was in
such abundance that a separate building was
devoted to computers and related products.
The talk of the show was the new Coleco
computer, the Adam. This self-contained
"family computer system" comes with key
board, 80K of RAM, letter-quality printer,
and a "digital data drive." The magnetic tape
drive stores half a megabyte, and Coleco
claims it has transfer speeds comparable to
those a floppy disk drive can achieve. Demos
that ran constantly asserted that the new com
puter was capable, figuratively speaking, of
leaping tall buildings in a single bound, but
the salespeople in the booth seemed reluctant
to discuss particulars.
Atari also had some new machines to
show: the 600XL, 800XL, 1400XL, and
1450XL. These are all new, slim machines-in
varying configurations ranging from 16K
. RAM to 64K RAM-complete with the long
awaited new disk drives and lots of periph
erals. The new lineup is intended to replace the
current crop of Atari micros and to be fully
compatible with existing software. Also an
nounced by Atari at C ES was the launching of
software endeavors for machines other than
their own, including products for Apple, IBM,
and Commodore computers.
Among the more eye-catching exhibits at
CES was the new Datamost booth-in a car
nival-tent setting with an atmosphere to
match. Featuring Captain Sticky, a Real Peo
ple refugee, and a swarm of scantily clad host
esses, the booth attracted large numbers of
viewers who seemed to pay little or no atten
tion to the products being displayed. While
the sideshow was amusing, it also was a sad
commentary on the show in general-some
times little emphasis was placed on the prod
ucts for sale, while a good deal of money was
spent on attracting attention.
A different side of the same coin was ap
parent in the presence of newcomer Elec
tronic Arts, a software firm composed of for
mer employees of Apple, Atari, and other

microcomputer companies. At the Elec
tronic Arts booth, marketing and product
seemed to go hand in hand. The quality of
wares seemed uniformly solid, while the mar
keting was innovative without being over
bearing. Electronic Arts seems to have taken
its cue from the record industry and is work
ing to make stars of its authors, as well as
turning stars in other fields into authors of
software. The current crop of authors in
cludes Bill Budge, Dan Bunten (of Cytron
Masters fame), Mike Abbott and Matt Alex
ander (formerly of Cavalier Computing), and
a number of other familiar faces. Equally in
triguing is Electronic Arts's upcoming crop of
new authors, including cartoonist Gahan Wil
son and a couple of giants from the NBA
Larry Byrd and Julius Erving. No kidding!
One of the more interesting pitches came
from Romox Corporation, marketers of a
new point of sales approach for video game
sellers: The Terminal. This device allows
dealers to download software onto repro
grammable cartridges. Romox claims this will
take care of the inventory control demon that
plagues dealers who have a tendency to over
stock video games. Of greater interest will be
the software that is to be downloaded.
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TG Products unveiled some new game
software for the Atari computers, along with
some new paddles. Wico had a prototype
mouse attached to an Apple and was busy try
ing to convince onlookers that the hardware
was responsible for tricks performed by the
software th at was running. Activision was giv
ing sneak previews of its Atari microcom
puter games. Twentieth Century-Fox was pur
suing the movie-to-video game chimera with
its Porky 's games. Epyx passed out canvas
painter 's hats.
·
Broderbund exhibited several new games,
including Lode Rwmer, which might well have
been the best of the show. Synapse also
showed several new titles, as did Sirius . Data
soft showed off its new crop of low-priced
software, the Gentry line, along with Zaxxon
on the Atari and Apple.
In short, there were a lot of familiar faces,
companies th at have moved away from the
Applefests and other consumer shows and
have taken their place in the mainstream mar
ketplace alongside firms like Mattel, Parker
Brothers, CBS, Fox, Coleco, !magic, Activi
sion, Atari, and others.
Amidst all the hype and merchandising,
the software seemed to stand still. There was
nothing truly original or exciting at the show,
or at least nothing that was out in plairt sight.
The primary topic of conversation among
reps, publishers, dealers, and distributors was
the "software glut." The proliferation of ti
tles, all variations of several familiar and time
worn themes, refused to shine.
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Auto Repeat: 'Invaluable. RepeatS any ·
keypress, Including control characters for
. scrolling, rubout, etc. Adjustable delay to
match your typin~ tom:h. ON/OFF control.
High Speed Cursor: Makes Apple's REPT
key a speed control to double the repeat
rate of any keypress. Zip through text or
across a VisiCalc spreadsheet to get there
fast. A rriust for 80 column displays.
New option for the REPEATERRRR:
SHIFT-key Modification: SHIFT as you
should. Get the "standardized" connection
(SHIFT-key to Game 110) while leaving the
Gamc 110 open with our plug-in connector.
Supported by most popular word proces
sors (Apple Writer II,Word Handler, Screen
Writer II, etc.) and many other programs.
Works only with certain software and/or
most 80 column boards.
Easy installation. Open top and plug onto
25-pin connector between keyboard and
encoder board (fits Rev .7 or later).

!~~~~~~~~!~Y modification 52495
REPEATERRRR+

with SHIFT-key modification $34 95

TO ORDER: Ask your local dealer

or order direct.
Add S2 per order ,shipping/hahdling
(SS foreign) . Ohio orders add 6.5'% sales
tax. Check, MasterCard VISA {ihcl. card
no. & exp . date) . 30 day trial - ful.1 re
fund if not satisfied. One year warranty.

17 RIVER ST. CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO 44022 .
PHONE 216-247-3110
Trademarks: Apple/Apple Computer, Inc.. Screen
Writer II/Sierra On-Line, Inc., Word HandlerlSificon Valley
Systems Inc., VlsiCalc/VislCorp.
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Robots
con tinued from page 267 _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.

thereby ensuring that everyone is "happy."
An extreme forecast, to be sure. But Wil
liamson's story brings into focus issues that
our species must address if it plans to con
tinue automating the workplace. What hap
pens to a worker who is suddenly replaced by
a machine? What happens to the twenty-year
vet of an assembly line who must either
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over and increases production, there will be a
need for more office personnel and workers to
maintain the automatic machinery. Both
labor unions and industry leaders have agreed
that retraining is one possible option. But will
retraining work on the human level?
For 1wen1y years, Johnny De1roi1 worked in
an au/o plan/ physically al/aching windshields
10 hundreds of cars a day. In 1992, his job was
wken over by a new, sophis1ica1ed au/omalon
Iha/ could do !he job fas/er and more accu
ra1ely. Johnny De1roi1 was firs/ offered a job on
1he mainlenance and programming crew of 1he
plan!. He spa! al 1he offer. "I'm no/ becoming a
nursemaid for some damn robol," he said.

Attache-style cases for carrying and pro
tecting your complete computer set-up.
Accommodates equipment in a fully oper
ational configuration. Never a need to
remove equipment from case. Simply
remove lid, connect power, and operate.
AP101 Apple II with Single Drive $109
AP102 Apple II with Two Disk
Drives
119
AP103 Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor &
Two Drives
129
AP104 Apple Ill, Two Drives &
Silentype Printer
139
AP105 13" Monitor with
99
Accessories
AP106 AMDEK Color Monitor
119
RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion
Unit & Drives
109
RS204 TRS-80 Model Ill
129
AT301 ATARI Computers with
Peripherals
109
P402
Centronics 7301737 &
Radio Shack Printer
89
P403
Epson MX70/80 or
Microline 82A
89
P404
Epson MX100 Printer
99
P405 IDS 560 or Prism
132 Printer
109
P406 Starwriter/Printmaster
F-1 O Printer
119
P407 Okidata Microline
83A or 84 Printer
99
P408 Prowriter 2 Printer
99
P409 Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix)
Printer
89
IB501 IBM Personal Computer
129
IB502 IBM Monitor
99
HP601 HP41 with Accessories
99
CM703 Commodore Model 64
with Drives
119
CM704 Commodore Model 64
with Dataset
109
NS010 North Star Advantage
139
cc00 Matching Attache Case (5") 85
CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75
CC91 Matching Accessory Case
95
CC92 5.25" Diskette Case
49
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Attendees at lneRobot '83-held June 14-16 in Long Beach , California-take a look at future
mechanical workers. The robot market 1s currently sluggish , but the technology continues to
advance The next twenty years will see robots steadily replacing factory workers in our heavy
1ndustr1es. But not all robots will replace humans on the JOb. Below, Positech Corporation's Taurus
heavy-duty positioning arm is a robotic device operated by a human , allowing the easy positioning
of ob jects weighing from 200 to 1,000 pounds.
change jobs or become little better than a par
asite feeding on society-with no pride and no
direction in life?
In the future. more and more factory
workers will be replaced by machines. No one
seriously contemplates doing this all at once.
Robotics technology is steadily progressing,
but humans are still infinitely preferable to
machines in most cases. There are only twenty
to thirty thousand robots currently in use in
this country. That will change, though.
The economy and the job market are
changing, as they always have. Society and
people changed a hundred years ago, when
the shift from an agricultural-based economy
to an industrial-based economy went into full
swing. Now we are shifting toward an infor
mation-based economy. Our heavy industries
are in decline and automation is perceived as
the best way to salvage some form of com
petitive edge.
Robots and automation hold great prom
ise . There are many, many jobs-despite pop
ular romanticized notions-that wear down,
demean, and generally diminish human
beings. But in the short run-the next twenty
to thirty years-the amount of people dis
placed by robots poses a difficult problem:
what to do with the unemployed workers.
The party line on displacing workers
through automation calls for retraining those
who are affected. Surely, as automation takes

So Johnny look a job in !he dala processing
depamnenl. Thiny-five hours a week he sa/ in
from of a compuler 1erminal doing mindless,
back-numbing, unchallenging work . Sure, a
wage is a wage. Bui Johnny noll' had a "sofl"
job. A 1>ic1im of habi1 and all he had previously
experienced. Johnny soon came /0 miss !he days
when he 11·orked on 1he assembly line. In !hose
days. al leas/, he was physically aclive.
Depressed and broken. Johnny was1ed away
his life-not no/icing and no/ apprecialing 1he
benejils of his nell' career. He was like 1hou
sands of emigres ll'ho have come 10 1his coumry
speaking a differenl language-locked info a
differenl culiural 1empla1e. He was as/ranger in
a s/range land and he could never quile adapl.

Too dramatic, you say? Don't kid your
self. An isolated incident? Not likely . The way
robotics is progressing, a hundred years from
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now there may be more nonfactory robots
than robots on the assembly lines . Robots
could fill all the potholes and lay all the drain
age pipes. Robots could replace bank tellers,
taxi drivers, newsstand vendors, soda jerks,
janitors, firefighters, mail carriers, hair dress
ers, truckers, restaurant cooks, railroad
workers, and farm hands. The technology is
within our reach to realize these and many
more kinds of robot applications.
Already we have walking, talking, seeing,
hearing, and smelling robots. We have robots
that can calculate faster than any human. What
robots can't do yet is think for themselves;
they are capable of only a limited kind of
learning. But then advances in artificial intel
ligence may change all that sometime in the
next century.
Just as computers have ma de the transi
tion from the offices of only the largest com
panies to small businesses a nd homes, so will
robots become more common in everyday life.
Depending on the scenario, the long-term ef
fects caused by robots and automation could
be the real story.
The bottom line is, can we humans keep
adapting and progressing as we make sweep
ing changes in the workplace and the job mar
ket? Are we attempting too much'I Will the
world truly be a better place once all the da n
gerous, dull, and degrading jobs have been
taken over by machines? Will we all be happy
as politicians, artists, office workers, and busi
ness people'/
Nobody can really a nswer those ques
tions tod ay. But we can try to influence the
future and anticipate the results of our pres
ent action s. It has always been a dream of
some people to free man from the physical
tasks required to keep us alive. Is it a good
dre am?
Ask Johnny Detroit , who honestly en
joyed working with his h ands. And as k his
children, who never considered working in a
factory.
Like any new technology, robotics, com
puters, and automation are bound to change
our world. It's up to us to drive the technol
ogy, not be driven by it.
If we don 't, a scenario similar to that
found in "With Folded Ha nds" may come to
pass, with the only difference being that a
technological elitist group would be control
ling the robots. The rest of us would either be
faced with the prospect of getting used to
doing nothing or submitting to mind-altering
drugs in order to be "happy." Neither alter
native is pleasant to contemplate.
"No, there's nothing the mailer with me,"
he gasped desperate~r. "I've just found out I'm
perfectly happy, under the Prime Directive.
Everything is absolwely wonderful." His voice
came dry and hoarse and wild. ··You won't have
to operate on me."
The car tumed off the shining avenue, tak
ing him back to the quiet splendor of his home.
His fiaile hands, clenched and relaxed again,
folded on his knees. There was nothing le{I
to do.
DH
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Bits, l}_ytes, & Buzzwords

PBS Series Brings Computers
And 1heir Uses Down to Earth
If your grandmother and your nontechie
boss are still wondering what it is you do with
your person al computer, you might a lert them
to a PBS television series making the rounds
this summer and fall. Bits. Bytes, & Buzz
words is a five-part television series that at
tempts to cut through the ja rgon a nd m arket
confusion and introduces the world of per
sona l computing to the computer illiterate.
Produced by KQED-a PBS station in
San Francisco-in conjunction with Pow
er/ Rector Productions, Bits. By tes. & Bu::z
words is hosted by Emmy Award winner Jim
Hartz, who has hosted such programs as Over
Easy and NBC's Today show. Major funding
for the show was provided by CompuPro.
The first of the half-hour shows features
a n introduction to computer hardware
terms a nd b asic components-as well as an in
troduction to software and the process of se
lecting mac hines for perso nal a nd business ap
plications. The second inst allment concen
trates on "the big three" -word processing,
data base management , and spreadsheets.
An introduction to accounting programs
a nd a di scussion of the new relationship of ac

co untants to computr:rs makes up the third
show in the series. Graphics, games, and edu
cational applications are addressed in the
fourth edition.
The final seg ment concerns telecommuni
cations a nd the problems potentia l personal
computer buyers may experience with dea lers
a nd ma nufacturers.
Bits, Bytes. & Bu::::ll'ords was released to
PBS stations a round the country July 1 and
will be appearing on 80 to 90 percent of the
netwo rk 's station s. Check your local program
listings or call your local PBS station for the
times.

SPHINX™

The most powerful and sophisticated
data encryption system in existence-compare:
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1. Key generation
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generate-less than 10"
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have more time.

2. Unbreakable?

No. Sacrifices security
forever to facilitate first
communication with total
strangers.

Yes. Requires
uncompromised first
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absolute security forever.

3. Conceals length
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Last time we looked-no.
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Yes-requires extra
procedure.

Yes-no extra procedure
needed.

We don't have the heart to
print this.

$42.50 complete with
backup disc. Warranted
6 months against disc
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MergeCalc™
• Consolidates VisiCalc®
spread sheets
• Compares two or more
VisiCalc® spread sheets

Applications MergeCak merges VisiCalc®
files and extends the utility of VisiCalc®
One of the shoncomings of VisiCalc® is the
inability to consolidate, merge or manipu
late multiple VisiCalc® models automati
cally. With MergeCalc , you can perform op
erations between your models without
changing the models in any way. MergeCalc
is ideally suited to add segments of a total
business into a consolidated model. This en
ables all types of complex analyses , such as
variance analysis. percentage change repons ,
time change repom, share of market anal 
ysis, incremental sales or investment
analysis.

$95

LoadCale™
• Convens textfiles to DIF

TM files

Applications: LoadCak creates DIF files
from textfiles. so you can move mainframe or
minicomputer data into VisiCalc® , Visi
Trend / Plot , VisiWord or any program that
uses DIF. LoadCalc allows selective conver
sion of the data , so you only get what you
want . No programming required . With
Load Cale you can load " Actuals " from the
mainframe into your "Budget" spreadsheet
and compare the numbers .

$175

The Big Picture™

Financial decision making tool for
VisiCalc® on Apple III, Ile
• " Whac if" your 5 year personal
- Cashflow
- Tax
- Balance Sheer
• Provides evaluation of different
strategies with sensitivity cescing.
• Similar model done by a bank
cosc $5,000 per run!
• Superb documentation
• Multiplan version soon
Dealer inquines invited
Send me a catalog!
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Japanese Software
Industry Will Get
Benefits from MSX
One thing that most American small-com
puter manufacturers have learned in the last
half a dozen years is that software sells ma
chines. Computers are complex tools and soft
ware programs are analogous to the complex
sets of instructions needed to use them .
The Japanese have known this too, but
have been slow to develop a software indus
try. Microsoft-purveyor of flight simulators,
SoftCards, operating systems, and microcom
puter languages-has announced a set of
specifications that, through standardization,
should help the Japanese develop a viable do
mestic software industry faster.
Called MSX, Microsoft's "program solves
a major software marketing and development
problem," says Bill Gates, chairman of the
Bellevue, Washington-based company . "In
the past, software had to be modified for each
new computer. Now, with these specifica
tions, software developers and consumers can
be assured of greater software/ machine com
patibility."
More than a dozen Japanese manufac
turers-including Canon, Fijitsu, Hitachi,
Mitsubishi, Sony, Toshiba, and Matsu
shita-have signed up for MSX, as has one
American company, Spectravideo. The hard
ware components of MSX include the com-

Computer Tracks
Truant Students
Countless classrooms across the country
now use computers to run educational soft
ware-everything from simple drill and prac
tice programs to sophisticated simulations.
Educators are incorporating computers into
the regular curriculum, and computer literacy
and programming courses for students of all
ages are becoming increasingly common. In
light of these developments, the fact that two
high schools in the Los Angeles Unified
School District recently acquired two differ
ent models of a new computer system isn't ter
ribly noteworthy.
Or maybe it is. The computer system~ at
Lincoln High School in Los Angeles and Ca
noga Park High School in southern Califor
nia's San Fernando Valley aren' t used to run
educational software or in teaching computer
literacy or programming; in fact, they aren't
used in the classroom at all. Rather, these ma
chines are located in the attendance offices at
the two schools and represent an attempt by
the school district to reduce truancy and im
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puter's microprocessor and instruction set, in
put/ output ports, a video processor, joystick
interface, and ROM cartridges. MSX speci
fies a Z-80 eight-bit microprocessor, a Texas
Instruments 9918 video-display processor
chip, and Microsoft's Basic language inter
preter.
The MSX concept was originally devel
oped by Matsushita and NEC in Japan and
Spectravideo in the United States. Microsoft
became involved initially to provide a com
mon version of the company's Basic inter
preter.
"This effort will also open the Japanese
home-computer market to software compa
nies in the United States and Europe," says
Gates.
At the same time, many are wondering if
MSX will aid the Japanese in moving into the
American microcomputer market. The gen
eral consensus is that MSX will benefit the
Japanese companies on their own soil but that
its effect on the American market will not be
felt for years, if at all.
One reason for this feeling is the gradual
move by American computer manufacturers
away from eight-bit systems to more power
ful sixteen-bit processors and software. Texas
Instruments, Atari, and other American firms
are expected to introduce sixteen-bit software
as early as next year.
Clive Smith, an analyst for the Yankee
Group, a Boston market research firm, said in
the Wall Street Journal on June 17 that, if the
Japanese have standardized for the less power
ful market, "it will be relatively painless to do
it for the sixteen-bit market." If this occurs,
the Japanese will clash head-on with Ameri
can firms in the U .S. market.
DH
prove classroom attendance.
Here's the arrangement. Each day , the
names and phone numbers of absent students
are entered into the computer. Working be
tween the hours of 6:30 and 9:30 p.m., the
computer telephones the students' homes,
dialing automatically. It is programmed to try
as many as three times during the evening be
fore giving up . When a connection is made,
the computer plays a prerecorded message
from the school principal notifying the per
son who answers the phone of the student's
absence. It also asks that the parent call the
school or send a note with the student the next
day to explain the absence.
Before the schools implemented the com
puter systems, guidance counselors and atten
dance workers attempted to contact the par
ents by telephone. But since the callers and the
majority of parents worked during the day,
the notification success rate wasn't particular
ly high . Because the computer can work at
night when more parents are likely to be
home, it succeeds in reaching a great many
more parents than the human callers were able
to. In addition, automation speeds up the
process; a call can be dialed and completed
within one minute, and, as a consequence, more
attempts to reach parents are made.
JV
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Videodiscs
continued from page 268 _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

Bluth, a former Disney animator, and his
staff of ex-Disney a rtists have provided high
quality classical animation for Dragon's Lair
in the same style as their fe ature-length ani
mated film The Secret of N IMH.
Bluth says that the minimovie games her
ald a true marriage of art and technology. By
combining the unique capa bilities of comput
ers with anim ated film , they've not only
opened the door to a new realm of uses for
character animation, but have developed a
new form of entertainment-"particip atory
movies." Furthermore, he points out a here
tofore une xamined rel ationship between the
computer program a nd the user. "Because of
the human shapes and the elaborate, full a rt
work," he explains, "the ga me is easier to
watch for extended periods of time.
"With the three-dimensional drawings, the
conflicts and threats seem closer to actua l hu
man experiencl!. Al so, the viewer is consta nt
ly being trained to be wary of the innumer
able threats that surround him. In these ways,
the computer ends up giving more back to the
game play er. "
The Dragon's Lair scenario follow s Dirk
the Da ring on his quest to rescue the lovely
Princess Daphne from the clutches of a n evil
dragon. An often clumsy knight, Dirk braves
room after room infested with all mann er of
perils, forty-two in all .
All the characters-Dirk , princess, and
monsters-are classically animated , using
fully detailed background a rtwork accom
plished with multiple passes of film through a
camera for purposes of special-effects " burn
ins." The visu al look of the game includes
characters' shadows, reflections, and a careful
orchestration of color to achieve emotional
impact. A minimum of twelve character draw
ings were used for every second of film .
"The scenarios, so far, contain two scenes
that the computer selects, depending on the
skill of the player," says Bluth's animation di
rector Gary Goldman. " The choices current
ly are fight or flight, using a n action button to
actuate Dirk's magic sword or a joystick to
move him from room to room . In future
games, we'll branch out to several different
obstacles for stories th at have alternatives
other th an death or running away."
Unfortunately, users don't have the kind
of object control in Dragon's Lair th at they are
used to having on standard video games, a la
Pac-Man. Also, curious time-lag blackouts
plagued the prototype copy; Goldman said
these would be eliminated in the a rcade ver
sions .
Additional games a re already under de
velopment a t Don Bluth Productions. A space
ga me, tenta tively titled Space A ce, involves a
fourteen-year-old nerd who becomes physi
cally energized at certain moments, like Jerry
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the Mouse in To m a nd Jerry's Doctor J ekyll
and Mr. Mouse. A sequel to Dragon 's Lair
may also be in the works, depending on the
original's popularity. A ho me version of Drag
on's Lair is under way at Co leco, tying the
game into a home laser-disc player. It should
be ready by next year.
Other studi o games comp anies are loo k
ing at the home minimovie game mark et as
well. Former MCA Videodisc president Jim
Fiedler, who's now in charge of MC A Video
G a mes, anno unced two disc titles developed
by MCA and Optical Programming Asso
ciates. The fir st, Maze M ania, was released
this past M ay and co nsists of fo ur mini
ga mes: a space ga me ca lled Blast Off , a west
ern titled Shoot Out, a haunted house game
ca lled Nightmare Castle, a nd a fo otb all sce
nari o dubbed / st and 10. The ga mes a re com
posed entirely of live-actio n and a nim atio n se
quences, o rigina lly shot on l 6mm film by Bo
sustow Productions. Stock fo otage from Bat
tlestar Galactica a nd N ASA comprises some
o f Blast Offs effects sequences.
" The games were developed as entertain
ment shows th at allow users of the interactive
Pi oneer and Magnavox discs to operate the
fas t- fo rw ard, sto p-frame, backw a rd , a nd
fra me-counter features on the disc players,"
says Nick Bosustow, president of Bosustow
Productions. 'The disc companies' logic is
that if buyers spend $700 for players, they'd
like to deliver programming that would en-
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ga me has only co rrect and incorrect answers.
According to M CA programming executive
Phyllis Bagd adi, a future ga me th at's set in
Ho llywoo d (tent ati ve ly titled Quest ) will be
mo re ra nd om-based as fa r as questio ns go.
M CA has a joint ve nture with Atari to
spawn licensed ga mes fro m Uni versal's vast
film library. Some will mo re tha n likely be vid
eodisc games, indicates MCA's Fiedler, es
pecially in view of th e fa ct that the company
was at o ne tim e in pa rtnership with Pioneer to
ma nufa cture th e Discovisio n lase r-disc sys-

Above , the s uccess
of th e new videodisc
"minimovie" a rcade
games de pe nds on
the willingn ess of
game playe rs to
spe nd fifty cents
instead of th e us ual
qua rter. Right, although
Dragon 's Lair has
less tha n state-of
th e-a rt playabil ity,
th e hig h-q uality
an imati on gives a
good idea of what
future videodis c
games will look like .

able them to use all of the interactive fe a
tures."
During a game, the disc automatically
stops and asks the player questi ons related to
the show he's involved in. The object of the
four games is to get th e highest score by cor
rectly answerin g as ma ny questi ons as possi
ble . Getting too many wrong a nswers leads
players to dead ends in the stories. " Wh at
most of the people will do is play the game
wrong because it's much more fun to see the
silly answers," explains Bosustow.
M a:e Mania was actually begun two years
a go, so now the questions and answers may
seem too simplistic to some players. Each

tern. Since Fiedler himself was formerly in
vo lved with the co mpa ny, it's logical for the
disc avenue to be ex ploited by M CA. Further
dow n the line, MCA's pa rtnership with
A tari-called Studio G ames- will include the
producti on of coin-op a nd home computer
lase r-disc titles.
Atari has a joint-ve nture lice nsing agree
ment with Lucasfilm. While both companies
a re adopting a strategic " wait and see" phi
loso phy in terms o f watching the lea rn ing
curves of their competition, Atari VP o f mar
keting Don Osborne reported that the king
of game companies should move into the field
LPR
by year's end .
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0 Automation and Society. The 1983 World
Congress on Huma n Aspects of Automation
will be held at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, August 9-11. Spon
sored by the Society of Manufacturing Engi
neers (SM E). the conference's theme is "Liv
ing with Automation." Issues to be discussed
include job displ acement, training, and re
training. For more information, contact

SME's technical activities department in
Dearborn, Michigan.
0 Windy City Robotics. The computer-en
gineering division of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) is sponsoring
the 1983 International Computer in Engi
neering Conference, to be held August 8-10
at Chicago's Marriott Hotel. More than sixty
technical sessions will be held covering ro
botics, CAD, manufacturing and analysis,
a nd automation. Attendees of the conference
will view, test, and evaluate current state-of
the-art computer products. For more infor
mation, contact the ASME office in New
York City.
D European Robots. The Palexpo Exhibi-

SATORI SOFTWARE presents

SPECIALIZED DATA-BASE PROGRAMS
~BULK
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tion Center in Geneva, Switzerland, will be the
site of AUTOFACT Europe, to be held Sep
tember 13-15. Cosponsored by the Institute
of Production Engineers (London, England)
and the Society of Manufacturing Engineers,
the conference will focus on the technologies
of automated and computer integrated manu
facturing for European production. The daily
session for Wednesday, September 14, will be
devoted to robotics. Products to be displayed
include robots, CAD/ CAM, engineering
analysis, automated assembly, materials flow
and handling, inventory control, inspection,
and quality control. Further information can
be obtained from the Society of Manufactur
ing Engineers in Dearborn, Michigan.
0 A Hair of a Different Color. The latest
great American institution to enter the "in
formation age" is the beauty salon. James
Rocco Hair Designs in Pittsburgh , Pennsyl
vania, has installed a computer dedicated to
taking the guesswork out of hair coloring.
Now, when hair designers get ready to color
someone's hair at Rocco's salon , they consult
a small computer program that holds one

A profesional mailing list program that includes a sophisticated duplication

search and an incredible 32.000 name capacity with hard disk (2400 names
with a dual drive. 1200 names with a single drive). Very straight torward and
easy-to-use.
•Duplication Elimination
• 1-UP,2-UP,3-UP 8c 4-UP labels
• Broad Coding Capability
• Default Options
• Can upgrade to hard disk
• Remarks line
•Zip and Alpha sorts
• Plus other marketing features
Apple II/IBM PC diskette version - 2400 names (dual drive) or 1200
names (single drive)$125.
Apple II/IBM PC hard disk version - up to 32,000 names $ 350 .

././ INVENTORY MANAGER
Perteet for retailers. distributers or any business involved with sales. Can track
2700 items ( 1200 items on a single drive system). and provides numerous inlor
mation reports.
•Stores up to 2700 items
• Up to 99 vendors
•Prints purchase orders
•Easy stock up-dates

• Lists stock sold 8c gross profits
•Prints suggested orders
•Sorts by vendor, department, profit
•Many more features

"Inventory Manager is among the most complete programs of its type on the
market today" SOFTALK, Dec. 1982

Apple II version - 2700 items (dual drive) or 1200 items (single drive) $150.
IBM PC version - 2700 items $150.

~LEGAL BILLING
Very lriendly and complete legal billing system. Allows a great deal of user
control.
•Prints customized statements
•Includes Trust Accounts
• Prints aging reports
•User designated codes
•Up to 200 clients
•Automatic interest add~d
•Up to 4000 transactions
Apple II or IBM PC version - $350.
Available at your dealer or order directly from:

~ § ;'.\Twq ~ J

5507 Woodlawn N.

S eattle, WA 98103
(206) 633- 1469

hundred twenty thousand different formulas
for determining what shampoo to use , the
proper mix of bleaching ingredients and tint
solutions, and the processing time needed to
neutralize the hair. "Even for the seasoned
hair stylist," says Rocco, "there are many var
iables and some educated guesswork involved
to attain a desired hair color. Before coloring
anyone's hair, the stylist should know if and
how the hair has been colored before, the per
centage of gray hair, the texture and thickness
of the hair." The computer program, de
veloped by Goldwell Cosmetic in Germany,
prompts the stylist with such questions before
making its calculations.
O Hotel Talk. How much are computers be
coming a part of everyday life? They're given
away with cars, planned for in suburban
homes, used in libraries and schools. You
can't get away from them, even on vacation.
A little over a month ago, HotelTech Inter
~
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national of Belvedere, California, announced
SuiteTalk, a complete personal computer sys
tem designed exclusively for use in individual
hotel rooms (a similar system was recently an
nounced by TravelHost). Using the SuiteTalk
terminal, hotel guests will be able to access
HotelNet, a customized database offering all
kinds of information and services~very
thing from the CBS and NBC news services to
connection with a home or office computer.
HotelTech, which says it will start installing
SuiteTalk units in hotels this fall, also plans to
offer services such as airline scheduling, mes
sage sending, word processing, calculating,
and video games. The firm plans to have the
system customized for use in hotels during the
1984 Democratic Convention in San Francis
co and the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles.
D Come Play the Friendly Skies? Can't get
enough of video games? Cheer up, they may
be available for playing on commercial airline
flights as soon as the end of the year. San Jose,
California-based Altus Corp. has developed a
way to attach hand-held video games to the
flip-down food trays found in most modern
commercial jets. Two months ago, Canadian
Pacific Airlines tested the system, called
Airplay, on a flight from Vancouver to Am
sterdam. Doug Crane, president of Altus, says
the test went very well and other airlines are

MONEY MAGAZINE - Nov. 1982
" Among bookk ee ping program s. earns high marks and is easy to use ·

"enthused" abo ut the system . Once the end
user reaction has been properly studied-dif
ferent airlines will be performing tests through
the end of the year-it's possible the games
will be offered to passengers for a price com
para ble to that charged for the headsets most
airlines offer for listening to prerecorded
audio programs. Right now, the airlines are
determining which flights and which kinds of
customers are the best targets for such in-flight
entertainment. Crane also says that Amtrak is
interested in testing the system on its passen
ger train s. If the system is accepted by either
the airlines or Amtrak, there could be modest
computing power included in the game units
later on.
JI
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CREATIVE COMPUTING - Jan. 1983
" The documentation 1s th orough. easily re ad, and complete "
" The program is so easy to u se that rarely will reference h ave to be made ro rhe
manual."

SOFTALK 

Jan. 1982
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" For the hom e us er (and perhaps i
i;.11\0ls complex sma ll business). the best
package we evaluated was Th
~~NTANT by Decision Support Software . "
" The ACCOUNT~.-~ 11 ~l,a~~.1>m'~ake financial management a simple and
e. '
straightforward

INFOWORLD - Jan. 3/10, 1983
" Comp:ete flexible f1nanc1al data base package for the home user. "
exceptionally fast. . . highly recommend ."

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System

TM

Decision Support Software Inc.
1438 Ironwood Drive, McLean, VA 22101 • (703) 241-8316 •Orders Only: (800) 368-2022
Appl e 1 Y IBM
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• • • • • • oretta's head toppled from her shoulders
and dropped to the ground .
It wobbled and rolled around a bit, thudding to a halt against the
patent-leather shoes of Samuel Q. Pydeondroppe, a.k.a. St. Louis Cadil
lac Sammy, the undisputed master of the Sister Charlotte Bait and
Switch, the Kansas City Wandering Gypsy Blessed Money Ruse, the
Cleveland Two for One, the Denver Now-You-See-It-Now-You-Don't,
the Los Angeles Sheer Sucker Suit, the Oklahoma Depleted Allowance
Shuffle, and a hundred or two other equally effective con games.
Sammy grunted and looked down into the Nile-green eyes that
blinked up at him. He bent over and gripped the tangled red strands of
Loretta's hair before the night breeze blew them into the flickering flames
of the Sterno cans.
Electrons flowed in an alternating current, humming through in
tricately entwined spider webs of copper. Circuits clicked, memory chips
awoke, and a gyro righted itself to restore equilibrium. Loretta blinked
twice before weakly smiling.
"Does that happen often?" the young woman opposite Sammy
asked.
"She's always going to pieces. An arm here, a leg there, she can't
keep herself together." Sammy lifted Loretta's disembodied head and re
placed it atop her waiting shoulders. He twisted her neck to the right to
secure it firmly in place. Loretta's smile broadened in gratitude.
Sammy's attention shifted back to the young woman. "This is the
fourth time today she's lost her head ."
"You shouldn't keep count." Loretta's voice box awakened with a
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surge of restored power. Her gaze drifted to the ground and she pouted.
" It isn't polite. "
" She doesn't appear very practical. Newer models are built much
better .. . robots that can withstand the normal wear and tear of daily
routines," the young woman said. "Why do you keep her?"
Loretta stiffened . Miniature lightning bolts, as though generated by
the woman's words, sparked deep within her torso assembly to leap the
gap between two circuits. An internal probe tapped the source of dis
tress . Loretta rerouted circuits to bypass the disfunctioning part, then
logged a reminder for Andrew to purchase a replacement at his con
venience.
"/don't ... he does~" Sa mmy's head tilted to the man huddled just
outside the circle gathered about the Sterno cans. "I'm not answerable
for what he does .. . not anymore."
"He . . . Andrew .. . says I'm human ." Loretta interrupted in a soft
voice. sensing the need to protect her owner. She added hesitantly, "At
least part human. more human than machine."
" More of his crazy talk ," Sammy snorted with disgust. "He's always
spouting things like that. It's the way his mind works. Totally irrational!
Loretta' s incapable of functioning with the normal, set precision of an
ordinary robot , so he says she's human . What does he know? If it weren't
for me . ..."
"How does that make her human?" The young woman pulled a
notcboo~ and pen from the deep pocket of her trench coat. "Precision is
demanded of every man, woman, and child . We all have our tasks and
must carry them out with the exactness that our lifestyle requires. With
out it, the whole world would crumble."
Again blue sparks crackled deep within the core of Loretta' s chest
unit. And again she rerouted circuits to alleviate a minor overload.
Something buried in her memory banks tried to push itself forward. But
those same electronic etchings told her that to interject comment into the
discussion would be useless. She had tried in the past. She was never
heard .
"Don't ask me! I told you it was just more of his babblings," Sam
my said. His gaze lifted from the flames, first alighting on the young
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woman's rather attractive face, then her notebook and pen. "Who are
you? A reporter?"
The woman nodded.
"Well. ..." Sammy's disgruntled expression evaporated in the bat
ting of an eye, replaced by a smile designed to charm the hardest of
hearts. He sat straight, preened the front of his overcoat, and ran a hand
over his slicked-back hair." ... I must apologize. I thought you were just
another of these hangers-on."
He waved to the three other figures squatted around the cans of
burning Sterno. They were motley, as was their campsite. Not at all the
type of people one would expect to congregate in the search for a com
mon bond . But just the same , they were there: Harvey Soonerflats, who
had attempted to homestead Hollywood and Vine in the late nineties;
Sally Plumage, who had been arrested for her erotic dance atop the Ten
nessee Valley Solar Power Converter during its dedication ceremonies;
and William Thunderbird. No one knew much about Billy Thunderbird
except that he once hawked mimeographed copies of splendidly com
posed, but commercially unacceptable, verse on the street corners of
Nueva Laredo .
"He says they all hold a spark of humanity. Obvious testimony to his
madness." Sammy's gaze moved back to the young woman, ignoring
Loretta when she rose and whirred away to the man huddled outside the
circle. "But that's of little consequence. More to the point would be, how
may I assist you? If you've got any questions, you've come to the right
man. Whatever he's made of his life, he's got Samuel Q. Pydeondroppe
to thank for it. That's Pydeondroppe, P-Y -D-E-O-N-D-R-0-P-P-E ."
"Everyone knows about the past few years, his speeches, his visions,
his wanderings,'' the young woman began. "They've even been written
up in True Adventures in Modem Psy chology. What I'm interested in is
how it all began, where he came from."
Loretta tried to block out her audio sensors with no success. She re
ceived every painful syllable of the conversation. She shook her head.
"Yes." Sammy mulled it over for a moment. "I really don't knov1
exactly where he comes from. But I was the one who discovered him . I
was working the old Lonely Hearts .. . uh . . . I was pursuing a roman
tic interest in the fair city of New Orleans ... when I first saw him. He
was billed as a stand-up comic in a Bourbon Street dive. I can' t say he
was all that funny, what with his one-liners about the vanishing human
race and his one-man war against robots and machine men.
"But I've got an eye for talent and there was real talent hidden be
neath that rough exterior. All he needed was a bit of polish . If a man 's
going to make it in this world , he's got to take chances. I took that
chance. I walked up to him and announced I'd be his agent, make a star
out of a saw's ear, so to speak...."
\ nd so it was after twenty years, seven months, sixteen days, ten
r\._hours, and thirty-one minutes (and 41.3 seconds, for those who
demand absolute precision in the transition of the temporal dimension)
that Andrew came to the place. Or what he hoped would be the place.
However, had he been questioned about the exact location of this
place, while he sat there with his head in his hands, he would have been
unable to provide an adequate reply to the simple query.
Nor did he bother his mind with such trivialities. For the place was
not a static plot of geography securely anchored in the depths of the
earth's bedrock bowels. The place was the very fabric of dreams. A realm
propelled by the wind's streams, rivers, and maelstroms. It was just as
likely to be found floating on the back of some billowy cloud as on the
ground. Movement was the nature of the place. Its existence was a study
of perpetual motion.
· But its weave wasn't all fine threads of silver and gold. Interwoven
amid the bright and sparkling beauty were strands of dark terrors and
unspeakable horrors, black twines evoking the grotesque ghosties and
ghoulies and beasties that haunt and thump in the mind 's night. This too
was the fabric of dreams, for some dreams are nightmares.
Yet, there a re those so set in their orientation to the physical realities
of the world that they are unable to visualize the equally valid reality of
the place without a description of a parcel of geography.
For those, Andrew's precise location , while it could have been with
in the exotic pleasure dome of Xanadu, or the hate-festered alleys of New
York, or the fertile rain forest of the Amazon, or even the box-on-box
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monotony of Greater Suburbia, was a majestic throne of rock set amid
the arid vastness of New Mexico's desert.
He was there atop the highest peak of a mountain bearing the very
unregal title of Sandia Crest. A mountain named, as legend would have
it, by a group of Spanish explorers who thought the towering crest, while
caught in the blazing hues of a southwestern sunset, resembled a water
melon. A lack of imagination that left Andrew to ponder what na ming
of names would have resulted had chance allowed those same explorers
to first view the mountai n during sunrise.
It was there, atop Sandia Crest, that he sat with his back to the laby
rinth of lights sprawled at the foot of the west face of the peak-lights
marking the boundaries of Albuquerque. And he waited, occasionally
sniffing the clouds that rolled in over the pea k from the east only to be
caught in the downdraft of the mountain's west cliff and sucked toward
the city below.
"Andrew ... Andrew ...."Loretta carefully toned her voice to a low
whisper so as to gently intrude into his thoughts.
Andrew looked up to see her tap an eyeball back into its socket.
Loretta glanced away, moved by something she could not define that
told her it was unseemly for him to see her in such an awkward position.
The stray eyeball firmly screwed back in place. She once aga in looked at
the man.
·
"Andrew, there's a reporter here," she said. "I don't know how she
found out .. . I'm sorry ... ."
Surging electrons moved within her. She fought an illogical urge to
lift her hand and tenderly brush Andrew's cheek with her fingertips.
"No problem, my dear." Andrew assured her with a squeeze of her
plastiskin hand. "It's a good omen. A reporter is perfect! Someone to re
cord tonight's events. Perhaps if there are others, they will see the article
and follow."
Incomprehensible vibrations shuddered through Loretta's hydraulic
fluids. She drew correlations from past interviews. The probable out
come was far less optimistic than Andrew's attitude should indicate.
"I think she'll want to speak with you ." Loretta glanced over her
shoulder. "Sammy is talking with her now. I don ' t know if that's wise."
"Don't let it bother you. Sammy's got that spark of humanity too.
He just hasn't discovered it." Andrew's gaze drifted to the five figures
squatted around the seven cans of flaming Sterno. The blue-and-yellow
tongues of fire flickered in the night breeze . He watched their hypnotic
dance while Loretta listened.
" ... He's the best meal ticket I've ever latched on to," Sammy said.
"His routine about human beings disappearing through a rent in time
and space has broke 'em up all the way from Walla Walla to Jersey City.
I mean, he really lays 'em in the aisles. The only trouble is, he took him
self seriously. Then these bums started popping up. Hell, they're not even
groupies! They're true believers! At least for a while. They come and go.
When he can't produce, they don't believe as hard and they drift away."
That was true, Loretta silently agreed, except for herself. She'd been
with Andrew five years. And, of course, Sammy. He'd been around for
seven.
"And yourself," the young woman asked, "do you believe?"
"Me? Naw! I told you, he's a meal ticket. My oatcard," Sammy re
plied with an emphatic shake of his head. "I never minded all the public
ity about his being a prophet .. . might have helped it along a bit on oc
casion. You know, the prophet and his disciples. It adds that mystic
touch and gets 'em wondering-stirs the interest."
"And now?"
"He wants to throw it all away!" Sammy grunted. "He's built this
thing up so big that if it doesn't come off, he's ruined. Nobody will ever
listen to him again. All the late-night talk shows will cancel his appear
ances. The variety spectaculars will slam their doors in my face. The se
ries I've got lined up goes out the window. And, 1f it does come off. where
am I then? Don 't get me wrong. I don't think for a moment it will. But if
it does, what then? You tell me. I can't win for losing! After all I've done
for him, he does this to me!"
Loretta scrutinized Sammy, trying to find the spark of humanity An
drew found within the man. She couldn't, but neither could she isolate
that spark Andrew claimed dwelled within her chassis of stainless steel,
rubber, and plastiskin.
The young woman sat silently for a second or two as if unsure of
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what to say. "I'm expecting a photographer. Do you think he'll mind a
few quick shots?"
"He won't mind," Loretta said, whirring beside the young woman .
"Andrew said he'll talk with you."
The reporter glanced up, then turned to Andrew. He nodded and
smiled . She rose from the Sterno campfire a nd walked to his side.
"Mr. .. . ."
~Andrew will be fine," he said as he hugged his coat around him.
"I've never been one to stand on formalities."
"Andrew .. . there are several questions my readers would like an
swered," she bega n.
"And yourself?"
"And me," she replied with a nod. "I know there's been a lot written
about you and this, uh, this ... ."
"The place," Andrew said.
"Yes, this place," she repeated . "But do you mind if we start from the
beginning?"
Loretta remained quietly stationed beside the reporter. The woman
appeared harmless enough. But others had appeared the same. She still
bore a sloppy patch on her stomach as a reminder of a .45 caliber slug
meant for Andrew.
"That would be quite all right," Andrew answered with a reassuring
smile . "You have to get the facts straight, don't you?"
The young woman nodded . "To begin at the beginning, when did
you first feel that human beings were disappearing from the world?"
"I don't know when I first felt it. I first noticed it in '69, right after the
first moon landing," Andrew said . "There was mankind tak ing that giant
leap, freeing itself from this ball of clay, opening the way to the universe.
Man would soon conquer the stars. Then it stopped.
"I realize there are the shuttle flights a nd that tin can up there they
call a spaceport. But it isn' t really space flight. It isn't the stars, or even
the planets. It's just busy-work. In all the visions of the future, no one
ever thought we'd take that first leap-then sto p! But we did . .. or they
did ."
Loretta sensed a wobbly shifting of her gyros. She knew what ques-
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lion would come next. It was always the same. They always asked ...
b ut never believed the answer.
'"Theyr The yo ung woman stopped scribbling in her notebook to
look up with brows furrowed. "Did I hear you correctly? They?"
"The others. th e ones who live, dress, eat, sleep, and work like hu
man beings," Andrew replied without pause. "It's hard to tell them from
the rea l McC oy. I'm not exactly sure what they are. Perhaps they were
o nce hum an , in a fashion. Or maybe they' re just human by-products.
But you ca n spot 'em. That certain gleam is missing from their eyes.
Their laugh isn't quite right, a little too loud and a bit ofT-key. And you'll
never catch them daydreaming. They also have an abhorrence to build
ing sa nd cas tles and stargazing. It isn't in their nature. ''
The reporter glanced up at Andrew again but did not comment. Lor
ctta's gaze rose to the heavens. Stargazing, was that the spark of human
ity A ndrew spoke ofl She could discern no stars above. They were hid
den by the thick clouds rolling over the crest.
"Don 't get me wrong," Andrew continued. 'They're not a bad lot,
not in their own way. They're quite industrious. They love building
things, and their constructions are quite marvelous. But labor as they
will, their efforts are nothing more than exercises in repetition. Every
item is a carbon copy of the one before it.
"! don't know when they first began to appear, but they have be
come the dominant life form in this world. Man is a vanishing species."
A ndrew paused and sniffed a new cloud bank rolling over the peak. "As
I said, I first noticed it back in '69. I was in a tavern with an old friend, a
really hearty fellow who once set world records by hitchhiking around
the globe ten times consecutively. He was also a fellow who thoroughly
enjoyed up-ending a few tall. cool ones. We had just finished ofT a pitch
er of dark when he rose to relieve the distress that accompanies any ses
sion of seriou s beer drinking. I watched him walk through the door
marked 'Gentlemen.' He never returned. I was the only one who
noticed. "
"I asked everyone about Big Jim , but I was the only one who re
membered him. Even his wife denied having ever known him," Andrew
said. "All she said was, 'Why would I waste my time with a man who
spends his life hitchhiking around the world? My husband is an execu
ti ve with one of thi s nation's largest advertising firms.' And, of course, he
was. And he wasn 't Big Jim. "
Loretta meticulously scanned the young woman's face in search of a
single hint of belief in her passive mask. Her optical sensors registered
ncgative-the expected reading. Probability demanded such a lack of
fait h from the reporter. The woman reacted with perfect predictability, as
a tho usa nd such chroniclers before her had reacted. That security of pre
dictability did nothing to ease the hollowness Loretta sensed within her
identity unit.
"Shortly afterward I noticed that all the little old ladies who sold
flowers on street corners disappeared. Door-to-door salesmen became a
forgotten portion of our hi story. Magicians and their delightful chican
ery were next to go, then sailors, railroad engineers, and cowboys. Of
cou rse circus performers and mountain climbers vanished." A wistful
smile touched the corners of Andrew's mouth. "One day they were there,
and the next day they weren 't. Just like that! And nobody noticed.
" There were other things. Adventure series were pulled from the air
waves and replaced by situation comedies. Football and hockey became
big items, and base ball was non existent. It was only reasonable, I guess,
since th e others enjoy violence. After all, they need some relief from the
monotony of their lives. A correlation can be found in the sudden up
swing of th e crime rate at thi s time to the increase of the others populat
ing the world. Mo re and more people vanished and nobody noticed."
A ndrew pa used aga in a nd took another deep whiff of the clouds. He
smiled.
A gen tl e sm ile moved across Loretta's plastiskin lips while she tight
cned a finger th at insisted in slipping from its socket. In spite of the lack
of kn owled ge on the art of prestidigitation in her mem o ry banks, she
co uld combine the images of flowers and little old ladies on street cor
m:rs . T he vision of smiling, wrink led faces, disarrayed white hair, sur..
ro undt:d by hlossoms of va rying hues, brought a calmness within her
circuitry.
"O b v i ou ~l y so mething was happening. People don't just up and dis
appea r-nut with o ut so me logical explanation, " Andrew continued af..
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ter another whiff of the clouds. "Since I ' ve never put much faith in flying
saucers and abductors from the Crab Nebula, I began to search for the
answer. Th at's when I discovered the place, a tear in the fabric of real
ity-a rent in time and space, a dimension warp, whatever you wish to
call it, since it really doesn't matter."
Loretta detected it now in the young woman's face . Skepticism and
doubt slightly wrinkling her creaseless forehead. Emptiness returned to
fill Loretta. This one was no difTerent than the rest. Andrew's truth wa~
beyond her concept of reality.
Sensing the hopelessness of his position, Loretta turned to Andrew.
He too noted the young woman's disbelief, she could see. But he was un
daunted and simply smiled and shrugged.
"If what you say is true, why would anyone want to step through this
interdimensional warp?" the reporter asked.
"Reverse entropy, of course," Andrew replied. "The others would
never seek the rent and the place beyond. But humans seek other hu
mans, even if we do like to keep our distance on occasion."
"And this rent," the young woman asked, "will be here tonight?"
"It's impossible to chart its course, though I can assure you I've tried.
It just bounces around in the stream of possibility with chance at the
helm," Andrew said. "However, there is a high possibility it will pass this
way tonight. Such a high possibility, in fact, that it's a probability."
The young reporter glanced at him again. "And you intend to step
into it?"
"Actually, it more or less swallows you up," he said. "Naturally, if I
see it coming, I'll walk into it."
"But why here?" she asked. "Why would it come here?"
"While it does ramble around a lot, it tends to seek out regions where
humanity still dwells . It hasn't touched the East or West Coasts for ten
years. Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and certain mountains in Ken
tucky and Tennessee are regularly visited," he answered. "I just missed it
three years ago in Upshur County, Texas. Couldn't have been more than
a minute or two behind it."
"How did you know? Can you see it?"
Disbelief was more than obvious on the woman' s face now, and still
she persisted with the interview . Loretta could not understand why An
drew continued. Didn't he understand the mockery she would make of
him in her article?
"Smelled it," Andrew said with a broad smile. 'The strongest scent
I've ever found was there in the East Texas Piney Woods. At least for its
more recent visits."
" l thought this was a new phenomenon?" she questioned.
"Oh, no . It's been around-forever, as best as l can detennine," An
drew said. "Apparently its size is directly proportional to the size of hu
manity. In the old days, it really left a smell. When you find one of the
old spots, the very old ones, there's still enough of its aroma lingering in
the air to tingle the senses. You can get a mighty powerful whiff of it
around the small German village of Hamlin. And on certain clear sum
mer nights in London, when you can look up and see the first star of
morning, its fragrance just wafts through the city like honeysuckle. Now
adays, you're lucky to get a hint of it in the breeze."
"Can you smell it now?" she asked. "Is it here?"
'"It's in the air. But it's not like all the other times." Andrew's nos
trils flared as he drew in a deep breat_h . "I've only smelled where it's been.
This time, it's different. I smell it coming."
Loretta sniffed the air. All that wafted in her sensors was the cloud's
moisture and the rich aroma of cofTee. Adding a note to have all her sen
sors checked for rust to her list of needed repairs , she glanced to the
campsite. Sammy placed an old pot atop one of the cans of Sterno. He
held up a cup in ofTering to the young woman. A shadow moved among
the mists beyond the campsite.
"Your photographer's coming, Miss." Loretta pointed a still loose
finger at the shadow trudging toward them.
"I think I'd like to try a cup of that coffee, then get some pictures, if
you don't mind," the young woman said, turning back to Andrew.
"Not at all." He smiled up at her when she rose. "Photographs
would be nice to document what will happen here tonight."
She did not comment, but stepped to the fire and accepted the cup of
steaming coffee Sammy handed her. Loretta whirred beside them,
listening.
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"He's been telling you about smelling it, hasn't he?" Sammy eyed the
reporter while she nodded. "I knew it! Can't tell his comedy routine from
reality. Smelling it! Can you believe that?"
"Well," she said between sips, "I really can't say that I do."
"No one in their right mind can." Sammy shook his head . "Nobody
except these gold-brickers. They believe he smells it. Not that any of
them has ever smelled it. Only thing they've ever whiffed is a bit of Sky
Dust. But they believe, and they think he's going to step through this rent
into another world. And they want to go with him!"
The young woman's lips pursed in disbelief as she turned to the pho
tographer who walked to her side huffing. "Snap a couple of him and
let's get out of here. I've got enough for a story."
"Which one do you want snapped?" he asked.
"Him," she said, pointing to Andrew.
Andrew was gone.
"My God! Now he's gone and done it!" Sammy moaned. "He's
walked off the edge of the cliff!"
"It swallowed him up ." Loretta's voice box warbled a bit. She had
seen it, but her logic systems were having a hard time accepting what had
transpired. "He stood up and took one step, and it swallowed him up,
just like that."
"Don't give me that!" Sammy snapped at his robot companion, ig
noring the faces that stared at him . "He wandered off in all this fog
and...."
"Honeysuckle," the young reporter said as though to no one but
herself.
"What?" Sammy glared at her.
"Just a hint of it in the breeze," Loretta answered. "I smell it."
Filaments tingled with a rush of flowing electrons. Circuits opened
and closed. An intangible something whirled and pounded within her
metallic torso. "/smell it!"
"He did it!" Sally Plumage squealed. Unable to restrain the excite
ment of the moment, her body trembled and shook in a highly provoca
tive manner that was reminiscent of her performance atop the Tennessee
Valley Solar Power Converter. "He did it! He did it! He really did it!"
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"He wandered the world to find his place. Now he walks the realms
of time and space," Billy Thunderbird said. It wasn't splendidly com
posed verse, but no one seemed to care. After all, it was impromptu, and
it fit the moment.
"He's gone," Harvey Soonerflats mumbled. "He's gone and he's left
us here."
Sammy didn ' t say anything, except to grunt in disgust.
The others stood silently, comprehending the full meaning of Har
vey's comment. Occasionally their heads rose to sniff the air, but it was
gone. Andrew was gone, too, and they were alone.
Abruptly, Loretta turned and whirred away from the dumbfounded
group . She moved down the east slope of the mountain with steadfast de
termination. She knew what she had to do next.
"Hey!" Sammy called after her. "Where do you think you're going?"
"To find Andrew." Loretta stopped to glance back . "And the place."
"Are you completely mad?" Sammy protested.
Madness . . . Loretta comprehended the word when used in the hu
man context. But madness was alien to robots. Or was it? She wasn't cer
tain, though it didn't matter. Nothing held any importance but finding
Andrew and joining him in the place.
The young woman, still clutching her notebook, waved Sammy to si
lence a nd asked Loretta, "Could you use some company? Two noses are
better th an one."
The reporter held out a hand. Loretta smiled and accepted it. It was
hers. She screwed it back to her wrist while the woman came to her side.
Then they both turned to leave.
"Wait up!" Sammy said. "You two can't go wandering off all alone.
You'll need help. You'll need somebody who knows the ropes! "
They offered no objections, so he ran after them. After all, he was
Samuel Q. Pydeondroppe, and Samuel Q. Pydeondroppe knew a meal
ticket when he saw one. And what was the loss of one stand-up comic
when there was a team to replace him? An attractive young female and a
self-destructing robot-the act would be unbeatable. He could even put
up with the hangers-on who followed at his heels, chasing the fragrance
of honeysuckle.
JI
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Softalk Presents 'nle Bestsellers
June was a pretty good month as months go these days in the Apple
market, with several folks marking milestones and business in general
improving beyond most expectations.
June was best for Datasoft. Everyone said they might be able to
translate Zaxxon faithfully on the Atari, but that they would never come
close on the Apple. The verdict of the public is overwhelming. They came
close.
Zaxxon is the hottest-selling game in the Apple market since Chop
lifter and appears to have the potential to beat even that bellwether pro
gram. This is the breakthrough program Datasoft's been seeking for the
past two years. They've been relatively strong competitors in other mar
kets, but no program has really taken off for them in the Apple market.
Canyon Climber was a moderate success, but not a big winner. Now
they've got the big winner they need to capture Apple owners' attention.
It couldn't be better timing. The company has been through manage
ment shakeups and distractions, and they shelled out substantial dollars
for the home computer rights to Zaxxon. A lot was at stake, and the
June roll of the dice came up a winner for Datasoft.
It was also a pretty significant month for the folks at Software Pub
lishing Corporation. They've nurtured PFS:File, and as a result it's con
sistently been among the top five programs in the Apple market. Some
times, it's been number two.
This month it's only third, but there's still a story behind that place
ment. June was the first time in three full years that PFS:File managed to
overtake VisiCalc.
That's a double-barreled milestone. PFS has finally conquered the
VisiCalc mystique. And they have final proof that you can write a pro
gram in Pascal that will compete in the big leagues.
June also wasn't a bad month for newcomer Electronic Arts. It was
the first month that they had software to sell and, as they had hoped,
they found buyers to buy. Hard Hat Mack jumped into eighteenth on the
Top Thirty and Axis Assassin tied for eighth on the Arcade 10 charts.
The company has visions of new genres of entertainment software
and new approaches to attracting authors and to marketing product.
One month does not a company make, but the omens seem favorable.
June also turned out to be a pretty fair month for the Xerox and
Weekly Reader people. Their Stickybear ABC program hit twentieth on
the Top Thirty and it and Sticky Bear Nwnbers both scored on the
Education 10.
But, overall, it's still Apple Writer Ile dominating sales. New Apple
owners are opting for Paul Lutus's word processor in unprecedented
numbers. It's by far the fastest-selling piece of software ever to hit the
Apple market and is probably second only to VisiCalc as the hottest

This Last
Month Month

Apple Ill

I.

2. Apple Writer III, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

2.

I. VisiCalc:Advanced Version, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin
and Robert Frankston, VisiCorp
3. Quick File III, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
6. VisiCalc III, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert
Frankston, VisiC orp
4. Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering
5. VersaForm, Joseph Landau, Applied Software Technology
9. PFS:File, John Page and D. D. Roberts, Software
Publishing Corporation
PFS :Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation
8. Apple III Business Graphics, Apple Computer
7. General Ledger, George Shackelford, State of the Art

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

product in microcomputerdom.
The strength of the Ile product is carrying over to the Apple Ill
world, where Apple Writer Ill unseated VisiCalc:Advanced Version as the
top-selling program among III owners. Quick File III was a strong third.
In the Arcade 10 list, Zaxxon was dominant, with former leader
Miner 2049er dropping to second and Choplifter to third. The bottom of
the list was totally overhauled. Axis Assassin tied for eighth, while three

This Last
Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.

Arcade ID

10.
I.
2.
5.

Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft
Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue, Micro Fun
Choplifter, Dan Gorlin , Broderbund Software
Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line
Hard Hat Mack, Michael Abbott and Matthew Alexander,
Electronic Arts
3. Pinball Construction Set, Bill Budge, BudgeCo
4. Aztec, Paul Stephenson, Datamost
6. A.E., Broderbund Software
Axis Assassin, John Field, Electronic Arts
Lode Runner, Doug Smith, Broderbund Software
Maze Craze Construction Set, Eric Hammond, DTI Data
Trek
Beagle Bag, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
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programs tied for tenth in their first appearances on the list.
Hottest of the three is Lode Runner from Broderbund. Barely out in
June, it looks like another strong entertainment entry. Maze Craze Con
strnction Set and Beagle Bag were the other programs in the dead heat.
Beagle Bag really isn't a classic arcade game; on the other hand it doesn't
fit any other category, and no other program fits its category. So it gets
tracked here by default.
There was a significant shakeup in positions in the Word Processing
10. Apple Writer Ile and Bank Street Writer retained the top two posi
tions, but WordStar leaped into third. Sensible Speller, off the list last
month, came back to make a strong fourth-place showing. Super-Text
Pro is also gaining strength and moved into fifth.
Screen Writer II, apparently suffering delays in getting the Ile ver
sion out, dropped to sixth, while Format-II, in a new configuration, is
coming on strong in seventh. Zardax showed renewed strength in gain
ing ninth.
There was also a fair-sized shakeup in the Home Education 10. Mas
terType and Typing Tutor stayed at the top of the list. Apple Logo moved
up to third, with Stickybear ABC jumping into fourth. Ernie's Quiz rose
to fifth, with Stickybear Numbers grabbing a tie for sixth.
The other sixth-place finisher was Type Attack, regaining the list after
a month off. Snooper Troops I dropped to a tie for eighth. Rocky's Boots
made the list for the first time, with Mix & Match dropping to tenth.
The education category continues to be the area of strongest growth
in the Apple market. There were eleven other programs within striking
distance of the bottom rung of the Education I 0 and another dozen just
slightly behind those.
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This Last
Month Month

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

I. Apple Writer Ile, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
2. Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the Bank Street
College of Education, Broderbund Software
6. WordStar, MicroPro
Sensible Speller, Charles Hartley, Sensible Software
8. Super-Text Pro, Ed Zaron, Muse
3. Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line
9. Format-II, G. K. Beckmann and M. A. R. Hardwick,
Kensington Microware
4. Magic Window II, Bill Depew, Artsci
Zardax, Ian Phillips, Action Research Northwest
7. PIE Writer, Softwest, Hayden
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Home Education ID
This
Last
Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
8.

IO.

I. MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
2. Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
8. Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple Computer
Stickybear ABC, Richard Hefter, Jack Rice, Spencer
Howe, and Janie and Steve Worthington, Xerox Education
Publications
6. Ernie's Quiz, Children's Television Workshop, Apple
Computer
Stickybear Numbers, Richard Hefter and Janie and Steve
Worthington, Xerox Education Publications
Type Attack, Jim Hauser and Ernie Brock, Sirius Software
3. Snooper Troops I, Tom Snyder, Spinnaker Software
Rocky's Boots, Warren Robinett and Leslie Grimm, The
Learning Company
5. Mix & Match, Children's Television Workshop, Apple
Computer
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The Adven_ture 5 reverted to an earlier form, with the top four pro
grams being Infocom entries. Zork I did the best, with Zork II, Suspend
ed, and Deadline following. Ultrasoft continued to be the spoiler to
an all-Infocom category as The Mask of the SW1 grabbed fifth, with Zork
/II sixth.
The Strategy 5 expanded to seven because of a dead heat for fifth
place. All five programs from last month returned . Also involved in the
tie were Spitfire Simulator, returning from two months previous, and Old
Ironsides, another new entry from Xerox Education.
The Fantasy 5 remains dominated by Wizardry, with Ultima II and
Knight of Diamonds following. Temple of Apshai and Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves rejoined the list, bumping Missing Ring and Ultima.
There was a significant change in the Business I0. June was the first
month in the history of the So/talk poll in which VisiCalc was not the
leading program. PFS:File not only grabbed first, but pulled PFS:Report
up a notch to fourth. Mu/tip/an continued to stalk VisiCalc, as it moved
up a notch to third. Quick File lie dropped to fifth .
The Business IO may be reflecting a change in the composition of
new Apple owners. Not only is this the first month that VisiCalc has
failed to head the list, it is also the first month in which a powerful data
base program has failed to make the ranks . PFS:Fi!e and Quick File lie
qualify as file handlers rather than as database managers. The choice of

This

Last
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Adventure 9

Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This

4. Zork I, lnfocom
Zork II, Infocom
I. Suspended, Michael Berlyn, Infocom
3. Deadline, Infocom
4. The Mask of the Sun, Chris Anson, Alan Clark, Larry
Franks, and Margaret Anson, Ultrasoft

Last

Strategy 9

Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This

I.
2.
4.
4.
3.

Last

Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic
Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
Cosmic Balance II, Paul Murray, Strategic Simulations
Rendezvous, Wes Huntress, Edu-Ware Services
Old Ironsides, Richard Hefter and Jack Rice, Xerox
Education Publications
Spitfire Simulator, Ted Kurtz, Mind Systems

Fantasy 9

Month Month

I.

2.
3.

4.

5.

I. Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir-tech
2. Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line
3. Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
Temple of Apshai, Epyx/ Automated Simulations
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, Stuart Smith, Quality
Software
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these programs over DB Master, twelfth this month, VisiFile, thirteenth,
General Manager, fourteenth, and dBase II, sixteenth, could be an indi
cation of widely diverse trends.
On the one hand, sophisticated users tying into mainframe data
bases no longer require powerful database managers resident in their
desktop computers . That some Apples are going in that direction is re
flected in the heavy sales of So/term and Micro/ Terminal.
On the other hand, home users bent on using the Apple for educa
tional purposes have no need for anything other than relatively simple

Now updated for Apple lie . ..

BEllEalll Al>DIE DOS
by Don Worth and Pieter Lechner
Becom e an ex pert on the intricacies of Appl es's OOS(Oisk Op erating Sy stem) . BENEATH APPLE •
DDS rs th e perf ect companion to App le's DDS 3.3 Manual. Containin g eight chapters, th ree
appendices, a glossary, an ind ex, and over 160 page s, th is ma nu al se rv es to completely frl in the
many gaps left by App le's OOS 3.3 Manua l. Wri tten for Apple users with DOS 3.3 , 3.2 or earlier
versio ns, eve ry Apple disk user shou ld have this carefully written manual at hi s fin gertips.

This

Last

Month Month

I.

Business ID

IO.

2. PFS:File, John Page and D . D. Roberts, Software
Publishing Corporation
I. VisiCalc, Software Arts/ Dan Bricklin and Robert
Frankston, VisiCorp
4. Multiplan, Microsoft
5. PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation
3. Quick File Ile, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
6. PFS:Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill, Software
Publishing Corporation
7. BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, Apple
Computer
General Ledger, George Shackelford, State of the Art
10. The Incredible Jack, Business Solutions
Apple II Business Graphics, Apple Computer

This

Last

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Month Month

I.
2.
4.

5.
7.
8.
9.
10.

LEAR N .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How OOS 3 3 differs from othe r DD S vers ion s
How disks are protected.
How to reco nstru ct a damaged diskette CATALOG .
How trac ks are formatted.
How to use th e disk directly, mfhout OOS.
How to ca ll OOS 's fi le manager.
How every rou tine in DDS works
How to customize DOS to you r needs
How to overcome DISK 1/ 0 ERRORS .
About the "sec ret" Irle types  S and R.

INCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large quant1t1es of excellent diagrams and ta bles
Source listings of useful disk ut1l1t1es.
Gl ossary of ove r 150 technical term s.
Exhaustive descri pti on of OOS program logic.
Handy reference card
Useful pa tches to OO S
Many programming exam ples.

A DETAILED
LOOK AT DOS

$19.95

Bobby ID

I.
3.
2.
5.
7.
8.
10.

Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros
Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros
Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
Apple Pascal, Apple Computer
Zoom Grafix, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software
Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumson, David Lubar, and
Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software
3. Pronto DOS, Tom Weishaar, Beagle Bros
6. Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality
Software
Typefaces, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

LEARN TO PLAY
WINNING POKER!
Justify your investment
in your Apple II computer

This

Last

Month Month

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

BomelD

1. Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and
Steve Pollack, Continental Software
2. ASCII Express :The Professional, Bill Blue and
Mark Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems
5. Dow Jones Market Analyzer, RTR Software and Dow
Jones & Company, Dow Jones Software
3. Data Capture 4.0, George McClellan and David Hughes,
Southeastern Software
Softerm, Lynn Stricklan, Softronics
Micro/Terminal, Microcom
7. Transend I, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM
9. Know Your Apple Ile, Muse
6. Hayes Terminal Program, Hayes Microcomputer Products
Transend 2, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM

Serious profes si onal poker is the name of this game. Nowyou ca n play eight hand ed poker any
time you want. II you ca n't find eno ugh playe rs to complete the game , the computer will 1111out
the table. Wh en yo u play alone you will want to use Pro Pok er's krbbitz mode . Pro Poker wi ll tell
you when lo open, when ta fold, pas s, or raise, and why. It's like having a professio na l coach
whispe ring in your ear ' So rm prove your ga me by playing ag ainst se ven no -non sense co mputer
players. On eof Pro-Pok er's many featu res allows yo uto play all of th eopponents' hands face up.
Then in vite you r un suspecting frie nds ove r and astound them with your new poke r skills.
Develop ed and relined ove r athree year period by Jay Allen, amoney -winn ingpoker profession 
al and a published au thor on gamblin g techn iqu es, Pro Poker ut1l 11es mac hinelang uage and will
play ove r 300 hands per hour. Pro Poker combines high1esolut1on graph ics display withseveral
text displays fo r data. Pro Po ker is a complete poker tutoria l and also grea t fun!
based on California poker club rules
$39.95 , on drskette
AS KFOR PRO PD KER at your loca l Apple dealer. II necessary you may order direc tly fro mus
te lepho ne (2 13) 344 -6599 fo r detail s. Or send $39 95 plus $1 50 for shipping and han dli ngto
the address be low. Cal ifornia residen ts add sa les tax Out side of North American shi ppin g and
handlin g charges are $5 .00 (p ayable rn U.S. currency).
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Soltalk Presents 'nle Bestsellers
file handling. That is best seen in the strength of educational software
sales .
The Hobby 10 became even more of a Beagle Bros domain, if that's
possible. In June, they placed six of the ten on the list, including the top
four. Double-Take stayed on top, with Apple Me chanic a nd DOS Boss
tied for second. Utility City was fourth , Pronto DOS was eighth, and
Typefaces was tenth.
Even with all those sales, the Brothers Beagle give no indication of
getting a shave in the near term.
The other Hobby 10 programs were long-running veterans-Apple
Pascal, Zoom Grafix, Graphics Magician, and Bag of Tricks.
Even as the Hobby IO 1s becoming the Beagle Bros Memorial Chart,
so the Home 10 1s becoming the dom ain of communications program s.
Apple- fra nchised reta il sto res represe ntmg a pproxim atel y 7 4 pe rcent o f a ll sales o f
A pple a nd A pple-rela ted produ c ts voluntee red to p articipa te in the poll
Respo ndents we re contacted earl y in Jul y to ascerta m thetr sa les fo r the month o f
June
Th e o nly criterio n fo r mclu sio n o n the li st was the number o f units so ld-such other
cr1tcr1a as qua lity of product, prof1tab1hty to the computer sto re, a nd personal pre fer
ences of the individu al respo ndents were not considered .
Respo ndents m.July represe nted eve ry geog raphical a re a o f th e contment a l U nited
Sta tes.
Res ults of th e resp o nses were ta bula ted usmg a fo rmula tha t resulted in the mde x
numb er to the left o f the progra m na me in the T op Thirty listin g . The index number is a n
arbit ra ry measure o f relative strength o f the programs li sted . Index numb ers a re cor
rel a ti ve o nl y to the mo nth in which they a re pnnted; readers ca nn o t ass ume that a n m
dex rating of 50 m o ne mo nth represents equi valent sales to a n mdex number o f5 0 in an
other mo nth
Proba bility of st atistica l er ro r is plus o r mm us 3.3 1 percent , which translates rou ghly
into the theoretical possibility of a ch a nge o f 3 58 po mts, plu s o r minu s, in a ny index
numb er

Home Accountant remained by far the leader of the group. Dow
J ones Market Analyzer moved up to third, and Know Your Apple Ile
nabbed eighth . All the rest were communications packages.
ASCII Express: The Professional held on to a solid second and even
moved into the Top Thirty . Data Capture 4.0 was fourth. Softenn and
Micro / Terminal-packages probably used more in a business environ
ment than in th e home-scored fifth and sixth respectively.
JI

The Top Thirty
This
Last
M onth Month

I.
2.
3.

I.
5.

4.

3.

5.
6.
7.

4.
10.
2.

8.

8.

9.

14.

10.

7.

11.
12.

13.

11.
9.
6.

14.
15.

29.

16.

16.
17.
18.
19.

29 .

20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

12.

25.

25.
26.
18.
15.
29.
30.

13.
26.

Index

167.91 Apple Writer lie, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
97 .68 Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft
92.09 PFS:File, John Page and D. D. Roberts, Software
Publishing Corporation
70.70 VisiCalc, Software Arts / Dan Bricklin and Robert
Frankston, VisiCorp
56.51 MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
55.81 Multiplan, Microsoft
50.70 Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry
Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental Software
44.65 Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue,
Micro Fun
43.49 PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
39.53 Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the Bank
Street College of Education, Broderbund Software
37.67 Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software
35.58 Quick File lie, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
30.69 Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
25.58 Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
22.32 Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple
Computer
20.69 WordStar, MicroPro
18.37 Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line
17.67 Hard Hat Mack, Mike Abbott and Matthew
Alexander, Electronic Arts
16.28 PFS:Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill,
Software Publishing Corporation
15.11 Stickybear ABC, Richard Hefter, Jack Rice,
Spencer Howe, and Janie and Steve Worthington,
Xerox Education Publications
14.88 Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros
14.41 ASCII Express:The Professional, Bill Blue and
Mark Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems
13.72 Zork I, Infocom
13.02 Ernie's Quiz, Children's Television Workshop,
Apple Computer
12.79 Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
12.09 BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken
Debower, Apple Computer
12.09 Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
12.09 DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle
Bros
11 .62 Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line
11.16 Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic
11.16 Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
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